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The Tathägatagarbhasütra (TGS) is a relatively short text that represents the
starting point of a number of works in Indian Mahayana Buddhism centering
around the idea that all living beings have the buddha-nature. The genesis of the
term tathagatagarbha (in Tibetan de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po, in Chinese rulai
zang ilU^MX the key term of this strand of Buddhism and the title of the sutra,
can be observed in the textual history of the TGS. From there it set off to enjoy a
phenomenal career in Central and East Asia, revolutionizing the understanding of
Buddhist thinkers and leaving a deep impression on Buddhist philosophy and
spirituality. This impact can be felt even today. Nowadays, the concept of the
buddha-nature attracts attention also among Buddhist practitioners in the West.
Academically, the study of this third large strand of Mahayana Buddhism, which
never became a dogmatically systematized line of thought, has been, and still is,
dominated by scholars from East Asia. This, and the historical fact that it was
doctrinally absorbed by the two main schools of Mahayana Buddhism on Indian
soil, the Madhyamaka and the Vijnänaväda, could be the main reason why the
existence of tathagatagarbha thought has hardly been noticed in many Western
academic surveys. In recent decades this has changed for the better, and it is
probably no exaggeration to call the study of the theory of the buddha-nature
today one of the main vehicles of exchange between scholars of the East and the
West in the domain of Buddhist studies.
Convinced that a detailed study of the earliest expressions of buddhanature thought would be a rewarding task, I was first confronted with the need to
establish a reliable textual edition of the TGS which, in light of the fact that no
Sanskrit manuscripts of the TGS have been transmitted to us, takes into account
all available translations. The collation of the Tibetan and the Chinese texts of the
TGS by Kyöshun Tödö in 1959, though progressive for his time, cannot meet
these basic needs. My decision to produce a more comprehensive edition, one
making use of the Tibetan materials, was based on three reasons. First, the Tibetan
translators in general followed, more so than the Chinese, a literal style of
translation, so that concrete inferences regarding the Indian text can be drawn for
large parts of it. Secondly, the hitherto accepted assumption that the oldest
available translation of the TGS, by Buddhabhadra, by virtue of its age and
uniqueness, reflects an Indian transmission which has not undergone the textual
alterations of later centuries, is only partly true. Certain additional textual blocks
in the Tibetan were doubtlessly interpolated at a later stage, but the source of the
citations in the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä), a sästra which was written at least
fifty years before Buddhabhadra translated the sutra, has turned out to be the
recension represented in the Tibetan tradition.1 Finally, given that the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhya), the most influential treatise on the tathagatagarbha theory in
India, based itself on the recension reflected in the Tibetan, this recension became,
in terms of the impact it had (its wirkungsgeschichte), increasingly referred to in
the following centuries.
As luck would have it, in the process of my work a second, paracanonical
Tibetan translation of the same sutra, from Bathang, came to my notice. I present
it in a diplomatic edition, directly facing the standard Tibetan translation. The
1

Whether or not the later interpolations were at that point already a part of this recension of the
TGS cannot be decided.

second part of my work contains critical editions of the canonical Tibetan
translation, the diplomatic edition of the translation from Bathang and the two
edited Chinese translations. As my translation of the sutra is based on the Tibetan
canonical version, I invested much time in the critical edition of this latter,
collating all philologically relevant manuscripts and block prints, among them
even some folios from the now famous Tabo monastery. A description of the
characteristics of the fourteen manuscripts and block prints and the conclusions
drawn about their stemmatic relations form another important element of the
second part of my study. With this I hope that a contribution has been made to the
Kanjur studies started in the last decades of the twentieth century by the pioneers
in the field, Helmut Eimer and Paul Harrison.
For the Sinologist dealing with Buddhist canonical materials, the second
part may be of particular interest for its results concerning the transmission of
Buddhist sutras in the Taisho Tripitaka. Although the text of the older Chinese
translation has been transmitted fairly well in the Taisho, that of the eighthcentury translation of Amoghavajra found in the Zhonghua Dazangjing
^^y^viSIS represents a much better transmission. Based on this text, the Taisho
version had to be emended in a fairly high number of cases. The Zhonghua
Dazangjing ^ ^ y t l S I S should from now on be regarded as an indispensable tool
for any critical edition of Chinese Buddhist material contained in it.
The first part of my study consists of an annotated translation of the
canonical Tibetan version, preceded by an analysis of the textual history of the
TGS, an interpretation of the term tathagatagarbha, a discussion of the authors'
ideas as reflected in the sutra, and the specification of the place of the TGS in
Indian Buddhist history. In order not to go beyond the framework adequate for a
study of this kind, I have had to strictly limit my discussions to the TGS. Only
sporadically have I been able to take into account facts which reflect a later stage
of development of the theory of the buddha-nature. Some of the reflections,
particularly in section 4.4, have therefore had to remain abridged, and are
doubtless in need of much more detailed and comprehensive argumentation. I
hope that the future will provide me the possibility of treating such points with the
detail they surely deserve.
The decision to compose this study in English was taken for the sake of
readers who do not know German. I apologize for any unidiomatic phraseology,
but nevertheless hope that the formulations are clear enough.
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Technical Note: My Use of the Asterisk
I have employed an asterisk (*) before Sanskrit terms throughout the study when
the Tibetan translation did not allow an unambiguous reconstruction of the
original. In many cases, however, parallel passages in the Saddharmapundarikasütra and other texts serve as proof for the reconstructed form, for which I then
did not use an asterisk. Similarly, I have refrained from employing an asterisk
whenever Bth and the Chinese translations support a certain reconstruction (based
on Tib) and exclude any other possibilities. One should, nevertheless, keep in
mind that Tibetan translation rules and vocabulary are much less regularly and
mechanically employed than is usually assumed.2 To speak with absolute
certainty concerning the reconstruction of the Sanskrit terminology is impossible.

2

On this subject, see Seyfort Ruegg 1992: 382ff.
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Parti
A Study and Annotated Translation
of the
Tathägatagarbhasütra

A General Study and Text-historical Considerations
In comparison with the vast amount of work to be done in the field of Indian
Mahayana it would seem to be an easy task to focus on a single sutra.
Nevertheless, even such a limited undertaking has the potential to extend its reach
significantly, inasmuch as research of this kind touches on several quite different
topics of scholarly activity. One is the topic of the Tibetan textual transmission
itself which will be dealt with extensively in part II. In part A I will focus on texthistorical considerations and present a study of the fundamental terminology used
in the text, the doctrine it expounds, and its place in Indian Buddhism. It goes
without saying that, in order to cover these different aspects, I have had to restrict
myself to what appeared most essential. In the following I would like to give a
very short overview of the content of part A, and, at the same time, to draw
attention to what I consider the most important outcome of my research in it.
In chapter 1 I first deal with the interrelationship among the four oldest
translations of the TGS (1.1). Three of them, it turned out, represent the same
recension (TGS2), while the older Chinese translation is the single representative
of another, shorter recension (TGSi). From a detailed analysis of the relation of
the two recensions to the nine similes reproduced in the Ratnagotravibhaga, it
was possible to prove that, though TGSi was the earlier translation (fifth century),
the similes in the Ratnagotravibhaga, itself a work which probably came into
existence as early as the fourth century, are based on TGS2. Section 1.1 further
contains a study of the main terminological differences between the two
recensions, and 1.2 and 1.3 deal with the differences between the three
representatives of TGS2. Each translation of this latter has its own unique features,
but no telling traits could be found that would establish their interdependence.
Section 1.4 offers an analysis of the structure and textual history of the
sutra. The main result of this chapter lies in localizing and proposing explanations
for compositional irregularities in the first simile. I could thereby show that the
textual history of the TGS can be divided into at least three steps. The term
tathagatagarbha was only introduced into the sutra during the third step, as an
insertion into the middle of the first simile. In the last eight similes, which one can
consider the starting point and nucleus of the sutra, there are no occurrences of
this term.
Section 1.5 ends the first chapter. I deal there with the basic structure of
the similes and discuss an adequate method of interpreting them. The content of
each simile is summed up. By this means the richness and varying nuances of the
authors' message in them are brought to light.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the terms tathagatagarbha and garbha. In a
comprehensive grammatical analysis in section 2.1 I discuss all intelligible ways
of understanding the compound tathagatagarbha. The most fitting interpretation
in the context of the TGS is that of a bahuvrihi meaning "containing a tathagata,"
in reference to living beings. The context of a growing process suggested by two
of the similes and the parallelism with the term buddhadhätu of the
Mahäparinirvänasütra may, however, have contributed to the prevailingly
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tatpurusa use of the compound in the later tradition.
In section 2.2 I first analyze all passages in which the compound
tathagatagarbha appears, and suggest an answer to the question why the Tibetan
translators did not apply the particle can in their rendering of the compound. The
most significant findings in this section center around two difficult passages of the
sutra concerning the term tathagatagarbha. For one passage (verse 1.1), I could
demonstrate with the help of a parallel in the Ratnagotravibhaga that the verse
was understood wrongly by the Tibetan tradition. In the second case (5 A) there is
strong textual evidence from the Chinese and the alternative Tibetan translation
from Bathang: instead of the correct tathägata-jnäna, we find in the canonical
Tibetan translation a rendering of "garbha, a mistake which may even go back to
the Sanskrit manuscript used by the translators. Another verse (10.10), however,
clearly documents a non-bahuvrlhi use of tathagatagarbha. There are several
indications, though, that this verse was not part of the oldest form of the TGS.
Regarding the use of the term garbha, it seems that, contrary to the practice in the
translation from Bathang, the canonical team of translators took care to
differentiate between garbha as the space inside the calyx of a lotus
(padmagarbha, pad ma'i snying po) and the petals forming its enclosure
(*padmakosa, pad ma 'i sbubs). With equal rigor, on the other side of the simile
(upameya), snying po was used in the canonical Tibetan translation only in the
meaning "embryonic essence" of living beings but not as indicating their "inside"
or "womb."
At the beginning of section 3.1 I provide a chart with all the terms of the
TGS used to designate the buddha-nature of living beings. Among them a variety
of expressions ranging from concrete terms like jinakäya to more abstract ones is
then analyzed. Yet all the terms are interchangeably employed by the authors of
the sutra in combination with the concrete vocabulary of the upamäna, a fact that
implies that their main aim was to convey the idea of the inherent buddhahood of
all living beings in easily comprehensible terms rather than to go into a detailed
scholastic discussion of the exact properties of this hidden buddhahood. The terms
(tathagata-)dharmatä and tathägatadhätu are dealt with at greater length. I have
tried to make clear why we can by no means be sure that the former term is meant
to be understood as "absolute truth" similarly to tathatä (it must rather mean
"character/nature (of a tathagata)" without any monistic connotations), and why
the term dhätu in the passage of the TGS is bare of any notion of causality—a
notion which does, however, characterize the Mahäparinirvänasütra and the later
tathagatagarbha tradition. (The passage containing dhätu in the TGS is cited in
the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä, and there used to prove that dhätu should be
understood as hetu.) From my analysis it thus becomes clear that all the terms for
the buddha-nature employed in the TGS refer to the level of spiritual perfection.
They indicate a state or entity which is already present and in no need of any
further ripening or essential change, though two of the similes could at first glance
provoke a different understanding.
To show in detail why I think these two similes were not created in order
to introduce a notion of ripening into the idea of the buddha-nature in all living
beings is one concern of section 3.2. The idea the authors of the sutra had in mind
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can be called a "theory of revelation." The perfect state of buddhahood is already
present in all living beings. It is nevertheless covered with defilements and has to
be revealed or manifested in order to become efficacious. In fact, the main
category on which the authors' ideas center is that of efficaciousness.
Efficaciousness functions as the decisive criterion which distinguishes the buddha
from the sattva, the authors' focus on and illustration of this one category by far
outweighing any concern for a neat and systematic conception of the two different
soteriological states. Here the sutra reveals its true character: rather than pose the
question of how the new message might be philosophically brought in line with
other, traditional Buddhist doctrines, and formulate or discuss a possible
metaphysical principle going beyond the concrete frame of an individual buddhanature in the similes, the authors of the text seem to have pursued fairly pragmatic
ends. This accords well with the fact that for them, becoming and being a buddha
means in the first place to actively perform buddha-deeds. All these observations
have led me to argue that the sutra's origin has probably to be sought among
circles of Buddhists characterized by an "attitude of worldly engagement
predominating over mainly theoretical concerns"—a hypothesis which, of course,
needs to be further substantiated and elaborated on the basis of other writings of
the tathagatagarbha teachings.
In section 3.3 I try to shed light on the process of purification from the
defilements. While the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa, which in view of one
of its similes can be seen as the closest predecessor of the TGS, distinguishes
clearly between the role of the Tathagata in the liberation process of living beings,
on the one hand, and the active participation of living beings themselves on the
other, the TGS is in this respect more vague, so that sometimes the part living
beings play recedes completely behind what indeed appears to be the almighty
figure of the Tathagata. Nevertheless, there are passages in the TGS which
document that it was by no means its aim to exclude living beings from such
participation. Rather, it was simply that the authors' focus lay on other issues.
Section 4.1 is an overview of the titles under which the sutra has been
translated and cited. The oldest title of the sutra in Sanskrit most probably was
Tathägatagarbha-näma-vaipulya(or. vaitulya)-sutra.
In section 4.2 I deal with the oldest available catalogues of translated
Buddhist literature in China with regard to the records on the TGS. At the center
of my analysis is the question of the plausibility of an entry in the Chu sanzang ji
ji tB^ÜfSIH which claims the existence of a Chinese translation of the TGS for
as early as the end of the third century CE by Faju t£!i£ Whereas the attribution
of another translation of the TGS to Fazu t£lfi (active ca 290-306), in the
catalogue of Fei Changfang ifjlljf-, most probably does not correspond to
historical fact, the situation regarding Faju is more complex. Much depends on the
evaluation of the credibility of the entries in the Chu sanzang ji ji said to be
largely based on the famous but lost catalogue of Daoan üt^c. My study shows
that there are good reasons to deal more critically with this part of the Chu
sanzang ji ji. Its compiler Sengyou fft^fi has always enjoyed the highest esteem
among scholars who work with the difficult material of Chinese Buddhist
catalogues. This may have led to a certain lack of judiciousness when it came to
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the reconstructed entries of Daoan. Although I can show that the Chu sanzang ji ji
probably knew of two conflicting traditions concerning the history of Chinese
translations of the TGS, the claim that a translation of the sutra already existed in
the third century is not in itself at all unreasonable. Concerning the translations by
Buddhabhadra and Amoghavajra no further material for their exact dating could
be found.
As for the motives of the authors of the TGS (section 4.3) there are a
variety of possibilities. The non-philosophical and non-scholastic style hints at the
likelihood that they were writing primarily for non-specialists of the Buddhist
doctrine. One of the motives could thus have been to attract to religious practice
hitherto neglected segments of the Buddhist community, or even groups from
outside it. The Saddharmapundarikasütra may have been another important factor
leading to the composition of the TGS. The Saddharmapundarikasütra puts
forward the ekayäna theory, namely that all living beings can become buddhas.
The TGS, from the mouth of the Buddha, provides a sound, if ideal, soteriological
"proof of this assertion. The fact, however, that nowhere in the sutra are there
ethical conclusions drawn on the basis of this ekayänist theory of equality
somehow comes as a surprise.
In the first part of section 4.4 I try to establish a terminus ante quern for
the TGS. Based on considerations of a doctrinal nature, the similar metrical
structure of parts of the Ratnagotravibhaga and the Mahäyänasüträlamkära, the
progress of philosophical thought from the Mahäyänasüträlamkära to
Vasubandhu's Trimsikä, and the fact that a citation from the Trimsikä is found in
the Lahkävatärasütra, the middle of the fourth century CE is a probable date
before which the TGS should have been composed. The TGS, having clearly taken
ideas from the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa and the Saddharmapundarikasütra, must be attributed a position within a strand in Buddhism which does not
conceal its favor for the concept of a positive continuous subject—a strand which
has its roots in the canonical scriptures. The notion of sunyata in its established
meaning does not play any decisive role in the TGS or in other early
tathagatagarbha texts. According to the Ratnagotravibhaga, the tathagatagarbha
teaching can be understood as complementing or even correcting ideas related to
sunyata. Though the TGS does not present a philosophically homogeneous
framework, and even if its main impetus may indeed have been to encourage
people to become active Buddhist followers, its soteriological conception of a
buddha-nature present in all living beings cannot easily be discarded as mere
upäya, that is, as pure means apart from any claim that the message embraces a
true statement about the constitution of reality. Such a disclaimer would contradict
the thrust of the authors' work, even if their idea of living beings' eternal
buddhahood on the road to efficaciousness comes close to the "non-Buddhist"
atman doctrine, and can in the eyes of somebody aiming to doctrinally harmonize
Mahayana provoke doubts about the Buddhist character of the tathagatagarbha
teaching. This is exactly what has been done by the representatives of the "Critical
Buddhism" group, with whom I shortly deal at the end. I feel that they are not
willing to accept that Buddhism from early times on has been a heterogeneous
phenomenon, one impossible to identify by two main tenets of purely doctrinal
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Patter, in the way its critics do. I further believe that what they postulate to be
"true Buddhism," that is, "Critical Buddhism" in the sense they understand it, is
another inadmissible restraint of Buddhist traditions.
Section 4.5 tries to identify the texts in which citations from the TGS are
contained. The Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) is the most important among them.
Though the Ratnagotravibhaga has rendered faithfully the content of the nine
similes of the TGS, there is at least one instance where it has introduced a notion
not found in the parallel passage of the TGS. This notion can be called
"traditionally Buddhist" inasmuch as it emphasizes the necessity of several factors
for the ripening of a sprout, which here illustrates the living being's buddhanature. In the vyäkhyä, however, one of the very few word-for-word citations from
the TGS is interpreted differently from the Ratnagotravibhaga itself. Further, the
vyäkhyä has tried to apply an unnatural scheme to the similes and has reduced
their richness of descriptive nuance to a purely scholastic analysis focused on the
main categories of buddhadhätu and klesa and their subcategories.
Finally, in section 4.6 I describe the history of the twentieth-century
reception of the TGS. The studies of the tathagatagarbha teaching in general have
experienced a rapid acceleration since the 1960s. Both the Chinese and Tibetan
translations of the TGS have been studied under various approaches aimed at
different groups of readers.

1 Textual History and Structure of the TGS
1.1 Different Recensions of the TGS
The TGS can be said to exist in two recensions:
• Recension TGSi, represented by the Chinese translation of Buddhabhadra
dating from the beginning of the fifth century CE (Chi), and
• Recension TGS2, represented by the Tibetan canonical translation dating from
around 800 CE (Tib),1 the Tibetan paracanonical translation from Bathang
(Bth), and the Chinese translation of Amoghavajra from about the middle of
the eighth century (CA2).
Differences between TGSi and TGS2 are documented in the notes on every page of
my translation. Among these differences are several major ones of a purely
quantitative nature:
• Chi lacks the list of attributes of the arhats in OB.
• The whole section 0C (the enumeration of participating monks) is missing in
Chi.
• Chi lacks verse 0.5.
• The repetitive passage at the end of 10B and the beginning of IOC is missing
in Chi.
• The introduction to the story of *Sadäpramuktarasmi in 11A is missing in Chi
(the passage in question has no counterpart in the verse portion of either
recension).
• Sections 12A and 12B (the question of Änanda) are missing in Chi.
1

On the authorship of the Tibetan canonical translation according to the colophons, see section
3.3 in part II.
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All these differences can be shown to be additions of TGS2 rather than parts
dropped by Buddhabhadra.2 In the following, I will deal with possible answers to
the question why the above-Pentioned passages were introduced into TGS2.
The list of attributes of the arhats in OB is a stock phrase description found
in many other sutras as well. The addition shows that from a certain time on it was
probably thought of as a requisite element.3 The same can be said for the addition
OC, where 19 names of participating monks are listed. The best-known disciples
of the Buddha are among the arhats. The mention of Änanda was probably felt to
be especially important, since he later questions the Buddha in 12A and 12B,
sections missing in Chi.
Verse 0.5 goes beyond the rather rational question in the parallel prose
section 0J. It is an emotional appeal to the Buddha, who is addressed by the
epithets "Highest among Humans" (dvipadottama) and "Divine One" (deva), and
requested to answer for the sake of all living beings. That the Buddha has to be
requested (as many as three times) to teach is also a common element in many
sutras.4 The convention goes back to the early sources, which report that the
Buddha was asked three times to teach by the god Brahman before he decided to
do so. It is surprising that the parallel prose section remained untouched by the
redactors of TGS2.
In the case of the additional part in 10B/C, I cannot find any convincing
reason why the redactors of TGS2 felt the need to enlarge the text. The veneration
of the tathagatas in the repetitive section is reduced to the strewing of flowers (as
opposed to the donation of pavilions in the part common to TGSi and TGS2). In
the interpolation, instead of the realization of tathägata-knowledge as the starting
point, we find the search for the Dharma (dharmam paryesate); the "sons or
daughters of good family" are replaced by "monks, nuns, upäsakas or upäsikäs";
finally, instead of the internalization or arrangement into a book of as little as one
simile, there is the veneration and joyful approval (anumodana) of the sutra. This
last feature is typical of the Saddharmapundarikasütra (see SPi s.v. forms of the
stem anu-mud) and other Mahayana sutras, and I suspect that this may have
induced the redactors to interpolate the repetitive section into TGS2.
The introductory passage to the story of *Sadäpramuktarasmi in IIA,
stressing the beneficial effect of the TGS, resembles in its syntax the introduction
to the story of Sadäparibhüta in the XlXth chapter of the Saddharmapundarikasütra (see note in my translation). As it is not found in Chi, it could well be an
element, again based on a set phrase found in the Saddharmapundarikasütra,
inserted later in order to smooth the transition from the sections on merit to the
story of *Sadäpramuktarasmi.
Sections 12A and 12B are not found in Chi, nor do they have a counterpart
in the following verses of either recension. They contain Änanda's question about
the length of time till perfection and the Buddha's answer. Explanations directed
to Änanda are a common element in Mahayana sutras. This is understandable,
since it is he alone who is generally said not to have attained arhatship among the
Buddha's main disciples. Besides, he is often entrusted with the preservation of
2

The additions are discussed in the notes to the corresponding passages in my translation.
The same situation holds true for the Vimalakirtinirdesa. The list of attributes is found only in
the Tibetan (see Lamotte 1962: 97).
4
See, for example, the second chapter of the SP where Säriputra requests the Buddha three
times to expound the Dharma.
3
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the expounded discourse (at the end of the sutra), having been, according to the
tradition, known for his excellent memory.5
The position of the interpolation towards the end of the sutra is thus not
surprising, though the passage in question does not directly deal with the
preservation of the TGS. The redactors placed it within the originally monolithic
verse section 111 and 12C. In order to join the interpolation neatly with the
following verse triplet, they added a sentence at the end of the interpolation
dealing with the worthiness of whoever preserves the TGS, which is the theme of
the following three verses. The content of Änanda's question, on the other hand,
seems rather unique. One would have expected the stock question about the
title(s) of the exposition6 if the purpose had been to create a context for the
appearance of Änanda. As a matter of fact, the relation of the question to the other
parts of the TGS is not obvious, and I suspect that Änanda's question was
originally simply another more or less independent episodical unit before it
became integrated into the TGS.
The fact that Chi covers just two thirds of the length of CA2 cannot simply be
explained by these obvious interpolations, and the reasons must also be looked for
elsewhere. When it comes to differences of style and content, the situation is
much more complex. Although the same basic ideas can be found in both
recensions, it seems that in the details, that is, terminology and syntactic relations,
the recensions vary widely. The style of Chi appears to be much more concise: the
number of characters per päda is only five (CA2: seven), enumerations are
generally abbreviated, and the line of narration seems to focus only on issues of
main importance. My impression is that Chi sticks less slavishly to an Indian
original and, in contrast to the representatives of TGS2, also reproduces almost no
inconsistencies which may already have been part of the Indian transmission.
Besides these characteristics we find other terminological and doctrinal
features which, more or less, seem to be peculiar to Chf.
a. Throughout the similes, the compound ilU^M ( or: f^ÜD? usually rendering
tathagatagarbha, is used 20 times in Chi. In the Tibetan, the usage is restricted
to the first simile, where it appears 4 times. In CA2, besides these 4 times in the
first simile, it is found a further 5 times in other similes.7 In cases where Chi
employs ilU^M ( o r : f^ÜD m contrast to the Tibetan, the Tibetan is based on
tathägata-dharmatä (4 times), *jina-käya (or: sugata°, tathagata"; 4 times),
tathagata or buddha (3 times), buddhabhümi, buddhatva {sangs rgyas nyid) or
*avinäsadharmin ichud mi za ba 'i chos can). In one passage of the first simile,
Chi reads $n5J5j§- m contrast to tathagatagarbha in the Tibetan and CA2.
b. In Chi the term ilU^M (tathagatagarbha) designates a separate entity found
within living beings. 8 Amoghavajra in CA2 seems to share such an
understanding.9
5

See Lamotte 1962: 392, n. 40; Buddhist tradition has it that Änanda took a vow to become the
first of "those who have heard a lot" ibahusruta) (MPPUi I 223).
6
See Lamotte 1962: 392, n. 41.
7
See the comparative list in Takasaki 1974: 48-53 (^-Äyf }§MfiÄS^ff on p. 50 (III.2) is to be
corrected to $P5f$Ü?).
8

See 0M: M^tQ^B;
13: f f W $ & M M » i < ; 1-5: f f i g c l S f e 2A: —®$&M
tüMM; 2.2: ^t±iüMM ("the tathagatagarbha [of] living beings"); 5B: §|^^MtUMMl 6.2:
Q
I M P « ; 7B: tWmmi±.%^\H;
8B: Ä # O T « g H ; 8.3: $mWM\
B: -WM^
8
iWMfeM- Only -4 and IB could be interpreted differently: ?£##P5|5Ü (8.4): "Your body [is]
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c. Chi tends to describe only the buddha-nature of living beings as wrapped in
defilements.10 TGS2, on the other hand, so describes both the buddha-nature
and living beings.11
d. A translation of the term dharmatä appears only once throughout the whole of
Chi, while its usage is frequently attested for TGS2 (chos nyid; t£'|4)- This
single usage of dharmatä in Chi is found in the passage quoted in the
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä (see IB): t£fS• The Tibetan employs the term chos
nyid (for dharmatä) altogether in 9 instances, for 7 of which there is a
corresponding text in Chi. In these 7 cases, Chi uses the terms ilU^M (4) and
^P5]5l4 (3). Ch2 in these passages operates with t£'|4 (4) and $t (verse), t £ Ü ,
and $n5J5Ü;i4 (each once). In the two other passages Ch2 reads t£'|4 and yjx
(verse).
e. The term "bodhisattva" appears 34 times throughout Tib.12 Chi, however, uses
the term only 21 times. Among these are 3 cases where TGS2 does not mention
the term (7.5, 10B, 10.3). In 7 instances Chi uses more general terms like #j^^£
(sattva) or j|Sc instead. Five cases are without any correspondence in Chi.
f While Tib uses the stock phrase "Tathagata, Honorable One and Perfectly
Awakened One" 14 times, it is only found 3 times in Chi, and in these once in
a passage where all versions of TGS2 read only "tathagata" (6B). Otherwise,
Chi resorts to the terms #P5J5 (3), ^ (2), {% (2), or \&M (1), and when TGS2
speaks of the attainment of the designations "Tathagata, Honorable One and

the store of a tathagata!" However, such an understanding is unlikely in view of the preceding
verse 8.3: J U S ^ ^ j f . In IB, fff$y£ff, ^f&tÜiS, ^ItiW,
—®*fc£Ä£H?tfe
^ § t 0 corresponds to the citation in the 5*99 (... sadaivaite sattvas tathagatagarbha iti I). The
Chinese can be understood as "The store of a tathagata [in] all living beings is at all times present
without change" or possibly "All living beings [are] stores of a tathagata; [this true nature of all
things] is at all times present without change." The latter translation is unlikely because the subject
(t£ff for dharmatä) and its predication (^{EE^ St) appear separated from each other.
9
tüMM as a separate entity appears in 1.1 (mtUMMMPffW), 3B (fätüMWM),
5B

(-w^mmmm), 6B mrm^^immm and SB (—^mtm^mmm). The

following cases could at first sight be understood as "... [to see that] all sentient beings [are] stores
of a tathagata": 0M:%—W^iU%B,
1A: U l f — W l t ^ P Ä IB: — « T f l t ^ Ä t t !
^ ü , 9B: jf,—'®T€'l1t$n5f5iic- Only an examination of other passages, similar in syntax, shows
that the grammatical function of $P5f$|i? cannot be that of a predicate to TC'Ift and that the
expression must consequently be translated as: "tathagata-store [oflin] sentient beings." That this is
the right interpretation becomes clear from the following passages: 0M: jf,—-®T€l1t§^S(Sf jiöS;
These
BJ'JÜIS; 6 A : ^—W^WWSßM'MM^M'MWiare the only other examples with a syntactic
structure equivalent to the one above. It is obvious that the defilements cannot be construed as the
predicates of sentient beings. On the other hand, we find the following päda in 4.3: ^PfjJ'JH'l'iä^l
^ J ü : "knowing that those defilements [are] accidental." From this we can infer that Amoghavajra
would probably have employed the character J=| in the instances above also, if he had intended to
use the term $P5f$|i? as a predicate to sentient beings.
10
Namely in 0M, 2A, 2.2, 3.3, 4.3, 4.4, 6.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 9.3. The passages in IB
(iSM^^M
1 i » , Ä t t i l t . . . ) and in 7.3 ( « ü »
ffi«£M
i ^ Ü ' l i f Ä ) suggest that living
beings are encased in defilements.
11
Passages where the buddha-nature is mentioned as wrapped in defilements are 2.2, 3.3, 7.4
and 7.5. The defilements are said to cover living beings in 0M, IB (Bth and Tib unclear), 2A, 4.3
and 7.3.
12
1 am not counting the appearances in association with the names of bodhisattvas or with the
four bodhisattvas who did not attain awakening in section 11. Among the 34 cases above, the term
is 4 times part of an interpolation in TGS2 not found in Chi.
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Perfectly Awakened One," Chi paraphrases it as jj^ipIEJ!;, j^jftjEIK

or

"ztW

g. The term sattvadhätu and the definition of sattva is not found in Chi in 6B. In
addition, the verses in chapter 4 of Chi lack the term (citta)prakrti ägantukaklesa, a concept characteristic of the tathagatagarbha teaching.
It is common in both Chinese translations that ilU^M i s understood to be a
separate entity found in living beings (b). Leaving aside the question why the
word zang 0 was chosen to render Skt. garbha,14 this is nevertheless surprising,
since ilU^M could easily be applied as a predicate of living beings, in the sense
of living beings being the stores of a tathagata. It seems that already at the time of
Buddhabhadra's translation the general idea of tathagatagarbha as an entity
within living beings was so prevalent that Buddhabhadra or his collaborators
decided—even against the evidence of the sutra itself—to accept it for their
translation into Chinese. This feature thus arose in the translational act and is not
related to the Sanskrit text.
It is impossible to say to what extent feature a, the continuous use of the
compound ilU^M throughout Chi, is also due to Buddhabhadra's preference for
this term.15 The fact that Amoghavajra also uses the term more often than the
Tibetan translation does suggest that one reason for its prominence could be the
wider range of its applicability once interpreted as a separate entity: whereas the
term in the Sanskrit was only applied as a bahuvrihi relating to sentient beings,
the Chinese now had the chance to replace other terms designating the buddhanature in living beings with it. It could at the same time acknowledge the possible
"popularity" of the term, which, after all, formed the sutra's title. The Tibetans,
favoring a literal translation, refrained from an abundant use of the compound
and, in this instance, probably faithfully followed the Indian text. It is, however,
true that I cannot completely exclude the possibility that the Indian TGSi had
already taken the term tathagatagarbha in the same sense as seen in Chi, and that
it appeared more often in it than in TGS2. Whatever the case, a development from
the usage of a variety of designations for the buddha-nature towards the
standardized term ilU^M i s definitely a more plausible assumption than the other
way round. Speaking in text-historical terms, Chi in this instance is a recension
further removed from a common Indian original than TGS2.
As I will show below, the term dharmatä in the TGS is used in at least two
different meanings.16 In the passage where Buddhabhadra employs the translation
t£fS dharmatä means "the rule to which all dharmas are subject." It is the only
passage in all of TGSi with dharmatä in this meaning, and I suspect that
13

In 9B (the passage concerned is not found in Chi in its entirety).
Regarding this question, see Hirakawa 1990: 73ff. There it is left open whether
Buddhabhadra adopted an earlier translation (f^Üt) or created one on his own (p. 76). One crucial
impact on the rendering of tathagatagarbha with rulai zang $n3^iü (indicating an element in
living beings) may have had the concept of "five internal organs" wu zang E Ü t in traditional
Chinese medical theory. Medical works such as the Suwen fftfn] and the Lingshu JtflM are familiar
with this concept, and it must therefore have been in use as early as the Han § | dynasty (see
'Zhong Yi Dacidian' Bianji Weiyuanhui <<^I£^S?Ä>>äi¥Ö3lM:K (ed.), Zhong yi dacidian:
Jichu lilunfence ^^Mf^Mi&MW7>M,
Peking: RenmingWeisheng, 1982, pp. 42; 74ff).
15
Takasaki (1974: 53) even calls the use of the term $P5^Üi by Buddhabhadra "excessive."
16
The term is also employed in the parallel verses in RGV 1.100: vilokya tadvat sugatah
svadharmatäm avicisamsthesv apt...
14
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Buddhabhadra in his translation chose the characters t£fS in order to make clear
that here dharmatä should be understood in its "weak" meaning of "general rule."
For him, dharmatä expressed with the characters t£'|4 likely implied the sense of
"absolute truth" (see below). This may have led him to refrain from the use of
7Ä14 in the other passages. The meaning of dharmatä in TGS2, except in the
passage just mentioned and in another case (see below), is probably simply that of
the "nature" of a tathagata. Hence Buddhabhadra probably felt that the characters
7Ä14 went too far. He therefore avoided the translation 7Ä14 and employed other
terms specific to the TGS, such as ^njföÜ, instead.17
Feature c arises from the fact that in most cases Chi states that the buddhanature (and not living beings) is wrapped in defilements. This is in line with the
corresponding verses of the Ratnagotravibhaga, where living beings are only
once described as covered by defilements.18 Of course, a "correct" allegorical
interpretation would tend to require that the buddha-nature, as counterpart of the
tathägata-bodies in the lotuses, be taken as the element covered by defilements
rather than living beings themselves. However, no statement can be made in this
regard about the degree of "correctness" of the Indian archetype of the TGS.
In regard to the replacements for the term "bodhisattva" with less specific
terms (e), further text-historical research needs to be done on Mahayana sutra
literature in order to establish a comprehensive frame of possible general
tendencies in the transmissional history of this genre.19 The less frequent use of
the epithets "Tathagata, Honorable One and Perfectly Awakened One" in Chi (f)
probably has its origins in Buddhabhadra's concise style, and cannot help in
reaching conclusions about the relation to the Indian recensions.
Finally, the occurrence of the terms sattvadhätu and (citta)prakrti/ägantukaklesa20 only in TGS2 (g) could point to a later addition. The terms are
well known for their prominent position within the tathagatagarbha theory, and
for this reason it is hardly imaginable that such key words would be dropped in
the process of redaction or translation. On the other hand, as Chi tends to
standardize to a certain extent, this cannot be maintained without restriction.
This discussion of the unique features of Chi reveals the problems in
assessing this translation and its relation to TGS2. We simply cannot know if it is
the translator (and his team) or an earlier redaction of the text in India that was
responsible for the differences. Moreover, it is very likely that the work of
Buddhabhadra itself was exposed to a redaction by Chinese specialists
immediately after its completion, in the process of which many passages could
have been made to conform to basic rules of logic or to demands for a more
17

That ^'14 and other related terms suggesting aspects of absoluteness were in fact vividly
discussed in the period in which Buddhabhadra was active we can see from the documentation of
the different views of Kumärajiva and Huiyuan HJH on this subject in Ren 1985: 694-701.
18
See RGV 1.101: rägadvesamalädikosanivrtarh ... jagat. The buddha-nature as enclosed in
defilements is found in 1.106, 107, 110, 111, 116, 119 and 120.
19
For one example of this kind, see Shimoda 1997: 17Iff. For the Mahäyänist
Mahäparinirvänasütra he shows that the word "bodhisattva" is consistently used only in certain
sections of the text. Further, he observes that a "bodhisattvaization in terminology" appears at
three levels of intensification depending on the different versions, i.e., from the first Chinese
translation (416^-18 CE) by Faxian yüjt to the Tibetan translation, and finally the second Chinese
translation by *Dharmaksema (also first quarter of the fifth century, but much longer than the
translation by Faxian) with the highest number of appearances of the term "bodhisattva."
20
See 1.125 for similar terminology in the verses of the TGS reproduced in the RGV.
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appealing Chinese style.21 Other translations bearing the name of Buddhabhadra,
ones for which the Sanskrit is available, suggest that they have been done very
carefully, more or less literally following the Sanskrit and rarely containing
elements introduced through the translator's peculiar way of understanding the
text.22 However, even if translations bear the name of Buddhabhadra, can we be
sure that he cooperated always with the same Chinese scholar-monks who were in
charge of the redaction of his work? Should we not expect that his coworkers
were chosen according to the importance of the text and that the outcome, for a
large part, exhibits their own personal style?23
If we nevertheless assume that the redactional impact of the translation
activities was only minimal, would it be possible to explain some of the
differences over against TGS2 as the features of an orally transmitted text? Indeed,
a memorized text would naturally tend to be smoothed down in the process of
unconsciously adapting content and structure of the various passages to the main
line of thought and reoccurring patterns. From this we could explain why in
several passages Chi does not loose its thread, whereas the versions of TGS2, in
several passages, seem to be altogether inconsistent. Also, the reason for the
frequent occurrences of the compound ilU^M could be found here, since one can
assume that the central term of the sutra, and a constituent part of its title, crept
into passages and replaced other designations of the buddha-nature. On the other
hand, one could easily argue in the opposite direction, namely that a memorized
text would hardly allow for alterations to the degree documented in TGSi, since
once memorized, the text would attain a more or less fixed form. Though I do not
want to exclude the possibility that changes in the sutra were caused by an oral
tradition, I rather tend to look for the reason for the origination of TGSi in the
Chinese redaction of the text by Buddhabhadra and his coworkers.
Regarding the relation of Chi to TGS2, it is obvious that Chi represents an
earlier stage of textual development of the TGS as far as the interpolated passages
mentioned above are concerned. I am hesitant to claim that this kind of relation is
valid for the parts contained in both recensions which are different in structure,
terminology and length. These differences do not seem to be the result of a
consistent redactional approach, and the wording in neither recension can be said
with certainty to be earlier and more original than that in the other. It is thus
21

An analysis of the Chu sanzang ji ji f-Piz= J§;FP.IfS (compiled ca 515 CE) shows that, in
general, the teams dealing with the translation were composed of three specialists: the main
"translator" and reciter, the actual translator (if the reciter's Chinese was not sufficient), and one or
more redactors. See Zacchetti 1996: 350-52; and also Boucher 2001: 104ff. along with the works
he provides in
n. 35. Zacchetti further points out that, while in the case of the
Mahäparinirvänasütra {All CE) Buddhabhadra was supported in his activity by the frequently
mentioned translator Baoyun Jfjf, only a short time later, when he translated the
Buddhävatarhsakasütra, Baoyun was no longer mentioned (pp. 353-355). I am not sure if one
should follow Zacchetti in his opinion that this must mean that Buddhabhadra had gained enough
knowledge of Chinese to translate without help (p. 355).
22
This holds true for Buddhabhadra's translation of a part of the TUSN—the Sanskrit of which
we know as a quotation in the 5*99 (22.10-24.8). The date of the translation of the T*S
(beginning of the fifth century) falls within the period of Buddhabhadra's translation of the
Buddhävatarhsakasütra, of which the 7 8 6 1 is a part (418^120 CE; see DZJ s.v.
j\.jj)XiA
23

Zacchetti notes that the central function of the main translator was to recite and interpret the
text, whereas the translational work itself was mostly done by the actual translator of the team.
From the Buddhist point of view, he argues, the translation would nevertheless be attributed to the
reciter, because he was the one familiar with the tradition of Indian thought (pp. 358f).
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impossible to plausibly determine the stemmatic relation between TGSi and TGS2;
we are forced to treat them as two recensions, each with a transmissional history
of its own. While TGSi is the stylistically more concise and consistent recension
of the TGS, TGS2 has interpolated several textual additions typical of Mahayana
sutra literature and, as might be suspected from the inconsistencies found in all
three of its representatives, looks back on a manuscript tradition in India which, in
several passages, harbored problematic readings.
Judging from the date of translation as the terminus ante quern of the two
recensions, there is a gap of more than 350 years between them. In the following I
will show that TGS2, or a version very close to it, already existed before the
middle of the fifth century, so that it can be placed much closer to the period in
which TGSi was translated. We therefore need to focus on the reproduction of the
nine similes of the TGS in the Ratnagotravibhaga. The following points deserve
our attention:
• In the second simile of the Ratnagotravibhaga it is twice said that the honeyhunter desires honey: purusas tadarthi (I. 102b), madhvarthi (1.104b). This
characterization also appears in TGS2 in 2A and 2.1, but is missing in Chi.
• The fourth simile in recension TGS2 deals with the gold nugget of a traveler
which falls into putrid excrement. (The man is mentioned in 4A and 4.1.) The
Ratnagotravibhaga also tells of this traveler: suvarnam vrajato narasya
(1.108a). Chi, however, just tells of gold fallen into an impure place without
any mention of the traveler.
• In the sixth simile the Ratnagotravibhaga mentions the fruit of "mango trees,
palmyra palms and other trees": ämratälädiphale (1.115a), tälaphalämra(1.117b). A sequence of four kinds of fruit is found in 6A of TGS2: that of a
mango tree, rose apple tree, palmyra palm and cane (in the verses the mangos
are missing). Chi, on the other hand, mentions both in the prose and the verses
only the fruit of mango trees.
• In 7B of TGS2 it is explicitly stated that the buddha-nature is also found in
animals. The same statement appears in 1.119c (tiryaksv api) and 1.120
(tiryaksv api) of the Ratnagotravibhaga. Further, a quotation-like passage,
which could well derive from TGS2, appears in Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä
15.1 If (see the note in 7B of my translation). The passages regarding animals
do not appear in Chi.
• In all three sections of the eighth simile of TGS2 a poorhouse is mentioned as
the residence of a depressed woman. This poorhouse also turns up in all three
corresponding verses of the Ratnagotravibhaga: anäthävasathe (1.121b),
anäthasäle (1.122a), anäthavesmani (1.123b). Chi does not mention the
woman's residence.
• The citation of TGS 8B.3-4 concerning tathägatadhätu found in Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä 72.11-12 agrees closely with the passages in Tib, Bth and CA2.
(See the note in my translation for a more detailed comparison.)
These examples show that the compilers of the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) must
have known recension TGS2 or a version similar to it. How otherwise could the
Ratnagotravibhaga share passages with TGS2 in its corresponding verse or prose
sections? The date of the translation of the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) into
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Chinese is 511 CE. As Takasaki (1966) and Schmithausen (1971) have shown,
the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) consists of at least two clearly different layers,
namely the original kärikäs and a commentary written in verses and prose. The
recomposition of the nine similes of the TGS in the Ratnagotravibhaga is part of
the oldest layer of the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä). The reproduced verses are
written in complex meters, and it is hardly imaginable that alterations to the
original wording of the Ratnagotravibhaga could have been introduced at a later
stage. Now, we have to reckon with a complex history, from the time of the first
appearance of recension TGS2, the reformulation of its verses and their adaptation
to the kärikäs in the Ratnagotravibhaga, the completion of one, if not two,
commentarial layers to the Ratnagotravibhaga (part of which clearly follows a
different interpretation) until, finally, the translation of the whole
Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) into Chinese in 511 CE. In view especially of the
different exegetical approach to the kärikäs taken by the commentary, but also the
various steps involved in the whole process, I suppose that we can assume a
period of at least fifty to one hundred years between the first appearance of TGS2
and the final Chinese translation of the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä). This,
however, would place the terminus ante quern of TGS2 more or less within the
same period as TGSj. Based on the date of the translation of the
Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä), therefore, we no longer have any reason to consider
Chi to be an older recension of the TGS.25

1.2 The Representatives of TGS2
Bth, Tib and CA2 doubtlessly derive from the same manuscript tradition. They
differ from each other only in some minor points, which, for the most part, can
easily be explained as resulting from misreadings or misunderstandings of words
or passages, redactional intervention or passages already unclear in the Indian
manuscripts.26 As one might expect, each of the three translations has abundant
variants not found in the two other texts. These "single variants" may have their
origin in the respective Indian manuscript, faithfully translated into the new
language, or in the translation process itself.
As I have repeatedly stated in the notes to my translation, it seems that Tib
was subject to some process of redaction at the time of its translation or after. I
can show in many instances the reasons for such alterations.27 The most obvious
documentation of this process is a comparison of the päda sequence in the verses
Here I do not consider the relation of the RGV to other texts (such as the MSA) and the
associated implications for the dating of the RGV. I shall deal with this matter in section 4.4.
25
See section 4.4 where, based on other arguments, I arrive at a terminus ante quem of ca 350
CE for the composition of TGS2. Whether the obvious interpolations found in TGS2 were at that
time already part of TGS2 cannot be decided, since they do not form part of the central message of
the sutra and can thus hardly be expected to be cited in the RGV(V).
26
Section 6B is a good example: each of the three versions offers its own way of reading the
passage without being completely convincing.
27
The fact that the translators or redactors of Tib deviated in some instances from the Indian
text could, for example, be the reason for the different rendering of 8B.3^1, which has come down
to us in Sanskrit from a quotation in 5*99 72.11-12 (see the note in my translation). There, Skt.
utpanna is rendered as zhugs, and dhätu is rendered as rigs (usually: gotra or kid a). The translation
zhugs for utpanna is not a common one. Similarly, the preference for rigs over khams may reflect
the choice of the translators/redactors.
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of the different versions (see Appendix B): in 26 of the 69 verses, Tib has a
sequence different from the one common to Bth and CA2. Two main reasons for
the alterations in Tib are evident. In 14 instances the päda containing the verb,
which governs the whole verse, has been placed at the end of the verse. In 10
cases the editors of Tib felt the need to position pädas embracing relative clauses
or other specifying elements before the element to be specified. In several
instances, the different arrangement of the syntactical units led to a new
understanding of the content.
In the prose section, such alterations are not always so easy to determine.
If there was reason to assume that redactional intervention has led to a reading
only attested by Tib, I have always indicated this in the notes to my translation.
However, Tib is a smooth, well-polished text with a more or less easy flow of
sentences. Its terminology accords in almost all instances with the Mahävyutpatti.
Precisely because of these characteristics, we should be careful not to follow its
argumentation uncritically in the effort to uncover the original content of TGS2.
Regarding Bth, we have reason to characterize it as a translation dating
from a time when the standard Buddhist vocabulary was not yet established in
Tibet, namely up to the eighth century, after which translation activities became
more organized and standardized with the aid of compilations of compendiums
like the Mahävyutpatti or the sGra sbyor bam po gnyis pa. As I have shown
elsewhere,28 a comparison of the terminology chosen by the translators of Bth
with the corresponding terms in Tib reveals that in most of the cases the
terminology of Bth is not in line with the Mahävyutpatti. In Bth, a tendency to a
more literal and less idiomatic style of translation seems to prevail. Whereas many
of the verses in Tib have been rearranged according to the basic needs of the
Tibetan syntax (see above), in Bth the päda sequence seems to reflect, if not
wholly coincide with, the Sanskrit original, where the main verb of the sentence
may not have been positioned at the end. Other refinements typical of the time
after the appearance of compendiums like the Mahävyutpatti or the sGra sbyor
bam po gnyis pa are lacking in Bth: verbs in many cases do not indicate the
hierarchic level of the subjects involved;29 the particle dag expressing collectivity
is less commonly employed; 30 numbers appear which are not in their
"Tibetanized" forms.31 Furthermore, the fact that some of the names of the arhats,
translated in Tib, are transliterated in Bth (cf 0C) also marks Bth as the earlier
work, written when many of the (later) standard translations of arhat names had
not yet been established.32
For the prose, it is more difficult to judge how far Bth follows the syntax
of the Indian original. Verbs are always placed at the end of the sentence. In the
case of names, Bth clearly follows the Sanskrit, where the name usually proceeds
titles, as in Bth: rDorje'i bio gros byang chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po
against Tib: byang chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po rDo rje 'i bio gros for Skt.
2S

See Zimmermann 1998: 4 3 ^ 6 .
Ibid., 47, n. 25.
30
Ibid., 47, n. 26.
31
Bth throughout uses brgya stong instead of 'bum for satasahasra.
32
The situation is similar to the employment of the auxiliary verb 'os pa to express what are
gerundives in Sanskrit: in all 18 cases of its appearance in Tib it is missing in Bth. See Simonsson
1957: 156f. for an example where phyag 'tshal in the old version of the SP is rendered as phyag
byar 'os in the revised text (for Skt. vandaniya). The auxiliary verb 'os pa seems at some point to
have become the standard for rendering gerundives from Sanskrit.
29
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Vajramatir bodhisattva mahäsattvah. This principle is also found in the old
translation of the Saddharmapundarikasütra (see Simonsson 1957: 173f) and, in
the case of the Aksayamatinirdesasütra, in the version closest to the Dunhuang
fragments as well as in the Dunhuang fragments themselves (cf. Braarvig 1993 a:
ix). In most of the direct speeches, Bth places the verb of speech before the
content of the speech, a feature common to the Sanskrit but not attested for Tib,
where this verb is always found at the end of the speech.
Generally, the style of Bth is more prolix and in parts unintelligible,
features whose reason may have been that the translators felt uneasy about
departing from the original Indian syntax. In some passages this could have led
them—faithfully following the (faulty?) Indian text—to place syntactical units
one after the other without the least attempt to achieve the necessary consistency
and continuity of discourse by introducing connective elements into the Tibetan.
There can be no doubt that Amoghavajra also tried to keep as close as
possible to the Indian text. The Sanskrit on which his translation is based must
have been largely identical with the Sanskrit from which the Tibetan translations
derived. It seems that he followed the Indian text more or less word for word,
avoiding any kind of interpretative translations. Even in the syntax, he remains
loyal to the Sanskrit: the päda order is for the most part untouched. The sequence
of syntactical units in some passages, at odds with Chinese grammar, is most
likely also modeled on the Sanskrit. Amoghavajra's translation style thus again
seems to be based on the idea that the single elements of the Indian text should
remain discernible and be arranged in the order found in it.
However, as already mentioned above, Amoghavajra takes the term
tathagatagarbha (jlU^M) a s a designation for the buddha-nature itself, that is, as
a separate entity within living beings. Further on throughout the text, we find a
number of additional or substitutional elements of an explicative nature which
could well be commentarial units of the translator that crept into the translation:
• In OG the flowers in the sky are described as "being united with each other as a
whole" (^fli't=rß&). The tathagatas are said to be endowed with the
dvätrimsan-mahäpurusa-laksanas. Neither element is found in the other
translations.
• OM: Besides gods and humans in the list of living beings that pay reverence to
the tathagatas in lotuses, mention is also made of dragons (for nägas), yaksas,
gandharvas, asuras, garudas, kimnaras, mahoragas, amanusyas "and others."
• In the last päda of 1.5, instead of the purification of living beings as the motive
for teaching the Dharma, it is stated that sentient beings may thereby attain the
three bodies endowed with buddha-knowledge (^^^.MMi^^a
)•
• In 3B, between the statements that buddhahood is found in all living beings and
that the tathagata removes their defilements from them, the following insertion
is
found:
mt'Mm,
M$ÄEM, M ^ i g ^ ^ o One
possible
translation is: "If [one] can (= has the potential to?) awaken, [one] will become
a perfectly awakened [one], settled firmly [and] peacefully in spontaneous
knowledge."
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1.3 Similarities between the Chinese Translations
One surprising feature is the fact that in several cases CA2 lines up with Chi
against both Tibetan translations. The nature of the differences shows that it is not
the wider Chinese context in which Chi and CA2 are embedded (or the Tibetan
context for the Tibetan translations) that could be held responsible for this. Some
of these common differences are:
• Only the two Chinese recensions characterize the withering of the flowers in
the introduction and the first simile as taking place "in an instant" (OH, Ol, 0J,
0M). Also, in 7A the death of the man in the wilderness is described as
"sudden."
• Both Chi and CA2 do not mention the "petals and stalks" of the flowers in the
description in 01. Later, in verse 0.3, the stalks are again not mentioned in
either Chinese translation, while the petals are missing only in Chi.
• In 0J, Chi and CA2 do not mention the putrid smell of the flowers.
• In the enumeration of buddhadharmas in 5A, Chi and CA2 lack the
ävenikabuddhadharmas.
• 6A: The problematic expression jig rten (na) gnas pa (Tib) and jig rten zhugs
shing gnas pa (Bth) in the Tibetan has no counterpart in the Chinese.
• In verse 10.1 only the Tibetan translations mention explaining the TGS among
several other methods of propagating it.
• In 11C both Chinese recensions additionally mention the attainment of the five
abhijhäs C E L W Ä ) by those being touched by the light of the bodhisattva
*Sadäpramuktarasmi. The Tibetan is restricted to the attainment of the
incapability of turning back from supreme and perfect awakening (avaivartikä
anuttaräyäm samyaksambodhau).
• Instead of the problematic 'di 'dra (Tib) or de 'dra (Bth) in verse 11.1, the
Chinese has % ("continuously").
Up to now, I have no firm idea how to explain these common points in the
Chinese. If we do not want to assume that Amoghavajra, to whom
Buddhabhadra's translation was certainly known and probably accessible, adopted
some of the common points from the fifth-century translation, we need to reckon
with the possibility that at least the cases where elements are missing in the
Chinese came into existence coincidentally.

1.4 Structure, Contents and Textual History of the TGS
The TGS is clearly dividable into seven main sections:
I. (0) The setting in Räjagrha, including the manifestation of supernatural
phenomena
II. (1-9) The nine similes: the actual TGS
III. (10) The description of merit resulting from the propagation of the TGS
IV. (11) The story of *Sadäpramuktarasmi and *Anantarasmi
V. (12A-B) The question of Änanda
VI. (12C) Homage to the one who holds the TGS in one's hands
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VII. (12D) Description of the delight and praise on the part of the onlookers
(return to the scene of 0)
Without a doubt, the nine similes form the essential part of the TGS. Not only is
the title of the sutra derived from the description in the first simile, but the text
itself also regards the nine similes as the actual TGS: in sections 0 and 10-12 the
TGS is frequently referred to. This sutra within a sutra, the nine similes, is
narrated by the Buddha himself. It is this section alone which is usually dealt with
by later commentators. The nine similes contain the new message and the
doctrinally relevant passages for which the TGS is known. They are enclosed by a
frame (0 and 12D) which is common to most, if not all, sutras of the Mahayana.
Between the similes and the end scene, three more units are found (10, 11, 12AC). Whereas the description of the merit resulting from the propagation of the
TGS is a common element in many other sutras, the story of *Sadäpramuktarasmi
and the (probably later interpolated) question of Änanda seem peculiar to the
TGS. Later we will have to face the question what their relation to the similes
might be.
As mentioned above, the main speaker after the introductory description is
the historical Buddha himself, who is interrupted only by the two questions of
Vajramati and Änanda, his narration ending with a return to the setting. The text is
in prose, with verse portions that repeat, usually at the end of a short unit, the
main issues contained in prose before.33 This structure of verses ending a prose
section is well attested in many other Mahayana sutras.
At first glance, the introductory section 0 and the following exposition of
all nine similes seem to be from one mold. The Buddha narrates in the third
person, with his thoughts interspersed in the first person. The descriptions in the
similes are all vivid and concrete. The similes appear to be constructed in a
unified fashion. They all start with the description of a more or less well-known
occurrence or process met with in daily life (with the exception of the lotus
flowers in the sky), and then draw a comparison between it and the spiritual
sphere. At the end, the prime role of the Tathagata is illustrated as that of teaching
living beings about their unknown potential. From a doctrinal point of view, too,
there seems to be no reason to assume that the similes are not the creation of a
single author or group of authors put forward as a monolithic block. Nevertheless,
an analytic examination of the first simile leads to several observations which
clearly go against the assumption that the introduction and the nine similes had
already been arranged in their present form at the very beginning.
The most obvious manifestation of textual heterogeneity is the first simile
itself. After his announcement that he would expound the TGS, in 0M the Buddha
sets about formulating the first simile, which, regarding the upamäna, that is, the
part of the simile used to illustrate the subject matter, is taken from the setting of
the introductory section. Then, in 1A, he abruptly starts again to recount this first
simile, this time with emphasis on different elements. A close look at both
"versions" of this first simile, that is to say, version 0M and version 1 A, reveals
the following differences:
(1) In 0M, the upamäna is very close to the description in the introductory
setting: The lotuses are mentioned as supernatural creations of the Tathagata;
33

The fact that the section with the question of Ananda does not end with verses repeating his
question is one sign that it is most probably not a part of the oldest Indian recension of the TGS.
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the tathagatas sitting in their center emit rays of light; the spectators recognize
the tathagatas and pay homage (without mentioning the divine vision); the
flowers are, as stated in the introduction, open.
This is all in contrast to 1A: there nothing is said about light effects, a
central element of the introductory part; the flowers are not explicitly
characterized as supernatural manifestations of the Buddha; no spectators and
their act of homage are mentioned; instead, there appears a person endowed
with divine vision who "desires to look at the forms of the tathagatas." This
last expression is reminiscent of simile 2, where the honey-hunter is described
as "desirous of honey" (2A; 2.1), and of simile 3, where men and women want
to remove the kernels from their husks because they desire to obtain edible
food (3A). Further, the person in 1A is in need of a divine vision to see the
tathagatas in the middle of the flowers because they are "not blooming and not
open."
(2) In contrast to the introduction and to OM, in 1A the person with divine vision
then removes the disgusting petals of the lotuses and cleans the tathagatas
sitting inside. The process of purification in the upamäna is a completely new
element not found in the sections preceding 1A but common in the other
similes.
(3) Regarding the upameya, that is, the subject matter to be illustrated in the
simile, in both OM and 1A the term tathagatagarbha appears. However, the
sentence containing the term in OM is found at the end of the chapter and is,
furthermore, missing in Chi. I consider it to be a later addition in TGS2. This
seems to be supported by the uncommon position of the sentence: the act of
perceiving the buddhas within living beings had already been dealt with before.
Meanwhile the Buddha had been stressing the equality between the tathagatas
within and himself. Why should he again mention the act of perceiving?
Further, the whole of the sentence, as it is found in the Tibetan, seems very
uncommon and strange in the context of the TGS, the tathägatacaksus
("tathägata-vision") being characterized as *präsädika (mdzes pa; in my
translation rendered as "admirable"), a term usually applied to persons.34 A
plausible reason for interpolating the passage may have been the wish to use
the central term tathagatagarbha, which until this passage had not come up in
OM.
(4) The simile in 1A ends with the statement that living beings realize
buddhahood. How, then, are we to deal with chapter IB? IB starts with the
paradigmatic statement that the Essential Law (dharmata) of all dharmas
consists in the fact that all living beings are tathagatagarbha. It is this
statement which has been cited word for word by the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä. Bu ston, in his mDzes rgyan, quotes from the beginning of 1A till the
end of this passage. The text in the TGS, however, goes on to state that the
Tathagata teaches the bodhisattvas, that the bodhisattvas thereupon follow his
teachings, and that they finally realize buddhahood and perform the tasks of a
buddha for other living beings. All this is repetitive since it is already stated in
1A that, having accepted the Buddha's teaching, the "tathagatas of living
beings are established in perfection," which can only be understood as the

See BHSD s.v. prasadika.
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attainment of buddhahood.
The structure of the passage extending from OM till IB, however, is seen
in a completely different and plausible way once we read through it without the
last (interpolated) sentence in OM, without the whole of 1A, and without the
categorical statement at the beginning of IB. The "repetitive part" in IB thus
becomes the natural continuation of the narration from OM: After the Tathagata
has confirmed the equality of the buddhas within living beings with himself in
OM, in IB he then decides to teach the Dharma to the bodhisattvas. The
bodhisattvas "apply themselves" to his teaching and finally become buddhas.
The simile begun in OM is thus expanded on logically and is rounded off at the
end of IB. The paradigmatic statement at the beginning of IB, on the other
hand, is not part of the simile. As a part of simile 1A, it may have served the
function of a summarizing formula which repeats the foregoing in traditional
words.
(5) Finally, I shall deal with the five verses following the prose passage. Section
1.1 shows a close affinity with 1A. The verse describes the flowers as "not
opened" and mentions the person with divine vision. In the second verse the
purifying activity takes place on the upamäna level (missing in OM). The
following three verses, too, follow clearly the narrative in 1A. They close with
the establishment of the buddha-bodies (in the perfection of the tathagatas), a
parallel to the last sentence in 1A. There can be no doubt that the verses
represent the simile as it is found in 1A. The categorical statement at the
beginning of IB is not reflected in them.
The above analysis leads to the following results: In sections OM to 1C two lotus
similes have been combined. One is found in 1A (and possibly also the first
sentence of IB) and the verses of 1C; the other one comprises chapters OM
(without the last sentence containing the term tathagatagarbha, which is probably
a later insertion) and IB (without the first sentence). The term tathagatagarbha is
thus only found in simile 1A. Simile OM draws upon the introductory setting
described from OG to OK. Simile 1A, on the other hand, clearly follows the other
eight illustrations of the TGS*5 and, with the introduction of a person with divine
vision, adapts the upamäna to the upameya, where the Buddha recognizes the
buddha-nature of living beings with his buddha-vision. In terms of the
homogeneity of the two parts of the simile, 1A thus proves superior, since it aligns
the lotus imagery smoothly with the idea of the hidden buddha-nature of living
beings which needs to be set free.
Concerning the conformity of simile OM to the introduction, I have stated
that they mesh: no supernatural vision is necessary since the flowers are open.
There are, however, some phraseological inconsistencies between the two
sections. In all the descriptions of the buddhas seated in the calyxes up to OJ, Tib
employs the term sku (Skt. käya, ätmabhäva or the like) when referring to the
buddhas in the lotuses. Then, from OM onwards, the terminology in Tib shifts
suddenly to gzugs (Skt. rüpal). Though Bth consistently employs sku, this change
is confirmed by CA2, in which the character ^ (for rüpal) appears here for the
first time in the text to designate the tathagatas in the flowers. Parallel to this,
35

Whilst simile 1A contains the introductory formula rigs kyi bu dag 'di Ita ste dper na I (Skt.
*tadyathäpi näma kulaputräh), which is the common formulation applied in all other eight similes,
in OM the introduction runs rLgs kyL EX dagML I tar. (In Bth, however, the introductory formula in
OM is identical with the other similes: rigs kyi bu 'di Ita ste.)
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again from OM onwards, there is a different term to denote a very high number.
Whereas up to OJ we find kotiniyutasatasahasra, from OM onwards we find only
kotisatasahasra. Later, in the part following the similes, the former, longer
expression is used again. Worth mentioning, too, is a change in the audience. In
the chapters up to OK the ones watching the supernatural manifestations are said
to be "the whole multitude of bodhisattvas and the four assemblies" (OH; 01), "the
world with [its] gods, humans and asuras, all the bodhisattvas, and the four
assemblies" (OJ), or "myriads of living beings" (OJ). In OL, however, the
Tathagata answers merely to the "whole multitude of bodhisattvas," while in the
simile OM itself only "gods and humans" are mentioned. Though such differences
between the two sections are definitely minor in view of their homogeneity, they
nevertheless indicate some unevenness. I will come back to this point later.
Concerning the textual history of the TGS, we are now confronted with a
complex situation. The simile of the lotus occupies, no doubt, a special position
among the nine similes. The fantastic description of lotus flowers rising to the sky
marks a contrast with the realistic spirit of the other eight illustrations. I can
hardly imagine a reason for its inclusion among the set of eight others than the
need to build a bridge to the lotus scenery of the beginning which, for whatever
reason, had been chosen to introduce the similes.
We do not know how the Mahayana sutras came into existence. Any
discussion would soon become very speculative and go far beyond the limits of
this work. However, it is reasonable to suppose two separate parts, namely the
eight similes and the lotus scenery of the introduction, which originally existed
independently of each other. To assume anything else would make it difficult to
account for the differences in the basic conception between the introduction and
the eight similes (supernatural vision, unopened flowers etc.). If the introductory
scenery had been composed especially for the eight similes, it could have been
adapted perfectly to the needs of the similes. But, as I have shown above, this is
not the case. I therefore conjecture that when looking for a relatively fitting setting
for the eight similes, the compiler decided to arrange the description of the fading
flowers (taken from a different context) into an introduction to the similes. But
then he was forced to compose parts OM and IB (without the sentences including
tathagatagarbha) in order to explain plausibly the relation between the scenery
and the eight similes, starting with the honey in the honeycomb. He tried to
remain as faithful as possible to the lotus scenery but nevertheless unwillingly
introduced the changes in phraseology discussed above (*käya for *rüpa etc.).
Most likely, this newly created first simile did not include a verse portion. The
reason for this could lie in the fact that at this stage the other eight similes, too,
existed only in prose, or that the first illustration was felt to be but an introductory
bridge between the lotus scenery and the similes of the honey and the rest, rather
than an independent simile with a corresponding verse section.
In a later step, simile 1A and the attendant verses would then have been
interpolated. The compiler took great care to preserve the old lotus simile in its
entirety and to insert the new simile in a position which would make it difficult to
recognize any traces of such an insertion. The respect he paid to the old lotus
simile by preserving all of 0M/1B makes it more difficult to argue that the same
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compiler replaced a hypothetical old verse section with his new one. It is more
likely, as suggested above, that the old simile had been without verses, or that it
was at this stage that all similes became newly fitted out with a verse portion. This
question cannot be answered wholly satisfactorily.
The insertion of 1A could have been caused by the advent of the term
tathagatagarbha, which till that insertion had not been used anywhere in the
introduction and the similes. At the same time, the wish to transform the lotus
simile into a "classically" structured one conforming to the style of the following
similes (with homogeneous correspondences between upameya and upamäna, and
including verses), and doing justice to the tathagatagarbha concept, could have
been one main factor at work. The compiler could thereby also compensate for the
incompatibility between the introductory setting and the basic idea behind the
eight similes: the missing person with divine vision representing the Tathagata,
the fact that the tathagatas in the flowers are recognizable by everyone,36 and the
lack of the purifying activity.
The main reason, however, was probably the compiler's wish to introduce
the term tathagatagarbha. We cannot be sure what exactly led to the eminence of
the term. As long as we have no other early text which could have coined the
term, we should assume that it developed in fact from the lotus image in the first
stage of the TGS. We can even imagine that the author(s) of the incomplete TGS
(without 1 A) searched for a designation for their new idea of the buddha-nature,
and possibly also for a title of the sutra meant to expound their theory. Once they
had discovered that the term tathagatagarbha (with the rich nuances described
below) could serve their needs well, they strove to give the term a place in the
sutra itself. This may have been their motivation for inserting chapter 1A (and
probably also the first sentence of IB: ... dharmänäm dharmatä ...). 1A serves to
provide a definition of the term tathagatagarbha. This can still be felt in the first
sentence when it is said "... recognize that there are tathagatas sitting cross-legged
in their center (*madhya), in the calyx of [each] lotus (padmagarbha),...." My
impression is that the author(s) here deliberately used the term tathagata (and not
*tathägatarüpa as later on) and that specifically in this passage they glossed
garbha as *madhya in order to draw readers' attention to the meaning of the term
garbha and its role in the compound tathagatagarbha.
If my hypothesis is right, the textual history of the TGS can now be
divided into at least three major steps: first, the composition of the eight similes;
secondly, their combination with the introductory lotus scenery and the
composition of the "old" lotus simile (OM; IB); thirdly, the interpolation of the
"new" lotus simile 1A with its verse section and the inclusion of the term
tathagatagarbha (and probably also the selection of the title for the sutra).
The upameya of the "old" lotus simile (OM; IB) deserves special attention. As it
came into existence after the compilation of the other eight similes, and thus
represents the essence of the different metaphorical approaches to the idea of a
buddha-nature in living beings, it reflects what the author at this stage of the text's
development thought to be the underlying pattern of the upameya. Furthermore, it
has the advantage of not being constrained by a dominant upamäna: the fantastic
It is definitely possible to use the term padmagarbha in the case of a fully blossoming lotus.
Even when flowering, the petals will not open completely, so that a kind of interior space (garbha)
remains.
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introductory lotus setting is formulated loosely enough to allow different kinds of
construction for the upameya. It does not force the author to adapt the upameya to
the requirements and the elements of a realistic upamäna. It is therefore probably
no coincidence that we find here the most explicit formulation of the liberating
path in the whole sutra. The passage asserts that the Buddha teaches the
bodhisattvas, that he incites their faith, and that the bodhisattvas, by applying
themselves to his teachings, attain buddhahood. Though the activity of the
bodhisattvas (or living beings) in their own process of liberation is sporadically
delineated in some of the other similes (but on the whole seems to remain in the
background), it is clear that at least for the person(s) who creatively combined the
similes with the introduction, be they the authors of the similes or not, this active
participation of the bodhisattvas was seen as a very important element.
If we now turn to the parts of the sutra following the similes, it is difficult
to avoid the impression that we again are dealing with more or less originally
independent elements added to the similes for various reasons. Let us first have a
short look at the content of these sections. The description of merit arising from
the propagation of the sutra (10) is a common theme in Mahayana literature.
Though other methods of attaining merit, with which the sütra-related activities
are contrasted, can differ according to the text,37 the propagation of the sutra by
preserving, reciting, copying and teaching it is very common. First, the TGS
announces in a general way the positive result for one's merit from applying
oneself to the propagation of the sutra (10A). It goes on to illustrate this fact
impressively by contrasting it with the meaningless production and donation of
myriads of pavilions to myriads of buddhas and bodhisattvas or the bestowal of
hundreds of thousands of flowers upon them for a hundred thousand kalpas (10BC). It is even said that the internalization of a single simile of the TGS or the
simple joyful approval (anumodana) of what has been heard would by far
outweigh the merit attained through such donations. This second idea of joyful
approval leading to the accumulation of merit does not seem to be part of the
common descriptions in other Mahayana sutras but does appear in the
Saddharmapundarikasütra. Rather than enter into a discussion of the complex
issue of the veneration and propagation of a text, and its development and social
meaning, I shall simply propose that the underlying tendency here is to redirect
emphasis to the internalization of religious values. If we keep in mind that the
propagation of the sutra also encompasses its "understanding" and "explanation to
others," it is only natural that this process presupposes personal participation and
reflection, elements which easily tend to be discarded during mainly external acts
of veneration. The appearance of the term anumodayati, in the sense of cultivating
an active and joyfully approving attitude towards the teaching, supports such a
conclusion.
This section on merit might otherwise have been the end of the sutra,
which is the position it usually occupies in other texts, were it not for the fact that
it is followed in the TGS by two other parts, with which I will now deal. The story
of *Sadäpramuktarasmi and *Anantarasmi (11) was probably added to raise the
authoritative status of the sutra by embedding it in a quasi-historical context,
As mentioned in the notes to my translation, a passage in the KP resembles the TGS most in
this respect. SP 332.9ff. contrasts the hearing of the SP with the practice of the five päramitäs of
däna, sila, ksänti, virya and dhyäna. For the RGV see V.3-6, where the comparison is with only
the three virtues of däna, sila and dhyäna.
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which is at the same time the history of its transmission. The story itself may have
been an independent entity before it became incorporated into the sutra. It
contains two connecting links with the core sutra: one is the fact that the tathagata
*Sadäpramuktarasmi taught the TGS for five hundred great cosmic cycles, in
consequence of which the listeners finally attained awakening; the second is the
identification of *Anantarasmi, who had asked *Sadäpramuktarasmi to teach,
with the main representative of the audience, Vajramati. *Anantarasmi together
with three other well-known bodhisattvas did not attain awakening. The sections
before describe *Sadäpramuktarasmi, from the time in the womb of his mother till
his form as earthly remains, as emitting light that has a highly beneficial effect on
all living beings. I can hardly see any connecting link between this story and the
core sutra, aside from the (surely not central) fact that *Sadäpramuktarasmi also
emits light while in the womb (*garbha) of his mother.
Seemingly even more unrelated is the question of Änanda (12A-B), which
is missing in TGSi and is thus probably a later interpolation. Änanda asks the
Tathagata how many buddhas one has to hear the Dharma from in order to attain
perfection. In his answer the Tathagata does not restrict their number, but stresses
the importance of generating the aspiration to awaken immediately. As stated
above, one reason for the interpolation of this story with Änanda as the main
figure could be his role as the one who is usually entrusted with the preservation
of the teaching. However, this section does not contain any topical link with the
other parts of the sutra.
Another minor observation further highlights the heterogeneity between
parts 10 to 12 and the similes: whereas throughout the similes the Tathagata
addresses a large audience led by Vajramati (kulaputräh), in the following
sections he only speaks to Vajramati. This strengthens the conclusion that we
have a core sutra, consisting of the nine similes, embedded in an introduction and
other essentially unrelated elements at the end. Particularly in regard to the story
of *Sadäpramuktarasmi, the reasons for its inclusion in the sutra remain unclear, if
it was not simply the need to extend the sutra's length.

1.5 The Structure, Nature and Contents of the Nine Similes
As mentioned above, all similes with the exception of the first one bear witness to
a realistic, down-to-earth spirit. They are of a mundane nature; the scenes
described can be easily imagined by readers and, for the most part, are taken from
daily life. As I have argued above, the inclusion of the first image, though
exceptionally fantastic in nature, was due to the fact that the compilers wanted to
combine the eight similes with the introductory element centering on the lotuses,
and therefore felt compelled to expand upon the setting of the introduction in the
form of a simile. All the similes show the same specific structure:38 they first start
See the entry in Meyer s.v. Gleichnis: "Sprachliches Gestaltungsmittel, bei dem eine
Vorstellung, ein Vorgang oder Zustand (Sachsphäre) zur Veranschaulichung und Intensivierung
mit einem entsprechenden Sachverhalt aus einem anderen, meist sinnlich-konkreten Bereich
(Bildsphäre) verglichen wird. Bild- und Sachsphäre sind im allgemeinen durch Vergleichspartikel
(„so ... wie") ausdrückl. aufeinander bezogen, sie decken sich aber nicht wie in der Allegorie in
mehreren Einzelzügen, vielmehr konzentrieren sich die einander entsprechenden Züge beider
Sphären in einem einzigen, für die Aussage wesentlichen Vergleichsmoment, dem Tertium
comparationis, in dem die beiden Seiten sich berühren. Das Gleichnis ist vom bloßen Vergleich
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with the description of a situation or process in the material sphere (upamäna;
"Bildsphäre") to which the assumed factual situation (upameya; "Sachsphäre"),
namely the existence of buddhahood in all living beings, is then compared. In
contrast to what we normally call "allegory," a simile does not allow parallels to
be drawn between a whole range of congruent factors featuring in the upamäna on
the one hand and in the upameya on the other. Rather, the two spheres merely
share a common tertium comparationis, the central point of comparison, which it
is the aim of the simile to illustrate. Some of the similes do seem to call for an
allegorical interpretation. In 4B the elements of the material sphere are explicitly
compared to their counterparts in the spiritual realm. Nevertheless, what A.
Jülicher has convincingly demonstrated for the interpretation of similes in the
New Testament, namely that they were undermined by the "Gefahr
unsachgemäßer allegorischer Auslegung, als man jeden Zug in ihnen tiefsinnig zu
deuten versuchte,"39 should serve as a warning for the interpretation of our
similes. Let us keep in mind that it was not the intention of the author(s) to
construct allegories with perfect proportional relations in regard to all single
elements.
What, now, is the tertium comparationis of our similes? Generally
speaking, it is the notion that a precious element, pure in nature, but hidden and
unsuspected, truly exists, and while it is covered by impurities, its nature remains
unaffected. The similes, though they each emphasize different aspects of this
tertium comparationis, are meant to illustrate the same basic situation. As a
further element common to most of the similes, and thus a second tertium
comparationis of sorts, we find the description of the release of this precious
element with the attending beneficial consequences for living beings. In the
following, I will summarize the content of the similes and try to point out what
each of them emphasizes.40
As suggested above, the first simile was probably not part of the earliest
set of eight. However, with the decision to adapt the introductory lotus scenery to

durch die breitere Ausgestaltung und eine gewisse Selbständigkeit des Bildbereichs unterschieden,
wird des öfteren auch gleichbedeutend mit Parabel verwendet; vielfach werden jedoch beide
Begriffe in dem Sinne unterschieden, daß bei der Parabel die Sachseite nicht ausdrückl. genannt
ist, sondern erschlossen werden muß (demnach setzt die Parabel das Bild statt der Sache, das
Gleichnis setzt es neben sie)."
39
See Meyer s.v. allegorische Schriftdeutung; further Adolf Jülicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jesu,
Freiburg, 1899.
40
Though the similes shed light on the tertium comparationis from different angles, they are
similar enough to convince one that (with the exception of the first simile, as argued above) they
were composed and arranged by a single person or a group of persons who worked in very close
cooperation. There are, nevertheless, some minor observations which suggest a kind of loose
grouping of similes 2, 3, 4 and possibly 1A (= the "new" lotus simile) on the one hand and similes
0M/1B and 5 to 9 on the other. That the newly introduced simile 1A mirrors partly similes 2 and 3
(e.g., the person is desirous to see the tathagatas: ... to get the honey (2), ... to have food (3)) is
natural since they were the ones immediately after 1A, and so the obvious prototypes. A common
element of 2, 3 and 4 (verse 4.4 in Chi) is the term buddhatäl°tva ltathägatatäl°tva to designate the
buddha-nature of living beings. Similes 0M/1B, 5, 6, 7, (8) and 9, on the other hand, share the term
tathägatajnäna and, what may be of more significance, they state that the Buddha teaches
bodhisattvas (and not common living beings) in order to remove their defilements. The awakened
bodhisattvas are then expected to help again other living beings. However, I do not think that these
differences are enough to support further text-historical conclusions, which could only be highly
speculative.
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the eight similes, and the formulation of the lotus simile itself,41 it became the
most arresting, impressive and comprehensive illustration. The compound
tathagatagarbha itself, mentioned in close relation to the term padmagarbha, the
"lotus calyx," probably also developed from it. The lotus, by far the commonest
flower in Buddhist literature, and a symbol of the spotlessness of the bodhisattva
acting in samsära, its flowering being compared with the manifestation of the
virtues of buddhahood,42 is worthy of the prominent position accorded to it in the
first simile. The illustration draws a contrast between the ugly, withered flowers
and the brightly shining tathagatas sitting in meditation in their calyxes. Just as
these tathagatas are found inside the lotuses, completely unaffected by their
abhorrent surroundings, so too do sentient beings contain fully developed
tathagatas within themselves. In the upameya the author still presents the picture
of a very concrete tathagata situated in living beings, an image borrowed from the
material sphere of the same simile. The second main point of the illustration is the
removal of the withered petals by a person with divine vision. Obviously only he
can know about the tathagatas hidden in the petals. The act of removal is
compared to the teaching activity by which the Tathagata induces or directly
accomplishes the elimination of the defilements of living beings, which had
hitherto veiled their buddha within.
The simile of honey shielded by bees contains one irritating element,
namely the collecting of honey, which is a highly destructive activity that robs
bees of a source of life.43 Nevertheless, it was used by the author to illustrate how
a person with skill in means would know about the honey contained in the comb
and manage to expel the insects. This is compared to the removal of the
defilements by the Tathagata. The honey is then used in an "appropriate" way.
41

To be exact, we need to deal in terms of an "old" and a "new" lotus simile (see above).
However, here I will not differentiate between them but consider both as a unit. This is how the
reader would understand things, and also follows the traditional exegetic approach.
42
SeeRGVII.8.
43
Not much is known about honey-collecting activities in India. In a publication of the year
1988 Eric Valli and Diane Summers describe how a group of "honey hunters" of the Gurung tribe
in Central Nepal make their living by collecting and selling honey. They go into jungle areas and
climb rocky cliffs where the bees, usually the Apis laboriosa, the largest honeybee in the world,
have their combs. These nests may be as big as a human being, and contain between 50 and 60 kg
of honey. A group of hunters, consisting of five to ten people, takes about one hundred nests a
year. Amounts reported for the days of their grandfathers are about ten times as high, but yields are
continually decreasing due to "the destruction of existing nests and the diminishing forest." (This
and all following quotations are taken from the introduction in Valli and Summers 1988.)
The work is very risky, since one of the hunters has to climb down a 50-m-long swaying ropeladder from above the cliff and to cut out the comb. Before he can do that, he has to expel the bees
with flaming bundles of leaves pushed under the comb. The bees react aggressively and "attack
any moving creature" who does not protect itself with the smoke of leafy branches fed into a fire.
Once the bees have left, the comb is partially cut out and lowered down to the ground in a basket.
The authors remark that "unknowingly, the hunters have become terrible predators. Entire colonies
of bees are destroyed when Mani Lai [the leader of the hunters] cuts down their nests. If the queen
and enough worker bees escape and return, the colony can be quickly reconstructed and, within a
month, the nest can be sufficiently pregnant with honey for another expedition to be launched."
All parts of the comb are exploited: the larva cells, rich in protein, are consumed as tonics; the
melted and filtered wax "is sold in Katmandu to the artisans who use it in the lost-wax process of
casting statues" (see simile 9); the precious honey, "valued as a universal remedy and tonic, is sold
to villagers or exchanged for grain, yogurt, milk, a chicken, or even a day's work." The price in
1988 for 454 g (1 pound) of honey was ten Nepalese rupees, a sum which must be seen in relation
to the average two rupees a day on which about 60 percent of the rural population then lived.
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The beneficial result is likened to living beings who become tathagatas and can
perform buddha-acts for the good of other sentient beings.
In the third simile of kernels enclosed by husks, the main emphasis lies on
the obviously aberrant belief, as Chi puts it, that kernels in their husk have no use.
The author is assured that every listener knows about the relation between kernels
and husks in the case of cereals—on which the simile is based. It thus seems that
in this illustration the author wanted to stress the commonness of the fact that
buddhahood is found in all living beings (covered by defilements) and the
normality of its manifestation. He compares the manifestation of buddhahood to
the ordinary process of turning cereal to account by extracting edible grains. The
usual tertium comparationis, namely the fact that something valuable is hidden in
impurities, does not seem to be of primary significance here.
A gold nugget in excrement is at the center of the fourth simile. The
contrast between a nugget of pure gold and its surroundings, a "place of decaying
substances and filth, a place full of putrid excrement," could hardly be greater.
The nugget remains hidden in this place for many hundreds of years. No one
would expect such a place to be the depository of a gold nugget. The simile draws
the reader's attention to two points: first, the imperishable nature of the gold,
which is later compared to the true nature of living beings. Its nature guarantees
that the gold remains without any decay in spite of its surroundings. Secondly, the
highly unexpected nature of the simile is meant to induce one to believe that the
hidden buddha-nature will one day be revealed even in a sentient being who
hardly anybody would think capable of becoming a buddha. The role of the
divinity which in the upamäna advises a person to look for the nugget and clean
it, is filled in the upameya by the Dharma-teaching Tathagata.
The topos of a hidden treasure beneath the house of some poor person for
the unknown buddha-nature in living beings is, with some variations, also found
in the Mahäparinirvänasütra.44 The simile in the TGS is replete with oppositions:
The house owner (or nobleman) (grhapati) lives in poverty, though right below
his house is a huge treasure of precious materials. He walks up and down lost in
his thoughts, while the treasure, the solution to his problems, lies untouched. He is
unaware of the treasure and nobody, not even the treasure itself, can inform him,
even though it is a grhapatfs duty as one of the seven jewels of a cakravartin
ruler to find hidden treasures. Indeed, he himself is obviously in need of a person
with a supernatural eyesight to make him see that all he requires is beneath him.
Such a person is not mentioned in the upamäna of the simile, but appears as the
Tathagata in the upameya. After the Tathagata has revealed the existence of such
a treasure—living beings' buddha-nature—to the bodhisattvas, they set about
digging it out. It is clear that in this fifth illustration the author wanted to draw the
attention of the readers to their unawareness of the "treasure" within themselves
and, consequently, to the fact that there is no reason to think of themselves as
spiritually poor.
The sixth simile of a sprout in the seed and the eighth of the desperate
woman with the cakravartin embryo in her womb apparently embody a different
notion. Here, at first glance, it is the process of growing, the ripening of the sprout
into a "great king of trees," around which the comparison turns. This would at

See 0 3 1 6 6 184bIff.; 4 105b6ff.; see also Takasaki 1974: 144f.
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least be the reader's first impression. I will argue below that, though this notion
may be evoked, this is not the main intent of the authors, and that we should take
care here not to fall into the trap of too allegorical an interpretation. A closer
analysis of the wording will show rather that the essential sameness of sprout and
full-grown tree, their alternate generation, and the fact that the tree is contained in
its complete but not yet fully unfolded form already in the seed go to make up the
focus of the simile. In contrast to most of the other similes no act of purification is
needed. The ripening is described as a more or less automatic process once the
seed has fallen on the soil. Section 6B, representing the upameya, can be said to
be quite unusual for the TGS. The difficult and terminologically laden content
differs in each translation, and follows a more abstract line: it seems to offer a
definition of the term sattva, the term sattvadhätu appears, and describes a
tathagata who discloses the Dharma as a "supreme, great accumulation of
knowledge."
A dangerous wilderness, further on compared to samsära, is the setting of
the seventh simile. The statuary image of a tathagata wrapped in rotten rags was
dropped and lies on the path. Travelers, unaware that the rags contain such an
image, pass by in disgust. Only after a divinity orders a group of people to open
the bundle does the image inside receive the veneration it deserves. In this simile
two main features seem important to note: first, as with the gold nugget in
excrement, the complete inappropriateness of where the object is deposited and
thus the unexpectedness of the finding; secondly, the illustration plays up the
contrast between contempt and veneration: nobody, however contemptible he or
she may appear, should be looked upon as such, because everyone has a nature
deserving of veneration. This is also the message found in the associated verse
7.5, where the Tathagata wants the awakened bodhisattvas to know that all living
beings have the buddha-nature and, one could add, therefore encourages them to
apply themselves to the development ofthat spiritual capacity in living beings.
A more direct call for concrete consequences based on the tathagatagarbha teaching is contained in the simile of the poor, depressed woman. An ugly,
orphaned woman lives under desperate conditions in a poorhouse, despising
herself. She is unaware of the fact that she has a future universal emperor
(cakravartin)—the buddha-nature—in her womb. The illustration contrasts the
apparently hopeless situation of the woman with the majesty and glory of the
cakravartin. Of course, the idea of an embryonic cakravartin may, as in the sixth
simile, embody the notion of a not yet fully developed element, the basis for
awakening in the future. The main point in this simile, however, seems to be to
show the Tathagata's encouragement of living beings, who are again unaware of
their buddha-nature, and his urging them to overcome defeatism: "Apply energy
without giving in to despondency!" In this illustration, too, no activities to reveal
the buddha-nature are necessary; the embryo is growing without help from
outside, and his birth and future empowerment are inevitable. Section 8B contains
the only passage in the TGS where the three-stage career sattva —> bodhisattva —>
tathagata is explicitly mentioned.45
In the last simile of golden figures within burned clay molds the process of
casting golden statues according to the cire-perdue method is described. The

See Takasaki 1974: 62ff.
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expertise of a smith is necessary in order to decide when the right time for striking
the molds with a hammer has come so that—in an instant—the dirty black molds
fall apart and the clean figures appear. For the Tathagata, too, "who uses the
Dharma as a hammer," the knowledge of the right time is necessary. The
bodhisattvas he purifies have to "become calm and cool."46 The illustration seems
to stress the suddenness with which the golden figures come out. Nevertheless,
this should probably not be taken as promoting the idea of a sudden awakening.
Nothing that would substantiate such an idea occurs in the description of the
spiritual sphere. This description serves rather to underscore the surprise and
complete unexpectedness arising the moment the burned and ugly mold is
replaced by a golden image from inside. The simile describes accurately and in
detail this method of casting, which is still practiced among artisans in India and
Nepal.47

2. The Meaning and Occurrences of the Term tathagatagarbha
2.1 The Term tathagatagarbha
As the summary of the similes above has revealed, the idea that all living beings
have the buddha-nature is not illustrated in a completely homogeneous way. We
should therefore try to grasp more clearly the conceptual elements which underlie
the notion of this nature in the TGS and the relationship of the level of ordinary,
still unrealized living beings to the level of a tathagata's perfect realization. Here
it may be useful to begin with the term tathagatagarbha, which gave its name to
the sutra itself, and became well established in its Chinese translation rulai zang
tU^M a s the main designation for the buddha-nature theory in East Asia.
First of all, it should be noted that the term tathagatagarbha is not as
pervasive in the TGS as one would expect, judging from the later tradition. Its use
in the similes is restricted to the "new version" of the first simile.48 There,
however, it occurs in the passages which seem to impart in concise form the main
message of the sutra: In OM and 1A it is stated that the Tathagata perceives all
living beings as tathagatagarbha.49 Then, in IB, a passage which is cited word for
word in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä contains the main message of the TGS.
The Sanskrit citation in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä reads as follows:
esä kulaputra dharmänäm dharmatä I utpädäd vä tathagatanam anutpädäd vä
sadaivaite sattväs tathagatagarbha iti I (RGW 73.11-12)

46

Cf. SP 11.48 (45.13f.).
Reeves (1962: 118) reports that among smiths in Madras the hollow inside the mold is called
karu ("womb" (= Skt. garbha); see Miron Winslow, Tamil-English-Dictionary, reprint of the
edition from 1862, ed. K. L. Janert, Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1977, s.v. karu).
48
See section 1.4. The "new version" comprises the last sentence in OM, all of 1A, and the first
sentence of IB.
49
OM (probably a later interpolation into TGS2; see section 1.4): GH bzhin gshHgspD'i mig GHs
sHms FDn thDms FDG de bzhin gshegs pa'i snyingpor mthong ngo II; 1A: rigs kyi EX GDg GH Ezhin
gshHgs pDs kyDng sDngs rgyDs kyi mig gis sHms FDn thDms FDG de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying por
mthong nas I...
50
IB: rigs kyi bu dag 'di ni chos mams kyi chos nyid de I de bzhin gshegs pa mams byung
yang rung ma byung yang rung Isems can 'di dag ni rtag tu de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po yin ...
47
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Son of good family, the True Nature (dharmatä) of the dharmas is this: whether or
not tathagatas appear in the world, all these sentient beings contain at all times a
tathagata.
This passage was probably inserted together with the "new version" of the first
simile. Placed at the end of the "new" simile, it was meant to summarize the main
point of that simile, and should thus be considered the nucleus of the doctrinal
message of the TGS. That the passage was felt to have such an eminent position is
also attested by the fact that the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä quotes it word for
word. The author of this passage knowingly associates the claim that living beings
are always tathagatagarbha with the well-known Buddhist formula dharmänäm
dharmatä ..., which is usually employed to introduce the fundamental law of
Pratityasamutpada. This attests that he himself regarded the passage sadaivaite
sattväs tathagatagarbha!} as the essence of the sutra, a standpoint which (if the
authors of the "old" eight or nine similes and the "new lotus simile" are indeed
different) would probably be shared by the composers or compilers of the other
similes.51
An interpretation of the meaning of the term tathagatagarbha must, as a
matter of course, start from the context in the TGS in which it originates.52 The
context is that of the withered lotuses with beautiful tathagatas sitting in the center
of their calyxes (padmagarbha). In the same way that full-fledged tathagatas sit in
the flowers, so also, according to the sutra, are buddhas contained in living
beings.53 If living beings are said to contain a tathagata, they should function as
receptacles, and the compound tathagatagarbha must accordingly be understood
either as a bahuvrihi in the sense of "containing a tathagata" or as a tatpurusa
meaning "store of a tathagata." However, in order to reach an adequate
interpretation of the compound, I need to preface some remarks on the term
garbha, and then give an overview of the range of possible interpretations of the
whole compound, in part offered by the texts which succeeded the TGS.54
Concerning the term garbha, the Etymologisches Wörterbuch des
Altindoarischen 55 provides us only with the two meanings "Mutterleib;
Leibesfrucht, Embryo, Neugeborenes." It seems, however, that, starting from this
biological background, garbha took on other, less specific senses, such as "the
inside, middle, interior of anything, calyx (as of a lotus), ... any interior chamber,
adytum or sanctuary of a temple &c." (MW), or, as Hara has shown for epic
literature, "germ, seed, infant, child" and, by analogy with the vocable putra as
the last member of a compound, even simply "member (of a family lineage)."56
Also familiar is the function of -garbha at the end of a bahuvrihi compound,
indicating that the prior member(s) of the compound is/are contained in the
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See also Zimmermann 1999: 158.
For the occurrence of the term tathagatagarbha in the Gandavyühasütra (GV 221.2-6), a
controversial interpretation of it, and what this means for the relation between the
Gandavyühasütra and the TGS see Takasaki 2000: 75f. (with his references to Matsumoto 1994).
53
Explicitly so stated in 0M and verse 1.3.
54
An excellent discussion of this complex problem from different angles is found in Seyfort
Ruegg 1969: 499ff; 1976: 352f.
55
Manfred Mayrhofer, Etymologisches Wörterbuch des Altindoarischen, 2 vols., Heidelberg:
Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 1992-1996, s.v. garbha.
56
See Hara 1994.
52
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subject the compound refers to. Especially in the last case it is difficult to judge
how far a biological, embryonic shade of meaning was still felt, that is, to what
degree -garbha had become a purely grammatical unit used at the time our sutra
came into existence to express a relation of inclusion void of any strong lexical
connotations. However, the original embryo-related meaning of garbha did not
completely fade out in later centuries; indeed garbha even became associated with
the semantic field of "offspring." This suggests that the grammatical application
of -garbha never became totally free of the underlying idea of an embryo still in
need of development in a nurturing, womb-like container, if the context in
question was susceptible of such a nuance.
But there is another secondary semantic field with which the term garbha
seems to be closely associated, namely the "central part" or "essence" of
something. This development is mirrored in the regular choice of Indo-Tibetan
translators to render garbha into Tibetan as snying po: "the chief part, main
substance, quintessence" (Ja s.v. snying po; see also snying: "the heart, ... the
mind"). To be sure, this meaning is not supported by the Sanskrit dictionaries, nor
by Pali. At best, the meanings "inner chamber" or "adytum" as the central and
most holy part of a temple might suggest something in this direction. However,
the corresponding forms of garbha in a number of modern Indian languages can
also have the meaning of "core," "heart," "pith" and the like, and this thus further
strengthens the case that Skt. garbha from a certain time on must have embraced
this sense.58 If this is so, we must also allow that the employment of -garbha at
the end of a bahuvrihi compound could have such a nuance: "to contain
essentially." Whatever the case, from a certain time on, as Matsumoto has
demonstrated, the use of the term garbha became widespread in Indian Buddhist
scriptures, for example, in the Gandavyilha and the Dasabhümikasütra.59 Names
containing garbha as a member, such as the long list of bodhisattva names in the
introduction of the Dasabhümikasütra (a list which is not yet in the earlier
translation of Dharmaraksa), came into use. The term garbha proved highly
popular, and one wonders if it was always possible to decide on an exact
equivalent in a translation. Indeed it seems that once garbha became a fashionable
term it was easily compounded with other words without itself exhibiting a very
concrete meaning.
Let us now turn to the compound itself. I have grouped the alternatives
according to grammatical categories.
See PW s.v. garbha: "Uebertragen am Ende von adj. compp. (f. ä): dieses als Leibesfrucht
tragend, in seinem Innern bergend, enthaltend...."
58
See Turner no. 4055 (garbha-): "... Sindhi gabhu ... kernel, pith; ... Nepäli ... gäbho core,
inside (e.g. of a fruit); ... Hindi ... gab pulp, pith; ... Maräthi ... gäbhä heart, core; ... Konkani ...
gäbbo inner core of plaintain stem...." H. Isaacson kindly drew my attention to three relatively late
passages: one in the Yogaratnamälä, a commentary on the Hevajratantra, where garbha in the
term vajragarbha is synonymized as hrdaya (David L. Snellgrove, The Hevajra Tantra, A Critical
Study, Part 2: Sanskrit and Tibetan Texts, London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1959, p. 136); the second,
in Ratnäkarasänti's as yet unpublished Muktävali, another commentary on the Hevajratantra,
where the same gloss is given (National Archives, Kathmandu, MS 4-19 = Nepal-German
Manuscript Preservation Project Reel No. A 994/6, f. 80rl; Tokyo University MS 513, f. 57r6); the
third, in the commentary on the Tanträloka, the Tanträlokaviveka by Jayaratha, where garbha is
interpreted as sära (Mukund Räm Shästri (ed.), The Tanträloka of Abhinava Gupta with
Commentary by Räjänaka Jayaratha, vol. 1, Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies 23, Allahabad:
The Indian Press, 1918, commentary to 2.32).
59
See Matsumoto 1994: 41 Iff, in particular pp. 421, 460, 471.
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© Tathagatagarbha DV D tatpurusa compound. Here three cases need to be
considered:
a. The prior member of the compound can be determined as having an elided
genitive case ending: tathagatasya or tathagatanam garbhah: "the embryo of
a/the tathägata(s)."60 This interpretation seems to be the most common one in
the tradition following the TGS. The word can in this case be understood as
referring to the "embryo of a/the tathägata(s)" within all living beings. In the
TGS, however, tathagatagarbha cannot have this meaning for two reasons.
First, in the statement sattväs tathagatagarbha!} the compound cannot be
understood as a tatpurusa designating the "embryo within" because
grammatically it is the predicate of sattväh. Secondly, as mentioned above,
rather than with the embryo of a/the tathägata(s) the TGS deals with fullfledged tathagatas in flowers (and in living beings).
b. A living being as the "womb of a tathagata": A living being as the womb of a
tathagata seems to accord with the image of lotuses enclosing tathagatas within
their womb-like calyxes in the upamäna. Matsumoto adopts the translation
"container of a tathagata" (t\l$!:(D^frl~h(D) for the TGS, rejecting
Schmithausen's and Ruegg's categorical statement that the compound
tathagatagarbha can never mean "matrix of the Tathagata" in Indian texts.61 In
his argument why the compound within the TGS should be interpreted as a
tatpurusa, Matsumoto obviously does not consider the alternative provided in
©a below. He argues that the author of the TGS had first to "invent" the
concept of padmagarbha, the "lotus calyx" where the tathagatas are seated, in
order to construct the analogy between the lotuses and living beings. Once
padmagarbha was adopted as the interior space of a lotus
(M^(D\H^>^f^),
the author of the TGS could develop the analogy of tathagatas seated in the
interior space (garbha) of living beings. Matsumoto asserts that once living
beings are the referent, they could accordingly be denoted as "containers of a
tathagata." He admits that the author of the TGS thus operates with two
meanings of garbha, namely "interior space" and "container," and that the
author was well aware of this fact.62
Now, I think Matsumoto's argumentation is less than conclusive. First of
all, the meaning of "container" for garbha seems not to be very common, if
documented at all. On the basis of its meaning "womb," garbha designates a
space within rather than a container or a sheath around something. This is clear
from the entry under garbha found in the PW and MW: "Mutter/ez'6," "interior
chamber." Regarding the second point, I agree with Matsumoto that the terms
padmagarbha and tathagatagarbha are probably intentionally employed by the
authors in some kind of analogy. But if this is the case, should we then not
argue that -garbha expresses in both cases a comparable sense, namely the
inside of a lotus and the inside of living beings respectively? This at least
would make things less complicated. Alternative ©a proceeds along these
lines. Admittedly, from a purely grammatical point of view Matsumoto's
argumentation avoids the somewhat disturbing situation that the compounds, if
See e.g. LAS 223.14: garbhas tathagatanam; LAS 357.15 (Sagathakam 346c): garbhas
tathagatasya.
61
See Matsumoto 1994: 498ff., referring to Schmithausen 1971: 133, n. 44 (and further p. 156),
who finds confirmation in Seyfort Ruegg 1969: 499ff.
62
See Matsumoto 1994: 495ff; 526f.
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we follow ©a, belong to two distinct categories, namely tatpurusa
(padmagarbha) and bahuvrlhi {tathagatagarbha). However, even if we follow
his suggestion, the relation between the members within the two tatpurusa
compounds would have to be analyzed differently as a genitivus subjectivus in
the first case and a genitivus objectivus in the latter.
One final remark: Matsumoto insists, on the one hand, on employing
garbha in the sense of "receptacle," while, on the other, he vehemently rejects
the translation "womb" or "matrix," the rendering adopted by Takasaki in his
English translation of the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä).63 I do not find any
fundamental difference between the two concepts, and do not think that the
translation "womb of a tathagata" is impossible, at least any more so than
Matsumoto's own rendering.
c. The living being as "embryo of the Tathagata": The idea that all living beings
are penetrated by the dharmakäya and thus are the embryos or, as Hara has
shown,
the
children
of
the
Tathagata
is
found
in
the
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä. 64 Nothing in the TGS suggests that this
understanding could be applied to the relation between living beings and the
Tathagata. It is therefore not relevant for our discussion here.
© Tathagatagarbha as a bahuvrlhi compound:
a. The most "natural" analysis of the compound would be as a bahuvrlhi. The
PW (s.v. garbha) provides us with plenty of examples with garbha at the end
of the compound meaning simply "to contain" (see above). The sentence
sattväs tathagatagarbha!} should thus be understood as "Living beings contain
a tathagata." {tathagato garbho yesäm te tathagatagarbha!}). In order,
however, to understand garbha in a more characteristic way, we need to bring
out its biological nuance or else the nuance, assumed above, of essence. The
first case would result in a translation (1) "Living beings contain a tathagata as
an embryo"66 In the second alternative we would have to translate (2) "... have
a tathagata at their core" or, more abstractly, "... have a tathagata as their
nature." The image of the lotus renders both alternatives possible, since the
tathagatas are seated in the center of their womb-like calyxes {garbha). They
thus have become the core of the lotus, unaffected by the withered parts of the
flowers, and "emitting hundreds of thousands of rays of light." Nevertheless, in
this first simile, as in most of the following illustrations, no growing process or
See Matsumoto 1994: 498; Takasaki, in his later translation of the RGV(V), no longer
employs this rendering (Takasaki 1989).
64
5*99
70.16-18: tathägatadharmakäyena niravasesasattvadhätuparispharanärtham
adhikrtya tathägatasyeme garbhah sarvasattvä iti paridipitam I. For a different interpretation, cp.
Matsumoto 1994: 498ff.
65
See e.g. the parallel verse to the first simile in the RGV (1.101) where the following
compound referring to living beings appears: ... sarhbuddhagarbharh jagat: "... [having seen]
living beings as containing a perfect buddha."
66
This alternative would semantically be the equivalent of"... have a tathagata in their womb"
(tathagato garbhe yesäm te tathagatagarbha}}), which is based on AiGr II, 1 § 109c, p. 279
("Bahuvrihis mit kasuellem Vorderglied"): "Sehr oft bezeichnet das Hinterglied einen Körperteil
und dann das Kompositum denjenigen, der am betr. Körperteil etwas im Vorderglied genanntes
hält oder haften hat z.B. ... vajra-bähu- der den Donnerkeil im Arme hat ... küälodhni Kiläla im
Euter habend...." In contrast to the rendering above ("... contain a tathagata as an embryo"), the
main thrust here should not be to characterize the tathagata as an embryo but to point out the fact
that he is found in the womb.
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any other process of change is implied regarding the tathagatas. To speak of a
tathägata-embryo can therefore be quite misleading, since the process of a
gradual development and maturing is usually implied when speaking of an
embryo in the womb. For this reason I have decided to adopt the simple
rendering "... contain a tathagata" in the translation. That, as discussed in the
second alternative, this tathagata represents the nature of all living beings need
not be mentioned explicitly. It is the aim of the sutra itself to illustrate this fact
by way of the nine similes.
b. Although in ©a. the term garbha was understood in the "weak" sense of
"containing," it can also be interpreted in its original meaning "womb" or
"embryo." Taking it as such, we would have to translate the whole compound
in a possessive relation to living beings as:
I. "Living beings have an embryo of a tathagata" (tathagatasya garbho ('sti)
yesäm te tathagatagarbha})).
II. (1) "... have a tathagata in their womb (garbha)"61 or
(2) "... have a tathagata as an embryo (garbha)."
III. Or, assuming that garbha can have the meaning "core, essence," as
(1) "... have the tathägata-core" or
(2) "... have a tathagata at their core."
Position 111.(1) mirrors the understanding of the Tibetan when rendering the
statement cited above as sems can 'di dag ni rtag tu de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying
po(can) yin....
Semantically, there is no difference between having the embryo of a
tathagata (©b.I) or containing a tathagata as an embryo (©a. l/©b.II (2)). In
both cases the embryo still has to develop into a full-fledged tathagata,69 a
notion by no means expressed in the lotus image. One might argue that the
situation in the upameya cannot be compared very smoothly to the upamäna.
However, the other parts of the first simile clearly demonstrate that it is not an
embryonic seed or such that is contained in living beings but a tathagata itself.
Further, if a philological analysis like that provided in ©a allows us to interpret
the compound in a sense not contradictory to the setting of the material sphere,
there can be no reason to adopt another alternative.
Regarding the third translation in ©b, namely that of 111.(1) "... have the
tathägata-core" or 111.(2) "... have a tathagata at their core," 111.(2) is simply a
grammatically different rendering of the translation given in ©a.2 ("... have a
tathagata as their nature."). If we follow 111.(1), the alternative that introduces
the tathägata-core as a separate element, we reach a more abstract formulation
of the same basic thought, more or less disengaged from the concreteness of
the material sphere. This rendering manifests a stronger monistic inclination,
67

An analysis of this alternative has been discussed in the preceding note.
For the inclusion of the particle can see below.
69
Prof. Seyfort Ruegg, in a personal communication, warns that to associate the word
"embryo" with the ripening process ahead could lend itself to misunderstanding. If I interpret him
correctly, he is implying that the term "embryo" (garbha) in India at that time primarily denoted a
nucleus or core embedded in some shielding environment rather than a still completely motherdependent being undergoing further growth. I agree with him insofar as the term garbha in its
meaning "embryo" might certainly have evoked different associations according to the field in
which it was applied (anatomy, genealogy, etc.). However, I do not think that the general
readership of the sutra, be it in ancient India or in the modern world, would exclude the notion of
ripening in connection with the term "embryo."
68
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since it may be supposed that there is only one such buddha-nature. In contrast
to this, the philosophically somewhat clumsy rendering of 111.(2) has to a
greater degree remained true to the imagery of a multiplicity of buddhas sitting
each in his own calyx.
c. A final theoretically possible interpretation is that of tathagatagarbha in the
sense of "having a tathagata as a womb," that is, "born from a tathagata."70 The
compound would then refer to living beings themselves as "born from a
tathägata/the Tathagata." Whereas the simile of the cakravartin in the poor
woman is based on the biological metaphor of an embryo found in the womb,
none of the other similes involves such a context. Nor is the cakravartin said to
be born from a tathagata. The interpretation "born from a tathägata/the
Tathagata" would thus violate the thrust of the upamänas and so cannot be
applied in the TGS.
The above analysis has revealed that, in light of the upamäna, the grammatically
adequate interpretation serving as the basic one of the compound tathagatagarbha
is that of a bahuvrihi meaning "containing a tathagata." However, it would be
wrong to assume that the term tathagatagarbha, once the context of the first
simile is left behind, would be restricted in the minds of readers to such a clear-cut
definition. Having read the other eight similes, among them two employing the
image of a seed and an embryo, the term garbha in its meaning "embryo" would
automatically acquire greater prominence, and possibly overshadow the first
interpretation based on the lotus imagery. The richness of the term garbha, which
means "containing," "born from," "embryo," "(embracing/concealing) womb,"
"calyx," "child," "member of a clan" and even "core" would from the very
beginning tend to keep its semantic range from being reduced to a single word.
To judge by the textual history of the TGS, on the other hand, the
introduction of the term tathagatagarbha with the "new lotus simile" (1A) took
place after all the other similes had already been composed. We may thus assume
that the author of this simile chose that term because it covered the whole variety
of themes illustrated in the similes.71 At the same time, garbha is also part of
padmagarbha, a term expressing a central image in the introduction. The
compound padmagarbha itself is also well known as a designation for the god
Brahman, who is said to be "born from a lotus" (padmagarbha as bahuvrihi). This
may have been another, highly venerable association for someone reading in the
sutra of a tathagata seated in a padmagarbha. As attested by the prevailing use of
the word tathagatagarbha in other writings, and in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä itself, as a tatpurusa compound (the "embryo of a tathagata" as a separate
entity), a tendency towards a grammatically non-adjectival use of the term was
inherent from earliest times. The title of the sutra further stimulated such an
independent understanding, and with the appearance of the concept of
buddhadhätu in the Mahäyänist Mahäparinirvänasütra as more or less a synonym
for tathagatagarbha, the temptation to interpret this latter as a tatpurusa probably
proved irresistible. In the TGS this is documented by at least three of the four
translations into Chinese and Tibetan, where the compound is regularly rendered

/u

See Seyfort Ruegg 1969: 511, n. 4.
The vocable dhätu, too, has a wide range of meanings, the most notable being "primitive
matter, constituent part of the body, mineral, relics."
71
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as a separate entity found in living beings in the sense of "store of a tathagata" or
"essence of a tathagata."72

2.2 The Textual Occurrences of the Terms tathagatagarbha and garbha
Besides the title of the sutra itself, the term tathagatagarbha is found in several
passages. Let us, in the following, see to what extent the passages containing the
whole compound or merely the word garbha fit the interpretations suggested
above.
1. In a series of nearly identical formulations, the TGS repeats three times that
living beings are tathagatagarbha (OM, 1A, IB).73 The passage in IB is cited
in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä, and thus we know the Sanskrit text:
sadaivaite sattväs tathagatagarbha!}. Bth renders the compound as de bzhin
gshegs pa 'i snying po. The manuscript tradition in Tib, however, observes two
ways of rendering it. One is identical with Bth. A second strand adds the particle
can at the end of the compound: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po can. This second
strand is represented by:
• BDJNQ in OM,
• by no ms or print in 1 A, and by
'DLSTPs in IB.
Now, the old translation Bth does not have the particle can. From this and the
fact that no edition in 1A, and only some manuscripts and prints in the other
passages, testify to the particle, we can be fairly sure that it was only inserted
by Tibetan editors at some late revisional stage. The particle can, as Seyfort
Ruegg points out,74 may serve to indicate that the translated compound was
understood as a bahuvrihi. The fact that it is not found in the earlier
transmission could mean that at that time the rendering of a bahuvrihi
compound by means of can was not yet common practice, if ever it was, or that
they tried to retain the interpretational ambiguity inherent in the Sanskrit
compound by resorting to a rigorously literal translation technique. A Tibetan
reader with a background in Indian grammar would probably be aware of the
range of possible interpretations of such a compound in Tibetan. For a less
grammatically educated Tibetan, however, a sentence like sems can 'di dag ni
rtag tu de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po yin.... would likely be understood as
"All these sentient beings are at all times the essence of the Tathagata," a
statement which does not seem to be very precise. This disturbing fact may
have been the reason why later redactors of Tib decided to add the particle can.
They felt it necessary to differentiate explicitly between living beings and the
essence contained in them, or, in the words of Seyfort Ruegg, to point out the
difference between guna ("attribute") and gunin ("bearer of the attribute").75
For the Tibetan translation from Bathang see below.
Tib:... sems can 'di dag ni rtag tu de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po (can) yin ...
74
See Seyfort Ruegg 1969: 510.
75
For the particle can in the concerned compound in the texts of the tathagatagarbha theory
see Seyfort Ruegg 1969: 509ff. On p. 511 Seyfort Ruegg argues that the TGS itself denies the
identification of living beings (sattva) as tathagatagarbha. He supposes that the treasure in the
fifth simile is compared to the tathagatagarbha and argues that there the treasure is said to be the
cittasvabhäva ("l'être propre de la Pensée") rather than the sattva (5A). However, I cannot find
73
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2. Verse 1.1 contains the compound tathagatagarbha in pada c.
Tib:
ML ItDr SDGPD sPDG SDr 'Rs gyurSD II
GH 'L mGDb mD sbubs gyur mD gyHs OD II
GH bzhLn gshHgs SD 'L snyLngSR mD gRs WH II
PL 'gD' OD ODs OhD yL PL g gLs Pthong II

Chi

Bth:
cL ItDr SDG PR sPDG SD GH nL

GH 'L OR mD mDms kyL +++ mD gyHs I
GH bzhLn gshHgs SDL snyingpo de
yang ni II
drL PD PD gos styes pas phrul
mig mthong II
1
for spyad;2 for bskyes;3 for mi.
Ch2
äTtär

^

mm^mmm ma?

tw^ \Wk

Mpft%k

Parallel verse Ratnagotravibhaga 1.99
yathä vivarnämbujagarbhavestitam
tathägatam diptasahasralaksanam I
narah samiksydmaladivyalocano
vimocayed ambujapattrakosatah II
Parallel verse Ratnagotravibhaga 1.101
yadvat syäd vijugupsitam jalaruham samminjitam divyadrk
tadgarbhasthitam abhyudiksya sugatam paträni samchedayet I
rägadvesamalädikosanivrtam sambuddhagarbham jagat
kärunyäd avalokya tannivaranam nirhanti tadvan munih II
A translation based on Tib would most naturally run:
It is as if [there is] a disgusting lotus whose [unsightly] sheath-[like] petals are
not opened out, yet the tathagatagarbha is unpolluted [by the petals], and a
person with divine vision will perceive [it].
The fact that the term tathagatagarbha can here hardly be taken as a bahuvrihi
referring to living beings, the usage attested for 0M, 1A and IB, is cause for
surprise, and sets this verse off from the prose section. The term
tathagatagarbha is not expected in the upamäna, it clearly being an element of
the upameya. Had the Tibetan versions, as Chi does (jlU^M), employed lus or
gzugs in the upamäna instead of snying po (Skt. garbha), there would have
been no irregularity. However, both Tibetan versions read snying po.
A clue to how the päda should be understood can be obtained by reference
to the parallel verses in the Ratnagotravibhaga. There, in the first päda of 1.99,
the tathagata in the upamäna is described as
vivarnämbujagarbhavestita:
"enclosed in the calyx of a lotus of ugly color." Similarly in
Ratnagotravibhaga 1.101 the sugata is said to be found in "its (= the lotus's)
calyx" (tadgarbhasthita).
In both cases the term garbha appears, and
designates clearly the inside, the calyx, of the lotus. If we interpret the
compound in TGS 1.1 in this way, namely with garbha referring to the inside
of the lotus, we end up with a reading perfectly in accordance with the situation
any explicit identification of the treasure with the term tathagatagarbha. Accordingly, and in light
of the version from Bathang, my understanding of the passage differs from Seyfort Ruegg's
translation (see the note in my translation). Further, in 5B the bodhisattvas are compared to the
treasury of the qualities of a buddha.
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described in the prose before: "... yet the inside [of the lotus containing a]
tathagata is unpolluted [by the petals],...."76 This reading makes it very clear
that garbha can only be taken as the inside of the flower, in contrast to the
sheath-like petals mentioned in the päda before. In the TGS these tend to be
referred to by the term kosa.
3. A translation of the compound tathagatagarbha also appears in all
manuscripts and prints of Tib in 5 A, in an enumeration of buddha-qualities said
to be present in living beings.77 The only way of interpreting the compound
there is as a separate entity found in living beings. However, a parallel in 5B,
Bth and the Chinese versions leads one to believe that the reading should be
tathägatajnäna instead of °garbha:
• For the parallel withje shes instead of snying po in Tib see 5B.12f
• Bth: GH bzhLn gshHgs SD 'L yeshes GDng : stobs GDng : PL jLg SD GDng :
sDngs rgyDs kyL chos PD 'GrHs SD PGzoG II

• ch2: mmwmm,

ti, MPftm%i%&m, -

I have accordingly concluded (see translation and note) that the reading in the
Sanskrit must originally have been tathägatajnäna.
4. Much more problematic is verse 10.10.78 Given that the content of this verse
varies widely in the different translations, it would seem impossible to draw
conclusions about the original Sanskrit text. However, the lotuses have
withdrawn far into the background, so that an interpretation like the one
suggested in my translation, with tathagatagarbha meaning "embryo of a
tathagata," seems all but unavoidable.
The verse has no correspondence in the prose, which deals with the merit
attained through propagating the TGS. The verse parallels to the prose come to
a natural end in verse 10.9. Verse 10.10 causes wonder owing to its sudden
return to a doctrinal message and the occurrence of dharmatä, which is referred
to with the pronoun 'di, even though it has not been mentioned before. We
have therefore good reason to assume that the verse 10.10 is a later
interpolation into the common ancestor of TGSi and TGS2. It could in fact be a
citation from another work. If so, it would not come as a surprise that our
compound turns out to be a tatpurusa—the prevailing usage in later times.
The term garbha appears frequently in the tatpurusa compound padmagarbha and
also as a single word designating the calyx of a lotus (in the sense of its interior).
This usage is attested in 0G, OH (twice), 01, 0M, 1A and, if my analysis above is
right, also in 1.1 as part of the compound tathagatagarbha (tatpurusa; see above).
In verse 1.3, Bth twice uses the term snying po, once to designate the
inside of living beings and then to refer to the lotus whose snying po is said to be
76

Alternatively, the Sanskrit construction may have been tathagato/0tarn garbha
anupaliptah/tam or something similar (depending on the metrical structure; garbha for the
locative case garbhe). If we assume that the verses were composed in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit,
we might even expect simply tathagata garbha ..., with -to replacing a classical Skt. -tah or tarn.
Later translators, already used to the compound tathagatagarbha, would then have automatically
interpreted the phrases as a compound.
77
The grammatical relation between the compound and the following qualities is not clear:
whereas L, S and T place a genitive particle between de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po and stobs
dang /..., in all other texts of Tib no such particle is found.
78
See also the note in the translation.
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disgusting. The word for the inside of living beings (CA2: p^) in Tib is dkyil. If the
Sanskrit for dkyil (Tib) or snying po (Bth) was in fact garbha, as the rendering of
the passage in the Ratnagotravibhaga suggests (sambuddhagarbham jagat;
I.101),79 it would be hard to explain why the translators of Tib refrained from a
rendering with snying po for the "inside" of living beings. I thus tend to assume
that the Sanskrit had madhya or something similar instead.
In the second case, Bth speaks of the disgusting calyx (snying po), which
is compared to the coverings of defilements in the upameya. Tib does not have the
term snying po and instead employs sbubs (so also Chf. tfctS), a term in Tib
usually associated with the klesas, an element of the upameya. However, in 1.1
Tib also compares the petals of the lotus to sheaths (de 'i mdab ma sbubs gyur).&0
In view of the meaning "interior of something" of garbha and the clear
differentiation in verse 1.1 between snying po (garbha) as the inside of the calyx,
on the one hand, and the sheath-like petals that constitute the enclosure, on the
other, the use of snying po in this context is odd: in verse 1.1 above it was said
that the snying po of the lotus remains unpolluted. To now call this same snying
po disgusting is a clear contradiction, obviously not noticed by the translators of
Bth. The term sbubs, probably a rendering of Skt. kosa, is not found once in Bth.
To denote the sheaths of klesas, Bth resorts to mdzod, another translation for kosa.
One can only wonder why, in the case of the lotus sheaths (*padmakosa), the
translators of Bth refrained from a translation with mdzod and applied the
obviously unfitting snying po.
In 6B the passage sbubs kyi nang na snying por gyur pa de bzhin gshegs
pa 'i chos nyid could be interpreted as "... the true nature of the tathagatas, having
become the essence inside the sheaths...." or "... that true nature of a tathagata in
an embryo-like state" (see note in the translation). The compound snying por gyur
pa probably renders Skt. garbhastha or garbhagata, since Bth reads ... dbusD kyi
snying por de bzhin gshegs pa'i chos nyid kyang gnaso II [D for dbul]. As an
analysis of compounds of this form—though chiefly restricted to the
Mahäbhärata—in Hara 1994: 38, n. 4(1) has proved, garbha- bears in this
combination the meaning "womb," and should consequently—if probably against
the intention of the translators—also be understood in this way in our passage: "...
the true nature of the tathagatas who are in the womb/who are in the interior/who
are within." The parallel verse in the Ratnagotravibhaga (1.117) reads
phalatvagantaragatah sambuddhabljänkurah. There °gata also refers to the place
and not to the state in which the sprout is found (for which one would expect a
formulation such as ... garbhatvam gata). However, the translators of Tib may
have been thinking that snying po designates here the embryonic essence and not
the womb. Besides this instance there is no other example of snying po denoting
the inside or the womb of living beings in Tib.
In Bth the term snying po gnas for, probably, garbhasthäna or
garbhavasati ("womb") appears in 8.5. The equivalent in Tib is mngal gnas,
which usually means "embryo," but which I take as a literal rendering of the Skt.
compound. (See the note in my translation for further arguments.)
In a passage in 8B, Tib designates the interior of living beings with khong,
while Bth has snying po. Fortunately, this passage has been preserved in Sanskrit
The compound sarhbuddhagarbha in 1.101 is D bahuvrihi. The grammatical structure of the
verse in the TGS is different.
80
Unfortunately the corresponding word is not readable in Bth.
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in a quotation of the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä (72.11-12), where we find
garbhagata. The reason why Tib prefers khong could be a word play with khong
in the part immediately following: ... khong na yod kyang sems can de dag gis
khong du ma chud do II. On the other hand, in view of the fact that, in contrast to
Bth, Tib avoids snying po as the term to designate the interior of living beings in
8.5, and possibly also 1.3, one could argue that the translators of Tib refrained
from using the term snying po when speaking about the inside of living beings and
reserved it for exclusive use in the upameya, in cases where they meant it to imply
"essence, embryo" (as in 6B). This would mean that they wanted to employ the
vocable snying po in only one meaning in each part of the simile, namely lotus
"calyx" in the upamäna and "essence, embryo" in the upameya, whilst the
translators of Bth stuck to a rigorously literal translation, mechanically rendering
garbha as snying po in all instances.
Finally, garbha appears as a part of names. There are two bodhisattva
names including garbha in OE: (20) Srigarbha, Tib: dPal gyi snying po (Bth: dPal
kyis snying po) and (21) Süryagarbha, TibIBth: Nyi ma'i snying po. The name of
the pavilion where the Buddha is staying is given as "Candanagarbha" (in the
compound candanagarbhakütägära): tsan dan gyi snying po 'i khang pa brtsegs
pa (see my note in OB). Bodhisattva names with "garbha at the end of a
compound are common in Buddhist literature. Garbha as part of the pavilion's
name was probably chosen or added81 owing to the central role of the term garbha
in the description of the introductory scene in the upamäna (viz., padmagarbha)
and the upameya (viz., tathagatagarbha).

3. The Buddha-Nature Doctrine in the TGS
As has become clear in the summary of the similes above, the doctrine of the TGS
describes living beings as bearing a full-fledged tathagata within themselves.
Though this is the case, living beings are not yet buddhas, since they are not
aware of their own precious content, the tathagatas within being covered by
sheaths of klesas. Nevertheless, it is stated that the nature of living beings is not
different from that of the Buddha and these living beings will become buddhas
themselves once the sheaths of defilements have been removed. In the following I
shall deal with three crucial questions:
• What do the terms used by the authors to designate the buddha-nature of
living beings imply?
• How can the process of attaining buddhahood be described?
• What actually leads to that realization of buddhahood?

3.1 The Buddha-Nature
Regarding the first query, we need to look at the terminology utilized in the
upameyas when referring to the buddha-nature of living beings in the state of not
yet being tathagatas. In the chart below I shall restrict myself to the Tibetan

1

In Chi a translation for "garbha is missing.
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wording and its inferred Sanskrit equivalents:
OM: de bzhin gshegspa;
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i chos nyid;
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snyingpo (can);
1A: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snyingpo;
de bzhin gshegs pa;
IB: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snyingpo (can);
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i ye shes;
1C: rgyal ba mams kyi lus;
rgyal ba 'i lus;
2A: sangs rgyas nyid;
sangs rgyas nyid;
2B: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i ye shes mthong ba;
2C: de bzhin gshegs;
sangs rgyas;
3B: de bzhin gshegs pa nyid;
sangs rgyas nyid;
rang byung nyid;
de bzhin gshegs pa nyid;
3C: sangs rgyas sa;
nga 'dra 'i chos nyid;
4B: chud mi za ba 'i chos can;
(Bth instead: chos nyid ma rung bar
mi 'gyur ba)
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i chos nyid chud
mi za ba;
4C: rang bzhin;
5A: GH bzhLn gshHgs SD 'L snyLngSo 'L stobs
GDng I PL jLgs SD GDng I PD 'GrHs
SD GDng I sDngs rgyDs kyL Fhos thDPs
FDG kyL PGzoG kyL gtHr FhHn So;
Fhos kyL gtHr FhHnSo;
5B: Fhos kyL gtHr FhHnSo;
Fhos kyL gtHr FhHnSo;
GH bzhLn gshHgs SD 'L yH shHs GDng I
stobs GDng I PL jLgs SD GDng I sDngs
rgyDs kyL Fhos PD 'GrHs SD 'L PG zoG;
5C: gter chen;
bde gshegs lus;
nga [= sangs rgyas] yi ye shes mdzod;
gter;
6B: snying por gyur pa de bzhin gshegs
pa 'i chos nyid;
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i ye shes;
6C: bde gshegs lus;
7B: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i lus;
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i ye shes mthong ba;
7C: rgyal ba 'i sku;
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tathagata
tathägatadharmatä
tathagatagarbha ("containing a tathagata")
tathagatagarbha ("containing a tathagata")
tathagata
tathagatagarbha ("containing a tathagata")
tathagata]'nana
*jinakäya
*jinakäya
buddhatval°tä
buddhatval°tä
tathägatajnänadarsana
tathagata
buddha
tathägatatval°tä
buddhatval°tä
svayambhütva
tathägatatval°tä
buddhabhümi
*matsamadharmatä
*'avinasadharmin (cp. RGV 108d)
(avinäsadharmatä)
* tathagatasya

prakrti
*tDthagDtDgDrbhDbDlDvDLsarDGyavHnLkDbuGGhDGhDrPDkosDPDhänLGhL

*PDhäGhDrPDnLGhL
*PDhäGhDrPDnLGhL
*PDhäGhDrPDnLGhL
*tDthägDtDjnänDbDlDvDLsärDGyävHnLkDbuGGhDGhDrPDkosD
*mahänidhi
*sugatakäya
*majf=
buddhajjnänakosa
*nidhi
*garbhagatä/°sthä
tathägatadharmatä
("... which is in 1he womb"; see. n. in transl.)
tathagata)mäna
*sugatakäya
*tathägatakäya
tathägatajnänadarsana
*jinakäya

For the Chinese equivalents see Takasaki 1974: 48-53.
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avinäsadharmatä

rgyal ba;
bde bar gshegs kyi ye shes;
8B: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i rigs, but
Bth: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i

jina
sugatajnäna
*tathagatagotra: but quoted in RGVV&s
tathägatadhätu

khams; Ch2: tU^W-',
de bzhin gshegs pa;
8C: chos nyid;
chos nyid;
9B: sangs rgyas kyi chos;
zag pa med pa 'i ye shes rin po che;
de bzhin gshegs pa;
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i ye shes rin po che;
9C: sangs rgyas ye shes;
rgyal sras;
stobs bcu;

tathagata
dharmatä
dharmatä
buddhadharmäh
anäsravajnänaratna
tathagata
tathagata]mänaratna
buddhajnäna
*jinaputra
dasa baläni

The chart shows that in one third of all cases the buddha-nature is referred to by
the term buddha, tathagata, jina, *jinakäya, *sugatakäya etc., the denotatum of
which is said to be found within living beings. It is surprising to see that the
upameyas propound the idea of buddhas seated within living beings. To describe
the buddha-nature in terms of a tathagata within is to have recourse to just another
metaphor, a kind of upamäna. Apparently the authors of the sutra were trying,
even after the presentation of the upamäna, to express their idea in words that
were easy to understand. They wanted their readers to have a very concrete notion
of the buddha-nature, one easy to grasp and difficult to forget. Their choice of
figuration sheds light on the general problem of teaching an abstract idea, such as
the concept of the buddha-nature, to a broader audience of non-specialists in the
field of Buddhist abhidharma. For such readers it would be hard to associate the
ideas of buddhatva or of tathägata-dharmatä with themselves. The veneration of
buddha statues was at the time of the TGS, as the seventh simile demonstrates, not
unknown to Buddhist followers, and may even have featured significantly in their
religious practice.83 To have such a "statue" within oneself and to know it to be
present in all other beings could only increase respect and appreciation towards
others and towards oneself. That the buddha-nature of living beings should be
expressed by the image of a buddha seated within seems to be a rather unique
conception, one showing that the authors of the TGS were not interested in
presenting a definition of the buddha-nature in philosophically abstract terms. The
Lankävatärasütrau and the verses of the Ratnagotravibhaga that freely render
Also intimately bound up with the idea of a buddha within living beings may be the practice
of buddha visualization ibuddhänusmrü). Techniques of this kind are described in early Mahayana
sources, most eminent among them the PraS, the "Sutra of the Concentration of [the bodhisattva]
who stands face-to-face with the Buddhas of the present" (Harrison 1978b: ix), a text already
translated into Chinese by the second century CE (see Harrison 1978a; 1990; 1978b). The question
if and how the ideas associated with buddhänusmrti are related with the genesis of the
tathagatagarbha teaching is complex and cannot be dealt with here.
84
See LAS 77.14ff. (though there tathagatagarbha is not D bahuvrihi): ... sa ^tathagatagarbha) ... dvätrimsallaksanadharah sarvasattvadehäntargato mahärdhamülyaratnamalinavastra1parivestitam iva ... [' read vastra for vastu]: "... that [tathagatagarbha,] bearing the 32
marks [of a Great Being, and] existing inside the bodies of all living beings like a jewel of great
value and price that is enwrapped in a dirty garment,...." The passage clearly resembles passages
&
of the TGS; see also the description of C7b in 0G: J^—•—vf£i=
iÄ, t

m
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parts of the TGS are the only possible other sources that betray knowledge of such
a concrete conception. In other texts, more abstract terms became preeminent,
while at the same time the term tathagatagarbha was interpreted in a less concrete
fashion.
Now, when living beings later become buddhas they turn into what they
already carry within themselves in miniature. This is different from the idea that
they have tathagata]nana or other typical qualities of a buddha which, once
purified, will allow them to act as buddhas. In this latter case, it is an attribute
common to living beings that has to be submitted to a process of purification in
order for those beings to become a buddha. The former case has to do with the
purification of the buddha within from the sheaths surrounding him, he himself
being equipped with tathägatajnäna and the other qualities (cp. OM) which will
allow living beings to turn into buddhas; that is, he is not an attribute but that into
which living beings will turn. The sutra does not specify exactly how this process
is to be imagined: does the sattva merge into the actualized state of the purified
tathagata within, in a process of identification, so to speak, with what is within, or
does the liberated tathagata within simply enable the sattva to act with the mind of
a tathagata, as, figuratively, a buddha now bearing a purified tathagata within?
This question obviously did not interest the authors of the TGS, and so they do not
offer us any basis for arriving at a conclusion. It is possible that they adopted the
idea of buddhas within living beings because of its high degree of immediate
visualization, without hesitating at, or even being aware of, the somewhat irritating
consequences for a lucid philosophical interpretation of the upameya.
The TGS also speaks of buddhahood (buddhatva/°tä etc.) in living beings.
In contrast to the substantialist idea of a buddha(-body) discussed just now,
"buddhahood" designates a state said to be found in living beings covered by
defilements. Here the authors resort to abstract terms, adding the abstract suffix
-tva or -tä to the words buddha and tathagata. When the sutra declares that this
state of being a tathagata is wrapped in sheaths of defilements, we are reminded of
the concrete terminology of the upamäna, as if buddhatva was an entity
comparable to the buddhas seated in living beings. I assume that the authors,
captivated by the imagery of the upamäna, set store by the terminology of
"covering" and "wrapping," and thus decided to apply it metaphorically even to
the term "buddhahood." But whereas the figure of buddhas wrapped in the
defilements of living beings was a fitting one, it is odd to describe buddhahood in
such terms. At best, we can think of the single qualities of buddhahood or the
tathägatajnäna (see below) as being veiled, but this, I think, was not the intention
of the authors.
What our authors seem to be getting at, rather, is the notion that
buddhahood is somehow already present within living beings, but not yet
efficacious. They try to state this belief in terms expressive of awakening, among
them abstract ones such as buddhahood, svayambhütva (3B), prakrti (4C) and
buddhabhümi (3C), not feeling it necessary—or, possibly, not knowing a good,
readily understandable way—to express the relation between the unawakened and
awakened state of being in less metaphorical terms.
Among the elements said to be wrapped in defilements, we frequently
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encounter tathägatajnäna (or: buddha0 etc.) and tathägatajnänadarsana. Both are
common terms and designate the specific knowledge which traditionally confers
upon a tathagata his extraordinary status. In the simile of the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa (TUSN)*5 which may have been the prototype for the authors of
the TGS, the main element is tathägatajnäna. It is said to pervade all living beings.
The destruction of wrong conceptions harbored by living beings would make them
aware of the fact that they are penetrated by tathägatajnäna and lead them to a
state of equality with the tathagatas.86
However, the simile in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa differs from
the TGS in one important point: tathägatajnäna in the * Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa is not primarily perceived of as a separate element found within living
beings. The set of similes in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa of which the
one discussed here is part is introduced with an analogy between ether and
tathägatajnäna (TUSN S 147a4-b4), namely that tathägatajnäna, just like ether, is
the resting place of all things but itself does not rest anywhere. Though not entirely
clear, the following simile in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa presents
tathägatajnäna as an all-pervasive element which, when living beings become
aware of its presence and when the fetters of the mind are removed, constitutes
buddhahood.87
The descriptions in the TGS, on the other hand, suggest that tathägatajnäna
is a separate element abiding steadily within living beings. If so, it would be
possible to apply to it the metaphor of the sheaths of defilements. Of course, one
could also argue that tathägatajnäna had to take this more individualized form in
the TGS because the specific metaphor in the latter did not allow room for the idea
of a single tathägatajnäna that pervades all living beings' minds like ether, as
seems to be the case in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa. In the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä, the significance of the terms tathägatajnäna and buddhajnäna is
all but negligible. Tathägatajnäna appears only once besides its occurrence in the
quoted simile of the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa. In the crucial verse 1.27,
where it is explained how living beings can be said to have the buddha-nature,
buddhajnäna is mentioned as pervading them. In the following verse and in the
prose commentary, however, it is replaced with the term dharmakäya. By contrast,
both tathägatajnäna and tathägatajnänadarsana are well-attested terms in the
Saddharmapundarlkasütra.
Another particular expression used to designate the buddha-nature of living
beings is (tathagata-) dharmatä. This term has undergone considerable
development in the history of Buddhism and can have at least three main
meanings:
(1) Dharmatä as "natural and normal custom," "habit," "normal state" etc.88
Closely associated with these ideas, it can stand for the nature of dharmas in
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Cited in 5*99 22.10-24.8. I have partly translated the simile at the beginning of section A

3.3.
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See 5*99 24.3-6.
The upameya in the simile of the 7 8 6 1 (see 3.3), it is true, may be meant to evoke another
idea when it speaks of myriads of pieces of cloth with the whole universe painted on them. Here,
tathägatajnäna would naturally be imagined as a separate element in each living being.
88
See BHSD s.v. dharmatä; also Rahula 1974: 184; 187.
87
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the sense of the rule to which all dharmas are subject, primarily the law of
Pratityasamutpada. Both meanings are attested in the Pali Canon.89
(2) Dharmatä can simply mean the "character, nature or essence" of somebody
or something.90
(3) In a later development, restricted to Mahayana Buddhism, dharmatä came
also to designate the true essence of all dharmas, here understood as
metaphysical reality more or less synonymous with tathatä, which is said, like
ether, to penetrate all phenomena. Dharmatä represents here the absolute
truth.91
We encounter dharmatä in the first meaning in the TGS in the well-known
formula:
esä kulaputra dharmänäm dharmatä I utpädäd vä tathagatanam anutpädäd
vä ... (IB; cited in 5*9973.11-12; cp. the note in my translation to IB)
The TGS, however, does not introduce the law of Pratityasamutpada with this
formula, as is usually done, but its own central message: sadaivaite sattväs
tathagatagarbha!} when referring to the buddha-nature of living beings. To speak
of the dharmatä of all dharmas in the sense of "things" does not make sense
here.92 The meaning of dharma probably intended in this passage of the TGS is
"teaching," and consequently the dharmatä should be understood as the essential
law underlying all teachings (dharma), namely the fundamental thought that all
living beings harbor a tathagata within. In the Chinese translation by
Buddhabhadra, this is the only passage where the term dharmatä is rendered with
characters generally used for the translation of dharmatä: t£fS• Buddhabhadra
was obviously well aware of the different connotations of this important term and
preferred in all other instances to render it differently.
Dharmatä in the meaning of "essential law" also seems to fit verse 7.5,
where, according to my understanding, the dharmatä of sentient beings is
formulated as: "Here [within each sentient being] always dwells a victorious one,
wrapped around [with defilements]." Buddhabhadra's translation here does not
mention anything like dharmatä.
The TGS also uses dharmatä in a different meaning, which, judging from
the number of its appearances, is the prevailing one in the TGS. It is part of the
upameya in the similes. It is said to be found within living beings, where it is
wrapped with defilements. Whereas in the prose passages it appears regularly as
tathägata-dharmatä, in the verses it is simply spoken of as dharmatä. It is not
possible here to view dharmatä as the rule all dharmas necessarily follow.
Restricted to the prose, dharmatä could well be the one discussed under (2) above,
in the sense of "essence!nature of the tathagatas" (tathägata-dharmatä).
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See Schmithausen 1969a: 105ff. (parallel to the term tathatä); 116ff.; further see PTSD s.v.
dhammatä; Rahula 1974.
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In this sense the term appears, for instance, in RGW 10.4: dharmadhätum iti svadharmatäprakrtinirvisistarh tathägatagarbham I (emendation °sista- to "sistam (ms B) in Schmithausen
1971: 135f): "Dharmadhätu is the buddha embryo, which by its intrinsic nature is not different
from their (= the tathagatas') nature (dharmatä)^
91
See Schmithausen 1969a: 105ff; 116ff.
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It is possible that the famous formula was simply taken over without reflecting on its
adequacy regarding the immediately following "law" of tathagatagarbha.
93
The compound tathägata-dharmatä could, however, also be understood as a karmadhäraya
meaning "true nature in the form of/like a tathagata," thus referring to the simile of the buddhas
seated within living beings.
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There is no need to argue that the idea conveyed by dharmatä under (3)
was of any relevance for the authors of the TGS. The fact that dharmatä is
described as being encased in defilements does not mean that it was thought of as
an actual entity. In the case of buddhatva, we encounter a similar figurative way of
expressing its relation to living beings. On the other hand, as the verses
demonstrate,94 the term dharmatä alone, even without the specification that it is
the dharmatä of the tathagatas, must contain a clearly positive nuance. In these
cases it cannot simply be understood as "essence, nature" but must have a
weightier meaning, such as "true nature." Alternatively, we could also assume that
the first part of the compound tathägata-dharmatä was simply dropped due to
metrical needs, as is often the case in verses. If we follow this assumption, namely
that dharmatä in the verses is to be understood as tathägata-dharmatä, there will
be no further need to argue that the meanings of dharmatä in the TGS go beyond
those mentioned in (2).
If, on the other hand, we decide that the use of dharmatä in the verses does
not allow us not to attribute a positive character to it, we shall have to admit that it
must mean "more" than the alternatives mentioned under (1) and (2). To identify
this dharmatä with the dharmatä of (3), namely the one, all-pervading absolute
truth, would nevertheless not be in line with the sutra itself. The contexts in which
the term dharmatä appears for the most part involve living beings in the plural.
The purport is clearly the fact that all living beings have their dharmatä rather than
that a single dharmatä pervades them. The philosophical background can thus
hardly be called monistic; if there are any monistic overtones at all, they are not
intended by the authors. Accordingly, I think that the semantic range of dharmatä
in the TGS occupies a position somewhere between (2) and (3) and is (not yet)
thought of as a hypostatized unit.
If we turn to the two sutras which, I believe, are most closely related to the
TGS, namely the Saddharmapundarlkasütra and the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa, it becomes clear that the term dharmatä in the meaning of "absolute
truth" was likely not used in these texts.95 Further, in the simile of the painted
94

See 8.4 and 8.5. In 3.4 the dharmatä is characterized as "like mine." The use of dharmatä
there fits well into the semantic range of (2).
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Throughout the SP the term dharmatä appears only five times, among them once in the prose
text (40.15), where it plainly means the "true universal law" in the second sense of (1) (see
Zimmermann 1999: 157ff). In K 57.13 (= 2.134), K 130.13 (= 5.38), and K 392.2 (= 20.1)
dharmatä stands for this true law as the most fundamental teaching, and is in some cases rendered
as such in the Tibetan and the Chinese translation by Kumärajiva: K 57.13: t^&'^Jmx^', K
130.13: chos, ^\%^j(^;K7>92.2: chos. In AT 294.14 (= 13.67) we find the päda bhävitva dharmam
FD sprsitvD dharmatäm. This part is missing in Di and D2; O and the Farhäd-Beg ms read
(bo)dhi(m) instead of dharmatäm. The Tibetan follows, as usual, K (... chos nyid reg).
Kumärajiva's translation has iHfjtillffl, supporting the wording dharmatä, whereas
Dharmaraksa's translation offers IEJJ ibodhi)—with the exception of two relatively late, and
probably (in view of Kumärajiva's translation of this passage) "emended" manuscripts which read
TF-fe instead. This is the only passage in the SP where dharmatä can but need not (given that it is
the older reading) be interpreted in the sense of "absolute truth." However, the fact that the
Kashgar manuscripts usually contain the older wording suggests that the reading dharmatä is
secondary (though it would be a lectio difficiliorl). We are thus left with one very meager example
of dharmatä in the meaning of an absolute entity.
In the TUSN, as far as I can see, the term dharmatä appears several times in the meaning "natural
and normal custom," "normal state" (1): Q 81a6 and 81b7: chos nyid rab tu thob pa'i phyir
(*dharmatä-pratilambhät: "in a normal, natural way," "naturally, automatically," see also BHSD
s.v. dharmatä); Q 100a8: chos nyid thob pas (*dharmatä-präptena: "naturally, automatically"); Q
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cloth in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa, the direct predecessor of the trope
presented in the TGS, the term dharmatä does not appear. Instead, we are told only
of tathägatajnäna. If dharmatä in the passages of the TGS designated in fact the
hypostatized "absolute truth," this would mean that, when it came to the usage of
this basic philosophical term, the authors of the TGS did not agree with the
Saddharmapundarlkasütra and the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa but based
themselves on a different terminological convention.
Be that as it may, the mention of the (tathägata-)dharmatä serves to
illustrate the buddha-nature of living beings and their essential equality with the
tathagatas.96 Here also, as has already been observed in the case of tathägatajnäna,
dharmatä is described in a metaphorical setting: it is encased by defilements, and
in OM even said to be motionless. All living beings have this true nature. It
constitutes their essence, thus relegating all differentiating aspects of living beings
to a provisional, contingent level.
Among other terms that render the idea of the buddha-nature in the TGS,
we find the word tathägatadhätu.91 The term dhätu is well known from the
Mahäyänist Mahäparinirvänasütra, where it appears frequently in the compound
buddhadhätu, synonymous with tathagatagarbha, and obviously interpreted as a
tatpurusa compound. Dhätu can have the very concrete meanings "mine,"
"primitive matter" (called also mahäbhüta), "element of the body" (the six
elements are prthivl, äpas, tejas, väyu, äkäsa, Vijnana), the "group of eighteen
dhätus" forming the six sense organs with their respective sense objects and the
140bl: ... chos nyid rab tu thobpa dang ... (* dharmatäpratüambha- "[Bodhisattvas gathered]...,
automatically,....") etc.; dharmatä as "rule, teaching" (1) in Q 138a5f.: byang chub sems dpa'
thams cad kyi chos nyid rtogs par khong du chud pa (see BHSD s.v. gatimgata; *sarvabodhisattva-dharmatä-gatim-gata: "adept in all the rules for/teachings of the bodhisattvas"), in Q
141al; If.: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i chos nyid mi 'phrogs (pa) (... yongs su) brjod and Q 141a5f.: GH
bzhin gshegs pa'i mnga' mi 'phrogs pa'i chos nyid... brjod (*asamhäryä tathägatadharmatä: "[to
utter] the irresistible teaching(s) of the tathagatas"); probably in Q 138al:... byang chub sems dpa'
de ni I byang chub sems dpa 'i chos nyid la yang dag par byung ba ma yin no II (see BHSD s.v.
samudägacchati, "te and following entries; *bodhisattva-dharmatäyäm asamudägatah(l): "That
bodhisattva (who does not know about or believe in the magnificence of the tathagata) has not
accomplished the teaching for the bodhisattvas"(?); TUSNcm'- 7£^MM§i^'WM
(630al6f);
TUSNcm'- ^ f l F ^ f i Ä I I I I S l t (277c 18f.)), in Q 141a3: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i chos nyid rab tu thob1
pas I1 Q: thos corrected to thob according to S (186a5) and TUSNcm- ?##P5fäfe$: (278c4-5)] and
probably in Q 139b7f: chos nyid rjes su bsnyegs pas bstan pa ("(you) explained according to
(*samanubandhena) the teaching"; TUSNcm- WWM& (630cll); TUSNcm- WWM^. (278b3)),
though in the last case one could also approve the meaning "true, universal law" (1) or "absolute
truth" (3); as "character," "nature," "disposition" (2) in Q 89b8-90al (verse); 90a2 (verse): chos
nyid tshul (*dharmatä-yogena: "(Rain water/The teaching of the Buddha becomes differentiated)
according to the disposition (of the surface of the earth/of the disciples)"; unclear is the context
and thus the meaning of Q 129b3: chos nyid khong du chud pa 'i tshul gyis (*dharmatädhigamayogena: "according to the realization of the teaching/universal law/absolute truth(?)"; TUSNcmÄ Ä & t t # t (627cl2); TUSNcm'- 7 l ß f & & Ä Ä t t # t (275c23)) and Q 138a5: byang chub sems
dpa' ... byang chub sems dpa'i dbang rang 'byung gi chos nyid la gnas (*bodhisattva-vasasvayambhü-dharmatä; the Chinese reads instead: TUSNcm'- J^PJf^iJiSilEtÄ (630a22f);
TUSNcm'- S ^ f f g S (277c24)).
96
See OM: "And [the Tathagata], having perceived inside those [sentient beings] defiled by all
defilements the tathägatadharmatä motionless and unaffected by any of the states of existence,
then says: 'Those tathagatas are just like me!'"
97
The term tathägatadhätu appears once, in 8B (for details see my note in the translation). It is
rendered in Tib with the term rigs, which usually is applied as a translation for gotra or kula. On
the term dhätu see also Seyfort Ruegg 1969: 261ff.
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six forms of Vijnana, "relics" or (in medical theory) "essential bodily
ingredient/humor." Especially the two meanings "relics" and "bodily element"
seem to have had some influence on the genesis of the buddhadhätu theory of the
Mahäparinirvänasütra.99, However, the main thrust of the term buddhadhätu in the
Mahäparinirvänasütra is to indicate the future possibility of all living beings
becoming a buddha." Though this understanding of dhätu as a cause stands in
contrast to the above-mentioned substantialist background from which the term
dhätu is believed to have emerged in connection with the Mahäparinirvänasütra,
it is not altogether surprising, since it can be an equivalent of hetu, as stated
explicitly in, for example, Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä
72.10: tat(=tathägatatva)präptaye hetus tathägatadhätur iti I hetvartho 'tra dhätvarthah I. We further
know that dhätu can, like the term dharmatä, also mean the "rule to which all
dharmas are subject" and, again parallel to the development of the term dharmatä,
can even take on the meaning of a metaphysical entity, in the compound
dharmadhätu.
How are we to understand the term dhätu in the passage in 8B? Let us first
have a look at the quotation of the passage in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä
and
the context in which it is embedded there. The quotation appears after the last of
three basic interpretations of the compound tathagatagarbha. I cite the whole
passage (72.7ff):
pancabhir nidhitaruratnavigrahacakravartikanakabimbadrstäntais trividhabuddhakäyotpattigotrasadbhävärtham
adhikrtya tathägatadhätur esäm garbhah
sarvasattvänäm iti paridipitam
I trividhabuddhakäyaprabhävitatvam hi
tathagatanam I atas tatpräptaye hetus tathägatadhätur iti I hetvartho 'tra dhätvarthah I yata äha I tatra ca sattve sattve tathägatadhätur utpanno garbhagatah
samvidyate na ca te sattvä budhyanta iti I
[' for the emendation °sadbhävärtham for °svabhävärtham see Schmithausen 1971: 157]
By way of the five similes of the treasure, the tree, the precious image, the
universal emperor and the golden figures—with reference to the fact that the
disposition (gotra) of the threefold body of the buddhas to manifest is present [in
all living beings]—it has been shown that the tathagata element (dhätu) is the
embryo/germ (garbha) of all these sentient beings. [This can be said] because
tathägatahood is constituted by the threefold body of the buddhas. Therefore the
cause of the attainment of that [threefold body] is called the "element (dhätu) of
a tathagata." "Element" means here "cause" (hetu). Therefore it is said [in the
TGS]: "And though in each sentient being the element (dhätu) of a tathagata has
arisen and is present as an embryo/germ fgarbhagata), those sentient beings do
not realize it."
The general context here is an explanation of the three svabhävas of the dhätu,
namely dharmakäya, tathatä and gotra, the three key terms of verses 1.27-28.
These verses constitute the heart of the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä),
being a
commentary on the central phrase sarvasattväs tathagatagarbha!}. The passage
translated above deals with the third aspect, namely the gotra, and contains the last
of the three interpretations of the compound tathagatagarbha. Garbha is here
identified with dhätu, which is immediately afterwards defined as the "cause"
9S

See SeyfortRuegg 1969: 516, n. 1; 1976: 352f; Shimoda 1997: 272; 276; Habata 1989; Hob
s.v. Byö.
99
See Shimoda 1997: 272.
100
For further references for dhätu in the sense of "cause" see Schmithausen 1969a: 114c; 145.
101
See Schmithausen 1969a: 147.
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(hetu) of the attainment of buddhahood. Consequently garbha can here only have
the meaning "embryo" or "germ," which is the cause of living beings becoming
tathagatas. In order to reinforce its analysis, the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä then
cites the sentence from the TGS. The fact that this passage was cited by the authors
of the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä is probably not only due to the unique
appearance of the term dhätu throughout the TGS, but also to the predicate
garbhagata, which according to the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä characterizes the
dhätu "as an embryo" (see also RGVVf. snying por gyur pa; the Chinese translation
is here missing).
The interpretation of garbhagata as indicating a state or condition is
grammatically possible. Further, in view of the fact that the five similes this
explanation in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä refers to include the sprout in the
seed and the embryonic emperor in the womb of the poor woman, the
understanding of garbha as a germ or embryo is in fact plausible. However, the
context in the TGS imposes a different conclusion as to how garbhagata should be
understood. Both Tibetan translations of the TGS support the notion that garbha
means "womb" or "inside" of living beings: khong na yod (Tib); snying po la gnas
pa (Bth).102 This analysis of garbhagata as indicating a local relation ("within
(living beings)" or "in the womb") is likewise possible from the point of view of
Sanskrit grammar and, for the unbiased reader, even much more reasonable.103 But
even leaving aside the two Tibetan translations that favor garbha as "inside," there
are three other arguments strongly supporting this understanding in contrast to the
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä.
One argument is found in the Ratnagotravibhaga itself, in the verses that
freely render the simile in question: though it is true that verse 1.122 compares the
dhätu with the embryo of an emperor, in the following verse 1.123 we find two
concessive formulations: ... garbhäntarasthe nrpe ("... though the king is found
within the womb [of sentient beings]"); ... sDnnäthesu FD sDtsu ...
svätmäntDrDsthesv DSL ("... even though the good protectors are found within
[living beings] themselves."). In both cases the main accent lies on the fact that the
emperor or "protectors" are present within sentient beings, not on the fact that they
are still embryos. The presence of the word antara does not allow for any
ambiguity. This nuance was duly expressed by the Tibetan translators (Tib), in a
word-play with khong ("inside"): ... khong na yod kyang sems can de dag gis
khong du ma chud do II.
Right after the above sentence in question, the Tathagata repeats the same
message a second time in direct speech to living beings (8B.7-8). Nothing is said
on this occasion about an embryonic state. Instead, mention is made of a tathagata
inside (the bodies) of sentient beings: nang na (Bth); J^tfi (Ch,2); \=\M (Chi); Tib
has simply khyed la.
Finally, we have the evidence displayed by Hara (1994: 38, n. 4), who, if
mainly with regard to the epics, states that garbha bears the meaning "womb"
102

Cfi2 takes garbha of garbhagata to be the buddha-store and not the womb: j|$n5f$ii?. Chi
offers no help here.
103
The two interpretations perhaps do not lie very far apart, since speaking of the dhätu "in the
state of an embryo" implies that it is present "in the womb" or "inside." Nevertheless, if the dhätu
is being described as just being "inside" living beings (a "neutral" formulation which the use of the
term "embryo" would contravene), this does not mean that it has to be a hetu, as the 5*99 would
have it.
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"when construed with words expressive of staying in, dwelling at," and cites
examples for garbhastha, °gata, °väsa etc.
There is little prospect of settling the question definitely. However, arguing
from the perspective of the TGS itself and the undoubtedly very old citations of the
TGS in the verses of the Ratnagotravibhaga, we ought clearly to favor the latter
alternative, though the (more recent) commentarial parts of the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä and the general biological overtone of the cakravartin simile
allow for a different opinion.
Now, what does this all mean for an understanding of the term dhätu in the
TGS, the question that served us as the springboard for the above discussion? Once
the reading of dhätu as hetu in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä is seen to have no
validity for the passage in the TGS, we are free to speculate on the meaning of
dhätu in the contextual framework of the TGS. We should therefore note what
other terminology in the upameya of the present simile is used to designate the
buddha-nature. In the direct speech of the Tathagata in the second part of 8B, we
find the term tathagata; in the verses below, dharmatä twice appears. Neither of
these words suggests the notion of "embryo."
On the other hand, the upamäna of the same simile several times speaks of
sattva ("life") which enters the womb of the woman. The parallel to the passage
under discussion is obvious: here also the tathägatadhätu enters into living beings.
The direct speech of the Buddha that follows is similar in structure. The Buddha
speaks of "the tathagata [who has] entered [and] is present within...." It thus seems
that the upameya side of the simile has adopted the terminology of the upamäna—
a phenomenon similarly found in the descriptions of the tathagatas as encased in
klesa sheaths in the upameya. In any case, given the biological motifs throughout
the simile, should we not assume that the single employment of the term dhätu in
the whole sutra is integrally related to this context? I think it likely that the author
of the simile thought of the tathägatadhätu as a constituent element within the
body of living beings, just as sattva is in the womb of the poor woman. He could
have had in mind the six elements of the body (see above), with the vijnänadhätu
as the most fundamental (in the sense of being constitutive of life) and central one
(as underlying all other sense organs).105 In analogy to these six elements, and to
the vijnänadhätu in particular, the tathägatadhätu would be understood as another,
even more essential (metaphysical) element of living beings, constituting and
guaranteeing their inherent buddhahood.106 Designating as it does an independent
element of the body, the term dhätu would fit well into the biological framework
of the simile. At the same time, tathägatadhätu recalls the term nirvänadhätu, the
sphere a person enters after liberation. The TGS, by replacing the term nirvänawith tathagata-, would continue the work of the Saddharmapundarikasütra of
pointing out the insufficiency of nirvana as a goal and advancing the only
destination really worth striving for in Mahayana, namely to become a tathagata.

This argument loses some of its force when, with an eye on the occurrence of the term
utpanna before the compound garbhagata, we read Hara's following remark that the meaning
"embryo" is prevalent "when construed with words of production, conception, development, and
others."
105
On Vijnana as the (cosmic) element see Langer 2001: 43ff.
106
See also the terms citi-dhätu and ätma-dhätu in the terminology of the Vedänta. These are
employed to designate the true self of living beings. Dhätu, in these cases, clearly undergoes an
extension of metaphysical meaning (see Schmithausen 1969a: 83).
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We have seen that the buddha-nature of living beings is described with a great
variety of terms in the TGS. The terminology includes markedly substantialist
expressions, such as buddha and *jinakäya, and even terms which figure in the
upamäna—words like nidhi or kosa. Tathägatajnäna, a term with strong
ontological connotations, appears along with actual states of being, such as
buddhatva and svayambhütva. With dharmatä we reach the other end of the scale,
a term similar to tathatä in being bare of any concrete nuances, and in designating
the nature of a tathagata or, as some passages could imply, even absolute reality.
Though the terms denoting the buddha-nature differ considerably in their degree of
abstractness or substantialist connotations, the authors of the sutra did not hesitate
to use them all in the standardized metaphorical phrase "wrapped with sheaths of
Mesas." One characteristic of the TGS seems in fact to be this tendency to
formulate the upameya with the help of vocabulary taken from the upamäna. The
negligence in the choice of the basic terminology for designating sentient beings'
buddha-nature, on the other hand, shows, as will be demonstrated below, that the
authors were more concerned to present this new idea effectively than to lay it out
in clear philosophical terms.
All the terms used to designate the buddha-nature of living beings can be
characterized as being associated with the level of perfect spiritual realization.107
The notion of potentiality, implied in terms like "germ" (gotra) or "embryo"
(garbha), is inherent to none of them. This is even more surprising in view of the
fact that in two of the similes the counterpart of the buddha-nature in the upamäna
seems to have causal force: the sprout and the cakravartin embryo. Though in
these two illustrations they could have easily done so, obviously the authors were
not interested in adding to their corpus of terms for the buddha-nature ones which
carry the notion of potentiality. It appears to me that what the authors had in mind
was, first of all, to stress the essential equality between living beings and the
buddhas. They therefore had to choose a terminology which left no room for doubt
about this basic fact. For them to speak in this context of an embryonic (tathagata-)
garbha or (-)gotra of living beings would not have served their ends.
If we compare all this with the conception of the buddha-nature in the
simile of the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa, we can observe another
characteristic of the theory in the TGS. The main aim of the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa is to describe the wonderful and incomparable nature of the
Buddha's qualities. The greatness of tathägatajnäna, along with nine other
characteristics, lies in the fact that it penetrates (pravisati) the mind of all living
beings. It is in this context that the simile of the piece of cloth with the whole
cosmos painted on it is expounded. The goal the TGS has set for itself, on the other
hand, is not to describe and extol the limitlessness and greatness of
tathägatajnäna. The TGS seems to focus on the living being as the "container" or
"owner" of tathägatajnäna. Living beings are not simply perceived as the objects
of the Jnana of the Tathagata; they step into the foreground in their own right.
Every single one of them is in possession of tathägatajnäna. Seen from this
perspective, tathägatajnäna appears rather as an element segmented so as to be
present in all living beings. The idea of a segmented tathägatajnäna may not have
been unknown to the author of the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa. This is

This is not so if we take tathagatadhatu in 8B as a cause, as suggested by the 5*99 (see
above).
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documented in the upamäna of the simile where myriads of painted cloths appear
as independent elements by analogy with tathägatajnäna. Thus I do not wish to
exclude the possibility that the philosophy of the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa in fact propounds the idea of a multitude of fragmented buddhaknowledge which, while embedded in different living beings, penetrates each part
the other. Nevertheless, the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa seems rather to
assume that the cosmos is penetrated by an all-pervasive ether-like Jnana in which
living beings are embedded, whereas in the TGS the picture is clearly inverted; that
is, Jnana is contained in the minds of living beings. This latter perspective allows
the bulk of attention to be directed to living beings as autonomous subjects. This
difference in perspective is also mirrored in the core statements of the TGS and the
corresponding passage in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa. In the TGS the
agents are living beings containing a tathagata (sadaivaite sattväs tathagatagarbha^), whereas in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa the agent is tathägatajnäna in its diffusive power itaihägatajnänam ... sakalam anupravistam; quoted in
RGVV 22.10-11). Without this change in perspective the employment of terms for
the buddha-nature with substantialist overtones would not have been possible in
the TGS.

3.2 Becoming a Buddha
The TGS states that all sentient beings contain a tathagata and are essentially equal
to the tathagatas. The sutra, however, does not say that they themselves are
therefore awakened and already tathagatas. The reason why they cannot be said to
have attained awakening is the fact that their essence is not yet purified from
klesas, which, in the metaphorical expression of the TGS, enwrap and pollute this
essence. Only when these defilements (klesa) have been removed will the essence
of sentient beings become manifest to and efficacious for them. Thus the basic
idea of the TGS is that sentient beings always partake of the nature of tathagatas.
This nature cannot essentially be affected by the defilements, because it is
unchangeable. The klesas, on the other hand, are said to be only ägantuka (4.3),
that is, accidental in nature. They are removed in the process of purification so that
finally the buddha-like nature will be revealed. The idea is best put into words in
8B, where the Buddha in a direct speech states that "... it will happen that one day
the tathagata [who has] entered [and] is present within you will become manifest"
{*tathägatah pravistah samvidyamänah ... prädurbhavisyati).
It is thus clear
that becoming a buddha does not involve an essential transformation or generative
causal act by which the gap between the state of being hindered by mental
defilements and that of perfect awakening is bridged.
However, two of the upamänas appear to attest to a different view: the
simile of the sprout in the seed and that of the future emperor in the womb of the
poor woman. The sixth simile speaks of the sprout in a seed of a fruit. The seed is
planted in the earth and becomes a big tree. Verse 6.4 explicitly compares the fact
that the tree has grown from a seed to the awakening of sentient beings. Now, the
sprout has to undergo different stages of growth and development before finally

Tib: khyHG OD GH bzhin gshHgs SD zhugsSD yoG SD Gus shig nD 'byung bDr 'gyur WH I.
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turning into a big tree. From this one might expect that the buddha-nature of living
beings is first something comparable to a sprout which gradually, by the
transformational process of ripening, develops into an entity possessing
buddhahood. Such an immature buddha-nature would thus be the cause of the
attainment of awakening, just as the sprout in the seed generates the tree. But
while this interpretation, especially in light of the later understanding of the term
tathagatagarbha as "buddha-embryo" or "buddha-germ," could, prima facie, be
felt to be what the authors of the TGS wanted to suggest, a closer look at the simile
reveals that this is not the case.
What the authors have focused on in this simile is clearly found in verse
6.2, which states that the body of a sugata exists similarly to a cane seed in all
living beings. This verse is revealing, since the authors could have chosen to use a
term other than *sugatakäya (such as, e.g., °gotra or "garbha). In other words, they
could have expressed that the buddha-nature of sentient beings is still in need of
further development.109 Instead, they continue to employ the same terminology as
in the similes before. This terminology, chosen to describe the process which
makes the buddha-nature of sentient beings efficacious for the world, does not
connote any kind of growing or ripening. Rather, as in the earlier similes, it is
expressive of the purification (6B, 6.4) from the sheaths of defilements—a fact
which may indicate that the authors had in mind not mainly the growing process of
a sprout but its being enclosed in seed coverings and the outer fruit from which it
must be separated.
Though the growing process of the seed is, of course, one important aspect
of the simile, the main focus would seem to lie elsewhere. As in 6A and 6.1, the
simile here affirms the imperishability of the seed, and the fact that the result
(kärya), namely the tree, is already contained in the seed. It emphasizes that seed
and tree are of the same nature. The seed, as CA2 has it, "realizes the quality of
indestructibility as a result of the fact that the seed and sprout generate each other
alternately...." The assertion by the authors of the TGS that the seed already bears
the tree within itself certainly accords well with their "theory of revelation." The
figure offers correspondences to the full-fledged tathagatas in living beings. The
manifestation of these tathagatas triggers the awakening of living beings.
However, there is an important difference between this "tree" in the seed and the
full-grown tree in terms of temporal development, even if it does not seem to be of
relevance for the authors. What is decisive for them is the essential oneness of
seed and tree. Nothing new has to be added; the complete tree is already found in
the seed.110
In the simile of the poor woman the situation is similar. Though the
embryo of a cakravartin in her womb could easily be compared to the germ or
embryo of a buddha in living beings, the author prefers to employ tathägatadhätu
(8B), tathagata (8B) and dharmatä (8.4, 8.5). Here again, the fact that the
It is true that in 6B dharmatä is spoken of as garbhagatä or garbhasthä. I have argued in the
note to my translation that these latter should be understood as "in the womb." However, it could
also be understood as "in the state of an embryo," and we cannot, as a matter of fact, exclude
outright the possibility that the authors used this ambiguous formulation to allow for both
interpretations (see also above, p. 57f„).
110
For orthodox Buddhist thinkers the idea of the sameness of nature between seed, sprout and
tree, and the existence of the tree in the seed (satkärya), would hardly hold water. Cp., for
instance, the Buddhist Sälistambasütra, where such ideas are strictly rejected as harboring the fault
of eternalism (Schoening 1995a: 285ff„).
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cakravartin is still an embryo does not seem to be crucial for an understanding of
the simile. His nature, namely that of a cakravartin, will not change, his future rule
is already preprogrammed, and the growth process the embryo is subject to does
not figure in at all.111 What the simile plays up, rather, is the striking contrast
between the poor, ugly and pessimistic woman and the glory of the cakravartin
inside herself. Still, this simile can easily give rise to a different view of the
buddha-nature. Without the exact wording in mind, one is naturally tempted to
compare the growth of the embryo to a continuous ripening process in sentient
beings of their buddha-nature. To be sure, this would not be in line with the
original intention of the authors, who favored a theory of manifestation.
Now, the idea that a full-fledged tathagata is from the very beginning
present in living beings raises serious problems for Buddhist philosophers. The
TGS states that the tathagatas inside are covered by defilements and that only
through a process of purification can living beings become awakened.
Nevertheless, sentient beings are said to be always essentially the same as the
tathagatas, and this immanence of the Absolute can easily lead one to downplay or
even brush over the fact that between the state of being defiled and that of perfect
awakening is a gap which has to be bridged. As seen above, the authors of the TGS
do not seem overly cautious in this matter. They do not hesitate to attribute an
obviously substantialist notion to the buddha-nature of living beings. More than
the assumption of two qualitatively different stages of development, for them it is
the gap between these two states that underlies the efficaciousness of sentient
beings' buddha-nature, which can be realized only through a process of
revelation.112 They therefore did not expend much effort in choosing similes with a
unified conception of the buddha-nature. This may also be resulting from the
authors' very intention, which, as we shall see below, seems primarily to have
been to present reasons why all living beings can become buddhas and, maybe
even more importantly, to stimulate their readership, which had possibly hitherto
not felt vitally drawn to Buddhist spirituality, to join the Mahayana community.
The use of a philosophically and spiritually unsophisticated, imprecise and even
ambiguous terminology, along with the substantialist and metaphorical
formulation of the upameya, may have been considered necessary in order to attain
their ends. It would therefore be wrong to expect elaborate explanations about the
exact relation between the state of defilement and awakening. This painstaking
work, whether intentionally or not, was left to later exegetes.
Regarding the attainment of awakening, the authors of the TGS do not tire
of emphasizing that this leads to the performance of the tasks of a buddha. They
obviously consider this fact as an automatic consequence of the manifestation of
1

'' It is, however, probably no coincidence that the only passages where the terms garbhagata
or garbhastha appear are in the similes of the seed and the poor woman. Although the translations
of the TGS itself and the parallels in the quotation of the similes in the RGV interpret garbha" as
"inside," the other possibility, i.e. "embryo," cannot be ruled out.
1n
This becomes clear in the similes of the seed which already contains the whole tree, the
embryo of the cakravartin in the womb of the poor woman, and in the simile of the 7 8 6 1 where D
cloth on which the whole universe is painted is found compressed to a small particle and has to be
opened in order to achieve its effect. Thus, the counterpart in the upamäna to living beings'
buddha-nature is not yet in a fully developed state; for it to manifest fully requires a further stage
of ripening or expansion. But given that the sutra stresses the essential sameness of the element in
sentient beings before its revelation (when it is not yet efficacious) and afterwards (when it
becomes so), this does not undermine the basic concept. We should not expect or claim an
absolute isomorphic relationship between the upamäna and the upameya for all similes.
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one's buddha-nature, and in several passages it alone is stated to be a characteristic
of buddhahood. This in itself demonstrates that efficaciousness was a main
category in the earliest stage of tathagatagarbha thought. The reason for
describing a tathagata primarily in terms of dynamic activity may well lie in an
attitude of worldly engagement predominating over mainly theoretical concerns.

3.3 How to Become a Buddha
The purification from the klesas leads to the manifestation of buddhahood. Now,
what are the factors leading to this purification? Let us first note in what terms the
*Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa
deals with this question. There, when the
Tathagata sees that living beings are not aware of their tathägatajnäna, he says
(RGVV 24.4-7):
yan nv aham esäth sattvänäm äryamärgopadesena
sarvasamjnäkrtabandhanäpanayanam kuryäm yathä svayam eväryamärgabalädhänena mahaüm
samjnägranthim vinivartya tathägatajnänam pratyabhijäniran I tathägatasamatäm
cänupräpnuyuh I te tathägatamärgopadesena sarvasamjnäkrtabandhanäni
vyapanayanti I [' äryena märgo° emended to äryamargo° according to Takasaki 1966: 397]
Suppose now that by teaching [them] the Noble [Eightfold] Path, I remove all the
fetters from these sentient beings that are caused by [their wrong] conceptions, so
that through attaining power [by following]113 the Noble Path they remove this big
knot of [wrong] conceptions by themselves, recognize114 tathägatajnäna [which
penetrates them] and attain equality with the tathagatas. Then, thanks to the
tathagatas teaching [them] the Path, they will get rid of all the fetters caused by
[wrong] conceptions.
The passage is very clear in attributing the actual process of purification to sentient
beings alone (svayam eva). The Tathagata's role is limited to teaching them the
Eightfold Path, thereby setting their purifying activities into motion. The text
stresses that it is sentient beings themselves who remove their misconceptions and
finally realize tathägatajnäna. The verb used to describe this realization is
pratyabhijänite. It is here used in the sense of "to become aware of," "to
recognize" something which living beings have always been carrying around with
them, namely tathägatajnäna. This recognition is the result of living beings'
practice along the Noble Path and coincides with the full manifestation of their
tathägatajnäna,
the realization of their buddhahood. The verb from
pratyabhijänite implies, then, more than just the pure act of recognizing.
According to the passage in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa,
recognition
can only take place when living beings follow the Holy Path. It is thus clear that
the meaning of pratyabhijänite in this passage goes far beyond the process of
abstractly remembering the fact that one has the buddha-nature. Here, the term
113

My understanding of äryamärgabalädhäna follows from the two Chinese translations of the
7 8 6 1 by Buddhabhadra ( f ^ A Ü j I ; 7861cm 624a20) and Siksananda ( f i H U j I ; TUSNcm
273al), along with the Chinese translation of the passage in the 5*99 (\^ J\^M.; in Nakamura
1961:46.4).
114
The verb pratyabhijänite is not very common in Buddhist texts. Seyfort Ruegg (1973: 78)
understands it as "la re-connDissDncH (ou anagnosis) GH OD UéDOitép in contUDst to thH BuGGhist
notion of "compUéhHnsion (adhi-gam-)." In the same passage he also provides us with several
occurrences of the term in non-Buddhist schools. It is impossible to know if the verb appeared in
the TGS, since the Tibetan does not have a standardized translation for it.
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implies a fundamental change brought about by the adoption of certain rules that
lead to the full manifestation of buddhahood. In the lines before the passage cited
above, the Buddha had stated that, as long as living beings are defiled by wrong
conceptions, they would not "be aware of' and not "realize" their tathägatajnäna.
Four verbs are used in these lines, and we can see that they cover the meaning
contained in the verb form pratyabhijänite. These verbs are jänanti, prajänanti,
anubhavanti and säksätkurvanti (24.1).
If we now turn to the TGS, we see that the process of purification is
described in very similar terms. There, however, the distinction between the
activity of the Tathagata, on the one hand, who teaches the Dharma and thereby
makes sentient beings know that they themselves have the buddha-nature, and
living beings' own efforts, on the other, is less clear. It seems to me that the simile
in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa already bears the seeds of such
ambiguity. It is quite evident that the authors of the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa stressed sentient beings' contribution with the words svayam eva, while at
the same time specifying the exact nature of the Buddha's role in clearing away all
doubt: the Buddha's teaching activity, which leads to the realization of
tathägatajnäna; it is "attaining power [by following] the Noble Path" (äryamärgabalädhänena) that capitalizes on this activity. This clarification seems necessary,
since otherwise one may be inclined to read the situation according to the
upamäna, where it is the skilful person alone who makes the compressed cloth
useful for the whole world.
In the TGS such clarifications are only sporadically found. In most of its
similes it is a single person who knows about the precious hidden substance and
purifies it. In several passages this person is explicitly compared to the Tathagata.
The most common formulation in the TGS is expressive of finality: the Tathagata
teaches the Dharma in order to purify sentient beings. Of course, such a statement
could mean that the Tathagata directly destroys the klesas of sentient beings, but it
could also be understood in the sense conveyed in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa. Formulations in the simile of the golden figures in the molds are
suggestive of the former alternative. There it is stated that the Tathagata with "the
vq/ra[-like] hammer of the Dharma ... hews away all outer defilements in order to
entirely purify the precious tathägata-knowledge ..." (9B) "so that their
defilements are expelled without any remainder." (9.4). However, it is hardly
imaginable that this is to be taken as denying any kind of participation of sentient
beings in the process of their own purification. It signifies rather that the authors
tried to treat the two sides of the simile isomorphically, adopting the framework of
the upamäna when comparing the Tathagata to the smith.
We do in fact find some passages in the sutra indicating clearly the active
role sentient beings themselves play in the process of purification. The most
representative among them is in IB, where it is said that the Buddha teaches
sentient beings the Dharma and leads them to have faith (mos) in order to destroy
their defilements. Sentient beings then apply (abhiyujyate) themselves assiduously
115

In the TGS the Tibetan does not allow the exact Sanskrit terms to be reconstructed where it
is said that sentient beings "realize" (khong du chudpa) their buddha-nature after learning about it
through the teaching of the Tathagata. It is quite possible that any such Sanskrit term could be
understood in both ways, i.e., "to become aware" and "to accomplish." The former alternative
would entail that the knowledge of the presence of a buddha within was considered as leading to
awakening.
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to these teachings and become free from their defilements.116 Again, in 5B and 5.5
sentient beings or bodhisattvas are said to acquire faith in the teaching of the
Buddha, which later, when they exert themselves (5.5), leads to their awakening.
In 5.4 we find an exhortation in which the Tathagata calls upon the bodhisattvas to
"take the treasury of knowledge" and to become protectors of the world. Finally,
in the simile of the poor woman the Tathagata calls upon sentient beings to exert
the energy which will lead them to realize buddhahood.117
From the passages mentioned above it becomes obvious that living beings
were expected to participate in the removal of their defilements. Nevertheless,
under the sway of the august figures in the upamänas, the authors did not hesitate
to use formulations which leave no or else very little room for the participation of
living beings. Two consequences can be drawn from this observation. First, it
demonstrates that the purificatory work of the Tathagata was conceived as the
main factor in the process of manifesting living beings' buddha-nature. It seems in
fact to go far beyond his activity of teaching the Dharma. Secondly, the sutra
touches only sporadically on the question what sentient beings have to do to attain
awakening, when it refers to the very general notions of "faith in the Dharma" and
its practice. This shows that the details of the process of purification were not an
integral part of the message which the authors wanted to convey. Therefore they
did not elaborate this point any more than they provided an exact definition of the
buddha-nature—tasks they left for later systematizers. Other means of awakening
(recitation etc.) suggested in the sections following the similes are a general
feature of many Mahayana sutras, and thus not peculiar to the theory of the
buddha-nature. This, of course, does not mean that the authors of the TGS did not
consider it appropriate to practice them.

4. The TGS as a Part of Indian Buddhism: Its Sources, Motives and Reception
The title of this section may raise expectations which cannot be fulfilled, among
them successfully tracing the roots and defining the position of the
tathagatagarbha teaching against the background of a comprehensive history of
Indian philosophy in general, and in particular its relation to the upanisadic notion
of atman and the Päsupata doctrine of abhivyakti, which latter concept, namely
liberation as the manifestation of the innate Siva's perfections through the removal
of impurities (mala), is strikingly similar. I restrict myself to delineating only a
few aspects of the sutra's relation to other Buddhist texts. Likewise, I cannot here
deal with the development of tathagatagarbha thought in Tibet and China. For the
Indian region, my central ideas about post-TGS developments are based on
Takasaki 1974, a work which has remained the point of departure for any serious
historical study of the tathagatagarbha teaching in India.
In Tibet, the teaching of tathagatagarbha became a highly controversial
issue in the well-known gzhan stong and rang stong debate among the Buddhist
schools. The proponents of gzhan stong ("other-empty") believe that the inherent
116

A similar conclusion is reached at the end of 5A. There it is said that as a result of not
hearing of the buddha-nature sentient beings do not apply themselves to their purification.
117
There seems to be no clear distinction between normal living beings (sattva) and
bodhisattvas in the TGS, except for a passage in 8B where the threefold categorization sattva bodhisattva - tathagata appears (cf. p. 74).
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buddha-nature of living beings is essentially empty of defilements and so, in this
regard, come very close to the position of the TGS, which they take literally, while
the rang stong ("self-empty") position is that the texts of the tathagatagarbha
teaching have to be interpreted on the basis of and harmonized with other major
Buddhist tenets, such as the doctrine of emptiness (sunyata)—which finally led to
the identification of the tathagatagarbha ("buddha-embryo") with sunyata.
In China, the tathagatagarbha teaching gained philosophical importance
by way of the Ratnagotravibhaga and the Dacheng qi xin lun y^ffl^fHfroOpinions differ about how deeply it has in fact penetrated Chinese Buddhist
thought, but without doubt it found fertile soil among Daoist teachings which were
professing belief in an "original pure essence" before the arrival of Buddhism in
China. With the rise of the concept of "original awakening" Tfsjj; in the Dacheng
qi xin lun and its fusion with tenets of Yogäcära thought, however, the buddhanature theory in China merged into a philosophy with a strongly monistic
orientation—something the TGS had not foreseen but nonetheless prepared the
way for. This monistic position, which later took on more extreme forms, as in the
attribution of the buddha-nature to the non-sentient realm, became the object of
scholarly criticism at the end of the 20th century. The arguments of its critics,
namely that this position, during parts of Japanese social and political history, was
all too easily misused as a repressive tool to ensure the status quo, should certainly
not simply be brushed aside.

4.1 The Titles of the TGS
The Sanskrit title transmitted to us at the beginning of Tib is Äryatathägatagarbha-näma-mahäyäna-sütra.
In the middle of the sutra, however,
when the Buddha refers to the TGS, the title is given as Tathägatagarbha-nämavaipulya(ov: vaitulya)-sütra (OL). This name is confirmed by both Chinese
translations, which in the sutra itself as well as at the beginning of it speak of the

i\JMiW^MU

(Chr, within the sutra: Xlj^U^tW^M)

and

XUlMt^

flgcfe (CA2). Both Jj^f and Jjffr are here renderings of vaipulya or vaitulya.119
(The word da y^ w a s probably added without having any direct correspondence in
the Sanskrit.) We naturally should assume that the title as it appears at the
beginning of a text is subject to alterations to a higher degree than a citation of it in
the middle of one. This would mean that the title appearing in OL, namely
Tathägatagarbha-näma-vaipulya(or. vaitulya)-sütra, was the name used in the
earliest times, since it was faithfully transmitted by the Chinese versions, so that
mahayana, which replaced vaipulya (or: vaitulya), as mirrored in both Tibetan
versions, must be of later origin. The Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä refers to the TGS
twice under the short title Tathägatagarbhasütra (25.9; 66.18).
118

In Bth the Sanskrit transliteration lacks ärya and noma. Ärya ('phags pa) is also missing in
the Tibetan title of Bth, and this could thus be a characteristic of pre-standardized texts (see part II,
C 1: Bth), but the equivalent of noma is found in the Tibetan title of Bth (zhes bya ba), and so was
probably erroneously omitted in the Sanskrit transliteration.
119
See Karashima's textual study on the SP, where he argues that Dharmaraksa chose the
characters Jj^f in order to render Skt. vaitulya (in association with Skt. tulya, "equal to"), while
the characters ^JJif have their counterpart in Skt. vaipulya. He also points out the problem in
deciding which of the two forms (vaitulya or vaipulya) was the original one (Karashima 1992:
278).
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4.2 The Recorded Chinese Translations of the TGS
Besides the two available Chinese translations by Buddhabhadra and
Amoghavajra, the Chinese catalogues mention two other translations, which are
now lost. The oldest record is contained in the Chu sanzcing ji ji pj JÜCpcJic
{CSZJJ), a work published in about 515 CE by Sengyou fft^fi.120 It mentions a
sutra called Dafangdeng rulai zangjing i\.Jj^iU^0MM. (9c20) and states that in
(an/the) old catalogue(s) it is called Fo zang fangdeng jing {%WJj^M.- m
Together with three other works,122 it attributes this translation to Faju t £ f e a
translator active towards the end of the Western Jin ff- dynasty at the time of the
emperor Hui M (290-306) and Huai ig (307-311). As to the translation of
Buddhabhadra, the CSZJJ does not provide us with information concerning the
exact date and place it was done. It does state that according to other sources it
was
called
Rulai
zang
but
that
it was
currently
missing
(1 lcl5: ^ z ^ P ^ l l o 4 " i o )• According to the CSZJJ, the TGS thus appeared in
two different translations, one each by Faju and Buddhabhadra (14b 13:
In the later Zhongjing mulu ^ f e | = I i ^ {ZJM) by Fajing yilf. and others
dating from 593 CE, we come across some new information. Buddhabhadra's
translation of the TGS is there said to have been undertaken in the Yixi jtfiB
period (404-418), and Fali yJxAL is mentioned together with Faju as joint
translators of the same text (117c 16). I will come back to this below.
The next catalogue, the Lidai sanbao ji Mft^BffB (LSJ) by Fei
Changfang ifjlljf-, dating back to 597 CE, bears witness again to a different state
of affairs. First of all, Fei Changfang mentions a further translation of the TGS, the
Da fangdeng rulai zang jing i\.Jj^iU^0MM. (66b2) attributed to Fazu t£lfi
(religious name: Bo Yuan i^Üf) (66bl7f). About Fazu, we know that he was
active during the reign of Emperor Hui (290-306), and it seems that he had close
relations with Dharmaraksa.123 Fei Changfang ascribes to him 23 sutra translations
which, according to the Gaoseng zhuan jfUffffli (GSZ), were lost in a time of
troubles, and states that he himself had made a title list of 22 formerly
unmentioned works,124 among them the Da fangdeng rulai zang. About the other
early translation of the TGS, attributed to Faju tÄ^Ü by the CSZJJ, the LSJ states
that it was translated by Faju together with Fali yJxAL (as we have already seen in
the ZJM) and it restricts the period of translation to the reign of Emperor Hui ^
(66b26-27). While we do not know where the information about the common
12U

See Zürcher 1972: 10f.
See 9c20: W^kj^i^MJl^f IS; the question what exactly is meant by the expression "fllfg*; is
complex, and has until now not been answered satisfactorily. It could be a part of Daoan's old
catalogue, the famous catalogue of Daoan itself, another catalogue, or even a group of other
catalogues. See Tokiwa 1938: 3 6 ^ 1 ; 96; 683.
122
Namely the Lou tan jing lllixM (T23), the Faju ben mo jing ^"aJ^^zM. (7211), and the
Futian jing fgEHfe (T 683) (9cl9-22); the CSZJJ states that the latter two sutras were translated
by Faju together with Fali y^^T (10al-3). See also CSZJJ 98a28-29 (without any reference to the
TGS).
123
Zürcher sees relations being maintained between Fazu and one of the collaborators of
Dharmaraksa (1972: 76f); Tsukamoto states that he was a disciple of Dharmaraksa (Tsukamoto
1985: 730).'
124
LSJ 66M7-20, based on GSZ 327b28-29 (=GSZRS 40f). In the CSZJJ (9cl6-18) and the
Zhongjing mulu 3$M_Wfsk {ZJM; 122c 19-20 and 116b6), however, only the Wei dai pusa jing
t^^Ti¥iiEfe is ascribed to Fazu.
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translation of the TGS in the two catalogues comes from, the dating of it to the
reign of Emperor Hui can be explained by another passage in the LSJ which states
that Faju, after the death of Fali, continued to work alone on the translation.125 We
thus should conclude that, according to the LSJ, the period of activity of Fali was
limited to the reign of Emperor Hui.
Regarding Buddhabhadra's translation, the LSJ provides us with the date
420 CE ( T ^ E B ^ ^ ) and gives the Daochang temple GjfJU^f ) in Nanking as the
translation site (71al3). However, the LSJ considers this translation to be,
chronologically, the second one, and characterizes it, strangely enough, as "little
different" ( / J N S ) from Fali's (71al3-14). It remains unclear why the translation by
Fazu, which the same catalogue is the first one to mention, is not counted. In all
following catalogues it is dealt with as the third one.126 From then on newly
compiled catalogues do not contain any further information, so that we are left to
sort out the contradictions of the available catalogues by ourselves.
Let me first deal with the translation attributed to Fazu. Whereas both the CSZJJ
and the ZJM attribute only one sutra to Fazu, namely the Wei dai pusa jing
tUlltllpllIlM, Fei Changfang states that he consulted other catalogues and could
identify 22 further texts translated by him.127 Now, Fei Changfang, the compiler of
the LSJ is well known for his practice of attributing hitherto unknown or
undetermined works to various translators without revealing his sources, basing
himself on catalogues that he never could have seen or failing to provide any other
convincing arguments.128 This, though, is not sufficient grounds for discrediting all
the new information he came up with. It is obvious that he had access to a
different, and in several respects, more comprehensive set of catalogues,129 and it
would be wrong simply to disregard all his assertions. The attributions to Fazu do,
however, seem not very convincing. There is a remark in the biography of Fazu in
the Gaoseng zhuan jfUffffli to the effect that besides three works whose titles are
given, he also translated several short texts no longer found, and whose titles were
even no longer known.130 Fei Changfang toned up this remark, and so contributed
to the glory and fame of Fazu and his era. Tokiwa, in an extensive analysis of the
attribution of the 23 works, understandably laments the fact that Fei Changfang
simply mentions "several miscellaneous catalogues" (llfiltfSÜD without
specifying his sources.131 Of the 23 works, only five are extant today.132 That some
of the other remaining 18 attributions to Fazu were already doubted at an early
date is proved by the Kaiyuan shijiao lu WtJtW$kÜk (KSL), which singles out

™ LSJ 68a7-i0: MWW^fWmätÜ

o WäMmmtÜo

£?0EXittio

^tUMm

j£p/flü^ffl#1=^]ilp§ii^o
A reference to the death of Fali is also contained in the CSZJJ
(98bl).
126
SeeTödö 1959: 1.
127
LSJ 66M7-20. The Gaoseng zhuan flUf^fiJ attributes three works to Fazu (327b27; GSZRS
40f), among them the 'f^j^W^M^, which is also included in the list of 23 works in the LSJ. The
titles of the other two works, however, are not found in the Fazu passage of the LSJ.
128
See e.g. Hirakawa 1978: 28f; 36; 37ff; 44.
129
See e.g. Hirakawa 1978: 39.
130
See GSZ 327b27ff.=GSZÄS40f.
131
Tokiwa 1938: 704; his analysis is found on pp. 703-707.
132
Namely T 5; 144; 330; 528; 777. These same five texts were already the only ones extant at
the time another catalogue, the Kaiyuan shijiao lu IU7C^PfJ(fl< (KSL; L 2154) of 730 CE, by
Zhiseng ^ H - , was being compiled (498b28-c4).
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seven titles from the list of Fei Changfang as of questionable authorship.
However, the i\Jj^iU^MM.
does not share such doubts.
Tokiwa, for his part, makes clear that the translation of the TGS attributed
to Fazu is very unlikely. He assumes that this attribution resulted from an entry
which ascribes a translation of the TGS to Faju of the same period, whence it was
erroneously attributed to Fazu. This is thus a classical case of "multiple
attribution."134 We can, of course, not be absolutely sure that Tokiwa's conclusion
is right. However, the fact that nothing about the translations is mentioned in the
older catalogues, the circumstances of the relatively late attribution to Fazu, and
Fei Changfang' s silence about his sources should make us skeptical. Finally, we
can also interpret the above-mentioned fact that the LSJ considers Buddhabhadra's
translation of the TGS to be the second one as an indication that its own new
attribution of a third translation to Fazu lacked enough grounding to have any
effect on the hitherto transmitted information about the TGS having been
translated only twice.
If we now turn to the translation of the TGS by Faju, or by Faju together
with Fali, as the later sources have it, the basis for such an assumption appears
much more solid. As stated above, the existence of such a translation is already
attested in the oldest existing catalogue, and, furthermore, both Tokiwa and
Hayashiya include the entry in their reconstructions of the catalogue of Daoan, on
which the CSZJJ, to a large extent, is based.135 In the concerned entry, the CSZJJ
notes below the sutra title that in an/the old catalogue(s) the text was named Fo
zangfangdengjing \%M^^M. (9c20: W&7^\%W^jW0dIt is not entirely clear
to which catalogue(s) this remark refers. Tokiwa states that in this case it should
undoubtedly be understood as referring to Daoan's catalogue,136 but Hayashiya
tends to believe that the words f f i ^ , when appearing below the main entry,
consistently mean the catalogue of Zhu Daozu ^ f l f i of 419 CE.137 As the more
than one thousand pages each of Tokiwa and Hayashiya document, the study of
the Chinese catalogues is a painstaking and complex endeavor. I myself have
nothing to contribute to a final solution to the questions raised by the expression
Hf^. The issue is of relevance for deciding whether the title
i\Jj^iU^MM.
appears as such in Daoan's catalogue or whether it was introduced by Sengyou on
the basis of, for example, the existence of the same title for Buddhabhadra's
translation. Further, even if we assume that the title \%^Jj ^|M? below the main
entry, derives from the later catalogue of Zhu Daozu (and not from Daoan's
an
catalogue), can we be absolutely sure that the title i\Jj^iU^MM.
d the titles
generally found in the CSZJJ appeared as such in Daoan's catalogue?
This question is not dealt with by the two great Japanese pioneers of
catalogue research, and they seem to take it for granted that Sengyou's avowal that
he was following Daoan's catalogue guarantees the authenticity of titles. It is only
"'^51499811-19.
134
Tokiwa 1938: 381; 683; 704.
135
Ibid., 168; 381; 583; 678; Hayashiya 1940: 406.
136
Tokiwa 1938: 683: " X , ^<DMU.t\1,
i & T ^ r^g-j
fta^L^JSteao
" In a
more general analysis of what could be meant by the words Hf ü:, he comes to the conclusion that
they stand for Daoan's catalogue along with three other ones. He assumes that among these four
catalogues it is the catalogue of Zhu Daozu ^JM-jfl, completed in 419 CE, which is meant in most
of the cases (Tokiwa 1938: 40f.).
137
See Hayashiya 1940: 366f. Harrison (1990: 210) doubts Hayashiya's conclusion, since the
"Old Catalogue" is also cited for works translated after 419 CE.
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in a short passage that Tokiwa, when expounding the principles guiding his
reconstruction of Daoan's catalogue, touches on this issue.138 In this passage he
deals with a statement found at the beginning of Sengyou's list of sutra titles
which had not been attributed to an author by Daoan ( i l f ^ ^ r ^ ^ c f ^ l M ^ ) - ° 9
Sengyou there describes the extreme brevity of Daoan's entries and the poor state
of the copy of the catalogue: titles were abbreviated with only two characters, the
number of Juans ^ were not mentioned, the lines remained without a space in
between, confusion caused by later scribes ($kJ\ßM-'M) m regard to titles and to the
number of works was normal, and doubts arose because punctuation marks
formerly written in red ink had vanished. Since this description is not found at the
beginning of Sengyou's catalogue, I am not sure if we should assume that it refers
also to the part before, where the entry of the TGS is situated. Tokiwa notes that
Sengyou's work itself included the complementation of such abbreviated titles,
and stresses that we can no longer know where the line between Daoan's original
entries and Sengyou's additions should be drawn.140
In any case, we can be sure that at the time of Daoan (314-385), whose
catalogue is widely esteemed as a scholarly work of the highest standard,141 a text
called \%WOJWM. o r e v e n i\Jj^iS^MM. w a s known and attributed to Faju.
We are now faced with three basic possibilities regarding the title of the TGS
attributed to Faju:
or an
(1) The title i\Jj^iU^MM.
appropriate two-character abbreviation
($nÜ?) already appeared in Daoan's catalogue. f f i ^ in the annotation of
Sengyou refers to the catalogue of Zhu Daozu ^Mlfl? where {^^Jj^0.
is
given as another name of the sutra. For the alleged identity between the
i%M^WM. and the i^MXJJ^fWL (the title of a sutra in the later catalogues)
see below.
was
(2) The title i\Jj^iU^MM.
associated in other catalogues with Faju.
Sengyou concluded that it was probably identical with the {^^Jj^0.
listed
in the catalogue of Daoan. He was referring to Daoan's entry when he wrote

(3) Sengyou, concluding that the sutra listed under the title \%W^J^M. o r \%Wl
in Daoan's catalogue was a different translation of the text translated by
Buddhabhadra, "modernized" the title according to this latter translation. The
title \%WUJ^?W^. m the annotation could, however, also have come from Zhu
Daozu's catalogue. If the title found in Daoan's catalogue was f$j|§|, Sengyou
would have understood \% to be an abbreviation for $n5J5.
These three possibilities indicate in themselves how much we are forced to work
on the basis of assumptions when dealing with early Chinese catalogues. Thus, in
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See Tokiwa 1938: 94-96.
See 16c8-17.
140
See Tokiwa 1938: 95. Tokiwa obviously holds that when Sengyou states that the sutra titles
in Daoan's catalogue consisted only of two characters, he is referring to the titles at the top of the
main entries. The passage in question runs as follows: Q: |Ü iJS^nJUMIM^ o (16c 12). The
expression g; g |jS4=i> however, could, even if this is much less likely, also be interpreted as
alluding exclusively to the cases where Daoan provides further information on the texts in the
annotations below the main entries.
141
See e.g. Hirakawa 1978: 31.
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contrast to his clearly noting that the translation of Buddhabhadra was lost, we
do not know if Sengyou had access to a copy of Faju's translation. The
identification of the TGS with the {^^Jj^0.
is therefore especially troublesome,
and can hardly be accepted without reservations.143 It is very likely that Sengyou
only knew the title from a catalogue, namely the ffi^, and so had no chance to
compare the sutra's content with what he knew about the TGS. It is true, as already
remarked, that \%W^J^M. could easily be a rendering of the title of the TGS as it
appears in the text itself (OL), namely Tathägatagarbha-näma-vaipulya-sütra,
assuming that tathagata was turned into \%. However, the character fü seems to
have been used from earliest times to render different Indian terms, so that \%~$H
could also be a translation of buddhakosa, °gotra, °nidäna, °pitaka and the like,
while the addition Jj=$ for vaipulya appears frequently in the CSZJJ. Further, we
know of the existence of a sutra called f^^y^y^^lM? which appears for the first
time in the Zhongjing mulu #R|M|EI|§: (1 19C24), where it is classified as a different
translation of a part of the ipfjjffl and where the titles fnJH^JHÜ and H^üpp a r e
given as alternatives. In the LSJ, in one of its typically not quite reliable entries,
we learn that the same sutra is a translation of Daoyan jjfjjf made during the Song
T(5 period and that a different title for it is Pp^ltjilM.144 This information appeared
from then on in the catalogues. The sutra is not extant, and again we can only
speculate. Tokiwa, following a note in the KSL,145 tends to believe that the Nei
was
zang da fangdeng jing \H^i\Jj^M.
identical with the {^Mi\.Jj^$M. a n d
adds that it should have been the jdj^£iU$$M$ä of Faju.146
All of this demonstrates that there cannot be any definitive answer to the
question what Indian work lies behind the title of a Chinese translation which has
not come down to us. Still, the information regarding the TGS translation by Faju
seems quite solid, based as it is on the catalogue of Daoan. The crucial point is the
title attributed to it by Daoan, a problem which I cannot solve with precision. If we
accept the first possibility above, there is no reason to doubt the early existence of
Faju's TGS. In both other alternatives, based on the reading \%~$H instead of the
tU^M of Daoan's catalogue, we are on less reliable ground. The annotation by
Sengyou (fj|f^....) thus complicates matters, but at the same time it hints at where
the source of a possibly mistaken identification of Faju's translation with the TGS
could be. For the time being we can only note that there is not too much reason to
doubt the attribution of the TGS translation to Faju. It is to be hoped that the future
will bring a comprehensive study of the terminology and abbreviations involved in
the early Chinese catalogues.
There are some other irregularities concerning the TGS in the catalogues that
deserve our attention. I have no concrete idea how to solve them, and thus shall
restrict myself to simply mentioning them. First, there is the fact that the CSZJJ in
the 11th juan on the biographies of important monks (where, in an afterthought to
Dharmaraksa, Faju and Fali are also treated) speaks of two translations done by
142
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The title f$j|iÖ7^ffe is> however, except for the rendering \% in regard to tathagata D
perfect translation of the original Sanskrit title of the sutra: Tathägatagarbha-näma-vaipulya(or.
vaitulya)-sütra. The character ^ of the later Chinese versions has not been added to Jj^f in the
translation of vaipulya (or: vaitulya).
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94a3ff.
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Faju together with Fali, but of only one, the Lou tan jing ||||^|<g, done by Faju
alone.147 This is clearly in contrast to the two other passages in the same catalogue
where the i\Jj^iU^MM.
°f Faju is mentioned. Is this an unintentional
omission, or should we assume that the biography comes from a different strand of
transmission, one that does not know of a fourth translation by Faju?
Equally surprising is the statement in the CSZJJthat the
i\.Jj^tU^MM.
of Buddhabhadra is lost.148 A survey of the 11 works attributed to Buddhabhadra
in the CSZJJ shows that among them four are said to be lost: the i\3j^iU^0M>
the Xin wei mi chi jing ilff^^u^flM, the Ben ye jing 7|s|i|<g, and the Jing liu
boluomi jing #/V$Lll3lufI- Out of these four, only the i\Jj^iS^MM.
is extant
today, whereas in subsequent catalogues the other three are either confirmed to be
lost or said to be just different names for other works translated by Buddhabhadra
which never had really been lost. It is also striking, then, that among the four
translations attributed to Faju in the CSZJJ it is the TGS alone which has not come
1

149

down to us.
Regarding the dates of the translations of the TGS, I will not go into detail
in the case of the first, ascribed to Faju. The different attributions, once to Faju
alone, and later to Faju together with Fali, and even to Fali alone, need not overly
concern us. For our inquiry the period from 290 till 311, namely the years of
Faju's activity, will be sufficiently precise.
For the second translation, by Buddhabhadra, we find, as mentioned above,
two sources containing conflicting information. The LSJ provides us with the date
420 CE ( x ; E B ^ ^ ) and mentions the Daochang temple QMM^), while the
Zhongjing mulu #R|M|EI|§: states that the translation took place in the Yixi jtfiB
period (404-418). No dates and places are given in the colophons. Nor does the
oldest catalogue contain any information about the circumstances surrounding this
translation. Obviously, the two relevant catalogues must be based on distinct
sources. The following catalogues only repeat the one or other alternative. Neither
14/

98a27-29.
llclS.
149
See KSL 505b20-c23 and Tokiwa 1938: 770-772. A tempting way to explain the reportedly
missing translation of Buddhabhadra in the CSZJJ is to assume that Sengyou erroneously
considered Buddhabhadra's to be in reality Faju's translation. This would also answer the question
why, if the words f f ^ in the CSZJJ do in fact refer to Daoan's catalogue, the title ~JK.Jj^f~kü
JfiÜcfe (which is also the title of Buddhabhadra's translation) was adopted as the main entry. As
to the translation attributed to Faju, which for the first time is mentioned as lost in the J^|jg § ^ of
the year 602 CE (T 2147, 175cl6-17), this would explain why it has not come down to us, in
contrast to the other three translations by Faju: with the appearance of other copies of the text
indicating Buddhabhadra as the translator, it would have become evident that the translation had
hitherto been falsely attributed. Consequently, the translation by Faju would from then on have
been classified as lost. However, it is hardly possible that a scholar like Sengyou, who we know
analyzed the style of works of undetermined translators mentioned in Daoan's catalogue, made
such a mistaken attribution, involving the styles of two very distinct translation periods. Further, it
is difficult to think of a reason why a translation of the TGS with no indication of its translator
should be attributed to Faju rather than to Buddhabhadra, who at that time was without doubt far
more well known. (On the work of Sengyou regarding texts with undetermined translator, the
accuracy of his catalogue, and also some of his mistakes, see Okabe 1973.) Alternatively, one
could assume that the translation of Faju was later erroneously attributed to Buddhabhadra or that
Buddhabhadra revised Faju's translation and published it under his own name, thus contributing to
the "loss" of Faju's work. However, the choice of terminology in the translation attributed to
Buddhabhadra does not show any traces of "old" vocabulary belonging to the pre-Kumärajiva
period, so that this assumption has little plausibility.
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of the periods is particularly associated with Buddhabhadra's most important
translation, the Avatamsakasütra, and we thus have no criterion for judging the
authenticity of the two entries. It is not possible to specify the period of
Buddhabhadra's translation more precisely than within the period from 404 till
420.
Amoghavajra's translation of the TGS is first mentioned in the Da tang
zhen yuan xu kaiyuan shijiao lu iKj^MjtW^JXjWWiWi
of the year 794 CE under
150
the title Da fangdeng rulai zang jing y^^JIf^n^iSIMThe catalogues do not
provide us with any information about the time and place of the translation. As
neither catalogues nor the colophon151 of the translation itself sheds light on the
date of Amoghavajra's achievement, we can only assume that it was in the period
after 741, the year of the death of his teacher Vajrabodhi and his journey to Sri
Lanka, which marks the beginning of Amoghavajra's steeply rising career as a
translator and high-ranking priest. He died in 774.152

4.3 Possible Motives of the Authors of the TGS
I have shown above how the idea of living beings endowed with the buddha-nature
does not appear as a well-considered, completely consistent doctrine in the TGS.
The exact nature of the inherent buddhahood of living beings remains hidden
behind the vivid descriptions of the similes. Hence we may conclude that the TGS
results less from careful abhidharmic considerations about the character of the
buddha-nature than from the zeal of one or more persons motivated by other than
doctrinal interests.153 The decision to expose their message exclusively in easily
understandable similes probably indicates that the targeted readership were nonspecialists in the field of Buddhist abhidharma. Only the use of such colorful
images made it possible to acquaint a broad audience with the abstract idea of
buddhahood in all living beings. The emphasis lies on the message that all living
beings have the buddha-nature rather than how this buddha-nature should be
grasped in exact philosophical terms.
Of course, we cannot know whether the idea of a buddha-nature in living
beings resulted from a novel meditative experience or because the authors felt the
need to assert its existence in order to improve an unsatisfactory worldly or
philosophical state of affairs, or whether it was based on other experiences. All
this is mere speculation. Further, it would certainly be inappropriate to assume a
model which reduces the range of possible motives to a single one. The first
appearance of the tathagatagarbha theory in India may well have been due to
several different motivations, brought together by possibly more than a single
author. It is thus natural to seek out several complementing motives as the ones
that underlie the creation of the TGS.
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T2l56, 753cll and768bl7.
The colophon consists nearly exclusively of the titles granted to Amoghavajra by officials.
A translation of the colophon is included in the critical editions of part II. On the life of
Amoghavajra, with references to the titles bestowed upon him, see Chou 1944/45: 284-307.
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For all dates and events regarding Amoghavajra's life see Chou 1944/45.
153
For a different opinion cp. Kariya 1979, esp. pp. 1136-1139. He considers the TGS, for
reasons he does not reveal to us, a representative of "polished and intellectual, philosophical
thought," as consistent with the background of an "increase in monastic features."
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One of the authors' goals may have been to widen the circle of Mahayana
followers by announcing that non-Mahäyäna Buddhists and even non-Buddhists
were in possession of the buddha-nature. In this way, they could count on
facilitating their conversion to Mahayana. The ekayäna doctrine, suggesting that
there is no other means to final emancipation than Mahayana, had already been
earlier expounded in the Saddharmapundarikasütra, a text which, as I have been
trying to show, must have had a strong impact on the authors of the TGS.
Be that as it may, the doctrine put forward in the TGS would certainly
encourage all segments of Buddhist society, and even non-Buddhists, to strive
more earnestly for buddhahood, which, once reached, would result in their
liberating activity on behalf of other living beings. If there is any concrete motive
on the part of the authors which is formulated in the sutra itself, it is precisely this
encouragement, as it appears in the simile of the desperate woman with the
universal emperor in her womb (8A-C). There we find the following call by the
Tathagata:
Sons of good family, apply energy without giving in to despondency! It will
happen that one day the tathagata [who has] entered [and] is present within you
will become manifest. Then you will be designated 'bodhisattva' rather than
'[ordinary] sentient being (sattva)., [And] again in the [next stage you] will be
designated 'buddha,' rather than 'bodhisattva.'
In the TGS it is this message alone that directly urges the people to draw
consequences from the fact that they possess the buddha-nature. The call is not
very detailed, and we cannot know what exactly the authors had in mind when
they put these words into the mouth of the Buddha. Nevertheless, besides the call
in section 10 for the propagation of the TGS by various means (a standard feature
in Mahayana sutras), the passage suggests that energy (virya) was considered a
central element to be employed. Obviously it was not the purpose of the authors to
deal with the question of how to realize one's buddha-nature in detail.154 Nor did
they draw any ethical conclusions. This is surprising for the modern reader, since
the tathagatagarbha theory would seem to be an ideal ground for establishing an
ethical system, namely one based on the principle that all living beings are equal
by virtue of their buddha-nature. This absence of ethical implications indicates that
the (early) buddha-nature theory centered on the importance of the individual's
inclusion in the "family of the buddhas" rather than on a doctrinal basis for ethical
behavior. Even in later texts of this strand, direct ethical implications continue to
be rather seldom, in contrast to the prevailing worldly orientation of some of the
sutras propounding the tathagatagarbha theory.155
Kariya characterizes the doctrine put forward by the TGS as a system void of any active
participation of living beings in purifying themselves from their defilements (Kariya 1979:
1134ff). Indeed, this can hardly be expected given the purpose of the sutra stated above. The fact
that no such activities are described extensively should therefore not be interpreted to mean that
the TGS suggests or even calls for the sole lordship of the Tathagata in this endeavor (see my
discussion in section 3.3).
155
Ethical implications in the texts propounding tathagatagarbha thought are found, for
example, in 5*99 I.157ff. which, on the basis of the buddha-nature doctrine, calls for the same
respect for other living beings as for a teacher. In the Angulimäliyasütra, the doctrine of
tathagatagarbha is used to argue for a life of chastity and continence, against killing, and against
the consumption of meat (see Seyfort Ruegg 1980: 236; T 120, vol. 2, 540a-541a). In the same
article, Seyfort Ruegg supposes that tathagatagarbha thought provided the decisive motive for the
appearance of vegetarianism in Buddhism. The worldly orientation of some of the sutras of the
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As I have argued elsewhere (1999: 165-168), another possible driving
force behind the creation of the TGS may have been the need to explain why all
living beings can attain buddhahood—a central issue in Mahayana Buddhism,
forcefully put forward in the Saddharmapundarikasütra. Chapter XIX of the
Saddharmapundarikasütra, containing the story of the bodhisattva Sadäparibhüta,
is of special interest in this context. According to the Saddharmapundarikasütra,
this bodhisattva acquired his name from his habit of declaring to all monks, nuns
and lay devotees that they were not despised (aparibhüta),156 because in the future
they would all attain buddhahood. For these sentiments, he had to endure harsh
words and even bodily attacks from his interlocutors.157 Apparently, he could not
provide reasons for his assertion that buddhahood is accessible to all. The TGS, on
the other hand, deals precisely with this question. Its main intention is to awake
living beings to the fundamental truth that they all already contain buddhahood
within themselves and thus, sooner or later, will all become fully awakened
tathagatas. Once this basic idea took hold as sound soteriology, there would be no
reason anymore to attack Sadäparibhüta. From this perspective, the TGS can be
understood as a text that subsequently provided a theory for the great assertion put
forward in its popular predecessor, the Saddharmapundarikasütra, namely that all
living beings will attain buddhahood. Thus while the Saddharmapundarikasütra,
in a religious environment where it was probably not always heartily welcomed,158
announced that all living beings would eventually attain buddhahood, the TGS, in
a successive step, adopted as its task that of working out a justification for this
assertion. That the TGS itself is introduced with impressive scenes of lotus
flowers, and that the first simile has made use of this scenery to present the central
message of the sutra, can therefore hardly be a coincidence (the lotus figures in the
title under which the Saddharmapundarikasütra became known).

4.4 The TGS in the History of Indian Buddhism
The analysis in section 4.2 has shown that there is not much reason to doubt that
the first translation of the TGS was, as the Chinese catalogues have it, already
executed around the end of the third century CE. I will now try to establish a
second terminus ante quern for the composition of the TGS on the basis of its
buddha-nature teaching is best documented by the Bodhisattva-gocaropäya-visaya-vikurvananirdesa-sütra, which contains a long chapter on royal ethics (see Zimmermann 2000).
156
The name Sadäparibhüta, of course, can also be analyzed as sadä-paribhüta ("always
despised")—a possibility not dealt with in the SP (for the discussion of possible interpretations of
the compound in the SP see Ueki 1998). The preacher of the "All will become buddhas"-doctrine
in the SP, namely Sadäparibhüta, in the beginning despised by his fellows (sadä-paribhüta), would
in the long run win appreciation (sadä-aparibhüta). The name of the bodhisattva is thus
preprogrammed to adapt to a future when the idea of the buddhahood of all living beings would
become a common tenet. (For similar ideas see the end of the Bodhisattva-gocaropäya-visayavikurvana-nirdesa-sütra where it is stated that the sutra will be found again after fifty years when
people would follow Mahayana and pay proper reverence to the text. A summary of the sutra is
found in Zimmermann 2000: 180ff.) One final point: assuming that the name of the bodhisattva
was not chosen incidentally, it is surprising that the question of the potential attainment of
buddhahood was linked to such characterizations as "despised" and "non-despised."
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For phraseological parallels between this chapter of the SP and the TGS see Zimmermann
1999: 159-161.
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relation to other texts. The focus of my analysis is the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä), in which all nine similes are found, albeit recomposed, along with
quotations from the TGS in other passages. What can be said about the
approximate date of origin of the Ratnagotravibhaga? Back in 1966 Takasaki
showed that the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) consists of at least two different
layers. Schmithausen elaborated on Takasaki's theory in a review article and
convincingly demonstrated that the recomposition of the similes in the TGS
formed an essential part of the oldest stratum of the Ratnagotravibhaga.159 This
part consists of nine verse triplets (with the exception of 1.108-111 where the set
consists of four verses), each dedicated to one simile. The structure of each triplet
is identical: two tristubh or jagati verses followed by one verse in the elaborate
meter särdülavikridita, which repeats the content of the two preceding verses. This
structure was probably chosen with the esthetic expectations of an educated
readership in mind. It is very rare in Indian Buddhist literature. There is, however,
at least one notable parallel, in the chapter of a work whose content places it in
close proximity to the Ratnagotravibhaga.
The text I am referring to is the ninth chapter of the Mahäyänasüträlamkära. This chapter deals with the issue of awakening and discusses, among other
things, the omniscience and nonduality of buddhahood, the way it is manifested
and its profundity (gämbhirya).160 Now, if we look at the first six verses of the
ninth chapter, we find a very similar metrical structure: verses 1 and 2 are in
anustubh meter, while verse 3, recapitulating what is said in verses 1-2, is a
särdülavikridita verse. The same holds true for verses 4-5 and 6. We could argue
that this is pure coincidence, but the chapter has also other affinities with the
Ratnagotravibhaga. I am not arguing that chapter 9 of the Mahäyänasüträlamkära
subscribes to the tathagatagarbha theory. Nevertheless, there are elements which
suggest a close relation between and common background to the Ratnagotravibhaga and this chapter. For example, in verse 37 there is the formulation
tadgarbhäh sarvadehinah which, as the commentary makes clear, means that all
living beings contain a tathagata {sarvasattväs tathagatagarbha ity ucyate). The
formulation is a citation from the TGS (see 0M; 1A; IB). In other verses, too, the
idea of buddhahood already present within is prevalent. In verses 1-3 buddhahood
is compared to a "casket of jewels" which only has to be opened; in the next verse
triplet it is said to be a "mine of jewels."
A much more profound analysis would be necessary in order to define the
exact relation between the ninth chapter of the Mahäyänasüträlamkära and the
ideas found in the Ratnagotravibhaga. This cannot be done here. What can be
said, though, I think, is that the texts have a common background and that, in view
of their unique metrical structure, are very likely to have been composed in the
same or in a closely similar milieu. For the date of the TGS this means that the
period of the Mahäyänasüträlamkära''s composition can serve as a terminus ante
quern.
To establish a definite date for the composition of the Mahäyänasüträlamkära is impossible. Speaking in terms of historical development, it is generally
assumed that Vasubandhu's Trimsikä represents a later stage of Yogäcära
15y

See Takasaki 1966: 10-19 and Schmithausen 1971: 123-130.
A short overview of the contents of the ninth chapter is found in Griffiths 1990: 50f.
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philosophy than the Mahäyänasüträlarhkära. In 1992 Schmithausen published an
article about two close parallels in the Trimsikä and the Lankävatärasütra. If we
accept his conclusion, the Lankävatärasütra utilized the Trimsikä as one of its
sources. The citation of the Trimsikä in the Lankävatärasütra is already found in
the Chinese translation of the latter by Gunabhadra, which dates back to 443 CE.
We therefore know that by that point the Trimsikä must already have been in
existence for some time. The Lankävatärasütra was probably translated into
Chinese not immediately after its completion, nor is it likely that the author of the
Lankävatärasütra would have cited the Trimsikä by the then already well-known
Vasubandhu as soon as it had appeared,162 presenting, as he has done, the citations
as the words of the Buddha. If we consider these two chronological factors, it is
very unlikely that the composition of the Trimsikä took place later than in the first
two decades of the fifth century.
On the other hand, we may expect that a considerable period of time
elapsed between the Mahäyänasüträlarhkära and the Trimsikä—this in order to
explain the maturing of Yogäcära ideas that took place in the interval. It is, of
course, a difficult task to estimate the time necessary for such fundamental
developments within philosophy. However, it may not be too speculative to
suggest that some decades must lie between the Mahäyänasüträlarhkära and the
Trimsikä, and thus that the Mahäyänasüträlarhkära could not easily have been
composed after the ninth decennium of the fourth century. If we assume this
period as the latest possible date, too, for the composition of the
Ratnagotravibhaga, we arrive at approximately the middle of the fourth century as
terminus ante quern for the TGS (more exactly: TGS2).
In my calculation of the span of time between the various milestones, I
have tended not to assume too long periods. Frauwallner, in his Philosophie des
Buddhismus, suggests 250 CE for the date of the composition of the
Ratnagotravibhaga,163 and would consequently arrive at a much earlier date for
the TGS than my terminus ante quern implies. In any case, the terminus ante quern
of ca 350 CE established by my analysis and the information about the first
translation of the TGS gained from the Chinese catalogues (ca 300 CE) do not lie
far apart. The composition of the TGS in the second half of the third century is
thus a fairly plausible assumption.
We do not have any sources of information about how sutras came into existence
in the third century AD and who the groups were that composed and propagated
them. As proposed in section 4.3, the main motive for the creation of the TGS may
have been the wish to encourage (potential) believers to engage in active Buddhist
practice and to provide arguments why buddhahood is theoretically accessible to
everyone—a position which was put forward in forceful terms in the
Saddharmapundarikasütra. The formulation of the tathagatagarbha theory in the
TGS is not the work of sophisticated philosophers. The whole sutra, rather, seems
to exude an air of pragmatism, with the efficacy of the buddha-nature being

See the biography of Vasubandhu (the author of the AK), which states that towards the end
of his life he lived at the royal court "greatly honoured by all" (discussed in Frauwallner 1951: 25).
The Trimsikä, it should be said, is believed to be one of his latest works (see Schmithausen 1992:
395).
163
Frauwallner 1994: 255.
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proclaimed again and again. In a previous article I have tried to demonstrate
how the TGS follows along the lines of the Saddharmapundarikasütra which, even
though the simile of the poor man with the jewel in his dress seems to call for it,
shrinks from the assertion that living beings have an inherent potential for
buddhahood, or even perfect buddhahood within. The story of the bodhisattva
Sadäparibhüta shows that the time for such an assertion may not have been ripe
yet—a conclusion supported by descriptions in the Saddharmapundarikasütra of
other harsh reactions towards its own propagators from the side of non-Mahäyäna
followers. The TGS, in this point, was apparently not held back by any related
considerations, zealously promulgating as it did the message of a universal
buddhahood present in all living beings. A similar notion, that of tathägatajnäna
in all beings, had already been put forward in a simile in the *Tathägatotpattisambhavanirdesa, and it seems that the authors of the TGS were aware of or even
inspired by it when they composed their own illustrations.
The underlying idea of the realization of a buddhahood which is always
present in living beings was one most fit to convey to a readership of nonspecialists in the field of abhidharma, and, in fact, as the following tradition
shows, was extremely successfully conveyed. The main task of the TGS was thus
fulfilled. Both the work of systematizing and elaborating the teaching and the task
of rendering it compatible with orthodox Buddhist teachings were left to later
exegetes. The problems they had to confront are well documented in the
commentary on the Ratnagotravibhaga, the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä, where
several interpretations, including the three ways of viewing the compound
tathagatagarbha, compete with each other without any final settlement. The
authors of the TGS may not have been aware of the openings their teaching
allowed for questioning basic Buddhist concepts. Even if they were aware of them,
their decision to compose primarily for non-specialists seemingly overshadowed
any possible reservations otherwise. This does not mean that they thought of their
own teaching as a mere upäya without any ontological reality to it.
In the simile of the seed which turns into a fruit tree, the problematic aspect
of the teaching is put into straightforward words: the result, namely the tree, is
already perfectly contained in the seed. Seed and tree are of the same nature. The
process of ripening is not the main consideration. The passage in question must
have been provocative for Buddhist thinkers since it bears overtones of the socalled satkäryaväda, the idea, central to the Sähkhya system of philosophy and
generally criticized by Buddhist philosophers, that there can be no production of
something that does not exist before.165 In the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä), as I
will show in section 4.5, the main emphasis in the simile then shifts to the fact that
several factors are necessary for making the seed become a tree; the process of
growth thereby takes on more importance. Nevertheless, the problematic
formulation harbors a potential danger for the whole tathagatagarbha theory:
given the emphasis on the essential sameness of living beings and tathagatas, the
need to be purified from the accidental defilements (their presence being the only
difference between living beings and buddhas) could easily be ignored. The notion
that the effect is already contained in a perfect form in its cause, as opposed to
being newly produced, could weaken the idea of "liberation," and lead to the

See Zimmermann 1999.
For further examples of satkäryaväda in Indian philosophy, see Seyfort Ruegg 1989: 138f.
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impression that serious religious practice is irrelevant.
From a philosophical point of view, there is one factor favoring the
introduction of a theory of manifestation of buddhahood over one of pure
causation. The authors of the TGS, who were acquainted with and impressed by
the Saddharmapundarikasütra, knew of the central place the teaching of the
eternity of the Buddha had in that text. In two of their own similes they stress in
fact the indestructible and imperishable character of gold (simile 4) and seed
(simile 6), and claim this to be the case for the true nature of living beings as well.
In absorbing this idea of eternal buddhahood from the Saddharmapundarikasütra,
the authors of the TGS may have seen no other choice than to claim that
buddhahood as realized by living beings must always have been present in them,
albeit in a state of non-efficacy. What is eternal cannot have a beginning, and thus
the causal production of buddhahood would violate the theory of the eternity of the
Buddha, and buddhahood in general. However, we cannot know to what extent
such philosophical reflections were in fact of import for the authors of the TGS.
That the TGS is not an isolated case of a relatively early Mahayana work
propagating a positive, enduring constituent in living beings is shown, for
example, by the rewording of the verses of the Gaganagahjasütra in the oldest
stratum of the Ratnagotravibhaga. 166 There it is the mind's innate nature
(cittaprakrti) which is compared to "space," being described as "luminous,"
"without cause and condition," and "without origination and destruction."167
Unlike the term tathagatagarbha, the concept "the luminous mind defiled by
adventitious defilements" appears already in the sutras of the Hmayäna schools
and in other early texts of the Mahayana.168 It was during this same time that the
Vätsiputriyas were active—a Buddhist school that believed in the existence of a
"person" (pudgala) as a kind of continuous subject of rebirth and spiritual practice,
and whose relation to the skandhas is stated to be indefinable.169 The fact that
Vasubandhu dedicated his Pudgalapratisedhaprakarana mainly to the refutation
of the theory of this school shows that the influence of its philosophy must have
been felt far into the first millennium. Given this fact, the appearance and
propagation of the TGS as a new, Mahäyänist formulation of the old belief in
terms of a positive continuous subject, namely the person or the mind, does not
altogether come as a surprise.170
Throughout the whole TGS the term sunyata does not even appear once,
nor does the general drift of the TGS somehow imply the notion of sunyata as its
hidden foundation. On the contrary, the sutra uses very positive and substantialist
terms to describe the nature of living beings. In two verses in the oldest stratum of
166

Cf. RGV 1.55-62; see also Schmithausen 1971: 128f.
In this study I cannot deal with the relation of the 7*6 to the 0 3 1 6 , another fundamental
work for the buddha-nature theory (for a detailed study see Shimoda 1997). The fact that the
0 3 1 6 is not reflected in the oldest stratum of the 5*9 may mean that the parts dealing with the
buddha-nature had not been composed by that time. The 0 3 1 6 cites the TG6, the key term in the
buddha-nature theory it propounds being buddhadhätu. The theory in the 0 3 1 6 may have been
inspired by the TG6, but it developed from a different perspective, one of a veneration of relics
idhätü). For the key concept "luminous mind" see Seyfort Ruegg 1969: 41 Iff.
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E.g. the Dasabhümika or the Samädhiräja; see Seyfort Ruegg 1969: 41 Iff.
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See Cousins 1994 (particularly n. 6 for further references to the Vätsiputriyas).
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See also the study on the various concepts of Vijnana in the Pali Canon in Langer 2001.
Among the "Nebeneinander verschiedenster Positionen im Kanon" (p. 70), Vijnana functions at
times as the "überlebendes Prinzip," taking its place in the womb of living beings and leaving
them at the time of their death (pp. 1-8; 69).
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the Ratnagotravibhaga (1.156-157) that mention the purpose of its instruction, we
do find an explicit reference to sunyata.111 Why has the buddhadhätu, it is asked
there, been taught as existing in all living beings, given that all phenomena were
previously said to be empty (sunyayl The following verse then mentions five
deficiencies which cannot be sufficiently remedied (or are even reenforced?) by
the latter notion, namely depression (linam cittam), contempt towards inferior
living beings (hinasattvesv avajna), clinging to the unreal (abhütagräha), denial of
real phenomena (bhütadharmäpaväda) and excessive self-love (ätmasneho
'dhikah). The question whether or not the propagation of the concept of
tathagatagarbha by the TGS may also be grounded in such reasoning must remain
open. That the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) understands itself to be the final and
ultimate teaching of Mahayana is documented by its subtitle, Mahäyänottaratantrasästra. Its intention, therefore, is to limit the validity of the corpus of
Buddhist teachings that propagate sunyata thought to the realm of the accidental,
world-constituting and unreal, and in so doing to complement this corpus. In this
way the authors of the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) hoped to introduce their
readership to a perfect understanding of the truth, and in the process, of course,
avoid the deficiencies quoted above with which the former teachings were
associated.172
Some last few words remain to be said about the qualification of the TGS
and later texts expounding tathagatagarbha thought as non-Buddhist. This
criticism has been heard since the end of the 1980s mainly from two eminent
Japanese scholars who created the name "Critical Buddhism" (Hihan Bukkyö ftt^ll
\UWO> for their school of thought.173 Their main argument is that the tathagatagarbha teaching is not in line with the two factors which they consider to be the
two basic constituents of Buddhism: the teaching of non-self (anätman) and the
teaching of dependent origination (Pratityasamutpada). The law of dependent
origination ought not to allow for the idea of an eternal self or an underlying basis
or locus on which all phenomena depend. Their criticism of the TGS is partly
valid: the existence of an eternal, imperishable self, that is, buddhahood, is
definitely the basic point of the TGS, but the sutra does not express any
philosophical view concerning the structure of the world. The task of drawing a
conclusive picture of the relation between buddhahood and the world of
phenomena was left to succeeding texts, such as the Srimälädevisimhanädasütra114
and the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä). For some basic questions, unequivocal
171

See Schmithausen 1973a: 134; for a different analysis of the passage see Seyfort Ruegg
1973:317,345.
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The open claim that the teaching of tathagatagarbha can serve as a therapy for the five
problems mentioned above should not lead one to assume that the authors did not think of their
teaching as revealing ultimate truth. The Buddhist teachings have always been seen as having a
"therapeutic aspect" (on the discussion of the historical relation between the Four Noble Truths
and the four systematic parts in the science of medicine and the association of the Buddhist
teaching with medical philosophy by the tradition itself, see Wezler 1984: 312-324). If the
tathagatagarbha theory is understood to be an upäya without any absolute truth, then so too can
all other Buddhist doctrines. However, I doubt that this is how the Buddhist tradition perceived
itself.
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See the articles and bibliography in Hubbard and Swanson 1997 for a well-nuanced
treatment of what the discussion is about.
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Regarding the SMS, Richard King has demonstrated how the sutra failed to take a definite
standpoint on several philosophical questions of fundamental importance and so left them
unanswered (see King 1995).
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answers were never given. A comprehensive dogmatic set of "classical"
tathagatagarbha positions never did evolve in India. The reason for this arguably
lay with the authors of the TGS themselves who, as stated above, were first and
foremost interested in underpinning the Mahäyänist assertion that all living beings
can attain buddhahood. If they were aware of the wider doctrinal implications of
their idea at all, they surely underestimated the difficulties that their assertions
later presented for the establishment of a plausible philosophical framework.
Pragmatically motivated, they accorded priority to getting their inspiring and
positive message across over any such well-thought-out soteriology and
metaphysics. But is there any reason why this philosophically naive birth of the
tathagatagarbha teaching and its heritage should be labeled non-Buddhist?
There can be no doubt that the authors of the TGS and those of following
works were deeply rooted in a Buddhist religious environment. We can be sure
that they thought of themselves as Buddhists, were inspired by Buddhist
scriptures, and acted as Buddhists. One point should be made clear: if nowadays
critics deny that the tathagatagarbha teaching is a part of Buddhism, it is because
their attitude towards religion is mainly influenced by textual and doctrinal
considerations. They have a clear-cut definition of what Buddhist philosophy is or
should be about. To my mind, Buddhism is a phenomenon which cannot be
satisfactorily described in terms of doctrines alone. To identify Buddhism solely
with doctrines would mean to exclude from it many other equally important
aspects such as Buddhist piety and religious practice, ritualism, ethics, art,
archeology and rules of statesmanship.
Further, the criteria which serve as critics' measures for the inclusion of
any particular philosophical doctrine in Buddhism are, of course, typical ideas
within Buddhism. But can they really be generalized and said to be constitutive for
all Buddhist doctrines? To my knowledge, no voices were raised in the tradition of
Indian Buddhism that the tathagatagarbha teaching is not Buddhist.175 And
obviously, the criteria established by the critics were not wholly decisive for the
philosophical climate of those early days. The Mahäparinirvänasütra and the
Lankävatärasütra characterize the tathagatagarbha explicitly as atman. As I
have argued above, the TGS seems to continue a tradition in Indian Buddhism
which was based on a positive use of the concept of "person" and was not
committed to a one-sided denial of a self177 From early times on, it seems, this
positive strand co-existed with the majority of schools which categorically rejected
the existence of a self. The criteria put forward by the proponents of Critical
Buddhism are, to my mind, chosen arbitrarily, and cannot claim validity for all
branches of the Buddhist tradition. In view of the fact, too, that we are still far
from agreeing on the interpretation of what the founder of the religion himself had
to say about the question of the self (we cannot even be sure what he said!), the
critics cannot claim that their views represent the opinion of the historical Buddha.
In the LAS the wish for clarification regarding the differences between "the doctrine of
tathagatagarbha and the doctrine of Self of the non-Buddhist teachers" is, however, expressed by
Mahamati towards the Buddha (LAS 78.1^).
176
Cf. the Mahäparinirvänasütra in the translation of *Dharmaksema (Tanwuchen U|ffif|](): T
374, vol. 12, 407b9; LAS X.746 and X.760. The SMS identifies the dharmakäya with the
ätmapäramitä (Tibetan: Q 760-48, vol. 24, dKon brtsegs, 7257bl-285a7: 280a8f).
177
For balanced descriptions of positive and negative approaches to a self in the history of
Indian Buddhism see Schmithausen 1969b and 1973b: 177f; also Seyfort Ruegg 1989: chapter I,
esp. 43f; Bronkhorst 2000: 41-62, 91-94.
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The philosophical positions they hold to be tenable are thus not an appropriate line
of approach—not even in consideration of the fact that they are dealing only with
the limited domain of doctrinal teaching within the multifaceted phenomenon
called Buddhism.

4.5 The TGS in the Ratnagotravibhaga(vyakhya) and Other Indian Texts
The TGS can be said to have been of utmost importance for the tathagatagarbha
theory, inasmuch as it coined its basic vocabulary and illustrated by use of vivid
imagery the fundamental relation between the buddha-nature in living beings and
the klesas. However, the richness and variety contained in the similes—which I
have tried to describe above—tended to fade in later references to and
rearrangements of the sutra. The main focus came to be the contrast between the
pure essence on the one hand and the unpleasant material in which it is hidden on
the other. The text in the Indian tradition which devotes most attention to the TGS
is undoubtedly the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä), the most influential sästra within
the corpus of tathagatagarbha works in India. It is thus necessary to deal briefly
with the question how the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) treats the similes of the
TGS (the only part of its contents extensively taken up by the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä)). However, before doing so, we need to address some other passages
which seem to derive from the TGS.
In TGS 7B, it is stressed that the body of a tathagata is present even in
animals (... tha na dud 'gro'i skye gnas su song ba rnams kyang rung ste I). A
very similar formulation is found in Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä 15.1 If:... antasas
tiryagyonigatesv api.... The passage could well be based on the TGS.
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä 72.11-12 is a word-for-word quotation from
the TGS (8B.3-4), where it is stated that the tathägatadhätu is existent in every
living being without their being aware of it. This sentence and its citation in the
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä are discussed in section 3.1 and in the note on my
translation. The passage deserves our particular attention in view of the fact that
the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä takes the term garbhagata in the sense of "in the
state of an embryo." I have argued above that within the TGS the term garbhagata
means rather the location of the dhätu of living beings: "in the womb" or "within
(living beings)." 178 An understanding of the passage in this sense is also attested
for the parallel verses in the Ratnagotravibhaga in which the content of the TGS
similes is rendered freely. The phraseology is a "king found within the womb"
(1.123: garbhäntarasthe nrpe) and "good protectors within [living beings]
themselves" (1.123: sannäthesu ca satsu ... svätmäntarasthesv api). Obviously, as
to this point, the TGS has been interpreted differently in the two citations within
the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä): verse 1.123 displays an understanding in line
with the original meaning in the TGS, whereas the prose passage 72.11-12
emphasizes the embryonic aspect of living beings' buddha-nature. This aspect, as
shown above, is inherent to the term tathagatagarbha. It seems, however, that the
authors of the TGS, having embraced a theory of manifestation, did not stress this
factor in any deliberate fashion. Only later exegetes like those responsible for the

See pp. 56ff.
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prose section Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä 72.11-12 would have made use of the
entire range of possible interpretations of the key term tathagatagarbha in order to
reveal all its connotations. We can take the fact that the TGS verses in the
Ratnagotravibhaga exhibit a different understanding to be another indication that
the author(s) of the prose and the rewriter of the TGS verses in the
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä) were not the same.
The second word-for-word citation of the TGS is found in
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä 73.11—12. It contains the formulation of the essential
law (dharmatä) that all living beings always contain a tathagata (TGS IB). The
position of the passage in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä at the beginning of a
section where the characteristics of the tathagatagarbha are discussed
demonstrates that the author(s) of the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä thought of it as
one of the most fundamental expressions of the tathagatagarbha theory. The
passage in the TGS summarizes the descriptions of the section before and was
designed to function as a finalizing authoritative statement of general validity. It
was understood and commented upon as such by the authors of the
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä.
There are three other passages in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä where
formulations of the TGS seem to have been taken over. They all focus on the
relation of sentient beings to their buddha-nature: sarvasattväs tathagatagarbha!}
{RGW 25.18; 68.13) and sadä sarvasattväs tathagatagarbha!} (RGW 26.7).
Similar wording is found in TGS OM. 19f, lA.8f and, as just seen, in lB.2f That
5*99 25.18 and 26.7 are inspired by the T*S is clearly demonstrated by the fact
that only a few lines below, in 26.9f, it is stated that the three meanings of the
formulation sadä sarvasattväs tathagatagarbha!} will be explained according to
the TGS (tathägatagarbhasütränusärena).
We shall now turn to the section in the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä) which
deals with the nine similes of the TGS. It comprises pp. 59-72 (verses 1.95-152).
The content of the section is the following:
(1) A summary and detailed exposition of the nine similes of the TGS (59.8-67.2;
verses 1.95-129)
(2) The characteristics and a concordance of the defilements of the mind
(cittasamklesa) mentioned in the nine similes (67.2-69.16; verses 1.130-143)
(3) The characteristics and a concordance of the threefold nature of living beings'
buddha-nature mentioned in the nine similes (69.17-72.14; verses I. 144-152)
As is well known, the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä) itself has a complex textual
history and consists of at least two different layers: first, a primary collection of
verses for the most part congruent with the verses of the Chinese translation of the
Ratnagotravibhaga found immediately before the complete Chinese translation;
secondly, one or perhaps two commentarial layers consisting of verses and prose
sections which must have been added at a later stage.179 Of the sections (1) to (3),
only the verses 1.96-126 are part of the primary layer of the Ratnagotravibhaga.
Verses 1.95,1.127-152 and the prose belong to the commentarial level.
The section 1.96-126 is made up of three summarizing verses (1.96-98) in
which the upamäna elements corresponding to the klesas and to the buddha-
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123-130; for a different result cp. Seyfort Ruegg 1976.
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essence of the nine similes are enumerated, and of nine verse triplets (with the
exception of 1.108-111 where the set consists of four verses), each dedicated to
one simile.180 The structure of each triplet is identical. They all start with two
tristubh verses181 and end with a verse in the elaborate särdülavikridita meter. The
first verse of each triplet describes the upamäna, the second refers to the upameya,
and the third and last verse repeats, in different words, the content of the two
preceding verses. The verses 1.96-126 thus retell all nine similes of the TGS in
their own fashion. This free reproduction of the main part of the TGS is the longest
citation of the TGS in Indian scriptures. Later works citing the similes of the TGS
may have based themselves on this reproduction found in the Ratnagotravibhaga
rather than directly extracting them from the TGS.
As I have shown in section 1.1, the reproduction of the similes in the
Ratnagotravibhaga is based on recension TGS2. For my translation of Tib, the
verses in the Ratnagotravibhaga functioned as an important guide to
understanding certain passages which are unclear or ambiguous in the Tibetan
translation. Though the content of the verses in the Ratnagotravibhaga diverges in
some cases quite significantly from TGS2, we find many passages where the later
writer employed similar grammatical structures and syntactic patterns to those of
TGS2, made use of its vocabulary, and faithfully transmitted its basic ideas. There
is no indication that the verses in the TGS were composed in various meters (as
there is in the Ratnagotravibhaga)—such things as different numbers of syllables
in Bth or different numbers of characters in the Chinese translations. It is possible
that the author of the Ratnagotravibhaga recomposed the section of the TGS,
instead of citing it word for word owing to metrical considerations. We do not
know the reason for the very rare metrical structure within the verse triplets of the
Ratnagotravibhaga. This structure, requiring the use of a particular meter, may
have forced the author to recompose the whole section. In any case, he did not
slavishly follow the text of the TGS. He freely substitutes one word for another,
introduces new formulations and features, emphasizes elements which in the TGS
seem to belong to the background and, in general, illustrates the similes in a more
refined and poetic way. The direct speech of the Buddha, including his questions
and encouragement, which frequently interrupt his account of the similes in TGS2,
do not appear in the Ratnagotravibhaga verses. It is nevertheless clear that the
author had an echo of the wording of the TGS in mind when composing the verses.
This is documented by a number of passages in both texts which are in close
accordance.182
The term tathagatagarbha does not appear once in the reproduction.
Instead we find the bahuvrihi compound sambuddhagarbha, relating to jagat
(1.101), and the term garbha, in the meaning of "embryo" and "womb," in the
verses describing the poor woman in the poorhouse (1.121-123). In contrast to the
TGS, the term (dharma-)dhätu is frequently used (1.103; 116; 122) in order to
designate the buddha-nature of living beings. And whereas in general the
concerned verses in the Ratnagotravibhaga are firmly based on the idea of a
manifestation of an already perfect buddha-essence within living beings, the simile
of the sprout in the seed has been adapted to Buddhist abhidharmic considerations.
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The simile in the TGS stresses the identity of nature of the seed and the fully
grown tree. The statement that the result is already perfectly contained in the seed
in fact amounts to satkäryaväda, a theory normally attacked by Buddhist
philosophers as leading to eternalism. This could be the reason why the author of
the verses in the Ratnagotravibhaga emphasized other aspects of the simile,
namely the growth of the sprout itself, its gradual development (kramät;
kramena)n3 and the need for the presence of factors (pratyaya) enabling the
sprout's growth, such as "water, sunlight, air, soil, time and space" (1.115-117).
The perfect buddha (sambuddha) is even compared to a sprout in the state of being
a seed (bijähkura) (I.117). With this new formulation the simile was propelled in
the direction of the classical Buddhist doctrine of Pratityasamutpada. The possible
reproach of maintaining a position of eternalism—based on the explicit wording in
the TGS—could thereby be forestalled, though the implications arising from this
doctrine of a revelation of the buddha-nature would still be open to the same kind
of criticism. However, we can say that the rewriters of the verses paid more
attention to abhidharmic needs than their predecessors, who formulated their
message in a philosophically less vigorous way.
The similes of the TGS figure also in the commentary of the Ratnagotravibhaga,
the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä. Verses 1.95, 1.127-152 and some passages in
prose in (l)-(3) reflect this point. An intent to systematize seems to have been
prevalent in this section of the commentary. It is obvious that this systematization
is forced on the similes, both in the classification of nine kinds ofklesas (matching
the nine similes) under four groups corresponding to four kinds of living beings
(67.2-69.15) and in the threefold classification of the buddha-element (dhätu) in
relation to the nine similes (69.16-72.14). Regarding this latter grouping of the
similes according to the three concepts dharmakäya, tathatä and gotra, terms used
in verse I.27184 to explain the phrase sarvasattväs tathagatagarbha!} of the TGS, at
least the similes of the sprout turning into a tree and the cakravartin embryo in the
womb of the ugly woman seem to be appropriate to the chosen category. Together
with three other similes, they are subsumed under the concept gotra which, in the
Ratnagotravibhaga, is understood as the cause (hetu) of buddhahood. This concept
is inherent in the upamäna of the seed/sprout and the embryonic ruler, entities
which still have to undergo a process of further ripening in order to arrive at
perfection. But whereas the inclusion of the eighth simile (the embryonic ruler) in
the gotra category may have occurred without great reflection,185 the same
classification of the simile of the seed which turns into a tree was probably well
thought out. I have noted above that the authors of the Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä
emphasize the connotations of development in this simile. The same tendency has
already been observed in the commentator's explication of the phrase garbhagata
in the section on gotra in 72.1 If.—a citation from the same simile in the TGS (see
above). The term garbha in this compound was not intended in the TGS to mean
"embryo" but "womb" or "inside," the accepted sense for the recomposed verses
183

The commentary verse 1.139, where the simile is recalled in a reduced form, also
emphasizes the gradual growing of the sprout (-kramodayät).
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Verse 1.27 is, be it noted, part of the oldest layer. The threefold classification itself must
therefore be an old element.
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of the old layer in the Ratnagotravibhaga. Nevertheless, the commentators of the
Ratnagotravibhaga cited it in order to document that the term dhätu can be used in
the sense ofhetu.
The threefold characterization of the buddhadhätu can hardly have played
any role in the composition and arrangement of the similes in the TGS. Verse 1.27,
part of the oldest layer of the Ratnagotravibhaga, demonstrates that the threefold
classification was already in use at the time the different blocks of text from which
the Ratnagotravibhaga was formed186 were merged together. The idea of
illustrating these three categories by way of the nine similes, however, is probably
that of the later commentator(s).
The abhidharma-oviented interest in the similes displayed by the
composer(s) of the vyäkhyä led them to focus primarily on isolated elements in the
upamänas corresponding to the klesas and the buddha-essence. 187 As a
consequence, in the commentary the similes are portrayed as lifeless and as if
lacking their main points of emphasis; the rich connotations of the tertium
comparationis are reduced to a simple enumeration of corresponding elements.
The Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) contains the only known word-for-word
citations of the TGS among Indian texts and can without doubt be viewed as a
work which dealt with the TGS with a maximum of care. The similes in the TGS
and their paraphrases in the Ratnagotravibhaga largely agree with one another.
Thus we cannot decide whether passages in other texts which draw on one or more
of the nine similes had the TGS itself or the Ratnagotravibhaga as their source. A
short recounting of all nine similes is found in the Foxing lun f$j|4fffB,188 a
philosophical treatise closely mirroring the structure of the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä). According to tradition, the author of the text was Vasubandhu. It was
translated into Chinese by Paramartha, who is now believed to be the true author
of the text.189 The wording of the similes in the f$j|4fffB does not allow a final
determination on whether the author utilized the TGS (TGSi or TGS2) directly or
based himself on the similes quoted in the Ratnagotravibhaga (TGS2). (He could,
of course, have been acquainted with both the recensions and the similes in the
Ratnagotravibhaga.)
Other texts sporadically refer directly to the TGS or use analogies or
similes which could have been influenced by the TGS. In the following I will cite
several such passages without, however, striving for completeness.
The Mahäparinirvänasütra explicitly refers to the TGS in one passage, and
attributes the statement that the buddhadhätu is present in all living beings to it.190
There is no word-for-word correspondence with the TGS. However, the passage
186

The RGV is composed of several blocks, of which the similes of the TGS make up one. See
Schmithausen 1971: 128ff.
187
This is particularly evident in the case of the eighth simile: the commentary verse 1.141
compares the impurities to the "coverings of the embryo/in the form of a womb" (garbhakosa-). In
neither of the two descriptions in the TGS and the RGV is a comparison between the embryonic
coverings and the defilements drawn.
188
T 1610, vol. 31; the similes are found in 807c9-808al3.
189
For a discussion of this issue see e.g. Takemura 1977: 6f.
190
gZhan yang 'di na dge slong la la de bzhin gshegspa 'i snyingpo 'i mdo sde chert po stRn par
by eG GR1 II sems FDn thDms FDG OD ni sDngs rgyDs kyi khDms yoG OD2 khDms GH rDng rDng gi Ous OD
'chDng3 stH /.... [' 6 GH ;2 6: OD I;3 4: tshang] (MPNS Q 99a6; S 175a4f; quotations of the Chinese in
Takasaki 1974: 137.) As mentioned above on p. 76, the passage in the commentary to verse IX.37
of the Mahäyänasüträlamkära (reading sarvasattväs tathagatagarbha ity ucyate) could also derive
from the TGS (0M, 1A or IB).
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could be a free rendering of 8B.3-4, the only one in the TGS containing the term
dhätu.191 The fact that the TGS was known to the authors of the Mahaparinirvanasütra also gives rise to the assumption that the simile of the hidden treasure in the
Mahäparinirvänasütra,192 though different in details, may have been inspired by
the corresponding simile of the TGS.
In another well-known work, the Lankävatärasütra, we find a passage193
that refers to "the text of the sutras" where the tathagatagarbha is said to be
described as "luminous by nature, bearing the thirty-two marks [of a Great Being],
being inside the bodies of all sentient beings, ... like a gem of great value and price
that is enwrapped in a dirty garment...." Though the meaning attributed to the
compound tathagatagarbha is not in line with the TGS, the concrete depiction of
the tathagatas inside living beings as found in the first simile of the TGS,194 and the
allusion to the simile of the buddha statue wrapped in rotten rags, leave little doubt
that the Lankävatärasütra is here referring to the TGS.
In the Dacheng fajie wu chabie lun y^f^^lflPUISllIro which is based on
the f$j|4fffB, the veiling klesas are compared to "not yet opened lotuses" and "filth"
in which gold is found.195 The comparisons, though of a general nature, remind
one strongly of the TGS.
The *Bodhisattva-gocaropäya-visaya-vikurvana-nirdesa-sütra describes
the relation between the tathagatagarbha and the defilements in terms of ten
likenesses, among them "a sprout in a seed," "a jewel in a treasure," "a statue in its
mold," and "an embryo in the womb."196 Here again all four comparisons are
undoubtedly inspired by the TGS.
Even more indebted to the TGS is a series of similes in the Mahämegha191
sütra. Two of these similes closely resemble the illustrations in the TGS. The
similes compare the state of not living according to the teachings and of not
entering into a certain samädhi to (1) winter rice etc. which have not yet fulfilled
their nature of benefiting living beings and (2) the fruit of a palmyra palm, a
mango tree, cane etc. which has not yet become a tree. The similes are here used to
illustrate that one can talk of such fulfillment in something or somebody only if
certain necessary processes leading to the unfoldment ofthat nature have occurred.
Though the aim of the author of the similes in this sutra is different from that of
the TGS, the illustrations clearly echo basic elements of the latter. In view of the
occurrence of a "fruit of a palmyra palm, a mango tree and cane," we can be sure
that the author based himself on recension TGS2, for only there do we find these
plants.198

191

For further details see note 204 in my translation.
0 3 1 6 6 184blff.; 4 105b6ff.; see Takasaki 1974: 144f. for the Chinese.
193
LAS 77.13-78.1; see note 84 above.
194
In Cfi2 (0G) we find a very similar passage that mentions the thirty-two marks; see note 84
above for details.
195
T 1626, vol. 31; for the comparisons see 893b23ff.
196 j 272, vo i_ 9- s e e 359b2f; there is no correspondence in the Tibetan text.
197
T 387, vol. 12; (Dacheng dertg wuxiangjing JKWMWMM.)1104bl3ff; Tibetan: Q 898,
vol. 35, mDo sna tshogs, Dzu 121a4-237a6 (Thagspa sprin chertpo shes bya ba thegpa chert
po'imdo): 219b7ff; see also Takasaki 1974: 290f.
198
Recension LGSi has only "a mango tree." The rewording in the RGV speaks of "fruits of the
palmyra palm and mangos" (RGVl.l 16, 117).
192
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Two other sutras mention the TGS: The Mahäyänist Angulimäliyasütra,
in asserting that all living beings have the tathagatagarbha, draws attention to the
significance of the TGS and the need to appreciate it properly. The Da fa gu jing
y^tÄiJIM (*Mahäbherihärakasütra) states that it is only the bodhisattvamahäsattvas who understand the eternal character of the Tathagata and that,
among other positive activities, they preserve the TGS.200 Finally, in the Adhyardhasatikä Prajnäpäramitä the phrase sarvasattväs tathagatagarbha!} appears
without the mention of a source.201
From these references to the TGS, the great importance of this sutra for the genesis
and development of the tathagatagarbha strand of Buddhist thought becomes
clear. The Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä), the main representative of the Indian
tathagatagarbha theory, contains a large section dedicated to the illustrations
found in the TGS. The TGS thus affected the philosophical formulation of the key
concept of this theory in a decisive way. Its title became synonymous with the
basic doctrine that all living beings have the buddha-nature; its similes, as shown
above, remained powerfully alive and were utilized, with certain modifications,
not only to describe the relation between the buddha-essence and the sheaths of
defilements but also to illustrate other relevant aspects of the tathagatagarbha
theory.

4.6 The Twentieth-Century Reception of the TGS
The modern history of scholarly works dealing with the TGS has been dominated
by Japanese Buddhologists. In 1933 Tokiwa Daijö published a Japanese
translation in the kundoku
f% style of the recension of Buddhabhadra in the
Kokuyaku Issaikyö. Probably inspired by the publication of the Sanskrit text of the
Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) in 1950 by Edward H. Johnston, which revealed the
huge meaning the TGS had for the development of the tathagatagarbha theory,
Tödö Kyöshun in 1959 collated the Tibetan texts found in the Kanjurs from Derge,
Narthang and Peking.202 Facing the Tibetan text, he arranged the two Chinese
translations so as to make a close comparison of the versions possible. In an
introduction, he dealt with the contents of the sutra, the doctrinal environment
from which the TGS had presumably evolved, and entries in Chinese catalogues
regarding Chinese translations of the TGS which are reported to be lost.
The first translation from the Tibetan (Derge) was accomplished by
Kagawa Takao in 1962. Many useful hints on related passages in other Mahayana
texts are found in his annotations. In 1974, Takasaki Jikido's monumental work on
the formation of the tathagatagarbha theory appeared.203 Thirty-two pages are
199

T 120, vol. 2 (Yangjuemoluo jing %MfMMfk)• 539cl5; Tibetan: Q 879, vol. 34, mDo sna
tshogs, Tsu 133b2-215al ('Phags pa sor mo 'iphreng ba laphan pa shes bya ba thegpa chert po 'i
mdo): 201b4.
200
J 270, vol. 9: 295a6; see also Takasaki 1974: 235.
201
See the reprinted text of the "Toganö Edition" of the Ardhyardhasatikä Prajnäpäramitä in
Yukio Hatta (ed.), Index to the Ärya-prajnä-päramitä-naya-satapancasatikä, Kyoto: Heirakuji,
1971, p. 6.18 (198.18).
202
The apparatus, however, is not always correct, and in some passages is ambiguous.
203
Seven years before, in 1966, Takasaki had published an English translation of the RGV(V),
which contains the reproduction of the nine similes of the TGS in the RGV.
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dedicated exclusively to the TGS, of which he translated several passages,
characterizing it as one of the three basic receptacles of tathagatagarbha thought.
He dealt extensively with the earliest stage of the buddha-nature theory as
contained in the TGS, and concluded that the compound tathagatagarbha in the
sutra must be understood as a bahuvrihi. Eight years later, in 1981, Takasaki
translated the whole TGS from the Tibetan version (Peking) into modern Japanese
as part of the Daijö Butten series. His work also contains relevant observations
concerning the textual history of the Tibetan version and the Chinese translation
by Buddhabhadra, along with detailed annotations on the translated text. The
translation deserves deep respect for having introduced the sutra to a broad
Japanese public while still maintaining philologically high standards.
In the West, David Seyfort Ruegg's study and translation of the ' H bzhin
gshegs pa 'i snying po gsal zhing mdzes par byed pa 'i rgyan by Bu ston made
some parts of the original Tibetan text of the TGS known to the Western reader in
French.204 His rendering is based on the citations of the TGS by Bu ston and the
canonical version in the Lhasa Kanjur. The focus of Seyfort Ruegg's interest was
the question how the Tibetan traditions dealt with the tathagatagarbha doctrine,
and in particular how they interpreted the formulation of it in the TGS.
Only in 1995 was the first complete translation of the TGS directed at a
more general public published in a Western language. It is contained in the volume
called Buddhism in Practice. The translator, William Grosnick, based himself on
the Chinese rendering by Buddhabhadra, and in an introduction described the main
tenets of the sutra. Among modern studies of the TGS, the translation by
Buddhabhadra has received notably more attention than the one by Amoghavajra.
This may be due to the (erroneous) belief that the recension by Buddhabhadra was
the earlier and more influential one.205 Also worth mentioning is the rendering into
Spanish of a passage from the Chinese translation of Amoghavajra (OF-OH) and
Buddhabhadra (0M-1B). This translation, by Fernando Tola and Carmen
Dragonetti, also appeared in 1995, in the Revista de Estudios Budistas.
Further, the TGS has been the subject of variously lengthy treatments, of
which I will mention the most important ones. Among them, Matsumoto Shirö's
Zen shisö no hihanteki kenkyü {*A Critical Study of Zen Thought) Jßß.$.fä(D ftb^RI
Ö^W^u (1994) is by far the most extensive and profound. Pages 411-543 contain a
study of the TGS and TGS-velated passages in other sutras. From an ample
philological basis, he argues in a very transparent way that the introduction of the
term tathagatagarbha into the TGS was closely connected with the word
padmagarbha, and that the former should be interpreted as a tatpurusa compound.
Moreover, he demonstrates that the Saddharmapundarikasütra had a crucial
impact on the origin of the TGS. He also translates core passages of the TGS and
deals with the different strands of the sutra's transmission.
Nakamura Zuiryu, who two years earlier had published a new edition of
the Sanskrit text of the Ratnagotravibhäga(vyäkhyä) facing the Chinese
translation, had already in 1963 pointed out some of the differences between the
two available Chinese versions of the TGS and dealt with catalogue entries bearing
on the lost translations. His conclusion that the verses of the TGS reproduced in
the Ratnagotravibhaga must be based on the recension represented by the

Bu ston cites passages from 1A-1B and 8B.
See section 1.1, where I argue against this view.
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translation of Amoghavajra and the Tibetan (= TGS2) can now be fully confirmed.
Another interesting, though somewhat biased contribution is that of Kariya
Sadahiko (1979), who deals with the doctrinal relation between the Lotus Sutra
and the TGS. I (1999) have briefly responded to his criticism of the TGS, which in
his article he characterizes as being beholden to an intellectual approach. The
"fundamental difference" which he claims to exist between the Lotus Sutra and the
TGS (and which he associates with a step towards monastic dominance) requires
further illustration and textual evidence in order to gain plausibility. Finally, there
is a recent contribution by Kaneko Yoshio (1998) centering on the TGS. The
author creatively analyzes the nine similes from a Jungian perspective and
describes how they can be interpreted as documents of a "process of
individuation."
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B An Annotated Translation of the Tathagatagarbhasutra

into English

My translation of the Tathagatagarbhasutra is intended to mirror the Tibetan
syntax closely and so to render the text as literally as possible. In many instances,
however, where the English wording would have become incomprehensible or the
sentences too long, I have taken the liberty of adapting the wording to a less
Buddhist-Hybrid style. My own additions to the translations are placed in
brackets, and I have usually added the Sanskrit underlying the Tibetan in
parentheses whenever crucial technical terms appear or the Tibetan translation
deviates considerably from the meaning of the conjectured Sanskrit equivalent.
The reader should bear in mind that the main goal of this study is to throw light on
the sutra in the form it existed in India. Therefore, though my translation follows
the Tibetan text, I render many Tibetan terms based on an understanding of the
background of their Sanskrit counterparts; that is, where doubts arise, I give
preference to the TGS as it was possibly understood in India. To translate the sutra
according to how it may have been read by Tibetans would, of course, be a
different approach, one fruitful in its own right.
This same guideline holds true for the translation of Tibetan verbal
prefixes such as kun tu or rab tu into English. I have only tried to translate them
explicitly into English when they do not simply function as formal elements (to
render a Sanskrit prefix literally) but entail a meaningful modification of the
verbal expression.l
English phrases in italics indicate that the phrases are embedded in a
different way in the Tibetan sentence. However, I only refrained from following
the syntax of the Tibetan sentence if the Tibetan did not make any sense or
obviously contradicted the main line of thought of the sutra. All passages of this
kind are extensively discussed in the notes.
Underlined terms are not found as such in the Tibetan text, but are the
result of an emendation from my side not based on any of the textual
representatives of Tib.

1

See the passage in the sGra sbyor concerning the translation of verbal prefixes into Tibetan in
Simonsson 1957: 255f.
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[0 Frame story]
[0A Title and invocation]
In Indian: Ärya-tathägatagarbha-näma-mahäyäna-sutra.
In Tibetan: The Holy Mahayana sutra called Tathagatagarbha.
Homage to all buddhas and bodhisattvas (namah sarvabuddhabodhisattvebhyah)\l
[OB Setting]
At one time I heard the following:2 In the hot months3 ten years4 after [his]
complete awakening (abhisambuddha), the Exalted One (bhagavat) was staying
on the mountain Vulture Peak (Grdhraküta) near Räjagrha, in the
Candanagarbha pavilion (kütägära) of Ratnacchattra palace (präsäda),5 together
with a great community of monks (bhiksusamgha), fully a hundred thousand [in
number]. The monks [were both] sravaka^ under training and [those] no [longer
in] need of training;6 almost all [of them were] honorable ones (arhat) [whose]
contaminations were stopped (ksindsrava), [who were] free of defilements
(nisklesa), [who] had attained mastery (vasibhüta), [with] completely liberated
minds and insight (suvimuktacitta, suvimuktaprajna), of noble race (äjäneya),
[powerful like] great elephants (mahänäga), [whose] duties were done
1

Bth lacks the invocation. It adds bam po dang po instead. Chu start with OB after the
colophon.
2
Skt. evarh mayä srutam ekasmin samaye bhagavän...: It seems that already among Indian
commentators such as Buddhaghosa the two alternatives of combining ekasmin samaye (dus gcig
na) either with evarh mayä srutam or with bhagavän ... viharati sma were current (see Brough
1950: 420). As all of the collated Tibetan texts of the TGS divide the sentence after dus gcig na I, I
based my translation on the Tibetan punctuation. Fora comprehensive bibliography on this issue
see Schoening 1995a: 200 and also Tola and Dragonetti 1999.
3
Bth and Chi do not mention the hot months (shin tu tsha ba 'i dus kyi tshe).
4
Bth (lo bcu bdun): "seventeen years...."
5
(1) The Vulture Peak near Räjagrha appears in many sutras as the place where the Buddha and
his disciples gather, whereas the Candanagarbha pavilion seems to be found only in the TGS. I
understand the compound *ratna-cchattra-präsäda-candana-garbha-kütägära partly as an iticompound (parallel to e.g. GV 434.14: dharmadhätu-dik-samavasarana-garbham näma
kütägäram). The fact that -garbha is not found in Chi does not necessarily qualify it as a later
addition. Cf. e.g. DbhS A.7f: maniratnagarbhe ... präsäde where a rendering of garbha is lacking
in Buddhabhadra's translation (||§/bjlFfiLh) but is found in the earlier translation by Dharmaraksa
Ö P i a j i S ^ Ä S _ h ) . The choice of garbha as part of the name of the pavilion in the TGS might
have been influenced by the title of the sutra itself. But also the imagery of the lotuses rising into
the sky from the pavilion (section 0G) qualifies the pavilion as a kind of womb (garbha) which
gives birth to the flowers. Matsumoto (1994: 413, n. 5) stresses the analogy to the attribute
candana-gandha of the rising stüpa in the SP (239. Iff.) by which the name candana-garbha could
have been inspired (cf. Zimmermann 1999: 163, n. 44).
(2) For kütägära as "gabled mansion" or "roofed pavilion on any story of a palace" see Chandra
1950: 177f, Coomaraswamy 1928: 262f, andBollee 1986, 1989.
(3) Chi shows candra (F^j) instead of chattra. Ch2 lacks a rendering of präsäda. Apart from the
location Räjagrha, C7b also mentions Mrgäramätr (ß§"fij). However, the Mrgäramätr palace is not
located in Räjagrha but in Srävasti (see 0 3 3 8 / I 181, n. 3).
6
(1) See the parallel SP 1.5-2.9:... mahatabhiksusamghena sardham dvädasabhir bhiksusataih
... anyäbhyäm ca dväbhyäm bhiksusahasräbhyäm saiksäsaiksäbhyäm I: "... was accompanied by a
great community of monks, 1200 monks [in number] ... and the two other [groups of] a thousand
monks [each, i.e.,] the [monks] under training and [those] no [longer in] need of training." Further
also Kpun 1.5-2.14. Bth and C7b only have a thousand instead of a hundred thousand of monks.
(2) Chi mentions only the great community of a hundred thousand monks without further
differentiation and lacks the list of attributes which follows in TGS2.
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(krtakrtya), [whose] tasks were performed (krtakaraniya), [who had] laid down
[their] burden (apahrtabhdra), [who had] reached their own goal
(anuprdptasvakdrtha), [in whom all] the fetters to existence were eliminated
(pariksinabhavasamyojana), [whose] minds were completely liberated by
perfect knowledge (samyagäjnäsuvimuktacitta), and [who had] attained
excellent supremacy in the control over the whole mind (sarvacetovasiparamapäramipräpta).
Q

[OC Enumeration of the monks]
[Among] the fully hundred thousand monks were the venerable (dyusmai)
Mahäkäsyapa, the venerable Uruvilväkäsyapa, the venerable Nadikäsyapa, the
venerable Gayäkäsyapa, the venerable Mahäkätyäyana, the venerable Mahäkausthila, the venerable Vakula, the venerable Revata, the venerable Subhüti, the
venerable Pürnamaiträyaniputra, the venerable Vägisa, the venerable Säriputra,
the venerable Mahämaudgalyäyana, the venerable Äjnätakaundinya, the
venerable Udäyin, the venerable Rähula, the venerable Nanda, the venerable
Upananda, the venerable Änanda and others.9
[OD Description of the bodhisattvas]
Also accompanying him were bodhisattva-maAäs'a^vas10 who had come together
from various buddha-fields (buddhaksetra)—as many as the sands of sixty
7

(1) This list of attributes of arhats appears with a few variations also in MVy 1075-1088; cf.
also SP 1.6-1.9, Kpun 1.6-2.1 and Lamotte 1962: 98, n. 2; for interpretations of most of the
attributes see 0 3 3 8 / I 203-219. Unusual in the 7*6 is phal eher. The above-mentioned sources
show sarva instead (sarva also in Bth: kun). The use of phal eher is in line with the differentiation
into saiksas and asaiksas in the passage above.
(2) Ch2 lacks krtakaraniya (so does Bth) and samyagäjnäsuvimuktacitta. In some instances the
Chinese shows an understanding different from the Skt.: yfHTFffi ("attaining of the right
knowledge") for äjäneya agrees with the Tibetan (cang shes pa) and is interpreted in this way in
the *Mahäprajnäpäramitäsästra (MPPU/ I 21 If). See also BHSD s.v. äjanya; Jfl^Py^fi ("like a
great dragon") for mahänäga: also this interpretation is found in the *0ahäprajnäpäramitäsästra
(MPPU/ I 212f; so also Bth: klu chenpo); 3?!ßr$"fj£^ ("arrived at the other shore") seems to be an
abbreviated rendering of sarvacetovasiparamapäramipräpta. For the analysis of the term
sarvacetovasiparamapäramipräpta as a dvandva see AAA 10.10-12 and also Bth.
(3) According to my understanding, sha stag in 0B. 11 and 0D.7 emphasizes the
comprehensiveness of the group concerned ("all and not less than all"). Sha stag can function as an
equivalent for eva (see SpS 131: ... sarväny eva ... mDhitäni FD II = GH GDg kun kyDng... Ekur ED
sha stag lDgs I; the following commentary is misleading), but is in most cases introduced by
Tibetan translators without any Skt. correspondence: e.g. Sukh: sangs rgyas kyi zhing de 'i byang
chub sems dpa' rnams ni 'di Ita bu sha stag ste I for idrsä... tasmin buddhaksetre bodhisattva...
(p. 298); further Sukh pp. 274, 276. The reconstructed Skt. sarva for sha stag in the
Aksayamatinirdesasütra (Braarvig 1993a: 12.8; reconstructed in Braarvig 1993b: 47.7) is not
confirmed by Skt. sources. Further see Tshig mdzod 2823: sha stag: 'ba' zhig gam kho na /.... In
combination with the term phal eher, I thus translated sha stag as "almost all [of them]."
8
0C is not found in Chi •
9
Ch2 has Kausthila instead of Mahäkausthila, lacks Pürnamaiträyaniputra and äjnäta- of
Äjnätakaundinya. Bth lacks Mahäkätyäyana and Upananda. Änanda is usually thought not to have
attained arhatship (see e.g. SP 2.8 where he is attributed the title of a saiksa whereas the arhats are
called mahäsrävakas; ASPuw 8.22f: ...ekam pudgalam sthäpayitväyad ut' äyusmantam änandamII;
for the reasons why he is not regarded as an arhat see 0 3 3 8 / I 222-225).
10
0ahäsattva is a common epithet of bodhisattvas. As Kajiyama 1982 showed, the canonical
meaning of the term "bodhisattva" can be identified as "[person] who clings to bodhi" (Pä. satta:
p.p. of the root sanj). Later the meaning of sanj became mainly associated with the negative
"clinging (to sensual desires)" and the understanding of sattva as "energy" became prevailing. The
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Ganges Rivers (sastigangänadivälukäsama). [They were] all of them11 [only]
one lifetime away [from perfect awakening] {ekajätipratibaddha)12 and had
attained the [five] great supernatural faculties,13 the [ten] powers (bala) and the
[four kinds of] self-assurance (vaisdradya), [had] venerated many myriads
(kotiniyutasatasahasra) of buddhas and had set in motion the wheel of the
Dharma [which] never regresses (avaivartyadharmacakrapravartaka). It
happened that sentient beings of immeasurable, innumerable world systems
(lokadhdtu)14 attained non-regression in [their striving after] supreme and perfect
awakening (anuttarasamyaksambodhi) from hearing their names only.15
[OE Enumeration of the bodhisattvas]16
[Among them were] the bodhisattva-mahasattvas Dharmamati, Sirhhamati,
Vyäghramati, Arthamati, Ratnamati, *Pravaramati, Candraprabha, *Ratnacandraprabha, *Pürnacandraprabha, Mahävikrämin, *Aprameyavikrämin,
Anantavikrämin, Trailokyavikrämin, *Acalapadavikrämin, Mahästhämapräpta,
Avalokitesvara, Gandhahastin, *Gandharati, *Gandharatisri, Srigarbha, Süryagarbha, Ketu, Mahäketu, *Vimalaketu, *Anantaratnayasti, *Tyaktaratnayasti,
*Vimalaratnayasti, Prämodyaräja, *Sadäpramudita, Ratnapäni, Gaganaganja,
Meru, Sumeru, Mahämeru, *Gunaratnäloka, Dhäranisvararäja, Dharamrhdhara,
*Sarvasattvaroganivartana, *Prämodyamanas, *Khinnamanas, *Akhinna,
*Jyotiskara, Candana, *Ihavivarta(na), *Aprameyäbhigarjitasvara, *Bodhisamutthäpana, Amoghadarsin, Sarvadharmavasavartin, the bodhisattvamahäsattva Maitreya, Manjusri as a young man (kumärabhüta) and other
bodhisattva-mahasattvas, as many as the sands of sixty Ganges Rivers.
[OF Other participants]
Also accompanying [him] were an immeasurable [number of] divinities (deva),
snake-gods, (tree) spirits, celestial musicians, demons, man-birds, man-horses,
term bodhisattva was accordingly analyzed as "[person] whose energy [is directed towards]
bodhi." Parallel to this, the compound mahäsattva could be understood as "[person] of great
energy."
11
YDng in OD.2 (thDms FDG kyang) expresses comprehensiveness (Skt. DSL): "all without
exception." This aspect is emphasized by sha stag in OD.7 (see n. 7 (3) above).
12
Literally: "hindered [from awakening by only] one birth."
13
For the five or six abhijnds see 0 3 3 8 / IV 1809ff.
14
Tshad med grangs med pa (apramänäsamkhyeya) could also refer to sems can.
15
(1) Differences in the Chinese versions: Chi'. Instead of "various buddha-fields":
"innumerable buddha-fields" (^SMf^^Ü)j missing are the characterizations of the bodhisattvas as
ekajätipratibaddha and vaisäradyapräpta; the elements abhijnä and bala axe rendered byff Jt|;fj
iyiryabald), one of the panca baläni (see MVy 983-987; MPPU/ III 1127; 1200); missing are also
the "immeasurable, innumerable world systems"; for anuttarasamyaksambodhi: jffi hilf.
According to CT^, sentient beings attained non-regression just by praising their names (fjlf@4=i)However, the same matter of attaining non-regression by hearing names is also attested for the
Tibetan version of the RCaP (40^12):... rigs kyi EX 'DP rigs kyi EX PR yDng rXng GH Ezhin gshHgs
SD GgrD EcRP SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgsSD 'i sDng rgyDs ...GH GDg gi PtshDn thos nD blD nD P ed SD
yDng dDg SDU UdzRgsSD 'L byDng chub lDs ShyLU PL IdRgSDU 'gyuU UR II.
(2) The term avaivartyadharmacakrapravartaka or avaivartika° is typical for the SP (see BHSD
s.v. avaivartya, °tika and SPj). Its interpretation, however, is not at all clear. Does avaivartya refer
to dharma, to cakra, or to both of them? Or should we assume a "wheel of the Dharma for the
avaivartya?," or even a "wheel of the Dharma by which one becomes avaivartyap"
16
For a detailed analysis of the bodhisattva names in the four translations and the meaning of
the asterisk see appendix A. In Chn the designation bodhisattva is inserted after each name.
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serpent-beings, human beings (manusya) and [further] non-human beings
(amanusya).
Then, after the Exalted One had been surrounded (parivrta) and honored
(puraskrta) by many hundreds of thousands of assemblies,18 [he] was honored,
venerated, worshiped and revered by kings, chief ministers (mahämätya), guild
leaders (sresthin), noblemen (grhapati), ministers (amdtya), citizens (naigama)
and country folk (janapada).19
[OG The manifestation of supernatural phenomena]
At that time, after having been served food, the Exalted One withdrew for
meditation in that same Candanagarbha pavilion,20 whereupon through the
power of the Buddha appeared myriads of lotuses [coming out] from the
Candanagarbha pavilion, with myriads of petals, as large as the wheels of carts
(sakatacakrapramdna), colorful and not [yet] open.21 The [lotuses] then rose
into the sky,22 covered this whole (sarvdvat) buddha-field, and remained23
[there] like a jewel canopy (ratnavitdna).
17

The legendary beings mentioned are very common in Indian literature: näga, yaksa,
gandharva, asura, garuda, kimnara, mahoraga.
18
Literally: "... was then surrounded {parivrta) and placed in front (puraskrta)...."
19
(1) My translation "noblemen" for grhapati (khyim bdag) is inferred from the common
combination of grhapati with sresthin (see e.g. 5*99A1.17). Further see BHSD: "capitalist, guildleader" and PTSD: "wealthy Noble" for grhapati.
(2) bsTi stang du byas I bla mar byas I rim gror byas shing mchod do represent more or less
synonymous expressions. Cf. e.g. SP 5.7f: satkrto gurukrto mänitah püjito 'rcito.
(3) Chi lacks the enumeration of the worshipers in the second part of OF. Among the first group,
human beings and amanusya?, are missing. C7b adds before the first enumeration: telltale P[3: "in
the immeasurable [many] world systems"; for "citizens and country-people": fjtAJ^ (Bth: grong
'dal1 dang: serhs can mams [' for 'dab]).
20
For nang du yang dag (par) 'jog, Skt. pratisamlayana, see MVy 1488 s.v. dhyänäni, MVy
1642 s.v. yogängäni and BHSD s.v. pratisamlayana as well as the entries before and after; for
nang du yang dag 'jog la zhugspa (for p.p. pratisamlina) see SP 182.1^4:... bhagavän... vihäram
pravistah pratisamlayanäya tathäpratisamllnas ca... vihärasthita eväsit1 II [O 175b4-7: ' asthäsit
sakrdbaddhena paryamkena for eväsit] SPW 80a3-a5: ... bcom Idan 'das ... nang du yang dag
'jog la 'jugpa'iphyir gtsug lag khang du zhugs so II... 'di Itar I... gtsug lag khang du gnas te
nang du yang dag 'jog la zhugs so II. I assume that none of the representatives of Tib has
transmitted the original wording as they have not taken nang du as part of pratisamlayana.
Whereas BJNQP123 have replaced ... GH nyiG Gu nang Gu ... by ... GH nyiGkyi nang Gu... and thus
understood nang du as "inside" of the pavilion, LST have avoided the sequence du nang du yang
(thinking of it as a slightly emended dittography?) by dropping du nang. Chi '• WH^tiilKf^ffSSS
SlE^iAEft, TfüS.'Wlito : "At that time the Exalted One was sitting on the Candana pavilion
(kütägära), upright in absorption, and brought forth supernatural phenomena." CT^: ff HvftälKf^

mm^rnrn*, imzik, A W * . txmnmm^Mmtammmm^^^-m^o :(iito

"At that time, after the meal, the Exalted One on the great Candanagarbha pavilion entered the
[state of having the] supernatural powers of a Buddha. And because of this, suddenly myriads of
lotuses streamed out from the Candanagarbha [pavilion]." Alone Bth does not render
pratisamlayana or have something similar.
21
Chi2 and Bth also mention the scent of the flowers.
22
See BHSD s.v. abhyudgacchati; SP 241.15:... abhyudgamyopary antarikse vaihäyasam ...
SPW 104a2:... mngonpar byung ste I stenggi nam mkha' bar snang la....
23
Kun tu gnas par gyur to might be a translation of (samantät) (pari)samsthitä abhüvan,
(samantät) (pari)samtisthante sma or something similar; cf. SP 390.10: ... vaihäyase 'ntarikse
samantän mahäpuspavitänam parisamsthitam abhüt II = SPW 166a5f: ... VtHng gi nDP P khD' bDr
VnDng OD PH tRg gi bOD rH chHn SRV kun du khHbV SDr gyur tR II [see also Bth: kun tu g.yog1 ba...; '
for gyo]. Kun tu gnas pa could also represent a form of the root samava-sthä (in this sense
Matsumoto 1994: n. (8) to p. 413). The perfect passive participle (PPP) in combination with a form
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In each calyx of the lotuses (padmagarbha) was seated, cross-legged
(paryanka), the body of a tathagata, emitting hundreds of thousands of rays of
light and visible everywhere.24 And all the lotuses were opened up in blossom.25
[OH The fading of the lotuses]
Then, by the supernatural power (adhisthäna) of the Buddha all the petals of the
lotuses, without exception, became dark, deep-black, putrid (durgandha) and
disgusting, and no [longer] pleasing. But in the calyxes of the lotuses the bodies
of the tathagatas sitting cross-legged and emitting hundreds of thousands of rays
of light were [still] visible everywhere.
Further,26 this whole buddha-field became filled with the [rays of light
from] the bodies of the tathagatas sitting in the calyxes of the lotuses. This
buddha-field became extremely beautiful [during] that time. Then at that time
the whole27 multitude of bodhisattvas and the four assemblies were extremely
astonished (äscaryapräpta) and filled with pleasurable excitement (audbilyapräpta).
of the verb bhavati indicates that the action expressed by the PPP has occured and that its result
continues.
24
The Skt. for kun tu snDng ED could have been samdrsyate. Almost identical parallels appear
further down in OH.3-5, 01.4-6 and 0J. 10-11. By replacing snang ba by gda' ba (Ja: "to be, to be
there ...") in 0J.11 (Bth here again snang bal) TiE supports the understanding of snDng ED as in my
translation and not in the sense of "to illuminate" (cp. Matsumoto 1994: n. (10) to p. 413). In the
passage here Bth employs Idang instead of snang. If this does not simply reflect a misreading of an
eventual dbu med spelling, it could also represent Skt. prädurbhavati.
25
(1) In order to describe the arising of circumstances in the past which last continuously, Tib
HPploys a verb (preferably in its perfect form) and the perfect stem of the auxiliary verb 'gyur.
0G.2 (zhugs par gyur), 0G.6 (byung bar gyur), 0G.7f. (khebs par gyur), 0G.8f. (kun tu gnas par
gyur), 0G. 11 (kha bye bar gyur), OH.3 (mngon par dga' bar 'gyur ba ma yin par gyur), OH.8 (shin
tu mdzes par gyur), 0H.9f. (shin tu ngo mtshar du gyur cing dga' bar gyur), etc. This is probably
influenced by the Skt. structure of a perfect passive participle together with an aorist of bhavati
(see n. 23).
(2) In Chi it is not explicitly stated that the lotuses come out from the pavilion. The flowers are
only said to have a thousand petals (so also SP 261.2: sahasrapattre padme
sakatacakrapramänamätre ... and GV 408.9: ... sahasrapattram ...-padmam ...); instead of
kotiniyutasatasahasra (Tib, C7b) for the number of flowers: §S(ÄEjj|; instead of "buddha-fields":
tä^-; the tathagatas are not described as being in the paryanka-position; for the hundreds of
thousands (of rays of light): ÄEjj|; the lotuses are said to blossom at the same time ([WJBvffflpj).
Chj. in the beginning the lotuses are not characterized as not yet open. The flowers do not cover
the whole but all buddha-fields. The flowers in the sky are further described as "being united with
each other as a whole" (^tB'n'fiÄ)- CA^ describes the tathagatas in the flowers after mentioning
the opening of the lotuses. This order seems more natural then the one given in the Tibetan.
Further, the tathagatas are said to be endowed with the dvätrimsanmahäpurusalaksanas (for the
dvätrimsanmahäpurusalaksanaa see MVy 235-267; MPPU/ 1.27 Iff; 5*99 III. 17-25).
Instead of khD mD E ye ED (lit: "[the lotuses with their] mouths not opened") Bth reads: snyingpo
la 'dus: "[with petals] contracted inside (garbha)"). Instead of ratnavitäna Ch2 and Bth are based
on ratnaviOäna (HP^Hi; rin po che 'i gzhal med khang): "jewel palace." The reading -vitäna
(Chi, Tib) is probably original and is attested in SP 112.10.
26
The particle kyang could correspond to Skt. punar, which led to my rendering with "further."
27
Just as the confusion between sarva and sarvävat documented at the end of the following n.
suggests, it might also here be more plausible to assume an original sarvävän bodhisattvaganah:
"the whole multitude of bodhisattvas." See SPj s.v. bodhisattva-gana.
28
(1) The four assemblies (catasrah parsadah), as is well known, comprise bhiksus, bhiksunis,
upäsakaa and upäsikäa (see MPPU/ I 232ff).
(2) Bth (ngo mtshar thob cing rmad du gyur pa thob par gyur nas:) suggests adbhuta° instead of
audbilya°. Since the SP only has the combination äscaryapräpta (or °bhüta) - adbhutapräpta
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[01 Doubts of the onlookers]
[But] after seeing that supernatural display (rddhyabhisamskära) of the Exalted
One, [they] became uncertain (samsayaprdpta) [and questioned themselves]:
"What is the reason29 that the petals of all these myriads of lotuses became so
unsightly (durvarna), and that the[ir] stalks (ndla) too became unsightly,
disgusting and not pleasing, whereas in the calyxes of the lotuses each body
of the tathagatas is [still] sitting cross-legged, and in that [they] emit hundreds
of thousands of rays of light are visible everywhere as [something] extremely
beautiful?"
Thereupon, [the Exalted One] motioned (nimitta) to the entire multitude of
bodhisattvas and the four assemblies who had become uncertain to come
closer.30 At that time there was a [certain] bodhisattva-mahäsattva named
Vajramati [who had also] gathered [with the others] in the Candanagarbha
pavilion.31
[OJ Questions of the bodhisattva Vajramati]
Then the Exalted One said to the bodhisattva-mahäsattva Vajramati:32
"Son of good family (kulaputra), venture to question the Tathagata, the
Honorable One and Perfectly Awakened One,33 with reference to an
exposition on the Dharma!"34
At the Exalted One's permission, the bodhisattva-mahdsattva Vajramati,
realizing that the world with [its] gods, humans and demons and all the
(instead of audbilya") when the formula contains only two links, Bth should here represent the
original reading (see SPj s.v. äscaryapräpta, °bhüta).
(3) Chi and Ch2 are speaking of the withering in an instant. Chi attributes the withering to the
flowers; the petals remain unmentioned (cf. Matsumoto 1994: 417). Chi also does not mention that
the buddha-fields become filled with the rays of light. The bodhisattvas and the four assemblies
are expressed by—-WiK^K- Ch2 continuously speaks of "all" buddha-fields.
29
The terms rgyu (hetu) and rkyen (jpratyaya) function here as quasi-synonyms (see BHSD s.v.
pratyaya (1)). Therefore my simplified rendering as "reason."
30
The addition "the Exalted One" is based on Bth. nDong ba (JNLSTPi) or rather nye bar ong
ba (Bth) could translate upa(sam)hramana or upasthäna. The sentence is missing in Chn.
31
Further discrepancies with Chi and CT^: Chi'. It is not mentioned that the supernatural display
is seen. The withering, as in Ch2, takes place in an instant. Chi does not mention petals and stalks
(so also Ch2) and does not have the second part of the question ("..., whereas in the calyxes ...").
The last sentence is completely missing. In the question Ch2 adds that the emitted light made the
people rejoice ( ^ ~ A S ^ ) - $W Whe end, Ch2 describes Vajramati and the great multitudes as sitting
in the pavilion with feelings of respect.
32
Chi adds:ifH#jfr#£n§t|?$|^^pJff!....: " A t t h a t t i m e t h e E x a lted One understood what
the great multitude of bodhisattvas had become uncertain about...."
33
De bzhin gshegs pa dgra bcom pa yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i sangs rgyas are the first three
members (Skt. tathagato 'rhan samyahsambuddhah) of a standard set of names applied to
buddhas. A traditional analysis of the whole formula can be found in 0 3 3 8 / 1.126-144. The
Tibetan rendering of arhat with dgra bcom pa ("the one who has overcome the enemies (of the
mind)" interprets arhat in the sense of ari-han (cf. 0 3 3 8 / 1.127).
34
The Skt. on which chos can gyi gtam las rtsoms te I... yongs su zhu bar spobspar gyis shigII
is based, could be *dharmyäm/dharmim kathäm ärabhya ... pariprcchä pratibhätu. In the Skt.
pratibhätu expresses a request like "Think of a question with reference to...!" Chi'. J^f^tift 3
flB^P/f M x S ^ P/f PR!O : "[Put forward] without reserve what you [want] to ask [with reference to]
all doubts concerning the Dharma of the Buddha!" For dharmya see BHSD s.v. dharma 3 and
SWTF s.v. hatha 2. For dharmyä hatha: Chr. fi^fo Ch2: Wfflz&M-
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bodhisattvas and the four assemblies, were anxious with doubts, then asked him
the following:35
"Exalted One, what is the reason this entire world system is covered with these
myriads of such unsightly and putrid lotuses, yet in their centers sit crosslegged bodies of tathagatas emitting hundreds of thousands of rays of light
and visible everywhere, and now myriads of living beings,36 seeing the bodies
of the tathagatas, raise their joined palms (krtänjali) in homage?"37
[OK]
Then at that time the bodhisattva Vajramati uttered these verses:38
[0.1] "Myriads39 of buddhas are seated motionless in the center of lotuses:
[with] such supernatural powers (rddhi) you display [them]. Never
before have I seen [anything like] this!"40
[0.2] "The [sight] of the leaders (näyaka) emitting thousands of rays of light,
covering this entire buddha-field [with their splendor, and] wonderfully
displaying a facile mastery of the dharmas, [is] constantly beautiful."41
Instead of enumerating the single groups by name, Chi speaks simply of "all the great
multitudes": f^y^^/f^. Ch2 does not mention the asuras; in Bth the bodhisattvas are missing. A
parallel to zug rngu "to be anxious (with doubts)" does not appear in Chi2. Also the mentioning of
the Exalted One's permission (gnang pas) does not appear in Chi and Bth, but is made explicit by
Ch2: ... ^ f S H i l : "... [and Vajramati] was granted the holy order of the Buddha."
36
*Pränikotiniyutasatasahasra; Cht: l^cllrSS; Ch2 erroneously attributes kotiniyutasatasahasra to the tathagatas in the flowers, characterizing them as sitting in a«/'a/«-position "exalted"
(fftl^D a n d motionless. That in the Skt. text the subject should be the living beings and not the
tathagatas, is proved by the parallel in 0M where Ch2 is in accordance with the other translations.
37
Further divergences with Chi, Ch2 and Bth: Chi repeats in the question that the flowers rose
to the sky and describes them as "innumerable." Like Ch2 also Chi speaks of their withering "in
one moment." Ch[2 do not mention the putrid smell of the flowers. In Chi the/>arya«Ä;a-position of
the tathagatas is missing.
38
Ch2 and Bth add the attribute mahäsattva to Vajramati.
39
With "myriads" I not only render kotiniyutasatasahasra but also smaller numbers in the
verses like kotisahasra in this case and in 10.4, 11.1, 8.6, kotisatasahasra (0M, 2A) or evenkotl in
2.2 and 2.3. See also n. 57.
40
Chi does not describe the buddhas as "motionless." For the "center of the lotuses" (dbus):
älCfKÜc- Bth uses stobs instead of ston (rdzu 'phrul stobs; rddhibala). However, bala is not found
in any of the other versions.
41
(1) I understand mdzad in pädas a and b as emphasizing the autonomous aspect of the acts of
the "leaders." If mdzad is understood as a causative auxiliary in the sense of "the leaders causing
[the tathagatas in the flowers] to emit...," the leaders would represent the buddhas generally and
among them the Buddha on the Vulture Peak. However, this second alternative is contrary to the
Chinese versions.
(2) Ngo mtshar chos kyi rnams la rol mdzad pa: The adverbial rendering of «go mtshar (äscarya)
follows Ch2 (see below). With the dharmas most probably supernatural qualities like the
absorptions, the rddhis, abhijnäs, etc. are meant. For similar expressions with rol (Bth: mam par
rol; vikridati) see BHSD s.v. -vikridana(-tä) and vikridita.
(3) The text in 0.2d is problematic. As a point of reference for the genitive, the subject "sight"
had to be supplied. Variant OK, n. 16 (kyis) allows the following translation similar to Chi:
"Through the leaders ... [the whole world?] is constantly beautiful." However, a text in accordance
with Ch2 (see below) is found in Bth: 'dren pa rnams ni rtag tu +++1 po 'i2 II [' probably bzang;2
from po yin > po yi > po'«'? Or parallel to the genitive kyi in Tibi].
(4) The second half of the verse in Chr. MÜn^&MM ttftftitli1: "Flawless1 [are] the leaders,
decorated [are] the worlds." [' Probably nirangana or niranjana (iltijp) instead of nirantara (bar
chad ma mchis)]. Ch2: ^^W&WiMSk
fj£fiif!$lf#irffilt: "Those buddhas, showing in a
wonderful way mastery in the dharmas, are beautiful."
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[0.3] "There, in the center of unsightly lotuses [with] disgusting petals and
stalks, sit [tathagatas], as if they [had] the nature of a jewel
(*ratnasvabhäva).42 Why have [you with your] supernatural powers
(rddhi) created these [manifestations]?"43
[0.4] "I see buddhas equal in number to the sands of the Ganges River, [and] I
see the exquisite (*visista) [manifestations] of the [Tathagata's]
supernatural powers. Never before have [I] witnessed such a miracle
(vikurvita) like this one existing right now."44
[0.5] "[I] implore the Highest among Humans (dvipadottama), the Divine
(deva), to teach. [I] implore [him] to explain the reason [for this
miraculous display]. [I] implore [him] to speak [with] solicitude
(anukampa) [in order to] benefit the world. [I] implore [him] to remove
the doubts of all embodied [beings] (dehin)."45
[OL Introduction to the first simile]
Then the Exalted One said to the whole multitude of bodhisattvas, [including]
the bodhisattva-mahäsattva Vajramati and others:
"Sons of good family, there is a sutra of great extent (vaipulya) called
Tathagatagarbha.46 In order to teach it the Tathagata has produced these
signs47 [which] appeared [to you]. Listen therefore closely, be attentive, and
[I] will teach [you]."48
None of the other translations confirm Tib in this passage. In Chi the comparison does not
appear at all. C7b compares the tathagatas in the lotuses with the brilliant manifestation of a
wonderful jewel (JH^P^H?TfDlJPJt)- Bth also deviates: GH GDg rnDrhs kyDng GH OD GgD' ED1 stH: [' dgD'
ED for Skt. rDtDl: rDtD is probably a variant reading of ratna].
43
Chi speaks of the sudden withering of the flowers. Petals and stalks (stalks are also missing
in C7b) are not mentioned.
44
(1) The second 'di of päda d is not rendered in my translation. Could it result from ni as it is
found in Bth (päda b)? But see the similar formulation 'di Ita bu 'di in OL.5 {Bth: de Ita bu)\
(2) In Chi visista does not appear; pädas c and d (of Tib) are abbreviated to a single päda, and
verse 0.5 (of Tib) is shortly expressed in päda d (ffi^l^SLllß): "[I] a s k f° r a discerning
explanation for [me/us] (J=| short for H ^ ? ) ! " C7b, with ]W:Sk, does not translate vikurvana or
vikurvita but vikridita. Their meanings are synonymous (see BHSD s.v.). In Bth päda b (of Tib) is
missing.
45
(1) Tib in 0.5c could also be translated as: "[I] implore [the one who] benefits the world to
speak [from] solicitude...!" Thugs brtse (Bth: thug brtse phyi ru) probably reflects a form of Skt.
anukampä as found in e.g. SP 41.1, 41.11, 147.4 (= VI.10c) and in the ASP (see ASP] s.v.
anukampäyai). For the meaning "solicitude" of anukampä see Maithrimurthi 1999: 118 ff.
(2) Ch2- "[I] kindly ask the One Worshiped by the Gods (^ffHQ to expose the reason for [this]
manifestation! [I] kindly ask to practice compassion [for] the benefit of the world in order to
remove the doubts of all [beings]!"
(3) Bth corresponds in syntax with C7b in the first half of the verse, but does not mention the
gods. With phyi ru imetri causa for phyir) in Bth 0.5c the reasons for teaching are stated to be: "for
the benefit of the world and from solicitude." In päda d Bth does not mention the removal of
doubts but instead speaks of the establishing ('god) of all living beings (in the bodhi7).
46
Instead of "sutra" C7b reads ^S^fl^Ü ("very profound Dharma discourse (dharmaparyäya)").
47
(1) The term nimitta (mtshan ma; Bth: has [emended for lhas\) is discussed in Schmithausen
1969a: n. 67. Apart from "appearance" it can also mean "symptom, omen, sign" (clearer:
pürvanimitta), as is the case in SP 233.Iff: while digging for water on a dry piece of land, the
discovery of wet earth and the spots of mud on the body of the digging people function as
pürvanimitta?, for the immediate appearance of water. The appearance of rays of lights as (pürva-)
nimitta?, before the teaching of a sutra are common in Buddhist literature (see e.g. 6 3 6.6ff; 7 8 6 1
6 105blff. = 4 77b5ff). See also ' 1 l 220 where rays of light are a sign for the appearance of the
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"Just so!" replied the bodhisattva-mahäsattva Vajramati and the whole multitude
of bodhisattvas to the Exalted One, thereby acquiescing, and the Exalted One
spoke:49
[OM]
"Sons of good family, just as these unsightly, putrid, disgusting and no
[longer] pleasing lotuses, supernaturally created by the Tathagata,50 and the
pleasing and beautiful form51 of a tathagata sitting cross-legged in [each of]
god Brahman. The emitting of light through the Buddha is discussed in 0 3 3 8 / 1.43 Iff. For
occurrences of other kinds of pürvanimittas see Lamotte 1962: 335.
(2) sNang ba 'i mtshan ma in the TGS could also represent avabhäsanimitta, "light [emitting]
signs." However, neither Chi (Ä^JJUJfJnti) nor Ch2 (|lijC7fe5i$n|ll5,t§) seem to support such an
interpretation. In the passage above, the nimittas are the supernatural manifestations of the
beautiful and then withered lotuses with the tathagatas in their centers.
48
In Chi the Tathagata does not announce that he is now going to teach.
49
(1) For Itar nyan pa, Skt. Sratisrnoti, the S : gives, next to others, the two following
meanings: "1) hinhören, sein Ohr leihen ... — Jmd. (Gen. ...) ... — 2) bejahen, zusagen,
versprechen; mit Acc. der Sache und Dat. oder Gen. der Person." In this passage the second
meaning (which is the only one found in Pä.) fits the context. The identical formulation appears in
e.g. KpunW Q 151a6f. (rinpo che rnam par snang byed kyis bcom Man 'das de bzhin no zhes gsol WH
bcom Idan 'das kyi Itar nyan pa dang I bcom Idan 'das kyis byang chub sems dpa' rin po che
rnam par snong byed la 'di skad ces bka' stsal to II) with its corresponding Skt.: sädhu sädhu
bhagavann iti Ratnavairocano bhagavatah pratyasrausit I bhagavän Ratnavairocanam
bodhisattvam mahäsattvam etad avocat I {Kpun 7.13ff; for pratisrnoti with the genitive case see
also RGV 1.90a: ... tasya pratisrutya). It was probably not at all easy for later Tibetans to
understand the genitive, based on the Skt., as well as Itar as part of the verbal compound and the
special meaning of Itar nyan. This is documented by the redactional variants of P3. The abovecited passage of the Kpun is introduced with a wording nearly identical to the TGS. The Skt. runs:
srnu kulaputra sädhu ca susthu ca manasikuru bhäsisye 'ham te I {Kpun 7.12f); see also Kpun
52.5f.
(2) The passage bcom Idan 'das kyi Itar nyan pa dang is not found in Bth. However, the position
of the syntactical units in Bth agrees (in contrast to Tib) closely with the Skt. Bth reflects also the
vocative bhagavan {dge 'o : bcom Idan 'das shes...) which Tib constructs as a prepositional object
{bcom Idan 'das la legs so zhes...).
(3) In the last sentence Bth and Ch2 add the epithet mahäsattva to the bodhisattvas. Chi simplifies
the last passage: f$M0 #pi£, JM^QfcHflo ffWo ••••: "All said: 'Just so! [We] want to listen!'
The Buddha said:...." So also Ch2: # f & , WW, S Ä B f l o f$Wo ....
50
Chi shortens: $Pff P J f i t ^ § ! & 3 I ^ ^ l ^ l l l i " - - : "Just as innumerable lotuses supernaturally
manifested by the Buddha, withered in an instant,...."
CT^also speaks of the withering in an instant (fäffij?_fn\).
51
(1) In contrast to the chapters before, Tib speaks here of the forms {gzugs; *rüpa1) of the
tathagatas (but Bth: sku as before; Ch2 (\Wf&) could also stand for rüpa; Chi: -ftf^)- Unlike
alternative expressions for "body" like anga, käya, vapus or sarira, rüpa stresses the phenomenal
aspect of the body, i.e., its shape and physical appearance.
(2) The triplet mdzes pa I gzugs bzang ba I blta na sdug pa can also be found in Pä. canonical
literature {abhirüpa dassaniya päsädika). It expresses pleasing and beautiful appearance. See
PTSD s.v. abhirüpa, dassaniya: e.g. referring to the night (DNI 47), to a brahman (DNI 114), to a
woman (AN II 203); SP: präsädiko darsaniyo 'bhirüpah (425.13) = mdzes pa blta na sdug pa
gzugs bzang ba (Q 181b6); abhirüpah präsädiko darsaniyah (441.14) = gzugs bzang ba mdzes pa
blta na sdug pa (Q 189al). In the translation I have restricted myself to the rendering of only two
main aspects of this triplet.
Chi mentions innumerable and supernaturally manifested buddhas in the lotus calyxes with
beautiful, splendid appearance (^A{U%J±Mvc\H,
W&SMö- Ch2: $\\%ffi%WkW&,
#HBD
« ,
Wm^-itm,
mmm,
A P / T ^ H O ....: "[and] just as m the flowers forms of buddhas
are manifested..., with beautiful and dignified appearance, [which is] what humans desire to
see/take joy in seeing,...."
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the calyxes of these lotuses, emitting hundreds of thousands of rays of
light,52 [are such that when they are] recognized by gods and humans, [these
latter] then pay homage and also show reverence [to them],53 in the same
way, sons of good family, also the Tathagata, the Honorable One and
Perfectly Awakened One,54 [perceives] with his insight (prajna), knowledge
(jndna) and tathägata-vision55 that all the various sentient beings56 are
52

(1) Cht has simply: J f c W J .
(2) There are two alternative ways to explain the reading 'khod SD in 0M.5. 'Khod SD could
function as an auxiliary verb stressing the aspect of duration of 'gyedpa in the sense of "emitting
continuously...." The second, and in my eyes more plausible, alternative is that 'khodpa was first
associated with the triplet mdzes pa I gzugs bzang ba I blta na sdug pa ("sitting [there with] a
pleasing and beautiful shape"). This is how 'khod pa, which is rendered as bzhugs pa in Bth,
appears in Bth (bzang zhing sdug la gzugs dang Idan par bzhugs par). See also the parallel syntax
in Tib 0M.13f. where the adverbial mi g.yo bar is associated with the following 'khod pa. It is
therefore possible, that the original position of the triple adjectives before 'khod SD was only
altered in a second step of revision whereas 'khod SD remained there. That the emission of light
was originally mentioned before the description of the beauty of the buddha forms is also
confirmed by C7b53
(1) Apart from gods and humans C7b also mentions dragons (for nägas), yaksas, gandharvas,
asuras, garudaa, kimnaraa, mahoragaa, amanusyaa "and others" (see n. 17). Cht abbreviates to ^ .
(2) mChodpa 'i las... byedpa could mirror Dfigura etymologica in the Skt.: püjäkriyäm karoti or
°käram karoti (for käram karoti see BHSD s.v. kära'). The counterpart of phyag 'tshal zhing I
mchodpa 'i las kyang byedpa in Ch[\ Ijtlfc CTJ^: lä^pfÄÄ- The last part (from "[are such when
they are]....") in Ch[\ ^ H S ^ P f , Jff^ljS'iifc "..., [are such that when] the multitudes see [them,
they] are astonished (äscarya, adbhuta) [and] there is none who does not pay homage."
54
Instead of "Tathagata, Honourable One and Perfectly Awakened One" Chi reads f£.
55
The Skt. probably had a compound like *svaprajnäjnänatathägatacaksus (so also Bth) and
could also be analyzed as a karmadhäraya in the sense of "his tathagata vision [consisting in]
insight and knowledge." See 5*99 59.2: asangäpratihataprajhäjhänadarsanam ... (RGW,
without -prajna-). The reading ])X\% i! ÖlaIi§7I6E@lii... of C7b is probably based on Skt. -prabhäOfcBfj) instead of -prajna-. The appearance of prajnä here is surprising, as this term is only found
within the TGS in one other passage as one of the attributes of the arhats at the beginning (sites
rab shin tu rnam par grol ba, suvimuktaprajha; OB.7). However, also the assumption that the
correct reading was -prabhä- is difficult to prove, as I have not found any such compound in other
texts. Chi simply reads f$j|j|. Similar sequences are found in the context of awakening when the
Buddha realizes the four Noble Truths (e.g. in Vin 111: cakkhum ... nänam ... pannä ... vijjä ...
äloko ... udapädi). The terms in the TGS could well be inspired by such canonical passages or their
counterparts in the Sanskrit. A classification of the different visions (caksus) is given in 0 3 3 8 /
V.2260ff. In the 7*6 itself only the divya-, buddha- and tathägata-caksus are mentioned. These
supernatural eyes enable to perceive the buddha-nature within sentient beings or, in case of the
divinity and the person with divine vision, it leads to the perception of the precious substance
hidden in inferior materials.
56
Srog chags su gyurpa, Skt. *pränaka-jäta (MVy 4908), *präna-bhüta (MVy 4917), *pränijäta (cf. also n. 87): for -jäta at the end of a compound the S : shows: "Alles was — heisst, irgend
ein —, allerhand —." The whole term sems can srog chags su gyurpa, Skt. *sattväh pränijätäh
could thus be translated as "sentient beings, [i.e.,] all that lives" or "living beings of all kinds of
life." Pränijätäh emphasizes the inclusion of all different kinds of life similar to 0M.16f. (... sriG
pD 'i 'gro ED thDms FDG) which designates all different states of existences. For the discussion of
Pähpäna see Schmithausen 1991 where the specific meaning of päna "animals" is noted (p. 19).
Animals are explicitly said to have buddha-nature in 7B.3-6. Supposing, as another possibility,
sattväpränabhütäh as the underlying Skt., Schmithausen 1991: 58f. points out: " ... 'pänan is, both
in Buddhist and Jaina sources, also used in a way which suggests comprehensiveness, e.g. in
phrases like 'all sattas, pänas, bhütas....' ... originally in these phrases the terms are used as quasisynonyms, with a tendency towards co-extensiveness,...." Also this analysis would fit well with the
supposed focus on animals. For p(r)änabhüta see Norman 1987: 39f. Chi'.—"HJJfcäi; Ch2-
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encased in myriads57 of defilements,58 [such as] desire (rdga), anger (dvesa),
misguidedness (moha), longing (trsnä) and ignorance (avidyä).59
And, sons of good family, [he] perceives that inside sentient beings
encased in defilements sit many tathagatas, cross-legged and motionless,
endowed like myself with a [tathagata's] knowledge and vision.60 And [the
Tathagata], having perceived inside those [sentient beings] defiled by all
defilements61 the true nature of a tathagata (tathägatadharmatäf2
51

Bye ba phrag 'bum, kotisatasahasra axe literally "a hundred thousand of ten-millions." The
terminology shifts here from kotiniyutasatasahasra (OD till OK) to kotisatasahasra.
58
(1) Nyon mongs, Skt. Mesa, Pä. kilesa: My rendering "defilements" corresponds with the
semantic of kilesa in the Pali Canon (there mostly upakkilesa). Originating from this, kilesa can
also have the meaning "wickedness, desire, etc." Furthermore, based on the theories of the
Abhidharma and on the influence of standard Skt., klesa is understood as "suffering, paining"
(Schmithausen 1987b: 246f). As the enumeration shows, klesa?, comprise "wrong intellectual as
well as affective attitudes."
(2) In the TGS enumerations of Mesas appear in six passages, among them four times the same
enumeration of räga, dvesa, moha, trsnä and avidyä (0M.9T.; 1A.9-10; 6A.5-6; 6B.1-2). 6B.4 is
reduced to avidyä and only in 2B.2-5 we find a different, longer list: "räga, dvesa, moha, mäna,
mada, mraksa, krodha, vyäpäda, irsyä, mätsarya etc." (see n. 92 (2)). The first members of the list,
namely räga (or lobhd), dvesa (or pratighd) and moha, constitute the common group of the three
akusalamüla. In YBhü 168.12ff. they are subsumed among the group of the three bandhanas and
the three upaklesas which are said to be synonymous terms (paryaya) for Mesas (YBhü 166.24ff).
Trsnä and avidyä maintain also a central position among the Mesas. Avidyä forms the departure
point in the Pratityasamutpada and is the basis of the four viparyäsas. Also trsnä is a member of
the Pratityasamutpada. Being divided into kämatrsnä, bhavatrsnä and vibhavatrsnä, trsnä
constitutes the main factor for being born in the samsära. Chi shows only the first three Mesas:
räga (j=tl$0, dvesa (^g) and moha (ftj). It does not mention that sentient beings are encased, nor
does it say anything about the number of the Mesas.
59
The construction nyon mongs pa ... gyi sbubs su gyurpa (OM. 10 and similar OM. 12) deserves
attention: The phrase nyon mongs pa 'i sbubs (klesakosa) should be interpreted as a karmadhäraya:
"sheaths that are defilements." The Skt. in OM.8-11 could have been: *räga-dvesa-mohatrsnävidyä-klesakosa-kotisatasahasra-gatän sarvasattvän pränabhütän ... vilokya. Gyurpa could
here represent Skt. -gata in the sense of "gone to [and thus being in]."
60
Bth does not mention that the tathagatas are also endowed with the Tathagata's vision. Chi
translates the two sentences above as follows: "In the same way, sons of good [family], I see with
my buddha-vision that inside the defilements ... of all living beings is the knowledge, vision and
body of a tathagata sitting cross-legged, dignified and motionless." Chi avoids the repeated
mentioning of the fact that living beings are encased in defilements (also Ch2 avoids this). The
address kulaputräh that is separating the two sentences in the Tibetan appears in Chi only at the
beginning of the following section. In its contents Chi differs from the other versions in stating
that not living beings themselves, but the tathagatas within are encased in defilements. This
relation between living beings, buddha within and defilements seems to correspond correctly to the
analogy of the tathagatas inside the lotuses (= living beings) hidden by their petals (= defilements).
Chj. "In the very same way, sons of good [family], the Tathagata, Honourable One and Perfectly
Awakened One perceives with the knowledge-radiating vision peculiar to the Buddha, the
defilements ... of all sentient beings. [And he perceives that] in the wombs of those sons and
daughters of good [family] who have sunk deeply into defilements, there are myriads of buddhas,
all like myself. [He perceives with] a tathagata's knowledge [and] vision that they all have the
nature of the buddha-qualities ( f ^ t ü t ) , [the buddhas within] sitting cross-legged, quiet and
motionless." Ch2 is not entirely clear, but seems to interpret the last part of the passage as an
independent statement. The reading of Tib, Bth and Chi which attribute the knowledge and vision
of a tathagata in this last part to the tathagatas within, is more convincing as it avoids the otherwise
repetitive pattern.
61

The underlying Skt. is probably a bahuvrihi like *sarvaklesaklistesu to a not mentioned
sattvesu. With gyurpa Tib stresses the perfective aspect of klista.
62

Chr. WM; Ch2: Ä r Ä
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PRtionless and unaffected by any of the states of existence, then says:
'Those tathagatas are just like me! ' 64
Sons of good family, in this way a tathagata's vision is admirable,
[because] with it [he] perceives that all sentient beings contain a tathagata
{tathagatagarbha}"
[1 The simile of a tathagata in a lotus]
[1A]
"Sons of good family, it is like the example of a person endowed with divine
vision [who] would [use this] divine vision to look at such unsightly and
putrid lotuses, not blooming and not open, and would [owing to his vision]
recognize that there are tathagatas sitting cross-legged in their center, in the
calyx of [each] lotus, and [knowing that, he] would then desire to look at the
forms of the tathagatas;66 [he would] then peel away and remove the
Sridpa'i 'gro ba, Skt. bhavagati: generally (1) the hells, (2) animals, (3) pretas (manes or
hungry ghosts), (4) humans and (5) gods; see AKBh III.4ab and commentary (= 114.6ff.). In some
texts also (6) asuras ("demons") are included.
64
Instead of PIC dang 'dm 'o (0M.17f.) Bth has: de bzhin gshegspa GH Gang 'Gra 'o (also Cht2:
$nSD- The passage in Chi: "Sons of good [family], though staying in all states of existence (fjtü0,
all living beings have inside [their] defiled bodies the store of a tathagata ($P5f$Ü?) [which is]
constant, unspoiled and endowed with [all] qualities—just like me, not different." A translation for
tathagatagarbha appears in the Tibetan versions and in Ch2 only in the following sentence that is
missing in Ch,. Ch2: ... iQ$$£M^.MWM,
If TfffiUfiff^f b ^ o : "... [and he perceives] the
store of the qualities of a tathagata, [which is] originally motionless [and] cannot be spoilt by any
state of existence...." A passive construction with Jlp/f is not common. One would rather expect
the sequence pjf jf,. Based on the text as it is, the phrase ff^flÜJlpjf^f tMk should be understood
as "... cannot be spoilt by wrong views (drsti) [about/in] any of the states of existence" or (as a
dvandva) "... cannot be spoilt by any of the states of existence and wrong views."
65
The last sentence is missing in Chi. Ch2 approximately corresponds with the second part of
the sentence ( # ^ , ^ Ä ö S ^ & S J I — W l t Ä S t o )• "Sons of good [family], in the
same way the Tathagata perceives with [his] vision of buddha-knowledge that all sentient beings
are stores of a tathagata." The Tibetan text gives rise to certain doubts. The adjective mdzes pa
(Bth: bzangpo) for Skt. *präsädika in order to describe the Tathagata's vision is not common at all
and does not appear in Ch2. Also the phrase sems FDn thDms FDG (sDrvDsDttväh) without any
demonstrative pronoun is surprising. In all other cases of summarizing statements which repeat the
before-said in simple words (see IB.1-3; 1.5; 7.3), the demonstrative pronoun 'di accompanies
"living beings."
66
(1) With 1A the first of the nine similes starts with the introductory formula common to all
the similes. In contrast to the chapters before, in 1A a supernatural vision is necessary in order to
recognize the tathagatas in the lotuses. The flowers are described as being closed. These two points
form an inconsistency to the chapters before. In OG (last passage) the flowers are said to have
opened and there is no remark in the following chapters suggesting that they became closed again.
The buddhas within the flowers are described as being seen everywhere. No reference to a
supernatural vision is made. For the meaning of these inconsistencies regarding the textual history
of the TGS see section A 1.4 in part I.
(2) In Bth and Chi the supernatural vision only appears once; Ch2 combines its second
appearance with the recognizing of the tathagatas in the flowers. Chi describes the lotuses as not
yet blooming (^Miit; 1.1b: 7^|H]!fJ0> a n d does not speak of the desire to look at the buddhas.
Instead, it is said that the person directly sees them. Ch2 describes the lotuses vividly as "wrapping
and bothering [the tathagatas]" with their petals (...ffil^JiefJijSI, ja?i=L )• Instead of the tathagata
forms Ch2 speaks of the "true essence/true composed body of a buddha" ( f ^ m ^ f g ) (see Unger
2000: 114, s.v. t'i3 ft). Bth continues here and in the following passage to speak of the "bodies"
isku for käyaP.) of the tathagatas and omits the paryahka position (... bzhugs na ni: de bzhin nyid
mthong zhing shes ... for ... skyil mo krung bcas shing 'dugpar rig....). I am not sure whether MiU
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unsightly, putrid and disgusting lotus petals in order to thoroughly clean
the forms of the tathagatas.68
In the same way, sons of good family, with the vision of a buddha, the
Tathagata also perceives that all sentient beings contain a tathagata
(tathagatagarbha), and [therefore] teaches the Dharma [to them] in order to
peel away the sheaths of those sentient beings [encased in such] defilements
[as] desire, anger, misguidedness, longing and ignorance.69 And after [those
sentient beings] have realized the [Dharma, their] tathagatas [inside] are
established in the perfection [of the tathagatas]."70
[IB]
"Sons of good family, the essential law (dharmata) of the dharmas is this:
whether or not tathagatas appear in the world, all these sentient beings at all
times contain a tathagata (tathagatagarbha)?1
in CJi2 and de bzhin nyid (*tathata) in Bth share a common counterpart in the Indian original which
has not been transmitted or has been dropped in Tib. De bzhin nyid could, of course, also render
tathaiva.
67
(1) The verb 'byed pa, Skt. *bhinatti ("to split, to break"), reminds one of the simile of the
great cloth of the 7 8 6 1 (4 117a5-118bl; 6 154b4-156a6) cited m5*99 22.10-24.9. This cloth,
on which the whole universe is painted, has the size of an atom. When this atom is split, it is said:
... tatparamänurajo bhittvä...
(RGVV23.12);
... rdulphra mo 'di1 khaphye ste I [' S: 'di dagkha.] (TUSN: Q 118al; S 155b4).
(2) Chi only mentions the removal of the (whole) withered flowers (so also in 1.2a) without
attributing any other negative characteristics to them (l^-^cü'ft;). CT^: ... jM^MM^^M^M^ 31
3||, ...: "... [and] would necessarily remove the putrid, ugly leaves."
68
Chi is not expressive of finality: ... {l!flHljPJ|: "••• [ an d he] then attains the manifestation [of
the tathagatas]." CT^: ...M^WtfftWJ&fäWio
• "••• i n order to allow the buddha forms to appear."
69
The second half of the sentence and the following passage in Chi'. ... W\^^%3k, Hjlß
S r £ , ^M'H'I'I, §PJI#&t4o : "... [the Buddha] wants them to disclose [their true nature and
therefore] teaches the Dharma for [them in the form of] sutras, destroys [their] defilements and
manifests [their] buddha-nature." In the first part of the passage the supernatural vision is not
mentioned. CA2 more or less agrees with the Tibetan versions. Instead of "to peel away" it has:
f^m. ("to dispel"); the construction with ^ ... ffi to express finality is not common and instead of
•^ one would expect J=|.
70
The text as it is preserved in Tib does not make sense. Bth seems to show the better reading
(gang nan tan byedpa ni de bzhin gshegs pa yongsu dag par gnas so :): "[He,] who practices [this
Dharma, his] tathagata [within] is established in purity" or "[He,] who practices [this Dharma] is
established in the purity of the tathagatas." The difference in the readings yang dag pa nyid du
(Tib), (*samyaktva), and yongsu dag par (Bth), *parisuddha or °ddhi, is partly to explain as a
graphic variant (yDng dDg SD > yongs su dDg SD) in the Tibetan. The addition of nyid could well be
the result of a revision not based on the Indian text. That the reading *parisuddha/°ddhi should
definitely be considered as the original one, is proved by Ch2 O/ff^). The irritating genitive pa 'i in
Tib 1 A. 11 (Bth: SD ni) could result from a mistake in the Skt. manuscript used by the translators of
Tib which read *(sarvasattväh) yat-pratipannäs tathägatäh parisuddhau pratisthitäh instead of...
tathägata-parisuddhau ... The subject of the sentence is also missing in Ch2: EJElUflyUjC, MOlE
flffj, iP?#Yff WtffiMWko
• "Because [sentient beings] listen to the Dharma [they] accordingly
practice in the right way and then gain the pure real essence of a tathagata." In Chi the last sentence
is condensed to the statement that (the Tathagata) manifests the buddha-nature (of living beings):

mm ft.
71

This is one of the two passages of the 7*6 cited word by word in the 5*99 (73.11-12):
esä kulaputra dharmänäm dharmatä I utpädäd vä tathagatanam anutpädäd vä
sadaivaite sattväs tathagatagarbha iti I
The Skt. is in nearly perfect accordance with Tib. I was not able to check the Skt. manuscripts in
order to verify the vocative singular reading kulaputra. The singular rigs kyi bu is only found in P2
and Bth. Compared to the passage in Bth there are several points suggesting that Bth is the less
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Sons of good family, in view of [this fact and] because [sentient
beings] are encased in the disgusting sheaths of defilements, the Tathagata,
the Honorable One and Perfectly Awakened One, teaches the Dharma to
bodhisattvas and also leads [them] to put faith in this [revelatory] activity in
order to destroy their sheaths of defilements and [thereby] also completely
purify the tathägata-knowledge (tathägatajnäna) [contained within].72 When
(yada) in this [connection] the bodhisattva-mahasattvas [who] assiduously
apply [themselves] (abhiyujyate) to these Dharmas have completely become
free from all defilements and impurities,73 then (tada) [they] will be
faithful translation: rigs kyi EX chos rnDms kyi chos nyiG GH Ezhin WH : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD E yXng
ngDm : GH bzhin gshHgs SD mD byung yDng sHrhs FDn GH GDg thDrhs FDG ni GH bzhin gshHgs SD 'i
snyingpo 'o :. Concerning Bth, at the beginning there is no equivalent for Skt. esä. Instead, Bth
seems to have read HvDm {GH bzhin). Regarding sDGDivDitH sDttväs, Bth reads sHms FDn GH GDg
thDrhs FDG which corresponds to Skt. *sarve WH saWWväs. Cht: HrJPj^p-, f f f ^ t i f f , ^Eff'StBtä, ^=f
^ttJ-tt, — Ä £ # P ^ZWMÜ^Mo
•• "Sons of good [family], the dharmatä (y£ff;
"essential law") of all buddhas [is this]: whether or not buddhas appear in the world, [in] all living
beings the store of a tathagata is at all times present without change." Chj. HrJ^^F", ^PJ^tB
W, ^^tÜW,
& t t & l r - , -W^mWM
niM^Wo
: "Sons ofgood[family], whether or
not the tathagatas appear in the world, [this is] the dharmata (t;£t4), the dharmadhatu Q}xW)
("essential law"): the store of a tathagata [in] all sentient beings remains eternally without change."
For dharmadhatu Ds D synonym for dharmatä see Schmithausen 1969a: 145ff. The first part of the
passage is a well-known formula usually associated with the law ofPratityasamutpada and already
attested for the Pali Canon (for further references and passages in Mahayana sutras, see Seyfort
Ruegg 1969: 330f):
jätipaccayä bhikkhave jarämaranam I1 uppädä vä tathagatanam anuppädä vä
tathagatanam2 thitä va sä dhätu dhammatthitatä dhammaniyämatä idappaccayatä II
[' edition without danda;2 edition has //] (SN 11.25)
The term dhätu is in later texts replaced by the term dharmatä (see Schmithausen 1969a: 146f).
The TGS, however, associates this traditional introduction with the message that all living beings
have buddha-nature and thus characterizes this doctrine as most central. See also Zimmermann
1999: 157f. and 164 for what I would call an indirect reference to the formula within the SP.
12
(1) The passage in Chs: f B ^ » J | ! 1 i » , M t t i l t , J t Ü ! ß r £ , Wmffi,
if-HJ^o : "But because those living beings are covered by defilements, the Tathagata appears in the
world and extensively teaches the Dharma for [them. He] destroys [their] impurities and purifies
[their] knowledge of all [matters]." The statement pertaining to faith is connected with the
following passage and translated below. In Bth the part concerning faith is not found at all.
(2) I try to render adhimucyate (mos pa) with "to put faith." For an extensive discussion of this
term see Schmithausen 1982: 408f. where the meanings "intellektuelles Festhalten oder
Überzeugtsein ... Gefallenhaben ... Neigung ... Wünschen oder Wollen" are given. The TGS uses
mos pa (*adhimucyate) in three further passages: 5B.3 ... chos kyi gtHr chHn So GH OD mos nDs
(5B.3); ... ngDs bstDn SD OD mos gyurSD II (5.5a) as well as in the corresponding verse 5.5c. In all
cases mos SD refers to faith in the teaching. Also the Chinese versions make it hard to believe that
Tib which speaks of faith in the activity, could be based on the Skt. text. In Chi adhimukti (fH^)
clearly refers to the Dharma. C7b, on the other hand, expresses a different idea: $P5f$ ... f^Pjlr
(K ^IMIffPPo : "The Tathagata ... performs such tasks [as to] lead them (= sentient beings) to
faith." Bth does not have any correspondence.
73
Nye ba 'i nyon mongs pa, Skt. upaklesa: there is no clear distinction between klesa and
upaklesa in early Mahayana texts (see e.g. YBhü 166.24ff). Also in the TGS the mentioning of
both, klesa and upaklesa, has a purely extending character. In the verse section considerations
metri causa could have been decisive. Consequently I have chosen the more general translation of
"impurities" instead of adopting an abhidharmic technical-analytical rendering such as e.g. "sidedefilements" or "sub-defilements" (see AKVy 493.24ff. (with my own punctuation): to upaklesa
eveti klesa-samipa-rüpäh II kleso vä samipa-varty esäm iti klesa-pravrtty-anuvrtter II aparipürnaklesa-laksanatväc copaklesäh II).
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designated 'tathagata, honorable one and perfectly awakened one,'
[they] will also perform all the tasks of a tathagata."75

and

[1C]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[1.1] "It is as if [there were] a disgusting lotus whose [unsightly] sheath-[like]
petals were not opened out, yet [whose] inside [containing a]
tathagata,76 were unpolluted [by the petals], and a person with divine
vision perceived [this]."77
[1.2] "If this [person] peeled away its petals, in the center the body of a
victorious one78 would appear, and no impurity would then arise any
longer [from this] victorious one. He would appear as a victorious one
[in] the whole world."79
74

Grangs su 'gro ba, Skt. sarhkhyärh gacchatilupeti, has the meaning of "being designated as"
as well as "being counted as" (see Schmithausen 1969a: 134, n. 96). CT^: f§J=tj|S(.
75
The last passage in Chi'. "Sons of good [family], if bodhisattvas have faith and interest in this
Dharma and practice with a mind exclusively [dedicated to it], then, attaining liberation, [they]
will become perfectly awakened, granting widely the acts of a buddha to the world." CT^: "[When
these bodhisattvas,] after having gained faith, rigidly stay with the Dharma, [they] will gain
liberation from all defilements and impurities. At exactly that time [they] will attain their destiny
[as] tathagata, honourable one and perfectly awakened one in [each of] their worlds. They will
[then] be able to perform the buddha-acts of a tathagata." In contrast to the Tibetan versions, the
Chinese translations both mention the world(s) (tUIH]). The attribute mahäsattva appears alone in
Tib.
16
The verse is extensively discussed in A 2.2 of part I.
77
In Chi the sheaths are not mentioned. Instead of the not opened petals of päda b, Ch2 speaks
of the disgusting lotus "with its womb[-like] petals and stamen" ( ^S§£j3||^fff|||).
78
"Victorious one" is my translation for rgyal ba, Skt. jina, another epithet of a buddha. As is
the case in the SP, the term appears exclusively in the verses. Chi speaks of the "unhindered
leader" ( ^ g a t ^ i , *anävrtanäyaka; see the parallel verse RGV 1.100: ... sugatah ... anävrto ...).
Ch2: ^PJ^Jl (tathägatakäya).
79
(1) The use of the term upaklesa here surprises as in the TGS it is a typical element of the
upameya, which describes the situation for living beings. However, it can also be employed in a
material sense as the CPD documents (s.v. upa-kkilesa).
(2) The Skt. on which the Tibetan in 1.2c is based could be ... na sambhaveyuh (see Bth: ...
byung ste). In päda d the Skt. could have been sambhavati. A Tibetan equivalent for this is found
in Bth: kun jduj, 'byung. In Tib, however, only 'gyur is found. Kun tu appears before, separated
from it by some syllables, and has to be integrated differently into the sentence. I assume that an
original reading kun tu byung turned erroneously into kun tu 'gyur (both are graphically similar
and often variae lectiones for each other). Then, in a redactional step that bypassed the Sanskrit,
the uncommon kun tu 'gyur was separated into kun tu and 'gyur.
(3) The second half of the verse in Chr. Ü Ä f ' M l i ^ Sf^tBitffl: "In order to cut away the
defilements the Victorious One appears [in] the world." or "Because the defilements have been cut
away the victorious one [in the lotus]...." The second alternative is in accordance with the Tibetan.
In the first alternative the Victorious One cannot be in the lotus but manifests himself in the world
from another sphere. Ch2: {M/FW$ WMMk I l M i t ü M l E Ü : "[The body of the tathagata] would
not anymore become spoilt by defilements and [that tathagata] would then awake perfectly in the
world."
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[1.3] "In the same way, I also see bodies of victorious ones placed in the midst
of all living beings, encased in myriads of defilements [that are] just
like the disgusting sheaths of a lotus."80
[1.4] "[And] because I also desire to remove [the defilements] of those
[sentient beings, I] am continually teaching the Dharma to the wise,81
thinking,
'May these sentient beings become awakened!'
[And I] purify [their] defilements, so that [they may become] victorious
"82

ones.
[1.5] "My buddha-vision is like that [person's divine vision]: with the [vision
of a buddha I] see that in all these sentient beings the body of a
victorious one is established,^ and in order to purify them [I] preach
the Dharma."84

80

Bth has snyingpo instead of dkyil in Tib; CI12: P%. The bodies of the jinas: $P5f$ü? (Chi);
^ P ^ f S ^ f a (CA2): "wonderful essence of a tathagata." Instead of kotisahasra ("myriads"): Chr.
ÄEjH; CJi2 does not mention the encasing but speaks of the removing (|£) of the defilements. The
analogy in d of CA2 (= c in Tib) runs: ~öJMM-.tUW:M:tE- "disgusting just as the withered lotus
blossoms."
81
mKhDs SD mDms refers to the bodhisattvas, as becomes evident through its parallel in the
prose (IB.5-7). "Wise" does not appear in Chi.
82
In the second half of the verse Tib and CA2 have a thought of the Buddha ( f ^ ^ ^ f j ^ f f
Wilt ^"[lfJi§!fi£$n5f5it): "The Buddha continually reflects: 'All those sentient beings desire to
accomplish [their] essence of a tathagata.'" Bth reads ci Itar instead of zhes and constructs the
statement as the consequence of the purifying activity: "... so that (ci Itar) these living beings
become awakened." Pädas c and d in Chi: ilfflJlßlEti ^"ÜifiÄ1'$j;ij|[: "[I] widely teach the right
Dharma for [them] so that [they] quickly accomplish the path of a buddha." Päda d of Tib (= c in
Bth) is missing in C7b83
(1) For the introductory formula in päda a see the parallel in verse 7.3, päda a.
(2) The text of Tib is dubious. The idea that "all these sentient beings are established in the
body of the Victorious One" is known as a later step of philosophical development. So, for
example, RGV 1.27 states that living beings are enshrouded and penetrated by the dharmakäya.
However, neither the context of the first simile nor the following illustrations of the TGS allow for
such an understanding as expressed in Tib. This becomes even more plausible if we compare the
two pädas with Bth, which seems to have preserved the meaning as intended in the Skt. original:
nga 'i1 serhs can 'di dag kun mthong ba II
de ru rgyal ba 'i sku yang rab tu gnas II
[With] my [supernatural vision I]1 perceive all these sentient beings: inside them the body of a
victorious one is established (*pratisthita).
[ originally probably nga yis ("I [perceive] ...") which became nga yi>nga 'i; yis would constitute the
ninth syllable for the correct meter.]
My translation above, in italics, is based on this. A possible alternative to the suggested translation
would be: "... that all these sentient beings are established as a body of a victorious one (i.e., as a
body containing a buddha)." See Takasaki 1981: 16: ... r. fh h (D^i^lfi Z. t ^ t < , BM^<D
Mb L T 5 f c A - f 5©£r.... Chr. — Ä ^ J f BM^MH"... that [in] the body of all living
beings the store of the buddha is established, quiet [and] hidden." In CA2, the same statement is
abbreviated to only a single päda (—-"K^'Ifffifi&fiÖ: "••• [that] all sentient beings are established
[in] the position of a buddha."
84
The last päda in Chi'. üÄS^HiiEi,: "[I] teach the Dharma so that [the store of a buddha
within] is disclosed and manifested." The last two pädas of CT^: "Because of this [establishment of
all sentient beings in the position of a buddha] I continuously teach the wonderful Dharma so that
[these sentient beings] may attain the three bodies endowed with buddha-knowledge."
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[2 The simile of honey shielded by bees]
[2A]
"Sons of good family, again it is as if there were, for example, a round
honeycomb hanging from the branch of a tree, shielded on all sides85 by a
hundred thousand bees and filled with honey. And a person desiring honey,
[and knowing of the honey within,] would then with skill [in the application
of appropriate] means86 expel all the living beings, the bees,87 and then use
the honey [in the way] honey is to be used.88
In the same way, sons of good family, all sentient beings without
exception are like a honeycomb: with a tathagata's mental vision89 [I]
realize that [their] buddhahood within is 'shielded on all sides' by myriads
of defilements and impurities.90
85

Kun tu srung ba for *äraksati or *samraksati, which describes the activity of the bees in the
TGS, has an overall positive connotation. In opposite to this, RGV 1.102-104, taking up this
illustration, shows upagüdha, ävrti and ävrta. The choice of terminology in the RGV could be
influenced by its convenient applicability to the second level of the simile, designating the
encasing function of the Mesa?,. In this sense the choice of the terminology is more standardized,
whereas the TGS still uses the vocabulary relating to the function of the bees, namely the
protection of the collected honey. The TGS thereby vividly stresses the risks involved for the
honey robber.
86
Thabs (la) mkhas pa, Skt. upäyakausalya, in the soteriological sphere designates the ability
of buddhas and bodhisattvas to know and to apply stratagems appropriate to the character of living
beings and their situation, in order to lead them to awakening. Here, the choice of this
characteristic term on the first level of the illustration already paves the way for the description of
the Buddha's activity, as is stated explicitly in 2.3d. Chi: 'PS^Jji^i; CJ12: tSJji^.
87
The term srog chags kyi mam pa bung ba (Bth: bung1 ED srog chDgsu gyurSD [' for bus]), Skt.
*ksudrapränakajäta, appears partly in the corresponding section5*99(6l.3): ksudrapränaka-...;
srog chags sbrang ma ... (RGWW 119.12): "minute living beings." The Tibetan has translated
ksudra with sbrang ma (in the TGS: bung ba) and renderedyato with rnam pa (Tib) and su gyurpa
(Bth). However, the more common meaning of -jäta is "all (different kinds of)" (cf. n. 56). Chn
translate only $$.
88
(1) Instead of a round honeycomb hanging from a branch, Chi speaks of pure honey (:0t§x)
in a tall tree (^Jitflt11!11) guarded by innumerable (ÄE|gr) bees. It is not said in Chi that the person
desires honey (but cp. RGV 1.102b: purusas tadarthi and 1.104: naro madhvarthx). According to
Ch2 the honeycomb hangs from a big tree. It is not explicitly stated that the comb is filled with
honey.
(2) The last part of the sentence in Chi: ... | f ^ f | , ÄÄ1SÜI0 : "••• [and] would, just as [he]
likes, use [it] as food, [and its] benefit would reach [beings] far and near." (ForH?;ftr cf. the parallel
verse RGVT.104.b: yathäkämatah).
89
My translation of "mental vision" for jnänadarsana, ye shes mthong ba, departs from a
grammatical analysis as a karmadhäraya: "vision, i.e., knowledge" (in this sense also e.g. Vin III
91). Citing this illustration, the RGV is operating with sarvajnacaksus instead of
tathägatajiiänadarsana (RGVIA03a); Chi: {$$§.
90
5LJ JR in 2A.8 could also refer back to the very beginning of the sentence (including rigs kyi
EX ...) and thus reign the complete sentence. The position of the agent GH Ezhin gVhHgV pD 'iyH VhHV
mthong EDV after the object in TiE is unusual and could be based on the Skt. text, as the concerned
part appears also in this position in Chn (but not in Bthl). Chi: "In the same way, sons of good
[family, in] all living beings there is the store of a tathagata just as pure honey is in a tall tree.
[They] are covered by all defilements just as this honey is shielded by a multitude of bees. With
[my] buddha-vision I see this in accordance with reality." CT^: "In the very same way, sons of
good [family], all sentient beings are like a honey comb: encased and shielded by myriads of
defilements and impurities. When with [my] tathagata's mental vision [I] had been able to
comprehend this [fact, I] achieved perfect awakening." or "... this [fact], then [they will be able] to
achieve...." The last part could also be understood generically as "When ... [one] has been able to
comprehend this [fact], then [one] will...." Instead of "buddhahood" in Tib and Bth, Chi shows
$P5f$Ü?. In CA2 no equivalent exists.
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Sons of good family, just as a skillful person by [his] knowledge
realizes that there is honey inside a honeycomb shielded on all sides by
myriads of bees, in the same way [I] realize with [my] tathagata's mental
vision that buddhahood is without exception 'shielded on all sides' in all
sentient beings by myriads of defilements and impurities."91
[2B]
"And, sons of good family, just like the [person who] removed the bees, also
the Tathagata, with skill in [the application of appropriate] means
(updyakusala), removes sentient beings' defilements and impurities [from
their buddhahood] within, [such as] desire (räga), anger (dvesa),
misguidedness (moha), pride (mdna), insolence (mada), jealous
disparagement (mraksa), rage (krodha), malice (vydpdda), envy (irsya),
avarice (mdtsarya), and so on.92 [He] then teaches the Dharma in such a way
so that those sentient beings will not again become polluted and harmed by
the defilements and impurities.93
91

This last passage does not give any new information and is missing in Chi. The fact that the
wording is widely identical with the passage right above could mean that it resulted from a
redactionally amplified dittography or that it is a later interpolation. Also in Bth a part of the
passage is missing. This, however, is probably due to a scribe omitting the part between bzhin du I
(2A.10) and thabs la (2B.1). The passage is also found in C7b, with a syntax which probably
imitatesthe Skt. word order: ^ j t - W I t M ^ J I ^ B , M%Wi$t, Ü f ü ä E H ^ « M
'Ütlü^LP/fMH: "•••, in the same way, [as for] all sentient beings, when I recognized [it]/understood
[them] with [my] tathagata's mental vision, [I realized that their disposition of] becoming a buddha
($LiW) inside them is covered by myriads of defilements and impurities."
92
(1) sBrang rtsi byed pa (Bth) instead ofbung ba in 2B.1 is also found in the corresponding
verse 1.104b of the RGV: madhukarän.
(2) For 'chab pa, Skt. mraksa, see BHSD s.v.; CT^: U . Nearly identical enumerations are found
in e.g. Lai 52.12ff, 411.15ff. and Siks 198.8f. Bth mentions dregs pa [emended for drag pa]
(usually Skt. darpa) instead of rgyags pa (mada) and ngan serhs (usually dustacitta) instead of
phrag dog (irsyä). Probably in order to match the high number of bees the list of klesas has been
extended.
(3) In Chi 2B is reduced to: "With skill [in the application of appropriate] means [I] teach the
Dharma according [to the situation] (HHl, *anuküla), destroy and remove the defilements [of
living beings and] disclose [their] mental vision of a buddha [so that they will] widely perform the
tasks of a buddha for the world." As is the parallel in Chi 2.4, it is not clear if the performers of the
acts of a buddha are intended to be living beings or the Buddha himself. If, in contrast to the
Tibetan (Tib has 'byed and not mdzadl), the second is the case, the final part in Chi should be
understood as "... disclose [their] mental vision of a buddha. [Therefore T\ widely...."
93
Literally: "... so that among those sentient beings there will not again appear [those] polluted
by the defilements and impurities and [so that they are not again] harmed." It is not clear how to
understand the construction sHPs cDn GH GDg la ... nyon PongsSD can Gu PL 'gyur... That sHms
cDn GH GDg OD reflects a genitive construction in the Skt. text is only possible if we assume that the
Tibetan translators have erroneously separated it from *dharmam desayati (chos ston to).
However, there is no evidence for that in the other translations. If, on the other hand, we
understand OD in a partitive sense, the whole passage seems more plausible, as it is probably
thought that only a part of the whole number of living beings is endangered of becoming polluted
again. The particle OD does not appear in Bth (see below). As is the case in the compound GH bzhin
gshegs pa 'i snying po above, where in some versions of Tib the particle cDn has been affixed in
order to differentiate between, on the one hand, living beings themselves as the essence of a
tathagata (without cDn this would be the most natural way of understanding) and, on the other
hand, the essence of a tathagata as something possessed by living beings, the appearance of the
particle cDn in nyon mongs SD can may be caused by similar considerations, namely in order to
differentiate clearly between the defilements and living beings. The use of can is not found in Bth.
The passage in Bth can be understood in two ways: ... nye bar nyon mongs pa med par bya ba'i
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[When their] tathagata's mental vision has become purified, [they]
will perform the tasks of a tathagata in the world. Sons of good family, this
is how I see all sentient beings with my completely pure vision of a
tathagata."94
[2C]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[2.1] "It is as if there were a honeycomb here, shielded on all sides and hidden
by bees, [but] a person desiring honey would perceive the [honey
within] and expel the bees." 95
phyir : de bzhin du chos 'chad do : ci Itar ci Ita bu yang serhs can de dag... nye bar nyon mong}
pDr PL 'gyur ED GDng : gGungs pDr PL 'gyur ED GDng : GH EzhLn Gu GH EzhLn gshHgs pD 'L yHshHs
PWhRng ED GH rnDP pDr sEyDngs WH : ... EyHG GR :: (a) "In order to remove the impurities ... [the
Tathagata] teaches the Dharma in such a way that those sentient beings do not again become
polluted and harmed ... and, after the[ir] tathagata's mental vision has become purified in such a
way, [they] perform...," or (b) "In order to remove the impurities ... [the Tathagata] teaches the
Dharma accordingly. In such way that those sentient beings do not again become polluted and
harmed ... [ignore dangl] in that way [the Tathagata] purifies the[ir] tathagata's mental vision and
performs...."
Analysis: a. Contrary to Tib but with G12, Bth considers the removal of the impurities as the
intention of the teaching. The different understanding could result from a mistake in the Skt.
msnuscript which instead of *°klesänäm vinäsäya could have read "klesän vinäsya (so Tib). The
reading in C7b and Bth seems much more plausible than the temporal sequence of removing the
Mesas and then teaching the Dharma as suggested by Tib. Also in the parallel verse 2.3 of Tib we
find the relation of finality as in the prose of C7b and Bth. b. The position of chRs 'chaG GR
between the description of the removal of the Mesas and the mention that living beings will not
again be harmed is parallel to G12 (and contrary to Tib). Bth and C7b probably reflect the Skt.
syntax with the verb in the middle of the sentence. Tib, on the other hand, has arranged the
sentence with the tathä ... passage at the end. The original could have been: *... tathä (tathä)
dharmam desayati yathä te sattvä na bhüyas taih klesopaklesair upaklisyante na (ca).... A similar
syntactic structure is found in the 5*99 (50.2; citation from the Sägaramatipariprcchä(sütra)): te
'smäbhis tCthäpratyaveksitavyäyCthä PC bhüyCh slisyeyuh I (= 5*99 W 97.7: GH QL NKR ERV cK nas
kyang 'brel bar OK 'gyur ba FG Itar so sor brtagpar bya'o I) "Those [Mesas] we have to consider
thoroughly so that [they] might not again enclose [living beings]." The particle yang for Skt. punar
or bhüyah in 2B.5 has its counterpart in C7b with ^%.
This passage and the following in CT^: "In order to instruct sentient beings [and/how] to dispel
the impurities..., [in the same position] as the person harming the bees, by the power of skill in the
application of appropriate means (upäyakausalya), the Tathagata teaches the Dharma in such a
way so that sentient beings are not polluted by defilements, [that] there is never again annoyance
[for them] and [that they] are not enclosed1 [again by defilements]. Sons of good [family], how
[should] I with [my] tathagata's mental vision perform the acts of a Buddha in all worlds [for]
these sentient beings in order to purify [them]?" [' [>fj}/f could represent a translation of a form of the
root slis; see RGV 103.4cd: ... aslesam ... ädadhäti //]
The text of C7b in this passage is not very clear. The corresponding verse 2.4 of C7b relates the
whole question to living beings asking how they could become buddhas to perform buddha-acts.
Apart from this, Amoghavajra seems to have positioned tathägatajnänadarsana (^PJ^^JI,) in a
way different from Tib. The interrogative T^fnJ which is also found in the corresponding verse 2.4
of Ch2 could be based on the reading kena instead of yena (ji Itar).
94
Ch2 describes sentient beings as pure ( J E ^ ^ f l f #P;SlYlr/=P). Again, this final sentence which
somehow tries to essentialize the simile is not found in Chi. Since it is also not reflected in the
verses, it should be regarded as a later interpolation.
95
Chi keeps to its own prose and accordingly speaks of "honey in a tall tree"; the bees are
innumerable (ÄEjj|) and the desire for honey is not mentioned.
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[2.2] "Also here in the same way, all sentient beings [in] the triple states of
existence97 are like the honeycomb. The many myriads of defilements
are [like] the [bees, yet I] see that inside the defilements there exists a
tathagata."98
[2.3] "Also, in order to clean [this] buddha,99 I remove the defilements, even as
[the person desiring honey] expels the bees. [Using appropriate] means,
[I] teach here dharmas so that myriads of defilements will be
eradicated."100
[2.4] "[I do this] in order to induce those [sentient beings], after becoming
tathagatas, to continually perform the tasks [of a tathagata] throughout
the world, and with readiness in speech101 to teach the Dharma, [which
is] like a pot of honey from bees."102
'Dir, Skt. iha or atra, in this case designates the non-fictive level of the simile, i.e., the world
of samsära.
97
Srid pa gsum, Skt. tribhava comprise (1) käma-, (2) rüpa- and (3) arüpyadhätu (see e.g.
AKBh 111.2).
98
Logically the analogy should include the verb mthong: "In the same way [as the person
perceived the honey, I] see that...." Such a translation is made impossible in Tib due to the particle
GR at the end of päda b. However, neither Bth nor C7b support the reading suggested by Tib. The
text of Tib could be improved by altering GR into Ge. In C7b no particle of comparison appears to
take up the first half of the analogy in verse 2.1. Instead, the applicability of the analogy between
sentient beings and the honeycomb is intensified by adding fe^fJiL: "without difference." The
verse in Ch[\ "The store of a tathagata [in] living beings is like that honey [in] a tall tree: [evil]
propensities and impurities encase [this store] just as the multitude of bees shields the honey."
99
1 translate sangs rgyas in 2.3a as the object of the purifying process. This understanding is
parallel to the prose in 2A.6 and 2A.11 where sangs rgyas appears as sangs rgyas nyid (for the
same abbreviation in verse and prose cf. MSA IX.22 and MSABh 36.21 and 22). Taking sangs
rgyas to be the subject of the sentence would result in the formulation "I, the Buddha, remove...."
CJi2 seems to support this understanding ( f ^ f ^ ^ f l ^ f ^ i J O ; see also SP XIII.51: tathaiva buddho
ahu dharmaräjä....
100
(1) Bth, Chi and C7b confirm that nyon mongs Eye ED has to be taken as object of the verb
gnod in 2.3c. Translating gnodSD, reigned by the agent nyon mongs SD in 2B.7, I decided for its
meaning in the Tibetan "to harm," whereas here the meaning of its possible Skt. original *(upa- /vi-)
hand, "to eradicate," is stressed.
(2) Chi: "[Using appropriate] means I teach the perfect Dharma for all living beings. [I] destroy
and remove [their] defilements [which are like the] bees [and] disclose the store of a tathagata
[within them]."
101
For spobs, Skt. pratibhäna, in the Pali canon and early Mahayana sutras see McQueen 1981
and 1982. In the context of the TGS, pratibhäna appears as a quality attributed only to buddhas.
"Readiness in speech" indicates the spontaneous and transcendentally inspired correct teaching of
the Dharma in order to lead other living beings to buddhahood.
102
(1) An analogy between the preacher of the sweet Dharma and a honey-giving bee is found
in Udr, 11.25ff. For the Dharma compared with sweet honey seeAv-s 187.6ff, 242.1 Iff, 249.15ff.
Tib allows also the understanding of chos ston in päda d as "teacher of the Dharma," who would
thus become the point of reference for the analogy with the honey pot. However, this possibility is
excluded by Bth where chos and bshad (for ston) are separated by hyang.
(2) There are essentially two ways of interpreting the text of Tib. The one suggested in my
translation takes bya in 2.4d as expressing the inducing activity of the Buddha. Consequently ji
Itar (for yathä or yena) in a and c grammatically depend on bya. Choosing the second way of
reading, one would have to understand the construction ML ItaU ... phyLU UR as an expression
indicating that a result is aimed at (For the usage of yathä in such a way see Speijer § 471). In that
case bya would just indicate the aspect of potentiality and bothyY /tors would be governed by ston
in 2.3d: "[I teach the Dharma] in order that [sentient beings] ... might perform...." I have no
material to show that such a construction is common in Tibetan translations. Nothing parallel to
bya phyir ro appears in Bth. (Should we assume a change in Bth 2 Ad from ... bshad phyir ro to ...
bshad par ro7) Another interesting way to understand the construction in 2.4 is found in Takasaki
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[3 The simile of kernels enclosed by husks]
[3A]
"Sons of good family, again it is like the example of winter rice103, barley,
millet or monsoon rice104 [whose] kernel (sard) is shielded all around by a
husk (tusa): as long as the [kernel] has not come out of its husk, [it can]not
serve the function of solid, soft and delicious food.105 But, sons of good
family, [it can serve this function very well once] some men or women,
desiring that [these grains serve their] function as food and drink in hard,
soft or other [forms],105 after having it reaped and threshed, remove the
[coarse] sheath of the husk and the [fine] outer skin."106
1981: 18 (from päda 2.3c on): mtyz.\C
... I f Ö ^ f J K (Dt\ [2.4]
^.bt^iW^kttüotz.^
Ks ... $5Srf£ < ^
tcfr bX*fo&0 : "Why do [I] teach the dharmas! [2.4] Because when they
(= living beings) finally have become tathagatas, [they] are expected to teach the Dharma."
However, this alternative does not take into consideration ML Itar in 2.4 a and c.
Parallel to the prose Ch2 has the interrogative T^fnJ. The particle of comparison Jft^P i n c could
represent a misunderstood yathä. Chf- "How may [sentient beings] awake [so that they can]
perform buddha-acts, [so that they can be] continually like honey pots in the world just as if [they]
would teach [with] readiness in speech the excellent honey, [and] so that [they] would verify
(=realize) the pure Dharma body of a tathagata?" Chi: "Endowed with unhindered readiness in
speech [I] preach the Dharma of the sweet dew so that [living beings] attain perfect awakening
everywhere. [On account of (my)] great compassion [I/they then] save living beings."
103
For ('bras) sa lu, Skt. soli: "winter rice," see Vogel 1972 and Achaya 1994: 185, 279.
Winter rice is thought to be an exquisite cereal (see Prakash 1987: 96) and might therefore be
mentioned first in Tib. Kumar 1988: 27ff. gives numerous examples in Indian Buddhist literature
which show the important role of rice. Instead of 'brDs sD OX, Bth reads so SD which should be
emended to so bD, a kind of barley.
104
For 'bru, Skt. vrihi: "monsoon rice," see Vogel 1972 and Achaya 1994: 283. The four
enumerated cereals are part of the seven pubbanna ("primary foods"), which are commonly
mentioned in Pali literature (soli, vihi, yava, godhüma, kangu, varaka, kudrüsaka) (see Vogel
1972). Ch2 in the prose: f@^ ^ ^ | j ^ ^ _g_: "Rice, wheat, millet [and] beans"; in the
verse: B ^ p | @ | ^ f f l ^ j ^ JK^^^fMi^S.'"Rice, millet, barley, wheat, other [cereals] and even
beans."
105
(1) For bza' ba dang bca' ba dang myang ba see ...-khädyabhojyännapäna-... in SP 339.3 (=
Q 146alf: ... bza' ba dang bca' ba dang zas dang skom dang ...); Pä. annapäna-khädaniya:
"boiled rice, drink and solid food" (CPD s.v. anna-päna); BHSD (s.v. äsvädaniya, khädaniya,
bhojanlya) mentions the combination of khädaniya (= khädya, "solid food") with bhojanlya ("soft
food") and also the compound khädya-bhojya-svädaniya (s.v. svädanlya); also ASP 249.13f:
khädanlyam bhojanlyam svädanlyam ca (Tib. according to Derge: bza' ba dang bca' ba dang
myang ba) and MVu 1.38.7f: khädaniya-bhojaniya-äsvädaniyena. The Tibetan of the TGS
corresponds to the latter two passages. A classification of food into the four categories khädaniya,
bhojanlya, päna, svädanlya is found in Buddhist and Jainist texts according to Prakash 1987: 125f.
Ch2 simply has ^f>iSÄfl9: "••• i s n °t fit to be eaten."
(2) bZa' ba dang I bca' ba la sogs pa zas skom in Tib 3A.4f. could be a translation of the
compound found in SP 339.3 (mentioned in (1)) with the addition OD sogs SD. Bth is obviously
based on another Skt. wording: bcD' ED dDng : Ezod1 SD dDng : Etung EDr [' in the passage above:
bzangba\. Ch2. 5Rl§t^LA: "people, [who] want to eat."
106 ^ rp^e g j ^ Q n w jjj c j 1 brrtgas sfiing brdungs te is based is probably two absolutives of the
roots lü and mrd (for rdung as an equivalent of mardana (to be emended from mardana) see DTS,
folio 89b). Pairs of the roots lü and mrd in the context of proceeding grain can be found in Ja
1.215: ... läyitvä madditvä ...; Vin 11.180: ... laväpetvä ... maddäpetvä; Mil 360: ... lavanamaddanena bahudhannako.... These and other examples from Jaina sources are quoted in Balbir
1996: 334ff. The reaping is not mentioned in the Chinese. Instead of reaping Bth reads phyir,
which probably should be emended to phyar, the perfect form of 'phyar ba (Ja: " ... to lift up the
grain in a shovel, hence: to fan, to sift, to winnow..."). Ch2: ... j ^ Ä ^ Q ^ - ^ l i t f j l , ffj] ^ 5 j ^ ^ 0 :
"... threshing with their pestles [in the] mortars [they] remove their (= the grains') husks so that
[the grains] become eatable."
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[3B]
"Sons of good family, in the same way [that people are aware of the precious
kernel within the husk, so] too the Tathagata107 perceives with [his]
tathägata-vision that tathägatahood, buddhahood, svayambhütva 108 s
wrapped in the skin of the sheaths of defilements—is [always] present in
every sentient being.109 Sons of good family, the Tathagata also removes the
skin of the sheaths of defilements, purifies the tathägatahood in them and
teaches the Dharma to sentient beings, thinking:
'How [can] these sentient beings become free from all the skins of the
sheaths of defilements [so that they] will be designated in the world as
'tathagata, honorable one and perfectly awakened one'?'" 110
[3C]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[3.1] "[It is] like monsoon rice or winter rice, or [like] millet or barley, [which,]
as long as they are in the husk, [can]not serve [their] function."111

(2) 3A in Chi: "[It is] as if a poor, stupid [man] would disdain nonglutenous rice [and] millet [as
long as it were] not separated from [its] husks, and would regard it as something to be thrown
away. [But] as soon as, after removing [the husk, the kernel] has been purified, [this same grain]
continually is of imperial use." The character fjifl should here have the same meaning as is
expressed by 3 i in the parallel verse 3.2 of Chi: "imperial."
107
Instead of "Tathagata": $£ (Chi); #P5f$, M Ä . lEM^P (Ch2); Bth is without subject.
108
Rang byung nyid, Skt. svayambhütva, is here used as a synonym for buddhahood. The
adjective svayambhü counts as an epithet of the Buddha as well as of the central divinities of
Hinduism: Brahman, Siva and Visnu. Originally referring to the myth of the cosmogonic egg out
of which Brahman is born meaning "arisen out of himself' (Hacker 1978: 490f), in the case of the
Buddha, svayambhü should be understood as "become [awakened] by his own [power]." The
enumeration is a particularity of the two Tibetan translations. Chi reads only ^P^IJBrjJl^Qjf,,
whereas Ch2 is restricted to $P5f$ff|. Cf. the corresponding verse RGV 1.106: ... sattvesv api
klesamalopasrstam ... jinatvam I. For a similar enumeration see e.g. ASPuw 570.2f; 16f;
(571.13ff): tathagatanam buddhatvam svayambhütvam sarvajnatvam.
109
After this passage Ch2 has the following insertion which could be a very free rendering of
the terms left out immediately before: ^Effgfgg?, IUfi£lEÄ, H H I ^ f E E g ^ Z l a o A possible
translation could be: "If [they] are able to understand [this fact, namely their innate buddha-nature,
they] will become perfectly awakened [ones], settled firmly [and] peacefully in spontaneous
knowledge."
110
The Tibetan connects the three syntactical units of the sentence with dang: ... bsal ba dang I
... sbyang ba dang I... ston to. Bth replaces the first dang by phyir. sNyam nas for iti (krtvä) in
3B.8 appears in Bth as phyir (for phyir rendering iti cf. AK s.v. iti). As also the Chinese versions
show a construction of finality, we should assume that this was the original structure of the
sentence. Replacing the second dang in Tib with phyir, the future form of the verb sbyang, in the
present construction impossible to explain, would be justified. Similar confusion in the structure of
the text of Tib occur in verses 3.3 and 3.4. Chi drops the appellation at the beginning of the
passage and then runs: "Therefore, with [appropriate] means [I] teach the Dharma according [to
circumstances] ($P|f§, *yathäyogam), so that [living beings] remove [their] defilements, purify the
knowledge of all [matters] and become perfectly awakened in all worlds." Ch2: "Sons of good
[family], that store of a tathagata resides amidst all defilements. The Tathagata, for the sake of
[making] those living beings remove the skin of defilements, so that they will be purified and
become buddhas, teaches the Dharma for [them], continually thinking: 'When [should I teach them
the Dharma so that] sentient beings strip off all skins of the sheaths of defilements [and] become
tathagatas appearing in the world?'" The temporal interrogative (kadä instead of kathamP.) is also
found in 3.4 of Ch2. Since there it is combined with j|g in the same päda, the question must be
interpreted as in my translation above.
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[3.2] "[But] having been pounded [and their] husks having been removed, they
[can] serve all [their] various functions. [However,] the kernels in the
husks [can]not serve [any] function for sentient beings."112
[3.3] "In the same way [that people are aware of the precious kernel within the
husk,] I see that the ground of buddhahood113 of] all sentient beings is
covered by defilements. And then I teach the Dharma in order to purify
them and let [them] attain buddhahood] quickly."114
[3.4] "In order that [they] may quickly become victorious ones, [I] teach the
Dharma so that, like mine, [their] true nature (dharmata), which,
[though] wrapped in hundreds of defilements, is in all sentient beings,
becomes purified [in] all [of them]."115
1

'' Chi (parallel to its prose): "[It is] as if some poor person would still disdain all nonglutenous
rice [and] millet [whose] husks have not yet been removed and would regard it as something to be
thrown away."
112
In Bth the pädas comprise only seven syllables. The second half of the verse shows a
separate understanding: de dag snyingpo phub mar Idan : bsal nas sems can don kyang byed: [the
position of GH GDJ may be determined by the syntax of the Skt.]: "After the kernels with the husks have
been cleaned, [they] bring about benefit [for] sentient beings." Päda c and d of both Tibetan
versions seem redundant as they do not add any new information compared to the first two pädas.
Ch[\ "Though [from] outside it looks as if without use, the kernel within [remains] undamaged.
[As soon as] the husk is removed [this same grain] functions as food [for] a king." In the light of
two emendations, the second two pädas of Ch2 show similarity to the statement that the kernel
remains undamaged in Chi: fgil|)|lfiiTfD^iff ^iffW'lltfljfpW "The kernel is placed [in] the
husk and [remains] undamaged. [This] undamaged [kernel has the function of] bringing about
benefit [for] living beings." The idea of an undamaged kernel appears in both Chinese versions
and constitutes a new aspect in 3.2 missing in the Tibetan. It may have been part of the original
Skt. text but was, however, not rendered (or misunderstood?) by the Tibetan translators.
113
The use of the term sangs rgyas sa, Skt. buddhabhümi, might be inspired by the agricultural
context of the illustration (Chr. \%W', Ch2: $P5f5iife).
114
In the second half of the verse Tib differs from all other versions because the construction of
finality with phyir includes both statements, namely the purifying activity along with the
attainment of buddhahood. In all the other three translations the attainment of buddhahood appears
separated in päda d as the consequence (Chi: -^ ...) of the teaching or as a wishful exclamation
(Ch2: JH^"...; Bth is ambiguous). The translators or revisers decided to position the second half of
former päda c (bya phyir chos ston), where it is still found in Bth, to the end of the verse (in
correspondence with basic rules of Tibetan grammar). Thus the statement referring to the
attainment of buddhahood became dragged into the constructional frame of the motive. Instead of
"buddha[hood]," in päda d, Chi employs again —-W^', Ch2: UJH.
115
(1) Instead of dharmatä: #P5f$t4 (Chi); Ch2 has fe.
(2) Just as in verse 3.3, also here the last two pädas of Tib show a different structure. Bth and Ch2
(for Chi see below) present the last päda that living beings will become jinas (Ch2: i^M) a s the
thought of the Tathagata, parallel to the prose. In Tib, again, thDms FDG ML ItD (bu)r, originally part
of the question as found in the parallel prose section, has been exchanged with bya phyir chos ston
(to). As the result of this process thDms FDG became impossible to construe with the rest of päda c.
Ch2, parallel to its prose, formulates a question with the interrogative fnjf^f different from the
Tibetan (Bth: ci nas) (see above). Also in the case of this verse, Tib definitely is a revised text. The
original position of the question is in the last päda just as found in Bth: "How (ci nas) may [they]
all quickly become victorious ones?"
(3) The verse in Chi: "Just as my tathagata-nature, so also are living beings. [I] disclose [this
nature of living beings and] induce [its] purification [so that they] quickly attain the supreme
awakening (jffi hilt)-"
116
(1) For "narrow path" see Tshig mdzod (s.v. gseb lam): lam chung ngam lam gu dog po I.
Ch2 has: ... imiZ^K,
WiM$,
tiWlMM,
mmm^mfW^••••••
"••• somebody carrying a
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[4 The simile of a gold nugget in excrement]
[4A]
"Sons of good family, again it is like the example of a round nugget (pinda)
of gold [belonging to] someone (purusäntara) [who] had walked [along] a
narrow path,116 [and whose nugget] had fallen into a place of decaying
substances and filth, [a place] full of putrid excrement. In that place of
decaying substances and filth full of putrid excrement, the [gold nugget],
having been 'overpowered' by various impure substances,117 would have
become invisible,118 [and would have remained] there for ten, twenty, thirty,
forty, fifty, a hundred or a thousand years, 119 [but it would, though
surrounded] by impure substances, [never be affected by them, owing to] its
imperishable nature (avinäsadharmin). [Because of the covering of impure
substances, however, it could] not be of use to any sentient being."120

gold nugget would pass by the side [of the place of excrement when this gold nugget] would by
inadvertence suddenly fall down into filth...."
(2) Bth:... yongsu dag pa 'i lam de 'i dbusu ... should be emended to ... yongsu gang ba 'i lam de 'i
dbusu ... (see line 4). The person, according to Bth, is walking in the middle of the path. However,
this text part of Bth is grammatically impossible to construe. Instead of the "place of decaying
substances Dnd filth" (nil SD dang nyal nyil gyi gnas) Bth mentions a pit (but in 4A.4 a heap:
phung) of "decaying filth" (ml ED'i lud kyi khung). See KP §49:... samkarakütam ... (phung could
render küta); cf. SPj s.v. samkäradhäna: phung po for dhäna. Bth is confirmed by Ch2:
Jj-lflflfSgfjiflfl: "bad accumulations of putrid filth." Chi: ^0lfL ( s e e below). For a similar
expression see SP 113.13 (IV.22): samkäradhänam ... pütikam uccäraprasrävavinäsitam ca I.
(3) Lam nas could reflect an instrumental of space in the Skt. For purusäntara see CPD s.v.
antara2: "a certain one, someone." Throughout 4A-C neither Bth nor the Chinese versions
mention that the nugget is round.
117
gZhan dang gzhan is probably a translation of anyonya: "various, different" (see BHSD
s.v.). The terminology (g)non pa is used to express the activity of the impure substances. In 4.3 the
same word characterizes the Mesa?,. If it renders abhibhüta, it means "to drown, to superpose."
118
blTar mi snang bar gyur. lit. "having become [something which] does not appear [anymore
so that it could] be looked at." Chi: ^Jjt; missing in Ch2.
119
Instead of "fifty years" Bth reads "sixty years" and does not mention "thousand years" at all.
Chi: feM^Ä ( s e e below); Ch2: "... ten, twenty, fifty or a hundred thousand years."
120
(1) Whereas Ch2 at least shows a contrasting element with Tff ("... yet [it] cannot benefit the
people"), Tib is hardly understandable without extensive elaborations. Like Ch2 also Bth
terminates the first statement with a verb ('dug pa; fH) which is missing in Tib but is found in the
verses: gnas (4. Id). Misplaced and without correspondence in any of the other translations is Bth:
... brtson SDr byHG SD GH GD g gi Gon kyDng... ("also the benefit of those [who] practice..." or "also
for those who...") which appears instead of (lo Vtong du7) PL gtVDng EDV in TLE. Ch2 in this
passage: ... iHJ^JtllHo 7 E ^ ^ f a ^ ± l l , ^f'^k, iff....: "... lies in putrid feces. And though its
nature is not perishing [and] not polluted, yet...." Ch2: sfUk could be the counterpart for (PL)
gtVDng EDV in TiE 4A.7, possibly misunderstood and not attributed to the gold in Tib.
(2) The whole of 4A in Chi: : "It is as if pure gold would fall into an impure place, [lying there]
hidden [and] immersed [so that it would] not appear [anymore and] years would pass by. Though
the pure gold would not perish, nobody would be able to know [its existence in that place]."
(3) In order to throw light on the original form of this statement we should have a look on the
parallel verse RGV1.108: yathä suvarnam vrajato narasya cyutam bhavet samkarapütidhäne I
bahüni tad varsasatäni tasmin tathaiva tisthed avinäsadharmi II
Considering content and structure of the verse we find great similarity to the passage in 4A. Only
the last aspect, i.e., that the gold cannot be of use for sentient beings, is not expressed in the RGV
passage (nor does it appear in Chi). In the RGV there is a verb of existence (tisthet) and, what is
most remarkable, avinäsadharmi, the counterpart of Tib: chud mi za ba 'i chos can, is positioned at
the end of the whole verse. It does not function as the predicate of the sentence but as an attribute
to suvarnam and tad above. The verse RGV1.108 could be translated as follows:
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[4B]
"Sons of good family, [if] then a divinity with divine vision looked at that
round gold nugget, [the divinity] would direct a person:121
'O man, go and clean that gold of excellent value [t]here, [which is only
externally] covered with all sorts (-jäta) of decaying substances and
filth, and use the gold [in the way] gold is to be used!'122
In [this simile],123 sons of good family, [what] is called 'all sorts of decaying
substances and filth' 124 is a designation for the different kinds of
defilements.125 [What] is called 'gold nugget' is a designation for [what] is
not subject to perishability (avinäsadharmin) [, i.e., the true nature of living
beings].126 [What] is called 'divinity [with] divine vision' is a designation
for the Tathagata, the Honorable One and Perfectly Awakened One.127
Sons of good family, in the same way also the Tathagata, the
Honorable One and Perfectly Awakened One, teaches the Dharma to
sentient beings in order to remove the defilements—[which are like] all
sorts of decaying substances and mud—128[from] the imperishable true
nature (dharmata) of a tathagata found in all sentient beings."129
Just as gold of a traveler might fall into a receptacle of dirt and putrid material [and] that [gold], having
the nature of unperishability, would lie there in exactly the same way for many hundreds of years, ....
121
(1) Chi does not mention that the divinity is looking at the gold (this is said in 4.1c of Chi).
The divinity speaks to a group of people (cf. RGVI.109b: narasya; but RGVl.l 1 lb: nrnäm).
(2) bsGo should be the future form of the verb sgo ba. The RGV has present optative forms in the
parallel verses:pravadet, upadiset (1.109, 111). With bsgo, the so-called "future" form, the Tibetan
could render an optative in the Sanskrit. At the end of 7A we face the same situation (bsgo) along
with darsayet and vadet in the corresponding verses of the RGV (1.118, 120). Cf. the section on
irregular verb forms II C 3.2.
122
The parallel in RGV 1.109 runs as follows: suvarnam asminn idam1 agraratnarh visodhya
ratnena kurusva käryam II [[idam emended for navam according to Schmithausen 1971: 154]. All
elements can also be found in Tib. Ch2 understands the order to clean and to make use of the gold
already as the following action: ^ A H E , l Ö M f ö o f # B , ' « , H#P/ffflo : "Having
heard [the order], this person then takes it out. After having attained [it, he] cleans [it and uses it]
in accordance with what gold is used [for]." In Chi there is no directive to go. Instead of the
purification it is said: ^lf= tB^L: "Take it out!"
123
In ... bsgo na rigs kyi bu ... the particle na refers to the whole illustration from the beginning
in the sense of "... if a gold nugget had fallen down..., and a divinity had directed a person...,
[then], sons of good family, [the following analogy could be drawn]:...."
124
Only Tib does not include "the place" in the explanation of the analogy. Bth: rul pa 'i lud
phung1 [' for khang]; Chr. ^ § 1 ! ; Ch2: MMWM125
Chs: teJl'MI: "innumerable Mesas"; Ch2: f i f i ' M l Ä Ü ' M ! : "different kinds of klesas
and upaklesas."
126
Bth reads here and also in 4.1 avinäsadharmatä (chos nyid ma rung bar mi 'gyur ba; see
also Ch^. emended to ^iffy^t^. In Chi, as usual, dharmatä does not appear, therefore: $P5f$|i?.
Tib has most likely been adapted to conform to the expression in 4A.7, where it has chud mi za
ba 'i chos can. Bth and Ch2 are here probably based on the Sanskrit original.
127
Chi reads #P5f$.
128
Instead of nyon mongspa rul pa dang I 'dam rdzab Ita bu mams, Bth reads nyon mongspa 'i
rul ba 'i 'dam du gyur pa. This makes clear that in the Skt. there was a compound ending with -jäta
or -bhüta (Ita bu for jäta see MVy 5390; for bhüta see MVy 5391). -Jäta or -bhüta could here of
course also be understood as showing a comparison. However, as in 4B.3, where -jätD (there: rnDm
SD) had the meaning: "all sorts," this meaning should also be adopted here. In the Chinese too a
comparison does not appear explicitly. Similar compounds as here appear also in the parallel
verses of the RGV: tatklesapanka- (1.110c); klesamahäsuci- (Lille).
129
This last passage is different in all translations. The shortest version has Chi: "Therefore the
Tathagata widely teaches the Dharma for [living beings] so that they all remove and destroy [their]
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[4C]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[4.1] "It is just like [the example of some] man's nugget of gold [that] has
fallen into all sorts of filth: though it remained there in such a state for
not a few years, [yet it would never be affected owing to its]
imperishable nature."130
[4.2] "[And] a divinity perceiving it with divine vision, in order to clean [it],
would tell somebody:
'Here is gold of excellent value! Clean [it] and use it [in the way gold]
is to be used!'"131
[4.3] "In the same way I [can] see that also all sentient beings have for a long
time been constantly overpowered by defilements, [but] knowing that
their defilements [are only] accidental (ägantuka), [I] teach the Dharma
with [appropriate] means in order to purify [their] intrinsic nature
(prakrti)."
defilements, [they] all attain perfect awakening [and] perform the acts of a buddha." Ch?. "Sons of
good [family], [in] all sentient beings [there is] the true nature (y^'|4) of the tathagatas, [just like] a
truly excellent jewel, immersed in defilements [just like] putrid filth. Therefore, in order to remove
all defilements from sentient beings [just like from the nugget of gold the person removed] putrid
filth [and] impurities, the Tathagata, Honourable One and Perfectly Awakened One teaches the
wonderful Dharma so that [sentient beings] become buddhas, appear in the world [and] perform
the acts of a buddha." In the Chinese the following four basic elements can be separated:
a. The existence of the dharmatä within sentient beings (C7b).
b. The teaching activity of the Tathagata. In C7b the exact relation between teaching and the
purification process cannot be determined unambiguously. In the Tibetan, on the other hand, the
purification is clearly the aim of the teaching (Tib: bsal ba 'i phyir; Bth: med par bya ba 'i don kyi
phyir). In this respect the Tibetan is in accordance with RGV 1.110: ... tatklesapankavyavadänahetor dharmämbuvarsam vyasrjat... andÄGFLUI:... dharmam adisat tacchuddhaye....
c. The removal of the defilements.
d. The subsequent activity of living beings after the removal of their defilements, i.e., bestowing
the buddha-acts on others. This last element is not found in the Tibetan.
The particle of comparison: GH Itar appears only in Tib. Bth reads 'di ni instead.
130
Instead of avinäsadharmKP Bth reads avinäsadharmaVä; Ch2 simply has ^\tff. Contrary to
the verse RGV 1.108 (quoted above), Tib and C7b (against its own prose) show a concessive
construction in päda d (kyang; §§)• Alone Bth keeps to the same structure as in its prose. Neither
Chi2 nor Bth seem to have a counterpart for Tib: de Itar in 4.Id. But cp. RGV I.lOSd: ... tathaiva
tisthet.... As is the case in the prose of C7b, also here the falling of the nugget is described as being
sudden (^$£) and by inadvertence ('$|) in C7b- Chi 4.1 anticipates verse 4.2ab of Tib: "As if gold
would be placed in impure materials, hidden [and] immersed [so that] nobody would be able to see
[it, but] somebody with divine vision would perceive [it] and then inform a group of people about
it:" Also this verse, like the prose, shows strong similarity with its parallel verse RGV 1.108.
131
In päda b, C7b combines pädas b and c of Tib. Päda c and d of C7b correspond to päda d and
4.3a of Tib. Ch2 does not mention the motive of giving the directive (rnam par sbyang phyir). For
"gold of excellent value" it simply has: ^ . Chi: "O you, if [you] take out this [gold and] wash [it]
so that [it] becomes pure, [you will be able to] use [it] as you like [so that] all [your] relatives
would attain blessing." The last päda of Chi is not found in any of the other translations. Also
verse 4.2 of Tib is nearly identical with the parallel verse RGV 1.109.
132
Literally: "... knowing their accidental defilements,...." My translation above is in
accordance with C7b (^Hi^MiMM^-S)'- "••• knowing that their defilements are accidental,...." Bth
does not have a counterpart for rtag (päda b) and chos (päda d) which are both missing also in C7bsMras in Bth instead of ston is the perfect form in line with RGV 1.1 lid: ... dharmam adisat. Ch2
continues with what corresponds to Tib bed and adds in päda d: ^WtlWMtü^^g:
"... so that
[sentient beings] testify (= realize) the pure tathägata-knowledge." Like Bth, Ch2 does not mark the
cleaning of the intrinsic nature as aim: §tt'/ff ^^{1!E& "••• [and knowing that their] intrinsic
nature [is] pure, [he] teaches with [appropriate] means...." Also here the translators or revisers of
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[5 The simile of a hidden treasure beneath the house of some poor person]
[5A]
"Sons of good family, again it is as if in the earth beneath a storeroom in the
house of some poor person, under a covering of earth seven fathoms
(purusa) deep there were a great treasure, full of money and gold, [of the
same] volume as the storeroom.133 But the great treasure—not being, of
course, a sentient being, given [its lack of] a mental essence—134 [could] not
say to the poor [man]:
'O man, I am a great treasure, but [I am] buried [here], covered under earth.'
[In his] mind the poor man, the owner of the house,135 would consider
[himself] poor,136 and even though [he] walked up and down directly above
Tib have probably added phyir in trying to structure the verse clearly. Only Chi comprises four
verses in 4C. Verses 4.3 and 4.4: "[4.3] [With] the vision of a sugata (HBt?) [the Tathagata]
perceives all kinds of living beings similarly: in the dirt of defilements [there is] buddhahood, not
[subject to] decay. [4.4] [He] teaches the Dharma according [to the situation] (HHl; anuküla) so
that [they awake and] perform all acts [of a buddha]. The covering defilements of buddhahood are
quickly removed so that [they all become] purified." Chi does not use the characteristic
terminology of (citta)prakrti r ägantukaklesa. The thread of the last verse of Chi is not very clear.
As it is in the prose, the performing of buddha-acts would be expected to be mentioned at the end
of the verse. The buddha-acts appear in Chi and C7b in the prose and in the verse of Chi. As Chi
contains four verses in 4C it is very likely that the buddha-acts were also part of a fourth verse in
the Skt. original which was not transmitted by TGS2. However, I cannot explain why the buddhaacts are not found in the prose of Tib and Bth.
133
(1) For gter chert po (Skt. mahänidhi, mahänidhänä): Chi', "treasure of rare
jewels" (^UÜ?); Chj. "great hidden treasure" (y^f^Üf).
(2) A counterpart for the first kosa does not appear in Chn (Bth: re lto7). In the second case Bth
(rgyang grags) and CA2 ({HjH^Ef) read krosa, an Indian unit of measurement of several hundred
meters. Bth ('khor rgyang grags) should be understood as "with a circumference of one krosa";
Ch2- "in length and width equally one krosa" (ffittjflE=Pf—'fllJS^j)(3) Mi bdun srid: "seven purusas deep"; one purusa corresponds to the armspan of a human (so
according to Balbir 1993: 29, citing S. Srinivasan; cp. MWs.v.: "the height or measure of a man").
(4) The passage in Chi: "It is as if there were a treasure of rare jewels [in] a poor household."
134
The last part of the sentence from 'di Ita ste till yin pa 'o II gives the reason why the treasure
cannot speak. The construction in Skt. may be introduced with yathäpi (see Bth: kyang 'di Ita ste :
dpef) which can have the meaning of"... because of course, because obviously, in giving a (more
or less evident) reason for what has just been said...." (BHSD s.v. yathäpi (I)). Bth, not combinig
ngo bo nyid with sems, seems to be smoother: kyang 'di Ita ste : dper gter chen po de la yid med
de : ngobo nyid kyis sems can ma yin pa na :: "Because of course the great treasure does not have
a mind and is by nature no sentient being,...." CA2 gives another reason: ))XWMi£l'- "Because [the
treasure] is covered by earth,...." This statement (not as a reason) is part of the following direct
speech in the Tibetan translations. That the idea of a treasure with intelligence is not at all absurd
in the classical Indian context is shown by a discussion of Kätyäyana in which he states: sarvam
cetanävat (see Thieme 1984: 135ff).
135
In contrast to OF where Skt. grhapati is rendered with khyim bdag meaning "nobleman,"
with khyim gyi bdag po here the translators express a different understanding as implied in my
rendering. I am not sure in which sense the Sanskrit should be understood. Accepting also here the
meaning "nobleman" the "storeroom" in 5A.lf. could thus well be an empty treasury of a
(formerly) rich nobleman. Also of interest is the function of the grhapati as one of the seven
jewels of a cakravartin: it is the grhapati's function to discover hidden treasures with his divine
vision (which the grhapati in the TGS obviously lacks) and to make them part of the ruler's
possession given that there is no other proprietor.
136
Cf. SP 108. Iff. where it is said about a poor man working for a rich person without knowing
that this person is his own father:
atha khalu bhagavan sa daridrapuruso paryäyena tac ca tasya grhapateh prabhütam
hiranyasuvarnadhanadhänyakosakosthägäram samjäniyäd ätmanä ca tato nihsprho
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the [treasure], he [could] not hear of, know of, or perceive the existence of
the great treasure beneath the earth.137
Sons of good family, in the same way, [in] all sentient beings, beneath
the[ir] thinking, [which is based on] clinging (abhinivesamanasikära)—
[and] analogously to the house138—there is [also] a great treasure, [namely]
the treasury139 of the essence of a tathagata {tathagatagarbha), [including
the ten] powers (fdasaj baläni), [the four kinds of] self-assurance {[catvdri]
vaisäradyäni), [the eighteen] specific [qualities of a buddha] {[astddasa-J
dvenikaf-buddhadharmdhj), and all [other] qualities of a buddha.140
bhaven na tasmat kirhcit prarthayed antasah saktuprasthamulyamatram api tatraiva ca
katapalikurtcikäyärh väsarh kalpayet täm eva daridracintäm anuvicintayamänah II
In this passage daridracintä should be interpreted as "thoughts [characteristic for] poor [people]"
or as anrt«-compoundin the sense of "thoughts [like 'I am] poor.'" In any case, the thoughts of the
son are unjustifoed as he in fact is the legitimate son of the rich person. The terminology of the
TGS: *daridracittena anu(vi)cintayet should be understood in the same way as the context is of
similar nature. See also SP 108.6; 115.2. Ch2: >LAWsU, ? * S , ^ ' i > B i £ J&1fo : "[His]
mind embraces poverty, anxiety, grief [and] pain, thinking day and night."
137
(1) The above two passages in Chi'. "The treasure cannot say: 'I am here!' And since [the
nobleman] himself does not know [about its existence] and nobody would tell [him about it, he]
could not disclose this rare treasure."
(2) See Chändogya Upanisad 8.3.2 for a similar description: "But just as one who does not know
the spot, does not find the gold-treasure [hiranyanidhi] concealed under it, although he again and
again goes over [upary upari sarhcarantah] that spot, so also all these creatures do not find the
world of Brahman, although they enter into it every day (in deep sleep); ..." (translation in Paul
Deussen, Sixty Upanisads of the Veda, vol.1, transl. from German by V. M. Bedekar and G. B.
Palsule, Delhi: Motilal, p. 193f; My thanks are due to Mr. Martin Delhey and Dr. Ulrike Roesler
who called my attention to and located this passage.)
138
The Sanskrit for khyim Ita bur gyur pa could be *nivesanasthäniya. The sequence of
nivesana and abhinivesa before could have been intended in the Skt. text to underline, by a play
upon words, the parallel between the nobleman bound to the house, and living beings caught in
their negative way of thinking. The analogy is missing in Bth and Chi • Ch2 shows a understanding
different from Tib: —gj^f'||f {EE ... llfff4, MW ••• WiWAWti
•• "AH sentient beings live in the
house of ... and yet they have the store of all buddha-qualities...." Obviously Ch2 has interpreted
sthäniya in the sense of "to be (in)." Amoghavajra probably had in mind the simile of the burning
house of the SP where the house is compared with sarhsära (see SP 72.Iff).
139
mDzod kyi gter chert po appears in Bth as mdzod II gter chert po bzhin gyur te :: oD treDsury
similar to [that] great treasure."
140
The groups of qualities mentioned here characterize a buddha. They are dealt with in e.g.
RGW 91.14-97.16; see also MVy 119-153 and BHSD s.v. ävenika, dasabala, vaisäradya. In the
above enumeration, Tib has analyzed the compound ävenikabuddhadharma as a dvandva: ma
'dres pa dang I sangs rgyas kyi chos. However, in 5B.13 Tib interprets it correctly as sangs rgyas
kyi chos ma 'drespa. Bth analyzes the compound in both cases as in Tib 5B.13. As Bth {de bzhin
gshegspa'iyeshes dang : stobs dang :), Chi ÖPJf^PjÜ.), and also Ch2 {tU'M^aM) demonstrate,
the original wording can hardly have been tathagatagarbha {Tib: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snyingpo).
All versions except Tib are based on tathägatajnäna. Tib itself has ye shes instead of snyingpo in
the parallel in 5B. We must thus conclude that already the Indian manuscript on which Tib was
based, had the reading -garbha instead of -Jnana, or that the newly introduced reading garbha is
due to a mistake or even a deliberate alteration by the translators of Tib. However, the words
tathägatajnäna and tathagatagarbha are metrically equal in Skt. and, especially if we assume an
oral tradition, confusion between the two terms could easily be explained. A deliberate alteration
by the translators of Tib is also not very likely because this would probably have included the
alteration of the parallel passage in 5B. Following the supposed original Skt. wording with -Jnana,
as it appears in 5B, we should understand the "tathägata-knowledge" as another member in the
enumeration of buddha-qualities. Ch[2 GR nRt mentiRn the ävenikabuddhadharma?,. Instead of
tathägatajnäna, Chi has ^PJf^PjÜ, {*tathägatajnänadarsana).
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And yet sentient beings cling to color and shape (rüpa), sound
(sabda), odor (gandha), flavor (rasa) and tangible objects (sprastavya),141
and therefore wander in samsära, [caught in] suffering (duhkhena). And as a
result of not having heard of that great treasure of [buddha] qualities [within
themselves, they] in no way apply [themselves] to taking possession [of it]
and to purifying [it]."142
[5B]
"Sons of good family, then the Tathagata appears in the world and manifests
(samprakäsayati) a great treasure of such [buddha] qualities among the
bodhisattvas.143 The [bodhisattvas] then acquire confidence in that great
treasure of [buddha] qualities and dig [it] out. Therefore in the world [they]
are known as 'tathagatas, honorable ones and perfectly awakened ones,'
because having become [themselves] like144 a great treasure of [buddha]
qualities, [they] teach sentient beings the aspects of [this] unprecedented
argument [of buddhahood in all of them] (*apürvahetväkära), similes
[illustrating this matter], reasons for actions, and [tasks] to fulfill.145 [They]
141

In the Buddhist enumeration of the five sense objects sprastavya is usually translated as reg
bya (cf. MVy 1863). However, the Tibetan version of the LAS has also reg pa (cf. LASj s.v.
sprastavya) just as is the case in Bth.
142
Only Tib arranges the purification in a finality clause (yongs su sbyang ba 'i phyir). The last
two passages in Ch[\ "[They] do not hear nor recognize [the treasure, they] take pleasure in and are
mislead by the five desires, wander around in samsära [and] experience measureless pain." In C7b
the "wandering in samsära" is omitted. The reason for not hearing of the treasure is the clinging to
the five desires and the pain involved (... J ^ ^ äj^ ff\ 3 ^ ffiilft^lf, Sli^fo )• The final part
in CJi2 runs as follows: "Therefore they do not hear of the great treasure of [buddha] qualities, let
alone that it could be attained. If [they] eradicate those five desires [they] will attain purity."
143
Chi speaks of "several buddhas" (fjtf$5) and does not mention the bodhisattvas. Instead of "a
great treasure of such qualities" (alternatively: "such a great treasure of qualities") C7b reads
y'C/ifSfJtilfii?: "great store of various jewels[, i.e., the buddha] qualities (dharmas) (?)." It goes
without saying that the twofold meaning of Skt. dharma can be applied throughout 5.A-C.
Whereas Chi continuously understands dharma in the sense of "qualities" of a buddha, the Tibetan
and Ch2 allow an ambiguous interpretation. See, for example, the use of the verb samprakäsayati
in this passage which could mean the concrete opening of the treasure (Chi: pfj) but also the
disclosing of the teaching. This room for interpretative ambiguity may already have been part of
the Skt. original.
144
(1) For Ha bur in Tib there is no parallel in the other versions. Instead, Bth has gdon1
miza bar [' for gnod; metathesis] for *avasyam; Chj. Hj....
(2) According to Matsumoto 1994: 515ff, this passage proves that the original intention of the
illustration is to identify the living being with the treasure (sattva = nidhi). All other passages
mentioning the treasure within living beings (sattva ^ nidhi) display, according to Matsumoto, a
later development in which nidhi as the counterpart for tathagatagarbha is already understood as a
separate entity. I find Matsumoto's position philologically difficult to maintain and not necessary.
If we consider as the counterpart for nidhi in the upameya the tathagata within living beings (as
expressed in 5.3) the compound tathagatagarbha could still be interpreted as a bahuvrihi referring
to sattva.
145
What the terms of the enumeration in detail stand for, is unclear. Similar passages in the SP
point to the context of teaching living beings with different dispositions under the topic of
upäyakausalya. For example:
drstäntahetün bahu darsayanti bahukäranän jiiänabalena näyakäh I
nänädhimuktäms ca viditva sattvän nänäbhinirhär' upadarsayanti II 54.If. = 11.107,
Further:
...
nänäbhinirhära-nirdesa-vividha-hetu-kärana-nidarsanärambana-nirukty-upäyakausalyair nänädhimuktänäm sattvänäm ... tathagato ... dharmam desayati I (71.7ff; very similar
also 41.2ff; 41.12ff; 42.14f; further 39.1 If. and 45.5f. = 11.44).
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are donors (dänapati) [who give from] the storeroom of the great treasure,
and having unhindered readiness of speech (asangapratibhänavai), [they
are] a treasury of the many qualities of a buddha, including the [ten] powers
and the [four kinds of] self-assurance.146
Sons of good family, in this way, with the completely pure vision of a
tathagata, the Tathagata, the Honorable One and Perfectly Awakened One,
also perceives that all sentient beings are like the [poor owner of the house
with the hidden treasure] and then teaches the Dharma to the bodhisattvas in
order to clean the treasury [in all sentient beings, which contains such
qualities as] the tathägata-knowledge, the [ten] powers, the [four kinds of]
self-assurance and the [eighteen] specific qualities of a buddha."147
[5C]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[5.1] "[It is] as if beneath the house of a poor [man] there was a treasure full of
gold and money, in which neither motion nor thinking148 was existent
and [which could] not say: 'I am yours!'"149
(1) sNgon ma byung ba'i gtan tshigs kyi rnam pa, Skt. *apürvahetväkära, appears also in Ch2
(T^ftWHtB)- Bth: rim kyi thog mar rgyu dang : rnam pa could render the same Skt. compound
(with *anu-pürva° instead of a-pürva°) interpreted as a dvandva. Similar expressions occur in the
0 3 1 6 and the 6uv. There, with hetu they also designate the "arguments," or less strictly, the
"contents" of the sutra: Suv 126.4: ... nänävidhäni süträntahetüni (= SuvW 97.5-6: mdo sde'i gtan
tshigs rnam pa sna tshogs); 0 3 1 6 cited in Shimoda 1997: 271, n. 65 (p. 597): ... sHms FDn thDms
FDG OD GH bzhin gshHgs pD 'i snying pR yRG GR zhHs byD bD 'i gtan tshigs dang rtags rnams kyi sgo
nas... (Chinese (Faxian yüjt): ••• HiH^BtÄ—)- For Tibetan gtan tshigs (in contrast to rgyu) for
hetu cf. Ja s.v. gtan tshigs: " 1 . argument...."
(2) Byed pa'i gtan tshigs (5B.6), Skt. *käranahetu, remains difficult (see MVy 2260: byed pa'i
rgyu for käranahetu). The term appears in a classification of hetu?, in LAS 83.9, 14; see also
AK(Bh) 11.50. The SP only knows the compound -hetukärana-. Bth reads dgongspa instead.
146
Instead of stobs dDng I PL 'jLgs SD dDng I sangs rgyas kyi chos Bth reads simply shes rab,
Skt. prajnä. Ch2 already here enumerates all the elements mentioned only at the end of 5B in the
Tibetan. After mentioning that the bodhisattvas have acquired confidence Ch2 continues: "... then
[they] dig [for the treasure, i.e.,] enter the bodhisattva stages. [Finally as] tathagatas, honourable
ones and perfectly awakened ones [they] function as stores of the Dharma [in] the world. [They]
perceive [in] all sentient beings the aspect of the unprecedented cause [for buddhahood]
( T ^ H W H t § ; *apürvahetväkära). Therefore [they] teach the great store of the Dharma in similes,
[they] become great donors, storerooms of unhindered readiness in speech, of measureless
knowledge, the [ten] powers, the [four kinds of] self-assurance [and] the [eighteen] specific
qualities of a buddha." The passage in Chi: "After those [living beings?] have full of confidence
attained the pure knowledge of all [matters], they widely disclose the store of a tathagata for living
beings; [they have] unhindered readiness in speech [and] act as great lords of the giving [of
donations] (mahädänapati)."
147
The enumeration of buddha-qualities is missing in Chu (instead: $P5f$||f). In Bth and Chi2
there is no equivalent for GH Ita bur in 5B.11. The aim of the purification (sbyang ba 'iphyir) is not
expressed in Bth (scribal mistake?). Therefore: ... mdzod yongsu sbyangs pa'i byangchub sems
dpa' rnams: "... to the bodhisattvas [whose] treasury of... has become pure." Chi as well as Ch2
show the following logical relation: because the Tathagata perceives all living beings as having the
store of a tathagata (#P5fiÜc), he teaches the Dharma to the bodhisattvas.
148
The word pair g.yo ba - rlom sems, Skt. injanä - manyanä, points to the second level of the
simile: the negated terms can characterize the mind of somebody who has entered the state of
absorption (e.g. SP 5.10f: aninjand) or the mind of a tathagata (see 5*999A0ff). The word pair
is missing in Chi. For manyanä the BHSD shows the following explanation: "conceit in the sense
of vain, illusory imagining...." However, Tibetan rlom sems does not comprise this meaning (cf. Ja
s.v. rlom pa: "rlom sems pride, arrogance.") Here, however, the term *amanyanä probably simply
refers to the fact that the treasure is without "a mental essence," as mentioned in the prose.
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[5.2] "At the same time a sentient being, the owner of the house, had become
poor. But because [he] would not know [of the treasure] and [because]
there was nobody [who] had informed him, the poor [man] would
remain above the [treasure without digging it out]."150
[5.3] "In the same way, with the vision of a buddha I see that in all sentient
beings—though [from the outside] they resemble poor [men] —there is
a great treasure; and [I see this treasure] as the motionless body of a
.

"151

sugata.
[5.4] "I see that [treasure and] teach152 [the following] to the bodhisattvas:
'O you [bodhisattvas], take the treasury of my knowledge! Act [so that
you may] become treasures of the supreme Dharma, being free of
poverty and becoming protectors of the world (lokanätha)V"l5i
149

In Chu and Bth it is not said that the treasure is beneath the house. However, only Chi
speaks of a treasure in the house also in the prose. Instead of a treasure (gter) Bth mentions a
vessel (snod). Chi, parallel to its own prose, does not describe the treasure as filled with gold and
money. 5. led in Chi run as follows: Z O ^ ^ ^ P J U J U X ^ f b W : "Since the master [of the house]
would not know about [nor] perceive [it], and the jewel [treasure] also could not speak, [5.2]...." In
Ch2the treasure cannot say the following: "This [here] is a certain thing!" ( T E S ; ^ ) 150
Bth differs from the other translations in päda b: PL shes SDs nD dbus gyurSD : (dbuU several
times for dbul): "As [the nobleman] did not know [about the treasure, he] became poor." Pädas a
and b in Ch2: f j ^ A S t t M ^ 3 i ^ ^YiM^M^^Ü"Though this person further is the master [of
the house, he] experiences poverty and does not know [about the treasure]." In päda d, Ch2 repeats
its on statement of päda b: M5I StllsfEEi^fl'lJ: "••• a n d [he] experiences poverty [and] dwells in
sorrow." In päda c it seems that subject and object have been confused: fi>i^F^|ß[n]|^A : "That
[master?] also does not inform anybody." The whole verse in Chi: "Poverty-stricken years [his
mind] embraces dullness (= ignorance about the treasure). There is nobody telling [him the facts.
Though] there is a treasure, yet [he] does not know [about it.] Therefore [he] continues to be in
poverty and sorrow." The statement of Chu is also found in the parallel verse of theÄGI / (I.113cd)
referring to living beings in the upameya: abudhyamänänubhavaty ajasram däridryaduhkham
bahudhä prajeyam II: "[In the same way, because living beings] do not recognize [the treasure
within themselves, they] perpetually experience suffering in form of poverty (or: the suffering [of
samsära] similar to poverty) in manifold ways." Cf. in particular the compound däridryaduhkha
with Chr. jln^f.
151
(1) Both Chinese translations differ in päda b. Chi: §B^lmß$3iyM.: "••• [ see that living beings],
though circulating [in] the five paths [of existence],...." Ch2: —'®W11t)llS§K: "••• [see] that all
sentient beings dwell in poverty." The comparison between living beings and the poor is only
stated in Tib (Bth has gyur pa instead of 'dra; cf. n. 128). See RGV 1.114c: ... sattvä
daridropamäh.
(2) Sugata is another of the standard set of epithets of a buddha. For traditional interpretations of
sugata see 0 3 3 8 / 1.13 If. Both understandings, namely "[one who] has well spoken [the
Dharma]" as well as "[one who] has perfectly entered [nirvana]" are discussed there. See also
Griffiths 1994: 105.
(3) 5.3d in Tib is grammatically difficult; literally: "... [and I] see [this treasure] as the motionless
and sugata[-\ike] body(?)." Päda d as found in Ch2 (see below; the reading gains support by Bth)
seems more appropriate. Chi does not mention the body of a sugata. Instead it is said that the
treasure is always in the body (of living beings), without alterations (y'vÄiSiJi'rt IfKE'RStJlOPädas cd of Ch2 ( # ^ M W A i £ i S fEEftf^ft^tUSs): "[I see that] in the bodies [of sentient
beings] there are great hidden treasures: there is the essence of the buddhas, motionless."
152
The perfect form of ston pa (Bth: smras) might have been employed due to the temporal
relation between the teaching activity and the following acquisition of confidence (described in
5.5) in this teaching.
153
In pädD F D great treasury of knowledge is mentioned in Bth (yeshes kyi ni mdzod chert) and
Ch2 (i\^EiWi)i whereas Tib adds the personal pronoun of the first person (mama instead of mahä?). A further parallel between Bth and Ch2 is the verb "to dig out" (thon, imperative of 'don pa; gf)
instead of "to take" (zung). Päda d in Ch2: ibSElPR-h/ÖÖS": "•• [so that you] may grant the
supreme wealth of the Dharma/the wealth of the supreme Dharma." Also, Chi and Bth mention
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[5.5] "Whoever acquires confidence in [this] my teaching—in each of those
sentient beings is a treasure. Whoever, having acquired confidence,
exerts himself will quickly attain excellent awakening."154
[6 The simile of a sprout in the seed]
[6A]
"Sons of good family, again it is like the example of a fruit of a mango tree, a
rose apple tree, a palmyra palm or of cane:155 inside the sheaths of the outer
"wealth" (y'vli; nor) and the element should thus be considered as original. Päda d of Bth is
similar to Chj. bla na med pa chos kyang nor yang sbyin : : "... [so that you may] grant the
supreme Dharma, as well as wealth." The difference between C7b and Bth might be explained by
supposing a different interpretation of a compound *anuttaradharmavasu or *anuttaradharmadhana. The complete verse in Ch[\ "Having observed thus [the Tathagata] teaches for living beings
so that [they] may attain the treasury of knowledge [leading to] great wealth and wide profit." The
bodhisattvas remain unmentioned in Chi •
154
(1) It is very unlikely that Tib has here preserved the original intention of the Skt text. Bth
does not show any demonstrative pronoun in päda b that takes up the relative pronoun of päda a,
nor is there a particle ending the sentence at the end of päda b. The demonstrative particle appears
only in päda d of Bth which accounts for the following translation: "[Those] who acquire
confidence in that [what] I have taught, [namely that] in sentient beings there is even a treasure,
who acquire confidence and apply themselves [to its excavation], they will quickly attain even
excellent awakening."
(gDng cig ngD 'is1 bshDG SD GH OD mos II
sHrhs cDn OD ni gtHryDnsyod:
gang zhig shin tu mos shing brtson byedpa II
de ni byangchub mchog kyang myur rnyed do II
[ nga 'is for nga 'i sa in the ms])
Also the Chinese versions make such a rendering most plausible as the original intention of the
verse. Päda c in Ch[\ "..., [and] practices [with adequate] means (upäya) faithfully and
diligently,...."
(2) bDag nyid in Tib 5.5c remains without any counterpart in the other three translations.
155
(1) All of the plants mentioned are widely known in India and often mentioned in the
literature:
a. (Shing) a mra, Skt. ämra: the mango tree (mangifera indica) is a huge, evergreen tree, whose
fruits belong to the best known in India. Inside the fruit there is a massive kernel which produces
the sprout (see McCann 1959: no.25).
b. 'Dzam EX or dzam EX, Skt. jamEX: also the rose apple tree (eugenia jambolana) is very well
known in India and is considered the center of the continent jambudvipa, one of the continents
believed to constitute the world. The rose apple tree can reach more than 25 meters in height. Its
fruits are longish and about 2.5 cm in size. When the fruits become mature they look similar to
black olives and are eaten by humans and animals or processed into juice. In relation to the fruit
pulp around, the kernel inside the fruit is relatively big. See Syed 1990: 288-302; McCann 1959:
no.27).
c. Ta la, Skt. täla: also the palmyra palm (borassus flabellifer) can reach more than 25 meters in
height. In the old texts it serves as a measure unit for heroes and other imposing figures. The
palmyra palm grows slowly and flowers for the first time after 12 till 15 years. Stem and fruits
are hard, the fruits are eatable but not tasty. Above all, the tree's stem and fan-shaped leaf crown
are used as materials. The fruits are found grouped at stems with a diameter of max. 15 cm each.
Shielded by a peel like leather, inside the fruit there are two or three seeds again covered by
fibrous material. The seeds are about 5 cm in diameter. See Syed 1990: 308-325; McCann 1959:
no.42.
d. sPa, Skt. *vetra: Ja gives the meaning "cane" for spa and mentions examples where spa in
compounds means "bamboo." In MVy 4217 the Skt. equivalent vetra is found for sba (ace. to Ja
another spelling of spa). Bth reads 'deb ndre (prose) and (n>beb/<~ ^bab tra (verse) instead of spa
which could be a transliteration of YetrD. (The transliterations nED or dED for Skt. YD in Bth are
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peel there is a seed of imperishable nature (*avindsadharmin) [containing] a
sprout, [a seed] which, thrown on soil, will become a great king of trees.156
Sons of good family, in the same way also the Tathagata perceives
that [sentient beings who are] dwelling in the world157 are completely
wrapped in the sheaths of the outer peel of [such] defilements [as] desire

not uncommon: cf. 'Ba' gi ya sha for *Vägisa, and u ru FDyil ED for uruXüvä. Difficult to
explain is in fact E at the end of the first syllable.) The S : h a s "eine grössere Art Calamus, etwa
fasciculatus, zu Stöcken gebraucht" for vetra and knows the compound vetraphala. Ch2 confirms
vetra (j§f§ and |§§ ("wisteria") seem to be not strictly distinguished): "reed, rattan, cane." Takasaki
(1981: 23) translates spa as "pine tree" (fS). The fact that cane or bamboo is conceived of as a
"great king of trees" is not surprising as it can reach a height of 40 meters and its fruits, in case
of the melocanna bambusoides, a kind of bamboo, are described as similar to apples {Meyer s.v.
Bambusgewächse). Also worth mentioning is the enormous speed of growing bamboo of up to
one meter on a single day.
(2) Bth mentions another fruit: ba sa na 'i 'bras bu. Its identification is not clear. Chi here and in
6.1 only speaks of a mango fruit (HLUm). Ch2 enumerates the plants in the opposite order. In case
of the mango and the rose apple tree Ch2 speaks of "the seeds of the fruits" (JH-f-) whereas for the
palmyra palm and cane it only reads "seed" (-f-). This differentiation is not found in the Tibetan.
156
(1) Chu do not mention the "sheaths of the outer peel." Bth does not describe the peels as
"outer"; shun phrag should probably be emended to shun pags (cf. Ja: id. [with shun pa]).
However, in 6.1b Bth also speaks of "outer peel": phyirol shun[i] phrag.
(2) The compound bijänkura ("sprout [in the state] of a seed") of 5*99 63.20, 5*9 I.115b and
I.117.C is not found in Tib; instead: myu gu'i sa bon, Skt. ankurabija: "seed [whose characteristic
is an encapsulated] sprout"; Ch2: ^F"5f for bijänkura! Bth reads sa bon dang : myu gu and adds
'byung bar 'gyur ba yang (in Ch2: -f-"5pS$$t9zti; missing in Tib). The compound in Bth as well
as in Ch2 (for a translation see below) must be understood as a dvandva. Bth: "In spite [of the fact
that the tree appears different,] emerging [alternatingly as] seed and sprout, [it is] of unperishing
nature(?)." Takasaki's rendering of ankurabija in Tib with jf ^ ?£ %> ^i. §S f!HF" (1981: 23f.): "seed
which will become a sprout" suggests that the seed turns into a sprout only in a later step. This is
in contradiction to verse 6.1 where the sprout is clearly described as already within the seed (... spa
yi 'bras bu...// nang na spayi myu guyodpa ste II). The section in Chi: "Just as the kernel inside a
mango does not perish, [and when one] sows it into the earth, [it] becomes a great king of trees,...."

eh-.... &$&-%m$m§L, m^m&, ^mm, mmm, x « * # i » = "[Just as the

seed of... a mango] realizes the quality of indestructibility as a result of the fact that the seed and
sprout generate each other alternately (MWl *päramparyena), [and the seed,] when meeting with
the conditional factor earth (i-feiHt), sown into it, after a long time becomes a great king of trees,...."
(For ^ see RGV I.ll6c: ... tat tat kusalam pratitya ... and 1.117d ... subhapratyayaih II.) The
content of Tib differs from Bth and Ch2 in that it omits the passage that seed and sprout appear in
alternation. Due to the fact that this statement appears in the verse section (6.Id) of Tib, though in
a different form, it can be assumed that it was in fact also part of the prose of TGS2. However, the
statement is also missing in both the prose and verse section of Chi. In light of the statement of the
mutual alternating generation of seed and sprout it seems that Bth and Ch2 put their main accent on
the eternal sameness of the tree's nature in spite of manifesting itself in different shapes. This
aspect appears to carry more weight than the future development into a king of trees.
157
Probably due to the significant position of the term sattva in the following section, Tib
paraphrases sentient beings here with jig rten na gnaspa; Bth: ... mdzod du jig rten zhugs shing
gnas pa\ "... [perceives] that living beings (loka) have entered and [now] dwell in the sheaths..."
or (parallel to Tib): "... [perceives sentient beings who] have entered and are [now] dwelling [in]
the world, [covered with] sheaths...." The verb mthong has probably been omitted by the scribe as
the line ends with gnas pa. However, Ch[2 mention sentient beings and do not have an equivalent
for jig rten, Skt. loka. It is also remarkable that only Tib does not mention the Tathagata's vision.
This could mean that the intention of the translators or editors of Tib was to read the text as: "... in
the same way, also the tathagata residing in living beings {loka) is perceived as wrapped...."
However, in the TGS, this would be a rather uncommon formulation and can hardly be based on
the Sanskrit original.
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(raga), anger (dvesa), misguidedness (moha), longing (trsna) and ignorance
/

-J

~\ "158

(avidya).
[6B]
"In this [connection] the true nature (dharmata) of a tathagata, being in the
womb (garbha)159 inside the sheaths of [such] defilements [as] desire,
anger, misguidedness, longing and ignorance, is designated160 'sattva.'
When it has become cool, it is extinct (nirvrta). And because [it is then]
completely purified [from] the sheaths of defilements of ignorance,161 [it]
becomes a great accumulation of knowledge [in the] realm of sentient
beings (sattvadhdtu).162 The world with [its] gods (sadevako lokah), having
perceived that supreme, great accumulation of knowledge [in the] realm of
sentient beings speaking like a tathagata, recognizes 163 [him] as a
tathagata.164
Ch[\ "In the same way, sons of good [family], with the vision of a buddha I see that [in] all
living beings the store of qualities of a tathagata is found [in] the peels of ignorance, just as the
seeds of a fruit are found inside the kernel." As does RGV 1.116, Chi does not consider living
beings but the buddha-qualities (RGV: dharmadhätu) to be wrapped. Ch2:
W&XWM%r-TO'lt
- WMJb'S.&MW&o
• "••• the Tathagata, with the vision of a
tathagata, perceives all sentient beings [with their] defilements ... even to the end of the peels."
The last part of Ch2 is not intelligible. The parallel verse RGV 1.117c in this passage reads -klesaphalatvagantaragatah. Instead of antaragata (Bth: zhugs siting gnaspa; Tib: kun tu dkrispal) Ch2
has possibly read (pary-)antagata (jjffil).
159
Tib alone suggests the following understanding: "In this [connection] the true nature of the
tathagatas, having become the essence inside the sheaths...." or even (Takasaki 1991: 24): jJpjJÄ©
^ t ^ # c H ^ h -5 ^ © ^ P ^ O f ö t t : " ... that real nature of a tathagata in an embryo-like state."
sNyingpor gyurpa is probably a rendering of Skt. garbhastha or garbhagata (see Bth:... dbus1 kyi
Unying por de bzhin gshegs pa 'i chos nyid kyang gnaso II [' for dbul]). By the analysis in Hara
1994: n. 4 (1) (though referring for the most part to the Mahäbhärata) it becomes clear that
garbha- in these compounds must be understood as "womb." This meaning should therefore also
be accepted for the passage under discussion. See the parallel RGV 1.117c (-phalatvagantaragatah
sambuddhabijähkurah), where -gata is also used to point out the place (and not the state) in which
the sprout can be found. See the passages in 8B.4 and 8.5 and also Matsumoto 1994: 503f.
160
The construction zhes bya ba'i ming du chags pa is probably a translation of Skt.
samjnotpäditä (see Suvj s.v. ming). In this way also Bth's 'du shes SD could be explained by
supposing that the verb remained without translation.
161
Ma rig pa, Skt. avidyä, is considered the root of other defilements (see e.g. Ybhü 166.16:
tatra viparyäsamülam avidyä I).
162
The Skt. equivalent for ... tshogs su gyur SD gDng yin SD GH ni myHG SD 'o II and Bth: ...
phungpo nyid rnyedpa'o II could be *yo -sambhärabhävas sa präptah, rendered lit. as: "... that
which is the [state of] being an accumulation..., is attained." For -präpta at the end of a compound
with an abstract noun before cf. BHSD s.v. -präpta. The construction here reminds one of a similar
passage in the rendering of the TGS verses in RGV 1.116 concerning the same simile (...
subhadharmadhätuh upaiti... muniräjabhavam II): "... the pure dharmadhätu becomes king of the
munis." Ch2 differs here (see below).
163
For 'du shes, Skt. sarhjnä, in this meaning see BHSD s.v. sarhjnä (5). Sarhjnä comprises
mental acts like imagination, identification, ideation or even interpretation. In 'du shes su byed
(*samjnäm kurvanti) I do not understand the function of su (Bth without su: 'du shes byed do II).
164
The versions differ widely and leave extensive room for interpretation. That the original
intention has not been preserved is shown by the great discrepancies between prose and verses. In
the following I will first deal with the key terms which appear, before translating and commenting
on the varying translations. Finally I will try to sum up the contents.
(1) The definition of sattva is only found in the Tibetan and Ch2. In orthodox Buddhist
philosophy the term sattva is mentioned along with atman. The existence of a separate entity
called sattva is not admitted. See e.g. ... sünyah samskärapunjo 'yam na hi sattvo 'tra vidyate II...
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evam skandhän upädäya samvrtyä sattva ucyate II iti I (AKBh 466.2, 4 cit); ... nästiha sattva ätmä
vä dharmas tv ete sahetukäh II {AKBh 466.9 cit.); ... ätmadrstir bhavati sattvadrstih I nirviseso
bhavati tlrthikaih sardham II {AKBh 466.14 cit.). The AAA even derives sat- of sattva from the
root sad meaning "to perish": sidan 'ätmakatvät sattvah (AAA 81.5 with note 1 (the form sidana is
attested in Pali); referring to ASPuw 80.25f.: ... mahatyä ätmadrstyäh sattvadrstyäh jlvadrstyäh...).
The definition found in the TGS gives a different explanation, by stating that the term sattva is
used as long as the sheaths (of Mesas) have not been destroyed. Sattva is also considered one of the
three gunas which constitute the world in Sänkhya philosophical terminology.
(2) The equation "becoming cool" or "having become cool" (sitibhäva) = nirvana is common
(see BHSD s.v. sitibhäva, sltlbhütä).
(3) The compound ye shes chen po 'i tshogs could be a translation of Skt. *mahäjnänasambhära.
Mahat, as the first member of the compound, could of course also go withjnäna.
(4) Apart from the meaning "the whole of living being," the RGV and the AAN know sattvadhätu
also as a specific term for the dharmakäya in samsära, as synonyms for tathagatagarbha:
5*99 40.16ff. (cit. AAN): ayam eva Säriputra dharmakäyo 'paryantaklesakosakotigüdhah
samsärasrotasä uhyamäno 'navarägrasamsäragaticyutyupapattisu samcaran sattvadhätur ity
ucyate I
Säriputra, that very dharmakäya, [as long as it is] covered by myriads of sheaths of
defilements, carried away by the stream of samsära, [and] wandering in dying and arising
without beginning and end in the existences of samsära, is called sattvadhätu.
The jinagarbha in an inpure state is described as sattvadhätu in verse RGV 1.47, which is part of
the oldest stratum of the text:
asuddho 'suddhasuddho 'tha suvisuddho yathäkramam I
sattvadhätur itiprokto bodhisattvas tathägatah II47 //
[Depending on the jinagarbha being] impure, [partly] impure and [partly] pure, and
completely pure, [it] is called respectively sattvadhätu, 'bodhisattva' and 'tathagata.'
That the term tathagatagarbha is used identically is shown by 5*99 21.Mf.: tatra samalä tathatä
yo dhätur avinirmuktaklesakosas tathagatagarbha ity ucyate I: "In this [connection] the defiled
True Reality is what is called tathagatagarbha [as] the essence not freed from the sheaths of
defilements."
(5) The passage in the other versions: Chi: "Sons of good [family], that store of a tathagata is
cool, without heat. [It is] a great accumulation of knowledge, the wonderful nirvana [and, when
purified, it] is designated as 'tathagata, honourable one and perfectly awakened one.'" As usual
Chi is considerably shorter than the other versions. The definition of sattva, the term sattvadhätu
and the process of purification do not appear. (The corresponding verse 6.3 of Chi differs from the
prose in this respect.) The repetitive enumeration of Mesas and the statement that the dharmatä is
wrapped in sheaths is also missing. It could constitute an element inserted later by the redactors of
TGS2. Ch^. "... in the sheaths of defilements ... there is the nature of the store of a tathagata.1 As
long as [one] does not know2 this, the designation sattva [applies]. When [one] is able to bring [the
defilements] to rest, [this is] designated as 'cool' and named nirvana. When [one] is able to
remove the defilements of ignorance, then that element of the sattva (^'Iff^; sattvadhätu) is
designated 'essence of the great accumulation of knowledge' [and] such a sattva is named 'great
accumulation of knowledge'. When [this being called great accumulation of knowledge then]
appears [as] a buddha in the world [with the] gods, [it] teaches the subtle Dharma [and] when [the
world with the gods] see this, [they] call [that being] 'tathagata.'" ['^PjfSÜ'tfein light of the Tibetan
(tathägatadharmatä) an emendation to $P5J$ätt should be worth considering; Should ^'fff be emended
according to verse 6.3a (/fifP): "As long as [one] does not destroy these [sheaths],..."? The phrase ^'fff has
no equivalent in the Tibetan prose.]
A possible translation of CA2 has to deal with many factors of uncertainty. As does Chi, also CA2
has $P5l$ii?(t4) (contrary to dharmatä of the Tibetan). Leaving aside an emendation to $P5J5^|4,
one reason for adding f^ to the compound might be that Amoghavajra tried to give a quasietymology for the term sat-tva by defining it as "where the nature (f^ for Skt. -tva) of the store of
a tathagata can be found (^f for Skt. sat from the root as)." In this case, the variant ^f'|4 rather
than ^pf'Iff should be considered as original (in contrast to the verse) when defining the term sattva.
Ch2 seems to use the term sattvadhätu as a designation for the unpurified true nature of living
beings. Once purified, this same element is named "essence of the great accumulation of
knowledge" (y'vla'IfSfil). The characterization of sattva (Tib: sattvadhätu) as "supreme" (GDP SD ;
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Sons of good family, in this [connection] the Tathagata perceives that
[all sentient beings]165 are like the [seed containing a sprout], and then
propounds the matter to the bodhisattva-mahasattvas in order that [they]
might realize the tathägata-knowledge [within themselves]."165

mchog) could correspond to fjj^.^f'1'^. C7b has probably interpreted para in the sense of "another"
or even misread para instead of vara. The phraseology TEMU^H) does not correspond to the
Tibetan rnyHG SD 'o; ML ItD ED GH EzhLn Gu {TLE) or cL ItDr khong Gu chuG SD GH EzhLn Gu (Bth)
remain without counterpart in C7b(7) Bth:... nyon mongspa 'i mdzodkyi1 dbus1 kyi snyingpor de bzhin gshegspa 'i chos nyidkyang
gnaso II GH OD gDng sHrhs cDn Gu 'Gu shHsSD zhi bDr gyur nD : mD rig SD 'i nyRn mRngsSD 'i mGzRG:
yRngsu sbyDngs SD 'i sHrhs cDn kyi khDrhs GH yHshHs chHn SR 'i ShungSR nyiG rnyHG SD 'R II GH sHrhs
cDn mchRg stH : yHshHs kyi ShungSR chHn SR 'R II ci OtDr khRng Gu chuG SD GH bzhin Gu smrD stH :
OhD GDng: 'jig HHn Gu bcDsSDs mthRng nDs I GH bzhin gshHgsSD zhHs 'Gu shHs byHG GR II
[' for kyis;2 for dbul].
Now, the true nature of a tathagata is found as the essence, [being in] the center of the
sheaths of defilements.... When in this [connection a being] which is called sattva has
calmed down, the essence of the sattva (sattvadhätu), completely purified [from] the
sheaths of defilements of ignorance, becomes a great accumulation of knowledge. Such [a
being] is a supreme sattva, [as the] accumulation of knowledge is great. [This supreme
sattva] speaks as having understood [the Dharma], and after the world with the gods has
seen [this, they therefore] recognize [this being] as 'tathagata.'
Bth combines the definition of sattva with the following sentence and does not leave room for an
identification of the dharmatä with sattva. The term nLrvanD does not appear. The unusual ML ItD ED
GH EzhLn Gu (6B.7) of Tib could represent a shortened form of ci Itar khong du chud pa de bzhin
du as it is found in Bth. The same wording appears e.g. in KP §2, where it is said about the
bodhisattva: yathäsrutärhs ca dharmän yathäparyäptän parebhyo vistarena sarhprakäsayati I ...
ji Itar khong du chud pa ....
(8) In light of the other versions of TGS2, Tib shows the following characteristics: The equation
"defiled dharmatä = sattva" is only found in the prose of Tib. Even verse 6.3 of Tib does not
confirm this explicitly. CA2 seems to see different categories in the sattva itself as an ordinary
living being and in the element or nature of this living being (sattvadhätu), and thus avoids a direct
equation. The genitive relation between sattvadhätu and the "great accumulation of knowledge" in
Tib is not confirmed by the other two versions where it is said that the sattvadhätu becomes (the
essence of) a great accumulation of knowledge. However, in Tib it is hard to understand
sattvadhätu as anything else than "realm of sentient being." The interpretation of sattvadhätu as
"element, essence" is supported by RGV I.llöab, where the term subhadharmadhätu is used
instead (sattvesv ... subhadharmadhätuh). Within the reproduced verses of the TGS in the RGV the
term dharmadhätu appears only once. The second mention of sattvadhätu in 6B.6 is probably not
based on the Skt. text since Bth (serhs can) and CA2 (^flt) simply read sattva.
(9) The content of the section in TGS2 thus focuses on the following four main points:
a. The definition of the term sattva as characterizing the true nature of living being enclosed by
defilements.
b. The statement that this nature has become cool and extinct.
c. Though already extinct, the external purification from the defilements leads to the nomination
"great accumulation of knowledge." This stage is associated with the attribute "supreme" (dDm
SD; mchog).
d. Only when teaching the Dharma to other sentient beings, is such a "supreme being" granted
the nomination "tathagata" by them.
165
The passage in CA2 seems corrupt: "Sons of good [family], when there the Tathagata,
Honourable One and Perfectly Awakened One is seen, [this same Tathagata] makes all
bodhisattva-mahasattvas aware of [their own] tathägata-knowledge so that [they] may disclose [it
to sentient beings]." The interpretation of the Tathagata as the object of the act of seeing differs
from all other versions. In the last part, artha, being the "matter" to be exhibited according to Chi
and the Tibetan, has been understood by Amoghavajra as indicating finality (^IjpJIiJO.
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[6C]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[6.1] "Just as all the fruits of cane have a cane sprout inside [their seeds], and
[just as a sprout] is also in all the [fruits of] palmyra palms and rose
apple trees: when the result,166 [which is already perfectly] contained
within [the fruit's outer peel,] is made to germinate, [a great tree will]
"167

grow.
[6.2] "In the same way also the Master of the Dharma, the Leader,168 perceives
with the supreme, uncontaminated vision of a buddha169 that in all
sentient beings without exception—similarly to the cane seed—there is
the body of a sugata"™
[6.3] "The [being in the state when] the sheaths [of defilements]171 have not
been destroyed is called 'sattva.' Even though [the essence of this
sattva, namely the body of a sugata,] dwells [hidden] in ignorance,
there is no illusory imagining (manyana). [It] dwells in absorption
(samddhi), is completely calm and there is no motion whatsoever."172
166

Tib: 'bras bu corresponds in Bth with don. The Skt. was probably kärya (cf. MVy 4630,
6977/78, 7198). The compound yod pa 'i 'bras bu in Tib thus represents Skt. satkärya, a central
term in the teaching of the Sänkhya.
167
The translations show considerable differences in this verse: Chi follows widely the first
section of its own prose (see above). Ch?. "Just as in a cane seed the tree—[manifesting itself as] a
cane sprout [etc.]—in its entirely can be found; [and just as] a rose apple tree [which already
completely] exists in the root (!) grows again once its seed is planted [in the earth],...." C7b differs
from its prose and argues in perfect accordance with the satkärya doctrine. The character fjt, Skt.
*müla, does not have any equivalent in the other translations (variant reading of täODP.). Bth differs
particularly in the last two pädas: 'dzam bu kun kyi1 GEuV nD yDng ni yoG : GH EtDE2 EDV ni Gon
kyDng Eyung EDr 'gyur: [' for kyis;2 for btang, see prose]: "Also in all rose apples [it] exists. By
planting it, the result[, which is already completely contained in the seed,] emerges."
168
The terms dharmesvara and (vi)näyaka also designate the Buddha. Chu are without these
designations. C7b instead: IÜCJE^S'HS^: "I see all [sentient beings] without exception (*asesa)."
Cf. asesa r dharmesvara.
169
The compound could be *anäsravabuddhacaksurvara, which was rendered by Tib without
altering the position of its members. In Bth the elements -buddha- and -vara are missing. C7b
corresponds to Tib (Ä^/Jfgf^f^gUfSi). F° r anäsrava cf. BHSD (s.v. äsrava), where lokottara is
quoted as an equivalent.
170
Instead of "body of a sugata" Ch, reads #P5f$jt; Ch2: #P5f$fi. The verse in Ch,: "The
Tathagata, [with his] uncontaminated vision, perceives the store of a tathagata in the body of all
living beings—just like the kernel in all fruits."
171
With sbubs (Bth: mdzod), kosa, Tib most probably does not mean the unperishable "store" of
a Tathagata as Takasaki (/fi$kt£ & 0-Wtl 1981: 25) and also Kagawa (^piÜ^-SJü [IS is to be
emended to iff]; 1962: 13) understand it. Tib uses the term sbubs throughout the TGS another 17
times. In all of those cases it designates the sheaths of defilements covering living beings. Tib
renders kosa with mdzod when used in a positive meaning as "treasure" in the fifth illustration.
Ch?. "[When] the imperishable is concealed [in the sheaths of defilements, it] is called 'sattva'"

(^imm^m).
172

(1) Pada a of Bth should probably be emended to ... thadad mdzod ma yin (instead of pa
yiri). Tha dad corresponds to Tib: bshig and could render a form of the Skt. root bhid. The gter
tsheg following sems can takes the position of brjod in Tib and could symbolize an abbreviation
for Skt. iti, uktvä or something similar.
(2) Instead of amanyanä (Horn sems med), Bth speaks in päda b of mkhyen, probably a form of
the Skt. root jnä. Although the combination rlom sems med - gyo ba ma yin (aninjana) is
common (BHSD s.v. injana; manyanä, °na) and appears also in 5.1, in this case Bth has probably
preserved a wording closer to the original, for also Chn show ^ (*jnäna) instead of amanyanä.
With the term Jnana, this verse reminds of *mahäjhänasambhära in the prose of 6B. The päda
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[6.4] "Thinking:
'How may these sentient beings become awakened—just as a great tree
has grown from a seed—and [thus become] refuges (sarana) for the
world with [its] gods?'
I speak the Dharma in order to completely purify [sentient beings]."173
[7 The simile of a tathagata image wrapped in rotten rags]
[7A]
"Sons of good family, again it is like the example of a poor man174 [who] has
a tathagata image the size of the palm of a hand [and] made of seven kinds
of jewels.175 It then so happened that the poor man wished to cross a
[dangerous] wilderness176 carrying the tathagata image [with him]. And in
order that it might not be discovered by anybody else, or stolen by robbers,
177
he then wrapped it in some rotten, putrid rags.
178
Then the man died owing to some calamity
in that same wilderness,
cal
and his tathagata image, made of jewels [and] wrapped in rotten rags, then
according to Bth (mi shes pa 'i dbusu gnas par mkhyen II): "Knowing that [this body of a sugata]
dwells in ignorance,...." In Ch2 the term avidyä, testified in all other translations, is not mentioned.
Instead of it we find ^FJij, Skt. *ananya. This variant could result from the graphic similarity of
ananya and avidyä. Ch2: J^^WWfftPFJ^ o:ithin [the sheaths?] is the knowledge, not different
[from myself?]."
(3) Pädas c and d in Ch2: "[This knowledge] peacefully dwells [in] absorption (Jj^; samädhi), is
placed [in] tranquility. Further [it is] without motion (aninjana), there is nothing to be attained."
For a similar passage cf. SP 161.10f. = VII.10: cittarh pi te säntagatam susamsthitam
aninyabhütam sada aprakampyam I viksepu naivästi kadäcit tava1 atyantasäntasthitu tvarh
anäsravah II [' tava metrically impossible].
The whole verse in Chi: "Ignorance covers the store of a buddha. You should trustfully know,
that [it] is furnished with absorption and knowledge [and that] there is nothing [by which it] could
be destroyed!" As usual, Chi deviates also here considerably from the other translations. Just as in
the prose section, the term sattva does not appear.
173
The päda concerning the refuge runs as follows in Ch2: 'g'^HSfUI^.PJffö: "••• and then
become supports [for] the world." The gods are not mentioned; pffiii represents *äsraya rather
than sarana. Chi: "Therefore I teach the Dharma [and] disclose that store of a tathagata [for living
beings so that they may] quickly accomplish the unsurpassable path, just as a fruit becomes a king
of trees."
174
Though the man possesses a precious tathagata image, he is described as poor. This
characterization seems irrelevant for the illustration and is not found in Chi •
115
Rin po che sna bdun, Skt. saptaratna, appears often in Buddhist literature (cf. BHSD s.v.
ratna (2); Suvj s.v. rin po che). It comprises the materials suvarna, rüpya, muktä, vaidürya,
sphatika, musäragalva and lohitikä (ace. to BHSD). Ch2 reads sarvaratna (—-WW)- Chi speaks of
an image of pure gold (m^f^.) and gives no measure.
176
For 'brog dgon, MVy 2992 gives the equivalent käntära: "... wilderness, ... a difficult road
through a forest,...." (MW). The Chinese translation (^ß§) focuses on the second meaning.

177

eh,-.... mmm, m&mm, wmm, wmm, ^ » # 0 ="... [the man], going

to another country, would pass a risky path. Afraid to encounter robbery [he] would wrap [the
image] with ragged materials so that nobody [could] recognize [it]." The last section in Ch2:
"Fearing the robbery of the [image he] would then take rotten, ragged silk and wrap his image with
[it] so that nobody would suspect [it there]." Ch2 then continues with the appellation "Sons of good
[family],...."
178
(1) Tib translates 'chi ba 'i dus byas par ma gyur (but Bth: shi bar gyur nas). Should Tib be
interpreted as "not to reach [his predetermined] time of dying"? Cf. Skt. kälam karoti for "dying."
The Chinese versions speak of a sudden death: ;g{Üppf£ (Chi); W&av%& (Ch2).
(2) The meaning of dar nad or dor nod in Bth instead of nyes SD is not clear. However, nDd
implies an illness leading to the man's death.
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170

lay around on the footpath. [But] travelers, unaware [of the precious
tathagata image in the rags], repeatedly stepped over [it]181 and passed by.
And [they would] even point [at it] as something disgusting [and question]:
'Where has the wind brought this wrapped bundle of rotten, putrid rags
from?'182 And a divinity dwelling in the wilderness, having looked [at the
situation] with divine vision, would show [it to] some people and direct
[them]:
'O men, [here] inside this bundle of rags is a tathagata image made of
jewels, worthy to be paid homage by all worlds. So [you] should open
[it]!'" 183
[7B]
"Sons of good family, in the same way also the Tathagata perceives that all
sentient beings are wrapped in the wrappings of defilements and that [they
are like something] disgusting, wandering around for ages throughout the
wilderness of samsära. 184 And, sons of good family, [the Tathagata]
179

(1) I rendered rdog lam simply as "footpath" without having been able to locate other
occurrences of this compound. Bth has just lam; see Kagawa 1962: 14 ($&{$§) and Takasaki 1981:
25 (ififffi): "wayside."
(2) "To lay around" for 'phyanpa, Skt. bhramati; in 7B.3 appears another form of the root bhram
which refers to samsära: kun tu 'khyam pa (cf. MVy 5108).
(3) Ch, (including a part of the following passage): J ^ ^ f t ^ P f i f , fjAig^S, J$M
^Rf*o : "There the golden image, [which] has been abandoned in the wilderness, is considered as
unpure by all the wanderers trampling upon [it]." Ch2: ^ P ^ l f f f ^ J ^ J l I l t WM&tf1, MM
^Fiife» 7)it$$!lil;ro : "The precious image of the Tathagata remains in the rotten, ragged silk
thrown on the ground [and] wanders around [in] the wilderness."
180
'Dron po or 'gron po (P2S): "traveler." My translation is in accordance with Ja, who
conceives of 'gron pa as a synonym for 'grodpa, having the meaning "to go, to travel." BCAj s.v.
'dron SD gives as Skt. equivalents "1) pathi vartin (N[arthang]: 'gron pa). 2) särtha ['caravan']."
Only the first meaning is confirmed by the Chinese (fjA> fj!J§/£.A)> by Bth {PL long ED, which
should be emended to PL song ED, PL 'dong ED or even PL ong ED), and the parallel verse RGV
I.118d: adhvaga.
181
I try to render the repetition 'goms shing 'goms by adding "repeatedly." Bth reads 'gong
mchong. Tshig mdzod denotes for 'gong ba: (rnying) ... (4) smad pa ... ["to despise"]. 'Gong
mchong could accordingly be translated as "to jump over contemptuously."
182
In Bth (UDO PD UuO SD GDP SRV GkUiV SD UOung gi GeG 'khyDP1 pa 'di ga las byung zhes [' for
'khyab]), a second verb byung and the position of 'di imply the following translation: "From where
appeared (byung) this bundle wrapped ... [which] is driven by the wind?" I understand ded as the
perfect form of 'dedpa. The passage in Ch2: "[But] people [who] are walking along the path come
and go, pass, trample upon, jump over [the bundle and] do not know that there is a tathagata image
inside. And because the [image] is wrapped in rotten silk having been thrown on the ground, all
[consider it something] disgusting. How could [they] have the idea that [it is] a buddha?"
183
In Chi the divinity is not mentioned directly (flfASii^f)- This agrees with the parallel RGV
1.120b: divyanayana. In the prose of Chi, contrary to its own verse 7.2, the being with divine
vision is not directing others to open the bundle: ff AIS#JI!^#5 l = F i WÄ#ff^ S P ^ t H Z , —KJ
WMko '• "Somebody with divine vision sees that in the ragged materials there is an image of pure
gold and immediately takes [the image] out for [other living beings so that they] all pay homage
[to it]." Ch2 speaks of several divinities (ftA)- The directive runs as follows: "O men, in this
rotten silk here is a tathagata image. Unwrap [it] quickly! All worlds shall pay homage [to it]!"
184 ^ rp^e analogies wilderness/samsära and wrappings/defilements are missing in Bth and
Chi, but appear in RGV 1.120: samsäravartmo-; ... klesavipütivastra-. Cf. Ch2: #nfj£Ji|i^ Sfc
i^,'JHi'|j: "defilements like that rotten, ragged silk."
(2) As in Ch2, the verb "to perceive" appears in Bth just once in the first two sections of 7B. The
second mthong in Tib was probably inserted by the translators of Tib in order to make the syntax
more transparent.
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perceives that also within sentient beings [who] are wrapped in the
wrappings of various defilements—and even though [they] may have come
into existence as animals—185there is the body of a tathagata of the same
[kind] as my own.
Sons of good family,
'How does the mental vision of a tathagata (tathägatajnänadarsana) [in all
sentient beings] become free and completely purified from impurities so
that [sentient beings] become worthy of the homage of all worlds, as I am
now?'
Thus thinking, the Tathagata teaches in this [connection] the Dharma to all
bodhisattvas in order to cause [such beings] to become free from the
wrappings of defilements [in which they] are wrapped."187
[7C]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[7.1] "It is as if a sugata image were wrapped in putrid, disgusting
[materials]—made of jewels [and yet] wrapped in rags—[and] had been
left188 on a path and lay around [there]."189
[7.2] "And the divinity, having perceived it with divine vision, had said to
some [people]:
'Here is a tathagata [image made of] jewels. Open quickly this bundle
r-
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of rags!
[7.3] "My [vision] is like this divinity's vision:191 with that [vision I] see that
without exception all these sentient beings, wrapped in the wrappings of
185

Cf. 5*99 15.1 If., which is probably based on this passage of the 7*6. The passage here, its
parallel verses 5*9 1.119, 120, and 5*99 15.1 If. are, in the early tathagatagarbha teaching, the
only passages which explicitly state that animals have buddha-nature: ... lokottarayä prajnayä
sarvasattvesv antasas tiryagyonigatesv api tathägatagarbhästitvadarsanät.... In Cht this passage
does not appear. Chj. ... ;§j]/iMS.W{iL^.Mo
'• "••• [perceives that all sentient beings] attain
innumerable bodies as animals."
186
Ci in nga ci 'dra seems redundant but is also found in Bth. It appears again in Bth 7B.7 and
could well be an archaic formulation. 7B in Chi from the beginning: "In the same way, sons of
good [family], I see that living beings [due to their] various defilements circulate for a long time
( : § & *dirgharätra), in innumerable [rejbirths and deaths. [And I see that yet] the wonderful
store of a tathagata dwells within their bodies, exalted [and] pure, not different from myself."
187
Both Bth and C7b place the part of the sentence expressing finality before the direct speech.
Neither the Tibetan nor C7b shows clearly if the purification of the bodhisattvas or of living beings
is meant. \nRGV\.\20d the process of liberation (... vimuktyai) refers to buddhadhätu. In Chi the
bodhisattvas do not appear. The last part is different from all other translations and is not found in
the verse section of Chi'. "Therefore the Buddha teaches the Dharma for living beings, removes
[their] defilements, purifies [their] tathägata-knowledge [and] increasingly ($$tM) guides all
worlds."
188
For bor WH see the parallel verses RGVl.l 18, 120: ujjhita.
189
Chi follows its own prose: "It is as if somebody carrying a golden image went to another
country and would [therefore] wrap [the image] with ragged, rotten materials, and [the image]
would [then] have been abandoned and lay in the wilderness." In C7b the image is left at a "risky
[and] bad place [in] a wilderness" (BJflJS!i?3§)|l).
190
(1) Su in 7.2a functions as a metric expletive (see Hahn 1985: 206).
(2) As in its prose, Chi does not mention a divinity. The direct speech runs: T^UPJI
iHÄ —'WiKW\W- "Removing the rotten [materials, you will] reveal a pure [golden] image [so
that] everybody [will] greatly rejoice!" C7b mentions several divinities and adds that the image
should be venerated ( I F I ^ ) . Both Tibetan translations have lha des though the divinity has not
been mentioned in the verse before.
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defilements, are suffering severely [and] are continuously tormented by
[this] suffering of samsära."192
[7.4] "I perceive that inside the wrappings [consisting of] defilements the body
of a victorious one is firmly established,193 that that [body] is without
motion and change, and that yet there is nobody setting that [body]
free."194
[7.5] "Having seen [this], I then urged [the bodhisattvas]:195
'[O you] who have entered excellent awakening, listen! Thus [is] the
essential law (dharmata) [regarding] sentient beings: here [within
each sentient being] always dwells a victorious one, wrapped around
[with defilements].'"196
[7.6] '"When the sugata-knowledge [within] has been set free and all
defilements are pacified, then this [sentient being] is called

191

Tib has two particles: GH bzhin and 'Gi 'dm ba. The fact that the three other versions only
show one such particle, and instead Bth and Ch2 mention the act of seeing a second time (mthong
ba; jf,), could be explained by assuming that Tib has misread a form of the root drs "to see" as
idrsa or (e)tädrsa. For an alternative explanation cp. n. 196 (1).
192
The versions could be understood in the following way: Bth: "In the same way, with my
supernatural vision I see living beings. I always see in the most excellent way [that they] are
concealed by masses1 of defilements [and that they] are also troubled by the suffering of samsära."
[' gong EXT to be emended to gong EXU; cf. Bth 7B.3; 5.] Chi'. "My divine vision is also like this:
[with it I] see these living beings wrapped in defilements [and] bad deeds, [and I see how they
become] born and die accompanied by lots of suffering." Ch2: "With [my] divine vision I see like
this: I see [how] all living beings are subject to the wrappings of the silk of defilements [and how
they] excessively experience sorrow and the suffering of samsära."
193
Instead of mnyam par bzhag gyur (Skt. *samähita, *samädhigata), Bth simply has gnas. Ch2
mentions in the same päda the paryanka position of the tathägata-body ($P5}5fa).
194
(1) The act of perceiving comprises the whole content of the verse. It is not mentioned in
Bth.
(2) Bth shows the phrase mi spyod instead of mi 'gyur. This could be a rendering of Skt. acara or
avicära; for acära the BHSD gives the meaning "unchanging, constant."
(3) The verse in Chi: "Further [I see that with] living beings, in the middle of the dirt of
ignorance [there is] tathägatahood without motion, [and that yet] there is nobody who could
remove [the dirt]."
195
The perfect form of 'debs is probably chosen because what is described in the following
verse 7.6 is thought to happen after the urging. For skul ma btab, probably a causative form of the
root (sam-)cud, Ch2 employs Hf'fp-, "to alarm, to shake up"; Chi has simply gß. Different and
obviously incomplete is Bth with 'grol bar bya instead: "[in order] to cause [the buddha bodies] to
become free [he says]...." This statement is, however, also part of the corresponding passage in the
prose of 7B. As is said explicitly in Chi the urging is directed towards the bodhisattvas.
196
(1) My translation follows Bth and Ch2 (%) in attaching rtag of päda c to päda d, which
seems to have been its original position. The translation of Takasaki 1981: 27 includes rtag in the
statement of päda c. This must have been the intention of the Tibetan translators) or reviser(s):
lföfe;fc'*3<7)itt(i J ff M i <T) X 1 "C$> h o • "The true nature of living beings is always thus."
(2) For a phraseologically and syntactically similar construction cf. the Samädhiräjasütra
(Regamey 1990: 53, XXIII. 17): evam sambhava buddhänäm I lokanäthäna Idrsah I na jätu
kenacic chokyam I pasyitum ... (Tib.: FG Itar sangs rgyas 'byung 'gyur te I 'jig Hen mgon po 'i FG
'Fm bus I sus kyang... nam yang mthong bar mi nus so II); Regamey's translation (p. 90): "Such is
the nature of the Buddhas, Rulers of the World. Nobody can perceive them...."
(3) Instead of dharmatä Ch2 has just y^. Ch2's statement that the buddha is found within fears
(I^H: for bhaya, träsa or so on) must be based on an erroneous variant reading of the Skt., on
which (yongs su) dkrispa and 'di na (Bth: de na) were based.
(4) Chi: "As the Buddha has seen thus, [he] teaches for the bodhisattvas: 'Masses of
defilements—the bad deeds—cover the body of a victorious one [within living beings].'"
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'awakened' (buddha) and the hearts of gods and humans are full of

[8

The simile of the future universal emperor in the womb of a poor,
depressed woman]
[8A]
"Sons of good family, again it is like the example of a woman without a
protector (anäthabhüta), of unsightly complexion, having a bad smell,
disgusting, frightening, ugly and like a demoness (pisäci), [and this woman]
had taken up residence in a poorhouse.198 While staying there she had
become pregnant. And though the life that had entered into her womb199 was
such as to be destined to reign as a world emperor,200 the woman would
neither question herself with reference to the sentient being existing in her
womb 'Of what kind is this life [that] has entered my womb?', nor would
she [even] question herself in that [situation]: 'Has [some life] entered my
womb or not?' 201 Rather, thinking herself poor, [she would be] depressed,
197

(1) The syntactical construction could derive from Skt. yada ... tada...; see also Ch2 (fj>JBvf ...

im...).
(2) Päda a of Ch2: g P M j ^ B ü f f H?: "When this [buddha within] has been set free and [one has]
manifested the buddha knowledge,...." In the last päda Ch2 mentions aprt from the joy also the
venerating activity ({ft§|) of gods and humans. Chi: "Purify diligently [the buddha within and]
remove [the defilements]; bring forth the tathägata-knowledge! [Then you will] be venerated by all
gods, humans, dragons inäga), hungry ghosts (preta) and snake-gods (yaksa)\"
198
Bud med mgon med par gyur pa, Skt. *anäthabhütä stri, indicates a female without any
male family members (cf. Ch2: "orphan woman"; |üJJ§]$cA) who could be in charge of her
"protection." Characteristic for the Indian concept of women in need of protection is Manu IX.3:
pitä raksati kaumäre bhartä raksati yauvane I
raksanti sthavire puträ na stri svätantryam arhati II (cf. also V.147ff.)
What exactly mgon med pa 'i khDngSD, Skt. *anäthasälä/-vasatha, stands for, is not very clear. In
Paus I 266.30ff. compassionate people are said to bring bandages to an anäthasälä so that the
inhabitants could bandage their open wounds (probably inflicted through punishments). An
anäthasälä could be an assembly point for people at the edge of the society without any family
ties. Ch2 renders it as a (socially) low, run-down house (T'S^N W^/ZMQ- The meaning "rundown" of anätha is also prevalent in the description of a vihära (see Couvreur 1957: 317). My
translation "poorhouse" might therefore not cover the complete range of functions and notions of
such a place in India.
199
The term sattva seems common in ancient Indian literature to designate the entity entering
the womb and becoming the embryo (cf. e.g. the quotations in Hillebrandt 1906: 183; also Divy
98.20ff: ... sattvo ... kuksim avakräntah I). Instead of "to enter" (zhugs for *avakrämati7) Bth has
here and in 8A.6 skyes from skye: "to arise."
200
rGyal srid byed pa is probably based on Skt. räjyarh karoti or kärayati (see Udrj s.v. rgyal
srid); Bth has simply rgyal po. For the characteristics of a "world emperor" (cakravartin) see
EncBuddh s.v. cakravartin.
201
(1) In Bth the question which the woman does not ask runs as follows: "What kind of life
has arisen in my womb, has entered my womb?" Instead of the phrase \LG OD PL E\HG which
appears after each of the two questions in Tib, Bth states: "... [this she] does not think, [this she]
does not consider, [this] does not enter [into her] consciousness." (... zhes PL serhs : yLd OD PL byed
: der 'du shes PL 'juJ JR II). Whereas Bth obviously combines the second 'jug pa with 'du shes
(samjnä), which is not attested in Tib, Tib includes it in the second question (sam I ma zhugs),
referring to the womb. ML serhs in Bth should have its equivalent in one of the two yLd OD PL byed
of TLb. The second question, pertaining to whether life has entered the woman's womb or not is
only attested for Tib. However, in verse 8.3 it comes up in both Tib and Bth.
(2) The passage in Ch2: "By chance [she then] had intercourse [and] would become pregnant in
[her] belly; [and] this [would be] an embryo [destined] to necessarily function as a world emperor-
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[and] would think thoughts [like] '[I am] inferior and weak,' and would pass
the time staying in the poorhouse as somebody of unsightly complexion and
bad smell."202
[8B]
"Sons of good family, in the same way also all sentient beings [think of
themselves as] unprotected and are tormented by the suffering of samsära.
[They, too,] stay in a poorhouse: the places of [re]birth in the states of
being.203 Then, though the element of a tathagata has entered into sentient
beings and is present within, those sentient beings do not realize [it].204
king. And yet, even though this woman were pregnant, [she] would not at all have thoughts such
as [appropriate for the mother of an emperor]:...." or "...were pregnant, [she] would not at all have
such thoughts:...." The second alternative is in accordance with the Tibetan. However, the question
itself, which in the Tibetan follows directly after, does only appear at the end of 8A: "And [she]
would not know for certain: 'What kind of human is it that has arisen in my belly?'" (/ff^Jj^
202 ^ rp^ e g j ^ Q n w jjj c j 1 j ^ j s b a s e d could be ... (na) anyatra sa daridracintarh Unahina-...cintärh ca anu(vi)cintayet durvarnadurgandhatayä ca... (cf. n. 136). Instead of the triplet zhum SD
dDng I dmDn SD dDng I NKR ru cKung ED the text in BtK shows ngDn SD dDng: nyRn PRngs SD dDng
: PL dge ED; CK2: i L "F^j^Co — J R ^ , —• dManpa should correspond with ngan pa (Una; cf.
8.5d; Ch2: ~f^b). Zhum pa (Skt. dina, nica , Una, visäda, samkoca or something similar) does not
correspond with Bth: nyon mongs pa (probably for vyasana; Ch2: R ) nor with Bth: mi dge ba.
Difficult is also NKR UX FKXQJ ED , for which the dictionaries do not have entries. It could
correspond with Ch2: JjS^? (*durbala = stobs chung ba or nyam(s) chung ba). However, also in
this case Bth (mi dge ba) is different. Two compounds in a row with the same final member to
which the prior members of the compounds are referring, in the form ax bcdx, are not uncommon
in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit. The first compound *daridracintä I have taken to be an iticompound, similar to the one in n. 136. The second compound Hina-hina-durbala-cintä cannot be
analyzed in this sense, as Una usually describes the temper rather than the content of a thought (cf.
RGVIA51&: linam cittam; BHSD s.v. Una); for hina cf. 8.5d.
(2) The Skt. for drL PL zhLP SD nyLd kyLs could have been something like durgandhatvena.
Therefore my translation: "as somebody of... bad smell." Bth simply has dri mi zhim pa.
(3) The passage in Ch2: "[She] would only think [herself] poor, deficient [and] inferior.
Following the weakness of her mind [she] would continuously have this thought: 'I am illlooking.' [She] would pass [her] time dwelling in a low, run-down house. And [she] would not
know for certain... (see above)." All of 8A in Chi: "And again, sons of good [family], it is like a
poor, low [and] ill-looking woman, hated by everyone, and yet [she] would carry a precious child
[in her belly] who later would be a noble king, ruling the four worlds. [Yet] this person would not
know [about it and] pass the time thinking continuously that [also] the child [will be] inferior [and]
of low birth."
203 ^ "Unprotected," anätha, is rendered by Ch2 as "without master, without support" (fe

±, MS).
(2) Srid par skye ba 'i gnas possibly for Skt. bhavopapatty-ayatana; bhava is synonymous with
samsära. Ch2: z t l ^ ^ f t ^ "[re]born in the three states of being"; cf. the corresponding passage
RGV1.122a: anäthasäleva bhavopapattih.
(3) The passage in Chi: "In the same way, sons of good [family], the Tathagata observes [how]
all living beings wander around in samsära [and] experience the poison of all [kinds] of suffering."
204
(1) Instead of gotra or kula (Tib: rigs) Bth and Ch2have dhätu (khDrhs; J^-). The passage is
cited in 5*99 72.11-12 and reads dhätu: tDtrD FD sDttve sDttve tathägatadhätur utpanno
gDrbhDgDWDh sDmvidyDWH nD FD WH sDWWvä budhyDnWD iWi I. For a discussion of the meaning of dhätu
here see section A 3.1. Dhätu is also attested for the parallel päda RGV I.121c. I have no definite
idea if and why the translators or revisers of Tib preferred rigs to khams, or if and why already one
strand of the Indian tradition replaced originally dhätu with gotra. One would also expect the
character H rather than J^- (Ch2) in the common translation $P5f$'|4 for tathägatadhätu, to express
the buddha essence in living beings. A possible reason for a deliberate alteration from dhätu to
gotra (or khams to rigs in the Tibetan tradition), however, could be the classification system
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Sons of good family, in order that sentient beings do not despise
themselves, the Tathagata in this [connection] teaches the Dharma with the
[following] words:
'Sons of good family, apply energy without giving in to despondency!205 It
will happen that one day the tathagata [who has] entered [and] is present
within you will become manifest.206 Then you will be designated
'bodhisattva,' rather than '[ordinary] sentient being (sattva).' [And] again
established later in the 5*99 (cf. section A 4.5) where this eigth simile is subsumed under the
gotra aspect. In the first part of the translation of Bth (de nas sems can dag de bzhin gshegs pa 'i
khDrhsu skyHs SD yDng yoG: snyLngSo OD gnDs SD yDng nD : sHms cDn GH GD g gL khong Gu PL chuG
WH :) the terminative particle su after hhams is to be deleted, if we want Bth to agree with the
Sanskrit quotation. Otherwise it could be understood as "Then living beings come into existence
and stay in the dhätu of the tathagatas." The two Tibetan translations of this passage are
characteristic as Bth shows the more literal but grammatically also more problematic version,
whereas Tib has introduced some changes (that are not based on the Sanskrit) and thus becomes a
more smoothly readable text.
(2) The expression that the dhätu of a tathagata has "arisen" (utpanna) in living beings is
probably influenced by the upamäna, where it is said that life has entered (zhugs) the womb of the
woman. The translators of Tib probably decided to render utpanna with zhugs, a verb not common
in translating forms of ut-pad (cf. Bth: shyes pa), since the same verb is used in the the upamäna.
(3) Khong (na) in 8B.4 renders garbha (cf. Bth: snying po; parallel verse RGV 1.123b:
garbhäntarastha). Ch2 obviously interprets this garbha not as the inside or the womb of living
beings, but as the "store[, i.e., element] of a tathagata" ($P5f$Ü?) parallel to dhätu. The passage in
Ch2: $
W ' l t W » ^ , M » o Ä W ' l t ^ J t , ^ P o : "And yet each living being
has the element of a tathagata (tathagatadhatu), has the store of a tathagata. [But] this [is
something what] living beings are not aware [of, what they] do not know." Chi constitutes the
version with the widest gap to the transmitted Sanskrit: ^M^^tU^WWl
•> $Pfj£
j$CA» TfD^Jt^Po : "In all their bodies there is the precious store of a tathagata—just as in case of
the woman—yet [they] do not know [it]."
(4) A construction expressive of concession (... samvidyate na ca te...) can also be found in the
correspondent verse 1.123 of the RGV: sannäthesu ... svätmäntarasthesv api II.
(5) The first part of the passage cited in the 5*99 could also have been the basis for a quotation
of the TGS found in the MPNS. Of course, it should be titled a free rendering rather than a wordfor-word quotation. The first part of the quotation in the 0 3 1 6 runs as follows (including the
introduction): Jzhan yang 'di na dge slong la la de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po 'i mdo sde chen po
ston par byed do' // sems FDn thDms FDG OD ni sDngs rgyDs kyi hhDms yoG OD2 hhDms GH rDng rDng gi
Ous OD 'chDng3 stH /.... [' 6 GH ; 2 6: OD I; 3 4: tshang.] (MPNS Q 99a6; S 175a4f; quotations of the
Chinese in Takasaki 1974: 137).
205
(1) brTson 'grus brtan par gyis shig could be the equivalent to *viryam drdham
ärabhadhvam,... utthäpayata (with drdham understood adverbially) or *drdhaviryam ärabhadvam
(with drdha as an attribute of virya; in this sense Ch2: |$ylvH|]£Ifji3tt,5L'Cs cf- BHSD s.v.
drdhaviryatä; KP §153: -drdhavirya-). The character §f probably renders a form of the root ärabh or ut-thä (see BGDJ 1255d).
(2) A detailed analyses of the meaning of virya is found in Pagel 1995: 201-216. Concerning the
passage here, some verses in the BCA (VII.2, 16, 17) are of particular interest because they
mention älasya ("indolence") and visädätmävamanyanä ("dispondency and self-contempt") as the
antipodes of virya. There it is also said that one should not deny the possibility of awakening for
oneself (VII. 17: naivävasädah kartavyah...). Also in the BCA, as the commentator Prajhäkaramati
makes clear (cty. to 11.17), virya is taken as the main force to overcome a negative self-assessment.
(3) For sUR shi bDU mD byedSD the Tshig mdzRd (s.v. sUR shi bD) has the following entry: (rnying)
dpa' zhum pa I. In Tib the auxiliary verb byedpa, rendering the expression transitive, is added so
that bdag nyid can be taken as the object. Bth has here and also in 8B.5f. (Tib: khyad du mi gsad
par bya) (bdag cag la) gtses par ma byedpar. Ch2, too, uses the same terminology ^f... S^fl in
both passages, so that we can assume that also in the Skt. the same formulation appeared twice.
206
(1) Ch2: \ m ^ ^ \ % ü o VmBmmEMo
: "Witiiin all of your bodies there is the
essence of a tathagata! Later [you] will all (or: finally; i|§) realize perfect awakening!" For Chi see
below.
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in the [next stage you] will be designated 'buddha,' rather than
'bodhisattva'.'"207
[8C]208
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[8.1] "It is as if a simple (bäla) woman without a protector, of bad complexion
and ugly disposition would [go to] stay in a poorhouse, [and] after a
time would there have become pregnant,"209
[8.2] "[and yet] the [life] that had entered her womb would be such that the
[embryo] was destined [to become] a world emperor king, elevated by
[his] magnanimity (mahätmata) [and his seven] jewels, and ruling [over
all] four continents."210
[8.3] "[But] that simple woman would [behave] like this: [she] would not know
if [some life] had entered [her] womb, rather [she] would [continue to]
stay211 in the poorhouse and pass the time in the belief that [she] was
"212

poor.

207

(1) Probably, C7b uses prthagjana (ßicfc.) instead of sattva to separate the three categories
sharper. The same motive might explain the statement that entering into the third category (that of
being a tathagata) will only happen after a long time (y^fll). This contradicts the parallel in 8.6b:
(2) The latter half of 8B in Chi: "Therefore the Tathagata teaches widely the Dharma for [living
beings] saying: 'Sons of good [family], do not look down on yourself (for $Mi}ß see Z?GZ),/238a:
garhita)\ [In] your own body you all have the buddha-nature (fj^tt)! If [you] practice diligently
[and] diminish all evil, then [you] will attain the designations 'bodhisattva' and 'exalted one.'
[You will] guide [and] save innumerable living beings!'" The last part is not found in TGS2, but it
appears in the last verse of 8C in all four translations.
208
In Chi only five verses are found.
209
There is no equivalent for bäla in Bth and Chu. Ch2 mentions the pregnancy with the
imperial embryo already in päda d: ^fzES'p^S. Also Chi integrates parts of 8.2 in the first verse: "It
is as if a poor woman of extremely ill-looking appearance would yet carry a child of precious
characteristics [in her womb], who later would be the cakravartin king,...."
210
(l)The use of 'byung in Bth instead of 'phags pa indicates *udgata, *(sam)udita or
something similar in the Skt. original; Chf- HH. For tin chen rnams, Skt. (sapta)ratna, see BHSD
s.v. ratna.
(2) The understanding of Bth is different: "... [and yet] she would thus have attained such [a life]
in her womb [that] would be destined to become the world emperor king, through [whose]
magnanimity all [seven] jewels would arise [to him, who] would become the ruler of all four
directions." CA2 corresponds with Bth in the first half of the verse; the second half could be
rendered: "This king would [have] magnanimity {mahätmata) [and] would be surrounded by the
seven jewels. [He] would rule over the four continents and be the sovereign." In Chi the first half
of the verse corresponds to pädas c and d of CA2 and Bth; the second half already covers parts of
verse 8.3 in TGS2: "Seven jewels would complete [his] merit, [and as a] king [he] would have the
four continents [under his control]. But this [woman] could not know [it and would rather]
continuously think [that she and her child were] inferior."
211
gNas byed could be a translation of Skt. väsarh karoti. The auxiliary verb byed (in contrast
to 'gyur) further seems to stress that staying in the poorhouse is an autonomous act based alone on
the decision of the woman herself without being inevitably forced to do so by other circumstances.
212
There is no particle of comparison in Bth (contrary to Tib: 'di Ita bur). Ch2 uses $njH as the
object of ^f: "This simple [and] ugly woman would not yet know that in her belly exists such [a
king]." Instead of the passing of time in päda d CA2 mentions the negative thoughts of the woman:
"... [and she] would cherish poverty [and] pain, [with her] heart [full of] distress." Chi corresponds
roughly with 8.4 in TGS2: "I see that all living beings suffer like infants. [Yet their] body embraces
the store of a tathagata, but [they] do not realize [it]."
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[8.4] "In the same way, I see that all sentient beings also [think of themselves
as] unprotected and are distressed by dharmas, [which lead to]
suffering, remaining [caught up] in the lesser pleasures of the three
spheres, [even though] inside [them] there is the true nature
{dharmatä)—like [the world emperor in] the womb [of the woman]."213
[8.5] "Having seen thus [I] taught the bodhisattvas:214
'As all sentient beings do not know about the true nature (dharmatä)
within [their own] wombs [which] grants benefit [to] the world, [take
care of them and let them] not consider themselves inferior! '"215
[8.6] '"Apply energy (virya) firmly! Soon you yourselves216 will become
victorious ones. At some point [you will] attain the essence of

213

(1) BDJNQ in päda d have mngal (la) gnas ("embryo"). The analogy is thus between the
dharmatä and the embryo: "... there is the dharmatä—like the embryo [in the womb of the
woman]." Bth reads stong pa instead of mngal and could by that mean the hollow of the womb.
The same päda in Ch2: "The store of [buddha] qualities in the body [of sentient beings] is like the
store of [the woman's] womb." Bth and Ch2 both lack a verb of existence.
(2) Ch2 does not speak of distressing dharmas: "... [they are] experiencing poverty [which] drives
[them] to suffering." (j^J^HJÖi^); instead of "remaining in the lesser pleasures of the three
spheres": "being in the three spheres, indulging [in] pleasures."
(3) The fourth verse in Chi corresponds rather with verse 8.5 of TGS2 and will be translated
below.
214
(1) In the prose, the speech is directed to living beings.
(2) The perfect form bstan {Bth: smras; see also RGVI.llOd: ... vyasrjat) is probably based on
the Skt., and is intended to allude to the teaching activity of the historical Buddha.
215
(1) Though the meaning of mngal gnas (Bth: snyingpo gnas) is usually "embryo," I take it
as a literal rendering of Skt. garbhasthäna or garbhavasati: "womb." Such an analysis is
confirmed by Ch2: "... [the dharmatä] in the womb, [being] the benefit of the world, full of
light" (IcJfftä^'JWTfe^)- The Sanskrit may also have been a predicative construction joining that
in 8B.4, where the quotation in the 5*99 read garbhagata and the parallel verse in the RGV
1.123b had garbhäntarastha. The variants in fn. 18 and 19 of P12 in the Tibetan edition document
the modification from mngal gnas na to mngal na gnas. This can be considered a redactional
attempt to give more sense to the Tibetan wording, which (with mngal gnas na: "in the embryo")
is, from the standpoint of the Tibetan reader, not understandable.
(2) Tib does not associate the dharmatä with light. However, this qualification is found in all
other translations: nRG byeG (Bth); ^fifcüft (Ch2); ^^W$
(Cht in 8.4d); see also the parallel
verse RGV I.121c:... garbhena räjasriyam udvahanti...: "with [her] womb carrying the luster of a
king."
(3) Whereas Tib only gives sense when the last päda is understood in a causative sense "[Take
care that living beings]...," the basic understanding of Bth and Ch2 is probably that the
bodhisattvas should not look down on living beings. Both Bth and Ch2 do not have a personal
pronoun of the first person (bdag of bdag dman 'du shes), but use a pronoun of the second person
(Bth: khyod mams ngan pa 'i 'du shes), or do not mention a pronoun at all (Ch2). The causative
sense is only found in Tib, and thus can hardly be an original element of the Skt. text. The last
three pädas in Bth: '"Knowing about the dharmatä of all sentient beings [which], found [in their
own] wombs, benefits the world and emits light, you should not have a bad idea [about them]!'"
Contrary to Bth which has no negation of "to know," Ch2 has no equivalent at all: '"All sentient
beings have the dharmatä [which], in [their own] wombs, [grants] benefit [to] the world [and]
emits light. [Therefore] respect [all sentient beings and] do not deceive [them]!'"
(4) The parallel verse 8.4 in Chi: "[All living beings do not realize their buddha-nature], therefore
I disclose to the bodhisattvas: 'Take care not to look down on yourself! Your body [has/is] the
store of a tathagata! [In your body] there is always the light to liberate the world!'"
216
1 understand rang lus (Ch2: |=f Jg') for Skt. *svakäya, *svadeha or *svänga here as simply
reflexive, similar to the reflexive use of atman. It serves to stress the identification of the
individual practitioner with the prophecy made in the verse.
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awakening.217 Then [you] will proceed to liberate myriads of living
i

•

,"218

beings.
71Q

[9 The simile of golden figures within burned clay molds]
[9A]
"Sons of good family, again it is like the example of figures of horses,
elephants, women or men being fashioned out of wax, then encased in
clay220 [so that they are completely] covered [with it and finally, after the
clay has dried,] melted [in fire]; and after [the wax] has been made to drip
out, gold is melted. And when [the cavity inside the mold] is filled with the
melted [gold],221 even though all the figures, having cooled down step by
step {kramend) [and] arrived at a uniform state,222 are [covered with] black
217

For byang chub snyingpo, Skt. bodhimanda, see BHSD and Lamotte 1962: 198, n. 105. Bth
reads erroneously bodhimandala (byangchub fsems] kyi dkyil 'khor) instead.
218
Päda a in Ch2: WWäWJMW"[If you] bring forth firm energy [and] keep [it] by [your]
practice,..."; for dus zhig in päda c: ^ ^ H " : "then, not after a long time." Chi ends with verse 8.5,
which corresponds with verse 8.6 in TGS2: "If [you] apply diligently energy, [you] will, after not a
long time, attain the essence of awakening (bodhimanda), realize the path of perfect awakening
[and] liberate innumerable [living beings]."
219
(1) The here described technique for metal casting is the so-called lost-wax process or cireperdue method. Common on all continents except Australia, it dates from the 3 rd millennium BC
(see EncBrit s.v. lost-wax process; Bol 1985: 19f, 119ff, 125ff). In India this method is known
by the name madhücchistavidhäna (see Banerjea 1956: 214f). The descriptions of the process in
the 21 verses of the Devatäbhakti chapter in the Abhilasitärthacintämani of thel 1/12th century CE
(see Saraswati 1936), along with the monograph of Reeves (1962), who describes the practice of
this technique in India and Nepal till the modern times, appear to be practically identical with the
process presented in the TGS. For a comprehensive description of the lost-wax process as found in
Nepal see also Michaels 1988. As is documented by the Pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhävasthitasamädhi-sütra, figures of buddhas were already known at the beginning of the second century CE
(see Harrison 1978a: 38; Hob s.v. butsuzo). A chart in Reeves 1962: 84 documents that even in the
second half of our century in certain parts of Madhya Pradesh, figures of elephants and horses are
the ones most frequently cast. The prominent position of these animals is confirmed by the simile
of the TGS.
(2) As it is the case in the parallel verses of the RGV, in the TGS the expression for the mold
containing the figure on the one hand, and the figure itself on the other hand is the same: gzugs
(RGV1.124; 126: bimba). In order to render the process more distinctly I had to supply a number
of additional annotations in brackets.
220
Lit.: "... [the figures are] then put into clay,...." Bth instead mentions that the figures are
besmeared (bskus) (before: ... lus kyi lugs sgoms sam :?). Ch2: ...7/iJSI^_h, ••..: "... [with] clay
[one] covers them,...." Instead of the figures of women Bth has lion figures.
22
' In Ch2 the melting and dripping out of the wax is not mentioned. Instead it is said that
heating with fire is employed: ^IKIK- The passage in Ch[\ "And further, o sons of good [family],
just as a smith casts figures of pure gold and, as the casting is completed, puts [them] on the
earth,...."
222
(1) Instead of the gradual cooling down of the figures Ch2 says that (the artisan) has waited
for the (figures') cooling down (fHA^fu,).
(2) The Chinese versions are without an equivalent to mnyam par gnas par gyur pa
(*samävasthäm präpya; Bth: *samatävasthäm präpya). The text of Ch2 (UZE/jf-üfNI^o :
"[having waited for the figures' cooling down,] their (= the figure's) artisan brings [them] back
home") could easily result from a minor variant in the Skt. text: whilst Tib is based on something
like samävasthäm präpya, Ch2 may have read svam ävasatham präpya. I am not sure whether the
statement that the figures arrive at a uniform level is intended to point out the importance of an
equal heating and cooling down of the figures. In the process of heating this is definitely a decicive
factor, as is shown by a remark regarding antique bronze casting: "Unless it is baked slowly and
uniformly, it is quite likely to crack." (Lechtman and Steinberg 1970: 5; emphasis by me).
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clDy Dnd unsightly outside, [their] insides are made of gold.223
Then, when a smith or a smith's apprentice [uses] a hammer [to]
remove224 from the [figures] the outer [layer of] clay [around] those figures
which he sees have cooled down, then in that moment the golden figures
lying inside become completely clean."225
[9B]
"Sons of good family, likewise also the Tathagata perceives with the vision of
a tathagata that all sentient beings are like figures [in] clay: the cavity inside
the sheaths of outer defilements and impurities is filled with the qualities of
a buddha [and with] the precious uncontaminatea knowledge (anäsravajnäna); inside, a tathagata exists in [all] magnificence.
Sons of good family, having then perceived that all sentient beings are
like this, the Tathagata goes among the bodhisattvas and perfectly teaches
[them] these [nine] Dharma discourses ofthat kind[, i.e., on the tathägataknowledge within all sentient beings].228 [Using] the vq/ra[-like] hammer of
the Dharma,229 the Tathagata then hews away all outer defilements in order
223

Chr. ^ f S l Ü H ,
rtfl^üo
: "Though [the mold] outside was burned black, the figure
inside is unchanged."
224
A technical term for the removal could be a causative form of the root sphut: "... to burst or
rend suddenly, break, split, divide..." (A/IF s.v.). See, for example, the above mentioned text of the
11/12th century, where the removal process is described: sphotayen mrttikäm dagdhäm ...
(Saraswati 1936: 142, line 14). However, Tib employs continuously 'gogs (or bkogs), which does
not seem to be a very appropriate term to describe the treatment. A Tibetan equivalent for
sphotayati could be 'ges pa (Ja: "to split, cleave, divide"). Its intransitive form 'gas pa is given in
MVy 6492 for sphutam. Bth, on the other hand, has bong bas bsnun te : bcom nas : phyirol kyi sa
med par byed do :, which should be translated as: "... [he] pricks into with a small stone (?),
destroys [the mold] and removes the outer [layer of] clay." Cf. the parallel verses RGV \.\2Ad,
126b and d, where samchedayet and samchedayati are used. For the emendation from samcodayet
and samcodayati cf. Schmithausen 1971: 155. Ch2 does not mention any tool. For Chi see below.
225
Before stating that the figures become clean, Ch2 adds after the mention that the mold has
been destroyed: "As [he] has polished [the figures],..." (i-Joi^tfE; the compound verb ;0t^f is
uncommon). Chi: pfifjl, tHf^., 4si&^Mäo '• "[The caster] opens the mold [and] takes out the
figure. The appearance of the gold[en figure] is dazzling."
226
For anäsrava cf. n. 169 above.
227
Tib does not make sense in this last passage, and I have therefore in syntactical matters
relied on the other two translations of TGS2. In Bth the verb rab tu gang governs the
buddhadharmas as well as *anäsravajnänaratna. Nang na in 9B.4, which in Tib is related to
*anäsravajnänaratna with a genitive particle, appears in Bth (dbus na) as part of the following
unit as becomes clear by my translation: "...—inside, D tDthagDtD..."; Ch2: J^rtuM^AWf'St^
Ml^^Wo
The phrase mdzes par 'dug pa I understand in the sense of Pä. subhatthäyin (see
PTSD s.v.). Bth (legs par gnas pa) instead suggests a form of the root su(sam-)sthä or something
similar. There is no equivalent for this in Ch2. The whole section in Chi: "Likewise, o sons of good
[family], the Tathagata observes that [in] all living beings there exists the store of a tathagata [in
their] body [and that they] are endowed with the characteristics [of a buddha]."
228
For chos kyi mam grangs (Bth: chos kyi gzhung), Skt. dharmaparyäya, see BHSD s.v.
paryaya (2); RGV has, in the parallel verse I.126d, dharmäkhyänanaya- instead; Bth remains
without the collective particle dag in connection with the Dharma; Ch2: 1$$z. Chi is much shorter:
"Having observed thus, [the Tathagata] widely discloses [the Dharma] for [all]." ( ^ P T E S S B , Bf
H&IHüÄo )• Except Tib, all versions seem to have the general Dharma in mind, as in the other
illustrations before.
229
A vajra is a very hard stone or diamond. The compound *dharma-vajra-mudgara is
probably a rüpaka-karmadhäraya: "a vq/ra[-hke] hammer which actually is the Dharma" (dharma
eva vajramudgarah). Ch2 just mentions a va/ra-pounder (^HO^fst).
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to entirely purify the precious tathägata-knowledge of those bodhisattvamahdsattvas who have become calm and cool.230
Sons of good family, what is called 'smith' is a designation for the
Tathagata.231 Sons of good family, after the Tathagata, the Honorable One
and Perfectly Awakened One, has perceived with [his] buddha-vision that
all sentient beings are like this, [he] teaches the Dharma in order to establish
[them] in buddha-knowledge, having let [them] become free from the
defilements."232
In the Tibetan, the cooling down is limited to the bodhisattvas (but in verse 9.4 Bth mentions
also the sattvas). CJi2 seems to comprise both groups (see below). Chi does not mention the
bodhisattvas in the prose. In the parallel verse RGV 1.126 the bodhisattvas are not explicitly
mentioned. The verse before, with the formulation jagad... visodhayati, rather implies that säntam
avetya ... manah in I.126d should also be the manas of all living beings. That the Tibetan here only
mentions the bodhisattvas is also surprising, because verse 9.6 later states explicitly that the
Tathagata perceives both groups.
231
The last two passages have been understood differently in each version. It seems that Bth
and Ch2 give a more detailed explanation why 'smith' functions as a designation for the Tathagata.
Chj. "(l a ) Whether bodhisattva-ffjaMsaffras or [other sentient beings who] have become calm
[and] cool, the Tathagata for those sentient beings, with a vq/ra[-hke] pounder purifies their
[supernatural] vision of the Dharma [and] removes their defilements and impurities (lb) in order
to purify the store of the precious tathägata-knowledge [within them]. (2) Sons of good [family],
the Tathagata is like somebody carrying a precious figure (dhäraka for kärakaP.). (3) [And], sons
of good [family], in light of the similarity between [the artisan who] destroys the [figures' outer]
forms (?) and [the Tathagata who destroys living beings'] impurities and lets [them] attain
liberation, ['artisan'] is a designation for the Tathagata." Without my additions the text of C7b in
(2) and (3) would hardly be understandable. My interpretation is based on Bth which, however, has
to be emended.
The first passage of Bth in brackets [... ] appears twice and I take its repetition to be caused by an
inattentive scribe who, as a classical case of aberratio oculi, jumped into the following passage
also ending with ... bDr byedSD (9B.13). dKon mchoggiye shes in 9B.11-12 makes no sense too
and I have to ignore it. The text of Bth: (la) de nas byangchub serhs dpa' serhs dpa' chert po zhi
bDr 'gyur grDngs bDr gyur WH : GH bzhin gshHgs SDs Fhos kyi rGorjH 'i mWshon kyis GH GD g gi Shyirol
kyi nyon mongs SD mDng So WhDms FDG mD rung bar byed pa [de ni de bzhin gshegs pa 'i tshigs Ma dag so .•
rigs kyi bu 'di bzhin du de bzhin gshegs pas : sangs rgyas mig gis] ( l b ) ye shes dkon mchog

rab til sbyangS pa 'i

phyir ro : [dkon mchog gi ye shes] (2) las byed pas : (3) gzugs de dag bcom ste : (2) dkon mchog gi
gzugs (3) nyon mongs SD OD thDr bDr byHG SD 'Gi ni GH bzhin gshHgs SD 'i tshigs bOD GDg so :
It is likely that Bth has kept the assumed original text in (2) and (3): "That the smith destroys the
[outer] forms [means] that [the Tathagata] frees the figure[-like] jewel[, the tathägata-knowledge
within,] from defilements. In light of this [fact, 'smith'] is a designation for the Tathagata."
The last two passages in Chi until the end of 9B: "[When] those living beings become calm and
cool, with [his] va/ra[-like] insight, [the Tathagata] smashes the defilements [and thus] discloses
and purifies the buddha-body [within], just as [an artisan] takes a golden figure out [of its burned
mold of clay]."
232
(1) The Tibetan leaves open if the liberation from the defilements is part of the construction
of finality ending with ... phyir (9B.15), or if the teaching takes place after the liberation. The
before mentioned alternative considers the teaching as the basis for any emancipative process,
whereas the latter alternative reminds us of the statement in 2B (cf. n. 93), which suggests that the
teaching follows the liberation from the defilements. This is less probable.
(2) With rab tu dgodpa Tib could translate a causative form of the root *prati-sthä; cf. e.g. ...
hinayänasmipratisthapeyam ekarh pi sattvam na mametu sädhu II (SP 47.4 = 11.57, Tib.: ... theg
pa dman la ... bkod na II (Q 23a6). The idea that one can become established or fixed in
knowledge is further attested in e.g. SP 64.4f. = III.21 where Säriputra says about himself: tadäPL
vidhvamsita sarvasamsayä vicikitsa nastä ca sthito 'smijhäne II.
(3) Ch2 is quite different in this passage: "Sons of good [family], the Tathagata, Honorable One
and Perfectly Awakened One, perceives that the store of a tathagata of all sentient beings has sunk
into the sheaths of an unlimited [number] of myriads of defilements. For those sentient beings, [he]
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[9C]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[9.1] "It is like [the example of casting golden images: first, wax] figures are
covered outside with clay; [then, after the wax has been melted and so
drips out,] the inside [of the clay] has a cavity and is empty; [finally,]
when [these cavities] are filled with precious melted materials, [they]
turn into many hundreds of thousands [of golden figures]."233
[9.2] "[Then] a smith, realizing that [the figures in the clay] have thoroughly
cooled down, hews away the coverings of clay around the figures,
thinking:
'What can [I] do so that (yatha) these [black molds with their insides]
made of precious materials may turn into clean figures?'"234
[9.3] "In the same way I see that all sentient beings, without exception, are like
golden figures covered with clay: [their] outside crusts are the sheaths
of defilements, but inside there is the buddha-knowledge
(buddhajnäna).''
[9.4] "[Using] the tool of the Dharma, [the Tathagata] then hews away the
[defilements of those] bodhisattvas who have become calm and cool, so
that (yena) their defilements are expelled without any remainder."236
breaks the sheaths of defilements [and leads them], established in the mental vision of a buddha,
[to] supreme and perfect awakening (jffi h TF^^fiPQ." Since the subject agrabodhi ("[the one who
has reached] the foremost awakening," i.e., the Buddha) of the parallel verse RGV 1.125 appears
only in the second half of the verse, it is possible that in Ch2 the position of the term jffi hTF
^fi!?!!! a t the end could result from the original Skt. syntax. Such an analysis assumes that
Amoghavajra tried to stick as closely as possible to the word order of the Skt. text.
233
As in the prose, Ch2 uses different characters for the wax models (fH, Tib: gzugs), on the one
hand, and the golden figures (f^., also gzugs), on the other. The interpretation of the number
(*satasaliasra) varies: Bth: brgya dang stong1 [' for stang]: "hundreds and thousands"; Ch2:
MMO^S^—'^P:
"••• their number is a hundred or a thousand." Chi is different from its own
prose: "It is like innumerable figures of pure gold [in case of] a large [scale] casting: a stupid
person would look from outside [and] only see burned black clay [molds]."
234
In all other translations päda d of Tib already appears as päda b. The verse in Ch2: "When
the artisan has realized that [the figures in the clay mold] have cooled down, [he] breaks their
clay[-coverings and] manifests the figures. When the clay has been removed, [he] purifies those
precious figures. The artisan thinks: '[By this] refining process all [figures] will reach
completion!'" As Bth is hardly intelligible in the last two pädas, one cannot know which of the two
versions, Tib or Ch2, comes closer to the original idea of TGS2. Chi: "The caster measures the time
of the cooling down [of the figures and] then opens the mold so that the substance [inside]
becomes manifest. As the dirt is removed, [the figures'] beautiful appearance becomes clearly
manifest."
235
Chi'. "With the vision of a buddha I see [all] kinds of living beings like this: within the mud
of defilements all [living beings] have tathägatahood."
236
Ch2 differs only in the first two pädas from Tib: "Whether [sentient beings who] have
become calm and cool, [or] bodhisattvas [whose] knowledge has become pure [already] earlier,...."
In assuming that the two pädas mention two different groups I follow the prose of Ch2. As D mDtter
of fact, the verse pädas could also be understood as indicating the same group of bodhisattvas:
"When the bodhisattvas, having become calm and cool, with their wisdom [already] earlier
purified,.... " Bth, apart from the bodhisattvas, also has sems can for sattva: serhs can mams ni1
byangchub serhs dpar gyur : [' for na]. As the preceding päda ends with na, the translation should
be: "[When they are calm...], sattvas have become bodhisattvas." Further in päda c: "To them [I]
give the cutting tool [which is] the Dharma." In Chi the cooling down is lacking, though it appears
in its prose. The verse in Chi: "Bestowing with vq/ra[-Oke] insight the sPashing Rf the PROG Rf
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[9.5] "[Living beings' internal] child of a victorious one who has become clean
in this [world are] just like the beautiful precious figures: [their] bodies
are filled with the ten powers [of a buddha], and [they] are venerated
here [by] the world with [its] gods."237
[9.6] "Thus I see all living beings; thus I see also the bodhisattvas. Thus
purified [by the Tathagata they] become sugatas. [Having become] pure
sugatas, [they] then teach the rule (netri) of the buddhas."238
[10A Merit from propagating the TGS]
Then the Exalted One said to the bodhisattva-mahdsattva Vajramati:
"Vajramati, sons and daughters of good family, whoever—whether a layman
(grhin) or ordained (pravrajita)—239 learns (*udgrhndti) this Dharma
discourse (dharmaparydya) [called] Tathagatagarbha, preserves [it]
(*dhdrayati), recites [it] (*vdcayati), understands [it] (*paryavdpnoti),
arranges [it] into a book, explains [it] (*desayati) also to others in detail and
teaches [it] (*samprakdsayati), 240 will produce much 241 merit (punyam
prasavati)."
defilements, [the Tathagata] discloses the store of a tathagata [within living beings], just as the
precious golden [figure] became manifest."
237
(1) The content of verse 9.5 is not found in the prose. Verse 9.6 in TGS2 perfectly
complements verse 9.4 because it states that living beings are purified "in such a way" (Tib: GH ItDr
GDg SD; Bth: GH ItDr fbjGDg; Ch2: tUj£lW0)- "In s u c n a way" could refer to the purifying activity
of the Tathagata with the "tool of the Dharma" mentioned in 9.4. In this context, verse 9.5 of TGS2
maintains an extraneous position and interrupts the natural flow of the verses. The verse 9.5 may
EH D lDtHr intHrpolDtion into TGS2. Verse 9.5 of Chi corresponds rather with verse 9.6 of TGS2. In
Chi there is no counterpart to the content of 9.5 of TGS2.
(2) Ch2 lacks the predicate "clean" in the first two pädas. This can be explained by assuming a
simple variant reading: buddha instead of suddha. This could explain why two terms meaning
"buddha/tathagata" appear in päda a of Ch2 (#P5|<i, f$j).
238 ^ fshul (netri or naya) is used here parallel to dharmaparydya, which appears in the
corresponding prose section 9B.5-7. Instead of "rule," CA2 and Bth speak of "buddha-vision"
(buddhanayaPC or buddhanetrC). The originality of Tib is supported by the parallel inRGVl.l26d:
dharmäkhyänanayaprahära-: "strokes [in form of different] methods (nayd) of declaring the
Dharma."
(2) The verse in CT^: "I see that all sentient beings, thus purified [by the Tathagata], become
sugatas and, having become sugatas, [they] realize the buddha-vision. [They are] perfectly
endowed with the supreme knowledge of all [matters] (for sarvajna, sarvajnatä see BGDJ 453d
s.v. Ift^^Ef; cf. also the parallel verse RGV I.126c, where the Buddha is called sarvavid)." Päda b
of the Tibetan versions concerning the bodhisattvas is missing in G12. CA2 instead adds with päda
d a new element also found in the prose of C7b- However, Chi, too, speaks of bodhisattvas and
thus makes CA2 as the original wording of TGS2 less probable. Chi: "[I will] tell the bodhisattvas
what I have observed in this way (?): 'O you, keep well [to what I tell you]: Convert all living
beings!'" It is impossible to integrate päda a organically into the verse.
239
It is not clear if the here mentioned laymen and ordained followers are conceived of as a
separate group or if they are part of "sons and daughters of good family."
240
(1) For dhärayati ('chang ba) with the two possible meanings of "to preserve" and "to carry
[on the body]" see Schopen 1977: 142 and Lalou 1957: 328f.; cf. ASPuw 582.5f: ... prajnäpäramitä käyagatä vä bhavisyati pustakagatä vä, which the cty. (582.9) explains as: käyagatä veti
urogati karanät. pustakagatä veti pustakadhäranät.
(2) For glHgs bDm du byDs WH'jogSD cf. the intransitive equivalents with the sutra as subject in SP
232.1: pustakagatas tisthet (= Q 100a3: glegs bam du byas te gzhagpd) and KP § 160. Chi lacks
this element.
(3) The enumeration of meritorious acts is found with variations in many other sutras. See for
example SP 226.3ff: imam dharmaparyäyam (1) sakalasamäptam udgrhniyäd vä1 (2) dhärayedvä
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[10B Devaluation of external worship]
"Vajramati, a certain bodhisattva242 might apply [himself] to realize the
tathägata-knowledge, and for the purpose of venerating all buddhas without
exception in every single world system (lokadhdtu),243 [he] would, after
achieving supernatural powers (rddhi), attain (samäpadyate) such an
absorption (samädhi)244 that through the power created by [this] absorption
[he could] day by day present (nirydtayati) pavilions to every single
existing245 tathagata among the buddhas, the exalted ones, even more
[numerous] than the sands of the Ganges River, in myriads
(kotiniyutasatasahasra) of buddha-fields even more [numerous] than the
sands of the Ganges River, together with [their] bodhisattvas and the
communities of srdvakas.246 [To reside in these pavilions would be] pleasant
(3) väcayed2 vä (4) paryaväpnuyäd3 vä (5) prakäsayect vä (6) likhed vä (7) likhäpayed vä5 (8)
likhitvä
cänusmaret6....
[ vä inserted ace. to O; O: desayisyamti for väcayet; O: paryäpsyamti; O: pravartayisyarhti; (7) missing
in O and the Tibetan translation.; (8) in O: likhitam vä nnusmarisyamti]
= Q 98a 1: ... chos kyi rnam grangs 'di (1) mtha' dag chub par 'dzin tarn (2) 'chang ba'am I (4)
kun chub par byed pa 'am (5) rab tu ston pa 'am (6) yi ger 'dri ba 'am (8) bris nas rjes su dran
par byed pa'am....
Further see SP 375.5f.: ... cemam evamrüpam süträntam (1) dhärayisyanti (2) väcayisyanti (3)
desayisyanti (4) paryaväpsyanti (5) parebhyas ca vistarena
samprakäsayisyanti..
= Q 159b2f.:... mdo sde 'di Ita bu 'di (1) 'dzinpa dang (2) klogpa dang (4) kun chub par byed pa
dang (3) 'chad1 ED dDng (5) gzhDn dDg OD yang rgya cheryang dag par rab tu ston pa....
[ for nchang].
Chi adds the veneration ({ft§|) of the sutra.
241
Chr. ^ n J f f Ä and Ch2: Msk'- "measureless [merit]."
242
Only Ch2 adds in this passage "sons and daughters of good [family]" (i^WiirJa^F^ TH
^CA)- I n a similar passage KP §158, which will be discussed below in n. 246, only kulaputra and
kuladuhitr appear.
243
Tib shows, once again, a unique arrangement of the elements in the first section of the
sentence. Bth states that the bodhisattva applies himself (1) to the realization of tathägataknowledge as well as to the veneration or, as a second alternative, (2) to the veneration in order to
realize... (de bzhin gshegs pa 'i yeshes bsgrub pa 'i phyir : ++] sangs rgyas tharhs cad la mchod
pa'i phyir : nan tan du byed cing : ...). Ch2 only speaks of the accumulation of tathägataknowledge as the purpose of the striving and veneration (fj|J8j, {Ait)- Chi does not mention the
veneration but states as the purpose "the [realization] of the buddha path" (M{^>TMM0- It is
difficult to judge which version of TGS2 should be considered as coming closest to the Skt.
original.
244
Tib and Bth both mention the entering into samädhi after the attainment of supernatural
powers. The reverse order would be more appropriate. In CA2 the attainment of the rddhi?, does not
appear. Instead of the "power created by this absorption" CA2 merely reads "the rddhi?, of this
samädhi" ( i t b ^ H J ^ i i f e ^ ^ l ) . However, CA, seems to support the Tibetan: t H ^ S t , A i t H B ^
(translation below). The syntax of the Skt. on which Tib and CA2 are based, may be similar to SP
406.6: (sa tasyäm veläyäm) tathärüpam samädhim samäpanno yasya samädheh... (cf. also SP
426.9).
245
The fact that two verbs considering the existence of the buddhas appear in the Tibetan (Tib:
bzhugs shing gnas pa in 10B.8; Bth: bzhugs shing spyodpa in 10B.6) reminds one of formulations
as found in e.g. SP 42.2: ... tathagata ... tisthanti dhriyante yäpayanti...; cf. also BHSD s.v.
yäpayati (2). Both Chinese versions operate instead with *pratyutpanna (JJtiS:): "existing at the
present moment."
246
(1) The passage would remain difficult, if we did not know a similar passage in KP §§ 158159. Through the passage of the KP it becomes clear that the relation between sangs rgyas bcom
Man 'das in 10B.7 and de bzhin gshegs pa re re in 10B.8f. is that of a partitive genitive:
gamgänadivälukasamänäm
ca buddha[näm]
bhagavantänäm
ekekasya ca
tathagatasya....
(§158.5f.); gamgänadiväflukasajmänäm
ca buddhänäm bhagavatäm ekekasya ca tathagatasya....
(§159.If.) [letters in brackets in case of mutilated passages supplied from Weiler 1965: §159, n. 4 and 6; for
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in [every] season. [Their] width [and length would each be] one yojana,
[their] height ten yojanas. [They] would be made of all [kinds of] jewels,248
[and would be] heavenly fragrant, being strewn with a variety of fallen
blossoms 249 and furnished with all immaculate (anavadyd) objects of
enjoyment (bhoga). [The number of pavilions would be] as many as fifty

the conjecture ekekasya for ekekarh see his n. 7]. In IOC.2 the same partitive relation is clearly
expressed with las: ... sangs rgyas ...de dag las GH bzhin gshHgs SD rH rH.... Further, Ch2 seems to
split the passage into two separate sentences and starts the second sentence with JÜT^Jh^PißsTi
"HtM^R^^f^tä© ••• i=rjü ••• W:W\, ••••'• "In this way (= venerating each single buddha as said
before: J^—•—'f^P/ffÄit^-JO, [he] would each present... pavilions ... [so that the whole number
of] buddhas, exalted ones would result in more than fifty [times] the sands of the Ganges River."
This is a somehow forced translation, but I believe that it is close to what had been originally
focused on by the Indian authors. My interpretation in this point follows Chi (see below). In the
Tibetan translations there is no equivalent found for the passage which states that the number of
buddhas would gradually accumulate. Neither does the passage of the KP prove such a thought.
(2) CI12 and also Bth attribute kotiniyutasatasahasra not to the buddha-fields but to the tathagatas
themselves being present in the buddha-fields. Also, in contrast to Tib, CI12 only speaks of a
hundred thousand of pavilions (in the next passage) and instead attributes the number of "as many
as fifty [times] the sands of the Ganges River" to the buddhas, exalted ones. Bth is ambivalent in
this last point and could well represent the position of the phrases in the Skt: GH Ezhin gshHgs SD
rH rH OD chX ER gDnggD OngD EcX 'i EyH mD snyHGkyi khDng EX brtsogSD ErgyD ShrDg stRng... The
position of chu bo gang ga Inga bcu'i bye ma snyed for *pancäsadgangänadivälikopamäh
between "tathagatas" and "pavilions" could easily lead to the different attribution as attested in Tib
and C7b(3) The parallel passage in the KP is too long to be quoted. It is the answer by the Buddha to the
question by Käsyapa as to how much merit would be produced by someone who teaches the
Ratnaküta (of which the KP is a part) (§157). Structurally the answer is very similar to the passage
in the TGS. The elements, however, vary in stating that sons and daughters of good family would
fill up all the worlds with the seven jewels and present them to the tathagatas. They would
venerate the tathagatas for many cosmic cycles and finally erect seven-jeweled stüpas for those
tathagatas who have entered into nirvana (§§158-159). It is interesting that in the KP the Skt. has
several repetitions and is much longer than its Tibetan translation. This seems also to hold true for
the Tibetan translations of this passage in the TGS in relation to the more repetitive Chinese
versions. Besides the general structure of opposing external worship on the one hand, and
preservation of just a single verse of the sutra on the other hand, a close relation can be seen
between the TGS and the KP in this passage in terms of single elements: respect to the buddhas in
two ways (veneration and giving of presents), the creation of stüpas or kütägäras, the mentioning
of the sravaka community which does not appear in other passages of the TGS, the use of the
expression gangänadivälukasama (seven times in KP §§158-159), and finally a fondness for the
attribute saptaratna. For the second passage in this section see below.
247
For dus du Ede ED cf. the similar expression in the Subhäsitaratnakarandakakathä
(Zimmermann: 1975, verse 102): präsäde ... sarvarturamye...., "im Palaste ... zu allen Jahreszeiten
behaglich...." CA2 (efj^fnllu ^K^k'^J^f) does not attribute it to the pavilions but specifies here
the act of presenting (j||): "[to present] at a very pleasant, peaceful time."
248
Bth and Chi read saptaratna instead of sarvaratna.
249
(1) The Skt. for me tog sil ma ... bkram pa should EH muktakusumäbhikirna (SP 103.4; = Q
46b5: me tog sil ma gtor ba) or muktapuspäni sthäpayati (Suv 105.9; = SuvW 81.6: me tog sil ma
dgram par bgyi). Skt. mukta characterizes the blossom as "loose, fallen (from its stalk)" (BHSD
s.v. mukta). It is translated into Tibetan as sil ma in the sense of "little piece, a fragment" (Ja s.v.
sil bu). Ch2 has Jtfc(HtHt)'ft;: "(different) blossoms, being dispersed."
(2) Chi and Bth do not mention the blossoms at all. Instead, Chi speaks of palanquins spread with
heavenly silk (SLlU^ltt). As, on the one hand, the blossoms do not appear in the verses of any of
the versions, and, on the other hand, in 10.5 and 10.6 of all versions silk-spread thrones are
mentioned, it is quite likely that the blossoms are a later element, interpolated into the prose of
TGS2 (but n o t i n g ! ) .
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[times] the sands of a hundred thousand Ganges Rivers. For fully a hundred
thousand250 cosmic cycles (kalpas) [he] would show reverence in this way.251
If [on the contrary] a certain son or daughter of good family252 should
forge the resolution (citta) to [strive for] awakening (bodhi), and internalize253
or arrange into a book (pustaka) only one simile from this Dharma discourse
[called] Tathagatagarbha, [then], Vajramati, 254 ^the previously [described
bodhisattva's] accumulation of merit255 does not come near by even a
hundredth, a thousandth, a hundred thousandth—any number, any tiny part
(kald), any calculation or any resemblance—to his accumulation of merit
(punydbhisamskdra); nor does [it] bear any comparison."256
250

Ch2 has "up to a thousand kalpas" Qb^rM);
Chr. Tb^MS^^MM
(see below).
(1) Both Tibetan translations have pas at the end of this passage. This is surprising as one
would rather expect a particle indicating a contrast such as OD (cf. Chi which has ^ $ P ; ^ $ P can
function as an equivalent for DnyDthä (cf. BCSD s.v.): "on the contrary"). This is in fact the case in
the parallel 10C.4. However, the employment of pas is also attested for the parallel passage KP
§159 without any direct counterpart in the Skt. Also there both Chinese translations read ^ $ P . Pas
was probably added here as a particle in order to indicate the comparative relation the passage is
dealing with. Grammatically, however, this comparative relation is already expressed with e OD
(10B.18: "in [comparison to] ..."), and the whole first part of 10B till ... byed na (10B.17) can
only be understood as an introduction which leads to the actual comparison and which describes
the two competing ways of gaining merit (which should, as mentioned above, be separated with a
contrasting element rather than with pas).
(2) The section in Chr. "Vajramati, if a bodhisattva, in order [to realize] the path of a buddha,
would practice hard, progress skillfully, cultivate supernatural powers, enter into the samädhis
[and], desiring to increase the roots of [his] merit, venerate all the present buddhas, more than the
sands of the Ganges River, [and if he] would create more pavilions than the sands of the Ganges
River, [made of] the seven jewels, [their] height ten yojanas and equally one yojana in width and
length, furnished with palanquins [made of] the seven jewels [and] spread with heavenly silk, [and
if he] would day by day create more pavilions than the sands of the Ganges River, [made of] the
seven jewels, for every single buddha, [and if he would] present ())XW^M% f° r *niryätayatf!)
[them] to each single tathagata and also the bodhisattvas [and] the community of sravaka?,, by
these acts [he] would thus widely for (?) all present buddhas, more than the sands of the Ganges
River, successively arrive at [a number of] pavilions more than fifty [times] the sands of the
Ganges River, [made of] all jewels, [which he] would present to the present buddhas more than
fifty [times] the sands of the Ganges River and also the bodhisattvas [and] the community of
sravaka?,, up to innumerable hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands of kalpas long."
The text of Chi, too, is in several instances problematic. The fact that the bodhisattvas and the
srävakasamgha appear a second time towards the end of the passage can be explained as erroneous
repetition.
252
Ch2 has bhiksus, bhiksunis, upäsakas and upäsikäs. The passage in KP is like Tib.
253
My translation " to internalize" is for lus la 'chang, Skt. käyagata; Ch2: iSiJ^Jl. For the pair
käyagata and pustakagata cf. e.g. SP 282.11 and the quotation of ASPuw in n. 240 (1) where
käyagata (variant: kanthagata) is explained as urogatikaranät.
254
The text part between " 254 ^" and "^ 254 " j s lacking in Chi and has no counterpart in the
verses of all versions. As it is of repetitive nature (cf. IOC) it could well be a later interpolation in
TGS2.
255
In Ch2 iW^&iiL is added as in the parallel IOC : "[the previous accumulation of beneficial
acts which] was established [in] the tathagatas [as field of merits (punyaksetra)] (?)." The
characters ^x^L could alternatively mean that the Tathagata "stipulated" the then following
comparison (cf. n. 260).
256
The basic structure of the whole of 10B becomes clear due to parallels, again with different
elements, in other sutras. See e.g. SP 332.9ff:
kascid eva kulaputro vä kuladuhitä vä ... pancasu päramitäsv ... caret I ... yena cäjita
kulaputrena väkuladuhiträ vemarh ... dharmaparyäyam srutvaikacittotpädikäpy adhimuktir
utpäditäbhisraddadhänatä vä krtä I asya punyäbhisamskärasya kusaläbhisamskärasyäsau
paurvakah punyäbhisamskärah kusaläbhisamskärah ... satatamim api kalärh nopayäti
251
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[IOC Superiority of joyful approval of the TGS]
"Then, Vajramati, [suppose] a bodhisattva, in searching (paryesate) for the
Dharma of the buddhas,257 strewed four hundred thousand triple-bushels of
flowers of the coral (manddra) tree for every single tathagata among the
buddhas, the exalted ones, for fully a hundred thousand cosmic cycles.258
Vajramati, if [on the contrary] any monk, nun, upäsaka or upäsikä
should decide [to strive] for awakening, and after listening to this Dharma
discourse [called] Tathagatagarbha raised [their] joined palms and said [just]
the single phrase 'I joyfully approve [what I have heard]!' (anumodaydmi),259
[then] Vajramati,^254 the previously [described bodhisattva's] accumulations
of merit and benefit, connected with the offering of flowers and flower
garlands, planted among the tathagatas [as fields of merit (punyaksetra)],260
sahasratamim api satasahasratamim api kotisatasahasratamim api kotinayutasahasratamim api kotinayutasatasahasratamim api kalärh nopayäti samkhyäm api kaläm
api gananäm apy upamäm apy upanisäm api na ksamate I
= gl43b4-144al:
rigs kyi bu 'aP rigs kyi EX PR OD OD ... ShD rRO tX Shyin SD OngD SR ... OD sSyRG GH ... nD I ma
ShDP SD rigs kyi EX 'DP rigsi? ? EX PR gDng gis... chRs kyi rnDP grDngs 'di thRs nDs I sems
bskyedpa geig tsam zhig mos pa bskyed dam mngon par dad na de 'i bsod nams mngon par
ndus byDs SD 'di OD I... yongs su rdzogs par bsod nams mngon par byas pa ... snga ma des
brgya 'i charyang nye bar mi 'gro I stong gi cha dang brgya stong gi cha dang... yang nye
bar ni 'gro ste I grangs su yang char yang bgrang bar yang dper yang rgyur yang mi bzod
doll
Cf. also the passage inKP §§158-159:
kulaputro vä kuladuhitä vä ... stüpa käräpayet M yas ca kulaputro vä ... ekäm api gäthä
udgrhneya dhärafyet] asya punyaskandhasya sa pürvakapunyaskandhah satimäm api I
kalä<m> nopaiti I... upanisäm api I na ksa[mate]....
It is clear that in this passage Bth follows much closer the Skt. as Tib and the Tibetan translation of
the SP. CJi2 has an enumeration even longer than the one in the SP. With bye ba Bth, too, shows a
part of kotiniyutasatasahasra which obviously was not translated in Tib. The first half of the
passage in Ch[\ "Vajramati, [if] on the contrary (^>#P) somebody would take pleasure in the
awakening [and] would learn ... and venerate the TGS, even if it would just be a single simile,...."
257
Along with KP §158 C7b has kulaputra and kuladuhitr instead of bodhisattva; instead of the
Dharma of the buddhas: "supreme awakening" (jffi h^fiPQ.
258
(1) The uncommon construction ... GH GDJ las in 10C.2 for a genitive in the Skt. is also
found in the KP: sangs rgyas bcom Idan 'das... rnams las GH bzhin gshHgsSD rH rH 'i... (§§158.5f.,
159.If.) for... buGdhänäm bhagavantänäm ekekasya ca tathagatasya.... However, the construction
with las is clearer than the formulation in 10B8f. with a genitive in Tib (cf. note 246 (1)). C7b does
not show a partitive relation and speaks as in 10B of "buddhas, exalted ones together with
bodhisattvas and the great communities of srävakas" ( ^ Ä l S f t L SHy'v^c) to whom they would
make offerings with (JjX) the flowers.
(2) Instead of a hundred thousand kalpas, Ch2 and Bth have only a thousand kalpas. Instead of
four hundred thousand khäras, Bth has kotisatasahasra, whereas C7b (UPPM) reads "a hundred
thousand."
259
The important function of "joyful approval" (anumodana) in order to aquire merit becomes
clear through a verse of the SP (93.If. = III.106), in which the Tathagata says to Säriputra:
yas cäpi te bhäsati kasci sattvo anumodayämiti vadeta väcam I
mürdhnena cedam pratigrhya sutram avivartikam tarn naru dhärayes tvam II 106 //
And if any sentient being would say to you 'I joyfully approve [this teaching]!' and
would humbly accept this sutra, you should remember that person as [somebody who
will] never [again] turn back [from supreme awakening]!
For further passages concerning anumodana resulting from the "rejoicing at the merit of others"
see e.g. PraS 23A-23G, chapter 6 in the Astasähasrikä Prajnäpäramitä and MPPU/ IV.1879ff.
260
I am not sure whether I understand Tib here in the right way. The same passage in Bth reads
GH Ezhin gshHgs SD mHtogShrHng1 ED GDng : EcDs SD Shul zhing : gtor ED [' for phring]. Instead of
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do not come near by even a hundredth, a thousandth, a hundred thousandth—
any number, any tiny part, any calculation or any resemblance—to those
accumulations 261 of merit and benefit; 262 nor do [they] bear any
"263

comparison.
[10D]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
[10.1] "[Suppose], having brought forth the wish for awakening,264 a certain
sentient being listened to this [discourse and] learned [it], copied [it] or
arranged [it] into a book265 and explained [even just] a single verse with
appreciation (sagaurava);"
[10.2] "or if after listening to this Tathägatagarbha[sütra] somebody searched
for this excellent awakening: listen to [my description of] the benefit
(anusamsä) [accruing] to him in these cases—[a description of] what
amount of merit is produced!"267
bzhDgSD (from njog pa) Bth uses gtor ba, which is the same verb as used above, with regard to the
flowers ("to strew"). The verb njog SD in Tib, however, cannot have the meaning "to strew." It is
hardly possible to bring sense into the wording of Bth. My translation of Tib leads to a similar
understanding as expressed by the Chinese versions. Ch?. "Vajramati, as for these best benefits
and wholesome roots [in comparison] with the previous wholesome roots, [i.e.] the merit [resulting
from] offering the flowers, established [in] the tathagatas [as field of merits (punyaksetra): if one]
compares [these best benefits and wholesome roots with] the previous merit, a hundred parts [of
the previous merit] ... do not equal one part [of it]." The formulation Jü^tc^T., which is also
found in 10B, may, as already suggested in n. 255, alternatively be understood in the following
way: "... the merit [resulting from] offering the flowers, the Tathagata has stipulated: [If one]
compares...." But cf. Chi which has J^^f^filfS: "[the wholesome roots ...] planted among the
buddhas."
261
Both forms mngon par 'du Dyed pa in 10B and mngon par 'du Dya ba here are most
probably translations of the same Skt. abhisamskära. Present, perfect and future forms of 'byedpa
are also found in the translations of abhisamskära in the SP (cf. SP/s.v.).
262
Tib employs here the pair punyäbhisamskära - kusaläbhisamskära; Bth uses once
kusalamüläbhisamskära instead of kusaläbhisamskära; Ch2 speaks, in the case of the joyful
approval, of "these best benefits [and] wholesome roots" (iibllH^ iUffiX a n d compares them
with "the previous wholesome roots, [i.e.] the merit [resulting from] offering the flowers"
263

The whole section in Chi'. "Vajramati, even if the wholesome roots [and] the benefit of this
son of good [family], planted among the buddhas [as the fields of merit], are measureless,
compared with the merit attained by the son and daughter of good [family who propagated the
TGS], a hundred parts [of the former merit] do not come near one [part of this merit],...."
264
The Skt. on which Tib: mos pa bskyed nas is based, could be chandam janayati. Bth has
dad1 bskyed SD [' for 'dad] instead, Chi reads >f^; CT^: ^5}^. Cf. e.g. SP 47.13 = II.62b: bodhäya
janetha chandam I. The translations of Bth and Chi2 are not unusual. For mos pa as an equivalent
for chanda see BCAj s.v. mos (pa) 3.
265
1 cannot explain why the majority of the collated Tibetan texts has the future form gzhag
instead of the present form jog, which appears in the prose of 10A. Pi23 read Dzhag.
266
Chu do not mention that the verse would be explained (to others). The verb bshad (perfect
of 'chad) could (though not in the passage in 10A) also represent a form of the root path: "to
recite" (see BCAj s.v. bshad pa). Kagawa (1962: 19) translates according to the variant of P[23 in
10D fn. 7 (pa 'i for pas): ... Ij§^(7)—{llSrfji!, <C : "... and explains a single verse of veneration." But
cp. Bth: sti stang byas te:.
261
Bth and CA2 bear a similar message as Tib. Bth has bsngag pa, Skt. RTCsamsä or varna
("praise, glory"), instead of phan yon for anusamsä (Ch2: fg probably for anusamsä). Chi differs
considerably: "The subtle store of a tathagata in an instant brings forth joyful approval (Htü;
anumodanä). Listen [therefore] to this correct doctrine [and your] merit will be measureless!" The
search for awakening in päda b of Tib appears in Chi only at the beginning of the following verse
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[10.3] "[Suppose] a hero (vira) abiding in these excellent supernatural
powers 268 worshiped for a thousand cosmic cycles the highest of
humans (narottama) and [their] srdvakas in the ten directions."269
[10.4] "[He] would present to each teacher (äcärya) of the world without
exception excellent palaces (vimänasrestha) made of jewels—in
number several myriad [times the sands of] the Ganges [and] more,
unimaginably (acintya) many."270
[10.5] "The [palaces] would be ten yojanas high and one yojana211 wide and
long, be excellently furnished with fragrances and incense, and inside
be provided with thrones made of jewels."272
[10E]
[10.6] "[These] thrones, and palanquins too, [would be] spread with silk and
calico a hundred [times],273 as innumerable as [the sands of the] Ganges
10.3, and should be the counterpart to the realization of tathägata-knowledge at the beginning of
section 10B. That Chi, in relating the search for awakening (Tib 10.2b) to 10.3, is probably the
more authentic version, is supported by Bth and C7b where the same päda appears at the end of
verse 10.2. If we relate the first verse half in Bth and C7b to 10.1 and combine its second half with
10.3, we arrive at the same basic structure as found in the prose, and should consequently consider
it as the original päda sequence. Tib, on the other hand, has altered this authentic päda sequence
and thus has to be translated in a completely different way. None of the other versions,
furthermore, show an equivalent to the particle ji tsam for *kiyat as found in Tib.
268
Chi- "... by [use] of supernatural powers [he] resides in the upper vehicle" (i^l^jIt^jfEE;

±M).
269

dPa' ER, vira, is only attested for Tib. It must designate the person dedicated to external
worship. Bth (rdzogs) and C7b (JJU/IO have pürna instead: "for fully a thousand kalpas." In Tib,
dPa' bo appearas again in 10.9. Chi mentions the period only in 10.7, adds "bodhisattvas" to
"sravaka^" and reads \% instead of narottama.
270
Instead on äcärya both Bth (spyod) and C7b (fj) are based on äcära; Chi'. \%. I have found
the compound vimänasrestha only in the SP. For the meaning of vimäna see PTSD: "palace
chariot." C7b attributes the first two pädas to the kalpas. Amoghavajra translated kalpa (jxtj)
instead of koti.
271
Chi gives width and length of the palaces with |Z9-[~M, which corresponds to about 23 km.
272
(1) Fragrances (gandha) and incense (dhüpa(na)) do not appear in Chi (as in the prose of
Chi). Instead, Chi characterizes the palaces as "majestically decorated [and] furnished with many
wonderful [things]" (JlltfpflfJ^i^)- Instead of "excellently furnished with" (rab Man), Ch2 reads
ÄÄ> meaning "to venerate" (rendering a form of Skt. upa-sthä7).
(2) bShams in päda d is a translation of prajnapta (cf. Chi: JE). The verb is missing in Bth and
Ch2. But cp. 10.6b where C7b has Sftfx for prajnapta.
273
(1) The Skt. on which dar dang bcos bu 'i ras (Bth: dar dang gos; Cht: (^K.)WiW) is based,
may be pat(t)adüsya (Kpun 56.4f: nänäpattadusya- ... äsanäni prajnaptäni I). More common is
the compound düsyapat(t)a, which is analyzed as a karmadhäraya: BHSD s.v. pata (1): "some
kind offine cloth." This is how C7b understands the compound (~t$j{$%%.; cf. BWDJs.v.patta: WlWkfor patta)
(2) Instead of brgya in päda a, Bth reads brgyan. "Hundred" is also lacking in the Chinese
versions. brGyan could be a translation of alamkrta. That would explain JjHtftrif of Chi in the
preceding päda. bTing in päda a of Bth should probably, as is indicated by the "colon" before it, be
constructed with the following päda, in the sense of "furnished" (*prajnapta) with thrones and
palanquins. Its counterpart appears in C7b only in päda b: Sftfx- With the characters jjfrjil h
"spread over [the thrones]," on the other hand, C7b would use a more specific term than alamkrta.
It thus is very likely that what appears as brgya in Tib results from brgyan, and that bang, which
can be understood in two ways, namely "furnished with" or "spread with," was consequently
interpreted in the latter way.
(3) I understand khri as "throne" (*äsana) and khri stan (Bth: stan) as "palanquin" (*samstara).
The palanquins are not mentioned in the verses of the Chinese versions, but appear in the prose of
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River; [he] would present [these palaces with thrones] to each
victorious one."274
[10.7] "Upon the victorious ones who reside in world systems—those
victorious ones more [numerous] than the sands of the Ganges River—
[he] would thus bestow [these palaces, and] would venerate [them] all
with appreciation."275
[10.8] "If [on the contrary] some wise [person], having listened to this sutra,
learns only one single simile correctly, or having learnt [it], explains [it]
to somebody [else, then] he will [produce] a greater amount of merit
thereby [than the previous person]."276
[10.9] "Regarding the [former] merit seized by the hero [who worshiped the
tathagatas, it] does not come near by any tiny part or resemblance [to
the merit of this wise person]. [The wise person therefore] becomes a
refuge (sarana) for all living beings, and he quickly attains excellent
awakening."277
[10.10] "The wise bodhisattva who reflects upon [the following]:
'The tathagatagarbha exists in the same way [in all beings]! This is
the true nature (dharmata) of all sentient beings,'
will quickly become an awakened one [through] his own power
(svayambhu)."
Chi. gZhan rnams kyang (Bth: gzhan yang) is probably a translation of anyac cäpi (Ch2: Äl^)The päda in Chi: "... according to the throne each [cloth] would be very different" (UMSi^r^H)274
Chi instead of "each victorious one" has "the buddhas and [their] great communities [of
bodhisattvas and srävakas]" (\%7k~j<ß$.).
215
(1) Instead of lokadhätu Ch2 has ksetra ($IJ).
(2) Chi is quite different: "[He] would venerate/bestow all with it, day and night without rest,
fully a thousand millions of kalpas long. [Regarding] the merit [he thereby] gained, [the situation]
would be such:...." Päda a of Chi corresponds with päda d of all the other versions. Päda b and d of
Chi have no counterpart in TGS2. Päda c, comprising the number of kalpas, appears in a similar
form already in verse 10.3 of TGS2. Since pädas b and c of Tib (= c and a in Ch2 and Bth) repeat
just what had been said in the preceding verse 10.6 and the position of the specification of the
number of kalpas in Chi (at the end of the description of the external worship) is identical with
that in the prose of all versions, it is most likely that Chi shows more resemblance to the original
Skt. wording. In order to bridge over missing pädas TGS2 might in fact have merely filled up the
lacuna by repeating the pädas of the preceding verse. On the other hand, päda d of Chi, when
compared with the prose, appears too early and seems better placed in Tib and Bth, where it is part
of verse 10.9 (päda a in Tib; b in Bth).
276
(1) Instead of "learning" the sutra, Bth speaks of its "preservation" ('chang for *dhärayati).
Ch2 introduces a second verb in päda b: "to take hold of one simile and practice correctly"
(2) My translation takes into account the particle pas at the end of verse 10.7, and therefore uses
the comparative form "greatHU."
277
(1) In Ch2 pädas a and b are missing. Vira (dpa' bo) of Tib, as in 10.3, is not found in any of
the other translations. Ch2 identifies the refuge with the TGS: "Sentient beings take refuge in this
sutra..." (TClltlfHSJ^ltbfzi)- In Ch2 sentient beings (and not the wise person) attain awakening. In
the Tibetan, however, it is not clear whether it is the wise person or living beings who are meant to
attain awakening.
(2) After the first half, the verse seems to enter abruptly into a new theme. As this second half of
10.9 and the whole of verse 10.10 are not contained in the prose, it is quite likely that they are a
later interpolation into the common ancestor of TGSi and TGS2.
278
The verse in Chi'. "The bodhisattva reflects about the very profound store of a tathagata
[and] knows that [it] is found [in] all living beings[. He/... and that they] will quickly realize
supreme awakening (jffi hilt)-" Ch2: "If a wise bodhisattva reflects about the qualities (y^)
connected (t@JÜ; *sarhprayukta, *sahabhü or something similar) with this store of a tathagata
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[11 The story of *Sadäpramuktarasmi and *Anantarasmi]
[IIA The appearance of *Sadäpramuktarasmi]
"Vajramati, again, by way of this [following] kind [of exposition] (paryaya),
[one] should know thus: namely, that this Dharma discourse is extremely
beneficial (bahukara) for bodhisattva-maAäs'a^vas [because it] will lead to
the realization of the knowledge of an omniscient one (sarvajnajndna).219
Vajramati, formerly, in the past, innumerable, vast, measureless,
unimaginable, unparalleled and [quantitatively] inexpressible cosmic cycles
[ago], [and] even more beyond the other side of that [time]—then, at that
time—there appeared in the world the tathagata, the honorable one and
perfectly awakened one, named *Sadäpramuktarasmi, realized in wisdom and
conduct, a sugata, a world-knowing one, a charioteer of human beings to be
tamed, unsurpassable, a teacher of gods and men, a buddha, an exalted

[thinking]: 'All sentient beings [have?] the highest dharmatä,' [then he] will quickly awake to
spontaneous knowledge (^f^yg; svayambhüjnäna)." The same päda sequence is also attested for
Bth: '"I have the tathagatagarbha.' Bodhisattvas who reflect [like that and the following]: 'The
dharmatä [belongs to] all sentient beings,' [they] all without exception will become awakened
ones [through] their own power." Bth has thams cad instead of myur du in Tib (päda d). I have no
idea how to explain most of the differences which occur in päda a. The readings 'dra (Tib) and
bdag la (Bth), however, could derive from the variants sadrsalmädrsa or samalmama.
Similar to verse 1.1, we may also here assume that the first päda, composed in Buddhist Hybrid
Sanskrit, originally had something like *sama(s) tathagata garbha asti, with garbha representing a
locative form: "A tathagata exists in the same way within [all living beings]." The translators,
however, would have understood automatically tathagata garbha as a compound and translated it
accordingly.
The verse 10.10 (and the second verse half of 10.9) have no counterpart in the prose and they
may well be a later interpolation into the common ancestor of TGSi and TGS2. If we assume that at
the time of the interpolation the term tathagatagarbha in the meaning "tathägata-embryo" was
already prevailing, we could also understand the pasage as rendered in Takasaki 1981: 34: ...
•f'<X<DM£.<Dfo\C,
i © M © I & J f l © - t # * t t © f e 5 - t . . . . : "... the fact that in all
living beings exists this real nature like a tathägata-embryo...." The verse may well be an
interpolated quotation from another sutra.
Verse 10.10 summarizes the central message of the text and may have functioned as a verse at the
end of the sutra before the final description of the effect on the onlookers (12D). This would lead
to the highly speculative assumption that sections IIA till 12C were interpolated into the main text
at a later point.
279
The passage is neither contained in Chi nor is there any counterpart in the following verses.
Cf. the similar introduction to the story of Sadäparibhüta in the XIXth chapter of the SP: anenäpi
tävan1 Mahästhämapräpta paryäyenaivam veditavyam yathä ya imam evamrüpam dharmaparyäyaril ... (375.1—2) [ tävat is missing in Dj, D2, O and Q]: mthu chen thob rnam grangs ndis kyang ndi
Itar rig par bya ste....]. Similar constructions are also found in SP 43.2f. and 82.9f. For further
discussions of similarities between the story of *Sadäpramuktarasmi and the one in the SP see
Zimmermann 1999: 159ff.
280
(1) Apart from the words printed in boldface and the additional mtshungs pa med pa
(*asama) and brjod du med pa (*an-/nir-abhiläpya) in the TGS, the passage is in accordance with
SP 375.9ff: bhütapürvam ... atite 'dhvany asamkhyeyaih kalpair asamkhyeyatarair vipulair
aprameyair acintyais tebhyah parena paratarena yad äsit tena kälena tena samayena
Bhismagarjitasvararäjo näma tathagato 'rhan samyaksambuddho loke udapädi vidyäcaranasampannah sugato lokavid anuttarah purusadamyasärathih sästä devänäm ca manusyänäm ca
buddho bhagavän.... SP 156. Iff is also similar; for the list of epithets see 0 9 \ 1-11 and 0 3 3 8 /
1.115ff. The positioning of the name of the tathagata in my translation corresponds with the Skt. of
the SP, of Bth and Ch,2.
(2) Chi adds -räjan to the name: CMfjiCfflM^E)- For another possible reconstruction of the name
as Sadärasmimukta see Zimmermann 1999: 159, n. 37.
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[IIB The light from the bodhisattva fills the world systems]
"Vajramati, why is that tathagata called *Sadäpramuktarasmi? Vajramati,
immediately after the exalted one, the tathagata *Sadäpramuktarasmi, then a
bodhisattva, had entered the womb of [his] mother, light was emitted
from [his] body, while283 [he was still] within the womb of his mother, [so
that] in the east hundreds of thousands of world systems, as many as the
atomic-sized dust of ten buddha-fields,284 came to be constantly filled with
brightness.285 In the same way, in the [other nine of the] ten directions,
[namely] the south, the west, the north, the southeast, southwest, northwest
and northeast, along with the nadir and the zenith, hundreds of thousands of
world systems, as many as the atomic-sized dust of ten buddha-fields, came
to be constantly filled with brightness. And owing to the pleasant and
beautiful light from the body of that bodhisattva, [which] caused [sentient
beings] to rejoice [and] led [them] to delight,286 as many as hundreds of
thousands of world systems constantly came to be filled with brightness."
[11C The light improves sentient beings]
"Vajramati, all sentient beings in the hundreds of thousands of world systems
who were touched by the light from that bodhisattva within the womb of [his]
mother attained strength (ojas), beauty (yarna), mindfulness (smrti),
comprehension (mati), understanding (gati) and readiness of speech
(pratibhäna).
281

Chi runs ^fT^J|ftjMH^f: "••• when [he] practiced the path of a bodhisattva,...." Cf. e.g. Kpun
46.17f:... tathägatenapürvarh bodhisattvacaryäm caratä... = KpunCi (174al3): ^fTlSflBliB^f282
Cf. KpunC2- ptEjM^-fiJJJp (268M9; = Chi) for avataranam mätur garbhe (249.5): "descending
into the womb of the mother."
283
bZhin du does not appear in any of the other versions and I can only understand it in its
function of forming a present participle (cf. Ja s.v. bzhin 2.): "while...." The parallel verse 11.1
runs ... lus las 'di 'drani nRG ... and nGi nGra must be interpreted differently; cf. the position of
tathärüpä in the quotation of the Lalitavistara below in n. 285! There it has to be construed with
prabhä (nRG).
284
The Skt. was probably *dasa-buddha-ksetra-paramänu-rajah-samä lokadhätavah (cf. e.g.
Kpun 11.8; 80.11: sahasra-buddha-ksetra"). The number often buddha-fields is also attested for
DbhS C3. Chi mentions only the illumination of [buddha-]fields, as many as the atomic-sized dust
of a thousand buddha world systems in the ten directions ( " H ^ ^ p f ^ t ä ^ - ^ S ^ ^ Ü ) - Chi
continues then with 11C, which incorporates the last issue of 1 IB regarding the pleasure of living
beings at its beginning. Since the long-winded description dealing with the other directions is
missing in Chi and is not mentioned in the verses of TGS2, it is plausible that it was only added at
a later date to the prose of TGS2.
285
The basic structure of the second half of this passage is found in the Lalitavistara (cf. LÜIHK
374.14-17): ... bodhisattvena tathärüpä käyät prabhä pramuktäbhüd, yayä prabhayäyarh ...
lokadhätur evarh ... avabhäsena parisphuto 'bhüt. bZhin du in 11B.4 could be a translation of
tathä after the second part irüpä) had erroneously been read as käyä (in many Indian scripts rü is
similar to kä; pä is similar to ya) and dropped by a scribe who thought of it as a haplography as the
following word was käyät.
286
Ch2 has ... TfcBJ^AM'IÄ, W^WMo • "••• the light makes humans glad [and] full of
pleasure." In Bth the reason for the joy is not the light itself but the fact that the world systems
were constantly filled with it. Accordingly, not the light but this fact is said to be beautiful.
287
(1) For gati in a set with smrti and mati cf. BHSD s.v. gati (3) and gatima(nt). Chi has
instead of this triplet ^ , la'SASfc. I am not sure if ^ renders mati or gati. Ch2 shows an
additional, fourth element beside gati (iifj): jl^g1. Chi adds, as a result, that all (living beings)
became full of pleasure (—-WW\lS-) and their klesas vanished ('JH'I'ISSSM)- The first of these two
additional element appears in TGS2 in a more elaborated form at the end of 1 IB.
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All sentient beings in the hundreds of thousands of world systems who
had been born in hells, in animal existences, in the world of Yama and [as]
demons {naraka-tiryag-yoni-yama-lokäsuropapatti)
immediately [could]
abandon (cyavate) their birth by virtue of being touched by the light from that
bodhisattva, and were [re]born among gods and men.
Those [born as gods and men] by virtue of being touched [by the
light], immediately became incapable of turning back from supreme and
perfect awakening (avaivartikä anuttardydm samyaksambodhau).
In addition, all those incapable of turning back who had been touched
by the light immediately, when touched by the light, attained intellectual
receptivity [to the truth that] dharmas [have] no origination (anutpattikadharmaksdnti).290 [They] also obtained the efficacious formulas (dhdrani)
called 'Chapter of the Five Hundred Qualities.'"291
[11D The light makes the world systems delightful]
"All those hundreds of thousands of world systems which had been touched by
the light from the body of the bodhisattva within the womb of [his] mother
came to be established as made of beryl,292 laid out in [the form of] a
chessboard with golden threads, [with] jewel trees coming out of each square,
[the trees] having blossoms, fruits, fragrances and colors.293
When the jewel trees were shaken and moved by the wind, such
pleasant [and] charming [sounds] came up as there are: the sound 'Buddha,'
the sound 'Dharma,' the sound 'religious community' (samgha) [and] the
sound 'bodhisattva,' along with the sounds '[five] powers (bala) of a
bodhisattva,' '[five spiritual] faculties' (indriya), '[seven] branches of
awakening' (bodhyanga), 'liberation' (vimoksa), 'absorption' (samddhi) and
'attainment' (samdpatti).294 Because of those sounds of the jewel trees,
(2) Instead of the touch by the light, Chi continuously speaks of the "seeing" of the light. This is
also the case in the following passage 11C.6 in Bth imihong ba). That both possibilities are
reasonable is documented by a passage in the Kpun dealing with the same context: ... sarve tarn
avabhäsam pasyeyuh sprseyuh samjäneyuh... (239.If).
288
Chi adds hungry ghosts (preta; jlJsJ^L) and speaks of the "[world of] Yamarö/a" (fMLUzE).
289
Both Chinese versions mention further the attainment of the five abhijnäs (jEt/j^S).
290
For anutpattikadharmaksänti cf. BHSD s.v. anutpattika-dharma-ksänti and ksänti.
291
For *pancasatagunaparivartä dhäranyah (Che. pancadasa-...; JEH^ÄMSSßß/il/b) s e e e -8SP 327.8: ... kotinayutasatasahasraparivartäyä dhäranyah pratilambho 'bhüt I. That not only
ordinal numbers but, despite the grammatical standard, also cardinal numbers sometimes have SD
can be proved by the index to the 6 3 (63j s.v., e.g., trimsat, panca-sata, panca-sat, etc.).
292
For ODV JUXE SD (Skt. PD\D) see MVy 6477; yongs su gnas par gyur te for * parisamsthita
abhüvan (cf. Bth: g.yogpar gyur to): the translation kun tu khebs pa for parisamsthita is found in
the SP (see SPj s.v. parisamsthita); also BWDJ s.v. pari-sam-Sthä: f^ = Ch2. For similar
descriptions cf. SP 65.8ff, 244.3ff. etc.
293
(1) In Chi2 the fact that the trees come out from the squares is not mentioned. Ch2 has
A f T ^ ^ l l instead, which I cannot understand. Cf. the similar passage SP 65.10f: ...
vaidüryamayam suvarnasüträstäpadanibaddham I tesu cästäpadesu ratnavrksä bhavisyanti ...
ratnänäm puspaphalaih samarpitäh II; cf. also BHSD s.v. nibaddha. For astäpada in the meaning
of "chess-board" see Lüders 1940: 17 If.
(2) Ace. to Ja the meaning of Ijon shing is "a tree from paradise." However, in translations from
Skt. both shing and Ijon shing simply render druma, vrksa, etc.: "tree." For the choice of one of the
two phrases metri causa see Simonsson 1957: 192.4f.
294
The enumeration in Chr. H g , #H5ÜfiU IS, t)> S i l , WM, MU- Bth and Ch2
have bodhi instead of bodhisattva. Tib takes samädhi and samapatti as two different parts. In the
Skt. the compound samädhisamäpatti may also be understood as a tatpurusa.
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sentient beings in all of the hundreds of thousands of world systems became
and remained satisfied and joyful. In all the buddha-fields the hells, animal
existences, the world of Yama, and the world of the demons (asurakäya)
disappeared.295
The bodhisattva within the womb of [his] mother emitted light like the
disk of the moon for all those sentient beings. Three times a day and three
times a night [they] raised their joined palms [to pay homage] while [he] was
still in the womb."296
[HE Why the bodhisattva is named '*Sadäpramuktarasmi']
"Vajramati, when that bodhisattva had been born, had set out for ascetic life
(abhiniskramana), and [finally] completely awakened to buddhahood
(bodhim abhisambuddhah),291 light continued to be emitted in such a way
from the body of that bodhisattva. Even after [his] complete awakening, light
continued to be emitted from the body of that exalted one. Even when the
exalted one entered into parinirvdna, that light [from] his body continued to
be emitted in the same way.298 [And] even after that tathagata had entered
parinirvdna and [his body] remained [as] relics (dhdtu) in a stüpa, the light
[from his] body [still] continued to be emitted. For this reason, Vajramati,
that exalted one is named the 'Always Light-Emitting One' (*Sadäpramuktarasmi) by gods and men."
[11F The bodhisattva *Anantarasmi questions the buddha *Sadäpramuktarasmi]
"Vajramati, under the rule (sdsana) of that exalted one, the tathagata, the
honorable one and perfectly awakened one, *Sadäpramuktarasmi—right after
[he had become] completely awakened—there appeared a certain bodhisattva
(1) Chi states that listening to these sounds, all attained "pleasure in the Dharma, that [their]
faith became solid [and that they] got forever rid of bad paths (= existences)." (... } Ü J , { H ^
S S I , / M t l g j i o )• Ch2: ... 3 Ü § & 1 | , TOo : "[They all] attained pleasure in the Dharma
[and] delight in the absorptions." For the common list of bad births cf. e.g. SP 151.9f: apagataniraya-tiryagyoni-yamalokäsura-käyam. For asurakäya cf. CPD s.v. asura-käya: "the asura world
(sphere)."
(2) I have refrained from translating yang in 11D.11, 13, 16 and 1 IF. 1. It is probably rendering
Skt. DSL and indicates a change of subject.
296
Chi makes very clear that living beings are the ones who pay homage to the bodhisattva, and
not the bodhisattva himself (... —W^^M^MX,
wt, 1%AB#c^, S l o ). The comparison
with the moon is missing. In Ch2 it is the bodhisattva who is said to stay in the womb in the anjali
position (directed to the buddhas?) ( Ä # Ü , ... ^ S M f T « , Ä A B f ^ M B ^ S t t o ).
"Six times" is connected with the emission of the light. The mentioning of the bodhisattva's birth
appears in the other versions at the begin of the next section. To divide 24 hours into six periods
seems to be common Indian usage. See e.g. 0 3 3 8 / l . 4 1 6 and MSA XX.56 (ahorätram satkrtvah)
(=MS X.23).
297
1 am not sure how to translate the verb btsas pa. Bth has sems bskyed1 pa [' for bskyes]
instead. In Ch2 the phrase is, as said above, incorporated into the last sentence of 1 ID (Jly^MäL)Ch2 then continues: ... 7$fi@]tjpP/fl?B&TF.'tiF:n : "... and immediately after being born, [he] realized
perfect awakening." Chi corresponds to Tib: ... J^§p|ii:§EJ5Sfi£f!$k ^f^T/SiU •••• Both Chinese
versions are lacking a counterpart to abhiniskramana.
298
Bar du could be a translation of yävat, antasah or antatah ("even, indeed"), which also has
an equivalent in Ch2 (Th^P). Bth in 1 IE.5 reads gzhung, which should probably be emended to
chung. Chung ngu appears in 7B.3 in Bth instead of tha na ... kyang rung ste in Tib and probably
renders antasah.
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named *Anantarasmi.299 [He was accompanied] by a retinue (parivdra) of a
thousand [bodhisattvas].300 And, Vajramati, that bodhisattva *Anantarasmi
questioned the exalted one, the tathagata, the honorable one and perfectly
awakened one, *Sadäpramuktarasmi, with reference to this Dharma discourse
[called] Tathagatagarbha."
[11G *Sadäpramuktarasmi teaches the TGS]
"In order to benefit (anugraha) the bodhisattvas and to win [them] over [to his
side] (parigraha),301 the exalted one, the tathagata, the honorable one and
perfectly awakened one, *Sadäpramuktarasmi thereupon perfectly explained
this Dharma discourse [called] Tathagatagarbha for five hundred302 great
cosmic cycles, remaining303 in the same seat (ekdsane nisannah). And
because he perfectly explained to the bodhisattvas this Dharma discourse
[called] Tathagatagarbha 304 in intelligible (*vijheya) words [and by
employing] various means (*(abhi)nirhära) [with regard to the] Dharma,
explanations (nirukti) and hundreds of thousands of similes, 305 [the
bodhisattvas] in all world systems in the ten directions, as many as the

299

(1) Dang po in 11F.2 (Bth: thog mar) is a formal translation of a Skt. construction with
prathama as adverb. See PW s.v. prathama (2): "... eben, alsbald, sogleich"; e.g. Vin I 1 (line 2f):
... buddho ... viharati... pathamäbhisambuddho.
(2) The name Anantarasmi {nOd zer mtha' yas; Bth: Med pa'i 'od gzer; Chi: Ms&it; Ch2:
MS.^0, "[the one whose] light [is] endless," appears in a list of names of tathagatas in Kpun
158.16 (Q 221a2f: 'Od zer mtha'yas; KpunChi2- i D f e l ) .
300
(1) Instead of a retinue of a thousand, Bth speaks of only twenty, whereas the Chinese
versions have twenty kotis of bodhisattvas.
(2) Similar constructions are found in e.g. SP 20.15: tena khalu punar Ajita samayena tasya
bhagavatah säsane varaprabho näma bodhisattva 'bhüt or SP 377'S'ff'.
301
(1) Bth and Chi document that this part (*tesäm bodhisattvänäm anugrahäyalpari°) was
found at the end of the first sentence. It could therefore be combined with the following unit (so
did Bth; Ch2 even associates the first sentence with parts of the following unit).
(2) For anugraha and parigraha Chi has simply |Ü;B;: "to protect [them under his shelter and] to
think [of them](?)."
302
Chi reads "for fifty great kalpas" ( g i + ^ ^ j ) .
303
For ndug bzhin du in 11G.3 cf. n. 283.
304
ChL: "Mahayana sutra [called] Tathagatagarbha" ( # n ^ i t ^ t , f g * ) .
305
As in 5B, also here the lists vary according to the versions, and it is impossible to decide on
the original form of the Skt. As usual, Chi is very short: "numberless causes [and] hundreds of
thousands of similes" ( t e g ^ g ; ^ Hf^PWIj)-1 do not know what is meant with "causes" (cf. also
the citations from the SP below: hetu-kärana). Bth lacks a counterpart for dharma, which appears
in both Tib and Ch2. I am not sure if Bth: rtsD ED or brjodpa (for abhiläpaP.) should be taken as a
translation of nirukti. Ch2: "... with various phrases, discernment concerning the Dharma,
unhindered readiness in speech (asangapratibhäna), and hundreds of thousands of similes" (i^lfM
flf-n^ WAJ^l
MM. M^t, H^P#Dm). As in 5B, I suggest that also this list is closely
connected with the concept of upäyakausalya. Similar enumerations can be found in the SP, e.g.,
29.8f: [O adds: nänä-]vividhopäyakausalya-jnänadarsana-hetu-kärana-nirdesanärambananirukti-prajnapti [O: -vijhapti forprajnapti]; 39.11: nänä-nirukti-nirdesäbhiläpa-nirdesana [O: -nidarsana]; 41.2f: nänäbhinirhära-[0 adds: nänä-]nirdesa-vividha-hetu-kärana-nidarsanäramba-na[O adds: nänä-]nirukty-upäyakausatya. Cf. also TUSN Q 141a5-6 (=T 278: 631a7-9 and T 279:
278c2-3) where a group of bodhisattvas is said to teach the same law idharmata) of the Tathagata
in the following terms:... thDPs FDG nD 'Dng GH bzhLn gshHgspD 'L P ngD' PL 'phrogspD 'L Fhos nyLG
tshig 'di daJ nyid danJyi JH 'di daJ nyid danJ I nges pa'i tshig mngon par bsgrub pa 'di dag
nyid kyis don 'di nyid brjod de lhag tshad med par brjod do II.
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atomic-sized dust of ten buddha-fields, understood [this Dharma] easily
(alpakrcchra) 306
[11H Four bodhisattvas do not attain awakening]
"Vajramati, in this [connection] the roots of virtue (kusalamüld) [of] all the
bodhisattvas who heard this Dharma discourse [called] Tathagatagarbha, [or]
even (antasah) only the title Tathagatagarbha, successively (anupürvena)
came to maturity. Then, in such a way that the marvelous manifestation of the
excellent qualities [of their buddha-fields] conformed to their [roots of virtue,
these bodhisattvas] attained supreme and perfect awakening—apart from four
bodhisattva-mahasattvas.
Vajramati, if you think that then, at that time, the bodhisattva
*Anantarasmi was somebody other [than yourself, you] should not see it this
way! Vajramati, you yourself were then, at that time, the bodhisattva
*Anantarasmi!308 Who are the four bodhisattvas who under the rule ofthat
exalted one 309 have not attained supreme and perfect awakening to
buddhahood up until today? The four are the bodhisattvas Manjusri,
Mahästhämapräpta, Avalokitesvara and you yourself, Vajramati!
Vajramati, this Dharma discourse [called] Tathagatagarbha is thus of
great benefit, since listening [to it leads] immediately to the realization of
buddha-knowledge (buddhajhdna) for bodhisattva-maAäs'a^vas."310

[Ill]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:
306

Instead of ten buddha-fields, Chi has a hundred thousand buddha-fields, in which the
tathagata's voice is heard ( S ^ H ^ | • jj...). C7b speaks of hundreds of thousands of kotis of
world systems. Chi does not mention that the bodhisattvas attain understanding.
307
For the expression yon tan bkodpa de 'dm ba nyid du (Bth: 'di 'dm ba 'i yon tan mangpos),
Skt. gunavyüha, cf. BHSD s.v. vyüha (2). I take nyid du to be the rendering of the instrumental
case of an abstract noun (-tayä or -tvena): "in such a way that...." C7b reads: "... each attained
perfect awakening in a different [buddha-]field" (... ^ J ^ H I l MfiÄIEjft, •••)• Chi does not
mention the roots of virtue, has no equivalent for gunavyüha or the different buddha-fields, and
does not add the hearing of only the title of the sutra. Instead, the propagation and preservation of
the sutra along with the practice according to its teaching are mentioned (... flp gftjibfe 5?% Sf»

II, Ü, ÄfifTo )•
308

For a similar passage see SP 22.8ff: syat khalupunas te ... kanksa ... I anyah sa tena kalena
tena samayena Varaprabho näma bodhisattva mahäsattvo 'bhüd ... I na khalu punar evarh
drastavyam I tat kasya hetoh I... tvam eva ... näma bodhisattva 'bhüt....
309
The specification "under the rule of ..." is missing in Chi. "Rule" for säsana could in these
cases also be replaced by "teaching."
310
(1) For this last sentence cf. SP 383.3-6, cited in Zimmermann 1999: 160. Immediately
before this passage, which emphasizes the benefit of the TGS, it is spoken about the four
bodhisattvas who could not attain awakening. In that position, this final sentence is thus somehow
contradictory. Also in the passage in the SP the passage appears at the end of a prose section.
There, however, it follows upon the description of the attainment of awakening by a large group of
persons. The inconclusive arrangement of the passage in the TGS could document the strategy of
the authors to follow closely the main structure of the parallel in the SP without paying sufficient
attention to differences in content.
(2) Chi does not refer to the bodhisattvas. Instead of buddha-knowledge, it mentions the
awakening to buddhahood (f^JM).
(3) Only the Tibetan versions stress the immediate result of listening to the sutra. Whereas Tib
could also be interpreted as "just by listening" ithos SD tsam gyis), Bth uses ma thag tu in a clear
temporal sense. The Skt. probably had a construction with "mätrena.
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[11.1] "In the past, endless cosmic cycles ago, the exalted one
*[Sadä]pramuktarasmi appeared. From such311 light being emitted from
his body, myriads of [buddha-]fields312 came to be illuminated."
[11.2] "At that time, right after [that] victorious one had attained complete
awakening, 313 the bodhisattva *Anantarasmi asked that sugata,
victorious one and master314 [for this discourse, and the latter then]
perfectly [and] without pause explained this sutra."
[11.3] "All those who happened to hear this sutra personally from the leader,
under the rule {säsand) ofthat [same] victorious one,315 quickly attained
noble awakening—apart from four bodhisattvas:"
[11.4] "Mahästhämapräpta, Avalokitesvara [and], third, the bodhisattva
Manjusri. And you yourself, Vajramati, are the fourth! At that time they
[all] heard this sutra."
[11.5] "The bodhisattva *Anantarasmi, who at that time had questioned the
victorious one [about the Tathägatagarbhasütra and who] had been
tamed by that [same victorious one] 316 —[this] son of a sugata,
Vajramati, was at that time yourself!"317
[11.6] "I, too, when [I] formerly practiced the path [of a bodhisattva],318
happened to hear the title of this sutra from the sugata Simhadhvaja.
[And] having heard [it] with appreciation [I] raised my joined
i

"319

palms.
311

As already in the prose of 1 IB (cf. my n. there), the translation of ndi 'dm in this passage is
problematic. Both Chinese versions have % instead.
312
Chi', "innumerable fields" ( t e j j t ^ ) ; Ch2: "worlds, hundred thousands of kotis [in number]"

(füäEHW).
313

1 tDkH rig to EH D short form for abhisarhbuddha (cf. Chi2: fifc; Bth: chud). Alternatively, rig
could also be a mistake for reg (Skt.: sprsati) in the common formulation bodhirh sprsati (cf. e.g.
SP] s.v. √sprs). Thog mar probably renders prathamam (cf. n. 299 above): "right after...."
314
dBang is here probably short for dbangpo (*indra or something similar); Ch2: Y Ü
315
(1) With the variant ODV instead of OD (1II, fn. 20), the text should be understood as follows:
"All those who happened to hear this sutra from the teachings of..." That this can hardly be the
original sense of the päda is attested by Ch2: ^"f^f^H^ ... ("At the time ofthat buddha....") and the
parallel in the prose 11H. 10: bcom Idan 'das de 'i bstan pa la (Ch2: fj^f^täH^f)(2) Only in Tib the leaders are mentioned (Bth: dranpa, to be emended?). Instead of mngon sum
(*pratyaksa) Bth has mngon du (ba); Ch2: $£K"(fj£f$9 seems to render simply *sakäsät, antikät or
something similar; Chi: JtppfjfljIJI^ ("Those [who] encounter the victorious one [and hear]....").
316
I take dbang byas to be a short form for dbang du byas pa rendering vasikrta or
ädhipateyal°patya (cf. Bth: dbang po). In 1 IF *Anantarasmi is said to appear under the rule
(säsand) of the tathagata *Sadäpramuktarasmi. The expression with ädhipatya could, with other
words, underline this superior position of that tathagata. Takasaki (1981: 39) offers another
interpretation of dbang byas: BM^^Wfö
t t ,
•£<£> (j&&) g ^ ( C L / c # f f i © T :
"... the son of a victorious one, [who] asked the sugata and [by this way] empowered that
(sutra),...." However, Takasaki's interpretation does not correspond to Chi which with f|—• refers
to the bodhisattva. Ch2 is without any equivalent.
317
Chi: "[You,] Vajramati, being him, the foremost [among the bodhisattvas], the son [with]
supernatural powers, were at that time called '*Anantarasmi,' who had already questioned for this
sutra!" Ch2 consists only of three pädas, omitting the päda which states that the bodhisattva had
questioned with reference to the sutra.
318
sPyDd SD sSyod SD may refer to the practice of a bodhisattva, directed to supreme
awakening, as is the case in SP 382.6: bodhisattvacaryäm carantu or SP 383.13 (= IXX.3d):
yüyam hi caryäm carathägrabodhaye II; cf. also BHSD s.v. cari. Chi: JJ^JM: "to search the path";
Ch2: I T H ^ T : "to practice the highest path."
319
Chi mentions the sutra itself (and not its title), which the narrator had attained from the
buddha Simhadhvaja. As in its prose (11H), Chi then states that it was taught and practiced
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[11.7] oBy those well-done deeds
I quickly attained noble awakening.
Therefore wise bodhisattvas should always learn this excellent
sutra!"321
[12A Änanda questions the Buddha about the length of time till
-177

perfection]
oVajramati, [when] sons and daughters of good family who are restricted by
obstacles [caused by their] deeds (karmdvarana) listen to this Dharma
discourse [called] Tathagatagarbha, [and when they] show (uddisati), recite
(svddhydyati) or teach [it, then]—with regard to listening to this Dharma
discourse, showing [it], reciting [it], explaining [it] and copying [it]—they
will all, seeing the Dharma before their eyes (*pratyaksa), easily
(alpakrcchra) become purified [from] the obstacles [caused by their]
deeds" 323
Then the venerable Ananda asked the Exalted One the following:
"Exalted One, [as for] those sons and daughters of good family who are not
restricted by obstacles [caused by their] deeds and [who] apply [themselves]
(*prayujyate) to this Dharma discourse, from how many buddhas, exalted
ones, [do they preserve] expositions of the Dharma as [persons of] great
learning (*bdhusrutyena) so that [they] become perfected (w'ryata)?"324
according to the sutra. The verse 11.6 differs from the correspondent prose, as the narrator, namely
the Buddha, speaks about himself and not about the bodhisattvas.
320
Chi'. Urfü and Ch2: Hr^itlft are based on the term kusala-müla. Kusala-müla appears also in
the parallel prose 11H of Tib, Bth and Ch2.
321
As in the preceding verse, Chi mentions the necessity to teach the sutra in addition to its
preservation (•$). The bodhisattvas are not characterized as "wise." Ch2, however, speaks only of
the wise (^^f) and does not mention the bodhisattvas. In order to attain an even number of pädas,
Ch2 had to fit c and d into one päda, which probably led to the omission of "bodhisattvas."
322
Sections 12A and 12B are missing in Chi.
323
(1) The basic structure of this passage remains obscure in the Tibetan. I therefore follow
Ch2, which clearly marks the second enumeration of propagandistic measures as the reason for the
purification from the obstacles: EÖfjSIMJlitÄft"" (F° r a detailed comparison of the passage
transmitted in the Tabo manuscript (A) and the other representatives of Tib cf. my section C 2.6.)
Ch2 seems to be based on udgrhnäti (j§;|^f) instead of uddisati. However, combinations of forms
of ud-dis and svädhyä are found frequently in e.g. the SP (cf. SPj s.v. uddesa-svädhyäya etc.); for
the translation 5lSf f° r uddesa cf. YBhüj s.v. j§;^vf (for uddesa) and jg^TpMfßS (f° r uddesasvädhyäya-desanä—sabda). The translations of uddisati as lung nod ("to receive instructions")
and j§;^vf ("to receive and keep") stress the receipt of the teaching. This would fit very well into
the sequence 'receiving (uddisati) - recitation - teaching' in the text above. In CPD s.v. uddisati
the following meaning is mentioned: "... 2.b esp. to point at (somebody as one's teacher),
acknowledge somebody as spiritual master...." Should we thus translate uddisati as "to
accept/adopt [the sutra as an authority]"?
(2) The position of de dag kyang (12A.5) between chos and mngon sum du 'gyur is disturbing.
Bth has no equivalent for it.
(3) Pratyaksa in this context could mean the direct experience or vision of the tathagata in all
living beings; Ch2: i^WMtU(4) Whilst Tib is speaking of the purification ibyang ba) from the obstacles, Bth (zad pa) and also
Ch2 ($WM) have their destruction.
324
(1) The negation in 12A.8 (bsgribs par OK 'gyur) does not make sense. In Ch2 a negation is
not found. Bth has an insertion (—> ... <—) which renders a negation reasonable and could well be
an original element: —> las kyi bsgrib pa bsgribs pas : de bzhin gshegspa 'i snyingpo chos gzhung
'di nyan pa dang : ston par dang : khadon du bgyis pas : <— las bsgrib pas : bsgrib pa ma mchis
par gyur to :: "... those ... restricted by obstacles ... become unrestricted by obstacles ... through
listening to this...." Bth then continues: "The one who becomes perfected ( byung ba) through this
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The Exalted One said:
"Änanda, there are sons and daughters of good family as well who are
[already] perfected on account of having preserved expositions of the Dharma
from a hundred buddhas."325
[12B Perfection through preserving expositions of the Dharma from myriads
of buddhas]
oÄnanda, [but] there are also sons and daughters of good family who are [only]
perfected on account of having preserved expositions of the Dharma from two
hundred buddhas, three hundred, four hundred, five hundred, one thousand,
two thousand, three thousand, four thousand, five thousand, six thousand,
seven thousand, eight thousand, nine thousand, ten thousand or a hundred
thousand buddhas, [or] even myriads of buddhas.326
Änanda, a bodhisattva who preserves this Dharma discourse, recites
[it], perfectly teaches [it] in detail also to others and preserves [it] as a book327
should bring forth this thought: 'I [wish to] attain supreme and perfect
awakening already now!' He is worthy of the homage and veneration of the
world with [its] gods, humans and demons (asurd), as I [am] now."328
[12C Homage to the one who holds the TGS in his hands]
Then at that time the Exalted One uttered these verses:329
exposition of the Dharma will definitely (*niyatam) be a [person] of great learning among the
buddhas, exalted ones and teach the Dharma." A counterpart for *niyatam does not appear in the
other versions. It could be a mistake for the particle kiyat since there is no question expressed in
Bth. This part of the text in Bth can hardly represent the Skt. original, as the following answer by
the Buddha would remain without question.
(2) It seems that Änanda, who usually in Mahayana sutras is "only" a saiksa, thinks mainly of
himself when inquiring about the number of buddhas from whom one should collect Dharma
expositions, since the term bähusrutya is usually connected with him (see 0 3 3 8 / I 22). Besides,
he is often entrusted with the preservation of an exposition at the end of it. On the term bähusrutya
expressing the "passive aspect" of the Mahayana initiate see Harrison 1978b: xx-xxi.
(3) I take nges par byung ba to be a translation for niryäta (cf. BHSD s.v.). Bth has byung ba in
all instances. Here and in all following passages, C7b does not have any equivalent for it.
(4) The passage in Chj. "Exalted One, those sons and daughters of good [family] who are
restricted by ..., [under] how many buddhas, exalted ones can they increasingly preserve (JUttf)
expositions of the Dharma, attain great learning (^|StJ), and become bound (t@JÜ; *prayoga) to
this Dharma discourse?"
325
(1) Kurt tu bzung ba in Tib (Bth: 'chang ba; emended for nchad pa) could be a translation of
samgraha ("keeping, bringing together, collecting"), samdhärana ("holding together,
maintaining") or ädhärana ("bearing, holding").
(2) Chj. "Änanda, [there are] sons and daughters of good [family] who can increasingly preserve
expositions of the Dharma under a hundred buddhas,...."
326
The number of years differs in the versions. Both C7b and Bth speak of 200,000 instead of
100,000 and, again, insert between the numbers the standard phrase of the attaiment of perfection
due to preserving expositions (so Bth; in C7b simply JUJvRfföS:). In C7b the end of the passage is
different from the Tibetan and also from the standard pattern in C7b before: "... or there are
myriads of buddhas under [whom they] received expositions of the Dharma, [to which they]
listened [and which they] preserved."
327
The sequence in CT^: "Änanda, if a bodhisattva obtains this Dharma [exposition called]
Tathagatagarbha, writes [it] down, recites [it], preserves [it], reflects about its meaning [and]
explains [it] widely to others, then that bodhisattva should have this thought:...."
328
Lacking the comparison "as I am now," C7b ends the section in the following way: "After
the Buddha had said this, [the onlookers] were pleased, [shouting] 'Bravo!'"
329
The introduction to the verses in C7b differs from the formulas before, by adding \%.
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[12.1] oWhen a bodhisattva has heard this sutra, [he] thinks:
'I [wish to] attain the noble awakening!'
He in whose hands this sutra is found is worthy of the homage of the
world, as I [am now]."330
[12.2] o[Being himself] a protector of the world (lokandtha) [and] training
[sentient beings], he is worthy of the praise (prasamsya) [of] the leaders
(ndyaka) [and] trainers (vindyaka). Thus he in whose hands this sutra is
found should be called 'king of the Dharma.'"331
[12.3] oHe in whose hands this sutra is found is worthy of being looked upon
[as] the best of men (purusarsabha), [as] bearer of the lamp of the
Dharma {* dharmolkddhdrin) [and] like the full moon. Like a protector
of the world, [he is] a foundation [worthy] of being paid homage."332
[12D Delight and praise of the onlookers]
After the Exalted One had spoken thus, the bodhisattva333 Vajramati, the entire
multitude of bodhisattvas, the great sravaka^, the four assemblies and the world
with [its] gods, humans, demons and celestial musicians were delighted, and
praised [what] the Exalted One had said.334
[Here] ends the Holy Mahayana sutra called Tathagatagarbha.
[13 Tibetan colophon]
The Indian master Säkyaprabha and the Venerable Great Reviser and Translator
Ye shes sde have executed [this] translation and revised and established [it]
definitively.335
330

(1) In Ch2 the comparison with the Buddha himself is missing.
(2) The first verse half in Chi (continuing the verses 11.1 till 11.7): "Having heard [this sutra] and
practicing as [it] was taught, [the bodhisattvas] become buddhas just as I [am] now."
(3) For a repetitive construction similar to the formulation "He in whose hands this sutra is
found,...." (12.1, 12.2, 12.3) in a relative clause cf. SP 292.1 Iff. (=XX.5, 6, 9, 10, 11) quoted in
Zimmermann 1999: n. 44. There the act of preservation of the sutra is expressed with the verb
dhärayati.
331
The versions differ considerably. Tib: mam par in päda a could result from a revised mams
as it is still found in Bth. Ch2: "The one in whose hands the sutra comes: the buddhas, exalted ones
[and] great leaders praise that human as the highest among humans and call [him] 'most eminent
king of the Dharma.'" Chi: "The one who attains this sutra is called 'king of the Dharma of the
buddhas.' Being then a protector of the world, [he] is praised by the buddhas."
332
(1) Instead of mi yi khyu mchog for ^purusarsabha (Ch2: t ö § ) Bth has bsrung (deriving
from the verb raksatfl) Chi reads tälüÜÜi (Hokäksan) for the whole expression in päda b of Tib.
(2) gNas in päda d has no equivalent in any of the other three versions and can hardly be an
original element.
(3) Instead of "worthy of being looked upon like the full moon" Ch2 has "shining like the full
moon" O^Blt&ntfsSF^i). Chi repeats the same statement as in the preceding verse instead, stating that
the person is called a dharmaräjan: T E A ^ T Ü 333
Ch2 adds mahäsattva.
334
The sentence appears in slightly modified forms at the end of many Mahayana sutras (cf.
e.g. SP 487.1-5; Kpun 420.4-6; Suv 250.8ff; Sukh 66.23ff). The reconstructed Skt. of the TGS
may be: *idam avocad bhagavän I ättamanä Vajramatir bodhisattvah sa ca sarvävän
bodhisattvaganas te ca mahäsrävakäs catasras ca parsadah sadevamänusäsuragandharvas ca
loko bhagavato bhäsitam abhyanandann iti II. Ch2 does not mention the four assemblies and the
gandharvas. Instead it has =§? at the end of the enumeration. In Chi the mahäsrävakäs remain
unmentioned.
335
The colophons are discussed in section C 3.3.
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Part II
Critical and Diplomatic Editions
of the
Tathägatagarbhasütra
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The appearance in the last years of several studies dealing with Kanjur
manuscripts and prints makes it unnecessary in the following to repeat what
already has been stated about the history of the various editions. I will concentrate
my remarks on the legibility, appearance and orthography of the texts. For studies
dealing with the history of the Kanjurs, and for particular case studies, see the
publications of Braarvig, de Rossi Filibeck, Eimer, Hahn 1988, Harrison, Imaeda,
Schneider, Schoening, Silk, Skilling and Zimmermann 1998 cited in my
bibliography.

1 Information on the Tibetan Manuscripts and Xylographie Editions
Utilized
•A-

The Tabo Manuscript Fragments

The fragments of the TGS among the Tabo manuscripts cover about 40 percent
of the whole sutra. The fragments are very likely to be the oldest among the
Tibetan materials utilized in this study. Steinkellner states that "a considerable
portion" of the 35,500 folios assembled were written in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries.1 The manuscript of the TGS is carefully written in dbu can hand, with
only very few mistakes, eleven lines to a folio, and is nearly free of damage of
the type affecting legibility. Every folio has two string holes near the center of
its left and right halves, each with a diameter of about five letters.
The orthography exhibits particularities well known from Dunhuang and
other Tabo manuscripts:
- the yD EtDgs in all words beginning with P - followed by the vowel i or H
(e.g. PyHG, Pyi etc.),
- the GD GrDg (e.g. EskDOG, PkhyHnG, gyurG, stonG, EstDnG, nGrHnG, stsDOG,
zhHnG, shDrG etc.),
- the PthDn rtHn nD (PGon, nGrDn, GSHn),
- occasionally a reversed gi gu,
- the spelling ODs stsogs SD for OD sogs SD,
- in some cases cHn instead of chHn,
- ED(r) instead of the regular SD(r) when the preceding syllable ends with -n:
Pngon EDr, OGDn ED, Ertson ED, yin ED, but never in rkun So, Pgon So, snyDn
SD, nthon SD, nGron So, chHn So, Ojon SD or nErog Ggon SD,
- ED instead of the regularSD when the preceding syllable ends with -P: EcoP
ED, zhiP ED, gsuP ED but never in GDP SD or rnDP SD (r).
1

Steinkellner 2000: 319. Further, see the contributions in Scherrer-Schaub and Steinkellner
1999; Steinkellner 1994.
2
These and other archaic features are attested for Dunhuang materials; see e.g. Terjék 1969,
Harrison 1992a: xxi, n. 43 and Schoening 1995a: 187f. As Schoening has shown in his study (esp.
147ff, 188), there is no homogeneity in the Dunhuang materials regarding these characteristics.
We therefore have to be careful not to hastily conclude that all features appearing in those
materials are archaic. The two questions why and when in old materials the regular SD after final n becomes ED, and also why we often find ED after final -m, definitely deserve further
investigation. That there is nothing like a standard for spellings among these old manuscripts and
that even in one and the same text we find different spellings is attested by A, which has EskDld SD
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The accuracy of the scribe of A is further confirmed by the fact that at the end of
a sentence immediately before the beginning of a new verse he has employed a
triple shad instead of the usual nyis shad. Tsheg is always set before the shad.
The gap between the shad and the following letter is of about one letter. The
copyist made sporadic use of the anusvära-like abbreviation for m in the words
thams, rnam, rnams, serhs and 'am. Further worth mentioning is the contraction
of the cluster st- (^) to the horizontal ligature **}, of (g) spy- to ^ , and of rts- (s)
to ^ in the handwriting whenever these combinations appears.

• B r The Berlin Manuscript Kanjur
The manuscript Kanjur kept in the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin dates from 1680.3 It
is said to be a copy from a lithograph of the Yongle ^Xfjü; (1410) or Wanli Jj Iff
edition (1606), and thus predates the widely used "Otani reprint," which is a
photolithographical reprint of the Kangxi Jftf?^ edition of 1717-20.4
The manuscript is beautifully written in dbu can and is in excellent
condition. Each folio has eight lines. From the middle of the fifth line on folio
327b till the folio end the script is larger, and instead of rkyang shad the
obviously different (and seemingly inexperienced) copyist repeatedly used the
nyis shad.
As has also been confirmed by other scholars, the number of mistakes is
fairly high. We find
- frequent omissions,
- aberrationes oculi,
- confusion concerning vowels,
- orthographic confusion between -ng- and -d- (though -ng- and -d- are
clearly distinguishable in the script), and
- a large number of obvious misreadings of letters (e.g. jig for jim, nyid for
nyil, stod for ston, thams for thabs, dam for dri ma, mdod for mdog, 'dun
for 'dren, dpan for dper, 'bum for dbul, shes for shing etc.).
The last two categories in particular suggest that the text was not read aloud
when written down by the copyist but just copied letter by letter, thus allowing
for many senseless variants.
There are just a few instances of later corrections to the writing. At the end
of a line we frequently find words with subscribed letters. The tsheg is never set
before shad. The gap between the two shads of a nyis shad and between rkyang
shad and the following word is of about one letter.

in 11A and 1II but EskDl ED in 1 IG (see also Harrison 1992a: xxi, where for the DKP the forms
snyan and snyand are confirmed). For paleographic, orthographic and phonetic peculiarities in the
Tabo manuscripts see also Steinkellner 1994: 124f, de Rossi Filibeck 1994: 139, Tauscher 1994:
175ff„, Eimer 1989/91, Scherrer-Schaub 1999b, and the contributions in Scherrer-Schaub and
Steinkellner 1999; for other materials with archaic features see Taube 1980 with an extensive
bibliography.
3
See Haarh 1954: 540.
4
Imaeda (1977: 27, n. 18) states that it is more likely that the Berlin manuscript is based on a
Wanli lithograph than on a lithograph of the Yongle edition. He does not provide us with any
reason for his assertion. Eimer mentions both possibilities (2000: 36, n. 24).
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• Bth r The Newark Manuscript Kanjur from Bathang5
Bth is the only known representative of a separate, paracanonical translation of
the TGS. Judging from its terminology and syntax, it must have been executed
before translations became more standardized following the compilation of
compendiums like the MVy and the sGra sbyor bam po gnyis pa, that is, before
the early ninth century. The assumption of the sixteenth century as the one in
which Bth was copied is based on art-historical considerations6 and does not
conflict with the orthographical facts, given that the employed orthography
exhibits very few archaic characteristics (ci for ji, stsogs, in some rare cases the
use of the mtha' rten 'a (dpe' for dpe), 'og Fu, yan Ead).
The folios were probably kept together by two strings up the middle of the
left and right halves of the book resulting in black stripes extending from the top
to the bottom on the photos of the folios, and rendering the affected letters
unreadable. With the exception of two eight-lined pages (one recto and one
verso), both sides of all folios contain nine lines. The handwriting (dbu can) is
sloppy and irregular and has some lacunas. These lacunas were partly caused by
the erasure of letters. In most cases, however, they are found where the bottom
parts of letters from the line above consume much space, so that leaving the
position in the line below empty made for greater legibility.7
A tsheg before shad is found in several cases. The gap after shad and
"colon" (see below) is irregular but tends to correspond to the width of one or
two letters. Between or after the nyis shad, however, there is almost no gap. The
text is rich in contractions:8
skyabs(s)u, skyes(s)o, khams(s)u, grangs(s)u, 'gyur(r)o, chags(s)u, rjes(s)u,
btags(s)o, stag(g)o, bdag(g)is, 'das(s)u, nam(m)kha', gnas(s)o, rnams(s)u,
phyogs(s)u, dbus(s)u, tshigs(s)u, rdzogs(s)o, bzhugs(s)o, yongs(s)u, lags(s)o,
shun(n)i, bshad(d)o, gsungs(s)o.
The use of the anusvdra-like abbreviation for -m- is extremely common, and
subscripts also appear. Well-established terms are usually written without a
separating tsheg between the syllables: skyes-bu, kha-tog, kha-lo, khrig-khrag,
ngo-bo, ngo-mtshar, gti-mug, sti-stang, tha-dad, the-tsom, rdo-rje, rnam-par,
pha-rol, phyi-rol, phra-mo, phrag-stong, byang-chub, blo-gros, ma-rig, me-tog,
rdzu- 'phrul, zhe-sdang, 'od-zer, yang-dag, ye-shes, re-re, sems-dpa'.
Abbreviations are found, such as thad (Tor thams cad), sbra-rtsi (for
sbrang rtsi), gshyes (for gshegs), saTyas (sic!; for sangs rgyas) and semdpa' (for
sems dpa'). The text contains repetitions and omissions of passages, partly
corrected later by adding the missing words beneath or above the line.
5

I have elsewhere described the characteristics of the TGS manuscript from this Kanjur in
detail (Zimmermann 1998); see especially pp. 38^-2.
6
Olson 1971: 114.
7
In some cases a lacuna is found in the line below words first omitted by the scribe and later
added between the lines. This documents that the newly completed line was at least partially
checked before starting with the next line.
8
Only those contractions are cited for which obvious reasons, such as shortage of space at the
end of the line, cannot be found. The letter supplied in brackets is omitted in the contraction.
9
Some less well-established combinations also appear: bsten-te, byas-te (with superscribed s-),
mi-za and mig-gis. The dash between the syllables merely serves to make the words more readable.
The manuscript has e.g. ^ ^ f (mig-gis).
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Misspellings are not very common but clearly exceed the number found in Q or
S. It is to be noted that the adding or omitting of final -s in the use of the particle
kyi(s) seems unreflected. Other irregularities are:
- the use of the particles kyi and kyis after final -n, -m, -r and -/ (the proportion
of the particle kyi(s) (against the regular gyi(s)) after the finals: -n 83% (against
gyi(s) with 17%) ; -m 71%; -r 62%; -/ 77%),
- confusion between final -/ and -s or -r. byoN for byoU; dbuU for dbuN; ruU for ruN;
rgyaN for rgyaT; gseN for gseT,
r confusion between SD and bD,
- omitting/adding of subscribed r. VNoG for VNToG; bVNDG for bVNTDG; ShTDJ for
SDJV; VmTDG for VmDG,
- various spellings for the same word: NhunJ and ShunJ; IrDJV and FrDJV (for
JrDnJV); dkyil mo grung and dkyil mo drung (for skyil mo krung); ci tse and ci
rise; the tsom and the rtsom; smart, smod, smon and smrad (for smad); HI and
rul, and finally
- variant spellings possibly caused by same or similar pronunciation: Tgya rgod
for bya rgod; rgyun po for rkun po; bsgrub for sbubs; ngam for ngan; gtong for
mthong; blten for bstan; spyod for bskyod; 'phags for pags; dbus for dus; shin
for shing.
Very common throughout the text is the employment of two vertically aligned
dots resembling a colon where in other Kanjurs a shad is used. The rkyang shad
appears only twelve times throughout the whole text. The nyis shad, too, appears
less often than in other Kanjurs.10
Instead of SDn i at the end of the line we sometimes find SD with an nD
chXng beneath. Above the SD there is a mark resembling a parallel double ngreng
EX. The same feature is attested for Dunhuang materials (see Schoening 1995b:
737).
• Bu - The Citation in Bu ston Rin chen grub's De bzhin gshegspa'i
gsal Thing m dies par byed pa'i rgyan

snyingpo

Two short parts of the Tibetan Canonical translation of the TGS are quoted in the
De bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po gsal zhing mdzes par byed pa 'i rgyan, a work by
the famous Tibetan scholar Bu ston Rin chen grub (1290-1364) finished in
1359.11 The text I utilized is the reproduction of a lithograph from blocks
prepared in the years 1917-19 in Lhasa. The writing is in dbu can; the lithograph
is in excellent physical condition and has seven lines per folio.
• D r The Derge Kanjur (Nyingma Edition)
The Nyingma reprint dates from the beginning of the 1980s. It is said to be a
reproduction of the so-called Karmapa edition.12 In the case of the TGS, the
10

The statistics testify the usage of the "colon" for 84% of all punctuation marks, the simple
shad for only one percent, and the nyis shad for about 15%. The usage of the nyis shad is low
compared with its 39% rate in the TGS of the London Kanjur. The simple shad in Bth is in every
second case preceded by na or nas.
11
See SeyfortRuegg 1973: 1.
12
See Skilling 1994: xxxviii and Silk 1994: 63.
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reprinted folios are identical to the folios of the Taipei edition, with the only
differences being that in the Taipei edition the Tibetan pagination at the left
border of the folio is not framed and that at the right border of the folio no
additional frame (in the Nyingma reprint containing a number added by the
editors) is found. In general, the Taipei edition is more legible than D's weak
print. It has been pointed out by Silk (1994: 63 f) and Skilling (1994: xxxviii)
that the Nyingma edition cannot be called a pure reproduction of the Karmapa
edition, inasmuch as it has been retouched in several passages and damaged
leaves have been replaced with the aid of photographs made from the Derge
edition owned by Harvard University (Harvard-Yenching Library) and by the
United States Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.
The Karmapa edition (1976-79) itself is a reproduction of the Derge
Kanjur deposited in Rumtek (Sikkim) which, according to Eimer (1980), differs
from the copies held in the University Library in Cambridge and in the Academy
of Sciences of the Czech Republic in Prague only in terms of its superior
graphical quality but not in its wording. The Derge Kanjur dates back to 1733
(Imaeda 1981: 229).
D is very readable with seven lines per folio. It has an extremely low
number of single variants and no abbreviations or subscripts. The syllables SD
and ED are hard to differentiate. Within the nyis shad and between a shad and the
following syllable there is a gap of about two letters. A tsheg is placed before
shad only after final -ng.

•J- The 'Jang sa tham or Lithang Kanjur
The date of the carving of this Kanjur has not been established with certainty.
Imaeda (1982b: 12; 14), based on the Chinese colophon, suggests the period
from 1608 to 1621 as the time of its production, while Samten (1987: 17f)
argues in favor of the years 1609 till 1614.
The quality of the microfilm I obtained is very poor. The letters are
sometimes hardly recognizable against the dark background; in other cases both
background and letters are too light. In general, the letters are not very clear, pa
and ba along with nga and da being for the most part not differentiable. In many
cases it is also impossible to decide where the tsheg is placed, and hence where
the syllables should be split.
The folios have eight lines. The gap within the nyis shad or between a
rkyang shad and the following syllable is two to three letters. A tsheg before a
shad is extremely exceptional. The Lithang TGS is very carefully carved and
contains just a few mistakes, mostly the omission of vowel marks. Gaps are
frequent; the reversed gi gu appears twice throughout the text. A particularity of
J is the use of the particle du instead of tu after final -n. In 90% of all
appearances of kun Vu /reads kun Fu, in 93% of all cases / h a s shin Fu for shin
Vu. The form vol Fu, too, appears.
The Cone Kanjur from 1721-1731 is based on this Lithang Kanjur despite
some differences in the order of the sections. Eimer therefore calls the Cone
print "a true copy of the Lithang Kanjur" (1992: 181). I can confirm his
13

In The Tibetan Tripitaka, Taipei Edition, ed. A. W. Barber, SMC Publishing: Taipei, 1991,
vol. 14, no. 258, mDo sde, Za 245a2-259b4.
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Statement based on a comparison of some parts of the TGS in the Cone Kanjur
with J.14 However, most of the mistakes15 in /have been emended by the carvers
of Cone, the lacunas in J are of course not longer found in Cone, and the
reversed gi gus have been standardized. We still find kun Fu, shin Fu and vol Fu,
with some exceptions of tu where /mostly also reads tu (in some cases Cone has
du where /reads tu\). Of particular interest is the variant dkrung in /against the
usual krung, which appears altogether six times. In all these cases Cone reads
krung with a lacuna of one letter before krung, resulting most probably from a
first copied but later erased d- (still found in J). In the only case where /also has
krung, no lacuna is found in Cone. We face a similar situation in 5A, endnote e,
where only /reads dbyigs instead of dbyig. In Cone we find dbyig followed by a
lacuna of one letter.

• L r The Shel dkar Manuscript Kanjur (London)
The London copy of the Shel dkar manuscript Kanjur was completed in the year
1712.16 The script is of excellent legibility with eight lines per folio.17 There is a
string hole in the center of the left and right halves, each with a diameter of
about three letters. A tsheg appears before a shad only after a final -ng; there is
virtually no gap after a shad or within a nyis shad.
Of the collated materials, L contains the highest number of contractions
(yongs(s)u, etc.); frequent, too, are subscripts and abbreviations, which occur for
the most part at the end of a line and before string holes, but are not restricted to
these positions: bcom, tharhd for thams cad, rnarhr for rnam par, tshot for
tshogs, bzhut for bzhugs, g.yot for g.yogs, longspyod ('fcfh'), gshye for gshegs,
semn for sems can. Besides these particularities, there are single variants,
restricted to a number of omissions of mostly single syllables and, in one case, a
dittography consisting of several words. Lacunas resulting from later erasures of
letters appear sporadically.
• N- The Narthang Kanjur
According to Tucci and Petech,18 the blocks of this Kanjur were carved from
1730 to 1732. The photocopies I utilized are of poor quality. The letters in some
My thanks are due Professor K. Mimaki (University of Kyoto) who provided me with the
relevant photocopies of the TGS in the Cone print—which he acquired from the Töyö Bunko in
Tokyo: mDo mang, Za 274a8-289a4.
15
In 0E J omits 'i gnas as part of the name of the bodhisattva Mi g.yo ba 'i gnas rnam par gnon
(*Acalapadavikrämin). In C, however, the name appears as Mi g.yo ba gnas rnam par gnon
(275a4). I am not sure what conclusion should be drawn from this fact, considering the likely
source for the emendation in C. Skilling (1994: xxxvi) states that in the case of Mahäsütra 3 the
editors of C consulted an edition belonging to the Peking lineage. In our case, however, B and Q
read ED 'i gnDs and not ED gnDs.
16
On the date see Pagel and Gaffney 1996: x, and the article by Jampa Samten and Peter
Skilling contained in Pagel and Gaffney 1996 (pp. 1-11).
17
All three colophons of the Kanjur state that the calligraphers came from "sNye mo, birthplace
of Thon mi Sambho ta, a place in Central Tibet renowned for its tradition in calligraphy" (Samten
and Skilling (p. 9) in Pagel and Gaffney 1996).
18
The statements by Tucci 1949: 479f. and Petech 1972: 160f. are based on the dkar chag of
the Kanjur.
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passages look like meaningless black spots. In general the appearance of the
script is blurred. The difference between SD and ED is sometimes impossible to
make out. Similarly difficult in many instances where the tsheg is hardly
recognizable is how to determine syllables. The folios have only seven lines. A
tsheg before a shDd is only found after syllables ending in -ng; the gap within a
nyis shDd or between a UkyDng shDd and the following syllable is normally about
one letter.
One particularity of N is the contraction of yDng to 'Dng following a
syllable ending in a vowel (e.g. EX 'Dng). This feature is found throughout the
whole text. There are not many misspellings; most of them are due to a missing
'gUeng EX or nD UR or to confusion between these vowels. Abbreviations by
means of subscripts are rare. Abbreviations in general are found at the end of a
line. Interesting among them are gshet Si yDis for gshegs SD 'i ye shes and ytRn
for yRn tDn.
• Pi, P2, P3 - The Phug brag Manuscript Kanjur
This manuscript Kanjur was copied between 1696 and 1706 at the Phug brag
monastery in Western Tibet.20 The TGS is not the only text which is contained
several times in the Phug brag Kanjur (other texts appear even in different
translations). The three manuscripts of the TGS found in the Phug brag Kanjur
share many features. They all have eight lines per folio21 and are written in a
clear dbu can hand. This and the fact that the gap within a nyis shad or a rkyang
shad and the following syllable is of about two letters (in P3 closer to three
letters) render the manuscripts easy to read. The script in P3 is bigger than in the
two other versions, and there is more space between its letters. Unfortunately,
some parts of Pi were overexposed when photographed and are too faint to be
made out.
The pagination written in the left margin of the leaves of P123 is
interesting: instead of nyis brgya the margin has just two crosses (in Pi it has
three crosses). P2 further bears the word mngon at the top of the left margin.
The tsheg before shad appears regularly after syllables ending in -ng. P2 is
particular in the way it handles the nyis shad between the verse pädas: all other
manuscripts and prints strictly use the nyis shad to separate the pädas, but P2
prefers the rkyang shad, employing the nyis shad regularly only when the päda
has a sentence-closing particle (... go etc.) at its end (in one case even after ...
nas).
The manuscripts of the TGS in the Phug brag Kanjur can be said along
with B and T to contain the highest number of mistakes. Among the three
versions, P3 is the one with the most single variants (427), followed by P2 (329)
and Pi (239). Frequent errors include the omission of single words or whole
phrases and the adding or dropping of final -s in syllables like kyi(s), stag(s),
byam(s) and bzang(s).

19

The abbreviations yais for ye shes and yton for yon tan (%*\) are quoted in Bacot 1912: 600
and 604.
20
Eimer 1993: v.
21
Only the folio (verso) where the sutra starts and the following recto of P} have seven lines.
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Pj adds the mtha' rten 'a in five cases: 'dra' (4 times), g.yo'. Another
archaic element is the reading stsogs for sogs in Pn (four times each). Some
further peculiarities of spelling in Pj: the inconsistent use of nD sngon njug where
the majority of versions have m- {'gar, 'thil, 'thon, 'dab, 'dun), the omission of
prefixed g- and b- {(b)skyod, (g)ci, (g)cig, (b)snyen, (b)stan, (b)rlabs, (b)shig,
(b)sgrubs), and du instead of tu after kun and syllables ending in -g.
Furthermore, P3 clearly shows a number of redactional variants (see
below) and, in comparison with Pn, is more orthographically standardized, as
the section on archaic features documents.
• Q - The Peking Kanjur (Otani Reprint)
The Otani reprint is a photolithographical reproduction of the third Kangxi Jft EB
edition from 1717-1720. As is well known, missing parts have been supplied
from the Qianlong f^Ht edition of 1737, which derives from the same blocks.
One lithograph of this Qianlong edition is kept in the Bibliotheque Nationale in
Paris.22
Q has eight lines per folio with some passages of rather unclear
appearance. 3D and ED along with dD and ngD are not always differentiable. The
print shows a number of lacunas, most not longer than one or two letters. A
tsheg appears regularly before a shDd after final -ng and occasionally even after
other letters. The gap within a nyis shad or between a shad and the following
syllable is of about one letter.
Q is written quite carefully without hardly any omissions. Most mistakes
occurred owing to confusion between vowels, nga and da, and ba and pa, and
finally from a wrong segmentation of groups of letters (e.g. dag 'bar for dga'
bar, rnam sa for rnams, rdza pa for rdzab, so so for sas).
• S - The Stog Palace Manuscript Kanjur
The manuscript used is an offset reprint of the handwritten dbu can Kanjur
preserved in the Royal Palace in Stog. The Kanjur itself was copied from a
Bhutanese original "some time during the first half of the 18th century."23 The
manuscript was reprinted between 1975 and 1980 in Leh (Ladakh).24
S is a very carefully and clearly written manuscript, with the lowest
number of single variants among the collated materials. It has seven lines per
folio; the gap within a nyis shad is of one to two letters, while the gap before and
after a rkyang shad is usually of one letter each. A tsheg is found before a shad
only after -ng.
It seems that S follows a very unique punctuation system, omitting the
rkyang shad in many passages where it is found in all other versions. The
manuscript has a number of abbreviating subscripts.

Imaeda 1977: 32.
Skorupski 1985: xii.
Skorupski 1985: xiii.
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The Tokyo manuscript Kanjur was brought to Japan from Gyantse. It is said to
have been copied between 1858 and 1878.25 The photocopies I obtained are
rather difficult—in some passages impossible—to read, since usually features
show through from the other side of each folio. It is hard to differentiate SD and
ED, and the position of the tsheg is in many cases unclear.
The folios have eight lines each and are written in dbu can. A tsheg before
shad is rare and does not seem to be limited to syllables ending in a certain
letter. As a rule there is no gap within a nyis shad or between a rkyang shad and
the following word. In many instances, however, gaps are found, especially
when the copyist did not make use of the remaining space before the end of a
line. In such cases the second shad of the nyis shad is positioned at the end of
the line, so that the gap can extend to as many as ten letters. Gaps which bear no
traces of erasure of syllables are not mentioned in the present critical
apparatuses.
T contains a very high number of single variants. Among them are
frequent omissions of single syllables, very often rkyang shad where all other
versions have nyis shad (sometimes also vice versa), a host of wrong spellings
(e.g. cad for can, jol for jog la, snyas for snyam, bstas for bltas, dpen for dper,
btsegs for brtsegs, yeng for yang etc.), corrections which have been inserted
later, or lacunas resulting from deleted syllables, words or whole passages. In
all, it is obvious that the copyist did not work very accurately.

2 The Stemmatic Relations among the Representatives of Tib
In the following I shall discuss the relations among the versions of Tib collated in
my edition. The basis for my considerations will be the variants shown by the
different manuscripts and prints. To be sure, drawing conclusions from variants is
a complex undertaking, and I shall begin with some comments on the nature of the
variants and their meaning for the establishment of a Kanjur stemma.
First of all, we need to keep in mind that there are two main kinds of
variants, namely ones which Harrison (1992a: xxv) has called "recensional" and
"transmissional" variants. Recensional variants "reveal either extensive and
deliberate editorial changes to the text, or the adoption of a different text
altogether, rather than errors resulting from scribal lapses or casual attempts to
improve or modernise the text (which are indeed usually deliberate, but generally
rather trivial in scope)."26 As for the TGS, we hardly find any variants of this type
except for some few examples in the Tabo fragments. The absolute majority of
variants in the TGS are of the second type, namely of a transmissional character. It
is clear that if two manuscripts bear some identical redactional feature, they likely
derive from a common ancestor, may have influenced each other, or else been
influenced by a third manuscript which has the reading in question, but in cases of
transmissional variants the situation is more complex.

See Saitö 1977: 6 (401). His assessment is based on the years mentioned on the first page of
the volumes devoted to different prayer texts.
26
See Harrison 1992a: xxv.
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The decisive criterion for the evaluation of a transmissional variant is less
the question if it was introduced deliberately or not, and more its degree of
probability. That is to say, even if we have to deal with a trivial difference in the
spelling of a word, such as sngan cad for what is commonly spelled sngan chad,
the nature of the variant is rather indicative. This spelling is very rare in nonarchaic manuscripts, and its occurrence in the same position of the text in two
manuscripts can hardly be a coincidence (e.g. OK, n. 9). Similarly indicative are
omissions, additions or changes of parts of the text which cannot be explained as
caused by deliberate intervention on the part of an editor or scribe who intended to
emend an "obviously faulty" text. At best, such readings can, in the light of other
translations, clearly be shown to be mistakes.
The direct textual surroundings in which the passage is embedded may
have caused variant readings, as in the case of aberrationes oculi, where the scribe
intends to continue to write from the word he stopped at but, owing to the multiple
occurrence of the same word, jumps to the wrong position in the text. Such
peculiarities, if found in two manuscripts, will naturally be less indicative in terms
of their stemmatic relation. Generally speaking, the stronger text-internal reasons
there are which could have led to the occurrence of the same transmissional
variant in more than one manuscript, the less valuable the variant becomes for
proving any stemmatic relation between the manuscripts. As the main principle in
my analysis, each variant shared by several manuscripts underwent a thorough
check in order to assess its probability. Only if the probability of its independently
occurring was low could it be used as a variant indicative of stemmatic relations.27
Also, the punctuation of the manuscripts and prints plays an insignificant
role in my analysis. Whereas the punctuation clearly confirms the close relation
within the three groups BDJNQ, LST and Pm separately, it allows no conclusion
regarding the relations of the groups to each other in terms of the degree of
originality exhibited by the transmitted texts.

2.1 The Three Phug brag Versions
As mentioned above, three versions of the TGS are contained in the Phug brag
manuscript Kanjur. The fact that the three versions do not, as one would expect,
appear one after the other but instead in different volumes, may mean that they
were not separated from the group of texts in which they were most likely
transmitted or stored from earlier times. It may well be that such groups were
brought together, or copied and then brought together, from different regions in
order to collect them for a larger project.
What, then, is the stemmatic relation between Pi, P2 and P3I First of all, it
is clear that the three versions share a sufficient number of variants to prove that
they derive from a common ancestor (Po). Just a few characteristic variants shared
exclusively by Pm may be enough to illustrate this fact:
(1)

r
-

OE, n. 20 P i3 : gzugs, P2: gzug for gzungs.
OK, n. 15 P123: tshogs for chos.
0M, n. 25 P123: om. nyid.
2A, n. 13 P123: om. sbrang rtsi des {aberratio oculi).
2C, n. 8 P123: skyod for skrod.

I have virtually neglected variants such as kyis for kyi, SD for ED and ED 'Dm for ED 'Dm.
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-

2C, n. 22 P123: spos for spobs.
4 A, n. 3 P123: 'am for Ja«g.
6A, n. 9 P123: om. de bzhin du.
6B, n. 17 P123: om. zAes.
7 A, n. 41 P123: om. bu 'i (hum.
9A, n. 22, 23 P123: om. gang dang.
9C, n. 12 P123: om. ^Ar« ft/.
IOC, n. 26 P12: ED FanI I FIG ba mnIonpar kFW bya ba snga; P3: ED dang I FIG (ga)
bas mngon par 'du bya ba snga [ga marked with three dots in the form of a triangle
for deletion]; (P123: aberratio oculi).
- 11C, n. 13 P123: om. reg pD.
- 1II, n. 16 P123: ED for dEDng.

Each of these three versions, however, has essential variants28 of its own, not
shared by any of the remaining two versions, which leads to the conclusion that
none of the three could have served as the master copy for any of the other
manuscripts. Such essential variants include:29
In P,: (2)

- OB u P!: om. / GEDng.
- OHb Pi: om. gi mGDE mD GH GDg (DEHrrDtio oculi).
- 0 H h P i : 'EDr 'ongED for par 'os pa.
- 4A J Pi: om. gser gyi.
- 5B' Pi: dga' for rko.
- 10B w Pi: om. GH OD I bsoG nDms mngon pDr 'du byedSD.

In P2: (3)

r
r
r

In P3: (4)

r
r
-

OE R P : om. spos dga 'i dpal dang I.
OE u'v P2: om. dbyu gu here and inserts it some words later.
OH D P : sku pad ma 'i for de dag gi mdab ma.
IB f P2: om. ma byungyang rung (aberratio oculi).
9C u P2: inserts GH I tar.
11C S P2: om. dran pa dang Idan pa dang I (aberratio oculi).
11Huu P2: om. rdo rje 'i bio gros khyod nyid de bzhi 'o II (aberratio oculi).

OBDD P : om. shes rab shin tu rnam par grol ba I.
OD S P3: sngon bdag for gang dag.
OE BB P3: om. sa 'dzin dang I (name of one of the bodhisattvas).
OL v P3: om. Itar nyan pa dang / bcom Idan 'das kyis 'di skad ces.
IC f P3: Shye for gyeV.
2A Z P3: rLg SDr Pthong ngo for Pthong EDV rLg go.
4C h P3: nyL Vhu SD for PL nyung ED.
5B qq P3: ins. mig shig du yongs su dag pas sems can thams cad de Ita bur
mthong nas I de bzhin gshegspa 'i (aberratio oculi).
r 6A h P3: om. 'dzDm EX 'i 'ErDs EX 'Dm I WD lD 'i 'ErDs EX 'Dm (DEerrDWio ocXli).
- 1 IE S P3: 'jig for mchod.

Knowing that all three versions derive independently from a common ancestor,
we should further inquire whether there are essential variants shared by two of the
manuscripts. If this is the case, we would be obliged to assume that there was
another step in the copying between Po and Pi23, shared by two of the manuscripts.
Regarding this analysis, the facts are very clear:
There are virtually no essential variants common to Pi and P3. The few
readings worth mentioning are:
28

By "essential variants," I mean variants which consist of more than just a different way of
spelling or an erroneous omission or change of a single letter within a word.
29
Theoretically, it is, of course, possible that one of the manuscripts was checked with the help
of P0 while being copied from one of the other two manuscripts, so that major mistakes found in
the master copy could be corrected. While we can never be sure how exactly the copy of any given
text came into existence, in our case the evidence supplied by the variants is so overwhelming that
there is no need to assume a more complicated situation, at least as long as the appearance or nonappearance of variants in the different manuscripts can be explained satisfactorily.
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(5)

- 9C, n. 5: P13: g.yog for gsog.
- IOC, n. 30: P13: om. grangs dang /; P2: grangs dang I in small letters
above the line (the position in the text where grangs dang I is to be
inserted is marked with a cross).30
-11H, n. 20:Pi 3 :om. GH.

The situation is similar in the case of P2 and P3:
(6)

- 0 G , n. ll:P 2 3 :om. bye ba.31
- 01, n. 4: P23: ni for gi.
- 7 A, n. 7: P23: om. des.
- 11I (verse), n. 23-25 P 1 : de’i tshe de dag mdo ’di thos //,
P2: de 'i tshe de dag mdo 'di thosgyur nas I,
P3: de tshe de dag mdo 'di thos gyur nas II
for de tshe de dag gis ni mdo 'di thos II (gyur nas in P23 was
probably the reading of P0 and omitted by Pi)

The common readings of Pi and P2, on the other hand, do not need any further
comment:
(7)

-

0C, n. 4 and n. 7: P12: insert chen po.
0E, n. 4: P12: bio gros for da 'od.
0J, n. 19: P12: dga' for gda' (metathesis).
OK, n. 28: P12: om. complete päda 0.4b.
1A, n. 35: P12: insert rnams niyang dag pa (ditto graphy).
2B, n. 5: P12: om. gti mug dang I.
7A, n. 36: P12: insert dngos por yang ston pa dang* I 'brog na gnas
pa 'i [*P2: da nga for dang] (aberratio oculi).
r IOC, n. 10: P12: om. dge slong ngam I dge slong.
- 12B, n.18: P12: om. lha dang I mi dang.

It is now clear that we must assume that Pi and P2 have a common ancestor Px,
from which the essential variants found in Pn but not in P3 derive. The stemmatic
relation between Pm should then be:

One more word concerning the single variants of P3. while it is clear that the bulk
of variants found in P3 result from a scribe copying the master copy without
careful attention and sticking to his own particular spellings (see above), it is
equally evident that several passages contain redactional variants, that is, that
certain passages or words have been altered consciously by the scribe or had
already been altered in a hypothetical copy Py between Po and P3. These
alterations reflect the attempt on the part of the redactor to "emend" or to "make
sense of' passages which were hardly understandable for a Tibetan reader but
The words are part of a well-known enumeration of merit resulting from the propagation of a
sutra. This list appears twice in the TGS. Obviously P2 at first had the same omission, probably a
mistake of P0, but it was later emended. Thus this variant is useless for trying to establish a close
relation between Pi and P3.
31
The text in this passage reads ... kha ma bye ba bye ba khrag khrig.... A shared variant like
this cannot be used to prove a close relation between two manuscripts. The text seems to contain a
dittography, and the copyists could independently have thought it necessary to "emend" it.
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which could be rendered so by the use of stylistically more common terms. The
variants in question are:
- OE MM P : PL skyo ED for yLd skyo: The name Yid skyo (*Khinnamanas) in the
enumeration of the participating bodhisattvas (no. 40) seems in fact not very adequate as
the name for a bodhisattva. Thus the editor of P3 changed it to PL VN\R; the syllable ED is
found in all three versions Pu3. The name PL skyo ED in P3 means "Unweary."32
r OH d P3: om. mog: The text in this passage runs ... mGDb mD GH GDg thDms FDG mog mogd
po GDng I nog nogpo dang.... It is thus clear that the double mog mog is parallel to the
following nog nog and here is no dittography. Most probably the redactor of P3 tried to
"emend" the second mog by taking it as dittographic.
- OL v P3: om. the passage from "v—>" till "<—v." The text runs: bcom Man 'das kyi Y^ltar
nyan pa dang I bcom Idan 'das kyis 'di skad ces*~Y bka' stsal to II. This is part of the
common introductory formula in many sutras (see n. 49 in the translation). Though
bcom Man 'das kyi I tar nyan pa is a standard expression in the Tibetan (for Skt. ...
bhagavatah pratyasrausit I), the genitive ... kyi seems impossible to construe. The
redactor oiP3 therefore dropped the part between the genitive and the following bka' so
that the genitive can be constructed with bka'.
- 2A Z P : rig pDr mthong ngo for mthong EDV rig go. The text runs ... GH Ezhin JVhHJV
pD'i yH VhHV mthRnJ EDV riJ JR Z II: "[I] realize with the Tathagata's mental vision
that...." The term de bzhin gshegs pa 'iye shes mthong ba, Skt. tathägatajiiänadarsana,
was obviously unknown to the editor of P3, which led him to change the sequence of the
words. He thus probably understood: "Realizing the Tathägata-knowledge [I] see
that...."
- 2B D P : yang skyes bu thabs. The text here reads ... GH Ezhin gshHgs SD yDngD thDEs OD
mkhDs SDs Eung ED EsDO ED GH Ezhin Gu....: "... just like the [person who] removed the
bees, also the Tathagata, with skill in [the application of appropriate] means
(upäyakusala)...." I have supplied the subject of comparison in brackets ("person who"),
just as the editor ofP3 felt it necessary to mention it.
- 4C h P3: OR nL nyL shu SD for OR nL PL nyung bD. The context is the nugget of gold
remaining in the filth "for not [just] a few years". The redactor of P3 has changed the
text to "twenty years".
- 6A O P : shing shun for phyi shun. It is in fact puzzling why the text here speaks of a
seed within the "outer" peels. In an attempt to make sense out of the text, P3 was altered
to "the peels of a tree," given that the larger context is the essential identity of seed and
tree. (The seed, however, is of course not within the peels of the tree, that is the bark,
but within the fruit.)
- 8B 1J P3: dgon pa'i khangpa for mgon med pa'i khangpa. The poorhouse in the text
becomes in P3 a "house [in the] wilderness." As the house is compared to the places of
rebirth, the variant ofP3 works well, even though the poor woman lodges in a poorhouse
in 8A (also in P3).

(8)

The variants neither of Pi, P2 nor P3 suggest an affinity with any of the other
collated versions which is stronger than what is "natural" when dozens of variants
are compared.33
As a result of this analysis, we can now assume that the reading of the
archetype of the TGS in the Phug brag lineage (Po) can normally (but not
automatically, as has been shown above) be posited if either Pi or P2 sides with
P3. If, however, Pi and P2 stand against P3, no such conclusion as to the original
reading of Po is possible since Pi and P2 derive from the same master copy Px32

Skt. *Khinnamanas ("[The One with] a Grieved Mind") as a name for a bodhisattva is
probably meant to convey the sense that the bodhisattva is worried about the suffering of all living
beings.
33
P3 usually shares the reading cig instead of gcig with BNQ, 'a sngon 'jug instead of m- with
BJNQS, and in some instances the omission of a prefixed b- with BJNQ. This can, of course, be
interpreted as no more than a similar mannerism in certain spellings, and certainly not as a genetic
relation.
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In the following I will deal with the position of Po in relation to the other
Kanjur lineages. A statistical analysis reveals that the Kanjurs of the Tshal pa
lineage do not use the rkyang shad in 110 cases where L, on which the
punctuation of the critical edition is based, has it. Po lacks the rkyang shad in sixty
cases where L has it and adds rkyang shad in thirty positions where it is not found
in any of the other Kanjurs. Fifty of the sixty positions where Po lacks the rkyang
shad are identical with the position among the 110 cases where the Tshal pa
tradition does not add a rkyang shad.
Based on punctuation alone, the result thus confirms the preceding studies
in Harrison 1992a, Schoening 1995, Silk 1994, and Skilling 1994, which
characterized the Phug brag manuscripts as an independent tradition in the sense
described above. We should further inquire about the nature of the variants found
only in Pni- can they all be characterized as transmissional variants, or are there
also readings which suggest a deliberate editorial intervention? On the whole, Pm
seem to have no major editorial variants; in view of the high number of faulty
transmissional variants, I am not even sure if the following few cases, the only
such I could find in the whole text of Pi 23, should be labeled recensional. We will
come back to this question later:
(9)

r
-

r
r

4A, n. 3 P123: 'Dm for dDng.
7B, n. 1 P123: SD for cing in 'os su(s) gyur cing....
7C, n. 23 P123: tharpa for thar byed.
8B, n. 11 P123: byed cig I for byed par. P123 use the imperative particle cig without the
imperative form of byed pa: byos.
1II, n. 16 P123: rgyDl ED for rgyDl dEDng.
1II (verse), n. 23-25 P ; : de 'i tshe de dag mdo 'di thos II (also A: de 'i for de; gyur nas,
which is found in P23, was probably the reading of P0 and omitted
by/ 5 ,),
P2: de 'i tshe de dag mdo 'di thos gyur nas I,
P3: de tshe de dag mdo 'di thos gyur nas II
for de tshe de dag gis ni mdo 'di thos II
12C, n. 15, 16 P23 zlD nyD for nyi zlD; P^ zlD ED nyD. (P123 in accordance with C7b and
Bth).
P123: No colophon.

2.2 The Kanjurs of the Tshal pa Lineage
The so-called Tshal pa edition is named after the monastery where it was
produced, namely Tshal Gung thang monastery in east Central Tibet (dBus). The
colophon of the sutra section of the Lithang Kanjur34 gives the years 1347 to 1349
as the time of origin of the Tshal pa Kanjur and states that it was based on a
number of source materials that formed part of the prestigious Old Narthang
Kanjur, and on a copy of the Old Narthang edition itself35 This Tshal pa
manuscript or one of its copies36 later served as the basis for the Lithang Kanjur at
The colophons of the Lithang Kanjur are transliterated and translated in Samten 1987.
Harrison (1994: 297f.) doubts that the Old Narthang was more than a "collection, in some
cases of multiple copies, providing the raw materials for an edition proper," and consequently he is
hesitant to call it an edition in the strict sense of the word. He further stresses that the colophon
quoted in Samten 1987: 30f. is not to be understood as implying that a number of canonical
collections in addition to the Old Narthang was used (Harrison 1992b: 80, n.14).
36
Samten (1987: 17), basing himself on Tibetan sources, states that the original Tshal pa
Kanjur was brought from 'Phying ba sTag rtse, where it was later kept, to 'Jang sa tham on the
35
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the beginning of the seventeenth century after several famous Tibetan scholars
had retouched the manuscript in the past centuries.37 As the manuscript which
served as master copy for the Lithang wood blocks was at that time kept in
'Phying ba sTag rtse, the group within the Tshal pa lineage which is based on this
manuscript is called the 'Phying ba sTag rtse group.
A copy of the Tshal pa Kanjur had been utilized two hundred years earlier
for the production of the earliest wood-block print edition: the Yongle ^Xfjü;
edition of 1410. This Yongle wood block became the master for all following
editions in the Peking line: the Wanli Jj Iff edition of 1606 (the same blocks were
used), the three Kangxi Jftf?^ editions (1684-1720; with new blocks) and the
Qianlong edition of 1737 (using the Kangxi blocks). Though the blocks partially
suffered from the effects of time, as is now well known, even the new wood
blocks were produced on the basis of impressions from the old ones—a
phenomenon that led Eimer to coin the term "technical identity" for all the Peking
block prints.38 For my edition I collated B and Q as two representatives of this
Peking line. I will come back to the relation between these two later.
For the 'Phying ba sTag rtse-group, I collated J along with N and (for the
main chapters 0L-9C) D. Concerning N, Tucci (1949: 479) states that according to
Tibetan sources it was based on the Tshal pa Kanjur. This could well be so, given
that in the studies of the Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhävasthitasamädhisütra, the
Lokänuvartanasütra, the Vimalakirtinirdesa, the Drumakinnararäjapariprcchäsütra,
the Udänavarga, the Mahäsütras in vol. mdo Ra (25), the Abhiniskramanasütra in
vol. mdo La (26), the Sandhinirmocanasütra in vol. mdo Ca (5), and the recent
editions of the Aksayamatinirdesasütra and the Sälistambasütra , N shows a
close affinity with the Kanjurs of the Tshal pa lineage. However, in other cases, N
sides with the Them spangs ma line. This seems the rule for texts of the Vinaya
section and also for the Punyabalävadäna, the Sükarikävadäna, the Jnänakasütrabuddhävadäna, the Brahmajälasütra,42 and, as dealt with in recent studies, the
Heart Sutra in the Prajnäpäramitä and the Tantra section,43 and the Sekoddesa.44
Finally, I also consulted D, which is known to have drawn mainly from the
Lithang Kanjur but also to have incorporated readings from a copy based on the
Them spangs ma, and which must therefore be categorized as conflated.45 For any
edition which does not primarily aim at illuminating the relations between the
different Kanjurs but is in search of the text from which all versions may have
orders of the king of 'Jang sa tham, and there copied in order to establish a new edition. Harrison,
however, states that only a copy of this Tshal pa Kanjur was used (Harrison 1992b: 80).
37
See Imaeda 1982a: 179.
38
Eimer 1992: 180.
39
For information on the texts mentioned up to here see, Eimer 1992: xvf.
40
See Braarvig 1993a, 1993b. Following an analysis of the variants, he states that "there is
reason to assert that N is a direct descendent of/' (1993a: x) and that the cases where iVdoes not
follow the single variants of/"may be explained as recensional changes, and even as conflations
with other versions."
41
See Schoening 1995a, 1995b. According to Schoening, concerning N in the Sälistambasütra
"the wording mostly agrees with the Lithang Kanjur as opposed to the Peking tradition or West
[=Them spangs ma] tradition." (1995a: 140).
42
For the information on the texts mentioned till here see Eimer 1992: xv.
43
See Silk 1994.
44
See Orofino 1994.
45
See Samten 1987: 18f. The copy based on the Them spangs ma Kanjur was the lHo rdzong
Kanjur, compiled from 1595 to 1658 on the advice of the Fifth Dalai Lama.
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derived, the value of conflated material is low. When the nature of the variants of
D became clear, after the collation of about half of the text of the TGS, I decided
instead to invest my time in other, more promising versions.
Let us now turn to the results of my study of the variants of the Tshal pa Kanjurs.
In the Peking group we have B and Q. The high number of common variants not
shared by any other of the collated versions makes their close relation obvious. I
will give just a few examples:
(10)

r
r
-

0E, n. 26 BQ: par sgrags for bsgrags.
01, n. 16 BQ: rtsom for tshom; JP^ST: tsom; OK32 BQ: rtsom; JPi2: tsom.
0J, n. 15 BQP i3 : gda' for bda'; P2: mnga' for bda': see Bth: zhim.
1 A, n. 4 BQ: na I lha skyes bu lha 'i mig can for na I skyes bu lha 'i mig can.
4B, n. 13 BQ: bgo for bsgo.
6A, n. 6 BQ: om. nD.
7A, n. 25 BQ: OD PL for ODP.
8A, n. 18 BQ: sePs can dang for sems dang.
8C, n. 11 BQ:yY /to for by is pa.
8C, n. 12 BQ: nyid for ba.
9B, n. 10 BQ: jug for 'dug.
10B, n. 25 BQ: bzhin for zhing.
10B, n. 29 BQ: om. gzhan.
10E, n. 20 BQ: sems dpa' for sems pa.
1 IE, n. 3 BQ: om. las.
11H, n. 4 BQ: Hogs so for gtogs so.
12C, n.l BQ: insert 'di ni.

There are some particular variants ofB worth mentioning:
(11)

- 0C, n. 20 B: nyas dang for nya dang; Q: lacuna of one letter between nya and dang.
- 0C, n. 25 BP123: dang I thabs for dang thabs; Q: lacuna of one letter between dang and
thabs.
-OK, n. 24; 1C, n. 6, 11, 12; 5C, n. 9, 11; 8C, n. 15; 111, n. 9 (all verses): B reads 'i
instead of yi (in B 'i can count as a syllable), Q has a compressed yi.
- 1A Z B: sWonpa WH for ston te; Q: lacuna of one letter between ston and to [Q: to for te\.
- 2 A7 B: sbrang brtsi for sbrang rtsi; Q: lacuna of one letter between sbrang and rtsi.
- 2A 9 BP2 : pas I bskrad; P^ pas II bskad; Q: lacuna of one letter between pas (without
tsheg) and bskrad.
r 6A U'WB: rgyal chenpor 'gyur for rgyal po chenpor 'gyur; Q: rgyal po chenpor
compressed.
- 10B VV B: dpen gcig for dpe geig; Q: lacuna of one letter between dpe and gcig.
- 10C, n. 18 BJPi3: yid rang for yi rang; Q: lacuna of one letter between j« and rang filled
with tshegs.
- 12C, n. 9 BP2: sngags for bsngags; Q: b- of bsngags with very small letter.
- 12D, n. 7 ABP123: yid rangs for yi rangs; Q: lacuna of one letter between j« and rangs.

In all the cases under (11) it is obvious that the archaic, uncommon, or even
wrong reading found in B must have also been part of Q or its predecessors before
letters were erased or replaced, or before missing letters were inserted on the
block prints by some redactor. This resulted in the lacunas or in letters which
appear much smaller or compressed on the lithograph in Q.46 The examples given
46

The physical process of such alterations is described, with several examples, in Eimer 1992:
1-16; 191-202. Eimer further states that the date of a larger revision of the Peking wood blocks
may have been during the production of the Mongolian Kanjur, which falls within the same period
as the 1717-20 reprint (1983a: 59f; 1992: 12). The sources for the alterations, however, are not
entirely clear. In any case we must treat the Peking Kanjurs from a certain date on as conflated.
(See also Eimer's study on the Hevajratantra II, v. 1-2, in which he shows that a new wood block
containing two more slokas was carved between 1684/92 and 1717/20 (Eimer 1992: 165-174).)
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above thus show that B copied faithfully many of the peculiar or wrong readings
which must already have been part of the Yongle or Wanli block print on which B
was based.
On the other hand we find examples (12) where both Q and B have the
same reading but where Q shows traces of emendation (resulting in lacunas etc.)
which led to the reading. We could assume that these emendation were already
part of the master copy of B, namely the Yongle or Wanli block print, and that
they were adopted by the scribe of B. In Q, however, due to the "technical
identity" of the wood blocks, traces of the corrections can still be found. Under
(13) I have collected cases where B does not follow the text of Q which, in these
passages, differs from the other Kanjurs. Examples include:
(12)

(13)

- OD, n. 3, en. d JP123: drug bcu 'i for drug cu 'i; Q: lacuna of one letter between drug and
cu 'i (same situation in OE, n. 31, en. vv). B: drug cu 'i.
- 2 C , n.15 BQ: sol for sei [B: g- of (g-)sol marked with three dots in the form of a triangle
above for deletion]; Q: lacuna of one letter between mongs and sol.
- 4A, n. 26 JPi3: sum bcu for sum cu; Q: lacuna of one letter between sum and cu filled
with tshegs. (B: sum cu).
- 10D, n. 18: Q: yi for 'i (verse) [yi compressed, most probably altered from '«']; B: yi.
- 11H u Q: ma rgyas in sangs ma rgyas compressed; P123T: om. ma: Obviously Q at first
also omitted ma and read the common sangs rgyas. Later ma was inserted by carving
the whole phrase sangs ma rgyas with narrowed letters. B reads sangs ma rgyas.
r 0 J U Q : dbugs for dbus.
PP
Q. ,^or for >^ 0 J. Q. mt^0 • for 'fchod
1A
- 4C [ Q: des for ngas.
- 5 A O Q: so so for sas.
- 5A Y Q: stong for steng.
- 6CW Q: yang bar for yod par.
- 7A, n. 5 Q: OD PthLO for ODg PthLO; B: OD gDr thLO for ODg PthLO.
- 7C, n. 30 P12: PL for PLng; Q: Ped for PLng.
- 8A T Q: om. byed of par byed 'gyur [par 'gyur with larger spaces between the letters
than usual].
- 10D, n. 21 B: snying for stong; Q: steng for stong.
- 12B P P Q: inserts yodpa in bla na med pa yodpa yang dag par rdzogspa 'i byang chub.

It is, of course, very likely that the scribe of B polished archaic spellings which
seemed inadequate to him and that he more or less unconsciously did away with
obvious mistakes in the master copy. As stated above, most of the cases under
(12) can be accounted for if we assume that the wrong or uncommon readings had
already been emended in the Yongle or Wanli wood blocks. In 2C, n. 15 we have
to assume that the prefix g- was still found in the master copy of B, copied by the
scribe of B, and then deleted. Later the prefix was also deleted in the wood blocks,
leading to the lacuna found in Q.
The majority of readings under (13) can be explained by assuming that the
scribe of B corrected obviously faulty readings when copying from the
Yongle/Wanli lithograph (0J, 5 A, 5 A, 12B), or that one of the latter two was not
clear in the concerned passage and was consequently read differently by the scribe
of B and the carvers of the Wanli/Kangxi wood blocks, for which the
Yongle/Wanli wood blocks served as technical models (1A, 4C, 6C, 7C, 10D).47
Eimer assumes the Lithang Kanjur to be a possible source for it (p. 172). Eimer (1992: 143; 172),
Harrison (1992a: xxxi), Schoening (1995a: 140; 172ff.) and Skilling (1994: xxxivf.) show that
some readings of the Peking line were at a certain stage altered on the basis of a comparison with
J. No such examples are found for the TGS, and two examples quoted under (12) show that those
alterations cannot derive from J, since /bears the pre-emended readings.
47
For this assumption see Eimer 2000: 32f.
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The omission ofbyed in 8 A may not have been a feature of the master copy which
served the scribe of B. The fact that the spaces between the letters in that passage
appear to be larger than usual means that byed was still in the first wood block,
and only later erased, and accordingly more space became available for the single
letters—space made use of by the carvers of the Kangxi edition. Regarding 7 A,
the term lag mthil may have appeared in an abbreviated form in Yongle/Wanli,
and then its complete spelling may have been reconstructed differently by the
scribe of B and the carvers of the Wanli/Kangxi block prints. As a result of the
above analysis, we can say that there is no need to consider B as having
undergone any contamination from outside the Peking tradition.
Let us now turn to the second group on the Tshal pa side. We should first focus on
the relation between J and Nin order to judge if it is plausible that N derives from
the Tshal pa Kanjur, as maintained by Tucci (see above). There are several
variants shared solely by J and N (and partly by D) whose existence would be
hard to explain if / a n d N did not derive from the same master copy:
(14)

-

OG, n. 9 JN: phang for 'phang.
5A, n. 28 JN: 'khod for 'khor.
6C, n. 12 DJN: thob for mthong.
8C, n. 24 JN: smart for dman.
9A, n. 5 DJN: om. cig.
9A, n. 29 DJN: bskogs for bkogs.
11A, n. 14 JN: 'khor for kha [N: 'a sngon 'jug of 'khor in D smDll letter inserted later].
12C, n. 3 JN: sems dpas for sems dpa'.

The variants 6C, 8C, 9A (n. 29) and 11A are of special importance, since it can
hardly be imagined that they appear coincidentally in two manuscripts. Section
11A is revealing inasmuch as it documents that the reading was probably first the
correct khD (in skyes EX ndXO EDn i khD OR sgyXr ED) and was only later altered to
nkhRr by adding the nD sngRn njXg within a very limited space. This fact indicates
that N derives rather from a master copy shared with J (the 'Phying ba stag rtse
manuscript) than from a manuscript on which also the Peking Kanjurs are based.
I must admit that the number of variants common to JN which I have
given is not very high. The reason for this is that both J and N in general do not
have a lot of variants, and many of the shared readings are only minor (kyi for kyis
etc.), so that listing them here would not produce any more clarity. However, we
should in any case check the relation of TV to the Peking line (against J). The only
serious variant of N common to BQ is:
(15)

- 12B, n. 16 BNQ: GH for nga.

There is thus no reason to assume that N derived from a manuscript close to the
Peking tradition. This makes the assertion that N, like J, is based on the 'Phying
ba stag rtse manuscript more plausible.48
Does N follow the Tshal pa transmission through all the text or do we find
variants shared with representatives of the Them spangs ma lineage? Let us
examine the nature of the variants shared between the Them spangs ma and N.
(16)

r OB, n.7, 8 BJQPi2(3): bzangs can for bzangs tsan dan; N: tsandan {^%s\) for tsan dan.
- OB, n. 21 BJQP123T: sems can thams for sems thams.

That N is based on the 'Phying ba stag rtse manuscript is posited in the studies of Harrison
(1992a: xxx), Schoening (1995a: 131) and Skilling (1994: xxxix). Braarvig, however, states that N
"is a direct descendent o f / ' (1993a: x) and explains the fact that several single readings of J do
not appear in iVas "recensional changes, and even conflations with other versions" (p. 131, n. 3).
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r

OH n. 7 BJQP123: om. kyang.
01, n. 2 BJQ: tsom for (shorn.
01, n. 16 BQ: rtsom for (shorn; JP12ST: teo/n.
OL, n. 6 BJQ: om. yid la.
2B, n. 4 BJQPi23: om. de.
3B, n. 1 BJQP2T: om. GH bzhin Gu {aberratio oculi).
4A, n. 16 BJQ: om. gzhan dang (aberratio oculi).
4B, n. 2 BJQ: om. la.
5C, n. 14 LN: 'thob for thob; S: mthob.
6C, n.17 BDJ: spang for sbyang; Q: spang or sbang (?).
1 ID, n. 5 BJQ: om. «as.
1 IG, n. 19 BJQP123: om. phra rab kyi rdul.
Throughout the text: BJQP123T: pad ma for padma (LSN: ^S); only in 0G, n. 20 BJQ:
pad PR for padPa; N: padPR; P123T: pad ma.
- Throughout the text: NS: ganggä ( f ) ; L: gangga; BJQT: gang gä (B in two passages
withPi 23 );Pi23: gangga.

The number of major variants where JV sides with the Them spangs ma Kanjurs is
surprisingly high. Among them are, it is true, several stock phrases and terms
appearing in other passages of the TGS, which could easily have been emended
without drawing on other versions (e.g. the list of attributes of arhats in OB
appearing regularly in sutra literature). In other instances it is impossible to
explain in this way why N displays the same reading as (all) representatives of
Them spangs ma against the Tshal pa family (e.g. the non-omission of (the
aberratio oculi:) gzhan dang in 4A), so that we must assume that the editors of N
accessed an unknown text of the Them spangs ma family which they sometimes
preferred to follow. The situation is thus very similar to the Sälistambasütra,
concerning which Schoening states: "The position of N is curious because it
usually agrees with the Eastern tradition, in particular with CJ, and yet in a
handful of cases it has Western readings. In each of these instances, N was
probably emended either by contamination with the Western tradition or
independently by scribes or editors."49
The number of common variants with the Them spangs ma group in the
TGS is too low to allow an opinion where the version used for the emendations
could have come from. One realistic possibility would be the Shel dkar rdzong
manuscript, which we know served as the basis for a number of edited works in
N.50

It remains to inquire about the position of D within the stemma of Kanjurs as it
pertains to the TGS. The Derge Kanjur is well known to be a conflation of J and
the so-called lHo rdzong Kanjur, a Kanjur which was produced on the basis of the
Them spangs ma, with or without an intermediate copy.51 In the case of the
Aksayamatinirdesasütra, however, the Derge version turned out to be a copy of
49

Schoening 1995a: 170; further see Pagel 1999: 204.
Cf. Eimer 1992: xv. The Narthang Kanjur was carved near Shel dkar rdzong, the place where
L was also copied from the manuscript Kanjur kept at the monastery of Shel dkar (see Harrison
1992b: 80, Pagel and Gaffney 1996: ix). Braarvig (1993a: x) reports that N, which in the case of
the Aksayamatinirdesasütra is based on J, supplied part of the text (one whole folio obviously
missing in the early Tshal pa tradition) by drawing on the Them spangs ma version. It would be
interesting to see which of the representatives of the Them spangs ma line comes closest to N in
this passage.
51
Harrison 1992b: 79.
50
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"the first Tshal pa manuscript, or an early copy of it" and could thus "be
considered a better transmission of the original Old sNar than than JNQ, though
correct readings may of course have been preserved in JQ, readings lost in the
transmission to D[erge (Prague)]." (both Braarvig 1993a: x-xi).
Are there any variants which suggest that in the case of the TGS, too, D
may be the copy of an earlier, better representative of the Tshal pa lineage? If so,
this would mean that D has unique archaic readings and variants which produced
a better transmission of the Tshal pa line than BJ(N)Q. What about the single
variants of D? They include:
(17)

r
-

l A T D : 'gyedfor 'byed; B: byed; Q: 'phyed.
4C' D: bzhig for ba zhig.
5 A ff D: inserts byed (dittography).
5B ] D: slobs for spobs.
5C LL D: shig for shes.
7 A P D: 'dong bar for 'dodpar.
7C Z D: mi for ni.
8CL D: des for dus.
9AGG D:gyis for gyi.

It is obvious that none of the variants can be said to represent a better reading than
the other versions do. They are all explainable as mistakes made by the copyist.
There is thus no reason to conceive of D as a representative of the early Tshal pa
tradition.
The affiliation of D with both main transmissional lines is also obvious. It
shares enough variants with %-14 (in particular, the punctuation: it drops the
shad together with %-14 not less than 83 times) to allow it to be based on the
Tshal pa tradition. On the other hand, the apparatus documents numerous cases in
which D sides with LST—a fact that leaves no room to doubt that the editors also
drew upon the lHo rdzong Kanjur to establish the text of D.
That D is part of the 'Phying ba sTag rtse group in the Tshal pa family is
clear from the common omission of shads in 15 cases and other variants shared
with - 1 but not with other representatives of Tshal pa:
(18)

- 1 A, n. 30 DJNL: srid for sred.
- 1C, n. 9 DJN: gos de for gos te.
- 1 C , n. 20 DM: gis for gi.
- 6C, n. 12 DJN: thob for mthong.
- 8C, n. 9 DJNPi23: kyi for kyis.
- 9A, n. 5 DJN: om. cig.
- 9A, n. 29 DJN: bskogs for bkogs.

Given that D is based on J, is it possible to draw any conclusions on the question
whether N is a direct descendant of J or if it is a sister of J? Let us examine the
nature of the variants shared by DJ, DN and JN. The two competing models for
the relation of DJN are:
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(a)

(b)
'Phying ba sTag rtse manuscript

/LWKDQJ

Narthang

'Phying ba sTag rtse mansucript

/LWKDQJ

Derge

1DUWKDQJ

Derge

If we turn to the variants shared by DJ (but not N), we find the following
examples:
(19)

- Throughout the text: BDJQPi23T: pad ma; (LSN: ^ ' ) . [General preference of Nfor
transliterations written without intersection]
- 3A, n. 7 DJ: om. de.
- 4B, n. 8 DJ: om. /.
- 4C, n. 11 BDJ: 'di ni for 'di na.
- 6C, n. 17 BDJ: spang for sbyang; Q: spang or sbang (?). [N emended to sbyang ba "to
purify," common in the TGS]
- 7C, n. 28 BNQ: kyis for kyi (DJLSTP123: kyi).

Variants common to JN (but not D):
(20)

r 2A, n. 4 BJNQLSP3: ED II for ED I.
- 2A, n. 18 JN: gis for g«. [GM is obviously erroneous in sbrang tshang gis nang na.]
- 4A, n. 6 JNQP3: ci for gci; n. 11 JNQPi23: ci for gci. [The Derge editors emended to the
MVy standard: bshang gci (MVy 2626-2628).]
- 4B, n. 11 BJNQLP3: om. gser gyis [The omission contradicts the same construction in
2A.4f; probably, therefore, gser gyis was inserted by the Derge editors.]
- 4B, n. 20 JN: kyis for kyi. [Kyis is obviously erroneous in ... sangs rgyas kyis tshig bla
dags so II.]
- 5A, n. 28, 29 JN: 'khoG GH for 'khor tH; BQ: 'khor GH. [The Derge editors selected the
well-known formulation ... nkhor ED nD ’khor te I: "to wander around in samsära."]
- 6C, n. 13 JN: bshigs for bshig; P3Q: SD shig for bshig. [The Derge editors probably felt
bshig adequate as the perfect form of 'jig pa, with gzhig as the future form.]
- 6C, n. 15 BJNQPi23: gang for nang. [The päda according to ADLST seems to have a
clearer meaning: mi shes nang na gnas kyang rlom sems med II. That this is the
original sense is confirmed by Bth (dbus) and C7b (J^pf3)-]
- 7C, n. 9 JN: bor GH for bor tH. [The Derge editors emended to the standard.]
- 8C, n. 22 JN: ma shes gyis for ma shes kyis; BQ: bgyis. [The imperative form gyis from
bgyid does not make sense here.]
- 8C, n. 24 JN: sman for dman. [The reading sman "medicine" here is meaningless and
was therefore emended by the Derge editors.]

Variants common to DN (but not J):
(21)

r In three passages: DNLST: de bzhin gshegspa 'i sku gzugs for de bzhin gshegspa 'i
gzugs. [DNis made honorific]
- OL, n. 6 BJQ: om. yid la. [DN adopt the stock phrase.]
- IB, n. 9 DNP3S: -s zhes for -s shes.; 5B, n. 1 DN: -s zhes for -s shes. [DNadopt the
standard; see Tshig mdzod s.v. zhes.]
- 2B, n. 4 BJQPi23: om. GH of GH bzhin Gu. [The term GH bzhin Gu appears often in the
TGS, and GH was therefore probably thought to have been inserted in line with Them
spangs ma.]
- 3B, n. 1 BJQP2T: om. de bzhin du (aberratio oculi).
r 4A, n. 16 BJQ: om. gzhan dang (aberratio oculi).
- 4B, n. 2 BJQ: om. la of la bltas.
- 4C, n. 16 BJQP12T: JlR bur for biR bur.
- 5A, n. 17 BJQ: 'duJ JR II zhes for nduJ JR zhes.
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- 7A , n. 33 BJQP3: kun du for kun tu. \DNadopt the MVy standard.]
-8C, n. 4 DNPi3: re zhig for re shig. [DNadopt the MVy standard (8132).]

In any case, we should keep in mind that both D and N are conflated with the
Them spangs ma line, so that there is always the possibility that one or both of
them did not follow the text of the master copy but adopted a Them spangs ma
reading. If D or N thus does not share a reading with JN or JD respectively, the
variant is only significant in those cases where D or N is not easily accounted for
as an obvious mistake of the scribe (single variant reading) and if it is not in
accordance with the Them spangs ma versions. Otherwise, we cannot exclude the
possibility that D or N was altered on the basis of the Them spangs ma, and so it
would be inappropriate to make statements about the stemmatic relation of DJN.
We should investigate the nature of the variants in order to see if there are
convincing reasons which could have led the editors of D or N to give preference
to the Them spangs ma reading. There are only two variants which fulfill both
criteria stated above:
(19) - 7C, n. 28 BNQ: kyis for kyi (DJLSTP123: kyi), where JV sides with BQ, and
DJ could well represent a better Tshal pa reading in accordance with LST. That kyi
in bde bar gshegs kyi ye shes yongs bkrol nas II is the right reading in this case is
attested by the parallel in Bth: yang grol bder gshegs yeshes te :.
(20) - 2A, n. 4 BJNQLSP3: ED II for ba I, an uncommon case where the majority
of witnesses use nyis shad after the description of the honeycomb hanging
('phyang ba If) from the branch of a tree.
Neither case is revealing, and hence we need to investigate the nature of
the other variants. In most cases I have, after the variant, given a plausible reason
for the editors' alteration according to the Them spangs ma. I cannot, however,
find any good reason why the editors of N should have emended the variants 3A,
4B and 4C in (19) against the reading attested for J and Derge. One solution may
be to assume that N is in fact a sister copy of J and the three readings in question
are variants found in J and continued by D, but not found in the 'Phying ba sTag
rtse manuscript. The emendations of 3B, 4A, 4C and 5A in (21) are not easy to
explain either. We can generally assume that editors who had the choice between
two alternatives tended to prefer the textually more extensive alternative,
whenever there was no notable difference in content. For them to drop some
words of the Buddha would have seemed worse than not doing so. This argument
applies to 3B and 4A; for 4B, grammatical reasons must have been decisive. The
passages in 4C and 5 A may simply have involved the personal taste of the editors.
Some questions remain: Why did the editors of both Derge and N follow
the Them spangs ma in emending gzugs to sku gzugs in the case of the Buddha
and leave mig unchanged, whereas LST, again concerning the Buddha,
continuously employ spyan instead? What were the guidelines for the editors of
the two Kanjur projects that led them to decide the same questions differently?
Through the analysis above it has become clear that the number of readings shared
by D with the Them spangs ma line is higher than those shared by N. Both D and
N seem to be based mainly on manuscripts related to 'Phying ba sTag rtse.
Though this is far from being proven, three of the readings cited in (19) indicate
that, as far as the TGS is concerned, N does not descend from J but rather is a
sister copy of it. As to the position of D, it can only be asserted that it is not
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affiliated with the early Tshal pa transmission, as is otherwise the case for the
Aksayamatinirdesasütra.

2.3 The Them spangs ma Kanjurs
Given the high number of variants shared only by LST, it is clear that, regarding
the TGS, we should view these three versions as descendants of a common
ancestor—the Them spangs ma Kanjur. Tibetan tradition has it that the Them
spangs ma Kanjur was copied in 1431 from the Old Narthang manuscript and then
deposited in the dPal 'khor chos at Gyantse.52 Whereas the Tokyo manuscript
Kanjur from Gyantse is said to be a direct copy of the Them spangs ma Kanjur53
(which for the moment remains the only one accessible to Western scholars), we
know that there were intermediaries in the case of the Shel dkar manuscript
Kanjur (London) and the Stog Palace manuscript Kanjur. The Shel dkar
manuscript Kanjur was based on the Shel dkar chos sde, a manuscript kept at Shel
dkar in southern Tibet. That the Shel dkar chos sde was a copy of the Them
spangs ma, however, is confirmed by a remark in the colophon of the brGyad
stong pa volume of the Shel dkar manuscript Kanjur.54 The Stog Palace
manuscript Kanjur derives from a Bhutanese original, which could well be the
Bhutanese copy of the Them spangs ma.55
Most of the text-critical studies have so far proved that the Shel dkar
manuscript Kanjur, the Stog Palace manuscript Kanjur and the Tokyo manuscript
Kanjur agree closely with each other, and differ significantly from the Tshal pa
Kanjurs. A further argument for the close relation between the three Kanjurs and
the Them spangs ma is the resemblance in the arrangement of texts, which is in
accordance with the description of that of the Them spangs ma provided in the
gsan yig of two Tibetan masters.56
What, then, is to be said about the relation between L, S and T in the case
of the TGS1 Indicative common variants of S and T include:
(22)

- OK, n. 9 ST: sngDn FDG for sngDn FhDG.
- 4B, n. 5 BDJNQLPi2: ni for na.
- 8C, n. 10 ST: bzhugs for zhugs.
- 9B, n. 7, 8 ST: om. kyi chos in sangs rgyas kyi chos kyis {aberratio oculi).
- 11H, n. 15 P123ST: dung du yang for dungyang [P3: rung for dung].
- 12C, n. 17 BQST: /to for Uta.
- 12D, n. 11 JST: rdzogs so; N: rdzogso; (ABQLP123: f ^ ' S ' ) .

iz

Eimer 1983a: 95, 102; Pagel and Gaffhey 1996: xi. Skilling (1994: xlii-xliii) doubts that the
Old Narthang functioned as a master copy, given the evidence from all the texts used in his study
and from the biography (fifteenth century) of Situ Rab brtan kun bzang 'phags pa, the sponsor of the
Them spangs ma—in all of which no such association is made. I will deal with this question later.
53
See Eimer 1992: 179. As Skilling (1994: xliii-xlv) convincingly shows, we probably have a
number of Them spangs ma Kanjurs that were later revised editions. The phrase "a direct copy"
thus must be used cautiously. Eimer states that manuscripts of the Them spangs ma Kanjur were
copied in Gyantse for more than four centuries, starting as early as 1439 and running up to the time
of the Tokyo manuscript Kanjur, which was copied between 1858 and 1878 (Eimer 1992: 178f;
Saitö 1977: 6(401)).
54
Pagel and Gaffney 1996: ix.
55
Skorupski 1985: xi-xii.
56
Samten and Skilling in Pagel and Gaffney 1996: 1.
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Variants shared by L and T.
(23)

r

9A, n. 18 LT: de na for de nas.
10E, n.l LT: om. 'i in bcos bu 'i ras (verse).
1 IB, n. 15 BJNQP123S: bar for ba in dga' ba byedpa.
11C, n. 11 LT: na for du in lha dang mi rnams kyi nang du skyes so.
11H, n.7 P123T: om. SD in yin pa snyDm du (L: SD inserted later in a small dbu med
hand above the line).
- 12B, n. 16 BNQ: de for nga; LT: om. nga in nga bzhin du (see Bth: da Itar nga).

Variants shared by L and S:
(24)

- OB, n. 21 BJQP123T: sems can for sems.
- 3B, n. 1 BJQP2T: om. GH bzhin Gu in GH bzhin Gu GH bzhin gshHgsSD (aberratio oculi).

The number of pairwise variants within LST is rather low, and among them
several are clearly trivial: both variants in (24) are due to mistakes by T. In the
first case can is erroneously added to sems, the subject being the mind (sems) of
an arhat. The second case is a simple aberratio oculi documented also in other
versions and reappearing in sections further down. Thus no indicative variants
common to L and S remain.
In (23) the first three common variants may be called trivial and so are not
very indicative, while the following two have most probably not arisen
independently. Meaningful are the variants OK, 9B and 11H of (22). The reading
rdzogs so instead of rdzogs s/,o in 12D is but a standardized modern spelling in S
and T, both manuscripts of relatively late origin.
The number of indicative variants is too few to allow definite conclusions
to be drawn on the relation among L, S and T. Nevertheless, the fact that LS never
share mistakes vis-à-vis T, or, in other words, that T shares some variants with L
and other variants with S, requires explanation. One possible solution is the
assumption that T, in fact, is the version among LST closest to the Them spangs
ma Kanjur. The high number of single variants found in T probably has its roots in
part in the copyist of T; another cause may have been an erroneous master copy—
the Them spangs ma manuscript or a (reedited) copy of it. When the Shel dkar
chos sde, the master copy of L, and the Bhutanese manuscript, that is, the master
copy of the Stog Kanjur, were copied from a Them spangs ma manuscript, we
may assume that they were at the same time checked against another version so as
to discover possible mistakes in the Them spangs ma text. Variants shared alone
by ST should thus constitute a reading found in the Them spangs ma, perpetuated
by S but altered by the Shel dkar chos sde editors or the editors of L on the basis
of another non-Them spangs ma manuscript. The same process is imaginable for
variants of LT. in this case it could be either the editors of the Bhutanese Kanjur
or of the Stog Palace Kanjur who collated another manuscript in order to correct
supposed mistakes found in the text. The nature of some of the variants given
above makes it very unlikely that such mistakes in the master copy, be it the Them
spangs ma manuscript or a later copy of it, could have been recognized without
the help of other manuscripts, most probably ones from outside the Them spangs
ma tradition.57

The assumption that the editors of the Shel dkar chos sde or the Bhutanese Kanjur could have
compared their master copy, probably a copy of the Them spangs ma manuscript, with a much less
error-laden earlier version or even the original of the Them spangs ma when producing their new
Kanjur is not quite plausible. Why should they then have made use of the inferior later version at
all?
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Such an assumption needs to accommodate the three points below.
Granting that the new editions basically followed the Them spangs ma
manuscript, it should be possible to state what led the editors to adopt or reject the
reading of a different text.
1) The Them spangs ma reading of T is in any case clearly inferior when
compared with the new reading adopted by the editors of both L and S.5&
2) In the case of the combinations LT against S on the one hand and ST against L
on the other, each side of the combination cannot afford to be obviously faulty,
since otherwise it would be difficult to explain why the editor of S or L
respectively did not adopt the correct reading.
3) All readings shared by LST cannot afford to be easily recognizable as mistakes
when compared with an alternative non-Them spangs ma variant, because it
would otherwise be implausible that the editors of both L and S refrained from
emending it.
As to the first point, concerning the variants shared by L and S under (24), it is
obvious that in OB LS represent the correct reading, since the subject is the mind
(sems) of an arhat. Concerning 3B, T presents an obvious aberratio oculi which,
if not caused later by the scribe of T, was detected by the editors of L and S and
emended.
Concerning the second point, we have to account for the variants noted in
(22) and (23). Among them we find ones which tell us more about the individual
tastes of the scribes than about the correctness of a reading: snang cad (cad is an
archaic spelling of ST) instead of the standard spelling snang chad (L; surprising,
given that L is the older manuscript!), bzhugs for zhugs (in the case of the
cakravartin embryo in the womb), dung du yang for dung yang, Ita ba 'i 'os for
blta ba 'i 'os, rdzogs SHR for rGzRgs sR, GH nD for GH nDs, EcRs EX rDs for EcRs EX 'L
rDs in the verse section, GgD' EDr EyHG SD for GgD' ED E yHG SD , and lhD GDng PL
rnDPs kyL nDng na skyHs sR for lhD GDng PL rnDPs kyL nDng du skyHs sR.
In the case of 4B ('GL nL or 'GL nD), the context allows both readings
equally well. The editors had no criteria for deciding on the correctness of the
variants. Concerning (22) 9B, if we read the passage according to ST (which omit
kyi chos), namely as ... nyon mongspa 'i sbubs kyi nang gi sbu gu sangs rgyas (kyi
chos) kyis gang ste I, it is clear that the text of ST makes just as much sense and is
in accordance with the main line of the TGS in stating that"... the cavity inside the
... defilements is filled with (the qualities of) a buddha." Thus, again, this passage
does not violate the principle that both readings could be applied by the editors
with equal justification.
From the standpoint of classical Tibetan grammar, in (23) 11H, only S
reads correctly ... yin pa snyam du, whereas T omits pa; in L pa is inserted by a
later corrector in an dbu med hand. However, to argue that the reading without pa
is a major mistake which an editor would immediately emend is not possible since
we find several cases in different editions of the TGS in which the particle palba
or a particle of finality/question has not been used before snyam (see 01.7; 3B.8;
7B.9; 8A.8).
In 12B, however, S together with the majority of manuscripts and prints
reads the correct nga bzhin du (also Bth: nga la bzhin no :), whereas LT simply
We could alternatively assume that the inferior variant of T was introduced by the scribe of T
after the master copy of T had already been used to establish the predecessors of £ and S.
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have bzhin du; BNQ contain de bzhin du. The passage without nga or de reads de
ni ji Itar da Itar bzhin du.... (I cannot find any coherent sense in this wording).
Here, the question why the editor of L has not emended the text remains open. I
have no satisfactory answer to it.
Regarding the combination LST in relation to non-Them spangs ma readings
(3)), we are confronted with a number of inconvenient variants:59
(25)

r
-

OG, n. 1,2 LST: om. du nang in... nyid du nang du yang....
OL, n. 8 BDJNQ: dang ngas bshad; P3: dang I ngas bshad (stock phrase!).
OM, n. 34 LST: GH bzhin gshHgsSD sSyDn for GH bzhin gshHgs SD’i mig.
OM, n. 37 BDJNQ: GH bzhin gshHgs SD 'i snyingpo can du for... Sor.
IB, n. 2 DLSTP3: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snyingpo can yin.
6A, n. 10 ALSTP123: om. na in 'jig Hen na gnas pa.
10D, n. 26 LSTP3: Ochu dang rgyar for chu dang rgyar.
1 ID, n. 18 LST: om. yang in na /' yang [' ABJNQPi23: om. /.].
12A, n. 29 LST: om. chos in chos bstanpa'L...
13, n. 4 (colophon) LST: om. skadgsar bead kyis kyang bcos nas.

As I have already stated above, I assume that the general tendency of the editorial
process should be to maintain rather than to omit words when forced to select one
of two alternatives. In the case of LST this principle does not hold true in OL, 6A,
1 ID, 12A, to a certain extent in OG, or in the colophon which, to be sure, enjoys a
special status. I have not cited the examples where LST clearly follow this
principle. In almost all of the six passages where LST are lacking words I cannot
find a reason which could have kept the editors from adopting the more
comprehensive variant. In the case of 11D, we could argue that yang was not
adopted because the shad, which is missing in all other editions, needs to remain
after na. The appearance of yang immediately after the shad would, of course, be
rather uncommon. OG, however, is a particular case, for neither of the two main
traditions has preserved the supposed original wording there.
The passage in 6A is rather dubious, and the fact that the variant is shared
with A and Pm indicates that the omission of na is in fact the original reading.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to make sense of the passage without na, so that it is
surprising that the editors of S and L did not adopt it. It is difficult to imagine that
they had a chance to judge the genuineness of the missing na on a basis
comparable to ours, and so to be led to refrain from inserting it.
The omission of the genitive particle in OM, however, could be an archaic
element which escaped the notice of the editors since the master copy, in any case,
already read spyan instead of mig.60 The spelling mchu instead of chu in 10D
could be meant to differentiate it from chu meaning "water," though no other
examples of this spelling are known to me.
I have no answer to the question why the particle can is not added by the
editors of L and S to de bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po at the end of OM, whereas it
appears in IB, where living beings are similarly characterized as tathagatagarbha.
However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the manuscripts used as the
sources for the emendations introduced into L and S were not identical with any
surviving manuscripts. They could well have been texts which, to a certain extent,
Here I have extracted only the problematic cases from a high number of LST variants.
Panglung observes that the Tanjur version of the sGra sbyor bampo gnyispa, in comparison
with its Dunhuang fragments, inserts "particles of the genitive case, or dang, dup and thus
"contributes to clarify the meaning of the sentences and to render the concise style of the Ta pho
version more smoothly" (Panglung 1994: 172).
60
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were conflated with readings from the Them spangs ma line, which itself would
not contain some of the words likewise not found in LST.
As stated before, the number of variants regarding the relation of LST is too low to
allow definite settlement of the question of their stemma within the TGS family of
manuscripts. As to the stemmatic relation among LST which I have hypothesized,
there remain the above problematic variants. Nevertheless, none of the readings in
(25) essentially affect the content of the passages in question, nor are they easily
recognizable as mistakes without the help of a more refined text-critical
Instrumentarium. Graphically, the imagined stemma of LST looks approximately
like this:
\ contamination

Them spangs ma

\

(several
intermediate
copies?)

Shel dkar chos sde

contamination

Bhutanese Kanjur
L
T
Reprint of the
Stog Palace Kanjur (S)
The combination LST should thus represent the original Them spangs ma reading.
If only L and S share the same reading, then there are two ways to account for this.
What occurs in T could be a mistake introduced by the copyist of T or some
manuscript in the line of T after the copying of L and S or, as the second
alternative, the reading of T could in fact be the original reading of the Them
spangs ma which was altered to a superior reading independently of each other by
the editors of the Shel dkar chos sde or L, on the one hand, and by the editors of
the Bhutanese Kanjur, the Stog Palace Kanjur or S, on the other. In most of the
cases, as the nature of the variants show, the copyist of T is very likely to be the
main source for the single readings of T. As stated above, there are many single
variants in T resulting from inaccuracy.
The combinations LT and ST can also be explained in two ways. If the
reading of S against LT, and L against ST is not an erroneous single variant, it
could well be a revised reading introduced by the editors of L or S or one of its
master copies on the basis of a comparison with a manuscript from outside the
Them spangs ma tradition. When this contaminative factor was introduced into
the separate transmission lines of L and S is impossible to say. The question with
which line the manuscripts used for the emendation were associated is not
answerable either. The Kanjurs of the Peking line, however, are not possible
candidates, as the variant 11C, n. 3 proves.61 The suggestion that S is
61

In HC, n.3 AJNLSTP123 read gzi brjid against BQ: gzi brjid chert po. If, in the description of
the beneficial result of the light of a bodhisattva touching living beings, the revisers of the master
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contaminated by Derge was originally brought up by Eimer (1982: 129) and
discussed again by Orofino (1994: 34). If this is so, contamination of Shy D in the
particular case of the TGS cannot be ruled out. But for L or its ancestor, this
possibility does not arise, since L came into existence about twenty years before
the Derge Kanjur.
My suggestion for the possible relation among LST contradicts in several
aspects the findings of previous studies. S is usually assigned a position within the
Them spangs ma group apart from LT. Harrison, in his study of the Drumakinnararäjapariprcchäsütra, rules out any contamination of S (1992a: xxv-xxvi) and
explains the close similarity of / 7 as due to "the use of an intermediary copy to
produce / and 7" (p. xxvii). The Drumakinnararäjapariprcchäsütra does not show
any indicative variants common to S and T which are not also shared by L. In the
case of the Mahäsütras the situation seems to be different. Skilling characterizes S
as "a copy of a descendent of a more perfect edition, while L(N)T are copies of a
less perfect different edition" from a number of various Them spangs ma Kanjurs
(1994: xliv-xlv). Finally, as mentioned above, there are the studies of Eimer and
Orofino, which qualify S as most probably contaminated by a manuscript from the
Tshal pa tradition.62

2.4 The Position of $W
Not much can be said about the affiliation of the parts of the TGS cited by Bu ston
in his De bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po gsal zhing mdzes par byed pa 'i rgyan. The
length of the quotations is obviously not enough to decide whether Bu is more
closely affiliated with one of the main groups.63 Its punctuation sides sometimes
with LST, and at other times with BDJNQ. Bu seems to have preserved a text free
from the particular readings of the Pm, Tshal pa and Them spangs ma tradition: it
does not share the erroneous variant of BDJNQ in 1A, n. 22: ba for la, the
mistakes of Pm, and the replacement of mig with spyan and the probably nonoriginal adding of can to the term de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po (can) in 1A by
LST64 On the other hand, Bu introduces several unique readings which can clearly
be characterized as recensional. They document that Bu ston had his own idea of
how certain passages should be read in order to obtain a smoother and more
elegant Tibetan text. The main textual "improvements" are:
(26)

- 1A Bu: skyes bu lha 'i mig can zhig gis I 'di Itar I kha dog ngan cing....
for skyes bu lha 'i mig can la la zhig gis I lha’i mig gis 'di Itar kha dog ngan cing /....:
%X omits OD OD , which is already expressed by the following zhig "someone"; Bu
further omits the somewhat redundant lha 'i mig gis.
- 8B Bu: khyed bdag nyid la spro shi bar ma byed par for khyed bdag nyid sro shi bar ma
byed par. The archaic expression sro shi ba (see Tshig mdzod s.v. sro shi ba: (rnying)

copies of L and S were confronted with a choice between the two alternatives, they would most
probably have decided for the addition of chen po.
62
Silk and Skilling do not take a firm stand on the question of the position of S. Silk remarks
that he cannot adequately explain the fact that L, JandNsometimes disagree with £'(1994: 25f„).
Braarvig restricts his text-critical edition to a collation of S and T within the Them spangs ma
group.
63
Further, for the passages of the TGS cited in Bu, the folios of A are missing.
64
For the hypothesis that Bu ston (1290-1364) and other scholars from Zha lu may have been
the main persons responsible for the editing process of the Them spangs ma Kanjur (1431) see
Harrison 1994.
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dSD' zhum SD I: "despondent"), probably no longer common at that time, was changed
to spro shi, lit. "cessation of joy". Furthermore, bdag nyid was clearly marked as the
object with the preposition la.
- Bu continuously uses rkyang shad after the address rigs kyi bu (dag).

2.5 The Position of A
Several studies have included the Tabo manuscripts in critical editions.65 In a
further study two manuscript folios of the sGra sbyor bam po gnyis pa have been
interlinearly arranged within a critical edition.66 The evaluated material has so far
been very limited, so that generalizations cannot readily be formulated from the
results of these studies. In the case of the Sambandhapariksä (Tanjur), Tauscher
could convincingly show that the Tabo version "is independent of the four major
canonical editions and thus reflects a version of the texts prior to the oldest
common source of these editions," that "in many cases the T[abo] readings are
better than the canonical ones" and thus "closer to the original Tibetan
translation."67 The Tabo fragments of the sGra sbyor bam po gnyis pa, in
comparison with its corresponding Tanjur and Dunhuang versions, turned out to
be a less elaborate version issued some twenty or thirty years earlier. The later
Tanjur and Dunhuang versions, on the other hand, can be said to have resulted
from increased experience in translating Indian texts into Tibetan and thus to
contain more refined and enlarged guidelines for translational activities than the
earlier Tabo version.
In the case of the TGS, is it possible to assert an independent position for
A? Does A represent a version of the TGS closer to the original Tibetan
translation? The second question will be answered in the following section by way
of an evaluative study of the variants in comparison with the other versions.68
The unique position of A becomes obvious from a number of major
recensional single readings listed in (31) below. Neither in punctuation69 nor in
variants can A be said to side exclusively with one of the three other groups. A
shares readings with each of them. Some of these readings are:
(27)

- 5B, n. 3 A: la sngon ma byung ba sngon ma byung ba 'i (dittography); LST: la sngon
ma byung ba 'am II* sngon ma byung ba 'i [*L: /].
- 6A, n. 10 ALSTP123: om. na in njig rten na gnDs SD.
- 10D, n. 24 BJNQ: SD II for SDn i II (verse).
- 11H, n. 21 BJNQ: bzhipo nR for bzhi panR; L: bzhinR; ST: bzhi nR [T: bzhi at end of line].

For instance, a part of the Pancavimsatikä (de Rossi Filibeck 1994) and, for the Tanjur, a part
of the Sambandhapariksä (Tauscher 1994). In regard to the relation between the Tabo
Pancavimsatikä and the canonical version, de Rossi Filibeck only remarks that there are no
substantial variations. The versions just differ in regard to absence or inversion of words (p. 138).
Further see the studies in Scherrer-Schaub and Steinkellner 1999; also Pagel 1999.
66
See Panglung 1994.
67
Tauscher 1994: 181.
68
See also the forthcoming article by the present author dealing alone with the question of the
position of A in the stemma of the TGS.
69
A together with the Tshal pa group omits the rkyang shad against Them spangs ma and P0 in
14 cases, together with Tshal pa and P0 against the Them spangs ma in 8 cases and together with
Po against Tshal pa and Them spangs ma in only 4 cases. Tshal pa omits the rkyang shad in the
same textual unit 10 times against A and Them spangs ma, and is joined by P0 in 2 cases.
However, A alone against all other versions omits the rkyang shad in 14 cases and exhibits a
rkyang shad where all other versions have none in 5 cases.
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- 12A, n. 9 LST: om. du in d-/ton du byed.
- 12A, n. 18 APi2: chu ngus for chung ngus (wrong decomposition of the abridgment
chungusl).
- 12D, n. 7 ABP123: yid rangs for yi rangs; Q: lacuna of one letter between j« and rangs.
- 12D, n. 11 JST: rdzogs so for rdzogs sho; N: rdzogso; (ABQLP123: f ^ ' S ' ) .

These readings will be discussed and supplemented with more variants (including
A) in the next section. The specification of the independent status of A is closely
linked with the question of the originality of its transmission.

2.6 The Relation of the Main Transmissional Groups to Each Other
It now seems that we have four main lines of transmission for Tib: A, Po, the Tshal
pa and the Them spangs ma lines. In order to determine how these main groups
are related to each other, we need to take a closer look at the combinations in
which these groups share variants. I will not list obviously erroneous variants
represented by only one group. In parentheses behind the variant, an evaluation of
the reading according to Chi, CI12, Bth or common sense will be provided
whenever possible.
A and Them spangs ma versus Po and Tshal pa:
(28)

- 5B, n. 3 A: la sngon ma byung ba sngon ma byung ba 'i for la sngon ma byung ba 'i
(dittography); LST: la sngon ma byung ba 'am II* sngon ma byung ba 'i [*L: /].
(ALST against Ch2 and Bth (sngon ma byung ba 'i gtan tshigs kyi rnam pa, Skt.
*apürvahetväkära, appears also in Ch2: ^ f ' ^ H tB)- Bth: rim kyi thog mar rgyu
dang : rnam pa could render the same Skt. compound interpreted as a dvandva and
with *anu-pürva° instead of a-pürva°.
- 5C, n. 13 BDJNQP123: gyur OD for gyurpD.
- 6C, n. 15 BJNQP123: gDng for nDng. (The päda according to ADLST seems to have
more meaning: mi shes nang na gnas kyang rlom sems med II. That this is the original
understanding is confirmed by Bth (dbus) and Ch2 iti^^).)
- 1 IB, n. 15 BJNQP123S: EDr for ED in dgD' ba Eyed pD.
- 1 ID, n. 1 BJNQP123: bris for bres in gser gyi skudpas mig mangs ris su bres par gyur.
- 1 IG, n. 19 BJQP123: om. phra rab kyi rdul (BJQP123 is clearly an aberratio oculi).
- 1II, n. 32 BJNQP123: sngon gyi spyad for sngon ni spyad (BJNQP123 less probable; Bth
also adverbial: sngon kyang spyad....)
- 12A, n. 22 BJNQP123: om. yang.

A and Tshal pa versus Po and Them spangs ma:
(29)

- 11H, n. 15 P12ST: dung du yang for dung yang; P3: rung du yang.

A and Po versus Tshal pa and Them spangs ma:
(30)

(-11H, n. 21 BJNQ: bzhipo 'o for bzhipa 'o; L: bzhi 'o; ST: bzhi o.)
- 12D, n. 7 ABP123: yid rangs for yi rangs; Q: lacuna of one letter between j« and rangs.

Combinations of variants represented by a single group against all other three
groups (variants are only those not clearly discernible as faulty):
A versus all other three groups:
(31)

r
-

11C ss, w A: rab VW thob for thob.
1 IE, n. 1 A: khyim nas byung ba for mngon par byung ba.
1II, n. 15 APi: GH'i tshH for GH tshH (verse).
12A A: ... gang Gaggis / de bzhin gshegspa 'i snyingpo 'i chos kyi rnam grangs 'di thos
pa dang I lung ’bog pa dang I kha ton du byed pa dang I stondpa de dag chos kyi
rnam grangs 'di thos pa dang I lung ’bog pa dang I kha ton byes pa dang I rab tu
bshad pa dang I yi ger bris pas tshegs chu ngus de dag la chos kyang mngon sum du
gyurdl
for
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r
r
-

... gDng GDg GH Ezhin gshHgsSD 'i snyingSo 'i chos kyi rnDP grDngs 'Gi nyDn tDP I Oung
noG GDP I khD ton EyHG GDP I ston kyDng rung chos kyi rnDP grDngs 'Gi nyDn SD
GDng I Oung noG SD GDng I khD ton EyHG SD GDng I rDE tu 'chDG SD GDng I yi gHr 'Gri ED
GH GDg OD tshHgs chung ngus chos GH GDg kyDng Pngon suP Gu 'gyur I
12D, n. 3 A: om. GH.
Throughout the whole text when introducing the verses: gsungs so for bka' stsal to.
Throughout the whole text (with one exception): brgya stong for 'bum.
For the unique colophon of A see section 3.3.

Po versus all other three groups:
(32)

- 6B, n. 14 Pm'-ML Ita EX for ML Ita Ea.
- 6C, n. 14 BP123: na for nL.
- 7A, n. 32 P123: thXm po for thXm bu (see %WK: GDP po).
- 10D, n. 23 P123: SD'i bsDm for SD bsDm (verse).
- 10D, n. 25 P123: SD for lD.
- 11D, n. 11 P123: om. des.
- H D , n. 12 ?123: SDr for SD.
- 11H, n. 7 P123T: om. SD. AJ: ED for SD.
- 1II, n. 4 P123: SD for nD; T: mD for nD.
- 1II, n. 16 P123: rgyDl ED for rgyDl dEDng (P123 against Bth: rgyal dbang).
- 1II (verse), n. 23-25 P ; : de'i tshe de dag mdo 'di thos II (also A: de 'i for de; gyur nas,
which is found in P23, was probably the reading of P0 and omitted
by PO,
P2: de'i tshe de dag mdo 'di thos gyur nas I,
P3: de tshe de dag mdo 'di thos gyur nas II
for de tshe de dag gis ni mdo 'di thos II
r 12B, n. 20 P123: SD byD bD 'i for SD 'i.
- 12C, n. 15, 16 P23 zlD nyD for nyi zlD; P^ zlD ED nyD. (P123 in accordance with Ch2 and
Bth).

Tshal pa versus all other three groups:
(33)

r 10D, n. 24 BJNQ: SD II for SDnL II (verse).
- 6A, n. 10 ALSTP123: om. na in 'jig Hen na gnas pa.
r 6C, n. 11 BDJNQ: ni for gi; P ; : gis for gi; P2: migis for miggi (BDJNQ against Ch2: ...
MM MBBISÜ;
also P12 against Ch2).
- 6C, n. 17 BDJ: spang for sbyang; Q: spang or sbang (?) (BDJ(Q) against Ch2: :0).
- 7A, n. 20 BDJNQ: GHnL tshe GH for GHnL GH .
- 10D, n. 24 BJNQ: SD II for SDnL II (verse).
- 11A, n. 2 ALSTP13: bsgrub for sgrub; B: sgyub.
- 1 IF, n. 3 BJNQ: om. dangpo (BJNQ against Bth: de thog mar mngon).
- I l l , n. 13 BJNQ:/wr for/w.
- 12A, n. 34 BJNQ: FG Gag for Gag.
- 12B, n. 16 BNQ: GH for nga; LT: om. nga (BNQLT against Bth: nga).
- 12C, n. 7 BNQP2: da for nga; J: nga or da (?) (B(J)NQP2 against Bth: rang).
- 12C, n. 3 BJNQP3: GH dag Gang for GH Gang.

Them spangs ma versus all other three groups:
(34)

-11C, n. 11 LT: na for du.
- 1 ID, n. 14 LST: 'bumpo de dag for 'bum de dag; A: brgya stong de dag.
r 1 ID, n. 18 LST: om. yang
- 10E, n. 6 LST: zhugs for bzhugs.
- 1 IE, n. 11 LST: la for na in mchod rten la.
- 12A, n. 9 LST: om. du in d-/ton du byed.
- 12A, n. 29 LST: om. chos.
- 12B, n. 16 LT: om. nga; BNQ: GH for nga (BNQLT against Bth: nga).

(35)-(37) show the combinations of the three groups for the portions of text
missing in A. Again, obviously faulty variants of a single group are not provided:
Them spangs ma versus Po and Tshal pa:
(35)

-OB, n.l BJNQP123: thos SD'i dus for thos SD dus.
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r OB, n.7, 8 BJQPi2(3): bzangs can for bzangs tsan dan (BJQPi23 against the parallel in
OG).
- OB, n. 21 BJQP123T: sems can thams for sems thams (BJQP123T wrong: "mind (sems) of
the arhat").
- OC, n. 5 BQP3: chu rlung ’od srung for chu bo nRG srung; JNPi2: Hung for ER
(Nadikäsyapa, MVy 1050: chu klung nRGsrungs; Bth: chu bo nRG srung).
- OG, n. 1,2 LST: om. du nang in... nyid du nang du yang...; BJNQP123: kyi nang for du
nang.
- OH, n. 7 BJQP123: om. kyDng.
- 01, n. 6 LST: chung ED for chu ED; P3: cung; (LST against Bth: VEX gX for chX Eo).
- OK, n. 8 BJNQP123: sngon for sngan.
- IB, n.2 DLSTP3: po can yin forpo yin.
- 1C, n. 28 LST: nga for de.
- 2A, n. 14 BDJNQP123: &w« tu for S/H« ft/.
- 2B, n. 4 BJQP123: om. de.
- 2C, n. 19 LST: om. rtag tu (LST against Ch2: ^ ) .
- 4A, n. 17 BDJNQP123: om. dag.
- 4A, n. 19 BDJNLP13: brnan for mnan (also Z?fA: brnan): against Ch2: ^ J f ^ f c ^ J l l f i ;
P2: gnDn for mnDn; Q: SD r«D« for mnan.
- 5A, n. 18 BDJNQP123: om. TH.
- 6B, n. 6 DLST: bsal for bsil (DLST against Ch,2: WM) P3: g«7.
- 7C, n. 3 BDJNQP123: pa 'i for par.
- 8 A, n. 16 BDJNQP123: du for pa.
r 8C, n. 16, 17 (irrelevant single variants are not shown):
BDJNQ: nang na chos nyid mngal gnas 'dra yod mthong II
P123: nang na chos nyid mngal ba[P2: du for ba] 'dra yod mthong II
LST: nang na chos nyid mngal 'dra yod par mthong II
- 9B, n. 7, 8 ST: om. kyi chos in sangs rgyas kyi chos kyis {aberratio oculi; ST is against
Bth: saryas1 kyi chos).
- 10B, n. 3 BJNQP123: om. yang.

Combination Tshal pa versus Po and Them spangs ma:
(36)

- OK, n. 6 BJNQ: gang for dag.
- OK, n. 13 BJNQ: khengs for khebs (BJNQ against Chi: *jffH, "cover completely"; cf.
0G.7f. and 0J.9).
- OK, n. 17 BJNQ: mdzod for mdzes (BJNQ against Chi: H±JH and Ch2: imM)- OL, n. 8 BDJNQP3: dang ngas bshad for dang bshad.
r OM, n. 37 BDJNQ: snyingpo can du mthong for snyingpor mthong.
r 1A, n. 22 BDJNQ: ED for lD.
- IB, n. 3; 5A, n. 10; 5A, n. 16: BDJNQ: g.yogs for yog (P2: once g.yog; T: once yogs).
- 1C, n. 18 BDJNQ: par for pa.
- 1C, n. 22 BDJNP3S: to for te.
- 2A, n. 11 BDJNQ: na for nas.
- 2A, n. 23 BDJNQ: par for pas (BDJNQ against the parallel constructions in 2A.8 and
2A.12f).
- 2C, n. 17 BDJNQ: EDV for ED (BDJNQ against Bth and the Chinese; see translation).
- 3A, n. 8 BDJNQ: nDV for lDV (Bth: lDV).
- 3A, n. 9 BDJNQ: phyung (BDJNQ impossible since no agent is given).
- 3A, n. 11 BDJNQ: dang for 'am.
- 4A, n. 27 BDJNQ: lo Inga for Inga.
- 4A, n. 30 BDJNQP2: par for pa.
- 4C, n. 15 BDJNQ: gis (BDJNQ, which mark sentient beings as the agential knowers of
the nature of their defilements, contradict 5*9l.l 10).
- 7A, n. 40 BDJQ: GXP EX 'diyi WKXP EX for GXP EX WKXP EX ; N: GXP EX 'di'i WKXP EX .
r 7B, n. 3 BDJNQ: rtag tu for kun tu.
- 8A, n. 6 BDJNQ: sbrum par for sbrum mar.
- 8A, n. 11 BDJQP3: de 'i for de; N: da 'i for de.
- 9A, n. 13, 14 BDJNQ: gyurpa nD for gyur nDs.
- 10C, n. 8 BJNQ: om. SD in bzhipa 'bum.
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Po versus Tshal pa and Them spangs ma:
(37)

-

OK, n. 30 BNP123: has for lhas (BNP123 against Ch2: ^ t f ) .
IC, n. 27 P123: 'di for de.
2B, n. 2 P123T: om. la in thabs la mkhaspas.
4C, n. 6 P123: lhas ni for lha yis.
7B, n. 1 P123: pa for cing in 'os su(s) gyur cing.
7C, n. 14 LP123Q: ni for «a.
7C, n. 23 P123: tharpa for f/jar fryeJ (P123 faulty; construction needs transitive verb).
8B, n. 11 P123: byed cig I for byedpar (P123 use imperative particle cig without the
imperative form of byed pa: byos).

What conclusions can we draw from the material presented above? Let us first
turn to the part of the TGS where all four groups are represented ((28)-(34)).
There, we have a remarkable disproportion in the variants shared by two groups:
(a) A and Them spangs ma versus Po and Tshal pa: 8
(b) A and Tshal pa versus Po and Them spangs ma: 1
(c) A and Po versus Tshal pa and Them spangs ma: 1 (and in one
other case only accordance between A and Po)
The high number of variants in combination (a) suggests that there may be a
closer relation between Them spangs ma and A on the one side, and Po and Tshal
pa on the other. The reason why there are so few cases in (b) and (c) can only be
that both sides of the combination are not represented together. In other words, A
and Them spangs ma are close, whereas v4/Tshal pa and A/Vhug brag have
essentially no co-occurring variants, and Tshal pa and Phug brag are close,
whereas Tshal pa/A and Tshal pa/Them spangs ma have not much in common. We
should further inquire which pair of the two in (a) may be "responsible" for the
relatively high number, that is, in which cases under (28) the reading is a shared
mistake and can be called "unoriginal" when compared with its counterpart.
5B looks like plain dittography in A without any parallel in Bth or CA2.
LST have obviously tried to soften the mistake by adding the particle 'am. If my
above hypothesis regarding LST is true, neither the editors of S (or one of its
predecessors) nor the editors of L (or one of its predecessors) have altered the
passage.
In 6C the reading nang is confirmed by Bth and CA2; BJNQP123 can EH
said to be the unoriginal reading; the situation in 1 IG is similar (a clear aberratio
oculi on the part of BJNQP123), and probably again in 111, where the adverbial
construction of sngon is attested for Bth. Nothing can be said about the other
variants. As a result, we note that in three of the four cases where it is possible to
decide the original reading it is the reading of the pair Tshal pa/Phug brag which
is not original.
If we turn to the portion of the text without the testimony of A, is there a
similarly high ratio of non-original Tshal pa/Phug brag readings? An analysis of
the twenty-one variants in (35) yields eight cases in which it is possible to decide
upon the originality of the reading. Of them, Tshal pa/Phug brag can be said to be
secondary in four cases. In the other four cases the Them spangs ma reading is
definitely secondary. The weight of this purely statistical result becomes clear
when we see in contrast that in (36) (Tshal pa versus Phug brag/Them spangs ma)
Tshal pa is alone faulty in all six verifiable readings, and in the case of the
combination Phug brag versus Tshal pa/Them spangs ma (37) Phug brag is
secondary for all three verifiable variants. In all of these cases it is thus the single
reading which is faulty against the reading shared by the two other groups. This
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demonstrates on the one hand the fact that the pairs Phug brag/Them spangs ma
and Tshal pa/Them spangs ma are not "love marriages"; most of their common
variants are simply due to the erroneous third group, namely Tshal pa or Phug
brag. On the other hand, it indicates a close relation between Tshal pa and Phug
brag, which share four of eight analyzed unoriginal readings—a fact that thus
confirms the result of the analysis of (28)-(34).
Based on the results above, we can now assume two principal groups of
transmission, each sharing common variants: A/Them spangs ma and Phug
brag/Tshal pa. But there are a few cases in which other combinations of the four
groups are found. In (29) Pm together with ST insert du after dung. Both readings
are of course possible. No definite statement about the original formulation can be
made. 70 In (30) the first variant suggests that the original reading was bzhi pa 'o
attested by A and Phug brag. In the Tshal pa tradition this pa turned into po, whilst
in Them spangs ma pa was completely dropped. Both traditions thus adapted the
cardinal number to the classical standard in accordance with their understanding
of the passage. This could have happened independently of each other. In the
second case of (30) we find yi rangs instead of yid rangs. I suggest a similar
process: the original yid rangs became uncommon in classical times, and the
editors of LST and those of Tshal pa both adapted it to the new standard. The
Peking line still reflects this transformation, in that it has preserved the lacuna of
the erased -d and, in B, the complete yid.
However, there is one combination among the readings in the following
sections (31)—(37) which calls for a closer analysis. It is the variant
(38)
12C, n. 15, 16 P23 zlD nyD for nyi dD; P^ dD ED nyD (verse)
in (32).
The corresponding passages in CI12 C/püH) a n d Bth (zla ba nya) are both in
accordance with Pm- There can be no doubt that in this case only Phug brag has
preserved the original wording zla nya for * (pari-)pürnacandra, whereas all other
groups show the secondary variant nyi zla. The term nyi zla, Skt. candrasürya, is,
as a matter of fact, much more appealing as an epithet for somebody who
preserves the TGS as described in the text. This fact becomes evident when
studying the index of, for example, the SP, where a number of compounds which
include the term candrasürya (Tib. nyi zla) are found: Candrasüryapradipa,
Candrasüryapradiparäja, candrasüryaprabhä and Candrasüryavimalaprabhäsasri.
The term (Pari-)Pürnacandra, on the contrary, appears only once in the whole SP.
It is the name of a bodhisattva, and rendered in Tibetan as Zla gang. The situation
is similar for the Lalitavistara, where the Tibetan version in the Derge Kanjur
attests the combination nyi zla twenty-seven times, while zla nya or zla gang is
found only once throughout the text.
If we are dealing with a "closed" 71 tradition, that is, if there are no crosscontaminations between the main Kanjur lines, we would have to argue that the
widespread usage of the compound nyi zla must have been what led the editors of
v4/Them spangs ma and the Tshal pa line to change—independently of each
Note that Pagel (1999: 199f.), for the Bodhisattvapitaka, mentions several cases where L
shares readings with A and Tshal pa against ST.
71
I use the terms “closed” and “open” recension in the sense introduced by Giorgio Pasquali.
Closed recensions suggest that readings move only vertically, from the master copy to the copy
itself, whereas in an open recension readings can also circulate horizontally, leading to
contamination.
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other—the original zla nya (including reversing the word order) to nyi zla, the
form abundantly attested in the SP (see above). Po, however, has preserved the
original uncommon wording, and deserves respect as a more conservative line of
transmission, one which, according to the results of my analysis above, introduces
more mistakes because of inattentive copying than such redactional intervention
as the alteration of zla nya to nyi zla in the other Kanjurs. However, it is clear that
one can by no means rule out cross-contamination even at an early stage of
transmission.72 The more convincing explanation of the nyi zla variant shared by
three groups which generally share no common variants in the TGS, rather, is to
assume contamination. The assumption of such a contaminative process in an
open tradition can account for why only Phug brag has preserved the original
reading zla nya. We will come back to this question after dealing with the
recensional single variants of A quoted under (31). Only such an evaluation can
help to shed light on the question whether A's single variants can be treated as
original.
In 11C VV and ZZ , A reads rab tu thob instead of thob in the context of the
attainment of the anutpattikadharmaksänti and the attainment of efficacious
formulas (dhäranT). Usually forms or nominalizations of the verb pratilabhate are
used in this context.73 Though rab tu cannot completely be objected to, the far
more usual rendering of the prefix prati in Tibetan is yongs su. If we assume that
in the Sanskrit of the passage in the TGS we originally had a form of pratilabhate,
as attested in, for example, the Saddharmapundarika, we are faced with the
question how the reading rab tu thob came into existence. Not irrelevant is
Braarvig's (1993a: ix) noting the reading rab tu thob instead of thob for the Stog
and the Tokyo manuscripts of the Aksayamatinirdesasütra. These are the
manuscripts closest to the Dunhuang version.
In a unique case (1 IE, n. 1) A reads khyim nas byung ba instead ofmngon
par byung ba in all other canonical versions. Bth simply has byung ba. The
passage describes a bodhisattva from whose body rays of light are emitted from
the time he "had been born, set out for ascetic life (abhiniskramana) and [finally]
completely awakened to buddhahood." Though the translation of abhiniskramana
in A is clear enough, the usual rendering of abhiniskramana in Tibetan translation
literature is doubtlessly mngon par byung ba, the reading attested in the canonical
versions.74 I have no parallels of this rendering (khyim nas byung ba) in other old
texts.
A major variant is found in passage 12A.75 The Buddha explains to
Vajramati that "sons and daughters of good family who are restricted by obstacles
[caused by their] deeds (karmävarana) will become purified" owing to the merit
attained from propagating the sutra. Apart from the divergent translations of
individual words, A offers an overall different understanding, in that it ends the
For a similar case, see Braarvig's edition of the Bodhisattvacaryänirdesa (1994), where he
assumes the two Phug brag versions to be "direct copies of the Old Narthang, notwithstanding all
errors" (p. 139). The main reason for his assumption is the correct reading rab instead of the rang
of all other versions in § 15, n. 24. In this case it can be stated with almost one hundred percent
certainty that the alteration of rab to rang did not take place independently in the other two main
lines of transmission.
73
See e.g. SP 327.8:... kotinayutasatasahasraparivartäyä dhäranyähpratilambho 'bhütl.
74
See e.g. SPj s.v. abhinis-^/kram.
75
This variant is discussed in detail in my forthcoming publication.
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second unit of the enumeration of activities with ... pDs, indicating that this
enumeration contains the means by which to reach the desired result. One
problematic feature in A is that gDng GDg gis, functioning as a relative pronoun,
seems to be taken up twice by GH GDg and by GH GDg OD. If we decide that the
relative clause refers to GH GDg OD as it does in Tib, GH GDg cannot be included in
the structure of the sentence. One possible translation of A is:
Vajramati, for those sons and daughters of good family restricted by obstacles
[caused by their] deeds who listen to this Dharma discourse [called]
Tathagatagarbha and expose, recite or teach [it]—by virtue of listening to this
Dharma discourse and exposing, reciting, explaining and copying [it, it will
happen that they] will easily see the Dharma before their eyes [and they will]
become purified [from] the obstacles [caused by their] deeds.
A is more explicit in stating that the activities performed are the means of getting
rid of the obstacles—an idea not openly expressed in Tib. Further, the particle de
dag, redundant in A, in Tib refers to chos. In Bth, de dag (gis) is found at the end
of the first enumeration (and not, as in Tib, after chos), so that, grammatically,
there is no relative clause. De dag la does not appear. However, bris nas should
most probably be emended to bris pas, since it would be grammatically impossible
to combine the former with the nominalized stems connected by dang before. Bth
offers no indication that the employment of the particle 'am, as seen in Tib, might
be based on a Sanskrit original. It would be hard to explain why a reviser should
alter the use of dang and 'am in favor of the solution seen in A (dang throughout).
Regarding CA2, Amoghavajra, by using the particle you E
| JE| (syntactically
governing the sentence up to ... H^flM^?)? marks the second enumeration clearly
as the necessary condition for the result mentioned at the end of the sentence: "...
in consequence of listening ..." and thus seems to support the reading found in A.
As for originality, it is hardly possible to settle with certainty the question whether
Tib in this passage is a revised version derived from the text as found in A, though
there is some evidence which seems to suggest this. The explicit characterization
of the activities as the means in A—which is also found in the Chinese translation
and (with the emendation of nas to pas) in Bth—would favor such an explanation.
The redactors of Tib would afterwards have changed the position of the irritating
de dag (still found in A), combining it with chos. Bth for its part agrees with A in
uniformly using the particle dang in both enumerations instead of 'am, which is
found in Tib.
Throughout the whole text (with one exception) A has brgya stong instead
of the 'bum of the canonical versions. The Sanskrit in all these cases was most
probably satasahasra. brGya stong sticks literally to the Sanskrit. In §19 of the
sGra sbyor bam po gnyis pa it is laid down that in order to write "good" Tibetan,
numbers should be translated in a Tibetan way.76 brGya stong for 'bum is attested
for Bth throughout the text, and in Braarvig 1993 a: vi for the Stog and the Tokyo
manuscripts (which are the manuscripts closest to the Dunhuang material).
When introducing the verses spoken by the Buddha, A continually
employs gsungs so instead of bka' stsal to. Here again, in all these cases Bth reads
gsungs so too.
As indicated above, an evaluation of these single variants found in the Tabo
fragments is vital for establishing a hypothetical stemma of Tib. Basically, there
76

See Simonsson 1957: 254f.
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are two ways to explain the unique readings of A. They could (a) represent the
original phrases—ideally, chosen by the translation team itself or otherwise
mirroring a very old stage of transmission—whereas all other versions must have
undergone a process of revision in these cases. Or they could (b) result from later
intervention by a reviser based on his own judgment or on the evidence of
available Sanskrit manuscripts. That Sanskrit manuscripts were used to revise
Tibetan translations in Tabo is known to be true of the Pancakrama.11 Harrison in
his analysis of several Tabo fragments of the mdo mang section does not seem to
exclude this possibility either.78 However, I cannot imagine that a later editor
would have had any good reason to alter the readings 'bum, bka' stsal to, and
mngon par byung ba of Tib into the much less commonly used phrases found in A.
In addition, what would have led him to replace thob rendering a form of
pratilabhate with rab tu thob? If he indeed had had access to a Sanskrit version of
the TGS, should we not rather expect that he would have supplied the particle
yongs su as the "regular" counterpart to pratV. Finally, why should he have left A's
dittography shared with Them spangs ma in 5B (28) uncorrected? If, on the other
hand, we assume that a reviser changed the text in A without resorting to a Sanskrit
manuscript, how could he have known about the construction of the passage of
major variants in 12A which, after all, seem to be confirmed by Bth and the
Chinese?79 I think that the evidence should lead us to assume that the single
readings of A discussed above in fact document an older stage of transmission
which escaped later revisional intervention. That A too suffered alteration,
however, is clear from the mistake nyi zla instead of zla nya (32), which A shares
with the Them spangs ma and Tshal pa block prints and manuscripts.
Let us now come back to the question where we can reckon with major
contaminations without which, as seen above, it seems impossible to establish an
appropriate stemma for Tib. There are basically two alternatives how major
contaminations could have taken place:
a. Tshal pa and Phug brag derive from a common hyparchetype different from
the hyparcheype of v4/Them spangs ma. This explains the common variants
between Tshal pa and Phug brag. Later, the common ancestor of A and the
Them spangs ma line was contaminated by a manuscript of which the Tshal
pa manuscript is a descendant. This led to the introduction of readings found
in the Tshal pa line into the v4/Them spangs ma tradition.80 Phug brag
remained uninfluenced by these Tshal pa readings, and so preserved parts of
the original text such as zla nya discussed above. For editors within the
" See Tomabechi 1999: 88.
See Harrison 1999: 53.
79
For a discussion and evaluation of the colophon of A see section 3.3.
80
Also the reverse order is thinkable, i.e., a contamination of the Tshal pa tradition by a
manuscript leading to the Them spangs ma manuscript. The model suggested in the main text sees
the unoriginal nyi zla variant as having originated in one of the manuscripts before the Tshal pa
manuscript, after the Phug brag branch had already become established. This apparently fitting,
though unoriginal, variant was "exported" to Them spangs malA by contamination. The omission
of phra rab kyi rdul ((28): 1 IG, n. 19), shared by Phug brag and Tshal pa, on the other hand, was
not adopted by the editors of the archetype of Them spangs ma/A because it could easily be
recognized as a mistake on the basis of their own manuscripts. The model with the reverse order,
on the other hand, would imply that the nyi zla variant appeared first in a manuscript leading to the
predecessor of A and the Them spangs ma, and from there was introduced into a pre–Tshal pa
manuscript.
78
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A/Them spangs ma tradition who were confronted with the choice between
zla nya and nyi zla, the common nyi zla was the variant they preferred. A
second major contamination has to be assumed in order to explain why A
has preserved many old readings, whereas the Them spangs ma
representatives, while sharing the same predecessor with A, do not. I
suppose that at a time when A or its predecessor(s) had already become
"separated" from the pre-Them spangs ma line another manuscript of the
Tshal pa line or a pre-Tshal pa manuscript was used in editorial activities
that eventually led to establishing the Them spangs ma copy (and thus was
able to contaminate that transmission in a second "thrust"). The
corresponding stemma is shown as "Alternative 1" (in 2.7).
b. The second alternative is based on the assumption that Phug brag forms an
independent line of transmission, as shown in the stemma of "Alternative 2"
(of 2.7). Thus it preserved original readings which have been altered in the
second line of transmission, to which all other collated versions of Tib
would then have to belong. The readings shared with the Tshal pa line,
however, would be the result of Phug brag's contamination with a
manuscript of the Tshal pa line.81 Considering the numerous common
readings between Phug brag and Tshal pa among which, as documented
above, a high percentage of unoriginal variants can be found, this
contamination must have been rather strong. It is difficult to answer, under
this second alternative (b.), why, in view of such a strong contamination, the
editors of the Phug brag archetype decided to preserve their reading zla nya
against the more common reading nyi zla contained in the contaminator, and
why, on the other hand, they opted for the unjustified omission of phra rab
kyi rdul in 11G. Under this alternative, too, the (pre-)Them spangs ma line
must have been contaminated by a manuscript of the Tshal pa or pre-Tshal
pa line. Only then can the fact that A has preserved original readings found
in no other manuscript or block print be reasonably accounted for.
There are some other variants which are in need of explanation.
(39)

BQ: brjid chen po dang for brjid dang.

Only BQ seem to have preserved the reading corresponding to Ch2 (JKWL\M,) f° r
Skt. mahaujas (gzi brjid chen po). But there are several reasons which make such
an interpretation hardly allowable. First of all, it is very unlikely that all the other
three groups (A, Them spangs ma and 'Phying ba sTag rtse) have omitted chen po
independently of each other. Secondly, Bth also only reads mdangs, another
equivalent for ojas according to the MVy (6409). Finally, CA2, in this passage,
clearly seeks to preserve a four-syllable rhythm QJf^CltScCII, "fetSJlAE:* H ^ , H
If, Uff, H W , MtlfeW^o ) , which may have been the reason why J was
added to ^fjg.
(40)

1II, n. 20 ABJNQLSTPi2: bstan las for bstDn OD (verse).

The corresponding prose bcom Idan 'das de'i bstan pa la in 11H. 10: "under the
rule ofthat exalted one" documents that the päda should be read according to P3:
81

Nothing can be said about when the contamination took place. The variants shared by Tshal
pa and Phug brag in the TGS do not show any prevalence on the part of one of the two branches of
Tshal pa, viz., the 'Phying ba sTag rtse or the Peking line, so that either of them could have
contaminated Phug brag.
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rgyal de'i bstan la. This is also in accordance with CA2 which shows the same
understanding of the verse ('g'fjJf^B^), and in the prose ("fjJf^ÜtBvf)- It is, of
course, possible that only P3 has preserved the original la, especially as the
conservative character of Phug brag in (38) has already been demonstrated.
However, an alternative is to assume that P3 has secondarily adopted the reading
OD according to the parallel in the prose portion, only after the mistake in the early
transmission was made of associating bstDn OD with the following mdo sde 'di and
hence of "emending" OD to ODs.
With this variant we enter the last category where a reading shared by DOO versions
is suspected of contradicting the original wording of the text.
(41)

(- 5A, n. 25 ABDJNQP123: snyingpo; LST: snyingpo'i. Though the context makes it
clear that the Indian original must have read Jnana (ye shes; see the note in the
translation), all versions of Tib have snyingpo('i) (Skt. garbha). We cannot be sure if
garbha was already part of the Indian manuscript on which Tib was based or if we are
confronted with a mistake, or even a deliberate alteration, on the part of the
translators.)
- 9A, n. 27, 28 BDJNQLSTPi: phyir rim forphyi ml; P23: phyi rim, see Bth: phyirol.
- 10E, n. 2: All versions: brgya; probably originally brgyan.

In 5 A we have no reason to assume that the Tibetan transmission is guilty of the
apparently wrong reading, thus rendering the passage irrelevant for an analysis of
the relation among the Tibetan versions, but in 9A the graphical similarity
between vol and rim is striking, and the assumption that the mistake is due to a
very early mistake in the transmission of Tib is most plausible. The emendation to
phyi vol is supported by the frequent occurrences of the term in the last simile
(9A.5, 9B.2, 9B.10, 9.1, 9.3) and by Bth, which reads phyirol. Concerning the
content of the simile itself, it is clear that the reading (phyir) rim gyi(s)
("gradually") would conflict with the following passage, which states that the
figures become clean "in that moment."
I am not sure whether brgyan was the original reading in 10E against
brgya of all attested versions of Tib. The Chinese versions do not mention
"hundred"; Bth, too, reads brgyan. For the consequences of such an emendation
for one's understanding of the passage, see the note in my translation. However,
the change from brgyan to brgya could be explained as a mistake which was
clearly part of the Tibetan transmission. We find further the following unique
readings in Tib:
(42)

r The sequence of the pädas within a verse is changed and arranged according to the
principle that the governing verb is usually placed at the end of the section governed.
Pädas which contain relative clauses or other specifying elements are placed before the
element specified. On the one hand, this leads to a reduced scope of interpretative
ambiguity and follows basic rules of Tibetan grammar. On the other hand, the idea
expressed in the original obviously became distorted In some instances:
• In 3.3 the main verb ston to and its object chos are shifted from päda c to the end of
päda d. The particle of finality phyir right before chos was in the process, as a part of
the second half of the päda, also moved to d. The last päda, stating that living beings
quickly awake to buddhahood, thus becomes part of the finality clause with phyir,
which it was not in the original, as documented by Bth and C7b• Regarding 10.2/10.3, see my comment in the translation.
- At the end of 1A Tib reads yang dag pa nyid du, *samyaktve. That the original wording
must have been a form of parisuddha is attested to by Bth iyongsu dag par) and CA2
(fmffl)- The transformation from yongsu dag pa to yang dag pa can easily be explained
as a result of the graphical similarity between yang and yongsu, but the addition of nyid
is clearly a recensional element of the Tibetan translators/editors.
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- In 1.2d the Skt. could have been sarhbhavati. A Tibetan equivalent for this is found in
Bth: kun du 'byung. Tib, however, has only 'gyur. Kun tu appears before, separated
from it by some syllables, and has to be integrated differently into the sentence. I
assume that an original reading kun tu byung was turned erroneously into kun tu 'gyur
(both are often variae lectiones for each other). Then, in a redactional step that bypassed
the Sanskrit, the uncommon kun tu 'gyur was separated into kun tu and 'gyur.
- In 8B.4 only Tib features rigs for Skt. gotra or kula. The other versions of TGS2 and the
quotation in the 5*99 have dhätu (see the note in the translation). Here the reason is
probably an underlying faulty Indian manuscript {gotra and dhätu are metrically
equivalent), or an either deliberate or accidental alteration by the translators of Tib.

2.7 Possible Stemmas of Tib
It is evident that Tshal pa and Phug brag share an intermediary copy or that one of
the two must have been subject to contamination by the other, given the fact that
many of their shared readings are not original. But in the case of A and Them
spangs ma it is virtually just once that a reading shared only by both can be said
not to be original, namely the variant 5B, n. 3 (28). Other readings in (28) are
mistakes shared by Tshal pa and Phug brag (3 cases) and thus do not bear on the
relation between A and Them spangs ma, or are readings of a rather trivial nature
(SD versus OD, ba versus bar, bres versus bris, yang versus omission of yang).
Variant 5B n. 3 is, no doubt, a characteristic one and cannot be downplayed as
mere coincidence. In fact, if this variant did not exist, I would be reluctant to call
A and the Them spangs ma descendants of a common intermediary copy.
As mentioned above, a crucial point in reconstructing the stemma is
precisely the evaluation of this variant 5B n. 3. I have assumed that the
dittography crept into the hyparchetype of A and Them spangs ma. The two
proposed stemmas are based on this supposition. Alternatively, the dittography
could have been part of an earlier transmission before A became separated from
Tshal pa and Them spangs ma. A would then not necessarily derive from the same
hyparchetype as Them spangs ma, and stemmatic relations could again be
arranged differently.82
In the stemmas on the next pages, I will try to summarize the results of the
analysis above. As has become clear, we are dealing with highly hypothetical
configurations. This is due to, generally, our imperfect knowledge of how editors
and compilers of new manuscripts worked and what degree of horizontal
transmission we need to assume. For the TGS in particular, the variant situation is
rather restricted, since we are dealing with a relatively homogeneous transmission
with mostly transmissional variants. The stemmas are therefore tentative, and it is
quite possible, if other old Tib material appears, that they may have to be
readjusted. The sutra is too short, and so does not allow for definite conclusions as
to the stemmatic structure in all instances. For the sake of clarity, I have decided
to give two alternative stemmas, of which, based on the analysis of the variants,
Alternative 1 is slightly more likely to conform to the actual development. The
two alternatives vary in the relation shown between Phug brag and Tshal pa.
82

The assumption that an easily committed mistake shared by certain lines of transmission does
not mean that the lines in question also share the same hyparchetype but that the mistake could be
a remnant of an earlier transmissional state which was not emended in the lines in question
violates, however, the classical rules of stemmatological reconstruction and would render the
situation hopeless. I therefore refrain from suggesting possible stemmas for such a scenario.
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Accordingly, the process of contamination, which surely must have already been
taking place in that early phase, is indicated differently. Again depending on the
alternative basic structure, the position of the Old Narthang manuscript of the TGS
may be that of the hyparchetype of Phug brag and Tshal pa (Alternative 1)—a
possibility which has hitherto been ruled out in almost all text-critical studies.83 In
neither of the alternatives could Them spangs ma directly derive from the Old
Narthang manuscript, given that A is in fact of earlier origin than the beginning of
the fourteenth century, the period when the Old Narthang collection is said to
have come into existence.84 The exact date of A, however, cannot be known with
certainty, but it is to be hoped that further progress in the field of codicology85
will allow for a more detailed periodization of Kanjur material. Concerning the
recensional variants in A, they may in fact be of archaic origin, and so reflect the
original wording of the Tibetan translation.
Other, more significant variants are definitely needed to prove that N
descends directly from the 'Phying ba sTag rtse and not from Lithang. Still open,
of course, is the question whether B is based on the Yongle or the Wanli block
print.
Finally, something should be said about the high number of
contaminations underlying my hypothetical stemmas. As a rule, I have tried to
apply the classical text-critical methods associated with scholars like Karl
Lachmann or his twentieth-century successor Paul Maas, wherever possible.
These scholars had mainly non-contaminated traditions in mind when they
formulated their basic tools of analysis. Their methods alone, however, in the case
of the TGS, obviously cannot lead to a satisfactory explanation of the variants.
Transmissional reality may in many regards have been even more complex than
my purely hypothetical stemmas can display. Contaminations seem to be an
integral part of this reality, and this apparently applies to the history of
transmission of Tib from earliest times on. At least for the history of the canonical
translation of the TGS, it is now clear that we have an utterly open transmission
before us. It cannot be excluded that the validity of this result may be upheld by
further Kanjur studies in the future.86

83

Harrison mentions the possibility that Phug brag manuscripts could be based on one of the
two "edited versions of the Old Snar thang," i.e., Tshal pa and Them spangs ma, copies of which
are known to have been distributed throughout Tibet (1994: 308).
84
This does not rule out that Them spangs ma may have undergone contamination by Old
Narthang—a realistic possibility under Alternative 1.
85
See Scherrer-Schaub 1999b.
86
For the Greek and Roman manuscript traditions, Pasquali has "demonstrated that
contaminated traditions are more the norm than the exception" (Tarrant 1995: 109).
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Stemma of Tib (Alternative 1)
Tib
Translation from Sanskrit (ca 800)

Tabo (A)
(ll/12 th century?)

2OG
1DUWKDQJ"

Them spangs ma
(1431)
(several
intermediate
6KHO GNDU FKRV VGH
copies?)
contamination'"-.^

FRQWDPLQDWLRQ

London copy (L)
(1712)

TshDl SD
(1347^9)

Bhutanese
Kanjur

Pi
Ps
Phug brag
(1696-1706)

Tokyo
Stog Palace Kanjur
Ms Kanjur (7) (ca 1700-50)
(1858-78)
|
Reprint of the
Stog Palace Kanjur (S)
Yongle 1410
Wanli 1606
Berlin
'Phying ba sTag rtse
contamination with
Kangxi 1684-92 M s Kanjur (B)
•*'" Them spangs ma
^
|
(1680)
Lithang (J)
contamination Kangxi 1700
contamination
(1608-21)
\
with/?
|
with lHo r d z o n g \
Kangxi 1717-20 (Q)
(Them spangs ma line) ^
Narthang (TV)
|
(1730-32)
Qianlong 1737
contamination
Derge (D)
Cone(1721-31)
(1733)
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Stemma of Tib (Alternative 2)
Tib
Translation from Sanskrit (ca 800)

Tabo (A)
( l l / 1 2 t h century?)

Them spangs ma
(1431)
(several
intermediate

contamination \

6KHO GNDU FKRV VGH

"

\
'•••...

copies?)
contamination

London copy (L)

Bhutanese

Tshal pa

Kanjur

(1347^9)

(1712)

Pi
Ps
Phug brag
(1696-1706)

Tokyo

Stog Palace Kanjur

Ms Kanjur (7) (ca 1700-50)
(1858-78)
I
Reprint of the
Stog Palace Kanjur (S)
Yongle 1410
Wanli 1606

n3K\LQJ ED V7DJ UWVH
contamination with
-Ak Them spangs ma
L i t h a n g (J)
(1608-21)

contamination

\

Narthang (TV)

^

(1730-32)
contamination

Derge (D)
(1733)

Cone(1721-31)
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M s Kanjur
(1680)

contamination Kangxi 1700
with/?
|

with lHo r d z o n g ' \
(Them spangs ma line)

Berlin
Kangxi 1684-92
^
|

Kangxi 1717-20 (Q)
|
Qianlong 1737

(B)

3 Characteristics of the Textual Witnesses of Tib
3.1 Archaic Features
In the following I list the archaic features of the editions of Tib, though I am not
sure that all of them can strictly be called so. They may just reflect preferences of
a copyist, regional characteristics or peculiarities of a certain (but not necessarily
ancient) period. This field of research deserves systematic elaboration in the
future:87
a. The syllable-forming genitive particle yi after syllables ending in vowels
appears in several cases as 'i in the verses:
P3: 19 times; P1P2. 17 times; B: 9 times; A, L: 4 times; S: 2 times;
J, T. once; Q: yi compressed, most probably altered from 'i: 9 times.
Simonsson characterizes this feature as archaic, and states that it is especially
common in the old translation of the SP (1957: 22).
b. The complete omission of the genitive particle is also said to be characteristic
of the archaic style (Panglung 1994: 172). The particle is omitted in
Pi, P2'. 17 times; P3. 12 times; L: 7 times; T. 6 times; J: 2 times;
ABJNQS: once.
c. Reversed gi gu: Besides A only 2 times in J.
d. The mtha' rten 'a (mdo', 'dra' dpe', g.yo'): A: 8 times; P3: 5 times; B: 2 times;
JPiPf- once.
e. sTsogs for sogs and bstsal for bsal: PiPf- 5 times; A: once.
/ Ci nas forji nas: LST. once.
g. bCu instead ofcu after drug or sum: JPm- 3 times; Q: 3 times lacuna of one
letter.
h. Shes instead of zhes after syllables ending in -s:
LT. 8 times; P1P2S: 7 times; BJ: 6 times; Q: 5 times; A: 4 times;
P3: 2 times; N: once.88
i. Du instead of tu after kun, shin and vol: J: 14 times; Q: 2 times; BLS: once.
j . Du instead of tu after syllables ending in -g: P3: 6 times; L: once.
k. The spelling sngan cad instead of sngan chad: ST: once.
/. The spelling gzer instead ofzer. Pf. 15 times; A: 14 times; P2. 13 times;
S: 4 times; L: 2 times.
m. Among the few transliterations a long vowel is usually not marked by Pi2(3), L
or A (and in some cases by NST). P3 seems to have been checked and corrected
after copying. O'u for au appears twice in LSTPm*9
Pi, P2 and—though it shows traces of a standardizing revision—P3 contain
especially abundant traits which are known to be archaic. The figures for A are
misleading because it covers only 40 percent of the sutra and happens not to
provide testimony for most of the verse sections. This diminishes, in particular,
the number of cases of A among a., e. and g. However, the paucity of omissions of
the genitive particle (b.) and the non-existence of the forms kun du and shin du (i.)
in A are surprising. I am rather sceptical that the forms kun Fu and shin Fu
87

1 shall not repeat the archaic features of A described in section C.l. There, in fn. 2, references to
some important previous studies of archaic features are provided.
88
According to the Tshig mdzod the modern standard is zhes after syllables ending in -s (s.v.
zhes).
89
See Skilling (1994: Hi).
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represent an archaic spelling. It is quite possible that both forms, namely du and
tu, were used far into the eighteenth century, when tu became the standard. In J it
may well have been the individual taste of the copyist or a local dialect that led to
the preference for kun Fu and shin Fu.
D, however, exemplifies modern standard orthography in every respect,
followed by N, where the features listed above are very rare. By contrast, nonstandardized elements are frequent in S—which documents the scribe's high
degree of fidelity towards his master copy.
It is, of course, true that a large number of ancient features in a text does
not necessarily guarantee that the text itself has been transmitted faithfully. An
early redactor could have easily "emended" the wording significantly to suit his
ideas of what the Buddha's word should be, while at the same time leaving the
orthography untouched. It is a well-known fact in the realm of textual criticism
that the manuscript orthographically revised to the latest standard can nevertheless
be the document with the highest degree of fidelity to the original wording. The
TGS is one of the cases where the stemma does not correspond to the level of
orthographic standardization in all regards. A is definitely a very important piece
of testimony for the oldest stage of transmission. For Pi 23 the situation is different:
together with (or contaminated by?) Tshal pa, they underwent heavy revision and
further introduced a number of mistakes on their own. The Phug brag versions
nevertheless display the most archaic features alongside A. This persistent
tendency towards preservation, once the major revision was completed, has
already been noted in regard to the variant 12C, n. 15, 16 (see (38)), where Pi 23
has preserved the correct reading in the face of all other versions, including A.
The representatives of the Them spangs ma line also exhibit a moderate
number of archaic features. This corresponds to their position within the stemma
as versions which have undergone a less intensive revision than the Tshal pa
manuscripts and prints.

3.2 Irregular Verbal Forms
Current knowledge of the ancient Tibetan verb system is still far from perfect.
Many of my attempts to explain the irregularities found in the texts must therefore
remain hypothetical. Verbal irregularities include:90
• EKris instead of dkris: The perfect form of the verb dkri ED is several times
spelled Dkris (B: 7; P2. 5; Pf. 2; LNQP3: 1). In view of the verb pair dkri
(transitive; "to wind, to wrap") - 'khri (intransitive), the form bkris could be
old. The prefix d- in d-kri could be explained as the prefix of the present form.
Alternatively, the spelling bkris could be an erroneous adoption of the common
prefix b- in the perfect form.
• bZag (BQ in 9A, n. 8) instead of zags: Zags is the perfect form of the verb
'dzag pa, "to drop, to drip". bZag looks like a transitive perfect form from
'dzag. No other occurrences of this form are known to me.
• In 7A, n. 28 and nn the forms 'goms and {APnQ'-) bgoms appear twice. The verb
'gom pa with the perfect form bgoms is noted in the Tshig mdzod as meaning
"to pass over, to go by taking a step downwards" (steng nas gom pa brgyab ste
I have only quoted verb forms which cannot easily be explained as mistakes caused by a
careless copyist.
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ED 'Dm 'gro ED I). This meaning fits the context of the section. However, a
perfect form bgoms from 'goms in the present is uncommon, 'g- at the
beginning of the present form turning normally into bk- in the perfect form. Ja
notes the verb bgom pa, "to walk, to step," which I take as a denominative
formation from gom pa ("a pace, step"). The form bgoms would thus be the
regular perfect form of the verb bgom pa. Should we then assume a secondary
form 'gom/ 'goms supplementing b-gomlb-gomsl
• bsGo in 4B and 7A should be the "future" form of the verb sgo ba. The RGV
has present optative forms in the parallel verses. Tibetan could render an
optative in Sanskrit with bsgo, the so-called "future" form. bsGo could,
however, also be the present form generally applied at the end of the similes.
We may thus assume that sgo, the form under which the verb is usually given
in dictionaries, is just a secondary spelling or an abstraction. bsGo can also be
found as the perfect form of sgo ba in several glossaries and dictionaries (for
references see my note to 4B in the translation).
• bsKyed instead of skyed: In 8C, n. 25 the imperative form of the verb skyed pa,
"to generate," is spelled Dskyed in LST. I am not aware of any historical
imperative form with the prefix b- and so tend to regard this form as a
misspelling.
• In 9A n.29, 9B FF, 9C P and in 9.4 the verb 'gogs SD (in L and J once 'gogSD)
or its perfect form bkogs (DJN: once bUkogs; P3: once bgogs) appears. 'Gogs
could be a variant spelling of 'gog (perfect form: bkog), for which Ja gives the
meaning "to tear away, to peel...." In the TGS 'gogs must have the meaning "to
hack off [the outer layer of clay]." It can therefore hardly correspond to Ja:
'gogs pa, "another form for 'gegs pa, to prevent, to avert...." bGogs of P3 can
only be a mistake (see the discussion of bgoms above), but the form bskogs of
DJN seems to derive from another verb: Ja gives the meaning "to splinter off
for the verb kog pa (unlikely) for which he also mentions a secondary form
skogpa. bsKogs could thus well be the perfect form of skog.
• Besides the regular thob pa, "to attain," there appear the forms 'thob (LN) and
mthob (S) in 5C, n. 14. The form 'thob may be an adaptation to the verb classes
which have the 'a sngon 'jug only in the present form.
• In 4B and 4C all versions feature the verbal form non pa, "to cover, to
suppress." In 4A, n. 19, on the other hand, besides the faulty brnan (against
CI12 but with Bth), ST read mnan and P2 reads gnan. Assuming a regular
present form gnon pa with its perfect form mnan(d), the form non(d) in 4B and
4C could be an old perfect form possibly derived from the same form non(d)
used as an imperative. gNan(d) (P2), on the other hand, is probably a secondary
formation of the perfect form from a time when the g- of gnon was no longer
thought of as a prefix, but as part of the verb stem.
• The verb g.yogs, "to cover," appears 7 times throughout the sutra in
syntactically similar constructions (IB, n.3; 5A, n. 10; 5A, n. 16; 9AN; 9.1; 9.2;
9.3). In none of these cases do we have the testimony of A. In the first three
instances LSTP123 read yog instead; thrice we find the form g.yog (Pf. twice;
P2. once); T reads yogs in IB, n. 3; Bth displays the two forms yog and g.yog.
The fact that Phug brag sides with Them spangs ma is in most cases the result
of BDJNQ bearing a reading of secondary origin. This would mean that
originally the verb had the form yog and was only in a later revisional step in
some cases altered to g.yogs. Then in another revision, probably the one which
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imprinted the characteristics of the Tshal pa versions on them, all other cases of
yog which had remained unchanged, such as those in chapter 9, were also
adapted to the form g.yogs91 The reason why an alteration from yog to g.yogs
was felt necessary may have been the following: the originally intransitive verb
yog (perfect form: yogs?) was now judged to have transitive character, and
accordingly made transitive by adding g-.
• Confusion between the future (gzung) and the perfect form (bzung) of 'dzin ba,
"to grasp," in several cases; for the verb jog pa ("to place") this is the case in
7C, n. 21 (BQ: gzhag for bzhag, perfect form) and in 10D, n. 6, where only Pi 23
read bzhag instead of gzhag. I am not sure which of the two readings should be
given preference in the latter case.
• bSad instead of gsad (8B, n. 6): the future form of the verb gsod pa, "to kill, to
extinguish," is spelled Dsad by NP12T. Ja considers this form "usual" and both
forms are attested in other texts as well.

3.3 Colophons and Translators
The earliest mention of a translation of the TGS into Tibetan is found in the
catalogue of lHan dkar, compiled in 812 or 824 CE.92 The name of the TGS
appears in the section Theg pa chen po 'i mdo sde sna tshogs la I bam po bcu man
chad la, "Various Mahayana sutras shorter than 10 bam pos:"93
'Phags pa de bzhin gshegs pa snying po I 310 sloka 11 bam po 110 slo ka II
We have good reason to assume that the translation mentioned is in fact Tib95 The
mention of the existence of the translation of Tib already at the beginning of the
ninth century is in line with the colophons found in some of the versions of Tib,
where the famous Ye shes sde and others are credited with the execution and the
revision of the translation. Concerning Ye shes sde, we know that he was active
during the time of the composition of the three manuals regulating the "New
Terminology" (skad gsar). In one of these manuals, the 814 version of the sGra
sbyor bam po gnyis pa,96 he is mentioned among the Tibetan scholars involved in
the compilation of the Mahävyutpatti from about the same period.97 Thus his time
of activity must have been the early years of the ninth century. The vocabulary
91

My assumption is supported by the evidence of the Li shi gur khang, completed in 1536,
which states that texts which had not yet undergone the Normative Prescription of New
Terminology read yog SD instead of g.yogs SD (see Taube 1978: 173). This Normative Prescription
should be the one formulated in the sGra sbyor bam po gnyis pa, which we can now date to the
year 795 (see Panglung 1994: 167).
92
See references in Mimaki 1982: 9, n. 21.
93
For the term bam po see Scherrer-Schaub 1992: 218-220.
94
See Lalou 1953: 323.
95
The Tshig mdzod (s.v. sho lo ka) gives a length of 30 to 32 syllables per sloka, which would
amount to 9,300 to 9,920 syllables for the TGS according to the length mentioned in the lHan dkar
catalogue. Given that the verses in Tib consist of four verse pädas with nine syllables each, a sloka
is likely to comprise 3 6 syllables. Thus, for 310 slokas, we arrive at 11,160 syllables. The number
of syllables in Tib is in fact about 10,650 and in Bth about 10,570. Both translations, Tib and Bth,
lie within close range of the number of sloka?, mentioned in the lHan dkar catalogue. Only Tib,
however, has the term 'phags for my a at the beginning of the title—the same term that appears in
the lHan dkar catalogue entry.
96
There exists an older version issued in the year 795 or 783 (see Panglung 1994).
97
See Simonsson 1957: 24If.
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used in Tib is for the most part in accordance with the terminology decided on in
the MVy?% Thus knowing, on the one hand, that Tib reflects the New
Terminology," and that, on the other, a translation of the TGS is already
mentioned in the lHan dkar catalogue, we have no reason to doubt that Tib is a
product of the translation activities at the beginning of the ninth century.
The analysis of the variants in Tib has revealed the existence of four main
transmissional lines. This result is confirmed by the colophons of Tib, which
differ according to the particular group:
(a) Pi23'-

no colophon

(b) LST.

UgyD gDU gyi mkhDn SR shä kyD SUD EhD GDng I zhu chHn gyi OR
WsWshD ED EDn GH yH shHs sGHs EsgyuU cing zhus WH gWDn OD S hDE
SD II
"The Indian master Säkyaprabha and the Venerable Great Reviser and
Translator Ye shes sde have executed [this] translation and revised and
established [it] definitively."

(c) BDJNQ: UgyD gDU gyi mkhDn SR shä kyD SUD EhD GDng I zhu chHn gyi OR
tstshD ED EDn GH yH shHs sGHs EsgyuU cing zhus te skad (g)sar
chad(!) kyis kyang bcos nas gtan la phab pa //
"... have executed [this] translation and revised [it], and having emended [it]
according to the Normative Prescription of New Terminology as well,100
established [it] definitively."

(d) A:

rgyD gDr gyi mkhDn pR ’dzi na myi tra dang / da na shi la GDng I
zhu chHn gyi OR WsWshD ED EDn GH yH shHs sGH las stsogs pas
EsgyurG cing zhus WH I skad1 gsar cad kyis kyang bcos nas gtDn OD
phDb te chos kyi phyag2 rgyas btab SD II [l ms reads skar; 2 ms reads
phyad]
"The Indian masters Jinamitra, Dänasila, the Venerable Great Reviser and
Translator Ye shes sde and others have executed [this] translation and revised
[it], and having emended [it] according to the Normative Prescription of New
Terminology as well, established [it] definitively, and confirmed [it] with the
Dharma seal.”

No conclusions can be drawn from the colophons as to the stemmatic relations
among the four groups. The wording of colophons is too standardized, and they
can easily be added to texts without giving rise to suspicion. Tib demonstrates this
clearly. Two different groups of translators/revisers are mentioned: Tshal pa and
Them spangs ma bear the names Säkyaprabha and Ye shes sde, while A has "Ye
shes sde, Jinamitra, Dänasila and others." The TGS is hardly the only instance of
such confusion in regard to translators,101 and we should be careful about
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See Zimmermann 1998: 42^16.
Whether Tib is the revised version of an earlier translation of the TGS is an open question.
Bih, however, is too different to be a possible candidate for such a pre-standardized version of Tib.
100 r p j ^ m u S £ k e ^ e r e v i s i o n of translations and the execution of new translations according to
the recently compiled manuals such as the MVy at the beginning of the ninth century.
101
Two other cases come immediately to my mind: the DKP, where the Phug brag version has
Silendrabodhi and Ye shes sde (no. 294) against dPal gyi lhun po and dPal brtsegs in all other
versions; and the Sürarhgamasamädhisütra, where the Phug brag versions have no colophon at all
99
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definitive attributions. We do not know when colophons were added to canonical
translations and what exactly certain translator names conjured up at the time.
Generally speaking, one assumes in colophons a tendency to substitute
famous names for less well-known ones rather than vice versa. In the case of the
TGS, this would mean that Säkyaprabha is the name of the original translator. In
the Peking Kanjur (Otani), he appears as translator for only ten texts.102 Nothing is
heard about him as a collaborator in the team of scholars that compiled the rules
and the vocabulary of the New Terminology. Both Jinamitra and Dänasila, on the
other hand, are mentioned as having participated in that project.103 In the Peking
Kanjur (Otani), Jinamitra is credited with 160 translations, while Dänasila is
mentioned 107 times. Together with Ye shes sde, they functioned as an important
translation team at the beginning of the ninth century.104 The fact that the
attribution of Tib to Jinamitra and Dänasila in A is likely to be secondary does not
accord with the above evaluation of the recensional variants of A as original.105
However, as stated above, we should be cautious and not overplay the possibility
that A's colophon could be secondary. We should not, that is, let this possibility
outweigh the "hard facts" of the variant analysis. The issue, in any case, is without
relevance for determining the period in which Tib originated, for Ye shes sde, one
of the main exponents of this period, appears in all of the available colophons.106
In view of the fact that Tib, in its choice of vocabulary, follows closely the
standards of the New Terminology, it is impossible to explain why the colophon
in LST does not mention that the text has been "emended according to the
Normative Prescription of New Terminology," as expressed in the Tshal pa group
and A. This inconsistency is also found in other texts, such as the Drumakinnara1 OH

10*7

räjapariprcchäsütra or the Saddharmapundarika,
even though, as with Tib,
there are no traces in the particular versions of anything less standardized than the
New Terminology. I refrain from a speculative discussion of this problematic
point. A great deal more comprehensive research in regard to the differences of
colophons of canonical translations and their appearance in the various Kanjurs
needs to be done in order to arrive at satisfactory conclusions.

(no. 207 and 387), while the Stog Kanjur version has Jinamitra, Silendrabodhi and Ye shes sde
(no. 67) versus the Peking Kanjur's (no. 800) Säkyaprabha and Ratnaraksita.
102
Of these ten translations, the TGS is the only text he translated together with Ye shes sde
alone.
103
See Simonsson 1957: 241.
104
Bu ston (1290-1364), in his "History of Buddhism," mentions Jinamitra and Ye shes sde
among others (see Obermiller 1932: 196f).
105
A biography of Rin chen bzang po believed to be written by one of his immediate disciples
states that he worked together with the scholars Jinamitra, Silendrabodhi and Ye shes sde
(Snellgrove and Skorupski 1980: 105.15f. (90.7)). As Rin chen bzang po, who had close links with
Tabo monastery, lived in the tenth/eleventh century, this can hardly be possible. What is
demonstrated, however, is that from early times on Jinamitra, who appears in the colophon of A,
was somehow associated in people's mind with the activities of Rin chen bzang po. This simple
reason may explain why in the colophon of the Tabo manuscript he and his colleague Dänasila
could oust the little-known Säkyaprabha.
106
In Bu ston's "History of Buddhism," too, the translation of the TGS is associated with Ye
shes sde (see Nishioka 1980: 75).
107
See Harrison 1992a: xlv f.
108
See Simonsson 1957: 219ff.
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Similarly problematic is the meaning of the colophons. We do not know
what exactly is meant by the different operations mentioned in the colophon109 or
whether all scholars mentioned participated in all of the operations.110 Further, the
real history of a text from its first rough translation to the canonical version may
have been more complex than the standardized colophon can indicate. This has
been demonstrated by Simonsson in the case of the SP, for which he assumes
several revisions which finally led to a/the canonical version (1957: 114). For the
time being, in order to determine the relation between the versions of a text one
can only compare these different versions by noting their variants—not by rely on
colophons which, given their highly conventional form, could easily have been
transferred from one version to another without necessarily applying to the text
version in question.

4 A Brief Evaluation of the Chinese Materials
The Taisho edition of the translation by Amoghavajra (C/b) contains several
readings which, in view of the Jin edition and the other translations, must be
called faulty. In 44 instances the text had to be emended. This is an average of
about 9 emendations per Taisho page. Of these emendations, the Taisho edition
deviates from the Korean and Jin edition in 12 cases. In these instances the
readings of the Taisho are inaccurate, introduced by its editors. I emended the
Taisho edition 24 times according to the Jin edition; 7 additional times I had to
introduce a reading not found in any of the materials utilized for CA2. The high
number of corrections following the Jin edition underscores the great value of this
edition for working with CA2. Of the 50 differences in the text between T and the
Jin edition,111 only 2 readings of the Jin edition can be said to be definitely
erroneous, while in 11 cases both alternatives, namely the readings of the Taisho
and of the Jin edition, seem equally possible.
The result may be randomly extreme and true only for CA2. Nevertheless,
it demonstrates that in any further critical edition of Chinese Buddhist texts, the
Jin edition should be checked, for it could turn out to provide indispensable
testimony.
In the case of Chi, the translation of Buddhabhadra, the situation is different.
Altogether, 16 different versions are reflected in my edition, the majority of them
collated by the editors of the Jin and Taisho editions. I have further included in
my edition the only two Dunhuang fragments (Dha, Dhb) of the TGS. According
The last phrase in the colophon of A rarely occurs: ... chos kyi phyag rgyas btab ("...
confirmed [it] with the Dharma seal."). It remains to be seen whether this formulation appears
regularly in the colophons of the Tabo manuscripts and what the presence of this addition may
mean for the history of the version in question.
110
For an extensive discussion on the operations and the relation of the operations mentioned in
the colophons see, among others, Simonsson 1957: 21 Off. Simonsson reflects on the possibility
that the verb bsgyur in the colophon may not imply that the text to which the colophon belongs is
necessarily a "direct translation from a foreign language" (p. 223) but could also indicate a
revision of the text.
1
'' The technical apparatus of Ji2 indicates differences between it and Gci2. Unfortunately, it
cannot be said to comprise all of them. I consequently have had to check the Korean edition on my
own.
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to the colophon, Dhb can be dated to the year 639. The characters are written very
accurately and artistically. This cannot be said about Dha, the second Dunhuang
fragment. It does not have a colophon, but judging from the style the characters
are written in, it should be younger than Dhb-112
There are plenty of variants throughout the text. As the combinations of
manuscripts and xylographs which share readings vary, combinations under which
they can be grouped together are difficult to establish. In general the combinations
MiYu, KuMiSoYu, and JsNaPuQiQs(Zi) seem to be common. Any statement about
their possible stemma will have to await a more detailed analysis, which is beyond
the aim of this study.
The position of the Jin edition in Chi is not particularly noteworthy.
Among the 21 emendations, this edition shows the correct reading in only 5 cases.
A much more faithful transmission, however, is Dha'- 14 of the 21 emendations of
the Taisho edition are based on, among others, Dha- Nothing can be said about the
transmissional quality of Dhb, because the portion of text for which it has been
preserved is too short.

5 Remarks on the Various Editions
5.1 Principles Governing the Critical Edition of Tib
The primary aim of this edition is to establish Tib in a form as close as possible to
what came from the hands of the translators. In fact, the materials collated are just
one part of many more different versions of Tib, which are either difficult to
inspect or have not been made accessible at all yet. To say "as close as possible as
to what came from the hands of the translators" means going as far back as the
present materials allow. Discoveries of new material may well contain more
archaic versions of Tib, and these would certainly enable us to draw a fuller
picture of what the earliest version of Tib looked like. For the time being, the
main principle of the edition has been to give preference to those variants which
accord with Bth and/or the Chinese translations, which derive from an Indian text
very close to the text Tib is based on. I have refrained from emending the Tibetan
text when no variants justifying such an emendation could be found and when it
was not plausible to assume a mistake within the Tibetan transmission caused by
graphical similarity or the like. Whether any particular questionable reading of Tib
has its source in an already faulty Indian manuscript, in a decision on the part of
the translators not to render the passage in accordance with the Indian text or in a
mistake pure and simple in the translational process is hence of no further
meaning for the process of emendation.
In cases where the other translations are not a sufficient basis upon which
to evaluate variants of Tib, I have adopted the following guideline: No case can be
decided mechanically; that is, no combination of manuscripts or prints can
automatically be accorded preference without analyzing at the same time any
other variants. Decisions should be made on a case-by-case basis, taking into
account the content and weighing the probability that individual variants could
arise. In many instances, it is thus possible to explain a variant by arguing on the
112

I owe this assessment to Professor Ikeda On from Soka University (Hachioji, Tokyo). I
would like to thank him for his help regarding the Dunhuang materials.
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basis of such things as aberratio oculi, dittography, haplography and number of
syllables in the verse pädas. A more rigid method has been chosen only if such
criteria could not be convincingly applied: As the analysis above shows, Tshal pa
and Phug brag are closely affiliated. The relation between Them spangs ma and A
is not absolutely clear. In (28) above it is evident that in three cases out of four it
was the pair Tshal pa/Phug brag which introduced the mistake, probably owing to
the heavy revision the transmissions have undergone. For variants conforming to
this particular combination where we have no means of deciding upon their
originality, I have accordingly adopted the v4/Them spangs ma reading for the
edition, since the probability of Tshal pa/Phug brag being non-original may here
be greater. (A sides with Tshal pa and L in only one instance (see (29)). In this
case I have arbitrarily adopted the reading shared by A, L and Tshal pa.)
For the portions of text lacking the testimony of A, we are confronted with
just two main lines of transmission: Tshal pa/Phug brag and Them spangs ma. As
stated above, Tshal pa/Phug brag seem to have undergone a heavy revision—
heavier than Them spangs ma was exposed to, as is suggested by the low number
of single variants of Them spangs ma shown under (34). LST can thus be said to
have preserved a version closer to the original Tibetan, and I have therefore
decided to adopt the readings of the Them spangs ma for the edition, even when
both Phug brag and Tshal pa show a different reading. According to my
hypothesis put forward above, I give priority to the Them spangs ma reading
established by LST—the best case—or by LT and ST, wherever only two
representatives of the Them spangs ma share a reading.
Regarding punctuation, transliterations and orthography, I decided to
follow the oldest manuscript within the tradition of the Them spangs ma, namely
the London copy of the Shel dkar chos sde from 1712. However, I did not adopt
the numerous contractions of L for the edition and the omission of genitive
particles, though the latter feature could be explained as an archaic characteristic
(see section 3.1). Concerning orthography, the borderline between orthographic
idiosyncrasies and faulty spellings is in some instances not clear (e.g. LSTP3:
mchu for chu in 10D, n. 26). Decisions in this matter must be made on a more or
less subjective basis until more ancient Tibetan material has been systematically
analyzed. The critical edition of Tib is consequently intended to establish:
(1) the urtext of Tib for the portions of text shared with A,lu
(2) the Them spangs ma archetype for the portions of text where we have
no testimony of A and where the reading of the Them spangs ma
archetype does not violate the urtext reconstructed on the basis of the
other translations, and
(3) the diplomatic punctuation, transliterations and orthographic
idiosyncrasies (but not obvious misspellings, contractions and
abbreviations) of L throughout the whole text.
5.2 Remarks on All Editions and Their Critical Apparatuses
In order to allow an immediate comparison of all versions of any given passage, I
have decided to arrange the corresponding sections on facing pages. In general,
113

Though we have had reason to argue that the major single variants of A may well represent
an archaic state of transmission, I have refrained from adopting these readings into the edition.
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one double page comprises one section. In some cases, the section is too long to
fit on facing pages, and consequently I have had to place the second half of the
section on the following two pages. The numbering within the critical apparatuses
is not affected by this.
I have always arranged sigla of versions which belong to the same family
(e.g. L, S and T, or Ku, Mi, So and Yu) as a cluster unaffected by the rule of
alphabetic precedence (e.g. LSTN and not LNST, or KuMiSoYuNa and not
KuMiNaSoYu).
For added clarity, I have refrained from using italics for the sigla of the
collated texts of Tib when mentioning them in the apparatuses.

5.3 The Editions of the Tibetan Translations
Following the examples in Eimer 1983b and Harrison 1992a, I have decided to
resort to a divided critical apparatus in the presentation of Tib. The main
apparatus, comprising all variants shared by more than one manuscript or
Xylographie edition, is found with superscribed Arabic numerals right below the
Tibetan text of each section. Single variants, marked with superscribed lower case
roman letters, appear at the end of the whole edition. Some few cases of variants
shared by two manuscripts or Xylographie editions are given in the critical
apparatus at the end because of their very trivial and coincidental nature (e.g. the
use of a spungs shad at the beginning of a line). On the other hand, some
significant single variants which imply a different understanding of the text have
been adopted in the main apparatus.
I have tried to keep the apparatuses as easy to read as possible so that, even
without studying intensively the guide to the edition, one should be able to deduce
the reading of each manuscript. For the sake of maximum clarity, I have therefore
noted what the variant reading reported in the apparatus replaces in the main text
(e.g. yongs for yongs su; 'di for cig). In many cases the situation was clear and
deserved no further specification: for example, when the main text reads "... GDPlP"
with the variant " 9 BQ: /." it is evident that BQ have the rkyang shad instead of the
nyis shad, or in the case of the variant " P P3: kyi." corresponding to the main text
"... tsan dan gyiP snying po'i..." that P3 reads kyi instead of gyi. In the case of
additional words in a manuscript or edition, I have typed the additional part in
boldface, adding the syllable right before and behind it: for instance, the single
variant "z P2'. mongs pa rnams." indicates that the text "... nyon mongsz rnams
kyis..." appears as "... nyon mongs pa rnams kyis...p in P2.
The letters and punctuation in the various manuscripts and Xylographie
editions are not always unambiguously readable. This is especially true of nga and
da, pa and ba, and of the tsheg between syllables (the last particularly in J and T).
I have documented in the apparatuses all cases where letters are completely
illegible. However, if single letters are doubtful but could graphically be
interpreted in accordance with all other collated manuscripts and Xylographie
editions of Tib in that passage, I have adopted the reading in question as probably
the same as in the other materials.
In the transliteration of the Tibetan, the tsheg is rendered with a blank
space: so, for example, w*<' is transliterated as ODnDP whereas ^^^ becomes OD
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'am. Exceptions are the blank spaces before and after shad. These spaces have
simply been inserted for the sake of more lucidity in the transliteration.
I have indicated in the apparatuses all of the lacunas occurring in the
materials belonging to Tib. In the case of Bth, however, lacunas are extremely
frequent, so that I have mentioned only cases where partially erased letters are still
found in them.
If go, 'gro or a word ending in -g is placed before a nyis shad, the first
shad of the nyis shad is always omitted by the scribes ofBJNQLSPi3 and also Bth.
The scribes of D and T do not always follow this rule. However, in all these cases
my transliteration is go II, 'gro II or -g II. A places the nyis shad and even a triple
shad after go or -g. In the prose, P2 omits the first shad after go or -g like the
majority of manuscripts and xylographs. In the verse section, where P2 generally
separates the pädas with a rkyang shad followed by a gap right after the end of the
preceding päda (e.g. ... T-r^l *J ,f ^'....), the rkyang shad appears instead at the
end of the lacuna, when this päda ends with go or -g: e.g. ... ^5T 1^ ^^....
Of minor interest but clearly indicating the different affiliations of the texts
are the forms of the rin chen spungs shad or kyog shad. They are usually
employed instead of a shad at the beginning of a line after one of the first
syllables, and in some cases also towards the end of a line. I have always noted
the position of this spungs shad within the line and, if there was any, mentioned
the probable reason for its employment. The forms vary and look approximately
like this:
AJNP2BuBth: no spungs shad;
B: \ , J!, from 324b onwards: 'j , jj';
D: \ or '(.;
i:

j '.[ ' H ;

S- T, H;
T:\;
PiPr.'i ,Yi;

Q- i , ii •
Because subscripts (e.g. mongs, rdzogs etc.), contractions (e.g. skyes(s)o,
yongs(s)u etc.), the use of the anusvära-like abbreviation for P and abbreviations
in the scripts are often due to such things as the scarceness of space towards the
end of a line, string holes and emendations, I have, whenever obvious, tried to
report these features in the apparatuses. In Bth I have therefore indicated the end
of a line by the symbol " ] ". In this way one can differentiate between what
follows from the particular arrangement of the text on a folio and what may go
back to the manuscript which the scribe was copying. It is hoped that this
apparently superfluous information will be of some value in the event that further
Kanjur materials are discovered in the future.
In several instances the transliterations pi (|') and bi (!') appear in the
apparatuses. They are short for SDn i (^') and bDn i (^') respectively. Similarly, for
SDn i in Bth at the end of the line, we sometimes have a SD with an na chung
beneath. Above the pa is a mark resembling a parallel double 'greng bu. The
character appears as pai in the diplomatic edition.
Concerning A, I have not noted the use of the ya btags in any words
beginning with m- in combination with the vowel i or e (e.g. myed, myi etc.).
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Another particularity of A throughout the text which I have not mentioned in the
edition is the contraction of the cluster st- (^) to the horizontal ligature **}, of spy(§) to ^f, or of rts- (5) to ^ .
5.4 The Chinese Editions
For the edition of the Chinese texts, I have consulted T 666, DhD, Dhb, Fs, Gai and
Jii in the case of Chi, and T 667, GÜ2 and J12 in the case of CA2. I have further
incorporated the variants noted in the editions of T and J11IJ12 (see below). In the
case of Fs, which is one of the texts consulted by the editors of Jii, I verified the
readings on my own since in some cases, unfortunately, variants of Fs are not
mentioned in the apparatus of Jii. I could not verify whether the variants of the
other texts collated in the apparatus of Jii are completely and correctly reported.
The basis for my critical editions in all points but punctuation has been the
two texts found in T. In the case of variants, I have always adopted the reading of
T if there were no reasons for thinking that a variant found in another version
reflects a more authentic stage of textual transmission. When the reading x in T
was emended to such a variant y (marked by "^[versions where y is
found]^x[versions where the reading of T is found] (reason for alteration)"), I
have usually supplied a reason why I thought this necessary in parentheses at the
end of the corresponding footnote in the apparatuses. In most instances my
arguments are based on parallels in the other translations, on other similar
passages in the same Chinese translation, or on the 4-syllable rhythm in the prose
and the 2-3 (Chi) or 4-3 (CA2) rhythm in the verses, though the argument from
rhythm should be treated with care: it cannot be employed mechanically
throughout the whole text. Especially when the Sanskrit is translated by means of
well-established technical terms, the considerations of rhythm are of merely
subordinate significance.
In contrast to the critical edition of Tib, I have restricted myself here to
mentioning only significant variants in the critical apparatus below the text.
Variants consisting of characters written without any semantic variation in
abbreviated or uncommon forms are usually not mentioned whenever the
characters were identified as equivalent according to the DK, HD or NU (e.g. in
Chi 0.3b: Jj§, j|£, §§, %X)- I n cases where I could not be sure whether the variant
expressed a slightly different notion (and this accounts for most cases), I decided
to give the variant in a footnote (e.g. in Chi 5.3d: ^ ^ ^ § g j § for ^ ^ E ^ F I t J I ) .
Not mentioned, however, are variants resulting from obvious mistakes by the
copyist, and invariably hindering a meaningful understanding of the context (e.g.
Chi 1 ID: Jif. ^ g f for = j | ) .
I have dealt with the complex questions of whether to punctuate the Chinese
editions—and if so, how—in the following way. Opinion among Sinologists
experienced with Chinese translations of Indian Buddhist texts varies greatly in
this matter. The view that the text should not be punctuated at all and should be
rendered as it was produced by the translator, namely without any indicators,
forms one extreme of the range of alternatives. For the reader, this offers the
advantage that he can approach the text without being biased towards the
punctuation of an editor. To question the understanding suggested by an editor
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when translating the text oneself is not that easy, and one can quickly end up
unconsciously following a given interpretation without taking pains to examine all
alternatives.
On the other hand, I think that the activity of an Indologist specializing in
Buddhist studies should not be limited to a purely descriptive collation of the
Chinese materials. It is equally a part of his work to show the reader how he
himself understands the text, even at the cost of sometimes overshadowing other
possible readings. Especially when taking just a quick look at a passage in a
certain text I, for one part, have found it quite helpful and timesaving to seek some
guidance from an editor's punctuation, and so avoid having to consult some
translation. This standpoint, in fact, probably represents the view of anybody who
cannot call himself a Sinologist and whose main field of Buddhological studies
lies—as is still the case for many Western Buddhologists—in India. The situation
of a Sinologist with a good acquaintance of the genre of Buddhist translations is
likely to be different. My punctuation will be disturbing to such a scholar, and he
is advised to consult only the emendations suggested in my apparatuses when
reading the text in the Taisho.
At the other extreme of the range of possible punctuations is a system
which can be called currently dominant on mainland China, where it is widely
employed when dealing with old as well as contemporary literature. It
incorporates virtually all of the Western punctuation marks, including even
question and exclamation marks, inverted commas and semicolons. And though it
may be the freely chosen standard of punctuation in China, it reminds a Western
scholar immediately of Europe's Orientalist custom of imposing inappropriate
Western standards upon local indigenous cultures. I cannot judge whether
Western punctuation fits the structure of the Chinese language. This question can
only be answered by specialists in that field. In the editions, I restrict myself to the
use of three punctuation marks, namely the juhao "aj^jft " 0 ", the douhao iSL^jfi
", " and the dunhao $^§^ ' \ ", two of which (juhao and dunhao) can already be
found in Chinese texts from the Han $H dynasty. The role of the dunhao in my
editions is the easiest to define: it functions as an enumerative comma separating
the single members in a list of coordinated items. Long enumerations, especially
in OE, which contains the names of 50 bodhisattvas, thus become much easier to
deal with. The decision to use it, however, forced me in many instances to
determine how to segment compounds consisting of several characters. If the
Tibetan parallel did not help and no other occurrences of parts of the combinations
could be found in the same text, choices had in some instances to be made on an
admittedly arbitrary basis.
The decision whether to choose the juhao "aj^jft " 0 " o r the douhao iSL^jfi
", " may also have been arbitrary in many cases. Whilst the juhao is here in
general intended to indicate where a group of closely connected syntactic units
which we may call a "sentence" should be divided from another such group, the
douhao serves to show component structures within this group. No douhao is set
between a subject, predicate, object and any adverbial specifications. The douhao
is, however, regularly employed to mark embedded subordinate clauses, to
separate predicative elements from each other and to set off direct speech (e.g.
I am, of course, aware that the borderline between the juhao and the
douhao is often impossible to define; that is, there is not always a definite
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sentence break. Whenever the basic rules of Chinese grammar allow, I have tried
to tailor my decisions to the Tibetan versions (especially when dealing with CA2)
and the possible Indian structure on which the translations are based.
It is clear that this kind of rule cannot provide more than a rough
indication of why I felt these Chinese translations ought to be so punctuated. For
texts from a different genre, the guidelines might well be quite different. I do not
consider the textual understanding implied by my punctuation to be the only one
conceivable—rather a suggestion that clearly mirrors the Indian background of the
text.
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7 K H (GLWLRQV

7 K H &ULWLFDO DQG 'LSORPDWLF (GLWLRQV

0A

OA
// rgya gar skad du a / b äryD1 tDc thä d gD tD2 gDrEhD3 na 4 mDe mD hä 5 yä 6 nD sü7 trD / f ERG
skDG Gu / 'ShDgs SD GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying SR zhHs EyD EDg thHg SDh FhHn SR'i
mGR // 8 sDngs rgyDs GDng9 EyDng FhuE sHms GSD' thDms1 FDG OD ShyDg 'tshDO OR " // k
1

Pi: arya; P23: 'a chung of
ärya with a very small letter
(inserted later?).
2
P123: to [P2: nD chung of to
with a very small letter
(inserted later?)].
3
Pi: ghD rbhD for gDrbhD; P3:
go" rbhD for gDrbhD; S: gD WD
gDrbhD with small,

compressed letters.
Pi 2 :«a;P 3 : nD chung of na
with a very small letter
(inserted later?).
5
Pi: hD; P23: mDhä for mD M;
P2: nD chung of M with a
very small letter (inserted
later?).
6
?123-ya.

4

7

P [2 : su; P3: 'a chung of sü
with a very small letter
(inserted later?).
8
JNQT: /; P3: double spungs
shad (after first syllable); S:
gap of about nine letters
between the shads of the
nyis shad.
9
ST: dang I.

Chi

'M7n:iK*for^.
KuMiSoYu: ^MWM for H j f .

2

"Translated during the Eastern Jin by the Tripitaka [specialist]D Buddhabhadra
[from] India E ."
D

KuMiSoYu: "... by the Dharma Master of the Tripitaka...."
MiYu: "... [from] northern India."

b
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0A

Bth
rgyD gDr skDG Gu WD Whä gD WD gDr ED mD hD yD nD su WrD / ERG skDG Gu : GH Ezhin
gshyes] snying po zhes bya ba theg pa chen po'i mdo : bam po dang po :

Ch2

t§Hfp, mm, mn^ strife
All the titles mentioned in the colophon are found in the biographies of Amoghavajra contained in T
2056 (j^mX^Mm
n^MftlEm^^^-MjttfO
and J 2061 (5frfff # ) . A translation of the
part concerning Amoghavajra in the 7J5^f^"f^ was done by Chou (1944/45: 284-307).
1

2

?i¥<—HI ( s e e the title of the biography of Amoghavajra by his pupil (according to BSKD vol.7, p.
372c) ( J 2056): ^ J l f i j ^ f g l f ^^^MJEM^a^f^^Mföifö;
the same titles are also mentioned
in the text itself (294a28); see also J 2061, 713c6-7: s&BJKMMj¥a=M,
which should probably
be emended to
WkBJKfftlEBW^M.)
^ could also refer to MJ^MlE-

"In compliance with an imperial decree translated by the Tripitaka [Specialist] of the
temple Da Xingshan,D with the title "One of Great and Wide Knowledge"E, the
Srdmana Amoghavajra, Commander Unequalled in Honor,0 Specially Promoted
Probationary Chief of the Court of State Ceremonial,d Duke of Su [with] a Fief of
3,000 Households,6 endowed with a purple [robe]/ given [the title of a] Minister of
Works,g posthumously called 'One Who Greatly Reveals Righteousness'11."

D

The temple Da Xingshan was situated in the capital, Chang'an.
The title y ^ Ü ? appears in connection with H Ü (J2056, 293b22: T$tklM*a=M; T2061, 713al 112: Jnä/Ey'vllf H?^Ü?) but also as part of Amoghavajra's posthumous name ( J 2061, 713c6-7: see
above fn. I;"r2056, 294a28: ^ S ^ P l E ^ ^ H ! ! ) F
See Hucker 1985: 3105; J 2056, 293c21-22; J 2061, 713b21-22.
G
SeeHucker 1985: 6335; 5204; 2905; J 2056, 293b22; J 2061, 713all.
H
See Hucker 1985: 3258; 5258; J 2056, 293c22; J 2061, 713b22.
f
The purple robe was bestowed on Amoghavajra by the Emperor after Amoghavajra had managed "to
make it rain" in a very dry summer. See J 2056, 293a24; J 2061, 712cl6.
B
See Hucker 1985: 5687; J 2056, 294a28; J 2061, 713c6.
11
See J 2056, 294a28; J 2061, 713c6-7: a&Bj^MlMlE*a=M, which probably should be emended to
b
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0B

OB
'di skad bdag gis thos pa 1 dus gcig a na / bcom ldan 'das mngon par rdzogs par b sangs
rgyas nas I2 \o bcu bzhes pa dang c /3 shin tu d tsha ba'i e dus kyi tshe /4 rgyal po'i f khab
na /5 EyD rgoGg kyLh Shung1 So'L" rL OD6 rLn So Fhe'L gGugsk kyL khDng EzDngs1 tsDn7
GDn8 gyLm snyLng So'L khDng SDn Ertsegs SD nD0 lv sOoEq SD GDng I9 PL sOoE SD'L nyDn
thos kyL Gge sOong ' E u P Gu tshDngr ED'L10 Gge sOong gL Gge 'Gun Fhen So ShDO Fher s
GgrD1 EFoP SD / zDg SD zDG SD / nyon Pongs SD PeG SD / GEDng11 GDng OGDn SDrv gyur
SD11 / sePs shLn tu 12 rnDP SDrw groO ED / shes rDE shLn tu x rnDP SDry groOz ED /aa FDng
shes SD /13 gODngbb So Fhencc So /14 EyD ED EyDs SD / EyeG SD EyDs SD /15 khur Eor ED /
EGDg gLdd Gon rjes su16 thoEee SD / srLG SDr17 kun tuff sEyor ED18 yongs su19 zDG SD / gg
10

yDng GDg SD'L shes SDs20 sePs h h shLn tu11 rnDP SDr groO ED / sePs 2 1 thDPs FDG kyL22
GEDng gL23 GDP SD'L ShD roO tu" son SDkk shD stDg OD /24
l

BMQ?m: pa'i dus.
BJNQPi3: om . /.
3
JN: om. /.
4
BJQ: om. /; T: spungs shad
(after second syllable).
5
BJNQPi23: om. /.
6
P123:OD/.
7
BJQPi2: can for tsan; P3:
om. tsan.
8
BJQPi23: om. dan; N:
tsandan {^%s\) for tsan dan
(The variant of BJQPi2(3)
2

here and in the preceding
note is contrary to the
parallel in OG).
9
BJNQP12: om. /.
10
BQP3: pa'i.
11
LT: 'gyur ba for gyur pa.
12
JQ: du.
13
P 12 :om. /.
14
P 12 :om. /.
15
BQ: om. / [Q at the end of
the line].
16
LN: rjesu.

LP i23: pD.
BQP123-ED/.
J
LP ; : yongsu; P3: yongs for
yongs su (at the end of the
line).
'?i2: pas /.
' BJQP123T: sems can thams.
1
JN: kyis.
' P i2 : om. gi.
* BJNQP123: om. /.
i

Chi

m-t*,
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0B

Bth
'GL VkDG EGDJ JLV thRV SD'L GXV JFLJ nD / EFRm OGDn 'GDV rJyDO SR 'L khDE rJyD rJRG
VSXnJV SD'L rL rLn SR Fhe'L JGXJV kyL khDnJ SD tVDn JyLV VnyLnJ SRV ErtVeJ SD'L khDnJ
EX nD P nJRn SDr] rGzRJs SDU VDnJV rJyDV nDV : OR EFX EGXn kyL GXV nD GJ e VORnJ Fhen
SR GJ e 'GXn GJe VORnJ OR VtRnJ tVDP SD GDnJ : nyDn thRV EVODE SD GDnJ : PL VORE SD
5

GDnJ : thDEV JFLJ tX EzhXJV SD kXn ++ GJrD EFRm SD zDJ SD zDG SD VhD VtDJ JR: nyRn
PRnJV SDs PeG ] GEDnJ GX JyXr + VhD VtDJR : VemV VhLn tX rnDmSDr JrRO + VhD VtDJ JR :
VheV rDE VhLn tX rnDP SDr JrRO ED VhD VtDJ JR : FDG VheV SD VhD VtDJ JR : kOX Fhen SR
VhD VtDJR : EyD ED EyDV SD VhD VtDJR : khXr ERr ED VhDVteJ JR : EGDJ JL GRn thRE SD
VhD VtDJR : 'EyXnJ EDL] VEyRr ED zDG + VhD VtDJ JR // yDnJGDJ SD'L GkDV VemV rnDm

10

pa+ JrRO ED VhD VtRJR : VemV FDn thDmV FDG kyL GEDn J GDn J : ShDrRO tX ShyLn SD
PFhRJ thRE SD VhDVtDJR //

Ch2

jft+^zft, nmmm, w<m?m-x%, mm. mmmm, mm,
mm&m, mmm, wm&, >mmm, mmmm, mm&g, m
*n*it, ffift&ffi, immm, mmmu mm^, mmk&0
1

^[Ga2Ji2]<-M-
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0C

oc
nGi l t D ste / t s h e GDng lGDn SD nRG s r u n g 1 FKHQ SR GDQJ
5

.3,4

UJ\DV nRG VUXQJ ' GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD ED NX OD14 GDQJ
c

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD UDE nE\RU GDQJ

J D Q J SR GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD Q J D J GEDQJ GDQJ

91

VJUD

GL
99

JFDQ

GJDn g GDQJ

Q\D

GDQJ

WVKH

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD VKä 1 5 ULnL EX

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD P R n X 1 6 GJDO17 J \ L EX FKHQ SRf GDQJ

VKHV NRnX

b

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD E \ D P V PDnLd EX

Q D P JUX GDQJ

e

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD ND 1 2 W\DnL13 EX FKHQ SR GDQJ

GDQJ OGDQ SD JVXV SR FKH GDQJ

10

.6,7

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD FKX ER nRG VUXQJ ' GDQJ

SD J D 8 \ D 9 nRG VUXQJ10 ' 11 GDQJ

GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD a OWHQJ2

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD FDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD nFKDU ND GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD

9 ~\

]LQ

GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD GJDn ER GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD h NXQ GJDn ER GDQJ

GH GDJ1 OD VRJV2 4 SD GJH VORQJ

n E X P GX WVKDQJ ED GDQJ 2 5 WKDEV
J F L J 2 6 WX E ] K X J V VR "
13

P3S: srungs.
JNQP12: steng.
3
P3S: srungs.
4
Pi2: srung chenpo dang.
5
BQP3: rlung for bo; JNP12:
klung for bo (MVy 1050:
chu klung nRG srungs; Bth:
chu bo nRG srung).
6
P3S: srungs.
I
Pi2: srung chenpo dang.
8
JNQ: gä [JQ: nD chung of gä
probably inserted later]; P^
ND or JD (?); P2: om. ga; P3:
ka.
9
NP3: yä for ya; J: lä or yä
(?); Q: lä for ya.
10
P3S: srungs.
II
P [2 : srung chenpo dang.
12
JNQ: kä [Q: nD chung ofkä
probably inserted later].

B : NDtyD 'i for ND tyD 'i; JQ:
tyä'i for tyD 'i; P2: tD 'i for
tyD 'i (with partially erased
zhabs kyu).

2

14

B: EDNNX OD for ED NX OD ; J:
ED NNXOD , ED NNX OD , EDNNXOD
or EDNNX OD (?); Q: EDNNXOD
for ED NX OD .

15

P [3 : VKD; P2: Dn chung of shä
with a very small letter
(inserted later?).
16
BNQ: mau [BQ: additional
to double na UR of mau:
subscribed 'a chung]; J:
maud; P2: mu 'u for mo 'u.
17
BJQ: gal; P123S: 'gal; T:
dga'; N: maudgal^W^') for
mau dgal.
18
BJNQ:/towfor/co'w;Pi2:
ke'u.

Chi

226

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD Q \ H

J: di for di; NP3: ti for di;
P [2 : 'di for di; T: de for di.
20
B: nyaU; Q: lacuna of one
letter between nya and
dang.
21
Q: sgrag; JN: sgra or sgrag
(?)•
22
BQLPi23: can for gcan [P2:
can with small letters
beneath the line]; JN: sgrag
can or sgra gcan (?).
23
P [23 : 'dzin.
24
B: lasogs (without tsheg
between); P [2 Q: ODs sogs for
OD sogs.
25
BP [23 : dDng I; Q: lacuna of
one letter between dang and
thabs.
26
BNQP3: cig.

0C

Bth
nGL OWD VWH

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD nRG VUXQJ FKHQ p o GDQJ

nRG VUXQJ GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD ] FKX ER nRG VUXQJ GDQJ

\ D Q J nRG VUXQJ GDQJ
NX OD GDQJ
5

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD NRVWL OD FKHQ SR GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD UHG SD GDQJ

GDQJ OGDQ SD J D Q J SR P H WUHnL EX GDQJ
GDQJ OGDQ SD VKD UD GYD WRnL EX GDQJ
GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD X UX GE\LO ED

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD ED

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD UDE nE\RU GDQJ

WVKH

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD nEDn J L \ D VKD GDQJ] WVKH

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD P D X nD JDO N\L EX FKHQ SR

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD D J Q \ D GD NRnX nGL GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD VJUD JFDQ GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD nJDn

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD nFKDU SD GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD GJDn ER GDQJ

WVKH GDQJ OGDQ SD

PWKDn \ D V] OD VRJV SD GJH VORQJ VWRQJ VWRQJ WVKDQJV SD GDQJ

Ch2

mm&, MB^mmm. mmurnm, mmmim, mmmm, mm
mmk, Mwmm^ Ä « M , mm^m^ MWAmmM, MM
1

^[Ga2Ji2]<-M-
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0D

OD
EyDng FhuE sePs GSD' sePs GSD' Fhen SRa sDngs rgyDs kyL zhLng thD GDG SD nDs 'Gus
SDb I1 gDnggD'L2 kOungc Grug dFu'L3 Eyee PD snyeG thDPs f FDG kyDng /4 skye ED gFLg
gLsg thRgs SD /5 PngRn SDr shes SD Fhen SR GDng / stREs GDng /6 PL 'jLgsh SD thRE SD1 /
sDngsj rgyDs Eye ED khrDg khrLg ' E u P ShrDg PDng SR OD Esnyen7 Ekur EyDs SD /k ShyLr
PL1 OGRgm SD'L FhRs kyL 'khRr OR rDE tu n EskRr SD81° gDng GDgp gL PLng thRs SD tsDP
gyLs 'jLg rten gyL khDPs tshDG P eG grDngs PeG SD'L sePs FDn EOD nD P eG SD yDng GDg
SDr rGzRgsq SD'L EyDng FhuE OD s ShyLr PL OGRg SDr 'gyur ED9 shD stDg OD / 10
1
2

BJNQPi23: om. /.
BPi 23 : gangga'i for
gangga 'i Cl^F); JT: gang
gä'i; NS: ganggä'i Clf*'); Q:

gangga i
JPil2323: bcu'i.
4
BJNQ: om. /.
5
BJNQ: om. /.
6
P 1 3 :om. /.
3

7

P3Q: snyen.
BJNQLSP23: ba.
9
JNP3: gyur pa for 'gyur ba.
BJNQPi23: om. /.
8

Chi

m, m&m^&mfoo ^^m±mn^m,

228

nm±sm^mm0

0D

Bth
chu bo gang ga drug bcu'L Eye PD snyeG kyLs sDryDs kyLs zhLnJ snD tshRJs nDs : 'Gus
SD'L EyDnJFhuE serhs GSD' serhs GSD' Fhen SR rnDrhs thDrhs FDG kyL tshe JFLJ JL thRJ
SD shD stDJ JR : PnJRn ] SDr shes SD Fhen SR GDn J : PL 'jLJ SD rnyeG SD shDstDJR //
sDnJs rJyDO PDn J SR Eye ED khrDJ khrLJ ErJyDG stRnJ OD Esnyen Ekur EyDs SD shD
5

stDJ JR // ShyLr PL OGRJ SD'L FhRs kyL 'khRr OR EskRr ED shD stDJ JR // 'GL GDJ nL PLn J
thRs SD tsDP [246al] JyLs tshDG P eG JrDnJs Ped SD'L 'jLJ rten kyL khDms kyL sems FDn
rnDrhs EOD nD P eG SD yDnJ GDJ SDr rGzRJs SD'L EyDnJFhuE OD s ShyLr PL OGRJ SDr 'Jyur
ED

Ch2

W<— $S (—'zölälS f™" Skt. ekajätipratibaddhä).
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0E

OE
'di lta ste / byang chub sems dpa' a sePs GSDnb chen SR chRs kyLc EiR grRs GDng I1
senggenL2 EiR grRs GDng / stDgd gL EiR grRs GDng / GRn gyL EiR grRs GDng / rLn SR chenL
EiR grRs GDng / rDE P chRg EiR grRs GDng / zlD nRG3 GDng / rLne chen zlD nRG4 GDng / zlD
EDf nyD EDnL nRG GDng /5 rnDP SDr gnRn SD chen SR GDng / g rnDP SDr gnRn SD GSDg6
PeG 7 GDng / rnDP SDr11 gnRn SD PthDn yDs8 GDng / njLg rten g s u P rnDP SDr gnRn9 GDng /
PL g.yR1 EDnL10 gnDs11 rnDP SDr gnRn" GDng / Pthu chen thRE GDng /k sSyDn rDs gzLgs
GEDng Shyug GDng / sSRs1 kyL glDng SR GDng / sSRsm GgDn GDng / sSRs11 GgDn EDnL12 GSDl
GDng 1° GSDl gyL snyLng SR GDng lv nyL PDnLq snyLng SR GDng /13 tRgr GDng /s tRg chen
SR GDng / tRg GrL PD1 PeG SD GDng / rLn chen PthDn yDs GEyu14 gu11 GDng /v
1

Pi: dang I da 'od dang rin
chen da 'od dang I seng
ge 'i; P2: dang da 'od dang I
rin chen da 'od dang I
se(ox: si)ng ge'i; T: spungs
shad (after first syllable).
2
BJNQP13ST: seng ge 'i for
sengge 'i(*i§P'); P2: seng
ge 'i or sing ge 'i (?) [ 'a of
ge 'i with a very small letter
beneath JH (inserted
later?)].

3

P [2 : nRG blo gros dang.
Pi2: blo gros for zla 'od.
5
PiT: spungs shad [P^ after
first syllable in top line of
the folio; T: after first
syllable].
6
P [2 : dpag VW med [P2: -p- of
dRDJ with a small letter
above the line].
7
BJNQP i2 : med Ra dang.
8
BQ: yas Ra dang.
9
NP i23 : gnon Ra dang.

4

J: om. 'i; P12: g.yo 'i for g.yo
ba 'i.
11
JP3: om. gnas.
12
BJNQPi2: dga 'i for dga'
ba 'i; P3: dag gi for dga'
ba 'i.
13
LT: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
14
JNPi3: dbyug for dbyu; (P2:
om. dbyu).

Chi

%^mmm, m^mmm, mmmm\ %mmm, tm^m, H
%MM, ÄH#Ü. riH#H. H S E # H . M itti-fiu Mj&Mt^Wi^
g—^#H. TOrH^H. ^ M # H , M ^ H . ^ ± # H . ^±M
:-§-fiu M
1

MiYu-. mm^nmm^n for #iy*§#n.
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0E

Bth
'di lta ste : byangchub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po chos kyi bio gros dang : sege'i
bio gros dang : stag gi blo ] grRs GDng : GRn gyLs EORgrRs GDng : GkRn PchRg gL EOR
grRs GDng : PchRg jjDEj, gyL EOR grRs GDng : zOD nRG GDng : rLn SR chenL zOD nRG GDng :
zOD ED gDng EDnL nRG GDng : GSDn ED chen SR GDng : tshDG P eG SDr GSDn ED GDng :
5

PthDn P eG SDr GSDn ED GDng : khDrhs gsum nD GSDn ED GDng : rkDng SD] PL g.yR EDr
GSDn ED GDng : Pthu chen SR rnyeG SD GDng : rnDP SDr sSyDn rDs gzLgs kyL GEDng SR
GDng : sSRs kyL EDO gODng GDng : GrLs rRO SD GDng : GrL kun GgDn ED GDng : GSDO kyLs
snyLng SR GDng : nyL PDnL snyLng SR GDng : GkRn PchRg gL GSDO GDng : GSDO] chen SR
GDng : GrL P eG SDnL GSDO GDng : PthDn yDs SDnL chen SR chenL khDr ED GDng :

Ch2

F/ffIr£*§#H, W^WMW, tftWMW, WiMW, BM^B, H7fe#
H. Ä H T ^ H . MRJt^B, JKMM^B, MMMM^B, M ^ f t

#H. H ^ f t m . f # ^ # ü , H i ^ H . M ^ H . #!&#
H> W^W^-M-, ^#H#11> ff^#H> ^Ä#H, 4s±J5Ö#H,
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0E

rin chen dbyu 15 gu w 'dor dang / x rin chen dri med dbyu 16 gu dang / mchog tu dga'
ba'i rgyal po dang /y rtag tu rab z dga' 17 dang / lag na rin po che aa dang / nam mkha'i 1 8
mdzod dang / bb ri bo dang I19 ri rab dang / ri bo cc chen po dang / yon tan rin chen dd
snang ee dang / gzungs 20 kyi GEDng Shyug giff rgyDO SR GDng / sD nGzin GDng / gg sHms
FDn thDms FDG kyi hh nDG11 sHO GDng / rDE tu yiG GgDn GDng / yiG" skyR21 GDng / skyR22
mHG GDng / nRG EyHG GDng kk / tsDn23 GDn" GDng / g.yR ED24 zORg25 GDng / GSDg mHGmm
mngRn EsgrDgs26 GEyDngs1111 GDng / EyDng FhuE kun nDs EsODng00 GDng / pp mthRng ED
GRn yRG GDng / FhRs thDms FDG OD GEDng 27 sgyur 28 ED GDng / EyDng FhuE sHmsqq GSDn
sHms GSDn FhHn SR" EyDmsss SD GDng / njDm GSDO gzhRn nurtt gyur SD GDng / GH GDg OD
sRgs29 SD1111 byang chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po gangga'i 30 klung drug

vv

cu'i 3 1

bye ma snyed dang yang ww thabs gcig 32 go xx // yy
15

JNP123: dbyug for dbyu.
JNP123: dbyug for dbyu.
17
P12: om. dga'; P3: dad for
dga'.
18
BJQP23: nam mkha' for nam
mkha'i; L: namkha'i
(3^pQ-); N P I : namkha' for
16

19

nam mkha'i.
B: dang I ri bo dang I ri rab
(dittography); T: dang I {ri
bo) I ri raE [ri ER marked
with dots above and beneath

for deletion]; P12: om. /.
P i3 : gzugs; P2: gzug.
21
P123: skyo ba dang; S: skyob
for skyo.
22
Pi: skye for skyo; P2: skyed
for skyo.
23
JQ: can for tsan; T: tsam.
24
P2S: om. ba.
25
BJNQ: om. zlog; P2: bzlog
for zlog.
26
P3: sgrags for bsgrags; BQ:
par sgrags for bsgrags.
20

P [2 : om. dbang.
NP3: bsgyur.
29
B: lasogs for la sogs; Q: las
sogs for la sogs; P [2 : stsogs
for sogs.
30
BP23: gang ga 7 for
gangga 7; JQT: gang gä 7;
NS: ganggä 7; P1: gang gi 7.
31
JPi23: 6c« 7.
32
BNQP3: cig.
28

Chi

Wä, %MWä, ff^#H. ü ^ l
.nK

. « M Ü H , mm

H> WMlmWä, Ü — Ä ^ # H . WMfeWä,mrn^m, nm
#H. ^M#H. HTOH, Ä»#Ü. ll^c##H. ^ f r s H I . ^
BrfiHI. ^üJiLHI. — ^r£M#H> M Ä H . x Ä ^ J H i o #n
:
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0E

Bth
10

dri ma med pa'i chen po che'i khar ba dang : 'bar ba'i rgyal po dang : rtag tu dga' ba
dang : lag na rin po che dang : namkha'i mdzod dang : rab lhun po dang : shin tu rab ]
Ohun SR GDng : rDE Ohun SR Fhen SR GDng : yRn tDn rLn SR FhenL nRG GDng : gzungV kyL
GEDng SRnL rgyDO SR GDng : VD nGzLn GDng : VemV FDn thDmV FDG kyL nDG VeO ED GDng :
rDE tu GgDn EDnL yLG GDng : VkyR ED GDng : VkyR ED PeG SD GDng : nRG Ey eG GDng ] tVDn

15

GhDn GDng : GrLV ODV PL OGRg SD GDng : tVhDG P eG SDr EVgrDgV SDnL GEyDngV GDng :
EyDngFhuE VemV GSDn kun OGDng EDr EyLG SD GDng : VnDng EDV GRn PeG SDr PL ngyur
ED GDng : FhRV thDmV FDd OD GEDng gyur ED GDng : EyDPV SD OD] EyDngFhuE VemV GSDn
VemV GSDn Fhen ++ OD VtVRgV SD : Fhu ER gDng gD Eye PD Grug EFu VnyeG kyL
EyDngFhuE VemV GSDn VemV GSDnL Fhen SR rnDrhV GDng :

Ch2

mm^mm, M^m^mm,

WM^MB, S E S ^ H . II^Ä#

H, ^ÄHH. ^ ^ Ä H H . i ^ Ä H H . S J Ü Ä T ^ H . PSP/biÄ
i # H . J#J&#H. B&—KIWtftüÄ E A # H > Ä M # Ü > M

1

Ji2: ( I for ^ (cf. similarity to J l of the graphic variant 3p- f° r ^ (see NIJp. 188)).

2

MGa2Ji2]^M.
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0F

OF
lha dang I1 klu dang I2 gnoG sbyLn GDng / GrL zD GDng / lhD PD yLn GDng /a nDP P khD'3
lGLng GDng /b PL 'DP 4 cL GDng / lWo 'ShyH chHn So GDng / PL GDng PLc PD yLn SD GSDg
Wu PHG SD GDng yDngd WhDbse geLg5 go f // g GH nDs b c o P lGDn 'GDs6 'khor ' b u P ShrDg Gu
PDs yongs suh bskor cLng PGun1 gyLs7 blWDs-" WH /k rgyDl So GDng / blon So1 chHn So
GDng / Wshong GSon GDng / m khyLP bGDg GDng / blon So GDng / grong rGDl" bD8 GDng 1R
yul gyi mi rnams kyis bsti stang du S byas / bla mar byas / rim gror

byas shingT

mchod do //
1

BQP123: om. /.
N: shad crossed out?;
Pi2: om./.
3
LNP i2 : namkha' for nam
mkha'.

1

4

JN: mi 'am or mi'am (?).
BNP3: cig.
6
Pi 2 : 'das la 'khor.
1
Pi23: gyi.
8
JT: pa; N: pa or ba (?);
5

P3: om. ba.
BQPi23: sti.
10
JNPi2: gro; P3: 'gror.

9

Chi

mm

234
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Bth
tVhDG PHG JrDnJV PHG SD'L lhD dang : k l u GDnJ : JnRG VbyLn GDnJ : GrL zD GDn J : lhD
PD yLn] GDnJ : nDPkhD' lGL GDn J : PL 'DP cL GDn J : ltR'ShyH chHn SR GDn J : PL GDn J
PL PD yLn SD thDbV JcLJ JR // GH nDV bcRm lGDn 'GDV 'khRr Gu PD brJyD ShrDJ VtRnJ
JL bVkRr + PGun Gu byDV nDV : rJyDl SR GDn J rJyDl ] SRV blRn SR GDn J : khyLP bGDJ
5

tshong GSRn GDnJ : JrRnJ khyHr GDnJ : JrRnJ 'GDb GDnJ : VHrhV cDn rnDrhV kyL blD PDr
byDV : rLP JrRr byDV : PchRG SDr byDV VR :

Ch2

m^ms.n^ms.Mm&x, m, mx, m'mm, Mmm, m2m^
mmm. mfmm. A. # A # , M5Ä#O fiwsi, *e. miL,
mm, jg±%mA0it, ^m^o mzwmm^mu'&mm, mm
1
2

JiS-m for Mm[Ga2Ji2]<-i$.
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0G

OG
de'i tshe bcom ldan 'das bshos a gsol ba'i 'og tu b tsan dan c gyi snying po'i d khang pa
brtsegs 6 pa de nyid du1 nang 2 du f yang dag 'jog lag zhugs 3 par gyur to h //' de nas
sangs rgyas kyi" mthus / tsan dan k gyi snying po'i 1 khang pa m brtsegs 4 pa de n las
padma 5 mdab 6 ma° bye ba khrag khrig phrag 7 'bum yod pa lv tshad 8 shing rta'i
5

'phang 9 OR W sDm SD / khD GRg GDngq OGDn SD / 10 khD mD EyHr ED EyH ED11 khrDg khrig
ShrDgs nEum1 Eyung11 EDr gyur 12 WH /13 GH GDg sWHng gi nDm mkhDni14 EDr snDng OD15
mngRn SDr nShDgs nDs I16 WhDmsv FDGw GDng OGDn SDni sDngs rgyDs kyi zhing nGi khHEs
SDr gyur WH / x nGi OWD sWH I11 GSHry nD / 18 rin SR FhHni EOD rHz Ezhin Gu kun Wu19 gnDs SDr
gyur WRaa //bb SDGmDniw20 snying SR rH rH OD yDngcc GH Ezhin gshHgs SDni sku skyiO21

10

mRdd krung 22 EFDs WH23 Ezhugs shing /24 nRG zHree nEum GDg rDE Wuff ngyHG SDr25 kun
Wu26 snDng OD I21 SDGmD28 GH GDg WhDms FDG kyDng shin gg Wuhh khD EyH EDr gyur WR //"
1

BJNQP123: kyi for du;
LST: om. du ; see note 20 in
my translation.
2
LST: om. nang.
3
Pi2: bzhugs.
4
BQP2: rtsegs.
5
BJQPiT: padma for padma
( q S'); P2: pad for padma.
6
JNP 3 S: 'dab.
1
J: phra(l) inserted later
above the line; Pi2: om.
phrag.
8
B: tshang for tshad; NQ:

chad for tshad.
JN: phang.
10
BJNQP123: om. /.
11
N: la for ba; P23: om. bye
ba.

9

12

Pi23: 'gyur.

13

BQ: to II for te 1.
BJQ: nam mkha' for nam
kha 7; LTP[2: nDmkhD 'i for
nDm mkhD 'i;
N: nDmkhD' for nDmkhD 'i;
P3: om. nDm mkhD 'i.
15
ST: OD I.
16
BJNQP12: om. /.
14

17

BJNQP13: om. /.
JNTP3: om. /.
19
JP23: du.
20
BJQ: pad mo 'i; N: padmo 'i;
Pi23T: padma'i.
21
BQP123: dkyil.
22
BJ: dkrung; T: klung(l).
23
Pl2:tel.
24
BJNQP123ST: om. /.
18

25

P 1 3 :/?a.

26

JP3: du for tu; P2: om. 'gyed
par kun tu (aberratio oculi).
27
P123: om. /.
28
JQP i23 T:padma.

Chi

mm, & mm&, mxmwLo -VXZ\H, ^ ^ » , ±#jt^, mm
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0G

Bth
GH nDs GHni WshH EFRrh OGDn nGDs EshRs gsRO [246bl] gyis nRg GX W sDn GhDn kyis snying SR
khDng EX ErWsHg SD nD EzhXgs WH : GH nDs sDngs rgyDs kyis PWhXs WsDn GhDn kyi snying
SR khDng EX ErWsHgs SD : GH OD s SDG P R EyH ED khrikhrig ShrDg sWRng EyXng ED shing
rWDni nkhRr OR W shDG W sDP OR P D EyH ED khrikhrDg sWRng SD] khDWRg GDng OGDn SD : Gri
5

GDng OGDn SD snying SR OD nGX s WH : +s SD GH GDg gi nDPkhDni EDr snDng gi gnDs ODs
nShDgs GH : GHs sDngs rgyDs kyi zhing WhDms FDG g.yRg SDr gyXr SD nD : nGi OWD sWH : rin
SR FhHni gzhDO PHG khDng Ezhin GX kXn WX g.yR ED SDG PDni ] snying SR rH rH OD GH
Ezhin gshHgs SDni skX GkyiO P R GrXng EFDs GH EzhXgs nD : nRG gzHr ErgyD sWRng rDE WX
gWRng EDr kXn WX kXn WX OGDng sWH : SDG P R GH GDg ODs WhDms FDG kyDng rDE WX +s SDr

10

gyXr WR//

Ch2

& ti£o jiittfö±#]i^, mm-mm±, M^&tm^
1

~£_inserted according to Ga2Ji2 (four-syllable rhythm).
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0H

OH
GH nDs sDngs rgyDs kyi Eyin gyi 1 rODEs2 kyis 3 / 4 SDGmD5 GH GDg gi mGDE6 mDa GH GDg b
WhDmsc FDG kyDng 7 mRg mRg d SRe GDng / f nRg 8 nRg SR GDng / Gri ngD9 EDg GDng / smDG
SDr nRs SDh GDng / mngRn SDr GgDn EDr ngyur ED mD yin SDr gyur WR //' nRn kyDng
SDGmDni10 snying SR GH GDg OD ln GH Ezhin gshHgs SDni sku mDms-" skyiO12 mR k krung 1 3
EFDs WH / 14 Ezhugs 1 shing / 15 nRG zHrm nEum11 GDg rDE Wu° ngyHG SDr kun Wu16 snDng ngR 17 llv
GH Ezhin gshHgs q SDni sku 1 8 SDGmDni19 snying SR OD Ezhugs 2 0 SD GH GDg gis 2 1 kyDng r
WhDms FDG GDng OGDns SDni sDngs rgyDs kyi zhing nGi22 khyDE SDr gyur WH / 23 GHni WshH
sDngs rgyDs kyi zhing nGi shin Wu1 mGzHs SDr gyur WR // 24 GH nDs GHni WshH EyDng FhuE
sHms GSDni WshRgs WhDms11 FDG GDng / nkhRr Ezhi yDng v shin Wuw ngo mtshar x du 2 5 gyur
10

cing y d g a ' z bar gyur to // aa
P23: gyis.
BJNQP3: brlabs.
3
BQ: gyis; P3: kyi; T: lacuna
of about five letters between
kyis and shad.
4
BJNQP123S: om. /.
5
BJQP3T: pad ma; Pi2: pad
ma 'i for padma.
6
JNP 3 S: 'dab.
1
BJQP123: om. kyang.
8
BQ: nag.
9
P3: nga with a small letter
2

beneath the line; Q: dring
for dri nga.
10
BJQP123T: pad ma 'i.
"BJNQPmiom./.
12
P [2 : dkyil; P3: skyil [ s- with
a very small letter (inserted
later?)].
13
JPi: dkrung.
14
BJNQP123S: om. /.
15
BJNQPi23: om. /.
16
JP3: du.
17
LNP3: snango [P3 at the end

of the line].
LP2: om. sku.
19
BJQP13T: pad ma 'i; P2: om.
padma 'i.
20
BQ: zhugs.
21
P12: om. gis.
22
P [2 : 'di dag khyab.
23
BQ: om. / [Q at the end of
the line].
24
JT: /.
25
P12: tu.
18

Chi

f$WÄ,rn&ZM,^mrnm. mam, -mtmm'm^
1

DhaFs: M for tU-
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mc

0H

Bth
de nas sangs rgyas kyi byin kyi rlab kyis ] SDG PR GH GDg gL OR PD thDms FDG rnyHs
shLng z h u P + tRg ngDn SD GDng : GrL PL zhLP SD GDng : sPrDG SD GDng : PL EzDng EDr
gyur tR : GH nDs yDng SDG PR GH GDg OD GH EzhLn gshHgs SDnL sku GkyLO PR grung EFDs
GH Ezhugs nDs nRG zHr ErgyD] ShrDg ++ rDE tu gtRr ED kun tu snDng stH : SDG PR GHnL
5

snyLng SR OD : GH EzhLn gshHgs SDnL sku Ezhugs SD sDngs rgyDs kyL zhLng thDms FDG
GDng OGDn SDr khyDE SDr gyur nDs : GHnL Gus nD sDngs rgyDs kyL zhLng nGL P FhRg tu
EzDng] EDr gyur+ tR : GH nDs GHnL Gus nD EyDng FhuE sHms GSDn PDng SR : thDms FDG
GDng : nkhRr EzhL EFRrh OGDn nGDs kyL rGzunShruO P ngRn SDr nGus EyDs SDs : PthRng
nDs : ngR P tshDr thRE 4.FLng4. rPDG Gu gyur SD thRE SDr gyur nDs :

Ch2

So mm-tmmRmm^mnm, ^mm, »#Wo
Ji2: H'l¥ for ^ g ^ .
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0I

Ol
Ecom OGDn 'GDs kyi 1 rGzu 'ShruO m n g o n SDr 'Gu mGzDG SD GH mWhong nDs WhH W shom 2
Gu gyur WH / a gDng SDGmD3 EyH ED khrDg khrig b ShrDg 'Eum c 'Gi GDg gi 4 'GDE5 mD
rnDms d 'Gi OWDr khD Gog ngDn cing chu 6 ED rnDms kyDng khD Gog ngDn OD smDG SD'i
' o s e su f gyur WH / g ' 7 m n g o n SDrh GgD' EDr 'gyur 1 ED mD yin SD GDng /•" SDGmD'i8 snying
SR GH GDg OD yDng k GH Ezhin 1 gshHgs SDni sku rH rH skyiO9 P R krung 1 0 EFDs tH11 Ezhugs
shing 1 2 nRG zHr13 n E u P m GDg rDE tu ngyHG11 SDs14 shin tu 0 PGzHs SDrp kun tu q snDng r EDs
nGini rgyu ni gDng yin / rkyHn ni gDng yin snyDP 11 P R v IT GH nDs thDPs FDG GDng OGDn
SDnix EyDng FhuE sHPs GSDni tshRgs GDng / 15 nkhRr Ezhi SR thH t s h R P 1 6 Gu gyur SD
rnDPs nGRng17 EDr18 EyD EDni PtshDn P D EyDs sR19 // y GHni tshHz tsDn GDnaa gyi snying
10

SRni20 khDng SD ErtsHgs bb SD GHr / cc EyDng FhuE sHPs GSDn sHPs GSDn FhHn SR rGR
rjHni21 EOR grRs shHs22 EyD ED nGus SDr gyur 2 3 tHdd nGugee gR f f //
1

BQ: kyis.
BJQ: tsom.
3
BJQP23T: pad ma; N: pad
for padma.
4
P 2 3: ni fox gi.
5
P2T: mdab.
6
LST: chXng for chX; P3:
cXng; (see Bth: VEX gX for
chX Ea).
1
Pi: om. passage from bcom
(OL 1) tili gyur te I {aberratio
2

oculi).
BJQP123T: pad ma 'i.
9
P123: dkyil.
10
JQP3: dkrung.
11
P123: te I; Q: lacuna of one
letter between WH and
bzhugs.
12
P [2 : shing I.
13
P12S: gzer.
8

14

? i23-pas

15

BQ: om. /.

/.

16

BQ: rtsom; JP12ST: tsom.
BQP 2 : 'dodfoi 'dong;?3:
'dor for 'dong; (see Bth: nye
bar 'ong).
18
BQT: par.
19
LP ; : byaso.
20
BJNQ: om. 'i.
21
LPi23: om. 'i.
22
NP123: zhes.
23
P12: ’gyur.
17

Chi
^x

i^mmMM^^Mm
m
gem,

JsNaPuQiQsMiYu: MM for M%
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^7

Ä W

0I

Bth
FLnL UJ\X FLnL UN\HQ N\LV] SDG P i 1 OR PDnL E\H ED NKUDJ NKULJ EUJ\D SKUDJ VWRQJ SD nGL
NKDWRJ QJDQ SDU J\XU

VEX JX NKDWRJ QJDQ FLQJ VPDG SD GDQJ P L E]DQJ EDU J\XU OD

SDG PDnL VQ\LQJ SR nGL ODV
E]KXJV QDV
5

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL VNX UHUH GN\LO P R JUXQJ EFDV GH

nRG] J]HU EUJ\D SKUDJ VWRQJ UDE WX JWRQJ ]KLQJ VKLQ WX E]DQJ EDU NXQ WX

VQDQJ ]KHV WKH UWVRP GX J\XU WR GH QDV EFRm OGDQ nGDV N\LV E\DQJFKXE VHmV GSDn
PDQJ SR WKDmV FDG GDQJ

nNKRU WKHWVRP GX J\XU SD Q\H EDU nRQJ EDnL SK\LU OWDV

E\DVR] GH QDV GHnL GXV QD y a n g WVDQ GKDQ N\L VQ\LQJ SR NKDQJ EX EUWVHJ SD GHU
UGRUMHnL EORJURV ]KHV E\D ED E\DQJFKXE VHmV GSDn VHmV GSDn FKHQ SR nGXV SD nGXJ
JR
pad mi at the beginning of the line, small.

Ch2

m%, wmmtmwMzm, *M&m, mmm, mi^Ko txlm
H « « » # H ^ » L wmm, jft&mm, ^mm, mmn
^ o
1

\)X inserted according to Ji2 (cf. parallel in OJ).
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0J

OJ
GH nDs E c o m OGDn 'GDs k y i s 1 EyDng chXE sHms GSD' sHms GSD'a chHn So b rGo r j H ' i 2 EOo
gros OD EkD' sWsDO SDc / rigs k y i EX k h y o G k y i s d chos cDn g y i gWDm3 ODs rWsoms4 WH / 5 GH
Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD Ec o m SD yDng GDg SDr rGzogs SD'i sDngs rgyDs OD yongs sXe zhX
EDr sSoEs 6 SDr g y i s f shig // g GH nDs EyDng chXE sHms h GSD' sHms GSD' chHn So rGo
r j H ' i 7 EOo gros / 8 EFRP OGDQ nGDV N\LV JQDQJ EDV9 OKD GDQJ
GDQJ EFDV SDnL nMLJ UWHQ GDQJ

10

P L GDQJ

n

OKD P D \LQ

E\DQJ FKXE VHPV GSDn WKDPV FDG GDQJ1 nNKRU E]KL SR

GDJ JL WKH WVKRP12 J \ L ] X J " UQJX k ULJ1 QDV

13

E F R P OGDQ nGDV OD nGL VNDG FHV JVRO WR

EFRP OGDQ nGDV nMLJ UWHQ J \ L NKDPV nGLm WKDPV FDG SDGPD14 NKD GRJ QJDQ FLQJ GUL
PL" EGDn15 ED nGL OWD EX E\H0 ED NKUDJ NKULJ SKUDJ nEXP nGL GDJ JLVp NKHEV SD GDQJ

10

q

GH GDJ JL GEXVr QD \DQJs GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL VNX16 VN\LO17 P R NUXQJ1 EFDV VKLQJ11
E]KXJV v WH

w

nRG ]HU18 nEXP x GDJ UDE WX nJ\HG SDU NXQ WXy JGDn19 ED GDQJ

JVKHJV SDnL VNX2 0 GH GDJ PWKRQJ QDV N\DQJ

21

GH E]KLQ

VURJ FKDJV E\H ED NKUDJ NKULJz SKUDJ

n E X P WKDOaa P R VE\DU WH22 S K \ D J nWVKDO EDnL UJ\X QL JDQJ ODJV UN\HQ bb QL JDQJ ODJV
1

P i2 : kyi.
VKDG; T: //.
9
P123: om. 'i; N: rda rja 'i for
P123: EDV I.
10
rdo rje 'i (due to lack of
NP 1 3 :om./.
n
space above the letters).
BQP 1 3 :om./.
3
12
Pi2: gWan.
BJQP12: tsom [P2: -m of
4
BQ: brWsoms; P^ sWsogs for
tsoO with a small letter
rWsoms; P2: sWsoms; T: rWsogs beneath the line].
13
for rWsoms.
P12: om. /; Q: spungs shad
5
BP2: om. WH I; J: om. /; Q: GH
(after first syllable).
14
for WH I; T: // for /.
BJQPi23T: pad ma.
6
15
NQ: sbobs.
BQP13: gda'for Ma';P 2 :
1
LP23 om. nL.
mnga' for bda': see Bth:
8
BJNQPi2: om. /; P3: OD for
zhim.
2

16

P [2 : sku'i dkyil.
P [2 : dkyil; P3: s- of skyil
with a very small letter
superscribed later.
18
P [2 : gzer for zer; P2: gzer
phrag 'bum.
19
B: gang for gda'; P [2 : dga'
for gda' (metathesis).
20
Pi 2 : sku'i GH.
21
BJNQ: om. /.
17

22

Chi

1

-^ between c(3 and ^f omitted according to Ji2 (four-syllable rhythm).
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P i 2 3 : WH I.

0J

Bth
GH QDV EFRm OGDQ nGDV N\L UGRUMHnL EOR JURV E\DQJ FKXE VHrhV GSDn [ 247al] GSDnFKHQ SR
OD ENDn VWVDO SD

ULJV N\L EX GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD GJUD EFRm SD \DQJ GDJ SDU UG]RJV

SDnL VDQJV UJ\DV OD
ODJVR
5

NK\RG N\LV UWVRE SDU E J \ L OD FKRV GDQJ OGDQ SDnL JWDP UWVRP

GH EFRm OGDQ nGDV N\LV ENDn UGRUMHnL] EORJURV E\DQJ FKXE VHmV GSDn VHmV

GSDn FKHQ SRV OKD GDQJ P L GDQJ

OKD P D \LQ GDQJ nMLJ UWHQ GX EFDV SD GDQJ

E]KL WKH WVRP WX J\XU SD nL ] X J UQJX NKRQJ GX FKXG QDV

nNKRU

EFRm OGDQ nGDV OD nGL VNDG

FHV JVRO WR EFRm OGDQ nGDV] FLnL UJ\X FLnL UN\HQ N\LV nGLnL nMLJ UWHQ N\L NKDmV WKDmV
FDG nGL nGUD EDU SDG P R E\H ED NKUDJ NKULJ EUJ\D SKUDJ VWRQJ JLV NXQ WX J \ R J FLQJ

nGL OWD EXnL NKDWRJ QJDQ FLQJ GUL P L ] K L P SDnL GEXV QD GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL GN\LO]
10

P R JUXQJ EFDV GH E]KXJV QDV nRG J]HU EUJ\D SKUDJ VWRQJ UDE JWRQJ EDU NXQ WX VQDQJ
GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL VNX nDP

nGL PWKRQJ QDV VURJ FKDJV E\H ED NKUDJ NKULJ EUJ\D

VWRQJ WKDO P R VE\DU GH SK\DJV nWVKDO

Ch2

iE#3ft»r£go iro^puiwf!. mmmm%m.^, mm-^%, x
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0K

OK
de nas de'i tshe byang chub sems dpa'1 rdo rje'i2 blo gros kyis tshigs su3 bcada pa 'di
dagb gsol to //c
[0.1] sangsd rgyas stong phrag bye ba mi g.yo bar6 //4'f
padma5 dag6 gig dbus nah bzhugs par1 ni II1
khyod' kyis 'di 'dra'i rdzuk 'phrul ston1 mdzad pa //m
bdag gis" sngan8 chad9 nam0 yang 'di10 ma mthong11 llv
[0.2] 'od zerq stongr rnams rab tu 'gyeds mdzad cing II12
sangs rgyas1 zhing11 'di v thams cad khebs13 par mdzad //14
ngo mtshar chos15 kyi rnams law rol mdzad pa'i //x
'dreny pa rnams kyi16 bar chad ma mchis mdzes17 IT

10
1

JN: dpa 1 rdo.
LP23: om. ni.
3
LT: tshigsu.
4
P2 generally inserts only a
single shad between the
pädas of the verses;
deviations from this rule are
noted in the apparatus.
5
BJQP123T: pad ma.
6
BJNQ: gang for dag; P^
2

bdag for dag.
BPi3: / (due to following
kh-7).
8
BJNQP123: sngon.
9
ST: cad.
10
P i2 : om. 'di.
II
Pi2: mthong ngo II.
12
BQ: /.
13
BJNQ: khengs for khebs
(contrary to Cht: 'jffH,
I

Chi

[0.2] ^ t m r n t ws-HjöüHj

244

"cover completely"; see
0G.7f. and 0J.9).
14
BT:/.
15
P123: tshogs for chos.
16
JNLSTP123:/qy«.
17
BJNQ: mdzod for mdzes
(contrary to Chi '• H±JH a n d

Ch2: iffim-

0K

Bth
de nas rdorje'i ] blogros byangchub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po de'i dus na : tshigsu
bead pa 'di bshad do :
[0.1] EGDg gL sngRn nL nGL ltDr yDng PD P thRng :
GH yLs cL nGrD rGzu nShral stREs EyDs SD :
5

sDngs rgyDs EyH ED stRng nL nGLr gnDs SD :
SDG PR rnDriW kyL GEusu PL g.yR EDr //
[0.2] nRG gzHr stong gL rnDrh SDr rDE tu gtRng //
sDngs rgyDs kyL zhLng kun rDE tu g.yR EDr EyHG :
ngRPtshDr chRs 4.rnDrhs4. kyL nL rnDP SDr rRl //

10

nGrHn SDrnDms nL rtDg tu+++SRnL//

Ch2

[o.i] mwmn^m Mfw^iit
[0.2] m^twmmL mwmmmm
l

7£[=Ji2\^W± (cf. parallel in 0.4c).
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0K

[0.3] mGDE18 mD GDg GDngaa chu ED smDGbb 'oscc lDdd //
20

khD Gog ngDn SD'i SDGmD rnDms GEus GHr //';21
GH GDg rin chHn rDng22 Ezhin 'GrDree Ezhugs23 SD //ff
ci'i24 slDG Gu rGzu 'Shrulgg 'Gi GDg sSrul II25
[0.4] bdag gis sangs11 rgyasJJ gangga'i

bye snyed mthong //

11

de yi rdzu 'phrul khyad 'phags bdagmm mthong ste1111 //28
de ring gda'29 ba'i 00 rnam sprul ci 'dra ba //pp
sngon chadqq nam11 yang 'di 'drass 'ditt ma™ mthong IT
[0.5] rkang gnyis gtsoww bo lhas30 ni bstan du gsol //
rgyuxx gang rkyen gang lags pa bshad duyy gsol //
'jig rten don mdzad thugs brtsezz gsungaaa dubbb gsol //31
lus can kunccc gyiddd the tshom32 dgum33 du gsol //e
18

BJNQS: 'dab.
BP3: / (due to following
kh-7).
20
BJQP 123 T:padma \?x:p- of
pad written with a small
letter beneath -d].
21
BQ: /.
22
Pi: ngar for rang
(metathesis); P2: dar for
rang.
23
N: bzhut; P123: zhugs.
19

24

JNQST: ciyi for ci'i [Q: yi
compressed].
25
NT: /; S: double spungs
shad (after first syllable).
26
B: gang gi 'i for gangga 'i;
JQT: gang gä'i; NS:
ganggä 'i; Pi23: gang ga 'i.
27
Pi: mthong (ste) II [ste
marked with dots above for
deletion; P2: between
mthong and shad partially

Chi
[0.3]

?i

tft^MW M^^MM

[0.4] ®mmw> Ammm
1

JsNaPuQiQsMiYu: MM for MMDhDFsKuMiSoYu: H for i t

2
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erased te; P3: om. mthong.
P i2 : om. päda 0.4b; QT: /.
29
N: dga' for gda'
(metathesis).
30
BNPi23: has for lhas
(contrary to Chj. ^ff 3 ).
31
QT: /.
32
BQ: rtsom; JPi2: tsom.
33
BQ: 'gum; P^ gtum for
dgum; P2: gcad for dgum;
P3: dkum.
28

0K

Bth
[0.3] GH GDg rnDrhs kyDng GH OD GgD' ED stH :]
FL OtDr ngDn tRg ngDn SD SDG PR 'L G++s nD EzhXgs //
OR PD PL sEX'X sPrDG SD ste //
FL'L sODG GX rGzX 'ShrXO rnDP SDr 'ShrXO:
15

[0.4] EGDg PthRng sDngs rgyDs FhX ER gDng gD Ey eG //
EG++ 'GL OtD EX nL sngRn PD P thRng :
rnDP SDr 'ShrXO] SD FL 'GrD EGDg OD snDng :
[0.5] rkDng gL P +g gL EGDg OD EshDG GX gsRO //
FL'L rgyX FL 'L rkyen kyL snDng :

20

'jLg rten GRn GDng thXg Ertse ShyL rX gsXng //
srRg FhDgs thDrhs FDG dgod pa EshDG GX gsRO //

Ch2

[0.3] mmmwm

nm&mtt^

[0.4] a#ü,#Mifc!> mmsmmm
[0.5] m2mx^m%m mmmwMIM
m2mmmtm
m^-mmm
1

Ji2: ff for m-
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0L

OL
de nas bcom ldan 'das kyis 1 EyDng FhXE sHms GSD' sHms GSD' FhHn So rGo rjH'i 2 EOo
gros OD sogs3 SD thDms FDG GDng OGDn SD'i EyDng FhXE sHms GSD'i tshogs OD EkD' stsDO
SD r rigs k y i EX GDg b GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying c So zhHs EyD ED'i d mGoe shin tX f
rgyDs SDg yoG GH4 / GH rDEh tX EstDn SD'i Shyir /5 GH1 Ezhin gshHgs SDs snDng ED'i
5

mtshDn mD 'Gi j OtD EX 'Gi EyDs sok //' GH'i Shyir111 OHgs SDr rDE tX nyon OD yiG OD6 zXng
shig 7 GDng8 EshDG11 Go° llv EyDng FhXE sHms GSD' sHms GSD' FhHn So rGo rjH'i q EOo
gros GDngr / thDms FDG GDng OGDn SD'i EyDng FhXE sHms GSD'i tshogss GHs I9 EFom
OGDn 'GDs OD OHgs so10 zhHs gsoO tHl /u EFom OGDn 'GDs k y i v^OtDr nyDn w SD GDng / EFom
OGDn 'GDs kyis 'Gi skDG FHs^v EkD' stsDO to lln
1

ST: kyis I.
LP i3 : om. 'i; Q: 'i
compressed, inserted later.
3
B: ODsogs for OD sogs; Q: ODs
sogs for OD sogs; Pi2: sWsogs
for sogs.
4
Pi2: yin WH for yod dH,
contrary to Cht2: ^f; L:
2

Chi

S o

yode; T: yod do.
BDJNQPi23: om. /; T:
spungs shad (after first
syllable).
BJQ: om. yid OD.
1
NS: zhig.
8
BDJNQ: dDng ngas bshad;
P3: dang I ngas bshad.
5

9

BDJNQ: om. /; L: spungs
shad (after first syllable).
10
LTPi3: legso [Pi originally
legs so altered to legso
through erasion of U(o)]; N:
legs so legs so zhes.
u
BP3 : SD I for WR II.

OL

Bth
GH nDs EFom OGDn 'GDs] k y i rGorjH EOogros EyDngFhXE sHmGSD' sHms GSD' FhHn So
GDng : sngD mD'i EyDngFhXE sHms GSD' mDng So thDms FDG 'tshog SD EkD' stsDO SD :
rigs k y i EX GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying So zhHs EyD ED rDE tX rgyDs SD'i [247bl] mGo
sGH GH EshDG SD'i GH OtD EX ' i snDng ED'i OhDs EyDs k y i GH shin yiG OD EyoO OD : OHg SD
nyon Fig GDng EshDG to : zhHs nDs GgH'o : EFom OGDn 'GDs shHs GH rGorjH'i EOogros
EyDngFhXE sHms GSD' sHms GSD' FhHn So GDng : EyDngFhXE sHms GSD'] sHms GSD'
FhHn So : mDng So GH GDg thDms FDG OD : EFom OGDn 'GDs k y i 'Gi skDG FH s EkD' stsDO to :

Ch2

iummm, » t m zumm0 mc^mum&^0 tm, mm, m
p=t

'B$ inserted according to Ji2 (four-syllable rhythm).
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0M

OM
rLgs kyL Eu a GDg ML OtDr1 GH EzhLn gshHgs SDsb sSruO SDnL SDGPD2 khD GRg ngDn SD / 3 GrL
ngD ED / c sPDG SDr nRs SD / 4 P n g R n SDr GgDn EDrd ngyur ED5 P D e yLn SDf nGL GDg GDngg /
GH EzhLn gshHgs SDnLh gzugs PGzHs SD / gzugs 1 EzDng EDj / EOtDk nD sGug SD GDg
SDGPDnL6 snyLng SR nGL GDg OD skyLO7 P R krung 1 EcDs shLng nkhRG GH / m nRG zHr8 n E u P
GDg rDE tu ngyHG cLng nkhRG11 SD GH GDg kyDng rLg0 nDs I9 lhD GDng 1 0 PL rnDPs p ShyDg
'tshDl zhLngq / u ' r P c h o G SD'L lDs kyDng EyHG SD GH EzhLn GXs I12 rLgs kyL EX GDg 1 3 GH
EzhLn gshHgs SD GgrD Ec o P SD yDng GDg SDr rGzogs SD'L1 sDngs rgyDs kyLs kyDng / 14
rDng gL shHs rDE GDng /u yH shHs GDng / GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L PLg 15 gLs16 sHPs cDn srog
chDgs sX gyXr SD / 'GoG chDgs y GDng //17 zhH sGDng GDng / gtL P Xg GDng / sreG
10

SD

GDng / bb mD rig c c SD'i nyon m o n g s d d SD Eye ED ShrDg 'Eum gyi sEuEs su ee gyur SD
thDms FDG GDng / ff
1

P i2 : Ita.
BDJQP123T:padma; (LSN:
^').
3
Pi 2 3 : om./.
4
Pi 2 3 : om./.
2

5

P 2 T: SD.

6

BDJQP123: SDd mD 'i; T: om.
SDd: mD 'i {ma) snying for
padma 'i snying [ma marked
with a dot triangle above for

15

deletion].
7

P123: dkyil.

8

P2S: gzer.
BDJNQP123: om. /.
10
NP 3 : dang I.
"DJNP^om./.
12
BDJNQP123: om. /.
13
P12: om. rigs kyi bu dag;
L: om. dag.
14
BDJNQP123: om. /.

9

LST: spyan for mig (that
spyan is here original is most
unlikely: no revisor would
correct the honorific form
spyan in the case of the
Buddha's vision to mig.
16
LT: gyis; S: gyi.
17
P 12 :om. /.

Chi

mw1^, wem, mmm, imm^ t^, #n^, mwm
m-vjM^.m%, m, mw>mm^mnm^ tumm, »M, mun'm
1

DhaFs: M for tU-
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0M

Bth
rLgs kyL EX 'GL OtD stH : GpHr nD : GH EzhLn gshHgs pDs sprXO pD'L pDG P R 'GL GDg OD
khDtRg ngDn zhLng : GrL P L zhLP OD sODG] FLQJ P L E]DQJ EDU J\XU OD SDG PRL1 GH GDJ
WKDrhV FDG la VQ\LQJ SR nGL GDJ OD \ D Q J

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL VNX GN\LO P R JUXQJ

EFDV WH E]KXJV QDV nRG J]HU EUJ\D SKUDJ VWRQJ UDE
5

WRQJ ]KLQJ E]DQJ ]KLQJ VGXJ OD

J]XJV GDQJ OGDQ SDU] E]KXJV p a r OKD GDQJ PL UQDrhV N\L2 GH GDJ VKHV QDV SK\DJ nWVKDO
]KLQJ PFKRG SDnL ODV E\HG GR ULJV N\L EX GH OWDU GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD GJUD EFRrh SD
\DQJ GDJ SDU UG]RJV SDnL VDQJV UJ\DV UDQJ JL VKHV UDE N\L \ H VKHV GDQJ
JVKHJV SD P L J JLV VHmV FDQ VURJ FKDJVX J\XU WH3
JWLPXJ GDQJ

10

VUHG SD GDQJ P D ULJ SD GDQJ

GH E]KLQ]

nGRG FKDJV GDQJ ]KH VGDQJ GDQJ

Q\RQ PRQJV SD E\H ED EUJ\D SKUDJ

VWRQJ JL PG]RG GX PWKRQJ QJR
1

PR with a very small nD chung beneath and a symbol similar to a double ngreng EX over the nD ro;
parallel to SDL (SD with nD chXng beneath and 'double ngreng EX') representing SDnL at the end of the
line.
2
Between kyi and de dag excised ston.
3
N o t clear: WH o r WR?

Ch2

Bo ^P^^PB, w#^> ti. mx, mm,

Mmm, m&%. MM

m, mfmm, A. #A#, mn@m0 tumrn, #n^, « ,
Mo

'B<-E.
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0M

rigs kyi EX GDg sHPs FDn nyRn PRngs SD'i sEXEsgg sXhh gyXr SD GH GDg gi nDng nD / 18
ngD19 'GrD EDr yH shHs20 GDng lGDn SD / P i g GDng lGDn SD'i GH Ezhin gshHgs11 SD PDng
SR 'khRG F i n g 2 1 skyil22 PR krXng" EFDs nDs /23 P i k k g.yR EDr" 'khRGmm SD1111 PthRng
stH / nyRn PRngs SD thDPs 00 FDG kyis nyRn PRngs SDpp FDnqq GX gyXr SD GH GDg gi
nDng nD /24 GH Ezhin gshHgs" SD'L Fhos nyLG25 PL g.yo zhLng I26 srLGss SD'L 'gro ED
ft

9Ü

9*7

thDPs FDG kyLs PD gos SD GDg Pthong nDs /

90

GH EzhLn gshHgs SD GH GDg nL ngD

31 uu
GDng 'GrD'o30 zhHs sPrD'o
// rLgs kyLvv EXzzGDg34ww GH35EzhLn36gshHgs SD'L PL
g32 nLxx GH
yy
aaa
lWDr mGzHs SD yin WH / GH bzhin gshHgs SD'i mig GHs sHms FDn WhDms FDG
.37

GH bzhin gshHgs SD'ibbb snying Sor
18

BDJNQ: om. /; P2: na I ma
gos pa dag nga (in the ms.
which served P2 as original,
mD gos SD dDg could already
have been placed between
the lines and became thus
wrongly inserted by the
copyist of P2; cf. endnote tt).
19
BQ: GH for nga.
20
BQ: shes FG dang.
21
Pi 23 : cingl.

P123:

mWhong ngo //'
dkyil.

BDJNQP3: om. /.
BDJNQ: om. /.
P123: o m . nyid.

BDJNQPi23: om. /.
BDJNQ: om. /.
Z5
BQ pa'i GH.
29
BQ GH for nga.
30
BQ 'dra 'o II zhes.
31
BQ smras so for smra 'o.
LST: spyan for mig.

33

LST: has (see Bth: de ltar).
LST: om 'i; P2: om. pa 'i
(see Bth: pa 7).
35
LST: spyan for mig.
36
Pi23: des I.
37
BDJNQ: snying po can du
mthong (see Bth: snying por
mthong; see the disussion of
the term tathagatagarbha in
I A 2; cf. lA.8fandlB, fh.
2).
34

Chi

#n^, - « » r a m mm^mmn, s « ^ , mm
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0M

Bth
ULJV N\L EX VHrhV FDQ GH GDJ Q\RQ] PRQJV pa’i PG]RG GX J\XU SDnL GEXV QD QJD GDQJ
nGUD ED \ H VKHV GDQJ OGDQ SD GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD PDQJ SRnL GN\LO PR JUXQJ EFDV WH
PL J \ R EDU E]KXJVR
QD
15

]

Q\RQ PRQJV SD WKDmV FDG N\LV Q\RQ PRQJV SD GH GDJ JLV GEXV

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL FKRV Q\LG PL J \ R ]KLQJ

N\L PD JRV SDU PWKRQJ EDV QD

E\XQJ ED WKDmV FDG N\L UJ\XG

GH E]KLQ gshHgs SD GH Ezhin gshHgs SD GH GDng

'GrD'o : zhHs smrD'o : rigs k y i EX GH ltDr GH Ezhin gshHgs SD mig ] EzDng So GH Ezhin
gshHgs SD'i m i g GHs sHms FDn thDms FDG GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying Sor mthong ngo :

Ch2

» o immmmm^mm, mmm*., u^mm. n-mnm
o
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1A

1A
,Bu

ULJVa N\L EXb G D J 1 nGL OWD VWH2 GSHUc QD

3 4

'

OKDnL P L J JLV6 nGL OWDUf NKD GRJ QJDQ FLQJ
E\H 1 0 ]KLQJ

n

VN\HV EXd OKDnL P L J FDQ OD ODe ] K L J JLV
1

5

nGL OWDUg GUL QJD EDnL SDGPD 8 ' 9 NKD P D

P D h J\HV 1 SD GDJ OD EOWDV " WH GHnL GEXV QDk SDGPDnL12 VQ\LQJ SR OD GH

E]KLQ JVKHJV SD VN\LO13 P R NUXQJ1 EFDV VKLQJ nGXJ SDU ULJ QDV

SDnLm J ] X J V 15^EOWD16 EDU" nGRG GH
VE\DQJ EDnL18 SK\LU

19

11

14

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL J ] X J V^ 15 GH \ D Q J GDJ SDU0

SDGPDnL20 PGDE 21 ' p P D NKD GRJ QJDQ FLQJ GUL QJD OD22

SDU nRV SD GH GDJ nE\HGq FLQJ VHO ED GH E]KLQ GX

24

23

VPDG

ULJV N\L EX GDJ25 GH E]KLQ JVKHJV

SDV N\DQJ2 6 VDQJV UJ\DV N\L P L J JLV2 7 VHPV FDQ WKDPV FDG GH E]KLQ JVKHJVr SDnL

VQ\LQJ SRUs PWKRQJ QDV
10

JWL P X J GDQJ

u

28

VHPV FDQ GH GDJ JLl nGRG FKDJV GDQJ

VUHG30 SD GDQJ

SK\LU FKRV VWRQw WHx

y

]KH VGDQJ GDQJ

29

P D ULJv SDnL Q\RQ PRQJV SDnL VEXEV GE\H 3 1 EDnL32

GH VJUXE33 SDnL34 GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD UQDPV QLz \ D Q J GDJ SD 35

Q\LG GX JQDV VR36
|Bu

: Fom here till IB.3 (Bu|) included in the textcritical edition: the first of two quotations from the TGS
in Bu ston's mDzes rgyan f. 3al-3a5.
1
18
P3Bu: om. dag.
BP3: sbyang Ra'i; L:
BT: om. kyang; P3: kyang I.
27
L
sbyangs pa 'i; P [2 : sbyar ba 'i;
LST: spyan gyis for mig gis.
P2Bu: ste I.
28
3
Q: sbyadba'i.
BDJNQ: om. /.
DJN: om. /.
29
19
4
BQ: om. /; S: shad crossed
BDJNQBu: om. /.
BQ: / lha skyes.
20
5
out
with a wriggled line?
BDJQP
T:
pad
ma
'i.
BDJNQP3: om. /; S: spungs
i23
30
21
DJNL:
srid.
BDJNQSBu:
'dab.
shad (after first syllable).
31
22
6
BQ:
'byed
for dbye.
BDJNQ:
ED
for
OD:
BDJNQ
P2T: om. gis; Bu: om. lha 'i
32
BQ: pa 'i; P2: om. ba 'i.
assimilated to OM.lf:... ngDn
mig gis.
33
1
BQ: bsgrubs [B: bsgrubs at
SD I dri ngD ba I smad par
BDJNQPi23Bu: om. /.
8
the end of bottom line of the
'os pa I mngon par dga'
BDJQP123T: pad ma.
9
folio]; T: bsgrub.
bar.... In OM.lf the three
Pi2: padma / [Pi: spungs
34
P [2 : sbubs dbye ba 'i for
attributes are set one after the
shad (after first syllable)].
10
sgrub pa 'i; contrary to Ch2:
other. Here, the coordinating
QBu: phye for bye.
n
lEflffj; S: ba 'i for pa 'i.
particle cing, by establishing
BDJNQPi 2 3 Bu:om./.
35
12
P [2 : pa rnams niyang dag
a close relation between the
BDJQPi23T: pad ma 'i.
13
pa rnams niyang dag pa
two first members, requires
P i23 : dkyil.
14
nyid (dittography).
the governing function of
BDJNQBu: om. /.
36
15
LP3: gnaso [P3 at the end of
smDd SDr 'os SD with lD.
P12: om. the passage from
23
the line].
DJNPi23Bu: om. /.
"15^" ti\\"^\5" (aberratio
24
DJNQ: om. / [Q: lacuna of
oculi).
16
about seven letters between
P3Bu: lta.
17
du and rigs].
BDJNQ: om. /; L: spungs
25
P123: om. dag; Bu: dag I.
shad (after first syllable).

Chi

fä^mt, MIISo tum,

mm&, mmnm, iiwm
1

DhaFs: M for tU-
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1A

Bth
rLgs kyL EX 'GL OtD stH : GSHr nD skyHs EX zhLg gL 'ShrDO kyL P Lg gL GH OtD'L khDtog ngDn
SD GrL P L zhLP SD SDG P o'L snyLng So GH OD] ndas SD SDG PRnL VQ\LQJ SR GHnL QDQJ QD
GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD E]KXJV QD QL

GH E]KLQ Q\LG PWKRQJ ]KLQJ VKHV QD

JVKHJV SDnL VNX PWKRQJ EDU nGRG GH
5

NKDWRJ QJDQ SD GDQJ

GH E]KLQ

GUL P L ] K L P SDU VPRG

SDnL SDG PRL1 [ 248al] OR P D OKDJ SDU E\HG FLQJ VHO ED QL GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD GH E]KLQ
JVKHJV SD GHnL VNX VE\DQJV EDnL SK\LU UR

ULJV N\L EX GH OWDU GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDV

VDQJV UJ\DV N\LV P L J JLV VHmV FDQ] VHmV FDQ WKDmV FDG GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL VQ\LQJ
SRU PWKRQJ VWH
VUHG SD GDQJ
10

VHmV FDQ GH GDJ nGRG FKDJV GDQJ

P D ULJ SD GDQJ

]KHVGDQJ GDQJ JWLPXJ GDQJ

Q\RQ PRQJV SDnL PG]RG VE\DQJV SDnL SK\LU

FKRV

EVKDG GH JDQJ QDQ WDQ] E\HG SD QL GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD \RQJVX GDJ SDU JQDV VR
1

PR immediately followed by nD with a symbol similar to a double 'greng EX above.

Ch2

xmmm^imnmm\\Wi^0

»JIB,

mmm,

JI»*H

wwmmm, ^ « I Ä , m, m, Ä. mm<m\mm&m0 » n
mm. &mmk, linear, mmmmmm\
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1B

IB
rigs kyi EX GDga'b 'Gi ni c chos rnDms kyi chos nyiG GHd / e GH Ezhin gshHgs SD rnDms
EyXng yDng rXng1 mD EyXng yDng rXngf / g sHms cDn 'Gi GDg ni h rtDg tX GH Ezhin
gshHgs SD'i snying So2 yin nD''Bu| / rigs kyi EX GDg smDG SDr" 'os SD'ik nyon mongs
SD'i sEXEs1 rnDms111 kyis" yog 3 SDs /° GH GDg gi p nyon mongs SD'iq sEXEs gzhig r SD
GDng / GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'is yH shHs kyDng4 yRngs sul sEyDng ED'i11 Shyir /5 GH Ezhin
gshHgs SD GgrD EcRm SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SD'i sDngs rgyDs EyDng chuE sHms GSD'v
rnDms OD chRs sWRn WH / w EyD ED 'Gi OD yDngx mRs SDry EyHG GR //z GH OD EyDng chuE
sHms GSD' sHms GSD'aa chHn SR chRs GH GDg ODbb mngon SDr Ertson SDr gnDs SD GH GDg
gDng6 gi tshH I1 nyon mongs SD GDng / nyH ED'icc nyon mongs SD thDms FDG lDs yongs
10

sudd grol EDr gyur SDee GH'i tshH / 8 GH Ezhin gshHgsff SD GgrD EFom SD yDng GDg SDr
rGzogs SD'i sDngs rgyDs shHs9 EyD ED'i grDngs su10 'gro stH / gg GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'ihh
EyD ED thDms FDG kyDng EyHG Go11 //JJ
1

BDJNQP3Bu: rung I; LT:
rung II.
2
DLSTP3: po can yin (see
Bth: snying po 'o; cf. also
lA.8f. and OM, fn. 37).
3
BDJNQ: g.yogs; P2: g.yog;

T: yogs.
P12: om. kyang.
5
BDJNQ: om. / [J: lacuna of
one letter between phyir and
de].
6
P i2 : om. gang.

4

1

BDJNQ: om. /; S: spungs
shad (after second syllable).
8
BDJNQ: om. /; L: spungs
shad (after first syllable).
9
DNP3S: zhes.
10
LP2: grangsu.

Chi

m0 iämt&mmi&, ^p^mm, mmm, wmmm, rn^m.
#n^, ^w#n, mmntmK m<kim, mmm, ^ # i « , mm
1

Dha-. mm^mformmmi..
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1B

Bth
rigs kyi EX Fhos rnDrhs kyi Fhos nyiG GH Ezhin WH : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD EyXng ngDm :
GH Ezhin gshHgs SD mD EyXng yDng sHms FDn GH GDg WhDms FDG ni ] GH Ezhin gshHgs
SD'i snying SR'R : rigs kyi EX GH nDs yDng smRn SD nyRn mRngs SD'i mGzRG kyi
EsgrXE SD : nyRn mRngs SD GH GDg gis mGzRG gzhRm SD'i Shyir GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i
5

yH shHs yRngsX sEyDngs] SD'i Shyir : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD EFRrh SD yDng GDg SDr
rGzRgs SD'i sDngs rgyDs EyDngFhXE sHms GSD' rnDrhs OD FhRs 'FhDG GR : GH OD
EyDngFhXE sHms GSD' FhRs + GDg OD nDn WDn GX EyHG Fing gnDs WH] nDm nyRn mRngs
SD WhDms 4.FDG4. GDng : nyH EDr nyRn mRngs SD WhDms FDG OD s yRngsX grRO EDr gyXr SD
GH'i WshH : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD EFRm SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SD'i sDngs rgyDs kyi

10

grDngsX 'grR'R : WhDms FDG kyDng] GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i EyD + EyHG GR :

Ch2

#n^, «mm, ^mm, mmm, -wwmmmnm^m0
WK, #J§^, mmm^mmmmm, ffimwmmm, mm^
#t, turn, m, tfMgjmwmmm, inu^m, ^mm<> wm
»B, n&m&, mn-mnm, m<m\mmm%0 nnmmm,
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1C

IC
de nas de'i tsheD bcom ldan 'das kyis tshigs su bead pa 'di dag bka' stsal to //
[1.1] ML OtDr pDGmD2'b smDG pDr3 'os gyur c pDd //4'5
GH'L6 mGDb7 mD sbubs gyur mDe gyHsf OD // 8
GH bzhLn gshHgsg pD'L snyLng po mD gos h tH9 // 10
PL 'gD'1 OD OD s OhD yL11 PLg gLs Pthong //•"
[1.2] GH nL GH 'L12'k PGDb13 PD 'byHG SD nD //
Gbus nD rgyDO bD'L Ous 14 nL1 Pthong gyur nDs // m
rgyDO bDn nyH bD'L nyon Pongs ShyLr15 PL° 'gyur p //q
de ni 'jig rten kun tu r rgyal bar 'gyur s //
1
2

LN: tshigsu.
BDJQPoT: SDG PD; P2: GDP
SD PD for SDGPD.

3

P12: om. SDr; P3: SDn i for
par.
4
P2: cf. OK, fn. 4.
5
BQ: /.
6
DJNQST: GH yi for GH 'i [Q:
yi compressed].
7
BDJNQS: ndab.

8

BQ: /; T: spungs shad (at the
end of the line).
9
DJN: GH for WH.
10
BQT: /; P3: double spungs
shad (after first syllable).
11
BPi 23 T:/Aa7;Q:j'«
compressed.
12
DJNQT: GH yi for GH 'i [Q:
yi compressed]; P3: nga 'i for
de 'i; P2: padma 'i for de 'i

Chi

[i.2] ^ ^ s t b B ßimmmm

258

with small letters beneath the
line.
13
BDJNQS: ndab;!: 'badfor
'dab.
14
LST: sku for lus; parallel to
"spyan for mig" (OM, fn. 15).
15
B: phyes; DJNQP12: phyis.

1C

Bth
GH nDs b c R P OGDn 'GDs GH'L Gus nD tshLgsu beDG SD 'GL GDg bshDG GR //
[1.1] cL OtDr SDG P R sSyDG SD GH nL
GH'L OR P D rnDrhs kyL +++ P D gyHs /
GH bzhLn gshHgs SDL] snyLng pR GH yDng nL //
GrL P D P D gRs +skyHs pDs 'phraO PL P thRng //
[1.2] GH'L OR P D GH rnDms sHO EDr EyHG :
GH'L nDng nD sku yDng P t h R n g :
phyLs nL rgyDO OD nyRn P R n g s 'Eyung stH +
rgyDO ED 'GL nL 'jLg rtHn kun 4.Gu4. 'Eyung ] stH :

Ch2

[i.2] mm^mm n^m'mmM
i

ji2-.m form.
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1C

[1.3] GH bzhLn ngDs16 kyDng srog FhDgs thDms FDG kyL1 IT

10

GkyLl GHr gnDs pD'Lv rgyDl bDw rnDmsx kyLy lus //
ML ltDr smDG 'os z pDGmD'L17 sbubs 'GrDaa ED'i //bb
nyon mongVcc Vtong phrDg EyH EDV khHEVdd pD18 mthong //e
20

[1.4] ngD19 yDng GH GDg gi

ni bsal21 ba'i phyir //

mkhas pa rnams la rtag tu chos ston gg te

15

22

/23

//

sems can 'di dag sangs rgyas 'gyur bya zhes //
rgyal ba'i phyir ni nyon mongs rnam par sbyong24 ///hh
[1.5] ngayi

;kk

ni11 GH 'GrDJJsWH//

sDngs rgyDs mig

GH yis

rgyDl bD'i lus su

gnDsSDyi

//

sHms FDn 'Gi GDg WhDms FDG mWhong gyur 32 WH //

20

GH GDg rnDm SDr sbyDngmm Shyir Fhos smrD'o IT
P [2 : ngDn for ngDs.
BDJQP123T: pDG mD 'i;
S: pDGmo'i.
18
BDJNQ: pDr.
19
BQ: GH for ngD.
20
DJN: gis.
21
DJNQP2: gsDO; P^.gD OD for
bsal.
17

" BDJNP3S: to.
13
QT: /.
lA
P23: spyod for sbyong.
15
B: ni for yi; JP3: nga 'i for
ngayi.
16
LST: spyan for mig.
11
Pi23: di for de [P2: 'd(i)
with small letters beneath the

[i.3] mw^M mmmrn
MMmrm mtmwm
[1.4] Ä U f f ^ : ^

^Ä'iHf*J(

[i.5] mxlmm - « ^ n
1

£X[DhaFsKuMiSoYu\<r-tL.
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line].
LST: nga for de (see Bth:
de ru).
29
N: yi for yis; P123: de 'i for
nga yis.
30
JL: lusu; P2: la for su.
31
Pi2: yin for yi.
32
P i 2 : 'gywr.
28

1C

Bth
10

[1.3] EGDgis srog chDgs : kun mthong ED'i snying So
GH OD rgyDO ED'i sku rnDms mthong ED'i gnDs :
nyon mongs SD EyH ED stong gis kun tu khHEs :
GH Ezhin SDG mo'i [248bl] snying SR smDG SD nR :
[1.4] EGDgis GH GDg gsDO EDni Shyir :

15

rtDg tu mkhDs SD rnDms OD chRs kyDng EshDG :
nyRn mRngs SD ni rnDms rgyDO ED jjgyDOj, ni itharhsj, Shyir :
ci OtDr sHrhs cDn nGi GDg sDngs rgyDs SDr ngyur :
[1.5] nGi OtDr nGi nGrD ni sDngs rgyDs] mig :
ngDni sHrhs cDn nGi GDg kun mthRng ED //

20

GH ru rgyDO EDni sku yDng rDE tu gnDs //
GH GDg rnDm SDr sEyDng EDni Shyir : chRs kyDng

Ch2

[i.3] ^-nmmmm ftmmmm
[i.4] wmmmm. zmmnmtm
mnmmmm mmmtmm
[i.5] mmmmißi -w^m&mL
2

"öj<— ^ (cf. parallel in 1.1a etc. ("nJMSlö

as

equivalent for smad par ’os pa).
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2A

2A
rigs k y i b u dag gzhan y a n g ' d i a lta ste 1 dper na I2 sbrang tshang z l u m p o shing g i y a l b
ga la 3 ' p h y a n g c b a d // 4 b u n g ba e ' b u m g y i s f k u n t u g bsrungs 11 shing 1
\RQJV VX " JDQJ ED ]KLJ k \RG OD

6

VEUDQJ UWVLV

GH QDV VEUDQJ 7UWVL nGRG SDnL P L ]KLJ JLV8 VURJ FKDJV

N\L UQDP SD EXQJ ED1 GH GDJ WKDEV PNKDV SDV9 EVNUDG10 QDV11
VEUDQJ UWVLnL111 E\D ED E\HG GR"

5

12

VEUDQJ UWVL GHV13

° ULJV N\L EX GDJ GH E]KLQp GX VHPV FDQ WKDPV FDG

N\DQJ VEUDQJ WVKDQJ GDQJ nGUD VWH

GH ODq VDQJV UJ\DV Q\LG Q\RQr PRQJV SD GDQJ

Q\H EDnL Q\RQ PRQJV SD E\H ED SKUDJ nEXP J\LVs VKLQ14 WX1 EVUXQJV SD15

JVKHJV SDnL \ H VKHV PWKRQJ11 EDV ULJv JR 1 7 ' w

16

GH E]KLQ

ULJV N\L EX GDJ ML OWDU VEUDQJ WVKDQJ JL18

20
aa
bb
QDQJ QD ;19 VEUDQJ UWVL EXQJ ED E\H ED SKUDJy nEXP J\LV NXQ WX EVUXQJV SD21

10

\RG c c SDU VN\HV EX PNKDV SD ]KLJ JLV2 2 VKHV SDV23 ULJ SD GH E]KLQ GX
WKDPV FDG OD \DQJee VDQJV UJ\DV Q\LG Q\RQ PRQJV SD ff GDQJ

gg

24

VHPV FDQdd

Q\H EDnL Q\RQ PRQJV

SD E\H ED SKUDJ nEXP J\LV NXQ WXh h EVrungV11 SD yoG SDr GH Ez h i n gVhHgV SD'i 2 5 yH
VhHV" m t h o n g EDV r i g VtHkk /
1
2

B: ste II; DJNQP2: ste I.
BDJNQ: om. /; L: //.

3

Pi: om. OD; P 2 : om. JD OD .
4
DP12T:/.
5

BDJNQ: om. //; P123T: /.
BDJNQSTP23: /.
7
B: brtsi for rtsi; Q: lacuna of
one letter between sbrang
and rtsi.
s
Pl:gisll;P23:gisl.
9
BP2:pasl;Pl:pasll;Q:
lacuna of one letter between
pas (without tsheg) and
6

bskrad.
Pi: bskad; P3S: skrad.
11
BDJNQ: na for nas.
12
BDJNQPi23: om. /.
13
P [23 : om. sbrang rtsi des
(aberratio oculi).
14
BDJNQPi23: kun for shin.
15
BQ: srungs de for bsrungs
pa.
16
BDJNQPi3: om. /.
17
LPi: rigo [Pi at the end of
the line].
18
JN: gis.

BDJNQPi23: om. /.

10

? 12-gyis/.
21

P [3 : bsrung ba;P2: bsrungs
ba.

22

P123: gis I.

23

BDJNQ: par for pas:
against par cf. the parallel
constructions in 2A. 8 and
2A.12f.
24
BDJNQPi23: om. /.
25
LP ; : pi [L at the end of the
line]; T: pa' for pa 'i.

Chi

A, -psmi3^ »fj», mmm, mm^m, M%m&0 tm,
#n^, -wM^mn$m, ium$w&8m, mmmzmm
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2A

Bth
rigs gyi EX gzhDn yDng 'Gi ltD VtH : GSHr nD : VErDng rtVi'i VtRG zlXm SRr gyXr SD Vhing
giV yDs] gD 'ShyDng VtH : EXng ED ErgyDVtRng gi srungs VErDng rtVi yRngVX gDng ED
VErDng rtVi 'GRG SD'i VkyHV EXV ED VrRg FhDgVX gyXr SD GDg thDmV FDG mkhDV SDV
EVkrDG nDV VErDng rtVi VErDng rtViV 'i EyD ED EyHG GR : ] rigV kyi EX GH ltD EDV nD 'Gi
5

Ezhin VHmV FDn thDmV FDG kyDng VErD rtVi 'GrD VtH : GH Ezhin gVhHgV SD'i yH VhHV kyi
mthRng EDV : VDngV rgyDV VX 'gyXr +nyRn mRngV SD GDng : nyH EDr nyRn mRngV SD]
EyH ED VtRng ShrDg ErgyDV VrXng EDr shes VR : rigV kyi EX Fi ltD EX VErDng rtVi'i VnRG
kyi GEXV nD EDr VhHV SD'i VkyHVEXV VErDng rtVi EyH ED ShrDg VtRng giV VrXng EDr yH
VhHV kyi VhHV VR : GH ltDr

Ch2

WK, #J§^, t ^ g i i M i o Miio WHW, mm&o
^mx^mijmmm%, MTO*, mmmm0 turnup m^
T-, -mmrmmm, mm^>m\m<mmzmMm0 m%^mt

"Jitfö for %.
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2B

2B
rigs kyi EX GDg GH1 OD GH Ezhin gshHgs SD yDnga thDEsb OD2 mkhDs SDs3 EXng EDc EsDOd
ED GH4 Ezhin GX sHms cDn6 GH GDg gi 'GoGf chDgs GDng / zhH sGDng GDng / gti mXg
GDng /5 ngDg rgyDO GDng I6 rgyDgs SD GDng /h 'chDE SD GDng / khro ED GDng / gnoG sHms
GDng / ShrDg Gog 7 GDng / sHr snD OD sogs 8 SD'L nyon P o n g s SD1 GDng / nyH ED'L9 nyon
Pongs-" SDk rnDPs EsDO10 nDs ln ML OtDr sHPs FDn GH GDg OD yDng1 nyon Pongs 111 SD GDng /n
nyH ED'L nyon P o n g s SD GH12 GDg gLs° nyH ED'L nyon P o n g s SDp FDn GX PL 'gyXr ED
GDng /q gnoG SDr PL 'gyXr ED GH OtD GH OtDr13 Fhos ston to //r GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L yH
shHs P t h o n g ED GH14 rnDP SDr sEyDngs nDs /15 'MLg rtHn nD GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L EyD
EDs EyHG GH1 1 1 6 rLgs kyL EX GDg 17 ngD'L11 GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L PLg 18 ' 19 yongs sX20 GDg
10

SD GHs I21 ngDs sHPs FDn thDPs v FDG GH OtDr P t h o n g ngo w //
P123: GH Gag for Gag GH.
P123T: om. la.
3
P123: pas I.
4
BJQP123: om. de.
5
P 12 : om. gti mug dang I;
BQ: om. /.
6
BQ: om. / [Q at the end of
the line].
7
Pi: phrag dogs; P23: phra
dog; wrong decomposition of
the abbreviation phradog
2

( ^ T ; see Bacot 1912:415)?
8

B: lasogs; Q: las sogs; Pi 2 :

stsogs for sogs.
B: nyon mongs pa dang I nye
ba 'i with small letters
beneath the line (= correction
of an aberratio oculi); Pi 2 :
om. nye ba 'i.
10
Pi 2 : bstsal; P 3 Q: gsal.
n
BDJNQ:om./.
12
P12S: om. de.
13
LP 2 : de ltar for GH lta GH
ltar; P 3 : GH ltar Ga ltar for GH
lta GH ltar.
14
Pl23:GH/.

9

Chi
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15

BDJNQ: om. /; T: spungs
shad (at the end of the line).
16
NP 3 : GH II [N: second shad
of the nyis shad only half].
17
P 2 T: om. dag; Q: lacuna of
about three letters between
dag and nga 'i.
18
LST: spyan for mig.
19
Pi 2 : mig gis yongs.
2(I
21

T T

L 1 : yongsu.
BDJNQ: om. /; T: //.

2B

Bth
thDbs SDs] VHmV FDQ WKDPV FDG OD VEUDQJ UWVL b y e d SD EVNDG SD E]KLQ GX VHPV FDQ GH
GDJ JLV nGRG FKDJV GDQJ
GDQJ

nFKDJ SD GDQJ

]KH VGDQJ GDQJ

NKUR ED GDQJ

VWVRJs SDnL Q\RQ PRQJV SD GDQJ
5

E]KLQ GX FKRV nFKDG GR

JWLPXJ GDQJ

JQRG VHPV GDQJ

]

QJD UJ\DO GDQJ

GUDJ SD

QJDQ VHmV nMXQJV SD nGL OD

Q\H EDU Q\RQ PRQJV SD PHG SDU E\D EDnL SK\LU

GH

FL OWDU FL OWD EX \DQJ VHmV FDQ GH GDJ Q\H EDnL Q\RQ PRQJV

SDV Q\H EDU Q\RQ P R Q Js] SDU P L nJ\XU ED GDQJ

JGXQJV SDU P L nJ\XU ED GDQJ

GH

E]KLQ GX GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL \HVKHV PWKRQJ ED GH UQDP SDU VE\DQJV WH GH E]KLQ
JVKHJV SDnL E\HG SD nMLJ UWHQ GX E\HG GR

ULJV N\L EX QJDnL GH E]KLQ] JVKHJV SDnL P L J

\RQJVX GDJ SDV QJDV VHmV FDQ nGL GDJ WKDmV FDG PWKRQJ QJR

Ch2

it. m, m, u, &\ m, « t i , mmma, tmmm, ^tmm^
WMWo
1

%$;f&[=Ji2]

&?& (cf. the sequence in the Tib.: ... mraksa (H), krodha (f£), vyäpäda ( ^ ) , irsyä
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2C

2C
GH nDs GH'L tshH b c o P OGDn 'GDs kyLs tshLgsa su1 beDG SD 'GL GDg bkD' stsDO to II2
[2.1] ML OtDr 'GL nD sbrDng tshDngb yoG SD OD //3'4
bung bDsc kun tu bsrungs 5 shLngd sbDse gyur SDf //
PL gDng sbrDngg rtsL 'GoG SDs GH6 Pthong nDs7 //h
GH1 ni Eung EDj rDEk tu skroG8 SDr EyHG //'
[2.2] GH Ezhin 'Gir yDng sErDng tshDng111 ltD Eu 9 ni // 10
sriG SD gsum gyi" sHms FDn thDms FDG Go 0 llv
GH GDg nyon mongs EyH ED mDng ED stH //q
nyon mongs GEus nD GH Ezhin gshHgs r ' u 'dug 12 mthong s //
1

LT: tshigsu.
BT: /; N: spungs shad (after
third syllable).
3
P2: cf. OK, fn. 4.
4
BT: /.
2

5

BQ: srungs; P3: bsrangs;
T: bsrung.
6
P i2 : pa des for pas de.
7
LP3: na for nas.
8
BQ: bskrod; Pi23: skyod.

9

P [2 : bur.
P3QT: /.
n
P12: gshegspa 'dug.
n
P12: 'dugpa (m)thong.
10

Cht

[2.i] mtmmm mmmm
[2.2] ^tmm
1

m&mmm

fä[DhaKuMiSoYufsNaPuQiQsZi (Fs illegible)]^P (see parallel in 2A: M l Ö $ S i t ^ P ! i f ä " - ) -
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2C

Bth
de nas bcom ldan 'das kyis de'i tshe de'i dus na : tshigsu bead pa 'di bshad do //
[2.1] ci ltar sbrang rtsi'i sdod du gyur pa ni // [249al]
EX ED rnDms kyL EsrXngs shLng sEDs SD GH :
sErDrtsL 'GRG SD'L PL yLs PthRng nDs sX //
EXng ED rnDms nL skRG SDr EyHG GR :
[2.2] Fi ltDr sErDng rtsi sGoG ni 'Gi Ezhin Gu //
sHms FDn thDms FDG 'Eyung ED gsum nD mthong :
Eung ED GH GDg J nyon mongs EyH ED mDng nD :
nyon mongs GEus nD : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD gnDs

Ch2

[2.i] m\mmmw

mmmmmm

[2.2] aiiwifÄHW mummm^m
1

{$L[=Ji2 (f'S)]<—P6 (as usual in introducing the verses).

10
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2C

[2.3] nga yang1 sangs rgyas rnam par sbyang13 don du IT

10

bung bav skrod14 pa lta bur nyon mongs 15sel //
gang wgis16 nyon mongs bye ba17 gnod 'gyur bax IP
chos rnamsz 'dir ni thabsaa kyis18 rab ston te //
[2.4] GH GDg ML OtDr GH bzhLn gshHgs gyur OD //
M
' Lg rtHn kun tubb rtag tu19 bya20 byed21 cingcc //dd

15

spobs22 ldan ji ltar sbrang ma'i ee sbrangff rtsi yi //gg
snodhh 'dra'i11 chos ston 'gyur bar23 bya phyir ro^ //kk
13

LST: spyad for sbyang.
BQ: bskrod.
15
BQ:so/forse/[B:g-of
(g-)sol marked with a dot
triangle above for deletion];
Q: lacuna of one letter
between mongs and sol.
14

16
17

?n.gi.
BDJNQ: EDV for ED.

18

Pi3: kyi.
LST: om. rtDg tu contrary
to Ch2: % (see fn. 21).
20
LST: bya Da byed.
21
LST: byed 'gyur c-lzh-ing:
by the insertions of fn. 20
and here LST compensated
for the omission of rtag tu
(see fn. 19) in order to keep
19

Chi

[2.3] mmm± mmjEm
» M » mmtmrn
[2.4] m&MWB mmmm
n^&iEK immms.
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the 9-syllable rhythm.
B: VEREV; J: EV of VSRDU
compressed; P123: spos for
spoEs.
23
P3T: ED for EDr.
22

2C

Bth
10

[2.X] ngDs ni : sDryDs : sDngs rgyDs rnDrh SDr sEyDngs SD'i Shyir
Eung ED Fi ltDr1 rtsi 'i sGoG ni 'Gi Ezhin Gu //
sHms FDn thDms FDG 'Eyung ED] gsum nD mthong :
Eung ED GH GDg nyon mongs SD EyH ED mDng :
nyon mongs SD GEus nD : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD gnDs //

15

[2.3] ngas ni sangs rgyas rnampar sbyangs pa'i phyir :
bu++ ci ltar skrod pa de bzhin nyon mongs ] SD gsDl:
thDEs kyi FhRs UnDrhs kyDng ni smUD EDU EyD :
nyRn mRngs SD EyH ED GH UnDms mHG SDU EyD :
[2.4] GH Ezhin gshHgs SD Fi ltDU 'gyuU ED GH :

20

UtDg tu 'jig UtHn thDms FDG GRn kyang EyHG :
Fi ltDU sEUDng mD'i sEUDng Utsis] sdod gyuU SD //
GH ltDU sSREs shing FhRs kyDng EshDG SDU UR //
1

Aberratio oculi: copyist repeats from 2.2a: rtsi sdod....

Ch2

[2.3] nmnmmmx mmmmmm
[2.4] ^mm%mm

nmmmmwr
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3A

3A
rigs kyi bu dag gzhan yang 'di lta stea dper b na I1 'bras sa2 luc 'am / nas sam / d ci tse 3
'am e / 'bra 4 rnams f ni snying po phub mas 5 yongs sX6 EsrXngsg SDh yLn WH /' GH7 rDng
gL ShXE PD OD s8 PD EyXng9 gL EDr GX10 EzD' ED GDng / EcD'j EDk GDng / PyDng1 ED'L EyD
ED PL EyHG kyLm / n rLgs0 kyL EX GDg skyHs SD 'DP 1 1 / EXG PHG gDng GDgp EzD' ED GDng / q
EcD'r ED OD sogs 12 SDs zDs s k o P gyL EyD ED 'GoG SD GH GDg gLs ErngDs13 shLng1 ErGXngs11
WH r ShXE PD 'L sEXEsw GDng14 ShyL shXn sHO Wo 15 // 16 ' y
1

BDJNQ: om. /.
BDJNQST: sä for sa.
3
B: tsi rtse for ci tse; P12Q:
rtse for tse; T: tsi for tse.
4
Pi2: 'bru 'i for 'bru: the
genitive could be a survival
of preclassical times, when
the nominal character of the
following mams was still
felt. Or should the genitive
be explained in relation to
the variant mam pa in en. f?
5
BDJNQ: ma nas for mas.
6
LN: yongsu.
1
DJ: om. de; P123: de 'i for de.
2

s

BDJNQ: nas for las (Bth:
las).
9
BDJNQ: phyung (required
agent is not given); P^
byang.
10
B: bar du DCT FW bza'
(dittography); P ; : du II;
P2: du I.
11
BDJNQ: dang for 'am
(There is no reason for the
preference of 'am contrary to
dang in the edition besides
the general priority granted
to L(ST).
12
BQ: ODsogs for OD sogs; L:

OD sogs (at the end of the
line); P12: las stsogs for la
sogs.
13
DNQT: brngas or brdas (?).
14
Pi 2 : dang I.
15
B: sol to for sei to; P12T: te
for to; P3: selo for sei to
(before nyis shad at the end
of the line).
16
D: spungs shad and rkyang
shad (after first syllable);
P12T: /; S: double spungs
shad (after first syllable).

Cht

wk, #n^, m\$mljmjm, mmmm, nn^iHo mm%m,
nmm*
1

'^[=KuMiSoYu/sNaPuQiQsZi]

-
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3A

Bth
ULgs kyL EX gzhDn yDng 'GL lWD sWH : GSHU nD 'EUX 'DP : nDs sDP : cL UW sH 'DP : sR SD
UnDPs kyL snyLng SR ShXE PD s ++ SDU gyXU WH : nDP ShXE PD lDs@ yRngsX PD EyHG
SD'L EDU GX PL EcD' SD PL EzDng : PyRng EDU yDng PL 'gyXUR : ULgs kyL EX EcD' ED
GDng : EzRG SD GDng : EWXng EDU EyD ED'L EXG PHG GDP : skyHs SDs ShyLU zhLng ED++
5

nDs : ShXE PD 'L nyRn PRngs SD@ gsDl WH : ShyLURl 'GLU UR :

Ch2
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3B

3B
rigs kyi EX G ag GH Ezhin GX1 GH EzhLn gshHgs SD yDng a ' 2 GH EzhLn gshHgs b SD'L sSyDn
gyLs3 sHms FDn thDms FDGc OD GH EzhLn gshHgs SD nyLG / 4 sDngs rgyDs nyLG5 rDng
EyXng d nyLG / e nyon m o n g s SD'L sEXEs kyL6 shXn SDs GkrLs7 shLngf gnDs SDrg m t h o n g
ngo // rLgs kyL EX GDg GH ODh GH EzhLn gshHgs1 SD yDng" nyon m o n g s SD'L sEXEs kyL8
5

shXn SDk EsDO9 ED GDng / GH EzhLn gshHgs SD nyLG yongs sX1 sEyDng111 ED GDng / n sHms
FDn 'GL GDg ML OtDr nyon m o n g s SD'L sEXEs kyL shXn 10 SD thDms FDG OD s groO tH° ln 'MLg
rtHn GX GH EzhLn gshHgs SD GgrD EFom p SD yDng GDgq SDr rGzogs SD'L sDngs rgyDs
shHs12 EyD ED'Lr grDngs sX13 'gro EDrs 'gyXr snyDm1 nDs11 / 14 sHms FDn rnDms v OD Fhos
ston to //
1

BJQP2T: om. GH bzhin Gu
(aberratio oculi).
2
P2S: om. de bzhin gshegs pa
yang (aberratio oculi).
3
W3:gyi.
4
P13: om. /; S: //.
5
BDJNQTP12: nyid /;
P3: nyid II.

6

P [2 : ni fox kyi.
B: bkris; P^ bkris; P2: dkas;
Q: dkrigs.
8
BQ: kyis.
9
P12: gsal; Q: b- of Dsal
smaller; lacuna of a half
letter between b- and -sal: bis the left half of a g- (of

1

original gsal) with its right
half deleted.
W
~P{Y: shin.
n
JT: //.
n
BDJNQP3: zhes.
13
LP'2: grangsu.
14
BDJNQ: om. /; PiT: // [T at
the end of the line].

Chi

mumm*, ^mnm, m-^m, nw'wmmiEM.
1

Ji1: If ?kW for W& (contrary to four-syllable rhythm: J^fWt&flfi).
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3B

Bth
rigs kyi EX GH OWDr 'Gir GH Ezhin gshHgs m i g gis sHrhs WhDrhs FDG nyRn mRngs SD'i
mGzRG kyis ShXE mDs Gkris SD GH Ezhin gshHgs SDs : 'gyXr ED : sDngs rgyDsX] 'gyXr
ED : rDng 'EyXng ED GRn GDng EFDs WH : gnDs SD : mWhRng ngR : rigs kyi EX GH Ezhin
gshHgs SDs kyDng nyRn mRngs SD WhDms FDG kyi ShXE mD EsDO ED'i Shyir GH Ezhin
gshHgs SD nyiG yRngsX sEyDngs SD GDng : Fi nDs] sHms FDn 'Gi GDg nyRn mRngs SD
WhDms FDG kyi mGzRG kyi ShXE mD OD s grRO WH : 'jig rWHn GX GH Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD
EFRm SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SD'i sDngs rgyDs sX 'grR ED'i Shyir : [249bl] sHrhs FDn
rnDrhs OD FhRs 'FhDG GR :

Ch2

j§^, mnmrnmit-mmnz^o
« » w i t « « , ^nm
2
m, mmm, mnm m, M*& 0 m^mm;-®§mmfc, #
1
2

Ji2: 13 for %.
K"ift[=i/6] ftK" (Jh shows the lectio difficilior; the reading f i l ß j ^ t i is to be expected. Though
the particle J^ is also used in Ch2 to mark the object of an action, it never appears throughout the text
in case of the exposition of the Dharma (e.g. ... gftj^fe ). On the other hand, the combination J=|J^
appears several times in order to mark the subjects benefiting from the Buddha's activity: (IB) $P5f$

... mtmnm^m; m) « ... mn^tmmmm; (SB) mtmtmnMMim. it is

remarkable that Ch2 adds 0 (which is without any counterpart in the Tib. versions) to fä rather than
to employ J^ to characterize fä as the object. (Cf. 5B quoted above; also: (7B) f=|fin^rBÜE[TDn&0$k)•
The emended text should accordingly be understood as "... teaches the Dharma for [them] (MYi)")
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3C

3C
de nas de'i tshe b c o m ldan 'das kyis a WshLgs su b beDG SD 'GL GDg bkD' sWsDl Wo //
[3.1] ML lWDrc 'bru 'Dm sD1 lu'L 2 'brDs kyDng rung d //3'e
cL W sH4 'Dm nL 'on WH nDs kyDng rung //5
ML srLG bDr Gu GH GDg Shub f bcDs g SD //h
GH srLG1 EDr" Gu EyD ED PL EyHG GHk //'

5

[3.2] GH GDg gLs nL ErGungs111 nDs ShuE EsDl" nD0 llv
EyD ED rnDP q SDr PDng s So GDg kyDng EyHG / /
snyLng So ShuE PD lGDn SD GH GDg nL IT
VHPV FDQ UQDPV OD E\D ED P L E\HG GRY
1
2

BDJNQST: sä for sa.
P12: om. 'i.

3
4

P2: cf. OK, fn. 4.
BQ: rtse.

Chi

[3.i] m^mm1 $mmm
nmmmz mm^m
[3.2] mumm ftm^mm.
1

'^[=KuMiSoYu/sNaPuQiQsZi]

-
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Z

5

B: /; P12: om. päda 3.1b.

3C

Bth
GH nDs EcRm lGDn 'GDs kyis GH'i WshH GH 'i Gus nD : Wshigsu EeDG SD 'Gi GDg EshDG GR //
[3.1] ci lWDr 'Era GDng :
ci W
l D nDs GDng :
ci WsH rnDms ShuE mD EcDs gyur SD :
5

GRn Gu EyD ED
[3.2] GH GDg ShrDG WH EsDl nDs su //
rnDm SD mDng] po'i don kyang by ed :
de dag snying po phub mar ldan :
bsal nas sems can don kyang byed :

Ch2

[3.i] mtmwtmm1 ^hrnrnrnm
[3.2] mmnMm n&mmmm
mmmm^^m2 ^m3wmim
1

j^:[=Ga2] ^ (possible is also an emendation to ^[=76] "Chinese millet").
i$[=Ji2]
(see Tib, Bth (3.2c) and Cht (3.2b): ^ g g i g ) .
3
ifL[=Ji2] H (I understand ^±ff as the "undamaged [kernel]").

2
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3C

[3.3] de bzhin sems can kun gyi6 sangs rgyasx sa7 IP

10

nyon mongs rnams kyis khebs bb par ngas mthong nas //';dd
ngasee ni de8 dag rnamff par sbyanggg bahh dang9 //10
sangs rgyas myur thob bya phyir chos ston to //"
[3.4] sems-" can kun la11 nga 'dra'i 12 chos nyid ni //kk
nyon mongs brgya13 yis" dkris14 nasmm gang yod pa IF

15

GH nL15 rnDm00 sbyDngs16 thDmspp FDG ML ltDqq bur IF
rgyDl bDr17 myur 'gyurss byD phyLr Fhos ston to IF
6

B: kyi; LPi: gyis.
P [2 : so for sa.
8
Pi: GH with small letter
beneath the line; S: om. GH.
9
Pi2: yang for dang; P3: bya
for dang.
10
L: om. // (at the end of the
line): the copyist marked the
end of the the line with four
1

vertically arranged dots after
dang; QST: /.
1
' L: between OD and QJD:
deleted letter (not clear); it
could be nD from originally
OD'ang (see the following
fii.).
12
Pi2: yang 'dra ba 'i for nga
'dra 'i; P3: 'ang 'dra ba 'i for

Chi

[3.3] aBfteü mmmmm
[3.4] iumumi fte^f»
2

JsMi: m for M-
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nga 'dra'i.
BQ: rgya (contrary to CT^:

13

H).
14

BQ: bkris.
Pi3: nD for ni; P2: nDs for ni.
16
DJNP3: sEyDng.
15

17

P123: ED for EDr.

3C

Bth
10

[3.3] de ltar bdagis sems can thams cad mthong :
nyon mongs pas ni sangs rgyas sa yang khebs //
de dag bsal ba'i phyir chos kyang bshad :]
myur tu thDms FDG sDngs rgyDs SD yDng 'gyur :
[3.4] sHms FDn thDms FDG Fhos nyiG ngD 'GrD stH :

15

nyon mongs SD ni ErgyD'i Eskor nDs gnDs :
GH GDg rnDrh SDr GDg Shyir Fhos kyDng smrD 4.//-I
Fi nDs thDms FDG 4.myur Gu4. rgyDl 'gyur ED //

Ch2

[3.3] nnmmmm wmmtumtf
nmmmmm m^mwmm
[3.4] mnmmmm m^mmmm
m^mmmm immmmM
4

iife[=i/6]<— H? (cf. sangs rgyas sa in Tib and Bth).
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4A

4A
rLgV kyL EX GDg gzhDn a yDng 'GL OtD VtH1 GpHrb nD / rXO pD2 GDng3 / c nyDO nyLOd gyL4 gnDV
EVhDng5 gcL6 GrL PL zhLP pDVe kXn tXf gDng ED zhLgg tXh I1 PL gzhDn gVHE1 ODP nDV
VRng ED zhLg gL8 gVHr gyLj gDr EX zOXP pR zhLgk OhXng9 EDr gyXr1 OD / m EVhDng10 gcL11'11
GrL ngD EDV kXn tX° gDng ED I12 rXOp pD13 GDng / 14 nyDO nyLO gyLq gnDVr GHr15 PL gtVDngs
ED gzhDn GDng16 gzhDn GDg17 gLV18 PnDn 1 9 pDV20 / 2 1 EOtDr PL VnDng EDr1 gyXr cLng22 GHr
;24

GH OR EcX 'DP /

•v,27
nyL VhX 'DP ;25
/ VXP 26 cX 'DP ln EzhL EcX 'DP / v ' OngD EcX 'DP /

EDV29 chXGx PL zD ED'Ly chRV cDn GH VHPV cDn

OR ErgyD 'DP / OR VtRng GX PL gtVDng
30

gDng OD yDng phDn pD PL EyHG GR //
I

P i2 : VWH I.
DNQS:ED; J: SD ox ED (1).
3
P123: 'am for dang.
4
BP3: kyi; P ; : gi; P2: om. gyi.
5
J: gshad(1); L: bshad;
NQP i3 : gshang; P2: om.
bshang.
6
JNQP 3 :c/ forge«.
7
BDJNQPi2: om. /.
8
BQLSTP3: gis.
9
P12: hung; N: not clear.
10
J: gshad; NP i2 : gshang; T:
bshad.
II
JNQP 123 :c/forge/.
12
BDJNQ: om. /.
13
Q: ED; S: SD or ED (?).
14
BQPi: om. /; T: sSungs
shad (at the end of the line).
15
P 1 2 3 :der/.
2

BJQ: om. gzhan dang
{aberratio oculi); T: dang I
gzhan.
17
BDJNQPi23: om. dag.
18
BDJNQP123: gyis for gis; S:
gis19
BDJNLP13: brnan for mnan
(see Bth: brnan): contrary to

ch2-. £mm$MM;
P2: gnDn for mnDn; Q: SD
mDn for mnan; S: lacuna of
about one third of a letter
between P - and -nan of
Pnan (caused through
deletion of tshegl); first -nof Pnan very tall (caused
through deletion of
superscibed r- from originally
(m)Tnanl).

Chi

1

MiYuJsNaPuQiQs (Fs not readable): Jl,.
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DN: EDV; J: /DV or EDV (?);
P3: ED.
21
BDJNQ: om. /; S: //.
22
DJNP 123 :c««g/.
23
DJ: deV for GH; N: GHV or GH
OD (?) for GH.
24
NPi2: om. / [N: gap
between 'am and «y« of the
same size as the gap
between the following 'am I
and the numbers; T: //.
25
P 1 2 :om./.
26
JPi3: bcu for cu; Q: lacuna
of one letter between sum
and cu filled with tshegs.
27
BDJNQ: / /o /nga.
28
B: om. gtVDng; P [3 : EtVDng.
29
P [2 : EDV /; Q: ED 'i for EDV.
30
BDJNQP2:/?Drfor,pD.

4A

Bth
rLgs kyL EX gzhDn yD ng ] 'GL OWD sWH : GSHr nD : rXO ED'L OXG kyL khXng sODG s+ng : gcLn
GDng : GrL PL zhLP SDs : yRngsX GDg SD'L ODm GH'L GEX sX skyHs EX gzhDn zhLg 'grR ED
nD : gsHr kyL 'chLn SD zhLg sWRng EDr gyXr nDs : GHr sODG sD GDng : gcLn] gcLn GrL PL
zhLP SDr yRngsX gDng : rLO ED'L OXG ShXng PL gWsDng ED gzhDn rnDrhs kyLs ErnDn SDs :
5

ODm kyL snDng EDr 'gyXr WH : GH nD GH OR EcX ' D P : nyL shX ' D P : sXm cX ' D P : EzhL
EcX ' D P : GrXg EcX ' D P : ErgyDr ErWsRn SDr] EyHG SD GH GDg gL GRn kyDng P D rXng EDr
PL 'gyXr ED 'GXg sWH : GHs GH nD sHrhs cDn gDng OD yDng ShDn SDr PL EyHG GH :

Ch2

wk* #J§^, mimmmmmM, m^xx, mm&m, mmm,
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4B

4B
rigs kyi EX G ag GH nas lhas lha'i m i g gis gsHra gyL gDr EXb zOXPc S o 1 GH OD2 EOtDs d
nDs /3'e PL zhLgf OD kyH g PL khyoG song h OD4 'GL nD 5 1 6 rLn So chH'L P chog 1 gsHr^ rXO SD7
GDng /8 nyDO nyLO gyL9 rnDP SDs non SD GH1 EyLm Gor gyLs OD11'10 gsHr gyLs 11 gsHr gyL0
EyD ED gyLsp shLg12 cHs Esgo 1 3 nD 14 rLgs kyL EX GDg 15 rXO SDq GDng I16 nyDO nyLO gyL
rnDP SD zhHs EyD ED GH nLr nyon P o n g s SD rnDP SDs snD tshogs kyL tshLg1 EOD11 GDgs
so 1 7 IT gsHr w gyL gDr EX zhHs EyD ED GH nL chXGx PL y zD ED'L chos cDn gyL tshLgz EOD
GDgs so 1 8 IT OhDs OhD' L PLg b b cHs EyD ED GH nL I19 GH EzhLn gshHgs cc SD GgrD Ec o P SD
yDng GDg SDr rGzogs SD'L sDngs rgyDs kyL20 tshLg EOD GDgs so 2 1 //dd rLgs ee kyL EX GDg ff
GH22 OtDr GH EzhLn gshHgs gg SD GgrD Ec o P SD yDng GDg SDr rGzogs SD'Lhh sDngs rgyDs
10

kyDng /23 sHPs cDn thDPs cDG11 OD" GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L chos nyLGkk chXG PL zD ED
yoG SD'L" nyon P o n g s SD24 rXO SD mm GDng / 'GDP1111 rGzDE00 OtD EX rnDPs p p EsDOqq ED'L
ShyLr I25 sHPs cDn" rnDPs s s OD chos ston to //
BQ: SRV for SR.
BJQ: om. la.
3
BDJNQ: om. /; L: VSungV
Vhad (after first syllable).
4
P 123 :OD/.
5
BDJNQLPi2: ni for na (see
the parallel verse RGV 1.109
cited in the note to my
translation: ... asmin ...).
6
BDJNQP123: om. /.
7
Q: ED; DJNS: SD or ED (?).
8
DJ: om. /.
2

P2: kyi for gyi; BQ: gyis for
gyi10
BDJNQ: OD I.
11
BJNQLP3: om. gser gyis
(contrary to same
construction in 2A.4f).
12
P13: om. shig; P2: zhig.
13
BQ: bgo; P ; : bsgu.
14
P 1 2 3 :«a/.
15
BJNQP i: dag I.
16
BQPi:om./.
17
LP2: dagso [L: dagso II
before string hole]; T:

Chi
'i^.%
'i^.%
A
1

DhaFsZi: I* for f i .
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dagssR [dagsR emended to
dags sR through subscription
of a second -s-].
18
LNP23: dagso [N: dagso II
at the end of the line].
19
BDJNQ: om. /.
20
JN: kyis.
21
LP3: dagso.
22
P [2 : da for de.
23
BDJNQP123: om. /.
24

25

Pi 2 3 :^fl/.

BDQPi23: om. /.

4B

Bth
GH nDs rigs kyi EX gsHr kyi 'chin SD GH lhDs 'ShrXl gyis m i g gi m t h o n g nD : skyHs EX
gzhDn ] zhLg 'GL sPrDs sR : kyH skyHs EX sRng OD 'jLgs nD : rLn SR chH P chRg gL gsHO rXs
SD 'L OXG kyL nRn cLng 'GXg SD GH OD yRngsX sEyRngs GDng : gsHr kyL gsHr kyL GRn EyHG
GR : rLgs gyL EX rXO SD'L OXG khDng zhHs EyD ED] 'GL nD1 nyRn P R n g s SD snD tshRgs :
5

rnDP SD GX P D 'L tshLgs EOD GDg sR // gsHr gyLs 'chLn SD zhHs EyD ED nL chRs nyLG P D
rXng EDr PL 'gyXr ED'L tshLgs EOD GDg sR : OhD'L 'ShrXO gyLs PLg cHs EyD ED nL : GH
EzhLn] gshHgs SD GgrD EcRrh SD yD ng GDg SDr rGzRgs SD'L sDngs rgyDs kyL tshLgs EOD GDg
sR // rLgs gyLs EX 'GL nL GH EzhLn gshHgs SD GgrD Ec R P SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SD'L
sDngs rgyDs kyLs P D rXng EDr PL 'gyXr ba’i

10

[250al]

chRs nyLG yRG SD OD nyRn P R n g s

SD'L rXO ED'L 'GDP GX gyXr SD PHG SDr EyD ED'L GRn kyL ShyLr sHrhs cDn rnDrhs OD chRs
'chDG GR //
1

Not clear: na or nil

Ch2

#n^, m^%m&mm$km, ^AKO >«, &&„ n®.
i f e ^ M i i o ^AMB, mmzZo #B, « , m^mmo m

?§, mmm, n^jm, &mm, m\t$m0
1

Gci2T2 omit '|4 (but contrary to four-syllable rhythm: ^ ± j ! t i Ä ; c^- ^n'gyur ED for *DvLnäsDdhDrPDta).
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cnos

n

yi& PD rung EDr PL

4C

4C
GH nDs GH'L tshH bcRP OGDn 'GDs kyLsa tshLgs su1 beDG SD 'GL GDg b bkD' stsDO tR // c
[4.1] ML OtDr PL yL2 gsHr gyL gDr bu d nL // 3 ' e
nyDO nyLO rnDP SD'Lf nDng Gu Ohung gyur OD // 4
GHr GH OR nLg PL nyung bDh zhLg1 tu //•"
GHk OtDr gnDs kyDng PL 'jLg5 chos cDn no1 // m
[4.2] OhD yLs6 OhD yL7 PLg gLs8 GH P thong nDs IT
rnDP pDr sbyDng phyLr gzhDn0 OD sPrDs 9 pD10 ni //
'Gi nD11 rin FhHnp mFhog gi q gsHrr yoG pD s // 12
rnDm pDr sEyongs1 OD GH s13 ni11 EyD ED gyis v IT
[4.3] GH Ezhin ngDsx ni sHms FDn thDms FDG kyDng IP

10

nyon mongs rnDms kyis 14 yun ring rtDg non z mthong //
de dag gi 15 ni bio 16 bur aa nyon mongs shes //
rang bzhin sbyang bb phyir thabs kyis cc chos ston to dd //
LT: tshigsu.
ST: yis for yi.
3
P2: cf. OK, fn. 4.
4
ST: / [ S a t the end of the
line].
5
BQ: 'jigs for
'jig.
6
P123: lhas ni for lha yis.
2

1

?123-lha'i for
lhayi[P2-^i-s crossed out (?); gi gu
above and 'a chung beneath
-s not clear].

13

* P13: gi.
9

Pi2: smra.
10
Pl2:ba.
11
BDJ: ni for na; P2: na with
a deleted gi gu above.
12
P [2 : insert rkyang shad
beneath the line for nyis
shad; end of päda had
probably been overlooked
[P2: rkyang shad four times
as long as usual (in bottom
line)].

N: GHs; P3: GH for GHV.
BQL: kyi [Q at the end of
the line].
15
BDJNQ: gis (contrary to
BDJNQ, which marks
sentient beings as the agent
of knowing about the nature
of defilements; cf. RGV
1.110).
16
BJQP12T: glo.
14

Chi

[4.i] tv&&?m

mm m\

[4.2] \m^2. m^mm
mj&M^ mmmmm
[4.3] mmmtm m.m$t&m
[4.4] mm3mm ^m-wm
wmnmrn »^mm

1
3

2
Jit: ^P for H (but cf. Tib 4.2a: mthong).
DhDFsKuMiSoYuJsNaPuQiQsZi: ^ for ^ .
DhDFsZi: ;fjr for jft (cf. HHl for *anuküla which fits into the context of teaching; the variant ^j
*yathäkäma, might be evoked by 4.2c: M.MM—)•
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4C

Bth
de nas bcorh ldan 'das kyi de'i tshe de'i dus na : tshigsu bead pa 'di bshado //]
[4.1] FL OtDr skyHs bu'L gsHr PLn
OuG kyL khRng Gu stRr igyurj, SD :
GH'L GH OD OR PL nyung
5

FhRs nyLG PD rung PL 'gyur gnDs //
[4.2] OhD'L 'ShruO PLg GH P thRng nDs :
GH sbyDngs ShyLr nL gzhDn OD sPrDs :
gsHr 'GL nL rLn FhHn PFhRg ]
rnDP SDr GH sbyDngs GRn kyDng byHG //

10

[4.3] ngDs nL GH OtDr sHPs FDn thDms FDG P thRng //
yun rLng Gu nyRn PRngs SD thDms FDG nRn //
GH GDg nyRn PRngs : grR'ur shHs SD nD /
rDng bzhLn gyLs rnDm SDr thDbs kyDng sPrDs //]

Ch2

[4.i] mtmMmm

nmmnnm

[4.2] ^xmmmm ^t£AKUtw#
^

[4.3] %mmm&&

»JUIUM
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5A

5A
rigs kyi bu dag gzhan yang 'di lta ste 1 dper na I2 dbul a po zhig gi b khyim gyi nang c
gi 3 mdzod kyi ' o g gi 4 sa d la gter chen po dbyig e dang 5 gser gyis rab tu gang ba 6 I1
PGzoG kyL tshDG tsDP zhLg PL bGun srLG kyL8 sDs9 yog 1 0 pD'L 'og nD11 yoG ODf II12 gtHrg
chHn po h GH PL GbuO po GH OD 'GL skDG Gu1 /13 kyH" PL ngD14 nL gtHr chHnk po stH /15 sDs1
yog 1 6 cLng 'Gug go111'17 zhHs nL18 PL sPrD" stH I19 ,A 'GL ltD stH /20 gtHr chHn SR nL sHPs
kyL ngR ER nyLG kyLs0 sHPs cDn PD p yLn SD'Rq // PL GEXl SR khyLP gyL EGDg SRr GH nL
GEXl ED'L21 sHPs kyLss rjHs sXl sHPs shLng11 GH nyLG kyL stHngv nD22 rnDP SDr rgyX
yDng w /23 sD'L 'Rg nD gtHr chHn SR yRGx SD GH PD thRs PL shHs PD P thRng ngR y //z rLgs
kyL EX GDg aa GH bzhLn Gu sHPs FDn thDPs FDGbb kyLcc P n g o n SDrdd zhHnee SD'L yLG OD
byHGff SDgg khyLP OtDhh bur gyur11 SD'L ' o g nD /24 GH bzhLn gshHgs SD'L snyLng So'L 25
stobs GDng F PL 'jLgs SD GDng /kk PD 'GrHs SD GDng /" sDngs rgyDs kyL Fhos thDPs FDG
kyL P GzoG kyLmm gtHr FhHn So yoG kyDng I26 sHPs1111 FDn00 GH GDg 27 gzugs GDng / sgUD
GDng /pp GUL GDng /qq UR GDng F UHgss SD lDtt chDgs SDs1111 sGug EsngDl EDsvv 'khRU ED
nD

'khRU„28 tH29 /;xx chRs kyL gtHUyy chHn SR GH P D thRs SDs thRE SDU P D gyuUbbb

cLng30 yRngs su 31 sEyDngccc ED'Lddd ShyLU EUtsRn SDU32 yDng 33 PL EyHG GReee llm
1

DJNP2: ste I.
B: //; DJN: om. /.
3
P i2 : gyi; P3: om. gi.
4
BP2: gis.
5
BDJNQ: dang I.
6
BQP2: bar.
1
BDJNQP123: om. /; L: //.
8
BQ: kyis; P [2 : om. kyi.
9
P2: pas for sas; BQ: sa for
sas.
10
BDJNQ: g.yogs for yog.
n
P123:«a/.
12
BDJNQST: /; P123: om. //.
13
BDJNQ: om. /.
2

P [2 : nga'ini.
BQ: om. /.
16
BDJNQ: J.yRJs.
17
BJQ: JR II.
18
BDJNQPi23: om. ni.
19
DJN: om. /.
20
ABQ: om. /; T: om. 'di lta
ste I.
21
LS: po for bD 'i; T: SD for
bD 'i; P3: So 'i for bD 'i.
22
P2T: om. nD.
23
ABDJNQ: om. /; L:
vertically arranged dots for
shad (at the end of the line).
15

4

AD: om. /.
ABDJNQPi23: om. 'i (see
note in my translation).
6
ADP3: om. /.
7
P [23 : om. de dag.
8
JN: 'khod.
9
BJNQ: de for te.
0
APi23: cing I.
1
LT: yongsu.
2
A: bar; LST: pa.
3
P12: om. yang.
5

Chi

wk* m^, mtmMwmmo m^tm0 m&mto %%^mnx
$wt, A-twmmrmMo -wM^mm* turnup ti, urn
&*&mm&gM\H, ^^, ^^p, ym$M, HH£?B, i ^ i i o
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5A

Bth
ULJV N\L EX J]KDQ \ Dn g nGL OWD VWH GSHU QD GEXV SDnL N K \ L P N\LV QDQJ UH OWRnL nRJ JLV
VD JVHU FKHQ SR nNKRU UJ\DQJ JUDJV N\L WVKDG QRU GDQJ
VN\H ED EGXQ VULG N\L nRJ QD

JVHU J\LV \RQJVX JDQJ b a

VD J \ R FLQJ] nGXJ FHV VPUDnR

N\DQJ nGL OWD VWH GSHU

JWHU FKHQ SR GH OD \LG PHG GH QJRER Q\LG N\LV VHmV FDQ P D \LQ SD QD JWHU FKHQ SR
5

GH VN\HV EX GEXV SR GH OD N\H VN\HV EX QJD JWHU FKHQ SR nRJ QD VDV \ R J FLQJ] nGXJ
N\DQJ FHV VPUDnR
VHmV VKLQJ

VN\HV EX GEXV SR N K \ L P N\L EGDJ SR GH VHmV FDQ GEXV SR UMHVX

QJDnL VWDQJ QD nJUR \DQJ JWHU FKHQ SR VD OD nGXJ SD GHV

VKHV P L JWRQJ QJR
SDnL \HVKHV GDQJ
10

PG]RG

ULJV] N\L EX GH OWDU nGL E]KLQ VHmV FDQ WKDrhV FDG GH E]KLQ JVKHJV
VWREV GDQJ

UR GDQJ

VDQJV UJ\DV N\L FKRV P D nGUHV SD

VHriW GH GDJ J]XJV GDQJ VJUD GDQJ

UHJ SD OD VD FKDJV SDnL SK\LU

\DQJ P D WKRV SDnL SK\LU
\RQJVX VE\DQJV SD1 GDQJ
1

P L nMLJ SD GDQJ

JWHU FKHQ SR E]KLQ J\XU WH JQDV VR

GUL GDQJ

m a WKRV P L

VGXJ EVQJDO EDV nNKRU ED nNKRU

GH GDJ JL FKRV N\L JWHU FKHQ SR r n y e d SDU P L nJ\XUR
]

QDQ WDQ GX E\HG SDU P L ’ g y u r o

Not clear: SD or EDl

Ch2

mm&m,ff&,m, ^ ^ nmm, »
1

3Öc[ =^/6]

^

(forpurusa).
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0

&&t*mx&mm, u

5B

5B
rLgs kyL EX GDg GH nDsa GH EzhLn gshHgsb SD 'jLg rtHnc GX EyXng stH / EyDng chXE sHPs
GSD'L nDng GX 'GL OtD EX 'Ld chos kyL gtHr chHn So yDng GDg SDr rDEe tX ston f to // GH GDg
kyDng chos kyL gtHr chHn So g GH OD P os nDsh rko 1 stH /•" GH'L ShyLr 'jLg k rtHn nD1 GH
EzhLn gshHgs SD GgrD Ec o P SDm yDng GDg SDr rGzogs SD'L sDngs11 rgyDs rnDPs 0 shHs1
EyD stH I2 chos kyLp gtHr chHn So OtD EXr gyXr q nDs / r sHPs cDn rnDPss OD sngon1 PD
EyXng3 ED'L gtDn tshLgs kyL11 rnDP SD GDng / GSH4 GDng /5 EyHG SD'Lv gtDn tshLgs6 GDng / w
EyD ED rnDPs 7 ston x SDy gtHr chHn So'L PGzoG kyL sEyLn EGDg8 chDgs SD PHG SD'L
sSoEsz SD GDng9 OGDn zhLng / 10 stoEs GDng ln

PL 'jLgs SD GDng /aa sDngs rgyDs kyLbb

chos PDng So'Lcc PGzoG GX gyXr dd SD yLn no ee // f f rLgs kyL EX GDg GH OtDr GH EzhLn
10

gshHgsgg SD GgrD Ec o P SDhh yDng GDg SDr rGzogs SD'L sDngs rgyDs kyDng 12 GH EzhLn
gshHgs11 SD'L PLg shLn" tX kk yongs sX GDg" SDsmm /13 sHPs cDn thDPs cDG1111 GH OtD EXr00
Pthong nDs / 14 GH EzhLn gshHgspp SD'Lqq yH shHs" GDng /ss stoEs GDng /15 PL 'jLgs SD
GDng / sDngs rgyDs kyLtt chos PD 'GrHs SD'L PGzoG yongs sX16 sEyDng ED'L ShyLr I11
EyDng chXE sHPs GSD'1111 rnDPs OD chos ston vv to //
1

DN: zhes.
DT: //.
3
A: la sngon ma byung ba
sngon ma byung ba 'i
(dittography); LST: la sngon
ma byung ba 'am II* sngon
ma byung ED 'i [*L: /].
4
A: dpe'; Pi2: dEye ED for
dpe.
2

5

ABDJNQP12: om. /; L:
spungs shad (at the end of
the line).
6
Pi3: tshig.
1
P23: rnam.
8
P123: bdag I [P13 at the end of
the line].
9
BP i2 : dang I [B: spungs shad
(after second syllable)].
10
BDJNQP12: om. /.

n

BQ:om./.
Pi23: kyang I.
13
BDJNQP123: om. /.
14
BDJNQ: om. /; T: //.
15
BQPi: om. /.
16
LT: yongsu.
17
ABDJNQ: om. /; T: //.
12

Chi
±iLA

13 I

m§
1

tXM^W[=DhaFs]

%m^W

(four-syllable rhythm).
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5B

Bth
GH QDV ULJV N\L EX GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL nMLJ UWHQ GX E\XQJ QDV E\DQJ FKXE VHPV GSDn
GEXV QD E]KXJV WH nGL OWD EXnL FKHV N\L JWHU FKHQ SR P 5 0 b l ] NXQ VWRQ WR GH GDJ JL GH
ODV GDG QDV FKRV FKHQ SRnL JWHU WH EWRQ SDV

JQRG P L ] D EDU GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD GJUD

EFRrh SD \DQJ GDJ SDU UG]RJV SDnL VDQJV UJ\DV VKHV E\D VWH nMLJ UWHQ GX FKRV N\L JWHU
5

GX J\XU QDV
GDQJ

]

VHPV FDQ UQDrhV OD ULP N\L WKRJ PDU UJ\X GDQJ

GJRQJV SD GDQJ

VSREV SD P D WKRJV SD nR

E\D ED VPUD ]KLQJ FKHQ

UQDP SD GDQJ

GSH

FKHQ SRnL PG]RG N\L EGDJ JR

VKHV UDE PDQJ SRnL PG]RG GX J\XU SDnR

ULJV] N\L EX nGL

OWDU GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD GJUD EFRrh SD \DQJ GDJ SDU UG]RJV SDnL VDQJV UJ\DV VKLQ WX
\RQJVX GDJ SDnL GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL P L J JL VHmV FDQ WKDrhV FDG PWKRQJ QDV
10

E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL \HVKHV] GDQJ

VWREV GDQJ

P L nMLJV SD GDQJ

GH

VDQJV UJ\DV N\L FKRV

P D nGUHV SDnL PG]RG \RQJVX VE\DQJV SDnL E\DQJFKXE VHPV GSDn UQDrhV FKRV nFKDG
GR

Ch2

mm,

WM&M,

A#nfto « , urn,
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5C

5C
de nas d e ' i tshe b c o m ldan 'das kyis 1 WshLgs su 2 beDG3 SD 'GL GDg bkD' sWsDO Wo a //
[5.1] ML OWDr GbuO So'Lb khyLP gyLc ' o g Oogs nD // 4 ' d
GbyLg GDng gsHr gyLs gDng bD'L gWHr yoG SD // e
GH OD g.yo f bD'DP5 rOoP sHPs yoG PLn WH //
ngD nL khyoG kyLg yLn zhHs GH PL sPrD // h
[5.2] GH yL6 tshH nD sHPs cDn khyLP bGDg GH //'
GbuO bDr gyur" ODk rnDP SDr PL shHs shLng //'
sus kyDng GH OD bsnyDG7 SDm PHG SDs nD" 11°
GbuO So GH nL8 GH yL steng na S ' d u g // T
1
2

P3S: kyi.
NLT: tshigsu.
NP3: gcad; P2: bca(s)d
[s- marked with dots
above for deletion, -d
inserted beneath].

4

P2: cf. OK, fn. 4.
AB: ED 'Dm.
6
AP123: GH 'i for GH yi; B: yin
for yi.
1
L: bsnyed; T: brnyed
(contrary to Ch2: Iß);
5

P2: bsnyam; P3: snyed.
Pi2: na for ni.
BP123S: de 'i for de yi; Q: yi
compressed.

Cht

[5.i] mtmhu \Hwmm
[5.2] m^-mmm m^m^
1

KuMiSoYuJsNaPuQiQsZi (but not Fs as variant in Jit erroneously indicates): te instead of
(contrary to parallel in 5A: ffi/f § ÄD-
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5C

Bth
GH nDs bcom OGDn 'GDs kyL GH 'L tshH GH 'L Gus nD : tshLgsu beDG SD 'GL bshDGo :
[5.1] eL OtDr Gbus So'L khyLP Gu gtHr
nor kyL gDng bDr snoG gyur SD :
PL g.yo PL sHPs GH PL sPrDs :
5

[5.2] sHPs cDn GH nL khyLP bGDg stH :
PL shHs SDs nD Gbus gyur SD :
gzhDn ni su yDng GH OD PL bstHntH :
GH'L stDng nD Gbus So] shLn tu gnDs /

Ch2

[5.i] mimxmmm

#Ä«»^

[5.2] f j j A H f i j i ^

mm±M^%w
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5C

[5.3] GH OtDr ngDs ni sDngs rgyDs mig gis su10 //

10

sHms FDnr GH GDg thDmss FDG GEuO 'GrD1 OD11 //
GH GDg v rnDms OD gtHr FhHn yoG SD GDng //
g.yo ED mHG Fing EGH gshHgs Ous suw mthong IT
[5.4] ngas ni de mthong y byang z chub sems dpa' aa la //bb
khyod kyis cc nga yi 11 ye shes mdzod zung la // dd

15

dbul ba med cing 'jig rten mgon ee gyurff dang gg // hh
bla med chos gter 'gyur bar gyis shes11 bstan" //kk
[5.5] gDng GDg ngDs" bstDnmm SD OD12 mRs gyur1111 SD13 //
sHms00 cDn GH GDg kun OD gtHr yRG GR //pp
gDng GDg mRs nDs bGDg nyiG rtsRO byHG SDqq //

20

de dag myur du byang chub mchog thob 14 '" 'gyur //ss
10

LPi3: gisu [Pi at the end of
the line].
11
BP123: nga'i for ngayi; Q:

\L compressed.
P2: om. OD; P3: om. SD OD .
13
BDJNQP123: OD for SD.

14

LN: nthob;S: mthob.

n

Cht

[5.3] \%gstffte wmmm
[5.4] tmmm^

MH^^I^

[5.5] ^{tnmm -w^mm
2

DhaFsKuMiSoYuJsNaPuQiQsZi: J | for fg.
DhaFsKuMiSoYuJsNaPuQiQsZi: # for ^ .
4
Dha: i\\ for ^ ; FsKuMiSoYuJsNaPuQiQs: ^P for ^ .
5
DhaFs: ^ { Ü W] instead of J8j^f{l! (variant contrary to the prevailing rhythm of 2 and 3 syllables in
the first and third pädas of the verses of Chi'. ^/{Ü must be read as a compound).
3

290

5C

Bth
[5.3] GH OtDr ngDs nL sDngs rgyDs PLg gLs Pthong :
10

sHms cDn 'GL kun rDE tu GEus gyur SD //
GH OD gtHr chHn So shLn tu yoG SD nL :
EGH EDr gshHgs SD kyLs Ous nL PL g.yo ED :
[5.4] ngDs Pthong :] byDngchub sHms GSD' OD yDng sPrDs //
yHshHs kyL nL PGzRG chHn kun kyDng thRn //

15

PL GbuO 'jLg rtHn kyLs PgRn SRr gyur //
bOD nD PHG SD chRs kyDng nRr yDng sbyLn1 :
[5.5] gDng cLg ngD'L sD bshDG SD GH OD PR s //
sHms cDn OD nL gtHr yDng yRG :]
gDng zhLg shLn tu PRs shLng brtsRn byHG SD //

20

GH nL byDngchub PchRg kyDng P y u r rnyHG GR //
1

Not clear: sbyin or spyirf!

Ch2

[5.3] tmmMmm -wwmmm
M^mjKim mmmmm
[5.4] mmmwmm fm&m*®m
[5.5] m^mmmm -mmmm
mmmmmm mmmmmm
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6A

6A
rigs kyi bu dag gzhan yang a 'di lta ste I1 dperb na I2 shing c a mra'i 'bras d bu 'am e /3
'dzam bu'i f 'bras bu 'am g /4 ta la'i 5 'bras bu 'am h /' sSD'L" 'ErDs EX yDngk rXng stH /
ShyL1 shXn gyLm sEXEs" kyL0 nDng nD6 II1 PyX gX'Lp sD Eonq chXG PL zD ED'Lr chos cDn
yoG SD gDng gLs sD OD EtDEs nD / 8 shLng1 gL rgyDO So11 chHn Sorv'w 'gyXrx ro y // rLgs kyL
EX GDg GH EzhLn GX9 GH EzhLn gshHgs SD yDngz 'jLg rtHn nD10 gnDs SD11 'GoG chDgs
GDng /aa zhHbb sGDng GDng / gtL PXg GDng / srHG SD GDng /cc PD rLg SD'L nyon Pongs
SD'L ShyL12 shXn gyLdd sEXEs kyLs13 kXn tXee GkrLs14 SDr Pthong ngo ff // gg
1

ABQSTP13: om. /.
B: doube spungs shad (at the
very end of the line); P3Q: //;
DJN: om. /.
3
BQ: //.
4
N: shad: only upper half;
PiT: //; P2: om. /.
5
Pi2: ma'i for la'i.
2

BQ: om. na.
ABDJNQP123: om. //; ST: /.
8
ABDJNQ: om. /; S: spungs
shad (after first syllable in
the top line of the folio).
9
P123: om. GH bzhin Gu; T: om.
Gu.
1

ALSTP123: om. na (see my
translation).
11
BD JNQP23 :SDl.
12
DP13T: phyir, contrary to:
phyi shun in 6A.3.
13
BQP23: kyi.
14
P12: bkris.

Cht

j§^, rnxmrnm^, tmmn&mt^, mnmmimmHo
1
2

Ji,JsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: @ for f (but see 6.1b:
DhDJsQiKuMiSoYu: §§_; NaQsZi: ff; Fs: unclear.
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rt^^ggjg).

6A

Bth
rLgs kyL EX gzhDn yDng 'GL OtD stH : GSHr nD : DP ErD'L 'ErDs EX 'DP : ED sD nD'L 'ErDs
EX 'DP : 'jDP EX 'L 'ErDs EX 'DP : ] tala’i 'ErDs EX 'DP : 'GHE 'GrH'L 'ErDs EX 'DP : shXn
ShrDg kyLs PGzoG kyLs GEXs nDs : sD Eon GDng : P y X gX 'EyXng EDr 'gyXr ED yDng PL
'jLg SD'L chos nyLG GH : sD OD EtDE GDng : shLng gL rgyDO So chHn Sor [251al] EyHG SDr
5

gyXro : rLgs kyL EX GH OtDr GH EzhLn gshHgs SDs : GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L PLg gLs 'GoG
chDgs GDng : zhHsGDng GDng : gtLPXg GDng : srHG SD GDng : PDrLg SD'L PGzoG GX 'jLg
rtHn zhXgs shLng gnDs SD]

Ch2

Mifffl^, m*w&, %mm, mmm, xm&M^o mmu
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6B

6B
GH OD 'GoG chDgs a GDng / b zhH sGDng GDng / c gtL mXg GDng / srHG1 SD GDng I2 mD rLg
SD'Ld nyon m o n g s SD'Le sEXEsf kyL nDng nD snyLng Sor gyXr g SD3 GH EzhLnh gshHgs SD'L
chos nyLG GH nL4 sHms cDn zhHs EyD ED'L mLng GX1 chDgs so 5 // GH OD gDng EsLO6 EDr
gyXr" SDk GH nL myD ngDn ODs 'GDs SD stH /' mD rLgm SD'L nyon m o n g s SD'L sEXEs" yongs
sX7 sEyDngs 8 SD'L9 ShyLr / 1 0 sHms cDn gyL° khDms p kyLq yH shHs chHn So'L tshogs sX11
gyXr r SDs gDng yLn SD1 GH nL rnyHG SD'o IT sHms cDn gyL khDms kyLv yH shHs chHn
So'L w tshogs GDmx SDy GH nL I12 GH EzhLn gshHgs SD13 ML OtDz ED14 GH EzhLn GX smrD aa EDr
OhD GDng EcDs SD'L 'MLg rtHn gyLs 15 ' bb m t h o n g nDscc / d d GHee EzhLn gshHgs SD16 zhHs 17 EyD
ED'Lff 'GX shHs sXgg EyHG Go h h // 1 8 rLgs kyL EX GDg GH11 OD" GH EzhLn gshHgs SDs GH OtDr
10

m t h o n g nDs I19 EyDng chXE sHms GSD' sHms kk GSD' chHn So rnDms" OD / 2 0 GH EzhLn
gshHgs SD'L yH shHs khong 2 1 GX chXG SDr EyD ED'L ShyLr mm Gon GH1111 nyH EDr ston 0 0
to IF
1

I

2

8

BT: srid.
AQ: om. /; L: spungs shad
(after first syllable in the top
line of the folio).
3
APl23: SD/.

4

API 2 3 :QL7.

5

LNP123: chagso [Pi: chagsoll
at the end of the line].
6
DLST: bsal (contrary to
Ch,2: Wfö); P3: gsil

LT: yongsu.
BQ: sbyang.
9
BQP3: ba 'i; S: ba 'i ox pa 'i
(?)•
10
BDJNQ: om. /.
II
LT: tshogsu.
12
BDJNQPi: om. /.
13
BQP12:SD7ML.
14

P123: EX for ba.

15

BLP3: gyi.

P13: pa'i for pa.
P123: om. zhes.
18
AP3: / [A at the end of the
line].
19
ABQ: om. /; T: //.
20
AD: om. /; T: //.
21
BQ: khongs.
17

Chi

#n^, mmmmw\ mm, ^mn, wmm, %mm, m
1
2

Zi: :0 for 7^ (contrary to Ch2: WlM anc^ Tib: bsil bar gyurpa: "cool").
JsNaPuQiQsMiYu: fUftpfi for Ü .
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6B

Bth
GH nD 'GRG chDgs GDng : zhHsGDng GDng : gtimXg GDng : srHG SD GDng : mD rig SD GDng :
nyRn mRngs SD'i mGzRG kyis GEXO kyi snying SRr GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i chRs nyiG
kyDng gnDsR // GH OD gDng sHms cDn GX 'GX shHs SD zhi EDr] gyXr nD : mD rig SD'i nyRn
mRngs SD'i mGzRG : yRngsX sEyDngs SD'i sHms cDn kyi khDrhs GH yHshHs chHn SR'i
5

ShXng SR nyiG rnyHG SD'R // GH sHms cDn mchRg stH : yHshHs kyi ShXng SR chHn SR'R //
ci OtDr khRng GX chXG] SD GH Ezhin GX smrD stH : OhD GDng : 'jig rtHn GX EcDs SDs
mthRng nDs / GH Ezhin gshHgs SD zhHs 'GX shHs EyHG GR // rigs kyi EX GH GDg GH Ezhin
gshHgs SD GH OtDr ++ zhing : EyDng chXE sHms GSD' sHms GSD'] chHn SR rnDrhs GH
Ezhin gshHgs SD'i yHshHs khRng GX chXG SDr EyD ED'i Shyir : GRn GH stRn tR :

Ch2

1

See the note in my translation: fe for Hf ?
ö>^'l1!S"[./6]-<— iii (see the note in my translation: iff f° r la"?)3
f^[VÜ2]<—14 ( s e e the note in my translation).

2
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6C

6C
de nas de'i tshe bcom ldan 'das kyis tshigs su bead pa 'di dag bka' D stsalE to F //
[6.1] ML lWDr sSDd yL2 'ErDs EX WhDms cDde nL //3
nDng nD sSDf yL4 myX gX yod SD sWe5 //g
WD lDh dDng6 nL 'dzDm1 EX7 kXn lD"'Dng8 yoG //k
nDng nD yoG SD'i 'ErDs EX EskyHG1 nDm skyH" 11°
[6.2] GH Ezhin Fhos kyi GEDng ShyXg 'GrHnp SD yDng //q
sHms FDn thDms FDG sSD yi 9 sD Eonr 'GrD10 II"
de kun nang na bde gshegs lus yod par1 IT
zag med sangs rgyas mig gi
1
2

LT: tshigsu.
APU: spa'i for spa yi;V2:

3 T '*' f°"SPr yl;
P : see OK, fn. 4.
4 .2_
,._
.
AP123: spa «forspaj«.
5
Pi 2 : GH forstH.
6
A: «a«g for dang.

1

dam pas mthong 12 IT

N: jambu P W ) ; P ; :
EX
"°

8

AB: OD Dsng for ODDsng; P12:
,
„
',
f
yDnglox
D«K P 3 : om. Dng.
9 An
.-t•
A r 123* spD £ lor spD yi.
10
AP 3 : 'ßVD'.

Cht

[6.1] mtmmk \nn^wm
[6.2] iumMMM IM-^fte
1

'jDm

z$.[DhaJii]<—fä (all variants mentioned in Jit read ipf).
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" BDJNQ: ni for gi, contrary
to Ch2: M f t S I M f B S Ü ;
P : gis f r gi P : migis
f r
\
° > >
°
miggi.
12 TV^T , , ,.
,
DJN: thob for mthong.

6C

Bth
de nas bcom ldan 'das kyis tshigsu bead pa 'di gsungs so //
[6.1] ei ltar 'beb 1 WrD'i 'ErDV EX myX gX ED //
GH GDng WD] lD'i Shyirol VhXni ShrDg yoG :
'GzDm EX kXn kyiV GEXV nD yDng ni yoG :
5

GH EWDng EDV ni Gon kyDng 'EyXng EDr 'gyXr :
[6.2] GH W
l D 'GrHn SD choV kyi GoEoV2 kyDng :
+++'i VD Eon GH Ezhin VHmV cDn kXn :]
GH'i zDg mHG mig : giV mWhong ED ni :
GH'i GEXV nD : EGHr gVhHgV lXV kyDng yoG //
1
2

Not clear: 'EaE, EaE, 'EHE or EHE.
Not clear: doEos or ngoEosl

Ch2

[6.i] mtm^-z^m wm-vm*s%
[6.2] tmn^mmm

-wwmm^-
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6C

[6.3] sEuEs EshLg13 PD gyur w GHx nL14 sHPs cDn ErjoG//

10

PL shHs nDng15 nD gnDs kyDng rOoP sHPs PHG IP
tLng 'GzLnz thoE stH gnDs nDsaa rDEbb zhL stH //cc
GH OD g.yo ED cL yDngdd yoG PD yLn // ee
[6.4] dper na sdongff chen gg sahh bon11 las byung ltar IP
15

sems can 'di dag ji ltar 'tshang rgya zhing //
lha dang bcas pa'i 'jig rten skyabs kk 'gyur zhes //
yongs su16 sbyang 17 ba'i 1 8 don tu 19 chos gtam smra //"
13

JN: bshigs for bshig; Pi2:
shig for bshig; P3Q: SD shig
for bshig.
14
BP193: nD for ni.

15

BJNQP123: gDng for nDng,
contrary to Bth (dbus) and
ch2 (S*P£).

16

LTP2: yongsu.

Chi

[6.3] mmmmm immm®
[6.4] mmmm

mmmrn
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17

BD J: spang for sbyang; Q:
spang or sbang (?).
18
BP 3 :pa'i.
19
BDJNQTP123: du.

6C

Bth
10

[6.3] sHrhs cDno

l

'GL GDg thDGDG PGzoG SD yLn //

PL shHs SD'L GEusu gnDs par PkhyHn //
tLng ngH 'GzLn thoE cLng :] zhL OD gnDs SD nL
'GL OD nDP yang g.yo ED PHG SDr 'gyur //
[6.4] GH sEyDngs SD'L ShyLr nL chos kyDng sPrDs :
15

cL nDs 'GL kun sDngs rgyDs SDr gyur to //
cL OtDr sD Eon shLn chHn 'Eyung ED EzhLn //
OhD GDng EcDs SD'L 'jLg rtHn] skyDE 'gyur ED :
1

Small circle in the bottom half of the line; could be a symbol for Skt. iti.

Ch2

[6.3] ^iijii^Wii ^^W%nM^s
[6.4] mimtmm

^m$mmEM.
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7A

7A
rigs k y i b u dag gzhan y a n g a nGL OWD VWHb GSHU QD

1

VN\HVc EX GEXO SR ]KLJ OD

JVKHJVd SDnL3 J]XJV ULQ SR FKH VQD EGXQ ODV E\DV SDe
GHg QDV VN\HVh EX GEXO SR GHV7

8

4

16

12

18

11

nEURJ

GHVp GHq UDV UXO SDr

GH QDV VN\HV EX GH nEURJ GJRQ SD GH

Q\LG GXw Q\HV19 SD JDQJ x JLVy N\DQJ nFKL EDnL GXV E\DV SDUz P D J\XUaa OD
E]KLQ JVKHJVcc SDnLdd'21 J]XJV e e ULQ SR FKHf f ODVgg E\DV SD hh

22

bb

GHnL20 GH

UDV UXO SDnL23 G X P EXV

GNULV24 SD \DQJ 11 UGRJ ODP25 GH QD nSK\DQ " FLQJ26 nGXJ SD GDQJ
N\LV" P D ™ VKHV QDV

10

6

FL13 QDV N\DQJ GH J]KDQ 14

UNXQ SRV P L NK\HU EDU E\D EDnL SK\LU

GUL P L ] K L P SDnLs G X P EX GX PDV1 GNULV11 WHv

GH E]KLQ

ODJ5 PWKLOf WVDP ]KLJ \RG OD

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL9 J]XJV GH NK\HU WH

GJRQ1 SD ODV" VKLQk WX1 nGDn EDU11 nGRG SDU111 J\XU" QDV
J\LV 15 P L 0 WVKRU ]KLQJ

2

nJRPV 28 VKLQJ nJRPV1111 VKLQJ29 GRQJ00 OD

kk

30

nGURQ27 SR UQDPV
UDV UXO SD 31 GUL P L

] K L P SDnLpp G X P EXnL WKXP EX32 NXQ WX33 nGULO ED34 nGLqq JDQJ QDV UOXQJ JLV" EGDVss
VKHV35 VPDG SDnL GQJRVA | Sor t t yDng sWon SD dDng /uu ' b r o g nD gnDs SD'L36 OhDsvv OhD'L
P L g gLs r n D P SDr bOWDs37 nDs w w / 3 8 P L gzhDn dDg cLg 39 OD bsWDnxx WH / y y kyH z z skyHs EX
GDg rDs k y i G X P EX ' i 4 0 t h X P 4 1 EX ' G i ' i nDng nD / 4 2 GH Ez h i n gshHgs SD'i 4 3 gzXgs aaa r i n
So chH lDs EyDs SD / b b b ' j i g rtHn thDPs cDGccc k y i s d d d ShyDg EyD eee EDr fff 'os SD yoG
nnn
kyis ggg ShyHhhh
shig111 cHsJJJ Esgo'o //
1

ADJN: om. /; BT: //.
ABDJNQ: om. /.
3
DLST: pa 'i sku gzugs (see
OM, fn. 15).
4
BQP2: om. //; ADJNSP13: /.
2

5

B: OD JDU for ODJ; Q: OD for
ODJ.

6

BT: //; D: spungs shad (after
first syllable).
7
P23: om. des.
8
ABDJNQP123: om. /; T: //.
9
DNLST: pa 'i sku gzugs.
10
BDJNQ: om. /; L: //.
11

P123: ED for EDr.

12

ABDJNQ: om. //; P123S: /.
BDJNQP123:yY.
14
Pi: bzhan; P23: bzhin.
15
BQ: gyi.
16
ABDJNQP123: om. /; T: //.
13

17

ABDJNQ: om. /; L: double
spungs shad (at the end of
the line).
18
AT: //; BDJNQ: om. /; P3:
spungs shad (after first
syllable).
19
P12: nges for nyes.
20
BDJNQ: de 'i tshe de.
21
DNLST: pa 'i sku gzugs.
22
ABDJNQ: om. /; T: //.
23
DQ?i: ba'i.
24
BNP 2 :Mra;Pi: dkris (at
the end of the line).
25
BQ: OD PL for ODP.
26
ABDJNQP23: zhLng.
27
P 2 S: 'gron.
28
AP12Q: bgoPs.
29
P12: om. 'goms shing.
30
ABDJNQSP123: om. //.

31

D: SD or ED (?); Q: ED;?2-SD with small letters beneath
the line.
32
P [23 : thuPpo for thuP bu
(cf. Bth: GDPpo).
33
BJQP3: du.
3A
Pl2:ba'i 'di.
35
BDJNQP3: zhes.
36
P [2 : pa 'i dngosporyang
ston pa dang* I 'brog na
gnas pa'i lhas [*P2: da nga
for dang] (aberratio oculi).
31
BQ: has.
38
BDJNQ: om. /; T: //.
39
BDJNQP i: gc«g.
40

BDJQ: GXP EX 'diyi WKXP
EX; N: GXP EX 'dinL WKXP EX .

41

P [23 : om. bu'i thum.
BDJNQP123: om. /; T: //.
43
DNLST: pa 'i sku gzugs.
42

Chi

WK, #J§^, mtmh, itMMt, mmm, immm, mmm,
1?, f r A H
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7A

Bth
ULJV N\L EX J]KDQ \DQJ nGL OWD VWH GSHU QD VN\HV EX GEXO SR OD GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL
OXV ULQ SR FKH EGXQ ODJ P L WKDO WVDP \RG GH1 GH QDV VN\HV EX GEXO SR GH GH E]KLQ
JVK\HV SDL [251bl] OXV NK\HU QDV : nEURJ GJRQ SDU nJUR EDU nGRG d e
UWRJ VKLQJ UJ\XQ SR P L nSKURJ SDnL SK\LU
5

UDV P D UXO SD PDQJ SRV GNULV VR

VN\HV EX GH nEURJ GJRQ SDU GDU QDG2 FLJ JL VKL EDU J\XU QDV
ULQ SR FKHU VDU P D UXO SD GHV GNULV SD
VKHV SDV

FL OWDU J]KDQ N\L P L

]

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL OXV

GH ODP GHnL GEXV QD nJURnR

GQJRV SR VPUDG SDU \LQ SDU PWKRQJ QDV

GH QDV

P L ORQJ ED

PL

UDO P D UXO SD GDP SRV] GNULV p a

UOXQJ JL GHG nNK\DE SD nGL JD las E\XQJ ]KHV nJRQJ PFKRQJ ]KLQJ nJURnR nEURJ GJRQ
SD GH QD JQDV SDnL OKDV nSKUXO N\L P L J JLV PWKRQJ VWH VN\HV J]KDQ ]KLJ OD EOWHQ WH
10

nGL VNDG GX VPUDnR

]

N\H VN\HV EX UDV PDnL WKXP SR nGL NKURO GDQJ

GHnL GEXV QD GH

E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL OXV GNRQ P F K R J nMLJ UWHQ WKDrhV FDG N\L SK\DJ nWVKDO ED \RG GR :
1
2

Lacuna between GH and GH.
Not clear: Gar naG or dor nodi

Ch2

mmmmm, s^&si,

SPTOÄ

mt, &m, img&,

^ A

m*.rnm^-rn,mmm0 fi^zA«, « , mm, mm, «n
^mmm^ &'um&MMB*, mz&&, Mmio ^mm.
mumm* mnmm0 -wwMmmko
1

Ji2: 2_ for ffn.
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7B

7B
rigs kyi bu dag a GH EzhLn GXb GH EzhLnc gVhHgV SD yDng d VHmV FDn thDmVe FDGf nyon
mongV g SD'Lh GkrL1 EDV GkrLV" tHk /' VmDG SD'L 'oV VXm gyXr FLng1I2 yXn rLng" Sor 'khor
ED'L0 'Erog p Ggon SD nD kXn 3 tX 'khyDm q SDr m t h o n g VtH / r rLgV kyL EX GDg thD nD GXG
'gro'L VkyH gnDVs VX1 Vong ED11 rnDmV kyDng rXng v VtH / 4 VHmV FDn nyon mongV SDw VnD
5

tVhogV kyL GkrL5 EDVx GkrLV6 SDr gyXr SDy rnDmV kyL nDng nD yDng z GH EzhLn gVhHgV
SD'Laa OXV ngD bb FL 'GrD ED yoG SD m t h o n g ngo c c // dd rLgV kyL EX GDg GH7 OD GH EzhLn
gVhHgV SD nL / 8 ML OtDr GH EzhLn gVhHgV SD'Lee yH VhHV m t h o n g ED I9 nyH ED'L nyon
mongV SD GDng ErDO zhLng / 1 0 yongV VX11 GDg SDr gyXr OD / ff ML OtDrgg GDhh OtDr ngD11 EzhLn
GX 'MLg rtHn thDniV" FDG kyLV ShyDg EyDkk ED'L" 'oV VX 'gyXr m m VnyDm1111 nDV I12 nyon

10

mongV 00 SD'L GkrLpp EDVqq GkrLV13 SD ODV thDr14 EDr15 EyD ED'L" ShyLr I16 EyDng FhXE
VHmV GSD ' thDmV FDG OD FhoV Vton to // ss
1

P123: pa for cing.
BDJNQP123: om. /.
3
BDJNQ: rtag for kun.
B: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line); D: spungs
shad (after second syllable);
P123: om. /.
5
BP2: bkri; Pi: om. dkri.

2

6

BP2: bkris.
BQ: 'di for de.
8
BDJNQP12: om. /.
9
BDJNQP 123: om. /.
10
BDJNQSTP 123: om. /.
n
LT: yongsu.
n
BT: //; P12: om. /.
7

Chi

302

13

BP2: bkris for dkris; Q: da
kris for dkris.
14
P i : mthar; P2: (O)thar [mmarked with three dots
above for deletion].
15
LSP13: par; T: not clear.
16
BDJNQ: om. /.

7B

Bth
rLgs kyL EX GH OtDr 'GL GH EzhLn gshyHs SDs] sHrhs FDn thDms FDG nyRn mRngs SDs GkrLs
SDr gyXr FLg FLng : smDn SD yXn rLng SRr 'ErRg GgRn SDr 'khRr ED rLgs kyL EX sHrhs
FDn GH GDg thDms FDG FhXng GX nD : EyRO sRng GX sRng ED ODm : nyRn mRngs SDL] gRng
EXs EsgRngs SDr gyXr SD'L GEX s na : GD OtDr ngD FL 'GrD ED GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L OX s
5

yRG SDr mthRng ngR : rLgs kyL EX GH nD GH EzhLn gshHgs SDs : kyDng nyRn mRngs SD'L
gRng EXs EsgRngs SD] ODs grRO ED'L ShyLr : FL OtDr GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L yHshHs mthRng
ED yRngsX GDg SD GDng nyH ED'L nyRn mRngs SD mHG FLng : GD OtDr ngD FL 'GrD ED GH
EzhLn GX 'jLg rtHn thDms FDG kyL ShyDg 'tshDO EDr gyXr FLg] FHs EyDng FhXE sHms GSD'
thDms FDG OD FhRs 'FhDG GR :

Ch2

mm** ^mmmm^^, $mm, n-wnmzmmw\ mm
So
1

»2]<-&.
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7C

7C
de nas de'i tsheD bcom ldan 'dasE kyis tshigs su bcadF pa 'di dag bka' stsal to //
[7.1] ML ltDr2 GrL ngDd smDG SDr3 'os rnDms kyLs //4'e
yongs suf GkrLs5 SD bGH bDrg gshHgs kyLh gzugs6 //
rLn chHn byDs SD rDs Gum1 GkrLs-" SD GH II1
lDm gyL bDr nD bor8 tH9 'khyam10 gyur pa11 //k
[7.2] lha yi12 mig gis1 de ni mthong nas sum //
lha des13 gzhan" zhig la ni rab smras pa //
'di na14 de bzhin gshegs pa rin chen yod1511°
ras dum16 thum bup 'di ni myur duq phye //
[7.3] de bzhin nga yi17 lha mig 'di 'dra ba I/1

10

des ni sems cans 'di dag thams cad kyang //18
nyon mongs dkri bas1 dkris nas11 rab sdug bsngal //
'khorv ba'i sdug bsngal gyis niw rtag gtses19 mthong //x
1

I

2

II

LN: tshigsu.
Pi2: srid for ltar.
3
BDJNQPi23: pa 7 for par.
4
P2: see OK, fn. 4.
5
BP3: bkris.
6
LN: gzut [LN before nyis
shad at the end of the line].
7
BQ: double spungs shad
(after first syllable).
8
P12: om. bor.
9
JN: GH for tH; P12: om. tH.

° P12: 'khyam par gyur.
Pi: SD la II; P2: SD la I.
12
B: yi(s) [-s marked with two
dots above for deletion];
P123: lha 7 for lha yi.
13
P12: de.
14
LP123Q: ni for na.
15
Pi2: mdzod for yod;
P3: brjod for yod.
16
P123: thum for dum; Q:
lacuna of one letter between

Chi

[7.1] f A i ü frit

m*&
[7.2] ^ S % B Z

mmmA

[7.3] $ C T S » mmtsm
mmmmm *&mm^
1

Dha: # for ft.

304

GXP and thXP filled with
tshega.
17
B: ngayi [lacuna of one
letter between nga and yi; gi
gu oiyi above this lacuna
from former nga 7 as in
P123?]; P123: nga 7 for nga yi.
18
P3T: /.
19
B: rtse; P^ gees; P3: brtses;
Q: rtses.

7C
Bth
de nas bcom ldan 'das kyis de'i dus na : tshigsu bead pa 'di bshad do //
[7.1] cL OtDr VPrDG SD GrL PL zhLP :
bGHr gVhHgV SD'L OuV GkrLV SD :
rDV] PDng SRV : GkRn PchRg bkrLV :
5

GH nL ODP Gu bRr zhLng 'grR :
[7.2] 'ShraO kyL PLg gLV GH P thRng nDV :
OhD GHV : gzhDn OD VPrDV SD nL :
rDV 'GL rnDrhV P yur Gu khrRO GDng :
GH nDV GkRn PchRg GH bzhLn gVhHgV SDs [252al]

10

[7.3] de ltar nga'i 'phrul mig gis serhs can ngas mthong ba :
nyon mongs gong bur bsgongs pa ste :
'khor ba'i sdug bsngal nyon yang mongs //
ngas ni rtag tu gtso bor mthong //

Ch2

[7.i] mm^mm mm^ztmrn
mmm^zmm mnmsfmmm
[7.2] ft^^gsMBB %m?fmi&Am
« f t » n ^ mnmmmk
[7.3] mj^mum^ nm-mmm
1

Ji2: | f for fl.
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7C

[7.4] ngas ni nyon mongs dkris pa'i nang y GDg nD //z
.20

rgyDO ED'L sku nL P nyDP pDr EzhDg,21 gyur OD //

15

GH nLaa g.yo ED PHG cLng PL 'gyur yDng //bb
GH yongs 22 thDr EyHG23 gDng yDng PHG pDrcc Pthong // dd
[7.5] ngas mthong de nas skul ee ma btab pa ni if

24

byang chub mchog tuff gang dag gg zhugs hh pa11 nyon IF
de ltar sems can chos nyid 'di kk 'drar11 rtag 25 // mm

20

'di na 26 yongs su

27

dkris pa'i

rgyal ba bzhugs//

[7.6] EGH EDr gshHgspp kyL28 yH shHs yongs Ekrol29 nDs // qq
gDng tshH nyon Pongs thDPs FDG rDE zhL ED IF
GH tshH 'GL nL sDngs rgyDs PLng30 thoE stH //
lhD GDng PL rnDPs ss sHPstt ni rab tu dga'//

25
20

JNP 2 :6ar;Pi: not clear.
BQ: gzhag.
22
Pi: yongsW for yongs (at the
end of the line); P2: yongs su
thar; P3: yongs su thar \yongs
at the end of the line].
21

P123: pa for byed.
QT: /.
Pi2: brtag.
P2T: ni for na.
LT: yongsu.

2S

BNQ: kyis (cf. Bth: yang
grol bder gshegs yeshes te:).
29
P [2 : dkrol for bkrol;
P3: spros for bkrol.
30
Pi2: mi for ming; Q: med for
ming.

Chi

[7.4] XBfjJfte MJ!±J5^
[7.5] iM%^iuMi Hff#HI£

mmmmm mm2mmM
[7.6] nmmm mm%®
2

•^.[DhDFsJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYü]<—^ (the variant f£ is probably caused by the occurrences
of ^ in 7A and 7.1; see further the variants given for | § | i n NIJp. 282 with radical 55 at the
bottom).
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7C

Bth
[7.4] nyon P o n g s gon EX GH GEX s nD : ]
15

rgyDO ED OXs kyDng GH gnDs WH :
GH yDng PL g.yo PL spyoG 'GXg //
'GL OD yDng groO sX yDng PHG :
[7.5] ngDs GH PWhong nDs 'groO EDr EyD :
EyDng chXE P chog GX gDng EyDs nyon :

20

sHms cDn chRs nyLG GH EzhLn nR :
rWDg GkrLs] GH nD rgyDl ED gnDs //
[7.6] yDng grRl EGHr gshHgs yHshHs WH :
GH W shH nyRn P R n g s kun zhL gyur //
GH nDs sDngs rgyDs PLng nRG gsDl ED :

25

lhD PL rDE Wu GgDn sHPs kyL :

Ch2

[7.4] a B ' M « ^ mmzkmwm
[7.5] m2mmMnm wmmmmm

[7.6] mmsmm* «-«tiff
mtmmtm xmmmm
2

The construction J=| ... FfL ("Because [I] have seen that,....") is uncommon. An emendation of J=§
to fi? in light of Tib, Bth {ngas) and Chi (iW)> or to UP as in 7.6a could be an alternative.
3
^[Ji2]<^M (Tib.: ye shes; Ch,: ^).
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8A

8A
rLgs kyL EX dDg gzhDn yDng 'dL ltD ste a dSer nD ll'h EXd P e d P g o n P e d SDr gyXr SD I2
P d o g ngDn SD / 3 drL P L zhLP SD / c sPDd SDrd 'os e SD / f 'MLJVg VX4 UXQJ ED
VGXJ SD

h

EOWD QD P L

nGUH P R nGUD ED ]KLJ P J R Q PHG SDnL NKDQJ SDU1 ]KXJV QDV JQDVj VRk

' GH

GHU111 JQDV SD GDQJ5 VEUXP" PDU 6 J\XU WH 1 JDQJ 8 JLV JGRQ P L ] D° EDU nNKRU ORV9 VJ\XU p
5

EDnL UJ\DO VULG E\HGq SDU nJ\XU EDnLr VHPV FDQ GH nGUD ED ]KLJ s GHnL PQJDO GX ]KXJV
N\DQJ

10

EXG PHG GH11 PQJDO QD nGXJ SDnL VHPV FDQ GH OD1 EGDJ11 JL 12 PQJDO GX ]KXJV

SDnL VHPV FDQ nGL FLv nGUD ED ]KLJ 1 3 ' w VQ\DP GXx \DQJ y ' 1 4 \LG OD P Lz E\HG
PQJDO GX ]KXJVbb VDP 15
N\L f f
10

11

cc

EGDJ JL

P D ]KXJV VQ\DP SD16 \ D Q J d d GH GH QDee \LG OD P L E\HG

J]KDQ GX QDg g GH GEXO EDnLhh VHPV18 GDQJ

19

]KXP 1 1 SD GDQJ"-" GPDQ SD GDQJ

NKR UX2 0 FKXQJ 21 ED22 VQ\DP k k SDnL VHPV UMHV VX23 VHPV VKLQJ"
GDQJ

aa

24

P G R J m m QJDQ SD

GUL P L ] K L P SD1111 Q\LG N\LV PJRQ 0 0 PHG SDnLpp NKDQJqq SD QD JQDV WH

25

GXV

nGDn EDU E\HG GR™
1

B: //; DJNP3: om. /.
BT: //; P123Q: om. /.
3
B: double spungs shad (after
second syllable); PiQ: om. /;
1:11.
4
LT:
'jigsu.
5
P [2 : dang I.
6
BDJNQ: par for mar.
1
BT: //.
8
P i2 : grang.
9
P123: lo: wrong
decomposition of
R p ^ ' o ^ q ' (see Eimer 1992:
84)?
10
BDJNQP123: om. /; T: //.
2

n

BDJQP 3 : de'i for de;
N: da 'i for de.
12
P i3 : om. gi.
13
Pi: bzhig for ba zhig; NP2:
ba zhig or bzhig (?).
14
BDJNQ: yang FG \LG [N: GH
compressed; later inserted
between 'ang and yiG];
insertion of GH probably due
to the genitive in 8A.6 (see
fn. 11).
15
Pi: pDV for VDm; P2: EDV for
VDm.
16
BDJNQPi23: du for pD.
17
BT: //.
18
BQ: VemV can dang.

BT: //; D: spungs shad
(after first syllable); P^ om. /.
20
B: NKRU for NKR UX ; LST:
NKRng du for NKR ru; N: NKRd
du or NKRng du (?) [-d or -ng
later subscribed with a very
small letter beneath kho-].
21
BNP2S: chud for chung; P ; :
chung or chud (?).
22
BS: pa; P [2 : om. ba.
23
LT: rjesu; P2: om. su.
24
BDJNQP123: om. /; T: //.
25
BDJNQ: om. /.

Chi

vmi p

ATo itbA^n, mm®, m^y^ &$&&&<
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8A

Bth
rLJs kyL EX JzhDn yDnJ 'GL OWD sWH : GSHr nD : EXG] PHG PJRn PHG SD PGRJ nJDn SD :
GrL PL zhLP SD sPrDG SD 'jLJ SD'L JzXJs PL sGXJ SD shD zD PD GDn J 'GrD ED : PJRn
PHG SD'L khyLP GX EsJRr zhLnJ JnDs WH : de na JnDs SD GDnJ : sErXP SDr JyXr nDs : ]
GH'L P nJDO GX JDn J JGRn PL zD EDr 'khRr ORs EsJyXr ED'L rJyDO SRr 'JyXr ED : GH 'GrD
5

ED'L sHrhs cDn skyHs SDr JyXr kyDnJ EXG PHG GH : PnJDO nD 'GXJ SD'L sHPs cDn OD
sHms cDn cL 'GrD ED zhLJ nJD'L P nJDO GX skyHs shLnJ : ] nJD'L P nJDO GX zhXJs zhHs PL
sHms : yLG OD PL EyHG : GHr 'GX shHs PL 'jXJ JR // JzhDn GX nD GEXO SRr sHms nJDn SD
GDnJ : nyRn PRnJs SD GDnJ : PL GJH ED'L sHms kyL rjHs sHms sR : PGRJ nJDP SD GrL
PL zhLP SD : ] PJRn PHG SD'L khyLP GX 'khRr zhLnJ GX s nyH EDr EyHG GR :

Ch2

wk, #n^, W&MM&A, ms, HÄ mmm, tm^sc, A
P/TB%, mm, im, ± ^ T ^ \ mmzm, m%&m, m^rnm, &
^jt^mii^o m^-kxmmm\h jr^mmm^ik, mmnm,
Ts££<i>o EM«£, M*&«> i f ü o ^nT%. ^mzm, m
1

JE [Jii]

^&.
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8B

8B
rigs kyi EX GDg GH Ezhin GX sHms FDn thDms FDGD kyDng m g o n mHG pDrE gyXr Fing I
'khor ED'iF sGug bsngDOd gyis gWsHse SDr gyur OD I2 sriGf SDrg skyH bD'i h gnDs3 mgon 1
mHG" SD'i k khDng SD nD1 gnDs so m // GHn nDs4 sHms cDn rnDms OD GH bzhin gshHgs 0 SD'i
rigs zhugs 5 WH lv khong nD yoG kyDng sHms cDn GH GDg gis q khong Gu mD chuG r Gos'1 IT
,Bu

rLgs kyL EX GDg v GH OD GH EzhLn gshHgs SD nLw sHPs cDn GDg EGDgx nyLG ODy khyDGz

GXaa PL gsDG6 SDrbb EyD7 ED'Lcc ShyLr / 8 rLgs kyL EX GDg d d khyHG bGDgee nyiG 9 sro shi 1 0
bDr mD byHG SDr11 khyHGff'gg brWson ' g r a s brWDn SDr gyis shig GDng12 / khyHG OD GH
bzhin gshHgs SD zhugs 1 3 SDhh yoG SD11 Gus shig 1 4 nD ' b y u n g bDr 'gyur WH ß khyHG
kk

15
byDng chub sHms GSD' zhHs byD bD'iKK grDngs su 13
'gro bDr 'gyur 11 gyi m m I16 sHms cDn

10

zhHs byD bDr1111 ni 1 7 mD 00 yin n o p p // qq GHr18 yDng sDngs rgyDs shHs 19 byD bD'i grDngs
s u " ' g r o ' i 2 0 / 2 1 byDng chub sHms ss GSD' zhHs byD bDrtt ni m a yin no 2 2 ' 2 3 zhes1111 chos
24

%X@

ston Z4 to It
1

BDJNQP123: om. /; T: //.
PiT: //.
3
P12: om. gnas.
4
DJNQP2: na for nas.
5
BDJNQ: bzhugs, see 8B.8:
... zhugs SD... [bzhugs SD
(Bu) definitely not original].
6
NPi2T: bsad [N: originally
probably gsad, later altered
to bsad].
1
TBu: om. bya.
8
BDJNQ: om. /; T: //.
9
Bu: nyid la spro for nyid sro.
2

10

L: srog shi; N: so shi; P [2 :
srog shing; P3: sro zhi; Bu:
spro shi; the variety of
variants indicates that the
archaic expression sro shi ba
(see Tshig mdzod s.v. sro shi
ba) was not current anymore
among the revisors.
11
Pi23: cigl for par.
12
P3Bu: om. dang.
13
Bu: bzhugs.
14
P3: zhig; Bu: gcig.
15
LTPi: grangsu.

16

BDJNQ: om. /; T: // [lacuna
of about six letters between
the shads].
17
B: na for ni; Pi23: om. ni.
18
P12: de.
19
DP123Bu: zhes.
20
P123: 'gro 'o for 'gro 'i.
21
BP123T: //.
22
LN: yino (at the end of the
line).
23
BQP12: no II.
24
Bu: bstan for ston [Bu
parallel to 8.5d: bstan].

Chi

"1=
$<«?,

1
2

m

# ^ ^ ,

5kl

m^im^o mmm, mmmm, wm^m%m
2^

FsJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: f$=f for WDhDFsJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: \% for W-
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8B

Bth
rigV k y i EX GH ltDr VHrhV FDn 'Gi Ezhin VHrhV FDn thDmV FDG m g o n mHG pDr gyXr pDV :
' k h o r ED'i VGXg EVngDl EDV : gtVHV Vh i n g : 'EyXng EDr] VN\H EDnL nGX PFKHG N\L P J R Q
PHG SDnL N K \ L P GX JQDV VR
SD \DQJ \RG
5

WH

]

VQ\LQJ SR OD JQDV SD \DQJ QD

ULJV N\L EX GH QD GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDV

EDnL SK\LU FKRV nFKDG GR
N\LV

10

GH QDV VHPV FDQ GDJ GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL NKDrhVX VN\HV
VHmV FDQ GH GDJ JL NKRQJ GX PL FKXG
VHmV FDQ UQDrhV EGDJ OD \RQJVX P L JWVH

ULJV N\L EX NK\RG JDQJ QDQJ QD

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD \RG

NK\HG EGDJ FDJ OD JWVHV [ 252bl] SDU P D E\HG SDU NK\HG N\LV EUWVRQ nJUXV EUWDQ

SDU E\RO VKLJ GDQJ

GH \DQJ GXV VX nE\XQJ EDU nJ\XU

JUDQJVX nJ\XU J\LV

WKDmV FDG GX QL P D \LQ QR

JUDQJVX] nJ\XU J\LV

NK\HG E\DQJFKXE VHmV GSDnL
GH QDV \DQJ VDQJV UJ\DV N\LV

E\DQJFKXE VHmV GSDn ]KHV P D \LQ QR

Ch2

iio
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8C

8C
de nas de'i tshe bcom ldan 'das kyis a WshLgs su1 beDd SD 'dL dDg bkD' sWsDl Wo //b
[8.1] ML lWDr bud mHd mgon mHd gyur SD zhLg //
khD dog ngDn cLng gzugs nLc mLd sdug lDe //2'3
byLsf SD yLn WH mgon mHd khDng SDrg gnDs //h
rH shLg4 dus1 na de 5 ni j derk sbrum1'111 gyur IT
[8.2] de yi 6 mngal 0 du gang zhig nges par p ni //
'khor los 7 sgyurq ba'i rgyal po che ba 8 nyid //r
rin chen rnams kyis 9 'phags pa s gling1 bzhi yi11 IT
w

bdag po byed par 'gyur ba x de y 'dra z zhugs 10 //aa

[8.3] bud med byis pa 11 de ni 'di ltabb bur //

10

mngal du zhugs sam ma zhugs cc mi dd shes la //
mgon ee med khang ff pa gg na ni gnas byed de hh //
dbul11 ba 12 snyam du sems shing" dus 'da' byed //
LN: tshigsu.
P2: see OK, fn. 4.
3
B: double spungs shad (after
first syllable); NL: /.
4
DNPi3: zhig; T: not clear:
shigi(7).
5
Pi: na GH with small letters
beneath the line; T: om. na
de.
2

P123: de'i for GH \L .
7

P123:OR (see 8A, fn. 9)\?x:OR
with small letters beneath
('kho)r].
8
P [2 : chenpo for che ba.
9
DJNPi23: kyi.
10
ST: bzhugs.
11
BQ:ML ItD for byLs SD; P2:
byDs SD for byLs SD; T: byLn

Chi

[8.1] mtmkh

mtmtm

[8.2] -bfftöüfäg iWEKT
[8.3] aiMite m^mm
mmmm wi^mu
1
2
3

DKa: m for %%.
MDKFs^m
(see parallel in 8A:

ff^AOTSM)-

DhaFs: ^-m for ffl^-.

312

SD for byLs SD; contrary to

Ch2: M (bäla).

12

BQ: nyid for ED; P2: ED with
small letters beneath the
line.

8C

Bth
GH nDs b c R P lGDn 'GDs kyL GH 'L Gus nD : tshLgsu beDG SD 'GL bshDG GR //
[8.1] cL ltDr buG PHG gDng zhLg P g R n PHG SD :
khDtRg ngDn cLng PL bzDng bD'L gzugs : ]
P g R n med khyLP Gu GEuV ED rnDmV kyDng gnDV :
5

GH nDV GuV Vu PngDO Gu chDgV SDr 'gyur :
[8.2] GH 'GLV GH 'GrD P ngDO Gu rnyHG SD nL :
'khRr OR EVkRr rgyDO gGRn PL zD EDr 'gyur :
PWhu chH EDV nD : rLn chHn rnDmV kyDng 'Eyung : ]
ShyRgV EzhL rnDmV kyDng GEDng yDng EyDV SDr ’gyur :

10

[8.3] EuG PHG EyLV SD1 GH'L PL VhHV WH :
EGDgLV PngDO Gu zhugV GDng P D zhugV SD //
P g R n SD PHG SD'L khyLP Gu 'khRr ED nD :
GEuV SR VHPV SDV GuV kyDng 'GD' EDr EyHG : ]
1

Not clear: SD or EDl

Ch2

[8.i] mmAMt^

jfmmm^mw

[8.2] mmumzm^ ^Ejinffte
[8.3] MKcir^n n^m^muM.
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8C
kk,U

[8.4] GH Ezhin ngDs ni sHms ' FDn thDms FDG kyDng //
mgon mHG gyur OD sGug EsngDO Fhos kyis 13 nyHnmm //14

15

khDms gsum1111 SD yi 15 EGH ED Fhung00 ODpp gnDsqq //
nDng nD" Fhos nyiG mngDO16 'GrD yoG SDr17 mthong ss //
[8.5] de 'dra mthong nas byang chub sems dpa' la //tt
'jig rten phan par1111 byed vv pa 18 mngal 19 gnas na 20 //
sems can kun ww gyis 21 ' xx chos nyid ma yy shes zz kyis 22 //23

20

bdag dman 24 'du shes ma sky ed25 cig ces bstan aaa II26
[8.6] bbb khyed cag brtson 'grus brtsam 27 pa brtan 28 gyis dang 29 //ccc
rang lus 30 ring ddd por 31 mi thogs rgyal bar 'gyur // eee
dus zhig 32 byang chub snying po thob gyur nas llm
srog chags stong ggg phrag bye ba grol by ed 'gyur //

25
13

BQP3: kyi.
NP 3 :/(at the end of the
line; due to following kh-7).

14

15

BP123: SD 'i for SD yi; Q: yi

compressed; T: SD yid or SD
ying (?) for SD yi.
16
B: mDng la gnas 'dra;
DJNQ: mngal gnas 'dra; P^
mngal ba 'dra; P2: mngal du
'dra; P3: mnga' ba 'dra.
17
BDJNQPi23:om./?Dr.
18
Pi: OD for pD; P2: kun OD for
pD.

Pi2: mngDO PC gnas.
Pi 2 : om. na.
21
BQ: kyi for gyis.
22
BQ: bgyis; JN: gyis.
23
QS: double spungs shad
(after first syllable).
24
JN: sPDn for GPDn; P2: GDP
for GPDn.
25
LST: bskyeG; P3: skyes.
26
P3T: /.
27
BQ: brtsDPs.
20

Chi

[8.4] ^ j ( ^ # H

¥«i
fl^fe^iHP

[8.5] mmmm ^x^mm
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B: bstDn for brtDn; Q: bsDn
(^)
[letter beneath
superscribed -s- missing
(originally bstanl)].
29
P [2 : kyang for dang;
T: dang with small letters
beneath the line.
30
Pi2: minus for lus: contrary

to Ch2: iJ J§\

31
32

Pi2:/>o for por.
BDJNQP12: shig.

8C

Bth
[8.4] GH OtDr ngDs ni sHms cDn kun mthong ED :
15

mgon mHG sGug EsngDO chos kyis nyon yDng mongs :
khDrhs gsum ngDn SD'i EGH ED OD 'Dng gnDs //
GH'i GEusu chos nyiG stong SD 'GrD :
[8.5] 'Gi OtDr mthong nDs : EyDng chuE sHms] dpa' smras //
sems can kun kyi chos nyid shes nas ni

20

'jig rten phan zhing 'od by ed snying po gnas //
khyod rnams ngan pa'i 'du shes ma by ed cig //
[8.6] khyod rnams kyis ni mthong nas brtson 'gras brtsom //
rang gi lus su] myur du rgyal bar 'gyur :
dus su byangchub sems kyi dkyil 'khor de kyang thob :

25

srog chags bye ba stong yang grol bar byed :

Ch2

[8.4] wL-mtwit

M^nm^

[8.5] £njiJ!B^#f! - W l i J I r i t t

[8.6] mmmm&w ^x^Mmm
2

Ji2: M for i t .
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9A

9A
rigs kyi bu dag gzhan yang 'di lta ste 1 dper na I2 spraa tshil las b rta'i c gzugs sam /3
glang po d che'i gzugs 6 sam /4 bud med kyi f gzugs sam / g skyes pa'i gzugs dag cig5
byas te /h 'jim pa'i nang du1 beug" nas 6 ' 7 J.yRJs k OD Ezhu1 stH / m zDJs8 SDr EyDs OD J sHr
Ezhu11 stH I9 zhu EDr Jyur SDs0 EkDnJ nD10 lv rLP JyLs JrDnJs 11 SDr12 Jyur q ' 13 nDs14 /r
PnyDP SDr JnDs SDr Jyur SD'L15 JzuJs GH GDJ thDPs FDG ShyLs rRO JyL 'jLP SD JnDJ1
FLnJ16 khD GRJ11 PL sGuJ kyDnJ I11 nDnJ JL rnDPs v nL J sHr ODs EyDs SD GDJ JR // GH
nDs18 PJDr 19 ED 'DP w / 20 PJDr x ED'Ly sORE PD zhLJ JL s I21 GHz ODs JzuJs JDnJ22 GDnJ23
JDnJ GDJaa JrDnJs 24 SDr25 Jyur SDr26 PthRnJ ED GHbb GDnJ GH GDJ JLcc ShyL27 rol2&
gyi dd 'jim pa tho bas ee bkogs 29 na 30 / 31 de nas skadff cig de la nang gg na hh gser las
10

byas11 pa'i 3 2 gzugs-" yod pa 33 dag 34 yongs su35 dag par 'gyur ro kk //
1

B: ste II; P2ST: ste I.
DJN: om. /; P ; : //.
3
BPiT: //.
4
BT: //.
5
DJN: om. cig.
2

6

P123: nas I.

I

BQ: nas sa g.yogs.
8
BQ: bzag; P^ zag.
9
BT: //.
10
BDJNQP3: nas.
II
BQP2: grang.
12
BQ: bar; P3: om. par.
13
BDJNQ: gyur pa na.
14
BDJNQ: na for nas; P3: sam
for nas.
15
Pl2:ba'i.
16
Pi2: cig for cing.
17
BDJNQ: om. /; P3: spungs
shad (after first syllable).

15

LT: na.
BQP 3 : 'gar.
20
P3S: om. /.
21
BDJNQP123: om. /; T://(at
the end of the line); (S: shad
at the end of the line).
22
L: gang (at the end of the
line); P i23 : om. gang.
23
P [23 : om. dang.
24
BQ: grang.
25
BQT: bar; N: not clear.
26
BDJNQ: pa.
21
BDJNQLSTPi: phyir (see
fn. 28); see Bth: phyirol.
28
BDJNQLSTPi23: rim; my
emendation to rol is based
on the frequent occurences
of phyi rol in this chapter
(see9A.5,9B.2,9B.10,9.1a,
19

9.3c) and on the fact that rim
gyi(s) would be in conflict
with the following statement
that the figures become
clean in one moment (cf.
also Bth: phyirol kyi sa).
Graphical similarity between
rim and roll
29
DJN: bskogs; P3: bgogs.
30
P [2 : nas.
31
DJN: om. /.
32
P12: om. 'i.
33
B: om. pa; P [2 : par.
34
P [23 : om. dag.
35
LTN: yongsu.

Chi

n, « « o urn5, mit, ^feiMo
1

2

M[JsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu]^&\[DhDFsGa,T,]; Ji,: $\\.

Fs: n for f.

3

DhDFs: M for ®|.
'M[DhDFsGaiJii and all other texts collated with Jit in the Zhonghua Dazangjing]<— j£.
5
m[DhDJsNaQiQs]^m-

4
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9A

Bth
rigV kyi EX gzhDn yDng 'Gi lWD VWH : GSHr nD VErDng rWVi'i VnyigV mD VErDng] tshal lDV rWD
ED'i lXV VDm : ED glDng gi lXV VDm : VHgH'i lXV VDm : VkyHV EX 'i lXV kyi lXgV VgRmV
VDm : EVkXV VDm : EzhXgV WH : zDg SDr EyDV nDV gVHr EzhXgV WH : zhX EDr gyXr] SD :
yRngV gDng EDr EyDV WH : EDgV kyi grDng EDr gyXr nDV : mnyDm SD nyiG GX 'GXg SDr
5

gyXr WR : gzXgV GH GDg WhDmV FDG GX gVHr ShyirRl WX ni VWH : nDg SR khDWRg ngDn SD'R :
GH nDV : lDV EyHG SD 'Dm : [253al] lDV EyHG SD'i WhDG nD gnDV SDV gzXgV GH GDg grDngV
SDr gyXr SD mWhRng nDV / ERng EDV EVnXn WH : EFRm nDV : ShyirRl kyi VD mHG SDr EyHG
GR : GH nDV GH mD WhDg GX gVHr EzDng SR'i gzXgV yRngVX] GDg SDr 'gyXrR :

Ch2

WK, #J§^, mwmm, m^rne, me, mj&, im, mm%
±, Mm>xit, mmm&, mmm, \mr^, I H E I I ^ O
1

ft[^V|<—f? ( s e e the variants given for f§| i n NIJp. 282 with radical 55 at the bottom).
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9B

9B
rigV kyi EX GDg a GH Ezhin GX1 GH Ezhin gVhHgV SD yDng 2 / 3 GH Ezhin gVhHgV SD'i m i g
giV4 VHmV FDn thDmV FDG 'jim b SD'i gzXgV OtD EX yin OD / 5 Shyi c roO gyi d nyon mongV SD
GDng / nyH ED'i nyon mongV SD'i 6 VEXEVe kyi nDng gi f VEX gXg VDngV rgyDVh kyi 7 FhoV8
kyiVlJ gDng VtH / zDg SDk mHG SD'i1 yH VhHV rin So FhH'i111 nDng nD I9 GH Ezhin gVhHgV"
SD mGzHV SDr 'GXg10 SDr11 m t h o n g ngo° llv rigV kyi EX GDg GH ODq GH Ezhin gVhHgV SDVr
VHmV FDn thDmV FDG GH OtDr m t h o n g nDVs I12 EyDng FhXE VHmV GSD 'i nDng GX Vong VtH13
'Gi OtD EX 'i FhoV kyi 1 rnDm grDngV 'Gi GDg14 yDng GDg SDr rDE11 tX Vton to // GH OD EyDng
FhXE VHmV GSD ' VHmVv GSD' FhHn So gDng GDg zhi zhing EViO15 EDrw gyXr x SD GH GDg
gi 1 6 GHy Ezhin gVhHgV SD'i yH VhHV rin So FhH yongV VX17 VEyDng ED'iz Shyir / 1 8 GH
Ezhin gVhHgV SD19 FhoV kyi rGo rjH'i tho EDV Shyi roOaa gyi b b nyon mongV SD thDmV FDG
'gogV cc Vodd // rigV kyi EX GDg mgDr 20 EDee zhHV EyD ED GH ni f f GH Ezhin gVhHgVgg SD'i
tVhig EOD GDgV Vo h h //" rigV kyi EX GDg GH Ezhin gVhHgV SD GgrD EFc m " SD yDng kk GDg
91

SDr rGzogV SD'i VDngV rgyDV kyiV

99

/

9 ~\

VDngV rgyDV kyi m i g giV

VHmV FDn thDmV FDG

GH OtDr m t h o n g nDV / 24 nyon mongV SD" GH GDg ODV thDr SDr25 EyDVmm tH26 / n n VDngV
rgyDV00 kyi yH VhHVpp OD rDE tXu GgoG 27 SD'i Shyir FhoVqq Vton to IT
Pi2: om. sangs rgyas kyis.
PiT: om. GH bhzin Gu.
BDJNQLP 123 :/>a.
22
2
12
BDJNQP123: om. /; T: //.
P i3 : om. GH bzhin gshHgs SD
BDJNQ: om. /; T: //.
23
13
LST: spyan gyis for mig
yDng; N: OD for yDng; T: om.
BDJNQSP123: ste I; T: ste II.
14
gis.
yDng.
BQ: om. dag.
24
3
15
D: om. /; P ; QT: //.
BDJNQPi23: om. /.
L: bsal; N: not clear:
25
4
BDP 3 S:6ar;N:/?aror
LST: spyan gyis for mig gis;
bsal(l); P3: gsal; contrary to
bar(l).
N: rig des for mig gis.
Chi2: W:lM a n d Bth: grangs.
26
5
16
P23: ste for te.
J: //; L: spungs shad (at the
DJNQ: gis.
21
17
BQLST: 'god; P2: dgongs.
end of the line); Pi2: om. /.
B: om. su; LT: yongsu [L at
6
P2S: ba 'i; D: not clear.
the end of the line].
7
18
P3ST: om. kyi.
B: spungs shad (after first
8
ST: om. chos (cf. Bth:
syllable); DJN: om. /; P ; : //.
19
saryas1 kyi chos).
S: pa'i chos (see Bth:... SDU
9
BDJNQ: om. /.
chos).
10
20
BQ: 'jug for 'dug.
BQ: 'gar.

Chi

JiiJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: M for £0.
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9B

Bth
rigs k y i EX GH ltar 'GL E]KLQ GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDV VHrhV FDQ WKDG N\DQJ VDnL J]XJV OWDU
SK\L URO1 QL Q\RQ PRQJV SD GDQJ

Q\H EDnL Q\RQ PRQJV SD PG]RG N\L QDQJ GX EX ND

\RG SDnL GEXVX VDU\DV] N\L FKRV GDQJ

] D J SD PHG SDnL \ H VKHV GNRQ P F K R J JL UDE WX

JDQJ ]KLQJ GEXV QD GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD2 OHJV SDU JQDV SD PWKRQJ QDV ULJV N\L EX GH
n a GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDU JQDV] SDU PWKRQJ QDV

ULJV N\L EX GH QD GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD

GH OWDU VHrhV FDQ WKDmV FDG PWKRQJ VWH nGL OWD EXnL FKRV N\L J ] K X Q J VHmV GSDn GEXV
QDV

nGXJ QDV

UDE WX VWRQ WR GH QDV E\DQJFKXE VHmV GSDn] VHmV GSDn FKHQ SR ]KL

EDU nJ\XU JUDQJV EDU J\XU WH GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDV FKRV N\L UGRUMHnL PWVKRQ N\LV GH
GDJ JL SK\LURO N\L Q\RQ PRQJV SD PDQJ SR WKDPV FDG P D r u n g EDU E\HG SD GH QL GH
E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL] WVKLJV 4.EOD4. GDJ VR

ULJV N\L EX nGL E]KLQ GX GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDV

VDQJV UJ\DV P L J JLV \ H VKHV GNRQ P F K R J UDE WX VE\DQJV SDnL SK\LU UR
JL \ H VKHV ODV E\HG SDV

GNRQ P F K R J

J]XJV ] GH GDJ EFRP VWH GNRQ P F K R J JL J]XJV Q\RQ PRQJV

SD OD WKDU EDU E\HG SD nGL QL GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL WVKLJV EOD GDJ VR

ULJV N\L EX nGL

E]KLQ GX GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD VDQJV UJ\DV] PLJJLV VHmV FDQ WKDmV FDG PWKRQJ QDV GH
GDJ Q\H EDnL Q\RQ PRQJV SDV WKDU EDU E\DV VDQJV UJ\DV N\L \HVKHV OD ENRG SDnL SK\LU
FKRV nFKDG GR
1
2

Between rol and ni lacuna with traces of a kyi.
pa (sems can) legs with two dots on s- and -n of Uems FDP for deletion.

Ch2

MttMi, ^MWK, MWlW&o ^Wä,

Mo
1

^[Ga2Ji2]^a.
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BMW-, 35WBM, :Mu, itt

9C

9C
de nas de'i tshe bcom ldan 'das kyisD tshigs su bead pa 'di dag bka' stsal to //
[9.1] ML ltDr gzXgV nL ShyL rol M
' Lm EDV2 g.yogV //3'b
nDng nLc VEX gX4 yod cLng dgVog5 yLn SDe II6
rinf chen bzhus7 pas rab tu bkang na ni //
brgya stong phrag ni mang por 'gyur ba yin //
[9.2] mgar bas shing tuh grangs par1 gyur shes nas //•"
'di ltar rin chen las ni by as pa 'di //
rnam dag gzugsk 'gyur las gang bya snyam ste //8
gzugs la g.yogs1 pa'i 9 'jim10 SD 'gogsm SDr EyHG" //
[9.3] GH Ezhin ngDs ni sHms FDn thDms FDG kyDng //

10

gsHr gzugs 'jim0 SDs g.yogsp SD11 'GrD ED stH //
Shyi roO shun SD nyon mongsq sEuEs yin OD //r
nDng nD sDngs rgyDs yH shHs yoG SDr mthong //s
LTN: tshigsu.
BDJNQSTP123: pas [P{: paof pas with a small letter;
between pa- and -s small
gap]3
P2: see OK, fn. 4.

4

2

P i 3 : VEX EX for VEX JX ; P 2 :
VEXEV VX for VEX JX .

5

B: JVHU for gsog; Pi3T: g.yog
for gsog [T at the very end
of the line].
6
Pi 3 Q:/.

7

BQLP i2 : bzhugs for bzhus.
B T : / [ B a t the end of the
line]; J: / (?).
9
P12: om. 'i.
10
BT: 'jig for
'jim.
11
BQ: pas.
8

Chi

[9.i] mtnttm
mm&tm
[9.2] mmm.^
mm&fä

[9.3] mmmm
1
2

mmm^m
imm!m±
mm2^m^
mm3mm
Ä»JI

'M[DhDFsGaiJii and all other texts collated with Jit in the Zhonghua Dazangjing]<— j£ .
miDhJsNaQiQs^MDhDKuSoZi: ^ for * ; JsNaPuQiQsMiYu: (l|.
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9C

Bth
GH nDs Ecom OGDn 'GDs kyis GH'i GXs nD] WshigsX EeDG SD
[9.1] gzXgs rnDms ShyiroO ci OWDr sHms // EskXs SD
GH'i nDng GX EX gD sog sD rnDms GH Ezhin OD //
rin chHn EzhX ED rnDms k y i gDng EDr 'gyXr : [253bl]
GH OWDr ErgyD GDng sWDng rnDms kyDng :
[9.2] ODs EyHG SD n i 1 shin WX GrDgs shHs nDs :
sD yin EskXs SD GH rnDms mHG EyDs WH :
ci OWDr Gkon mchog 'Gi nD rnDm GDg SDr :
'Gi rnDms kyDng ni gzXgs k y i ODs kyDng EyHG // ]
[9.3] GH OWDr EGDgis sHms cDn kXn mWhong ED :
gsHr k y i gzXgs rnDms yis ni g.yog SD Ezhin //
nyon mongs mGzoG rnDms Shyi roO 'ShDgs SD sWH :
GH nDs sDngs rgyDs yHshHs gnDs shing yoG
1

Not clear: ni oder nail

Ch2

[9.i] mmmm^m n^mmm^
mmm^mmm mimm-^
[9.2] X E Z A ^ B mmmwm
» » « f t mmmmim
[9.3] m^-mmm m\&&&$m
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9C

[9.4] de la byang chub sems dpa' gang dag ni //
zhi zhing11 shin tu12 bsilv bar gyur pa dag //

15

gang gis dew dag nyon mongs ma lus 'byinx //
chos kyi13 lagy chasz de la 'gogs par byed //aa
[9.5] rin chen gzugs ni bltabb nacc'dd sdugee paff ltar //
rgyal sras gang zhig 'dir ni daggg gyur pa //
stobs bcu dag14 gishh lus rnams11 yongs gang15 ste //

20

lliar" bcaskk 'jig rten 'di na16 mchod17 par 'gyur //"
[9.6] ngas ni srog chags thams cad de ltar mthong //mm
byang chub sems dpa' 'ang 18 ngas1111 ni GH lWDr mWhong 00 //
GH lWDr GDg SD bGH bDr gshHgs ' g y u r WH //SS
25

bGH gshHgs GDg ni sDngs rgyDs Wshul sWon Wo //
12

J: du for tu; P123: om. shin
tu.
13
BDJNQ: kyis (see 9B.10: ...
chos
kyi rdo rej 'i thobas...).
14
12
'
°'

15

Pi2: bkang for gang.
P12: ni for na.
17
JN: mchong.
1S
DJNT: dpa 'ang ( ^ ^ ' ) for
dpa''ang;?2Q: dpa'for
16

Chi

[9.4] mxmm AMIft 5
[9.5] « 6 p/f!MH mWiWi^W
4

Ji,JsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: M for £0.
m[DhDJsNaQiQs]^m6
DhDFs: Jj5_for $}?•
5

7

JsQiMi: 5HJ for | J 5 | .
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dpa 'ang [Q: lacuna of one
letter between dpa' and
ngas].

9C

Bth
[9.4] GH QL] zhi zhing shin tu grags pa na :
15

sems can rnams na byangchub sems dpar gyur :
de dag la ni chos kyi mtshon cha sbyin :
de ni nyon mongs ma lus zhi bar byed :
[9.5] gang zhig 'di na rgyal sras dag gyur pa :
ci ltar dkon mchog] gzugs ni sdug pa bzhin :

20

'jig rten lha dang bcas pa rnams kyi mchog //
de lus stobs bcu rnams kyi gang ba'o :
[9.6] de ltar bdag gi srog chags tharhs cad mthong :
de bzhin byangchub sems dpa' rnams kyang dag]
de ltar2

25

bder gsheg rnams kyi sangs rgyas mig kyang bshad //
2

Tib has bde (bar) gshegs in päda c and in päda d. The fragmentary päda c in Bth can therefore be
explained as an aberratio oculi: the copyist jumped to the second bder gsheg(s) in päda d.

Ch2

[9.4] Wimw'mwu mmmmmrn
mmimmm >m\mwmmm
[9.5] mmmzm^- ÄMtH^rs
[9.6] nßi-mmm

tmmimmm

1

B[Ga2Ji2]^&.
TfD[^V|<—A CSrtlf^täA ~~ fÄÄ contrary to the usual caesure after the fourth syllable).
3
MGa2Ji2]^Jj.

2
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10A

10A
GH nDs Ecom OGDn 'GDs kyis 1 EyDng chXE sHms GSD' rGo rjH'i2 EOo gros OD EkD'a stsDO
SD / 3 rGo rjH'ib EOo gros rigs kyi EX 'Dmc /d rigs kyi EX mo e khyim SD 'Dmf /4 rDE tX
EyXng ED yDngg rXng stH /5 gDng zhig GH Ezhin gshHgs11 SD'i snying So'i chos kyi rnDm
grDngs 'Gi1 'Gzin SD GDng I6 'chDng ED GDng /•" kOog SD GDng / kXn chXE SDr EyHG SD
GDng /k gOHgs EDm GX1 EyDs tH7 'jog SD GDng / 8 gzhDn GDg OD yDngm rgyD" ehHr 'chDG0
SD GDng I9 yDng GDg SDr rDE tX ston SD GH EsoG nDms mDng GX skyHG SDr 'gyXr ro 10 //
S: kyis 1; T: kyis II.
Pi 2 3 : o m . nL.

BPiT: //.
BJNQ: om. /; T: //.

5

9

B: double spungs shad (after
third syllable); QT: //.
10
LTN: 'gyuro.

BT: //.
BT: //.

6
7

Pi2:WH/.

8

BT: //.

Chi

w^w^mmmm, wmm-o ^&m, ^&, #j§^, «CA
KuMiSoYuJsNaPuQiQsZi: ^Ei? for

T^^±M..
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10A

Bth
GH nDV EcRrh OGDn 'GDV kyiV rGRrjH EORgrRV EyDngcKXE VHPV GSD ' EkD' VWDO SD : rGRrjH'i
EORgrRV rigV k y i EX SKR 'DP : rigV k y i EX PR 'DP : ] k K y i P EGDgiV rDE WX EyXng EDV :
GH EzKin gVKHgV SD'i Vnying SR'i cKRV k y i gzKXng 'Gi 'Gzin SD 'DP : 'cKDng ED 'DP :
kORg SD 'DP : kXn cKXE SDr EyHG SD 'DP : gOHgV EDP GX cKXG SDr Ey DV WH : bzhag ]
5

gDP / gzKDn OD 'cKDG GDP : rDE WX VWRn nD EVRG nDPV PDng GX 'SKHO EDr 'gyXrR :

Ch2

\%^mmmM, Ho #n^, %&m, turn, #J§^\ mi^Amm
$m%m, &M%, w, ii, ii, wmm, mmm, mums.*
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10B

10B
UGo UjH'i a EOo gUoV yDng EyDng FhuE VHPV GSD ' b gzhDn gDng z h i g c GH Ez h i n gVhHgV1
SD'i yH VhHV EVgUuE2 SD'i ShyiU EUWVo n d SDU gyuU ODe / f ' j i g UWHn g y i khDPV g UH UHU yDng h
VDngV UgyDV WhDPV FDG1 OD yDng 3 P F h o G SD'i ShyiU / 4 UGzu 'ShUuO" EVgUuEVk nDV5 'Gi OWD
E u ' i Wing ngH 1 'Gzin OD Vn y o P V SDU zhugV WH I6 Wing111 ngH" 'Gzin g y i VWoEV EVkyHG7 SD
GHV8 VDngV UgyDV k y i z h i n g EyH ED khUDg khUig ' E u P ShUDg gDnggD'i 9 kOung g i EyH P D
EDV kyDng P D n g

q

^ E D UnDPV Vu° / 1 0 gDng g ä ' i 1 1 kOung g i 1 2 EyH p P D EDV kyDng 1 3

P D n g ^ q ED'i VDngV UgyDV EFo P OGDn 'GDV14 EyDng FhuE VHPV GSD ' UnDPV GDn g r EFDV
SD15 / s nyDn 1 WhoV kyi 1 1 GgH 'Gun GDng EFDV SD EzhugV v Vhing gnDV S D ' i w GH E z h i n
gVhHgV SD UH UH OD yDng x khDng SD EUWVHgV SD I16 GuV Vu y EGH ED I11 UgyDU18 GSDg WVhDGz

10

WVDP OD I19 'ShDng Gu GSDg WVhDGaa EFu SD20 / Uin So FhH WhDPV FDG ODV EyDV SD / OhD'i
GUi z h i P So 2 1 GDng OGDn SD / b b P H Wo g c c ViOdd P D VnD WVhogV EkUDP SD / ee OongV VSy o G f f
khD nD P D Wh o ED PHG SD22 WhDPV FDGgg GDng OGDn SD / 2 3 ' E u P ShUDg gDnggD'i 2 4
kOung hh OngD EFu ' i EyH P D VnyHG n y i n UH11 z h i n g 2 5 ShuO WH / k k EVkDO SD" ' E u P Gu
WVhDng26 E D ' i m m EDU1111 Gu 'Gi OWD Eu ' i P F h o G SD EyHG SD EDV 00 1 21
1

BQ: gshegs,[Q at the end of
the line; B before pa 'i at the
end of the line]; L: gshye (at
the end of the line).
2
BJNQP3: sgrub; LP12:
bsgrubs.
3
BJNQPi23: om. yang.
4
JNP123: om. /; T: //.
5
P123: nas I.
6
BST://;Pi:om./.
7
BQP3: skyHG; J: bskyaG.
8
LST: GH for GHs; P123: GHs I.
9
BJQT:ga«ggä'«;NS:
ganggä 'i; P^ gang gis for

gangga 'i; P23: gang ga 'i for
gangga 'i.
10
P 123 ST:om./.
11
NS: gangga'i; Pi23: gang
ga 'i, wobei P ; : gi gu of gang
ga 7 above second ga-; L is
missing here.
om. klung gi.
om. kyang.
'das I.
15
P123: om. SD.
16
BJNQPi2: om. /; P3: SD 'i for
SD I; T: //.
17
P [2 : om. ED I; P3: om. /.

9
0

P2: rgyD; P3T: ErgyDr.
BJNQ: om. /.
J: SD or ED (?); Q: ED.

1

BQ: So dag dang.
2
P [23 : SD I; T: med for pa.
3
BJNQ: om. /; L: spungs
shad (after first syllable).
4
BJQT:ga«ggä'«;NS:
ganggä 'i; P i23 : gang ga 'i.
5
BQ: bzhin for zhing.
6
Q: chad; P [2 : tshad.
J
B: //; JN: om. /.

Chi

mm
1

DhDFsJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: %%MW\M^ for %%M\M^ (contrary to four-syllable rhythm);
FsKuMiSoYu: U for M2
FsJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: ]^^\mW&
for MtlL?nJrii> (contrary to four-syllable rhythm).
3
JsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: M&3 for M&^i%> (contrary to four-syllable rhythm).
A
^WkiW&[Jii]<— TB.M.'tWl^'P (contrary to four-syllable rhythm; i'H^J> for ilT/nJ^ appears metri causa
in 0.4a, 10.4a, 10.6c; \B:& also twice below in 10B); DhDKuMiSoYuJsNaPuQiQsZi: ]MmW& (but
equivalent for M in all other translations of TGS); Fs: $MiW& [next c ° lumn] '&•
5
All editions except Ti have jj^ instead of f^z.
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10B

Bth
gang y a n J UGRUMHnL EORJURV E\DQJFKXE VHmV GSDn GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SDnL \HVKHV EVJUXE
SDnL SK\LU

+ + ] VDQJV UJ\DV WKDmV FDG OD PFKRG SDnL SK\LU

QDQ WDQ GX E\HG FLQJ

nMLJ UWHQ N\L NKDmV UHUHU UG]XnSKUXO EVJUXE QDV GH nGULnL WLQJ QJH nG]LQ OD VQ\RP SDU
nMXJ VWH FKX ED JDQJ JDnL E\H P D] la nGDV SDnL VDQJV UJ\DV N\L ]KLQJ E\H ED NKUDJ
5

NKULJ EUJ\D SKUDJ VWRQJ JL FKX ER JDQJ JDnL E\H P D VQ\HG ODV nGDV SDnL VDQJV UJ\DV
EFRP OGDQ nGDV UQDrhV E]KXJV VKLQJ VS\RG SD QL [ 254al] E\DQJFKXE VHmV GSDn GDQJ
Q\DQ WKRV N\L GJH nGXQ GDQJ EFDV SD UQDrhV VR

GH E]KLQ JVKHJV SD UH UH OD FKX ER

JDQJ JD OQJD EFXnL E\H P D VQ\HG N\L NKDQJ EX b r t s o g SD EUJ\D SKUDJ VWRQJ SKXO ED
nGL OWD VWH EGH EDU nGUD J ULQ SR FKH VQD EGXQ J\LV NKR UD NKRU \ X J QL GSDJ nSKDQJ QL
10

GSDJ WVKDG EFXnL nSKUXO N\L GUL ] K L P SR GDQJ OGDQ SD GDQJ
VWRQJ UG]RJV N\L EDU GX

EVNDO SD EUJ\D SKUDJ

Q\LQ UH \DQJ NKD QD P D WKR ED PHG SDnL ORQJ] VS\RG SKXO ED

GDQJ GH OWD EXnL PFKRG SDnL \RE\HG E\HG SD EDV

Ch2

mmm, —mm-mmm, mjEm-mmm, tnm-w&im
1
2

W^XlMir-mX
Ji2: ffl for M-

(note four-syllable rhythm: ^ I g f i f c ) .
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10B

15

rigs kyi bu p p 'DP /28 rLgs kyL EX P R gDng gzhDn 29 zhLg EyDng chXE tX sHPs EskyHG
GH /30 GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L snyLng SR'Lqq chRs kyL" rnDP grDngs 'GL OD s 31 GSHss gcLg32
tsDP OX s OD 'chDng ngDP /33 gOHgs EDP GX gnDs SDr EyHG nD /34 rGR rjH'Ltt EOR grRs GH'L
EsRG nDPs PngRn SDr 'GX EyHG SD ww ^GH im OD /35 EsRG nDPs v v PngRn SDr 'GX EyHG
;37

20

<—ww,xx
sngD PDs y y ErgyD'L 36 chD GDng / stRng gL chD GDng / ' E X P gyL chD GDng/
SD
grDngs GDng /39 chD GDng /40 EgrDng 41 ED GDng / GSHr yDng nyH EDr42 PL 'grR stH /

rgyXr yDng PL EzRG GRaaa ///bbb
28

BJNQPi: om. /.
BQ: om. gzhan.
30
BP3: //.
31
P [2 : la for las; P3: om. las.
32
LP 2 3 :«g(cf.
Ch2:-m).
33
T: spungs shad (after
second syllable); P123: om. /.

29

BQ: om. /; P2: partial
spungs shad.
5
BJNQP23: om. /.
6
BP ; : rgya 'i for brgya 'i; Q:
ba rgya 'i for brgya 'i.
7
JN: om. / [J at the end of
the bottom line of the folio].

3S

P2T: gi.
P123: om. /; T: spungs shad
(after second syllable).
40
P 1 2 3 :om./.
41
BQ: 'grang; P2: bgrad.
42
P12: om. nye bar.
39

Chi

mm,,

^PWA,

mmm^, mum m%, w, 11, ii, mm, t

n^.-
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10B

Bth
gang rigs k y i EX SKR ' a P : rigs k y i EX PR gzKan zKig gis EyangcKXE k y i sHrhs EskyHG
GH : GH EzKin gsKHgs Sa'i snying SR cKRs gzKXng 'Gi GSH'] 'gD' zhLg khRng Gu chuG
15

SDr EyDs sDP : gOegs EDP Gu EyDs nD : rGRrje'L EORgrRs 'GL'L EsRG nDPs PngRn SDr 'Gu
Ey eG SD OD : sngD PD 'L EsRG nDPs PngRn SDr 'Gu Ey eG SD OD : sngD PD 'L EsRG nDPs
PngRn SDr 'Gu EyeG] SDs Ge'L ErgyD'L chDr 4.yDng4. PL ShRG GR : stRng gL ErgyD ShrDg
stRng Eye ED ErgyD ShrDgstRng gL grDngs kyL chDr yDng PL ShRG GR // grDngs ED 'DP :
GSe' 'DP : chDr yDng PL EzRG GR //

Ch2
;3

-++--H-3

mm, ^m\ &WF&, %mmm, %mwmmm^\ nuttum
mmn-m, m±.tm, mmm, mm, mmmmmmm, tm

3

,,
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10C

IOC
rGo rjH'i a EOo groVb yDng EyDng chuE VHPV GSD ' c gDng VDngV rgyDV kyi 1 choVd yongV
Vu2 tVhoO EDV /3 VDngV rgyDV Ec o P OGDn 'GDV GH GDg ODV4 GH Ezhin gVhHgV6 SD rH rH OD
yDng f EVkDO5 SD ' E u P tVhDng gi EDr Gu /6 Vhing PDn g GD7 rDh ED'i PH tog 1 khDO Ezhi SD8
' E u P 'thor" OD II9 rGR rjH'i k EOR grRs GgH sORng ngDP 1 /m GgH sORng10 P D 'DP 11 / GgH
EsnyHn 0 nDP lv GgH EsnyHn 11 P D zhig gis I12 EyDng chuE Wu sHPs q EskyHG GHr / GH
Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying SR'i chRs kyi s rnDP grDngs 'Gi WhRs nDs /13 WhDO P R OhDn14
cig 15 sEyDr1 WH I16 rjHs su 17 yi 1 8 rDng ngR11 zhHs Wshig geig 1 9 sPrDs nD20 / rGR rjH'i EOR
grRs EsRG nDPs v P n g R n SDr 'Gu EyD EDw GDng /x GgH ED P n g R n SDr 'Gu y EyD ED GH ODz
PH WRg GDng / P H WRg aa ShrHng 21 ShuO ED GDng22 OGDn SD /23 GH Ezhin gshHgs SD OD
10

EzhDg SD'i EsRG nDPs P n g R n SDr 'Gu EyD ED GDng /24 GgH ED25 P n g R n SDr 'Gu bb EyD
ED26 sngD cc P D GH s dd /27 ErgyD'i 28 chD GDng I29 sWRng gi e e chD GDng / ' E u P gyi chD
GDng / grDngs GDng /

chD GDng /

EgrDng

ED GDng / GSHr yDng nyH EDr P i 'grR

sWH /33 rgyur 3 4 ' g g yang PL bzRG GRhh //"
1

BQ: kyis.
LT: yongsu.
3
BJNQPi23: om. /.
4
P12: las/.
5
Pi2: skal.
6
BJNQ: om. /.
7
BJQ: da for da; NS: manda
(•^ü) for man da.
8
BJNQ: om. SD.
9
BJNQSTP123: /.
10
P12: om. dge slong ngam I
dge slong.
11
LP i2 : om. nam I dge bsnyen
{aberratio oculi); P3: snyen.
12
BJNQP123S: om. /.
13
BJNQP23: om. I;VX: II (&t
the end of the line).
14
JNLSTP3: Ian (contrary to
the variant Ian cig ("once")
is Cli2, which would have
translated it, had it appeared
in the Indian ms; also Bth
2

simply: thai mo sbyar); P [2 :
om. lhan (like Bth).
15
P 12 :om. cig (like Bth).
16
BJNQP3: om. /.
17
LTNPi: rjesu.
18
BJPi3: yid fox yi; Q: lacuna
of one letter between yi and
rang filled with tshegs.
19

P123: cig.

20

P [2 : nas.
21
P [2 : 'phreng ba phul; P3:
phreng ba phul.
22
P [2 : dang I.
23
Pi 2 3 :om./.
24
BQ: om. /.
25
P [2 : ED'i mngon; P3: EDV for
ED.
26
P [2 : ED FanI I FIG ba
mnIon par kFW bya ba snga;
P3: ED dang I FIG (ga) bas
mngon par 'du bya ba snga
[ga marked with a dot

triangle for deletion]; (Pi23:
aberratio oculi).
21
BJNQPi23: om. /.
2
*BQ: rgya'i.
29
LTQ: spungs shad (LQ:
after first syllable; T: after
second syllable).
30
P13: om. grangs dang I; P2:
grangs dang I with small
letters above the line
(position in the text, where
grangs dang I is to be
inserted, is marked with a
cross).
31
P12: om. /.
32
BQ: 'grang.
33
B: // (at the end of the line);
JN: om. /.
34
BQ: sgyur (contrary to
10B.20).

Chi

&mm, itm^mmmmmm, mmmm, tm^, m-kxm
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10C

Bth
rdorje'i bio gros byangchub sems dpa' gang : sangs rgyas kyi tshol ] ED'L ShyLr : VDngV
rgyDV Ec R P OGDn 'GDV GH EzhLn gVhHgV SD rHrH OD PHWRg n D P GD rD EyH ED ErgyD ShrDg
VWRng ngDV1 kyL chDr yDng PL ShRG GR : EgrDng ED ' D P : dpe+ nyH ma rH re nDV EVkDO
SD VWRng rGzRgV kyL EDr Gu gWRr ED] EDV : rGRrjH'L EORgrRV EyDngchuE VHmV GSD ' gDng
5

yDng GgH VORng ShD ' D P : GgH VORng P D ' D P : GgH EVnyDn ShD ' D P : GgH VnyHn PDV
EyDngchuE kyL VHPV EVkyHG GH : GH EzhLn gVhHgV SD'L VnyLng SR 'L chRV kyL gzhung
'GL WhRV] WH : WhDO P R VEyDr nDV : ShyDg W
' VhDO ED'DP : rjHVu yLG EDV : WVhLg gcLg ErjRG
nD rGRrjH'L EOR grRV EVRG nDPV P ngRn SDr 'Gu EyHG SD GDng : GgH ED'L rWVD ED P n g R n
par 'Gu EyHG SD 'GL OD GH EzhLn gVhHgV SD] PHWRg ShrLng ED GDng : EcDV SD ShuO zhLng :

10

gWRr ED VngD P D 'L EVRG nDPV P ngRn SDr 'Gu EyHG SD GDng : GgH ED P n g R n SDr 'Gu
EyHG SD GDng : GgH ED P n g R n SDr 'Gu EyDV SDV : GH'L ErgyD'L chDr yDng PL ShRG do //
[254bi] VWRng gL c ] i D GDng : ErgyD VWRng gL chD GDng : EyH ED ErgyD VWRng gL grDngV kyL
chDr yDng PL ShRG : EgrDng ED GDng : GSH' ' D P : chDr yDng PL EzRG GR :
1

Two dots above nga-.

Ch2

mm, 5gw#j§^ micAt<m±m^m, n®m$>. w , ftim
m, mm*M,l mmmft^m, S H I « , mmm* mm, %
mwm\ wm f^, %mMm, ummmmm^\ fMYAmnm., m
m, Tb^smm, mmm0 &mm, mmm, mm, mmmm,
m^m, tum^AL, tmm^, w^\ mm^\ ^-^ mm^mu
1

^[Ga2Ji2]<-M-
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10D

10D
de nas de'i tshe bcom ldan 'das kyisD tshigs su bcadE pa 'di dag bka'stsal to //F
[10.1] sems can la la gang zhig byang chub la //2'3
mos pa bskyedd nas e 'di nyan 'dzin pa 'am f // g
yi gerh 'dri4 'am1 glegs5 bam gzhag6 by ed cing //
gusj dang bcas pas7 tshigs bead gcig8 bshad damk II9
[10.2] GH EzhLn gshHgs pD'L snyLng po 'GL thos nDs //'
gDng zhLgm EyDng chuE mchog 'GL tshol" EyHG nD //10
EsoG nDms phung po ML tsDm skyHG11 'gyur ED 11°
GH yL12 phDn yon 'GLr nL mnyDn pDr gyLsp //q
LTN: tshigsu.
P2: see OK, fn. 4.
3
BT: /; P3: double spungs
shad (after first syllable).
4
J: 'bri(7); P2: bri; P3: 'bri.
5
LP2: gleg; P^ glegs (at the
end of the line).
2

Pi23: bzhag.
P123: pa'i for pas.
8
BQP3: cig (contrary to Chi 2:
—~\%)\ Pi : o m - bead gcig; P2:
'di for cig.
9
BQ: /.
10
BT:/.
1

Cht

[10.1] ^ A ^ # M mwivcm

[io.2] tmmm wmmi

332

u

Vl2,:bskyt
P123: de'i.

12

10D

Bth
de nas bcom ldan 'das kyi de'i dbus na tshigsu bead pa gsungso //
[10.1] gDng zhing EyDngchuE Wu ni 'GDG] EskyHG SD :
'Gi OD sHms cDn nyDn cing 'chDG SDr EyHG :
Eris WH : gOHg EDm Gu ni EyDs SD GDng :
sWi sWDng EyDs WH : Wshigs gcig EshDG SD OD :
[10.2] khyoG rnDms kyi ni GH ni 'i EsngDg SD nyon //
'Gi OD EsoG nDms Shung So rnDms 'Eyung ED //]
GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying So Whos SD'i
gDng zhig EyDngchuE mchog Wu WshoO EyHG SD //

Ch2

[lo.i] m^mt^mm r m « m s #
[io.2] mmmmmm m^mmumm
tmtmzmm m&mgmf
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10D

[10.3] rdzu 'phruO stREs PchRg 'dL OD gnDs nDs sur IIs

10

dpD'13 ER14 EskDO15 pD16 dDg nL stRng EDr1 du IT
phyRgs Ecu rnDPs su17 PL yL18 gtsR ER dDgv IT
nyan thos bcas x pa rnams

,A

la sti 19 stang byed y l/z

[10.4] ML ltDr gDnggD20 Vtong21 PDng EyH ED22 EDV //aa
GH EDV lhDg pD23 EVDP gyLVbb PL khyDE pD'L24 //cc

15

gzhDldd med khang mchog rin chen ee las byas pa //ff
jig rten slob gg dpon

re re la yang phul //"

[10.5] de1-1 dag 'phang kk du dpag tshad bcu yod la25 II/ll
chu 26 dang rgyar.27 ni dpag tshad gcig28 yod pa //
spos 29 dang bdug 30 pa dag 31 dang rab mm ldan la111111°

20

de na rin chen pp las qq byas11 khri ss bshams tt shing IT
13

Q: dED' for dSD'; P3: dEDng
for dSD'; T: dSDng(l).

14

~N:SR or ER (?);P 23 :SR.

15

BQ: skDl; P2: EsDl.
16
JS: SD or ED (?).
17

T T

L1: rnaPsu.
18
BPi2: PL'L for PL yL; P3:
Pa'L for PL yL; Q: yL
compressed.
19
JNLST: bsti.

APi23: gangga; BJQ: gang
gä'i for gangga; NS:
ganggä'i for gangga; T:
ganggä.
21
B: snying for stong; Q:
ste«g for sto«g.
22
A: ma for Z>a (cp. Z?fA:
bye ba).
23

24

P'123: SD'i bsDm.

BJNQ: / « for pa'i.

Chi

[io.3] ^A^mk fckwmt!
[io.4] msrnm
Ü

ffff ^»ffS

[10.5] M ^ + Ö ^

«-b»^
1

m&f&m
ÄJI0+M

JttMf:

^

JsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: 'ßc for fgfc.
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P123: />a for la.
LSTP3: mchu.
1
J: brgyar; N: brgyad.
8
BQ: c«g (contrary to CT^:
6

9

30

ABQ: s&os; N: spos or

P12: gdug.
P12: Jag with small letters
beneath the line.
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10D

Bth
10

[10.3] rGzu'ShruO P chRg GDng sWREs gnDsu //
PL P chRg rnDms OD sWLsWDng EyHG SD nL :
ShyRgs Ecur nyDn WhRs rnDms GDng EcDs SD GDng
EskDO] SD sWRng rnDms rGzRgs kyL EDr Gu sWH :
[10.4] chu ER gDng gD EyH ED sWRng PDng EzhLn //

15

GH OD s 'GDs SD EsDP kyL PL khyDE SD :
'jLg rWHn Gu sSyRG rHrH OD yDng ShuO //
gzhDO PHG khDng SD P c h R g rDE GH rnDms WH :
[10.5] GH'L 'ShDng Gu GSDg WshDG Ecu ] SD sWH :
khRr khRr yug GSDg WshDG rDE Wu rdzogso :

20

GrL rnDms GDng nL SRg rnDrhsu yDng OGDn :
GH nD rLn chHn GDg gL khrL rnDPs OD :

Ch2

[io.3] mmti&±m

Ä««A^#

[io.4] &mmm& immtf&m
—wmmm mxmmmm
[io.5] nmn^mmm wm^-mmm
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10E

10E
[10.6] dara dDng Ecosb Eu'L1 rDs nL ErgyD2 EtLngc ED'Ld //3'e
khrL dDgf dDngg nL khrLh stDn gzhDn rnDms kyDng1 //
ML OtDr gDnggD'L4 kOung EzhLn dSDg med SD //
rgyDO ED gcLg OD dEuO" ED5 EyDs gyur k OD1 // m
[10.7] rgyDO" ED gDng GDg M
' Lg rtHn khDPV EzhugV6 SD 11°
ML OtDr gDnggD'L7 EyH PDp EDV PDng ED //q
rgyDO ED GH GDg rnDPV OD GH OtDr ShuO //r
kun ODs guV SDr1 PchoG SD EyHG SD EDV11 IT
[10.8] mkhas pa w gang zhig mdo sde x 'di thos nas IP
dpe 8 gcig 9 tsam zhig yang dag 'dzin z byed dam //aa

10

bzung 10 nas mi 'ga' b b zhig la 'chad cc EyHG nD lln
GH ni GH EDV EVoG nDmV phung po dd mDng // ee
LT: om. 'i.
2
Originally probably
brgyan (=Bth); see
translation.
3
P2: see OK, fn. 4.
4
A: gang 'ga 'i; BJQT: gang
gä'i; NS: gangga'i; P^ gang
gi'i; ?23- gangga'i.

5

BQ: bar.
LST: zhugs.
1
A: gang 'ga 'i; BJQT: gang
gä'i; NS: gangga'i; Pi23:
gangga'i.
8
ABPy.dpe'.
9
ABQ: cig (cp. Ch,: — IfPfj;
6

ch2-. -my

Chi

[10.6] §mxlmm2 mm&m
[10.7] mmtmx s ^ w m
•A.

[10.8] mmm&m tm1

Ku: JK for ^ (cp. WiW^M in the prose).
DhD: J# for $f.
3
JsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: tx for M-

2

336

P123S: gzung.
Q: / (at the end of the line);
T:/.

11

10E

Bth
[10.6] GDr GDng gos brgyDn rnDrhs kyDng GH OD : bWing /
khri GDng sWDn ni gzhDn yDng GH bzhin WH :
ci OWDr] Fhu ER gDng gD EyH mD tshDG mHG SD //
rgyDO ED gFig gis thDG Gu GH yDng ShuO:
5

[10.7] GD OtDr rgyDO ED GH GDg 1 OD yDng ShuO //
'jig rtHn khDms nD : rgyDO ED Ezhug SD OD :
Fi OtDr Fhu ER gDng gD'i EyH mD Ezhin //
thDms FDG OD ni stistDng ] mFhRG SD EyHG //
[10.8] khDms SD gDng rnDrhs mGR sGH 'Gi thRs shing :

10

yDng GDg SDr ni GSH Fig 'FhDng ED GDng :
'FhDng nDs gDng zhig gzhDn OD rgyDO 'FhDG ED :
'Gi'i EsRG nDms Shung SR mDng :
1

GH GDJ beneath the line, small.

Ch2

[io.6] Dxwmma± mmmmm
mmuw®& —@mmm
[io.7] —mmmm mm^wtm
[io.8] ^^mmm

W-MOIBT
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10E

[10.9] dpa' bos bzung12 ba'i bsod nams 'di la ni //ff
cha dang dper13 yang degg8 nnii 14 nyer mi 'grohh //"
15

16

M
M

kk

srog chags dag ni kun gyiMM skyabs

15

/ll

'gyur zhing //

de ni myur du byang chub mchog 'tshang rgya //mm
[10.10] de bzhin gshegs1111 kyi snying po 'dra yod pa II11
sems can dag ni18 kun gyi19 chos nyid 'di00 //
byang chub sems dpa' mkhas pa gang sems pa20 //
de nipp rang21 byung22 sangs rgyas myur duqq 'gyur //

20
12

PiT: gzung.
13 p
-r 12 dpe.
de 'i for de ni.
chags FG dag.
om. ni.

17

B: double spungs shad after
third syllable; QT: /.
18
BQ: gi for ni; S: pa for ni;
Pi2: om. dagni.
19
ABQ: kyi.

Chi

[io.9] jhwmm

mm^R

[lo.io] ^mw^M4 w&um
A

DhaFs: & for If.
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BQ: dpa' for pa.
Pi2: rab for rang.
Pi2: 'byung.

10E

Bth
[10.9] GH nL FhD GDng : GpH yDng PL phRG GR :
bsRG nDPs + ] ’di rnDms2 spyRG nD su //
15

srRg FhDgs thDms FDG rnDms kyL skyDbsu 'gyur :
GH GDg P y u r Gu byDngFhub PFhRg Gu 'tshDng 4.yDng4. rgyD //
[10.10] bGDg OD GH bzhin gshHgs SD'i snying SR yRG GR :
byDngFhub sHmsGSD' gDng sHms SD :
FhRs nyiG 'Gi ni sHms FDn kun kyi stH :
thDms FDd [255al] kyang ni sangs rgyas rang byung gyur //

20
2

Not clear: between rnams and spyod word written beneath the line?

Ch2

[io.9] wmmmmä mmm±9t
[lo.io] mmmmmm ^^MZBM
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11A

IIA
r d o r j e ' i 1 EOR JURV UQDP JUDQJV nGLVa N\DQJ b nGL OWDU FKRV N\L c UQDP JUDQJV nGL ML OWDUd
E\DQJ FKXEe VHPV GSDn VHPV GSDn FKHQ SR UQDPVf OD WKDPV FDGg PNK\HQ 11 SDnL \ H VKHV
EVJUXE2 SDU nJ\XU1 EDnL3 JFHV" VSUDVk E\HG SDU1 ULJ SDU E\DnR
VQJRQ0 E\XQJ ED nGDV SDnL GXV QD
WVKDG PHG SD
SD

8

5

4

m

UGR UMHnL" EOR JURV

EVNDO SD JUDQJV PHG SD VKLQq WXr UJ\DV SD

EVDP J\LV1 P L NK\DE SD11

6

PWVKXQJV7 SD PHG SDv

w

s

EUMRG GXx PHG

GHnL SKD URO EDVy N\DQJ FKHV SKD UROz GX9 J\XU a a SD10 GHnL WVKHbb GHnL GXV QD

n

GH

E]KLQ JVKHJV SD GJUD EFRP SDcc \DQJ GDJ SDU UG]RJVd d SDnL VDQJV UJ\DV ULJee SD GDQJff
]KDEV VX12 OGDQ SD gg

hh

EGH EDU JVKHJV SD

EDnL NKD14 OR VJ\XUk k ED " EOD QD PHG SD
10

13

mm

nMLJ UWHQ PNK\HQ11 SD

VN\HV EX nGXO

OKD GDQJ P L UQDPV1111 N\L VWRQ0 0 SD

15

VDQJV UJ\DV EFRP OGDQ nGDV UWDJ WX nRG ]HU16 JWRQJ17 ]KHV E\D ED nMLJ UWHQ GX E\XQJ
QJR 18

19

1

P12: om. 'i.
JNQP2: sgrub; B: sgyub.
3
BQ: pa 'i.
4
BJNQ: om. /.
5
Pi 2 3 : om./.
6
AP3: om. /.
7
Pi: tshung; P2: mtshung [mwith a small letter].
2

8

BJNQ: om. /; P2: om. brjod
du med pa I {aberratio
oculi).
9
ANTP123: tu.
10
P23: pal.
11
ABJNQ:om./.
12
LTN: zhabsu.
13
APi23: om. /.

14

JN: 'khor for kha [N: 'a
sngon 'jug of 'khor with D
small letter inserted later].
15
P i2 : om. /.
16
AP2S: gzer.
17
LST: gtong ba zhes.
18
LN: byungo [N before shad
at the end of the line].
19
N T : / [ N a t the end of the
line].

Chi

mmwmä^mm^m, H0 m%, xm, mm, mm, ^SMM.
Mffim. mmmt. mm^mm1 nmjtm^tm, mm, miEM, m
1

DhaFs: % for $*.
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11A

Bth
rdorje'i bio gros gzhung 'di chud par bya'o : chos kyi gzhung 'di byangchub serhs
dpa' rnarhs la tharhs cad mkhyen pa'i ye shes 'grub par mang du by ed pa zhes ]
gzhXng nGLs rLg SDr EyDnR : rGRrjHnL ElRgrRs sngRn nGDs SDnL GX s grDngs PHG SDnL EskDl
SD yDngs SD tshDG PHG SD EsDP kyL PL khyDE P nyDP SD PHG SD ErjRG GX PHG SD
5

GHnL ShDrRl kyL ShDrRl GHnL tshH GHnL GX s] rtDg tX nRG gzHr gtRng ED zhHs EyD ED : GH
EzhLn gshHgs SD GgrD EcRrh SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SDnL n jLg rtHn GX stH : PkhyHn SD
GDng rkDng SDr lGDn SD : EGHr EDr gshHgs SD njLg PkhyHn SD ElD nD] PHG SD skyHs EX
nGXl EDnL khDlR sgyXr ED : lhD GDng PL rnDrhs kyL P khDn SR sDngs rgyDs EcRP nGDs
sR//

Ch2

^%no &mm, nitffi£, mm, mm, m^, ^^m, mm, ^m
mm, wmm, mw±m±x^

^, Am, m, mam.
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11B

IIB
rGR rjHni blR grRs cini Shyir GH bzhin gshHgs SD GHa rtDg tu nRG zHr1 gtRng b zhHsc byDd
zhH nD / e rGR rjHnif blR grRs bcRm lGDn nGDs GH bzhin g gshHgs11 SD rtDg tu 1 nRG zHr2
gtRng 3 GH" byDng chub sHms GSDr4 gyur 5 SD6'k nD II1 mDni mngDl Gu zhugV mD1 WhDg Wu8
GH mDni mngDl nD nGug Ezhin Gu luV lDV nRG Eyung VWH / m VhDr ShyRgV Vu 9 njig rWHn gyi
5

khDmV nEum11 ShrDg VDngV rgyDV kyi zhing Ecuni rGul ShrD rDE kyi rGul 0 VnyHGp GDg
VnDng EDV rWDg Wu khyDE SDr gyur q WR // r GH Ezhin Gu lhR GDng / s nuE GDng / 1 0 EyDng
GDng / VhDr lhR GDng ln

lhR nuE GDng / nuE EyDng GDng / EyDng1 VhDr11 GDng / v nRg

GDng ln VWHng gi w ShyRgVx GDng / ShyRgV Ecuni njig rWHn gyi khDmV nEu m y ShrDg VDngV
rgyDV kyi z zhing Ecuni aa rGul ShrD rDE kyi rGul bb VnyHGcc GDg VnDng EDV rWDg Wudd khyDE
10

SDr gyur e e WH / ff EyDng chuE VHmV GSDn GHni luV kyi g g nRG GgDn EDr ngyur ED / 1 3 VGug
SD / 1 4 mchRg Wuhh GgDn ED15 EyHG SD /" m g u bar" 'gyur 1 6 bas 1 7 'jig rten gyi khams k k
'bum 11 phrag de snyed snang111111 bas1111 rtag tu khyab 0 0 par gyur to 1 8 // p p
1

AP12: gzer.
AP12: gzer.
3
P i2 : gtong I.
4
B: dpa 'r; J: dpa' or dpar (?);
P123QT: dpa' for dpar;
P1: between dpa' and gyur.
small 'a(7) with a tsheg.
5
A: gyurd; BQ: 'gyur.
2

6

BQ: ba.
AP123S: /; BJNQ: om. //.
8
AP12: tu I; P3: du I.
9
LT: phyogsu.
10
AP ; : om. /.
n
B: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line); P [2 : om./.
n
APi: om. /.

1

Chi

1

DhaFs: + for =f-; JsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: | f for =^.
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13

AP123: om. /.
AP123: om. /.
15
BJNQP123S: bar.
Pi23: gyur.
17
P [2 : par for bas; P3: pas.
A: gyurd to for gyur to;
Pi2: 'gyurro.
14

11B

Bth
rGRrjHni ElRgrRV cini Shyir nD : GH Ezhin gVhHgV SD GH rtDg tu nRGzHr gtRng zhHV EyDV]
rGRrjHni ElRgrRV : E c R P lGDn nGDV rtDg tu nRG gtRng ED GH EyDngchuE VHrhGSDni tVhH
PDni PngDl : Gu zhugV Vhing gnDV SD GH P D thDg tu GHni GHni luV lDV nRG Eyung nDV /
VhDr ShyRgVu] VDngV rgyDV kyi Ecuni rGul ShrD P R VnyHG kyiV njigV rtHn kyi khDmV
5

VtRng ShrDg ErgyDr EyDngchuE VHmV GSDn GHni luV kyi nRG kyi rtDg tu VnDng EDV :
khyDE SDr gyur tR : GH ltDr lhR ShyRgV GDng : ] nuE kyi ShyRgV ntVhDPV dang : nuE
GDng : EyDng gi ShyRgV ntVhDPV GDng : EyDng GDng : VhDr kyi ntVhDPV GDng : nRg
GDng : Vting giV ShyRgV VDngV rgyDV kyi zhing + + rGul ShrDPR VnyHG kyi njig rtHn kyi ]
khDmV ErgyD VtRng : rtDg tu ++ EDV khyDE SDr gyur tR : yDng njig rtHn kyi khDmV

10

ErgyD ShrDg VtRng SR GH VnyHG kyi EyDngchuE VHPV GSDn GHni luV kyi rtDg tu VnDng ED
khyDE SDr gyur SD ni ] PGzHV SD VGug SD GgDn EDr EyDV pas VR :

Ch2

mm, mmmm, nm^nmitm. &mm, »> vmimyt
T#+f$«ji#H^«m^Ä0 unguis, imym, mmim±.
1

^[ji2]

<-^.
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11C

HC
l,d

UGR UMHnLa EOR JURV E \ D Q J FKXE VHPV GSDnb PDnL PQJDO QD JQDV SD c GHnL nRG N\LV

nMLJ

UWHQ J \ L NKDPV n E X P e GH GDJ WXf VHPV FDQ J D Q J GDJg OD UHJ SDU J \ X Uh SD 2 GH GDJ
WKDPV FDG1 J ] L EUMLG ''3 GDQJ OGDQ S D k GDQJ ' NKD G R J GDQJ OGDQ S D m GDQJ
GDQJ OGDQ SD° GDQJ

v

EOR JURV GDQJ OGDQ S D q GDQJ

VSREV5 SD GDQJ OGDQ SDU1 J\XU 1 1 WRv
J D Q J GDJ6 VHPV FDQ aa G P \ D O ED GDQJ
UWHQ GDQJd d

n

GUDQ SD

UWRJV4 SD GDQJ OGDQ SD r GDQJ

s

nMLJ UWHQ J \ L NKDPV n E X Px GH GDJ QDy VHPV z FDQ
GXG nJURnLbb V N \ H c c JQDV GDQJ

JVKLQ UMHnL nMLJ

OKD P D \ L Q UQDPV N\L ee QDQJ GX VN\HV SDU ff J \ X U 7 SD 8 GH GDJ WKDPV FDG

E \ D Q J FKXE VHPV GSDn GHnL nRG N\LV g g UHJ h h SD WVDP J \ L V 9 UDQJ JL nJUR ED GDJ QDV VKL11
nSKRV WH

10

10

OKD GDQJ P L UQDPV N \ L QDQJ GX11 VN\HV VR "

GH GDJ UHJ SD WVDP J \ L V k k

EOD QD P H G SD \ D Q J GDJ SDU UG]RJV SDnL E \ D Q J FKXE ODV SK\LU" P L OGRJ SDU J \ X U
WR mm

nn

\ D Q J SK\LU P L 0 0 OGRJ pp SD J D Q J GDJ OD12 nRG q q GHV UHJ SD 1 3 GH GDJ14 UHJ P D

WKDJ WX15 GH GDJ WKDPV FDG" P L V N \ H EDnL FKRV OD E ] R G SD ss WKRE SDU J \ X UttWR

WDQvv OQJD EUJ\D SDnL16 OHnX ]KHV E \ D EDnL J ] X Q J V 17 N \ D Q J w w WKRE ER18
1

6

2

I

BQT: kyi; P2: gyis.
BQ: SD I.
3
BQ: brjid chenpo dang (BQ
corresponds to Chj. i\f^\M'mahaujas, but is contrary to
Bth: mdangs: ojas; Ch2 most
probably employs ^ in
order to keep the foursyllable rhythm).
4
LPi: rtog; S: rtogs.
5
AT: sbobs(1).

Pi2: dag PC sems.
A:gyurd;?12- 'gyur.
8
P i2 : ba.
9
P123: gyis 1.
10
BJNQ: om. /; S: spungs
shad (after first syllable).
II
LT: na for du.
12
LP123: om. la.
13
Pi: om. des reg pa;
P23: om. reg pa.

uu

\RQ

xx

14

Pi: om. dag; P23: om. de
dag.
15
L: du; Q: tu or du (?).
16
LTP2: ba 'i for pa 'i; P3:
brgya 'i for brgya pa 'i.
17
Pi2: gzugs (contrary to
Ch2: PtLÜfb: dhärani,
gzungs).
18
BP123T: thob po; L: thobo;
N: thab ba.

Chi

mm, ^x, A^O mwxAFiitm^, vm±mm<im, MUM
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11C

Bth
rdorje'i byangchub : sems dpa' de'i m a ' i mngal du 'dug pa'i 'od kyis ' j i g rten k y i
khams brgya phrag stong pa : de dag gi sems can [255bl] OD rHg SDr gyur SDs : GH GDg
WhDms FDG PGDngs GDng OGDn : khDWRg GDng : GrDn SD GDng OGDn : EORgrRs GDng : rWDg
SD GDng OGDn : sSREs SD GDng OGDn SDr gyur WR : yDng njLg rWHn kyL khDms ErgyD ShrDg
5

sWRng SR] GH GDg gL sHPs FDn GPyDO ED GDng : EyRO sRng GDng : gshLn rjHnL n jLg rWHn Gu
skyHs SDr gyur SD GH GDg WhDms FDG EyDngFhuE sHms GSDn GHnL nRg PWhRng ED tsam 1
gyLs EGDggL rgyuG OD s nFhL] nShRs WH : OhD GDng PL skyHnR : yDng rGRrjHnL EORgrRs GDng :
OhD GDng PL OD s EyDngFhuE sHms GSDn GHnL Ous kyL nRG kyL rLg SD WsDP gyLs GH PD WhDg
Gu EOD nD PHG SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SDL] EyDngFhuE OD s ShyLr PL OGRg SDr gyur WR :

10

yDng ShyLr PL OGRg SDr OD rLg SD gDng nRG kyL rHg SDr gyur SD GH GDg WhDms FDG kyDng
PL skyH EDnL FhRs OD EzRG SD rnyHG GR : yRn WDn 4.OngD4. ErgyD GDng ] +Dn SDnL gzugs
rnyHG GR //
1

Not clear: tsam or carf!

Ch2

mm, « m j f « ^ , wmmwn^-^wmjtmm, m±
im, mm&, Mit, mm, M^, M^, MMW&0

mm»^

m, » i s , -wmmmzM, ^ A , X. mmm^mx,

1

Ji2: W¥ for IT-
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11D

HD
E\DQJ FKXE VHPV GSDn PDnL PQJDOa QD JQDV SD GHnL OXV N\L nRG N\LVb

1

nMLJ UWHQ J\Lc

NKDPVd nEXP e JDQJ GDJ OD UHJ SDUf J\XUg SDh GH GDJ WKDPV FDG1 EDL düU\D2 ODV JUXE
SDU \RQJV VX " JQDVk SDU J\XU1 WH

3

JVHUm gyi skXG" SDs mig mDngs 0 ris p sXq Eres 4 SDr

gyXrr OD / m i g mDngs ris thDms FDG nDs5 kyDng rin So Fhe'i shing Ojon SDs me 1 tog
GDng / 'ErDs EX GDng / Gri GDng /6 khD Gog GDng OGDn SD11 rnDms 'thon 7 SDr gyXr v to w //
rin So Fhe'i shing Gex GDg rOXngy gis EskyoG z Fing 8 rOXngaa gis b b EsgXO9 nD /10 'Gi cc OtD
ste / sDngs rgyDs kyi sgrD GDng / Fhos kyi sgrD GDng / Gge 'GXn gyi sgrD GDng / EyDng
FhXE sems GSD'i sgrD GDng / EyDng FhXE sems d d GSD'i stoEs GDng / GEDng So GDng /
EyDng FhXE kyi yDn ODg GDng /ee rnDm SDr thDrff SD GDng / ting nge g g 'Gzin hh GDng /
snyoms SDr 'jXg SD'i sgrD11 snyDn 11 SD12 yiG GX " 'ong k k ED 'Gi ltD EX 'Gi 13 GDg" EyXng
ngo m m //nn rin po FhH'i shing ljon pD'i 00 sgrD GH s kyDng 'jig rtHn gyi khDms 'EXm 14 GH
GDg thDms FDG nDpp /15 sHms FDn rnDms GgD' ED GDng /qq mFhog tX GgD' ED thoE nDs
gnDs so 1 6 IT sDngs rgyDs kyi zhing GH GDg ss thDms FDGtt nD I11 yDng 18 sHms FDn GmyDl
ED GDng / GXG 'gro'i skyH gnDs GDng lnn gshin rjH'i 'jig rtHn GDng /vv 1hD mD yin gyi w w
ris x x rnDms mHG pDr gyXr to y y //zzz EyDng FhXE sHms GpD' mD'i mngDl nD gnDs pDaaa GH
yDng bbb sHPs FDnccc GH GDg 19 thDPs FDG ODddd zOD bD'i GkyiO 'khRr bzhin Gu snDng bDr
gyur e e e tR // PngDO nD gnDs SD nyiG OD nyin

ODn g s u P g g g PtshDn ODn

g s u P Gu thDO

P R sbyDr bD'i ODs byDs sR111 IF
1
2

bu; -tu- with a very small 'a
chung beneath (-];
S: baiturya ( q S^t); T: bai

ABJNQPi23: om. /.
q

A: EH du rya ( '5';5'); B: bai
du rya (q'5';5'); JP23: bai
durya ( q '^5) P23: 'ß chung
of du- with a very small
letter inserted later]; N:
baidurya ( q ^;5); Q: baidu
rya (^^');

Pi: baiturya

C3&5) [bai- with a
subscribed na chung
additional to double 'greng

dürla (^J)'); (L: ^ ' ) .
BQPi23: to II for te I.
4
BJNQP123: bris.
5
BJQ: om. nas.
6
L: spungs shad (after second
syllable); P ; S: om. /.
7
BQ: mthon; P3: mthon or
mthan (?).
8
Pi 2 3 : cing I.
9
B: bsgrul; QP12: bskul.
10
ABJNQP123: om. /.
3

11

Pi2: bsnyan.
?123-par.
13
B: 'di (lta) dag [lta marked
with dots above for
deletion]; P [23 : om. 'di.
14
A: brgya stong for 'bum;
LST: 'bumpo de.
15
BJNQPi23: om. /.
16
LN: gnaso; T: om. so.
17
ABJNQP123: om. /.
18
A: yang I; LST: om. yang;
N: na 'ang.
19
Pi2T: om. GH Gag.
20
LS: gyur WH I for gyur Wo II;
T: gyur WH II; N: gyur Wo I.
12

Chi

mmiz%:\ m^mM, ^m0 mmmm, m«^to mw^m, #n©
fg. n, ti, MM, n^ mm. f£&.mm, wmm, \mmm, ?%
,B2-

1
2

DhaDhb: H for J | .
DhaFs: M for | § .
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11D

Bth
gDng njig rtHn kyi 4.khDms4. brgyD ShrDg stRng Gu byDngFhub sHms GSDn GHni lus kyi
nRG kyi rHg SDr gyur SD GH GDg thDrhs FDG kyi stRng bHGuryDs] g.yRg SDr gyXr WR : gsHr
kyi Whig ErgyDG ErHs WH : ErgyDG ErHs SD GH GDg ODs rin SR FhHni shing PHWRg GDng
nErDs EX Gri khDWRg GX OGDn SDr skyHsR : rin SR FhHni] shing GH GDg rOXng gi sSyRG Fing
5

Gkris SD GDng : nGi OWD EXni nGi nGrD EDni yiG GX nRng EDni sgrD EyXng ED ni sDngs rgyDs
GDng : FhRs GDng : GgH nGXn GDng : EyDngFhXE sHms GSDn GDng : EyDngFhXE kyi sWREs]
GDng : EyDngFhXE kyi yDn ODgs GDng : rnDP SDr WhDr SD rnDrhs sR : rin SR FhH shing
GHni sgrDs njig rWHn kyi khDrhs ErgyD ShrDg sWRng SR GH GDg gis sHPs FDn GgDn ED GDng :
P g X 4.ED4. ErnyHG Fing ;[ 256al ] gnDs so / sDngs rgyDs kyi zhing GH GDg WhDms FDG nD /

10

sHPs FDn GPyDO ED GDng : EyRO sRng GDng : gshin rjHni njig rWHn GDng : OhD P D yin kyi ]
OXs PHG SDr gyXr WR : sHms FDn GH GDg WhDms FDG OD EyDngFhXE sHms GSDn P ngDO nD
nGXg kyDng zOD EDni GkyiO nkhRr Ezhin GX snDng EDr gyXr SD nR : P X n SDni nDng nD WhD
P R sEyDr EDni ODs] EyHG SD ni nXE PRG ODn g s X P nyin SDr ODn g s X P P R //

Ch2

m, -wmm, Mfwt fo HOT, & wm. mmmWm
i » , mm&mm. nm, m$>2m0 mmmm. mm, mm. #n
m, mm, n, #. w^\ mm, m^rn^zm.&mmm@mm
mm. &%.. mmm^ Mumm* m^m&nm^, itmtm,
1

mt^2]<-#.
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11E

HE
rGR rjHnL EiR grRs GH lWDr EyDng chuE sHPs GSDn GH EW sDs SD GDng / a P n g R n SDr1 Eyung
ED GDng / EyDng chuE P ngRn SDrb rGzRgs SDr sDngs rgyDs kyL EDr Gu2 EyDng chuE
sHPs GSDn GHnL lus lDs3 nRGc rWDg Wu Eyung EDr gyur d WR // e P n g R n SDrf rGzRgs SDr sDngs
rgyDs nDs kyDng 4 E c R P lGDn nGDs GHnL lus lDsg nRG rWDg Wuh Eyung EDr1 gyur" WRk // 5 Wshul
GH1 EzhLn Gu yRngs su 6 P y D ngDn lDs nGDn EDnL Gus kyL EDr Gu7 E c R P lGDn nGDs GHnL lus
kyL nRG GH rWDg Wum Eyung EDr gyur" WR 11° GH EzhLn gshHgs SD GH yRngs su 8 P y D ngDn
lDs nGDs WH I9 rLng EsrHl10 PchRG p rWHn nD11 gnDs SDnL W shH yDng 12 lus kyL nRGq GH rWDg Wu
Eyung EDr gyur r WH / 13 rGR rjHnL EiR grRs GHnL ShyLr14 E c R P lGDn nGDs GH rWDg Wus nRG
zHr15 gWRng1'16 zhHs EyD EDr I11 lhD GDng PL rnDPs kyLs 18 PWshDn gsRl11 WR II19
1

A: khyim nas for mngon par
{khyiP with a reversed gi
gu).
123 du I.
BQ: om. ODs; T: OD for ODs.
A
Vm:kyDngl.
5
P3T: /.
6
LTPi: yongsu.
1

P123: du I.

LT: yongsu.
ST: //.
10
B: seO; QP123: sreO; T: bsriO.
11
LST: OD for nD.
12
A: not clear; BQPi23: WshH
'ang; JN: WshH 'ang.
13
Pi: WH II [traces of an erased
QD UR from former Wo II
visible]; P23Q: Wo II for WH I.

9

? 123: phyir/.
15

AP12: gzer.
BJNQ: gtong ba zhes; P3:
stongpa zhes.
17
ABJNQP123: om. /;
L: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line); T: //.
18
BQLP13:/qy«.
19
NT: /.
16

Chi

mm, « i i j « m ^ « f k M&ym, mmm0 mm&&
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11E

Bth
rdorje'i EORgrRs GH Ezhin Gu EyDngchuE sHms GSDn GH sHms EskyHs SD GDng : Eyung
ED GDng : EyDng chuE tu mngRn] SDr rGzRgs SDr sDngs rgyDs kyi EDr Gu Ous nRG rtDg tu
gtRng EDr gyur tR : mngRn SDr rGzRgs SDr sDngs rgyDs SDni EcRrh OGDn nGDs GH Ous OD
rtDg tu nRG gtRng EDr] gyur tR : mngRn SDr rGzRgs SDr sDngs rgyDs SDni EcRm OGDn nGDs
5

GHni Ous ODs rtDg tu nRG gtRng EDr gyur SDni gzhung nGis myD ngDn ODs yRngsu nGDs SD
nDs] GH Ezhin gshHgs SD EcRm OGDn nGDs kyis ring srHO mchRg rtHn kyi nDng nD : Eeug
SDni EDr Gu Ous OD rtDg tu gtRng EDr gyur tR : rGRrjHni EORgrRs] GHni Shyir nD : EcRm
OGDn nGDs rtDg tu nRG gzHr gtRng ED zhHs OhD GDng mis : ming Gu EtDgsR :

Ch2
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11F

HF
rdo rje'i bio gros yang a EcRm b OGDn nGDs GH Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD EcRm SDc yDng GDg
SDr rGzRgs SDni sDngs rgyDs rtDg tu nRG zHr1 gtRng 2 GH GDng SR3 mngRn SDrd rGzRgs
SDr4 sDngs rgyDs SDni EstDne SD OD / 5 EyDng chuE sHms GSDn nRG gzHr6 mthDn yDs shHs7
EyD ED g.yRg stRng GDng OGDn SDf zhig Eyung stH / g rGR rjHni11 EOR grRs EyDng chuE
5

sHms GSDn nRG zHr8 mthDn yDs1 GHs-" I9 EcRm OGDn nGDsk GH Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD EcRm
SD1 yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SDni sDngs rgyDs rtDg tu111 nRG gzHr10 gtRng11 GH OD ln GH Ezhin
gshHgs SDni snying SRni0 chRs kyi rnDm p grDngs q nGi ODs ErtsDms r tH12 yRngs su 13 Gris
sRs / /
1

5

2

6

AP12: gzer.
BJNQ: gtong ba de;
Pi: gtoG I GH; P2: gtong I GH
3
BJNQ: om. dangpo (cp.
Bth: de thog OCT mngon).
4
JN: pa'i for par.

ABJNQP12: om. /.
BJNQSTP3: zer.
7
BJNQ: zhes.
8
AP ; : gzer.
9
A: this part of the folio
damaged; BJNQT: om. /.

Chi

Ä f o
1

DhDFsJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu:^

for r. (cp. Ch2: ^ + Ü a £ ) .
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10

BJNQSTP123: zer.
ABJNQP123: om. /.
n
BNQP12: te I.
13
LT: yongsu.
n

11F

Bth
rdorje'i blogros yang bcom ldan 'das rtag tu] nRG gtRng ED : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD
EcRm SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SDni sDngs rgyDs GH thRg mDr mngRn SDr ++s SDr sDngs
rgyDs GHs] EstDn SDs : mthDn mHG SDni nRG gzHr cHs EyD ED EyDngchuE sHrhs GSDn GDng :
EyDngchuE sHms GSDni nkhRr nyi shu Eyung ngR // GH 4.nDs4. rGRrjHni ElRgrRs mthDn
mHG nRG gzHr [256bl] EyDng chuE sHms GSDn : EcRm lGDn nGDs rtDg tu nRG zHr gtRng GH
Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD EcRm SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SDni sDngs rgyDs

Ch2
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11G

HG
GH nDs EcRm OGDn nGDs GH Ezhin gshHgs SD GgrD EcRma SDb yDng GDg SDr rGzRgs SDni
sDngs rgyDs rtDg tu nRG zHr1 gtRng2 GHs /3 EyDng chuE sHms GSDn GH GDg rjHs su4
gzung 5 ED GDng / yRngs su6 gzung 7 EDni Shyir stDn gcig 8 OD nGug c Ezhin Gu I9 bskDO SDd
chHn SR OnJD brJyDr6 GH bzhin JshHJs f SD'i snyinJ SR 'i g chRs kyi rnDm10 JrDnJs 'Gi
yDnJ GDJ SDr rDb tu bshDGh GH1 / GHs11 GH bzhin JshHJs SD'i snyinJ SR 'i 12 chRs kyi
rnDm-' JrDnJs 'Gi tshiJ k rnDm13 SDr shHs SDr1 byDm bDs" /14 chRs bsJrub 15 SD GDnJ /
nJHs0 SD'i tshiJ p GDnJ I16 GSH17 'bum ShrDJq Gu mDs byDnJ chub sHms GSD' GH GDJ OD
yDnJ GDJ SDr rDb tu bshDGr SDss ShyRJs bcu rnDms su18 sDnJs rJyDs kyi zhinJ bcu'i
rGuO ShrD rDb kyi rGuO19 snyHG kyi 'jiJ 1 rtHn Jyi khDms11 su20 yDnJv tshHJs21 chunJ
10

nJus 22 JR bDr Jyur w tR //23
APi: gzer; P3: om. zer.
BJNQPi2: gtong ba des.
3
BJNQ: om. /.
4
LN: rjesu.
5
BQP123: bzung.
6
LT: yongsu.
I
BQP23: bzung; P^ bzungs.
8
L P 3 : « g ( c p . Chr.— 4*).
9
ABJNQ: om. /.
10
P2S: rnams.
II
P : om. des.
2

12

P12: om. 'i.
P12: om. rnam; P3: su bead
for rnam.
14
ABJNQ: om. /.
15
BQ: sgrub.
16
P12: om. nges pa 'i tshig
dang I; P3: spungs shad
(after first syllable in the top
line of the folio).
17
ABJPi2: dpe'; Q: dpe 'i for
dpe; S: dper.
13

LT: rnamsu.
BJQPi23: om. phra rab kyi
rdul.
LT: khamsu.
BQP2: tshigs.
22
BNP13: dus or ngus (?); P2:
dus.
23
N: /; T: spungs shad (after
second syllable).
19

Chi

mmm, Ä - Ä Ä + ^ Ä

II^-M

nliM

^fö#H^-fffijo mmmm.mmw, ^wm,

• nib

Jj[DhDJi Fs] <— \% (cf. Tib: phyogs bcu rnams su).
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#to ÄWt : ^+^ 1 m

mmm^mm.

11G

Bth
sWHn cig OD gnDs WH : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i] snying SR'i chRs kyi gzhung 'Gi EskDO SD
chen SR OngD ErgyD 'i EDr Gu 'Gi EshDGR : EyDngchuE sHrhs GSD' GH GDg OD rjHsu gzung
ED'i Shyir : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying SR'i chRs kyis gzhung 'Gi] EyDngchuE sHPs
GSD' GH GDg rjHsu gzung ED'i Shyir : GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying SR chRs kyi gzhung
5

EyDngchuE sHPs GSD' GH GDg OD W shigs : GDng : shHs SD GDng : ErjRG SD GDng : rWsD ED1
GDng : GSH] ErgyD sWRng Gu PDs rDE Wu EshDG GR : ShyRgs Ecu'i sDngs rgyDs kyi zhing
Ecu'i rGuO ShrD PR snyHG kyi 'jig rWHn kyi khDms nyRn PRngs SD shHs SDr EyDs SDr
gyurto :
1

Not clear: rtsD ED or rtsDE.

Ch2

immmmmm, nmrwk » I M %
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H^-I»,

%m, w&®m

11H

11H
rGo rjH'i EOo gros GH OD EyDng chuE sHms GSD' gDng GDg gis GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i
snying So'i a chos kyi rnDmb grDngs 'Gi thD nDc GH Ezhin gshHgsd SD'i snying So e zhHsf
EyD ED'i ming thos SD GH GDg thDms cDGg mthDr11'1 gyis j GgH ED'i rtsDk ED yongs su1
smin1 nDs I2 yRn WDn EkRGm SD GHn nGrD ED nyLG Gu° /3 ElD nD PHG SD yDng GDg SDr
rGzRgs SDnL EyDng chuEp PngRn SDrq rGzRgs SDrr sDngs rgyDs WH / EyDng chuE sHPs
GSDn sHPs GSDn chHn SR EzhL nLs PD gWRgs sR4 / / rGR rjHnL EiR grRs11 GHnL W shH GHnL Gus
nD /5 EyDng chuE sHPs GSDn nRG zHr6 PWhDnv yDsw'x shHsy EyD EDr gyurz SD GH gzhDnaa
zhLg yLn SD7 snyDP Gu khyRGbb sHPs nDcc / 8 GH GHdd lWDr PL ElWD9 sWH / rGR rjHnL EiR grRs
khyRG nyLG GHnL W shH GHnL Gus nDee / 10 EyDng chuE sHPs GSDn nRG zHr11 PWhDn yDs
zhHs12 EyD EDr gyurff WR // gg EcRP lGDn nGDs GHnL EsWDnhh SD lD13 gDng GDg GD14 Gung15
yDng ElD nD PHG SD yDng GDg SDr11 rGzRgs SDnL EyDng chuE" mngon par kk rdzogs par 16
sangs ma 17 rgyas" pa'i byang chub sems dpa' bzhi po de dag gang zhe na / 18 'di lta
ste / mm byang chub sems dpa' 'jam1111 dpal dang / mthu 00 chen pp thob 19 dang / qq spyan
ras gzigs" dbang phyug dang / rdo rje'i bio gros ss khyod tt nyid de 20 bzhi pa'o 2 1 //uu
rGo rjH'ivv EOo gros GH OtDr GH Ezhin gshHgs SD'i snying So'i chos kyi rnDm22 grDngs
'Gi thos SD tsDm gyis 23 EyDng chuE sHms GSD' sHms GSD'ww chHn So rnDms OD /24 sDngs
rgyDs kyi yH shHs sgruExx SDsyy Gon chH EDzz yin no aaa // bbb
1

LTNPi: yongsu [Pi at the
end of the line].
2
ABJNQ: om. /.
3
ABJNQ: om. /.
4
BQ: rtogs so (contrary to
Chl2: ^ r a # H ) ; LT:
gtogso; P [2 : togs so.
5
ABJNQ: om. /.
6
APi:gzer.
1
AJ: ED for SD; L: SD written
in small dbu med hand above
the line; P123T: ova. pa.

s

BJNQPi23: om. /.
BJNQLP13: /to; T: bsta.
10
BJNQ: om. /.
11
APl2:gzer.
12
ABJP12: shes.
13
P12: om. la.
14
B: nga; P3: nga or da (?).
15
P12ST: dung du yang; P3:
rung du yang.
16
BJNQ: om. rdzogs par.
17
P123T: om. ma.
18
BJNQ: om. /.

9

JNPi: thob pa dang.
L: nyide; P [3 : om. de.
1
BJNQ: bzhiponR; L: bzhinR;
ST: bzhi nR [T: bzhi at the
end of the line].
2
P23: rnams.
3
L:gyi;?12:gyis/.
4
ABJNQP123: om. /.
0

Chi

^Bfifc

mm, lamm. mvm. ^^M. &, mm, ^ mm, tmm
1

jtj\DhaDh\,FsKuMiSoYuJ 1 and all other versions collated by the editors of Jit except Gö/]<— ^ .
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11H

Bth
rdorje'L EiR grRV GDng : EyDngFhuE VHrhV GSDn] gDng gLV GH EzhLn gVhHgV SDnL VnyLng
SR nL FhRV kyL g z h u n g : GH EzhLn gVhHgV SDnL VnyLng SR nGL Fh u n g n g u P L n g WVDP zhLg
WhRV nDV : GH yDng GDg SDr WhDrhV FDG PWhDr gyLV GgH EDnL rWVD ED rnDPV yRngVu VPLn
SDr] EyDVWH : nGL nGrD EDnL yRn WDn P D n g SRV ElD nD PHG SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgV SDnL
EyDngFhuE Wu P n g R n SDr rGzRgV SDr VDngV rgyDV WH : EyDngFhuE VHPV GSDn VHmV
4.GSDn4. FhHn SR EzhL P D gWRgVR : GH nDV yDng rGRrjHnL ElRgrRV] GHnL WVhH GHnL GuV nD :
PWhDn PHG SDnL nRG gzHr FHV EyD EDnL EyDngFhuE VHPV GSDn gzhDn Gu P L ElWD nR :
rGRrjHnL ElRgrRV GHnL WVhH GHnL GuV : PWhDn PHG SDnL nRG gzHr FHV EyD ED : EyDngFhuE
VHPV GSDn] g y u r SD nL khyRG GR // rGRrjHnL ElRgrRV : EFRrh lGDn nGDV kyL EVWDn SD lDV
Gung Gu ElD nD PHG SD yDng GDg SDr rGzRgV SDnL EyDngFhuE Wu P n g R n SDr rGzRgV SDr
VDngV rgyDV SDnL EyDngFhuE VHmV GSDn EzhL gDng zhH nD : ] nGL lWD VWH : ’di lta s t e :
+ + + + + njDP GSDl : EyDngFhuE VHmV GSDn GDn g : PWhu FhHn SR rnyHG SD GDng : r n D P
SDr VSyDn rDV gzLgV GDn g : rGRrjHnL ElRgrRV khyRG nyLG GDn g : EzhLnR : rGRrjHnL grRV :
P57a] GH Ez^n

gVhHgV SDnL VnyLng SRnL FhRV kyL g z h u n g nGL rGzunShrul FhHnR : rGRrjHnL

GD lWDr GH EzhLn gVhHgV SDnL VnyLng SRnL FhRV kyL g z h u n g nGL GRn FhHnR : EyDngFhuE
VHmV GSDn VHmV GSDn FhHn SR rnDmV kyL GH P D WhDg Gu ] VDngV rgyDV kyL yHVhHV ng u g
SD njugR //

Ch2

$*B2,

Mmm^iEM, ^mmm, mmm, ^mm* mm, %

m, mMmwäwm^mmto mm, imwmm^m^mm

1
2

Jii- S r £ for M.
Ä E # l f t <HjBBEfii<BE#lft (dittography).
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11I

Ill
GH nDs GHnia tshH1 bcRm lGDn nGDs kyis tshigs su2 beDG SD nGib GDgc bkDnd stsDl tRe //f
[11.1] nGDs SDni Gus ni bskDl3 SD mthDn yDs nD4 //5'6
bcRm lGDn7 nRG zHr8 gtong g ' h zhes1 by a" ba byung k //
de'i 9 lus las 10 'di 'dra'i 1 1 'od1 byung 12 bas //
zhing rnams bye ba stong dag snang bar111 gyur" 11°
[11.2] rgyal ba dang po 13 mngRnp rGzRgs sDngs rgyDs rig //q
byDng chub sHms GpDn nRG zHr14 mthDn yDs kyis r //
GH15 tshH bGH gshHgs rgyDOs GbDng16 GH OD zhus / /
mGR11 nGi rtDg tu yDng GDg rDb tu bshDG IT
[11.3] gang gis rgyal 17 de'i 1 8 bstan 19 la20 mdo sde 'di //

10

'dren w pa las x ni mngon sum y thos 21 gyurz pa //aa
de kun myur du byang chub dam pa thob 22 //bb
byang chub sems cc ' dd dpa' bzhi ni ma ee gtogs ff te gg // hh
Pi23: tshe I.
LTP2: tshigsu.
3
A: bskald; PiQ: skal.
4
T: ma for na; P123: pa for na.
5
P2: see OK, fn. 4.
6
P3T: /.
7
AP12Q: ldan 'das nRG [A:
nGDV with very small letters
later inserted beneath the
line].
2

5

AP12: gzHr.
QST: GH yi for GH 'i [Q: yi
compressed].
10
P3T: la.
11
J: 'drayi for 'dra'i; NT:
'dri'i for 'dra'i; P12: om. 'di
'dra 'i.
12
AP12: phyung.
13
BJNQ: por.
14
AP i : gzHr.

9

15

APi: GH'i tshe.
P123: ED for dEDng.
17
Pi2: rgyDl ba de'i.
18
BQ: ba 'i for de 'i.
19
A: bstand; P2Q: stan.
20
ABJNQLSTP12: las.
21
N: theb(7); P3: thob.
22
BJNQ: 'thob.
16

Cht

[11.1] mzmtä

mmtm^

[n.2] ^mtmm nmamä
><« mmmm
M
2
[n.3] Ä^-ii nit mmm
>«<;

1

2

m[DhDDhEFsKuMiSoYu\^U

(cf. 10D: ... Mtftf-iW)-

ÖA«: I t M for WiiM2 (no variants for the other collated materials given by the eds. of the Zhonghua Dazangjing) KuSo:

If for Hi.
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11I

Bth
GH nDs bcRm lGDn nGDs kyi GHni Gus nD : tshigsu beDG SD nGi gsungsR //
[11.1] nRG gzHr gtRng bDr gyur SD // bcRm lGDn nGDs :
nGDs SDni Gus nD bskDl SD mthDn mHG SD // ]
OuV OD nRG ni GH nGrD rDE Wu EWDng //
5

GHV ni EyD ED VWRng yDng VnDng EDr EyDV //
[11.2] WhRg mDr mngRn rGzRgV VDngV rgyDV rgyDO EDV chuG //
mWhDn mHG nRG zHr EyDng chuE VHmV] GSDn GH :
EGHr gVhHgV rgyDO GEDng GH OD Vu nGrD ED //
rWDg Wu mGR VGH nGi yDng rDE Wu EVhDG //

10

[11.3] gDng giV rgyDO EDV EVWDn SD nGi WhRV SD //
mGR VGH nGi yDng GrDn SDni mngRn Gu ED //
GH GDg kun gyiV EyDngchuE ] mchRg m y u r WhRE //
EyDngchuE VHmV GSDn nGi Ezhi mD gWRgV WH //

Ch2

[ii.i] ^nmitmw^ m^znmmm
i^Mnwudtm mummst
[n.2] »iffiiiiBftB immmm
rnimmm^ tummmmm
[n.3] wlmmm&m vmmmm&
1

H - [Ga.2Ji2\<r-i$.
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11I

[11.4] mthu chen thob dang11 spyan ras gzigs dbang phyug //MM
byang chub sems kk dpa' 'jam dpal gsum pa" ste // mm

15

rdo rje'i1111 bio gros khyod nyid bzhi pa yin // 00
de 23 tshe de pp dag gis qq ni 24 mdo rr 'di thos 25 //ss
[11.5] byDng chub sHms GSDn nRG zHr26 mthDn yDs SD II21
GH tshHtt gDng gis rgyDO OD zhus byung stH1111 // 28
GHni29 GbDng byDsvv bGH gshHgs srDs SR ni //

20

GH tshH rGR rjHniww bio gros khyod xx nyid yin // yy
[11.6] nga 30 yang zz sngon 31 ni 32 spyad aaa pa bbb spyod pa'i tshe //c
bde bar gshegs pa ddd sengge'i 33 rgyal mtshan las //
mdo eee sde 'di fff yi ggg ming ni thos hhh par gyur iü IP
gus par kkk byas te thos nas thai mo sbyar //'"

25

[11.7] ngD34 ni mmm lHgs SDr byDs SD'i lDs GH yis35'111111 //
byDng chub GDP SD P y u r Gu thob SDr gyur 36 //00°
de bas ppp byang chub sems dpa' qqq mkhas"* rnams kyis IT
rtag tu mdo mchog™ 'di ni111111 gzung 37 bar bya vvv IT
VVV

23

AP i2 : GH'i tshH.
P123: om. gis ni.
25
P2: thos gyur nas I; P3: thos
gyur nas II.
26
APiS: gzer.
21
LT: /.
28
QT: /.
24

JNQST: deyi for de 'i.
?i2: gang for nga.
31
QP3: sdon.
32
BJNQP123: gyi for ni.
33
ABJNQP123ST: seng ge 'i;
( L : 3§fr).
30

Chi

wmm ^mmi*
[n.5] simmm m-wm^
mmmmit a#r«f itm6
[11.6] a « » m^-mmm
[n.7] mmitmm7 mmmm
4

DhaDhbJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu: ,fg for y£.
^ [ A ^ ß ^ ^ H (cf 7i* 11.5b: zhus).
6
DhaDh„Fs: r£ for |jg.
5

7

/ö:|a forfß.
358

/WWW

B: don for nga; P^ ngi for
nga; P2: da for nga; Q: ngo
for nga.
35
B: de 'i for de yis; Q: de yi
for de yis.
M
A: gyurd; P ^ : 'gyur.
37
BQP23: bzung.

11I

Bth
[11.4] mthu chen rnyed dang rnam par spyan ras gzigs //
15

gsurh po 'jam dpal byangchubserhs dpa' dang //
bzhi po de ltar rdorje'i blogros khyod //
gang gi de dus] mdo sde de thos pa :
[11.5] PWhDn PHG nRG gzHr EyDngchuE VHmV GSDni VD :
gDng giV rgyDl ED GriV SDr gyur SD VWH :
GH WVhH EGHr VrDV GH GEDng SR ni //

20

GH WVhH rGRrjH ElR grRV khyRG yin nR :
[11.6] EGDgiV VngRn kyDng VSyDG SD VSyRG SD nD //
PGR VGH nGini P i n g yDng WhRV SD ni : ]
EGHr EDr gVhHgV SD VHgH rgyDl PWVhDn lDV :
WhDi PR VEyDr nDV VWiVWDng EyDV WH :

25

[11.7] EGDg kyDng lHgV SDni lDV rnDrhV EyDV SD nD //
EyDngchuE kyDng ni P y u r Gu WhRV SDr gyur //
GH EDV P khDV SD EyDngchuE VHmV GSDn yiV //
rWDg Wu PGR VGH P chRg nGi nchDng 4.EDr4. EyD : ]

Ch2

mmmmm nvmmim
[11.5] ^mmmm. wm^kmrn

[ii.7] m^mmmm immmmm
2

tifmlJh]*—I'm (cf. Tib: sengge 'i rgyal mtshan for Skt. simhadhvaja: Bip-f-iH).
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12A

12A
rGR rjH'i a EiR grRs11'1 rigs kyi EX ' a P I2 rigs kyi EX P R las kyi sgriE pas c EsgriEs 3 pa d
gang Gag4 GH Ezhin gshHgs 6 p a ' i snying pR'i chRs kyi f r n a P g grangs 'Gi nyan t a P 5 / h
lXng nRG G a P 6 I1 kha tRn 8 GX9 EyHG1 GDP 10 / stRn" kyDng rXng 11 chRs kyL rnDP grDngs
'GL nyDn 12 SD GDng / OXngk nRG13 SD GDng / khD tRn 14 EyHG1 SD GDng / rDE tX 'chDG15 SDm
GDng / yL16 gHr 'GrL ED GH GDg OD17 tshHgs" chXng 18 ngXs 19 chRs 0 GH GDg 2 0 kyDng P n g R n
sXP p GX 'gyXr q / 2 1 ODs kyL sgrLE SD GH yDng 22 EyDng EDr 'gyXr rR23 // r GH nDs E c R P OGDn
'GDs OD tshH GDng OGDn SDs kXn GgD' ERs 'GL1 skDG cHs gsRO11 tR IT E c R P OGDn 'GDs rLgsw
kyL EX ' D P x / 24 rLgs kyL EX P R gDng ODs kyL sgrLE SDs EsgrLEs25 SDr PL 'gyXr zhLng I26
chRs kyL rnDP grDngs 'GL OD2 7 ErtsRn SDry EgyLG SD GH GDg sDngs rgyDs E c R P OGDn 'GDs
10

ML snyHG cLg28 ODsz PDng GX thRs SDsaa chRs 29 EstDnbb SD'L sODG GXcc ngHs SDr 'EyXng EDr
'gyXr 30 ODgs / 3 1 E c R P OGDn 'GDs kyLs EkD' stsDOdd SD / ee kXn GgD' ERff rLgsgg kyL EX
' D P h h /" rLgs kyL EX P R gDng GDg sDngs rgyDs ErgyD'L chRs EstDn" SDkk kXn tX32'11
EzXng 33 ED'Lmm ShyLr1111 ngHs SDr 'EyXng 00 ED34 GDg kyDng yRG GRp p // qq
BQ: gros 'di ni rigs.
AP3: om. /; B: //.
3
P12S: bsgribs, [Pi at the very
end of the line]; P3: om.
bsgribs; T: sgribs.
4
A: dag gis I de.
5
A: thos SD GDng for nyDn
tDP.
6
A: 'bog SD GDng for noG
GDP.
I
Pi: om. /; P2: om. GDP I.
8
BQP i2 : Gon; T: Gog.
9
LST: om. Gu.
10
A: SD GDng for GDm.
II
A: SD GH GDg for kyDng
rung; BJNQP123: kyang
2

rung I [P3: spungs shad
(after first syllable)].
12
A: thos for nyan.
13
A: 'bog for nod.
14
BP12: don.
15
A: bshad; BP3: 'chang; P2:
chad.
16

?23:ye.

17

A: bris pas for 'dri ba
de dag la.
18
APi2: chu for chung (wrong
decomposition of the
abridgment chungus7).
19
A: ngus FG Fag la chos;
BJPi: ngus or Gus (?).
20
A: om. GH Gag.
21
BQP3S: //.

Chi
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22

BJNQP 123 :om.jw*g.

2 3

T T

,

L i : gyuro.
24
ABQ: om. /; P3S: 'am II.
25
JN: sgribs; P2: bsgrib.
26
AP3: zhing II; BJNQS: om. /
[S at the end of the bottom
line of the folio].
27
P i2 : om. la.
28
BQ: gcig
29
LST: om. chos; P2: chos pas
chos bstan {aberratio oculi).
30
Pi 2 : 'gyur ba lags.
31
ABT: //; S: om. /.
32
JP3: du.
33
AJNLSTPi: gzung
34

BJNQ: ED FG GDJ .

12A

Bth
yDng rGRrjH'i EiR grRs kyis rigs kyi EX SKR ' D P : rigs kyi EX P R lDs kyi EsgriE SDs
EsgriE SD yDng : GH EzKin gsKHgs SD'i snying SR'i cKRs gzKXng 'Gi nyDn SD GDng :
stRn SD GDng : kKDGRn EyHG SD GDng : 'cKDG SD GH GDg gis cKRs kyi [257bl] gzKXng ’di
tKRs SD GDng : EstDn SD GDng : kKDGRn EyHG SD GDng : bris nDs : nyon mongs cKXng
5

ngXs cKRs mngon GX gyXr : zKLng ODs kyLs EsgrLE SD GH GDg kyDng zDG SDr 'gyXr : de
nDs EcRm OGDn 'GDs OD tsKH GDng SD GgD' ERs 'GL skDG ces : ] gsRO do : EcRm OGDn 'GDs
gDng rLgs kyL EX SKR ' D P : rLgs kyL EX P R OD s kyL EsgrLE SD EsgrLEs SDs : GH EzKLn
gsKHgs SD'L snyLng SR cKRs gzKXng 'GL nyDn SD GDng : ston SDr GDng : kKDGRn GX
EgyLs SDs : ODs] EsgrLE SDs : EsgrLE SD P D P cKLs SDr gyXr tR : gDng cKRs kyL gzKXng

10

'GLs 'EyXng ED GH gGRn PL zDr EDr : sDngs rgyDs EcRm OGDn 'GDsX P Dng GX tKRs SDr
'gyXr zKLng : cKRs 'cKDG GR : E c R P OGDn 'GDs kyL EkD' SD : ] GgD' ER rLgs kyL EX P R
sDngs rgyDs cKRs 'cKDG SD : 'cKDG SD'L SKyLr : 'EyXng ED yRG GR :

Ch2

mm$mm, s#, mm, nmm, &®.mtm&, mm, s#,
mm, nm, mrnmrn, ^Wmmwmmm, mmm* mmmmrn
elf, Ho m#, m^mm^, micAmmmm, mmm, wmm
mm, m^m, tmivmmmmo mm. mm, mmm^, micA
n^immmmm,
1

'p[Ji2]<^'}\
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12B

12B
a

NXQ GJDn ERb ULJV N\L EX nDP c

GDQJ

e

V X P E U J \ D GDQJ

f

5

nEXP QDV

3

v

ULJV N\L EX P R d J D Q J GDJ VDQJV UJ\DV Q\LV E U J \ D 2

E ] K L E U J \ D GDQJ

VWRQJ GDQJ " VXP VWRQJ GDQJ
EGXQ VWRQJ0 GDQJ

1

k

g

OQJD E U J \ D GDQJ

h

VWRQJ GDQJ ' Q\LV

E]KL VWRQJ GDQJ ' OQJD VWRQJ GDQJ

E U J \ D G q VWRQJ GDQJ

r

G J X VWRQJ GDQJ

s

m

GUXJ VWRQJ GDQJ

NKUL GDQJ

VDQJV UJ\DV

VDQJV UJ\DV E\H ED NKUDJ NKULJ nEXP11 J \ L v EDUw GDJ JL4 FKRV EVWDQ5 SD

NXQ WX6 E ] X Q J 7 EDnL SK\LU QJHVx SDU nE\XQJ EDU nJ\XU8 ED 9 GDJ N\DQJ \ R G GRy

z

NXQaa

GJDn ER E\DQJ FKXE VHPV10 GSDn JDQJ11 FKRV N\L UQDP JUDQJV nGL nFKDQJ ED GDQJ
NORJ SD GDQJ

J]KDQ bb GDJ OD \DQJcc UJ\D FKHUdd \DQJ GDJ SDUee UDE WX VWRQf f SD GDQJ

JOHJVgg E D P h h GX E\DV WH
10

12

nFKDQJ11 ED" GHVkk nGL V Q \ D P GX EGDJ JLV" GHQJ Q\LG EOD

QD P H G SD m m \ D Q J GDJ SDU UG]RJV SDnL E\DQJ FKXE WKRE ER13 V Q \ D P GX VHPV EVN\HG 14
SDU E \ D VWH

nn

GH QL ML OWDU GD OWDU15 QJD 16 E]KLQ GX17 OKD GDQJ

\LQ GX EFDV SDnL nMLJ UWHQ J\LV 19 SK\DJ E\D EDnL nRV GDQJ
QR21

qq

00

P L GDQJ18

pp

OKD P D

PFKRG SDnL20 nRVrr \LQ

ss

1

9

2

10

AP 3 : om./; BT://.
BQ: brgya'i dang.
3
AP i2 : om. /; B: //.
4
BQST: gis; P3: om. gi.
5
A: bstand; BJNQ: ston.
6
BJQP3: du.
1
AJNLSTP12: gzung.
8
L: om. bar 'gyur (adjusted to
12A.13); P12: gyur.

Vl2:pa.
BL: VHPs (before dpa' at the
end of the line).
P n: om. gang.
n
ABQ: om. /.
u
A: this part of the folio
damaged; BNP12:/>o for bo;
L: thobo; P3: po II for bo; S:
om. bo.

Chi -
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14

BQ: skyed.
P12: om. da ltar.
16
BNQ: de for nga; LT: om.
nga; cp. Bth: da ItarPIC.
17
P23: du I.
18
P12: om. lhD dDng I PL dDng.
19
P3S: gyL.
20
P123: SD byD bD 'L for SD 'L.
21
LN: yLno.
15

n

12B

Bth
sangs rgyas yang y o d : gsum b r g y a dang : b z h i b r g y a dang : Inga b r g y a dang : b r g y a
phrag n y i shu dang : b r g y a phrag sum c u dang : b r g y a phrag b z h i ] EFX GDQJ
SKUDJ OQJD EFX GDQJ

EUJ\D SKUDJ GUXJ EFX GDQJ

EUJ\D SKUDJ EUJ\D FX GDQJ
5

EUJ\D SKUDJ EGXQ EFX GDQJ

EUJ\D 4.SKUDJ4. GJX EFX \RG GR

SKUDJ EFX \RG GR GJDn ER ULJV N\L EX SKR nDP
SKUDJ EUJ\D FKRV EVKDG SD nFKDQJ EDnL SK\LU

]

EUJ\D

VDQJV UJ\DV EUJ\D1

ULJV N\L EX P R VDQJV UJ\DV VWRQJ

E\XQJ ED \DQJ \RG GR VDQJV UJ\DV

VWRQJ SKUDJ Q\LV EUJ\D \DQJ \RG GR JVXP EUJ\D \DQJ \RG E]KL GDQJ OQJD GDQJ
Q\L VKX GDQJ VXm FX QDV] VDQJV UJ\DV E\H ED NKUDJ NKULJ EUJ\D SKUDJ VWRQJ \DQ FDG
N\L : FKRV EVKDG SD nFKDQJ EDnL SK\LU E\XQJ ED \DQJ \RG GR
10

E\DQJFKXE VHmV GSDn JDQJ FKRV N\L J]KXQJ nFKDQJ QJDP

\DQJ GJDn ER

NORJ J D P J]KDQ OD] rgya

FKHU VWRQ WD rn JOHJ EDP GX E\DV WH b c a n g s QDV GH Q\LG EOD QD PHG SD \DQJ GDJ
SDU UG]RJV SDnL E\DQJFKXE WKRE SR ]KHV VHmV EVN\HG SDU E\DnR
GDQJ

OKD P D \LQ GDQJ nMLJ UWHQ GX EFDV SD] UQDrhV N\L p h y a g nWVKDO ]KLQJ PFKRG SD

QL nGL OWD VWH
1

GH OD OKD GDQJ P L

GSHU QD

GD OWDU Q J D OD E ] K L Q Q R

brgya (stong) phrag: stong marked with dots for deletion.

Ch2

i^f^H, i^H. EA AH, i^\ fcA, i^H. EA A. A, -tr.
A. A, Wrt=H%mmmm, mfcAA, m^urnm^^-mm
nmm, m, wo m~u, ^w#iif#iit«», # n « , mm, ^
AJI^A. A.

Mumim, « o «JIB, m$mm0
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12C

12C
de nas de'i tshe1 bcom ldan 'das kyisa tshigs su2 bead pa 'di dag bka' stsal tob //c
[12.1] byang chub sems dpa'3 mdo sde 'di thos nas //4'd
bdag gis5 byang chub dam pa thobe par bsamf //
gang gi6 lag na mdo sde 'di yodg pa //h
de ni nga7 ltar 'jig rten phyag bya'i 8 'os //'
[12.2] de ni 'jig rten mgon po rnam" par 'drenk //'
khrid by ed rnam par khrid111 by ed" bsngags9 pa'i 'os 11°
gang gi10 lag na11 mdo sde 'di yod pa //
de ni de12 ltar chos kyi rgyal zhesp bya //q
[12.3] gang gi13 lag na mdo sde 'di yodr pa //s

10

mi yi14 khyu mchog chos kyi sgron ma 'dzin1 IT
de ni zla15 nya16 lta burv blta17'w ba'i 'os 18 //x
'jig rten mgon po lta bur phyag bya'i y gnas llz
P i2 : tshe I.
L: tshigsu; T: chigsu.
3
JN: dpas for dpa'.
4
P2: cf. OK, fn. 4.
5
BQPi:g«; A: with small
letters beneath g/s: cag(7).
6
JN: gis.
1
BNQP2: da for nga; J: nga
or da (?); against da ltar. Bth
{rang); Chi allows both
alternatives: %\\^^f.
8
Pi2: bya ba 'i for bya 'i.
9
BP2: sngags; Q: b- of
Dsngags very small.
2

1U

%-14P 2 : gis.
P [2 : la for na.
12
%4: 'di for de.
13
1P 12 : gis.
14
$ : myi'i; %Pi23: mi'i.
15
$ % - 1 4 / 6 : om. zla (see
next fn.); P ; : zla Da nya; P2:
zla (ba) Q\D [ED marked with
dots above for deletion].
16
AJNQLS: nyi da for nya
(see preceding fn.): (against
Ch2: MB'- (pari)pürnacandra; cf. KP §88: nya for
pürna; Bth: zlD ED nya); B:
11

nyid üa for nya; T: om. nyD;
Pi: nyD Da ltD [ED with a
small letter later inserted
above the line]; P2 inserts
small, illegible letter beneath
nya and /to.
17
BQST: /to.
18
Q: nRG for nRs; B: nRng for
nRs.

Chi

[i2.i] mmmff wmmft
mmmm mmnw^ l
[i2.2] wmmm m%mm±
mmnmm mmzmm
[12.3] 5gw&JM J i A ^ r ü
1

zE[DhhJsNaPuQiQsZiKuMiSoYu]<— ^ (t£zE for dharmaräjan as in 7«&, Z?fA and CA^).
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12C

Bth
de bcom ldan 'das kyi _i.de'i tshe de'i dus na.j. tshigsu bead pa 'di gsungso //
[12.1] EyDngchuE sHms GSD' mGo sGH 'Gi Whos SD //
EGDg gis [258al] EyDngchuE mchog kyDng rnyHG SDr sHms //
gDng gis ODg Wu mGo sGH 'Gi1 gyur ED //
ci OWDr rDng OD 'jig rWHn ShyDgs] W
' shDO zhing //

5

[12.2] GH ni 'jig rWHn mgon So rnDrhs 'GrHn SD //
GH ni 'GrHn cing rDE Wu EsngDgs SD sWH //
GH OWDr GH ni chos k y i rgyDO So zhHs EyD : ]

gDng gi ODg Wu mGo 4.sGH4. 'Gi 'gyur ED //
10

[12.3] zOD ED nyD Ezhin kun kyis OWD ED sWH :
GH OD 'jig rWHn mgon Ezhin ShyDgs kyDng W
' shDO //
chos kyi WD OD OD ni 'chDng zhing Esrung //]
gDng gi s ODg Wu mGo sGH 'Gi 'gyur ED //
1

mdo sde 'di compressed on excised background.

Ch2

[i2.i] mmmmmm ^mmmm
[i2.2] wimmAmm

?«JAA^H

[i2.3] jiAPÄMiH m^mmuim
mmmmnm &xmäwtä^
1

^[ji2]

<-^.
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12D

12D
EFRP lGDn 'GDs kyLsa GH skDG FHs EkD' b stsDlc nDs I1 EyDng FhuE sHPs GSD' rGR rjH'Ld
EiR grRs GDng I2 thDPs FDG GDng e lGDn SD'Lf EyDng FhuE sHPs GSD'Lg tshRgs11 GH3 GDng f1
nyDn thRs FhHn SR GH GDg1 GDng / 'khRr EzhL SRj GDng / lhD GDng / 5 PL GDng I6 lhD P D
yLn GDng / GrL zDr EFDs SD'L 'jLg rtHn yL7 rDngs tHk /' EFRP lGDn 'GDs kyLs gsungs SDm lD"
P n g R n SDr0 EstRG8 GR II9 'ShDgs SD GH EzhLn gshHgs SD'L snyLng SR zhHs EyD ED thHg
SD FhHn SR'L PGR 10 prGzRgs ShR11 //
1

ABP3T: //.
AP3: //.
3
A: om. GH; BJNQP3: GH dag
dang.
4
P 1 2 :om. /.
5
P123ST: om. /.
6
P l 3 :om. /.
7
ABP123: yid; Q: lacuna of
one letter between yi and
rangs.
8
BQP2: stod.
9
ABQ: // // 'phags; P3: double
spungs shad (after first
syllable in the bottom line of
the folio); T: /.
2

n

ll

10

A: mdo'II II rdzogs; ?23mdo II.
11
JST: rdzogs so; N: rdzogso;
(ABQLP123: f ^ ' S ' ) .
12
A: starts a new line with //
rgya; BLTP3: place second
nyis shad at the end of the
line [gap between first and
second nyis shad in B about
four letters; in L about 12
letters; in T about 15 letters;
in P3 about 19 letters]; J: gap
between first and second
nyis shad about five letters;
N: rdzogso II II at the end of
the bottom line of the folio

[gap between first and
second nyis shad: one letter];
Pi: gap between first and
second nyis shad: about 20
letters (first nyis shad
erased?); P2: om. second
nyis shad and places second
shad of first nyis shad at the
end of the line [gap between
first and second shad: about
nine letters]; Q: gap between
first and second nyis shad:
about three letters; S: gap
between first and second
nyis shad: about eleven
letters.

Chi

mm mx, A. mm, «
%
ttmn%m%

!

Dha: tWMM.—^; Fs:

JK3J^W$BM.--1&W:-
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12D

Bth
E F o P OGDn 'GDs kyL GgyHs SD'L yLG kyL rGorjH'L EOogros : EyDngFhuE sHms GSD' GDng :
EyDngFhuE sHms GSD' PDng So thDms FDG OD EkD' stsDO SD / ] nyDn thos FhHn So GH GDg
GDng 'khor EzhL GDng : OhD GDng PL GDng OhD P D yLn GDng : GrL zD GDng ] 'jLg rtHn Gu
EFDs SD thDPs FDG EFo P OGDn 'GDs kyL EshDG SD OD P ngon SDr GgD'o // GH EzhLn
gshHgs SD'L snyLng So zhHs EyD ED] thHg SD FhHn So'L P Go rGzogso //

Ch2

mmmmm.^, mmmm, mmmrn, mmm, rnxmrn^
ttMbu^MM><«
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13

13
UgyD gDU gyi mkhDn SR sha kyD SUD EhD2 dDng / zhu chenD gyi OR tstshDb ED EDn de3 ye
shes sdes4 bsgyurc cing zhus te5 gtan la phab6 pa II1
P123: section 13 is missing.
A: ndzi na myi tra dang I da
na shi la for shä kya pra
bha; J: shäkya pra bha or
shäkya bra bha (?); N:
shäkya brabha or shäkya bra
bha (?); Q: shäkya bra bha;
ST: shäkya pra bha.
3
N: bände ( q l ) ; S: ban dhe;
T: bandhe.
4
A: shes sde las stsogspas
bsgyurd.
5
A: WHl skar gsar cad kyis
kyang bcos nas gtan [WH I
2

before string hole]; BJNQ: WH
skad gsar chad kyis kyang
bcos nas gtan [Q: sar for
gsar; N: -s of kyiU with a
small letter beneath kyi-].
6
A: phab te chos kyiphyad
rgyas btab pa.
1
B: inserts second nyis shad
(or does this second nyis
shad belong to the following
text?) [gap between first and
second nyis shad: about
three letters]; J: inserts two
more nyis shad: second nyis
shad after a gap of about 19

letters; third nyis shad at the
end of the line after a gap of
20 letters; NQ: insert second
nyis shad at the end of the
line [gap between first and
second nyis shad in N about
four letters; in Q about five
letters]; ST: insert second
nyis shad [gap between first
and second nyis shad in S
about 16 letters; in T about
nine letters].

Chi
Only Dhb hDs D colophon:

Translation in Giles 1957: 107 (no. 3848):
Dated the 10th day of the 7th moon of the 16th year of Yen-shou [=Yanshou] (14th
Aug., 639). Copyist, Kung Ta-tzü. 12 sheets of paper used. (Only 3 remain.) Revised
by T'an-hsien [=Tanxian], Master of the Law.
1

Giles reads -^ instead of ,|§. The ms reads ,|§.
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13

Bth
*l II Rm yH dhD UPD hHdu SUD EhD wD hH Wun WH shDn WD WhD gD WR hyH2 ED WRd sDn WsD yR
ni UR dhD D WsEDmng3 ED Wi P D hD shUD P D nD yDsEDhä // ] yRn P c h R d EkUD : shis SDU
gyuU cig // gsungs UDE zhDl gURl4 EDU gyuU cig örh P D ni SDd P H h u m hUi // //
1

* symbols a dotted circle with a dot in its center with the size of one letter.
Not clear: hye or hyp.
3
Tsba (§) resulting from a misread %1
4
Bottom part not readable: grol or goP.
2

Regarding the well-known ye dharma formula in the colophon see Skilling 2000 who collated
various versions/recensions of the formula. The correct Sanskrit version on which the colophon of
Bth was probably based reads:
ye dharma hetuprabhavä hetum tesäm tathagato hy avadat I
tesäm ca yo nirodha evamvädi mahäsramanah II
For the diffusion and the significance of the verse during the early medieval period in India see
Boucher 1991.
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$SSDUDWXV R I 6HFRQGDU\ 9DULDQWV
OA
D
P ; : till du/ (1) not clear.
b
J: om. /.
F
P3: to.
d
P2: nD chung of thä very
small (inserted later?).
H
N: from gD WD (?) till na mD
OB
D
P :«g.
b
B: SDU (at the end of the
line).
F
P3: na for dang.
d
J: dw.
H
Pi: bi for oa7 (abbreviated
spelling) [ 'a chung of bi
very small (inserted later?)].
f
N: from ba 7 dus (?) till rgyal
po 7 (?) not clear.
B
Q: rkod.
h
P3: om. Aj7.
1
N: pung.
1
?i: gi gu of po 7 very small.
N
P :gd«g.
O
P : bzang.
P
P :kyi.
Q
B: / « : originally oa,
corrected to SD by crossing
0C
D
P : Idan {de) ItHng [GH
marked with two dots above
for deletion].
b
Q: spungs shad (after second
syllable).
OD
D
P 2 :/w/.
b
P 3 : ndu ba for 'dus pa.
F
P : between klung and drug
partially erased gi.
d
Q: lacuna of one letter
between drug and cu 'i (see
fn. 3).
H
P2: frye />« ma.
f
N: thams (at the end of the

0E
D
P : d- of Fpa' small; beneath
the line.
b
L: dpa- (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).
F
P : kyis.
d
P : stags.
H
T: rin (po) chen [po marked

(?) not clear.
P3: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
B
Pi: from IphDgs (?) till EjD
ED (?) not clear; P2: EyD ED I.
h
P 3 : om. SD.
f

out the upper vertical line of
ED.
RP : na dang I.
S
B: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
T
B:bslob.
U
Q: tshangs.
V
P : cAer /; T: second letter of
cher(7) illegible.
W
T: dag for dgra.
u
Pi: om. / dbang.
v
N: paU.
Z
N: />aU (at the end of the
line).
x
J: du.
y
L: rnamr ($*) for rnam par
(at the end of the line); cf.
the abbreviation ^^[ for
rnam par dag (Bacot 1912:
F

J: //.
P 3 :/>a7for/»a7.
H
Q: spungs shad (after second
syllable).
f
P 3 : om. po.
d

B

bottom line of the folio).
P 3 : cig gi for gcig gis.

1

P 3 : dang for thob pa.
L: sfiOTgs (at the end of the
line).
N
B: spungs shad (after second
syllable).
O
B: ma for mi.
P
Q: Wog or /tog (?).

1

with a dot triangle above for
deletion].
f
Q: lacuna of one letter
between ba and nya.
B
B: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line).
h
B:pa.
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1

Pi: thems for thams (at the
end of the line).
M
L: 'tshalo.
N
T:/.

360).
J:go/.
DD
P3: om. shes rab shin tu
rnam par grol ba I.
bb
P2: blang.
FF
P2: che.
GG
P2:gis.
ee
Pi: beneath thob: dot (as
marker?).
ff
J: du.
BB
P ; : om. / (at the end of the
line).
hh
L: sems (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).
11
P3: om. shin tu.
M
M
J: du; S: om. tu.
kk
J: lacuna of one letter
between SD and VKD.
z

B

P 3 : dga' bo dang.
B: om. pa.
1
P 3 : om. dang I de dag.
3
L: bzhugso.
h

Q

J: lacuna of about three
letters between to and bskor.
R N: om. /; lacuna of one letter
between ba and gang.
S
P : sngon bdag for gang
dag.
T
N: rdzot (at the end of the
line).

1 J

I J:g.yo'.
P2: gnonpa dang.
N
B: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line).
O
Q: sbos.
P
Q: sbos.
Q
Q: sbos.

3

R P : spungs shad (after first
syllable); P : om. spos dga 'i
dpal dang I.
S
S: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
T
P : ma 'i [gi gu above mD
due to lack of space above
nD]; P2: nD of mDn 7 small; later
inserted beneath m-.
U
P : togchen dang.
s
Pi:om./.
W
B: GDP for Gri PD.
u
P2: om. Gbyu gu (see
following en.).
v
P2: dang I Fbyug gu dang
rin (see preceding en.); T:
om. rin chen mtha' yas dbyu
gu dang I.
Z
Q: lacuna of about three
letters between gu and 'dor.
x
L: lower part of spungs shad
OF
D
Pi: om. /; Q: spungs shad
(after first syllable).
b
B: spungs shad (after second
syllable).
F
T: om. mi.
d
P3: om. yang; dang I thabs.
H
N: thab.
f
L: gcigo.
B
T: spungs shad (at the end of
OG
D
P 3 : gshos.
b
P2: om. tu.
F
N: tsandan.
d
P i: 'a and g« gu of po 7 (later
inserted?) beneath/above po
respectively.
H
T: btsegs.
f
L: «y«/w (at the end of the
line).
B
T: njol for yog /a.
11
N: te.
'T:/.
J
Pi: kyis.
N
N: tsandan.
O
Q: g« gw of/io 7 reversed
(due to lack of space above
left half of nD).
1: om. pa.
n
P3: om. de.
R P2: om. ma.
OH
D
P2: sku pad ma 'i for de dag
gi mdab ma.
b
Pi: om. gi mdab ma de dag

missing (above string hole).
L: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
z
S: rab VW dga'.
DD
B: between che and dang
partially erased letter.
bb
P3: dang I tsan dan dang I
ri.
FF
P : rinpo for ri bo.
GG
B: om. chen; P^ po che for
chen.
HH
P : snang in small letters
beneath the line.
ff
N: phyugi.
BB
P3: om. sa 'dzin dang I.
hh
P2: om. kyi.
11
B: nang for nad.
M
M
P3: mi for yid.
kk
Pi: byedang (at the end of
the line).
OO
N: tsandan ( ^ ' ) .

PP

the line).
L: yongsu; P3: om. su.
1
P3: 'dun.
3
T: bstas for o/tas.
N
B: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
OP2: om. po.
P
Pi: spungs shad (after first
syllable).

n

S

L: spungs shad (after second
syllable); S: om. /.
T
B : gi for dang.
U
Q: phye for bye; T: byed for
feye.
s
P3: om.phrag.
W
Pi: om. 'bum; P2: 'ÖM/M
phrag forphrag 'bum.
u
Pi: 'byung.
v
P3: fAa/Mj (at the end of the
line).
Z
L: tharhd (at the end of the
line).
x
B: to II for WH I.
y
T: rfpH«.
z
P3: A:AU for o/a UH.
DD
S: UR for WR.
bb
B: double spungs shad
(after second syllable); S:
double spungs shad (after

first syllable in the top line
of the folio); T: /.
FF
N: ODnDng for OD yDng; T: yD
for yDng.
GG
P 3 :om.mR.
ee
Pi: nRGzer in small letters
beneath the line; P2: gzer for
zer.
ff
Pi: tu (snang) 'gyed [snang
marked with dots above for
deletion].
BB
P2: shing for shin.
hh
J: du.
11
B: double spungs shad (after
fifth syllable); J: om. //; T:
spungs shad (after second
syllable).

(aberratio oculi).
N: thams.
J
P 3 : om. mog.

H

y

h

F
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J: lacuna of one letter
between med and mngon.
nn
P2: byungs.
00
B: bslad for bslang.
SS
B: spungs shad (after third
syllable).
qq
Pi: sems (at the end of the
line).
UU
T-.po byang byams.
VV
P2: byam.
tt
L: gzhonur.
uu
P 2 :om. pa.
vv
Q: lacuna of one letter
between drug and cu 'i (see
fn. 31).
Z

Z

T»

P2: om.yang.
xx
L: gcigo.
yy
T: spungs shad (after first
syllable).

P3: «a/.
R T: spungs shad (after third
syllable in the top line of the
folio).
S
N: lacuna of one letter
between du and byas.
T
P : zhing.

f

S: om. po.
P3: spungs shad (after first
syllable).

B

B: ED small; beneath the line.
Pi: nEDU nongba for par 'os
pa.
I
L: double spungs shad (after
first syllable in the top line of
the folio); T: /.
3
Q: rnam sa for rnams.
N
T: om. mo.
O
T: bzhugs 'a siting.
P
?1:gzer.
n
P3: 'bum phrag dag.
h

R P : om. rab tu.
B: double spungs shad (after
third syllable); T: /.
T
L: gshegs (at the end of the
top line of the folio).
U
P2: om. kyang.
s
P3: Man in small letters
beneath the line.
W
J: du.
u
Pi: thams (at the end of the
line).

v

S

Z

between bzhin and gshegs
filled with tshegs.
P
P3: 'bum phrag dag.
n
T: nD sngon njug of 'gyed
inserted later; small.
R
J: du.
S
P -pD.
T
J: du.
U
J: snDt for snDng.
V
P : ED small; beneath the
line.
W
T: //.
u
T: snyas for snyam.
v
L: snyamo.
Z
T:/.

x

N

P3: rdu for rngu.
P2: n'g / FG nas; P3: ng* for
rLg.
P
P2: om. 'dL.
n
P2: PL small; beneath the
line.
R
P3: bye small [ya btags not
clear].
S
Pi:
om.gis;?2-gi;T-gis
(kha) khebs [kha (at the end
of the line) marked with a
dot triangle above for
deletion].
T
J: om. /.
U
Q: dbugs for dbus.
s
N: na 'ang.

W

3

s

N: bzhi'ang; P3: om. yang.
J: rftt.
x
P3: m- of Otshar small;
beneath the line.
y,
?i:gigu of Fing (probably
by mistake) above preceding
gyur.
Z
P : dag for dga'.
DD
T: spungs shad (after
second syllable).

01
D

L: Wo II for WH I.
Q: gi gu of khrig above -g.
F
P2: 'bum phrag for phrag
'bum.
d
P 3 : r«a/n.
H
P 2 : W.
f
L: 'osu.
B
L: spungs shad (after first
syllable); P3: WR // for WH I.
h
?3:pa.
1
P2: gyur.
3
L: spungs shad (before string
hole).
N
N: la 'ang.
O
P : lacuna of two letters
b

0J
D
P3: om. sems dpa' {aberratio
oculi).
b
Pi: om. chenpo; Q: lacuna
of one letter between po and
rdo.
F
P 2 : OD for pD.
d
B: kyis (at the end of the
line); P2: kyi.
H
L: yongsu.
f
Q:bgyis.
B
S: gap of about eight letters
between shig and shad.
II
L: se/Ms (at the end of the
line).
1
P 3 : om. dang.
3
P2: gzugs for zug.
OK
D
N: gcaJ.
b
P2: om. dag.
F
T:/.
d
P 3 : sa«g.
H
P 3 : ba; Q: par.
f
B: spungs shad (after first
syllable); T: /.
B
N: g«'s.
h
Pi: QD small; beneath the
line.
l
?2-SD.

O

L: khyed.
P : rdzu small; beneath the
line.
OB: stod for ston.
P
B:/.
N

«Ugi.
R Pi: «a for nam.
B: /; P2: // (contrary to rule
(see fn. 4); due to ... ngo7).
T
P 2 : gzer.
U
P3: sto«.
S
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N: pi (at the end of the line).
S: om. // (at the end of the
line).
z
T: tse.
DD
N: tsandan.
bb
T: brtsegs (at the end of the
line).
FF
T: spungs shad (after
second syllable).
GG
P2: WHl (at the end of the
line).
HH
T: 'dus for 'dug.
ff
L: 'dugo.
y

B: skru for mo krung;
J: dkrung for krung.
n
P2-shingl.
v

L: OZAM^ (at the end of the

line).
Z
L: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
x
P3: 'bum phrag dag.
y
J: du; T: lacuna of one letter
between tu and gda'.
z
P2: g« gu of khrig above -g
(due to lack of space above
khr-).
DD
Q: fAa/ or thel (?).
bb

T

f

J: rkyan.

B: gy«/; P2: 'gyed written
with letters of double size;
inserted at bottom margin of
the folio [preceding tu and
'gyed connected with a
dotted line].
W
P : rgyas written with letters
of double size; later added
beneath the line (= bottom
margin of the folio); rgyas
kyi ni zhing.

u

P2: zhing mams su II 'di
\nyis shad beneath the line].
v
P2: 'di dag thams.
Z
L: OD small; beneath roO.
X
B:/.
y
B: 'dun for 'dren.
z
L: double spungs shad (at
the very end of the bottom
line of the folio); T: /.
DD
P3: GDg for GDng.
bb
S: smD.
FF
Pi: nRG for nRs.
GG
P3: SD for lD.
ee
P 3 : nGD.
ff
B:/.
BB
P 3 : nShul.

OL
D
P 3 ://.
b
P2: om. dag.
F
Pi: snying chenpo.
d
Pi:fti.
H
P3: /»Jo [/»- small; beneath
-Jo].
f
J: ow; T: to (sa) rgyas [sa
marked with a dot triangle
above for deletion].
B
B: om. pa.
h
T: bar for rao (metathesis).
OM
D
T: om. EX.
b
P 3 : pas I.
F
P3: om. /.
d
Q: Jag 'oar for dga' bar.
H
T: mi for ma.
f
T: om. yinpa.
B
S: dag fox dang.
11
P3: om. 7.
1
L: gzugs (at the end of the
line).
M
B: bzungSD for bzDng bD.
N
P : /tD.
O
J: Gkrung.
P
L: 'khRGe l;f . 'khRG GR II;
T: spungs shad for sAarf (at
the end of the line).
n
Pi: lacuna of one letter
between 'khod and SD
partially erased; T: 'khor for
'khod.
R T»

Pi: rigs.
P2: rnams la phyDg {OD
erroneously inserted
according to the common
phrase ... la phyag).
T
P : om. zhing.

S

11

L: sDngs (at the end of the
line).
M
M
P3: sangyas (^E^'; see Bacot
1912: 655).
NN
N: phye for bye; T: byed for
bye.
OO
P3:de'i.
PP
P3: pa dag for bdag.
nn
P3: om. ste.
00
P3: gi gu of fta 7 above ED
(due to lack of space above
nD).
SS
Q: /.
qq
P 2 : om. chad.
n
N: «a«.
VV
P2: 'dra ba ndi.
tt
P2: na sngon 'jug of 'di in

1

P3: GH FG bzhin.

M
N

P : om. 'di.
L: byaso (at the end of the

line); N: byas sa.
T:l.
P
B : lar forphyir.
n
P2: gshad.
R L: bshado.
S
P : double spungs shad
(after first syllable); T: /.
T
L: om. 'i; P2: om. rJo /ye 'i.
O

U

T: / (mnga) mchod [mnga
marked with a dot triangle
above for deletion].
s
P2: GH bzhin Gu small;
beneath the line.
W
P : pi for pa 7 [ 'a chung very
small (inserted later?)]; T:
pa' for pa 7.
u
Pi:om./.
v
L: chagsu.
Z
S: ba.
X
B: 'do.
y
J: lacuna of one letter
between chags and dang.
z
Pi: spungs shad (after
second syllable).
DD
P3:5rao'.
bb
P ; : om. /; S: spungs shad
(after first syllable).
FF
f 3 :rigs.
GG
T: nyongs for mongs.
ee
L: skyabsu for sbubs su (cf.
endnote gg).
ff
L: spungs shad above left
string hole with only upper
half (due to lack of space).
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small letter beneath -dL.
T: PL for Pa.
vv
Q: /.
uu

WW s-\

„

Q: gco.
xx
S: rgyu in small letter above
following gang.
yy
L: bshadu.
zz
P3: brtsegs for ftrtee.
aaa
B: om. gsung; P2: gsw» for
bbb

B: om. du.
P3: -n of kuP inserted later
in small letter.
ddd
T: kyi.
ccc

e e e r-p # i

U

T: om. Ja«g [lacuna of two
letters after following shad].
s
L: (shot (at the end of the
line).
W
P3: nas for te.
u
T: //.
v
P3: om. the passage from
" v ^ p till o<-v.p
Z
B : mnyan.

BB

T: sbyabs for sbubs (see
endnote ee).
hh
L: sbubsu.
11
B: gshegs (at the end of the
line).
M
M
Q: dkrung.
NN
P3: PL [P- small; beneath
the line].
11
B: ED for EDr.
PP
B:mtho'for 'khod;
Q: 'khor for Moo'.
nn
B: ED; P3: SDU (at the end of
the line); Q: lacuna of one
letter between SD and
mthong filled with tshegs.
RR
Pi: fAa/Ws (before FDG at the
end of the line).
SS
S: ED.
qq
L: SD seriin du (at the end of
the line); cf. the abbreviation
semn (for sems can) in Eimer
1992: 77ff;
T: FDG for FDn.
n
S: gshegs (at the end of the
bottom line of folio).
VV
P : sred.

tt

P2: om. mD gos SD dDg (cf.
fn. 18).

UU r p

vv
w

/

P3: kyis.
T: dge for dag.

1A
P3: rigs('dzin) kyi [ 'dzin
marked with three dot
triangles above for deletion].
b
Bu: EX I.
F
T: dped for dper.
d
P : EX small; beneath the
line.
H
Bu: om. OD OD .
f
Bu: OWDUl.
B
Bu: om. ndi Itar.
h
P2: om. ma.
1
Q: gyis.
1
S: has.
N
Bu: between na and padma 'i
D

IB
P2: om. dag: the singular is
in accordance with the
quotation in 5*9973.11-12
(kulaputra).
b
Bu: Jag /.
F
Bu: ni I chos {shad inserted
later).
d
L: nyide; N: da for de.
H
T: //.
f
Pi: om. rung; P2: om. ma
byungyang rung (aberratio
oculi).
B
T: //.
11
Bu: ni I.
1
Bu: no for «a (quotation ends
here:... yin no II zhes gsungs I).
M
B: pa.
N
P : om. pa 'i.
O
P : sbubs (at the end of the
line).
P
B: rnams (at the end of the
D

1C
P 2 :teAe/.
b
J: lacuna of one letter
between pad ma and smad.
F
P 2 : ngyur.
d
Pi: cross beneath SD (SD at
the end of the line in the
right bottom corner of the
fiche).
H
B: om. ma.
f
P 3 : phye fox gyes.
B
L: gshegs (at the end of the
line).
h
D: vocal not clear: gis, ges
D

xx

P3: om. ni.
B: spungs shad after fourth
syllable; T: //.
zz
P2: gshegs (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).

DDD

yy

bbb

lacuna of one letter filled
with tshega.
O
J: dkrung; Q: bkrung.
P
P : pi (at the end of the
line).
a
B:par.
R T: om. par.
S
T: lacuna of about eight
letters after mdab till the end
of the bottom line of the
folio.
T
B:byed;D: 'gyed;Q:
'phyed.
U
P : gshegs (at the end of the

line).
B: par for por.
WB: om. gi; P ; : gis.
u
L: short spungs shad at the
end of the line.
v
P : rigs.
Z
B: stonpa WH; Q: lacuna of
one letter between ston and
to.
x
Q: to for te.
y
S: om. /.
z
Bu: zw /.

line).
Pi: kyi;?3: gyis.
R D: om. /; P3: spungs shad
(after first syllable).
S
P2: dagi [da with a small
letter beneath the line].
T
P 2 : om. pa 'i.
U
P2: zhig; P3: bzhig.
s
J: om. 'i.
W
L: yongsu.
u
Q: spyad pa 'i for sbyang
ba 'i.
v
T: om. Ö/)Ö '.
Z
P3: to II for te /; Pi: spungs
shad (after first syllable); T:
spungs shad (at the end of
the line).
x
N: la 'ang; T: yeng for yang.
y
Pi: om. />ar; P2: /»a for par.
Z
T:/.
DD
B: ö/>a' [ 'a /yes ywg beneath

-J3- (at the end of the line)];
P3: om. sems dpa' (aberratio
oculi).
bb
Pi: om. la.
FF
L: bar for ba 'i.
GG
L: yongsu.
ee
P3: gywr Da; Q: 'gywr fta.
ff
N: gshet (at the end of the
line).
BB
S: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
hh
P i: pa 'i Dya ba 'i E\D ED
(ditto graphy).
11
L: byedo (before double
spungs shad at the end of the
line).
M
M
L: double spungs shad (at
the end of the line); T: /.

n

or gos!
1
Q: ngal for 'ga'; N: not clear.
J
Q: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
N
B: de'itshe ndab.
O
T: nD for nL.
P
T:/.
Q
V :pD.
R T: between PL and gywr: nD
(at the end of the line).
S
B: gyur.
T
T:/.
U
J: du.
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T: FDG for FDQ.

L: Si (at the end of the
line).
;

CCC r p #

s

s

P2: gyur.
T: kyis.
u
J: om. // (at the end of the
line); T: /.
v
B: om. pa 'i.
Z J
T 2:pa.
x
P3: rnam.
y
P2: kyis.
z
B: 'os par pad ma'i.
DD
P3: ndra';T: 'dri fox 'dra.
W

bb rp

FF

/

L: mongs (before string
hole).

GG

Q: kheps.

ee

T« /

ff

T:/.
P 2 : ston Dyedte.

BB

T* /

P 3 : om. ni.
MM
P3: 'dm'.

L: double spungs shad (after
second syllable); T: /.
PP
Q: spy ad for sbyang.

kk rp

nn

11

/

T* /

2A
D

T: lacuna of two letters
betweenndi and /to.
b
P : gi ya for gi yal in small
letters beneath the line.
F
L: -ngl-d(l) of 'phyang or
'phyad (?) inserted in small
letters; Q: 'phyad for
>Aja«g.
G
P 2 :/?a.
H
Q: bud pa for ow«g oa.
f

Pi:gV«.
J: Jw.
h
Pi: srungs; P 3 : bsrung DCT
byCs siting.
1
P 2 : s t o g la 1 [OD small;
beneath the line.
J
L: yongsu.
N
B: z/w/ig for z/«'g; P : bzhig
for oa z/«'g.
O
Q: bud pa for ow«g oa.
P
P : om. 7; P : to' 7 for rto' 7.
B

2B
D
N: / « 7zng; P 3 : j a « g sÄjes AM
thabs.
b
B: thabs pa OD; N: fAD^.
F
Pi: few»SD for ow«g oD; Q:
bud SD for ow«g oD.
G
Q: grD/.
H
J: lacuna of about four
syllables between can and

de.
f

T : nJong for 'JoJ.
B
B: om. nga.
h
T: text between rgyags and
ncADft not clear (with a
lacuna).
' P i : SD (-end of the line-)/;«
2C
D
P 2 : tshig.
b
Q: s&raJ chang for sbrang
tshang.
F
Q: / « s for oas.
d
P 2 : shig for ^«'«g.
H
P 2 : sngas for 5,oa5'.
f
P 3 : la for pa.
B
B: sgrang for sbrang;
P 2 : i'öra for sbrang.
h
L: double spungs shad (after
first syllable); T: /.
1
S: Jes for de.
3
J: Ew«g ED or Eud SD (?); N:

Q

L: byedo.
R T: spungs shad (seven
syllables before end of the
line).
S
T: bzhin (gshegs) du [gshegs
(at the end of the line)
marked with dots above for
deletion].
T
P 3 : las for la.
U
J: mnyon for nyon.
s
J: lacuna of about four
syllables between gyis and
kun.
W
J: du.
X
Pi: mthong.
v
P 2 : mthRnJ EDV riJ mthong
bus rig JR (dittography
[(ri-)g mtho(-ng) slightly
erased for deletion?]).
Z
P 3 : rig SDr mthong ngo for
mthong EDV rig go.

x

dang (dittography; first of
the two SD not clear
(deleted?)).
1
S: mongs (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).
N
P 2 : om. SD.
O
N: lD 'Dng.
P
T: mongs (at the end of the
line).
n
S: om. /; T: spungs shad
(after second syllable).
RV2:gisl.
S
Pi: mongs pa dag gis nye
ba 7 nyon mongs pa Fag gis 1
P [ G DCkK P [ Q P O Q P I U RC FDQ

(dittography); P 2 : SD Fag
can; S: om. de dag gis nye
ba 7 nyon mongs pa
(aberratio oculi).
T
N: om. / (at the end of the
line).
U
T:/.
s
P 3 : snyingpo for bya ba; T:
ba 7 for ba.
W
L: byede.
U
B : de 7 for nga 7.
v
P 2 : thams (at the end of the
line).
Z
L: mthongo.

Eung RD; Q: Eud SD for Ew«g

line).
P 2 : thong for mthong.
W
Pi: om. yang.
u
T: / [lacuna of one letter
between Jw (with a tsheg)
and shad].
v
JN: Ew«g ED or Eung SD (?);
Q: Eud SD for Ew«g ED.
Z
Q: lacuna of two letters
before gis (at the beginning
of the line).
x
P 3 : gyurSD for 'gyur bD.
y
J:/.

y
z

P : ftar for raft (metathesis).

OT:/.
P

Q: chang for tshang.
P : ni for gyi.
R T: caJo.
S
P : « j « sAaJ contrary to rule
(OK, fn. 4): due t o . . . GR!;
T:/.
T
B: double spungs shad (after
first syllable); Q: /.
U
N: gsAe^ (at the end of the
n
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P : om. nOM/M.

DD

T: kun nas tu.
J: du.
FF
P 3 : yong(s) oder yod(s) (?): -s
PDUNHG ZLWK D GRW WULDQJOH
above for deletion.
GG
L: sem« (at the end of the
line).
ee
N: OD 'Dng; P 2 : om. OD yDng.
ff
Q: lacuna of one letter
EHWZHHQ SD DQG GDQJ ILOOHG
with tshega.
BB
J: two dots aligned
vertically for shad (after first
syllable).
hh
J: du.
11
L: srungs.
M
M
P : shespa'i
mthong.
NN
?3:WH forVWH.
bb

s

N

Q: Eud SD for Eung ED.
P 2 : om.ShrDg.

z

J: -n- of Unams not clear; P3:
rnam.
DD
B: thams for thabs.
EE
J: du.
FF
P : c«„j (at the end of the
line); S: zhing.
GG

i-p#

i

3A
D
P 2 :ste/.
b
T: dpher.
F
B: -s of lu(U) marked with a
dot triangle above for
deletion.
G
N: spungs shad (with only a
single tsheg) or (poorly
printed) 'broken' i'Aaö' (at the
middle of the line).
H
Pi: nam (before shad at the
end of the line).
f
P2: rnDm SD for rnDms.
B
T: Esrung.
3B
D
N: />a a«g.
b
B: gshegs (at the end of the
line); N: gshet (at the end of
the line).
F
P3: om. thams cad.
d
P 2 : 'byung.
H
Pi:om./.
f
B: shes for shing.
B
DN: bar ox par (?); Q: oar.
3C
DV3:kyi.
b
L: tshigsu.
F
T: I tar (ba) nEUX [ED marked
with a dot triangle above for
deletion.
G
B: rung 1 in small letters
beneath the end of the
bottom line of the folio (folio
ends with 'bras kyang).
H
B: /; P ; : kyang rung II ML for
kyang rung 1 1 ML: contrary
to the general praxis of Pi in
WKH YHUVH VHFWLRQ WKH VHFRQG

shad has not been attached to
the following päda. This
could be due to the omission
of päda 3.1b (see fn. 5).
f
B: Shug.
B
Q: ShubcDs orShub cDs (?)
(before SD at the end of the
line).
h
Q: om. // (at the end of the
line); T: /.
'P 3 : de 7 for de srid.

ee

Pi: g« gw of ma 7 above ma
(W); p 2 : PL for ma 7; P3: ma

for ma 7.
T: om. sbrang.
BB
B: sAarf and spungs shad
(after second syllable); P3: /.
hh
T: snong for snod.
ff

11

P3: om. 7; T: 'oW 7 for
'dra 7.
M
M
L: phyiro.
kk
T: spungs shad (after third
syllable).

11

Q: ED.
J: om. /.
j
Pi: EcD.
N
P2: ED small; beneath the
line.
O
B: myal for myang.
P
V :kyis.
n
P ://.
R
P : rigs (at the end of the
line).
S
B: om. dag.
T
B: double spungs shad (after
second syllable).

U

1

V

h

P3: om. de la.
T: gshegs (at the end of the
line).
M
N: pa 'ang.
N
P : pas for pa.
O
L: yongsu.
P
P : sbyar for sbyang.
Q
T: //.
RP :s(e for te.

S

M

line);
P2: «y« shad contrary to
rule (cf. OK, fn. 4): due to ...
sol (see fn. 7);
Q: / (at the end of the line).
z
P2: mongspa rnams.
DD
?3:kyi.
bb
S: kheb.
FF
B: paU (at the end of the
line).
GG
J:/(at the end of the line);
T: spungs shad (at the end of
the line).
HH
P2: nga.
ff
S: om. rnam.
BB
P2: sbyangs.
hh
f>3: bar for ba.
11
P2: «y« sAa^ contrary to rule
(cf. OK, fn. 4): due to... to?
M
M
Pi: sem^ (at the end of the
line).
kk
Q: /.
11
Pi: brgya 'is for ftrgya jw;
P2: ris for yis; P3: ftrgya 7 for

1

B: par.
L: byede.
O
B:I.
P
P : -ng- of brdungs small;
beneath the line.
n
P : gsal.
R
P : ba for na.
S
T:/.
T
P : rnams.
U
Q: ba.
V
B: mong for mang.
W
P : /; T: spungs shad (after
third syllable).
U
T:/.
v
L: byedo.
Z
P2: nyis shad contrary to
rule (cf. OK, fn. 4): due to ...
do?; T: /.
x
B: rgya.
y
N: double spungs shad (with
only a single tsheg
respectively) or (poorly
printed) 'broken' nyis shad
(before nyon at the end of the
N
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J: bca' or btsa' (?).
D: ba.
W
B: om. brngas shing; P2:
shing I.
u
Q: rdungs.
v
Q: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
Z
?3:sbub.
x
T: phyir for phyi.
y
P2: sHi WH I za ba FG bzhin
Fu I ([3B]) rigs.

P : ftcom (at the end of the
line).
T
B: om. dag.
U
T: bya 7 for bya ba 7.
s
L: om. 'gro bar.
W
P2: om. snyam.
u
Pi: mo for «as [m- was
originally n-].
v
P2: rnam.

yis.
B: nas (at the end of the
line).
m
Q: not clear: double or
single spungs shad (after first
syllable).

PP

4A
D
Pi: gzhan [gi gu above -zhadeleted].
b
T: dpeU.
F
J: shad not clear; P 3 : om. /.
d
B : nyid for nyil.
H
P 2 : has.
f
P 3 : nas for tu; Q: du.
B
P 2 : zhing for zhig.
11
P 3 : dw.
1
J: gsab.
J
Pi: om. gser gyi.
N
P 2 : gi fox zhig.
OP2: 'gyw.
P

Pi://.

4B
D
B : gsar.
b
P 2 : om. bu.
F
P 3 : zlam for zlum.
d
?2-ltas.
H
T: spot in the size of one
letter between / and PL
indicates deletion.
f
P 3 : gzhan for zhig (parallel to
päda 4.2b: ... gzhan la
smrasl).
B
P 3 : kyekW mi.
h
P i : song or sod (?).
1
Q: mchag.
3
Q: grar.
N
P 3 :g«>r/.
O
Pi: dekibyi.
P
B: byed for byi.
n
P 3 : /a(,y) [-s marked with a
dot triangle above for
deletion].
R
P 2 : om. gser gyi; P 3 : gyi(s)
[-s marked with a dot
triangle above for deletion].
4C
D
Pi: kyis kyang tshigs [kyis in
small letters beneath the
line].
b
P 3 : ndi Uhad ces bka' for 'di
dag bka'.
F
L: upper half of the second
shad of the nyis shad (at the
end of the bottom line of the
folio) dotted; T: /.
G
P : om. bu.

RR

P : mams.
P : thams (at the end of the
line).
TT
P2:/tarfor/ta.
n
J: two dots aligned vertically
for nyis shad (after second

syllable in the top line of the
folio); T: /.
VV
P 3 : om. ngyur.
tt
T: /.

n

B : gc«/« öW.
J: dw; P 3 : ÖW ÖW for tu; T:
om. ft/.
S
P : rus for rw/.
T
}:gyis;?
:gi.
U
L: g « ^ (at the end of the
line).
V
P 3 : btsang.
WB: par.
u
P 3 : sum bcu 'am I in small
letters inserted between nyi
shu 'am I and bzhi bcu 'am
in the gap generally found
after shad.

v

S

Q: EJyis for Jyis.

BB

T

S: SD or ED (?).

SS

R

U

Pi: «D for TH.
P 3 : rnDms for r«D/n SD.
W
J: c/HJs for teAe'J; P 2 : te/HJy
for teAe'J.
u
P 3 : JOD for EOD.
v
L: upper half of the second
shad of the nyis shad is
missing (due to following
string hole); T: /.
Z
?2- gser gar gyL.
x
B: tshud.
y
B: PL small; beneath the
line.
z
Pi: tshLgs for tshig.
s

S: spungs shad (after first
syllable); T: // [lacuna of
about three letters between
the two shad?, (at the end of
the line)].
Z
B: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
x
P 3 : chung for chud.
y
Pi: za 'i for za ba 'i; P 2 : om.
ba 'i.
z
N: la 'ang.
DD
L: byedo.

N: gsAe? (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio) with
not legible letter beneath -sh-.
hh
P 2 : om. pa 'i.
11
P 2 : om. thams cad.
M
M
B: om. la.
kk
P 2 : om. nyid.
11
B: pi (at the end of the line).
PP

S: ED.

nn

P 2 : migs formig.
P 2 : gshegs (at the end of the
line).
GG
J:/.
66
B: rig,.
ff
P 2 : om. Jag.

Pi: ndam (at the end of the
line) [with compressed and
partly deleted -m after
'dam].
RR
Q: rdzapa for rdzab.
SS
P 3 : r«a/n.
qq
P 2 : gra/; P ^ lacuna of one
letter between bsal and fta'«'
with an unlegible, partly
erased letter.
" P i : sems can Uems can
rnams (dittography).
VV
P 2 : rnams (at the end of the
line).

H

N

DD

rpt 1

bb

FF

J: /; Pi: generally found gap
between the pädas is
missing; nyis shad inserted
later beneath the line; T: /.
f
B:bD'L.
B
T: om. nL.
h
P 3 : nyL shu SD for PL nyung
bD: cp. Ch2: # Ü ^ .
1
D : bzhig for ba zhig.
j

P

:/.
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J: da for de.
B: na for no; L: cano.
P
P : nyis shad contrary to
rule (cf. OK, fn. 4): due to ...
no?
n
P 2 : nyis shad contrary to rule
(cf. OK, fn. 4).
R
T: gzhag for gzhan.
S
P : chen; small; beneath the
line.
O

T

N: mchogi.
B:ser.
s
P 3 : la for pa.
W
B: sbyangs.
u
T: na for ni.
V
P 2 : bgyis fox gyis.
Z
P i: g y « // GH for g y « / 1 GH:
contrary to the general rule
of Pi in the verse section, the
VHFRQG VKDG KDV QRW EHHQ
U

5A
T: dbus for dbul.
b
L: om. gi; P 2 : gts for gi; P 3 :
zA«g«.
F
T: ngan for «a«g
(metathesis).
d
B : om. sa.
H
J: dbyigs; P 2 : rföj'Jg with
small letters beneath the line.
f
P 3 : pa for la.
B
N: gtor.
h
S: om. po.
1
L: skadu.
j
P 2 : /tyr.
N
Pi: chert with small letters
beneath the line.
O
Q: so so for sas.
P
L: 'dugo.
n
P ; : om. smra; P 2 : J e for
57»ra \d(e) with a small letter
beneath the line].
R P : ngo bo nyid kyi (ngo bo
nya) sems {aberratio oculi)
[ngo bo nya marked with
dots above for deletion].
S
P : om. ma.
T
A: ba 'o for pa o; P 3 : no for
pa'o.
U
B: om. po.
D

5B
P 3 : om. GH nas.
E
N: not clear: gshHt (?) (at the
end of the line).
F
B: Hen PC FG D\JKP du.
d
P 2 : ba'ifor bu'i.
H
P 2 : -b of raD with a small
letter above the line (top line
of folio).
f
A: stond.
B
P 2 : om. po.
h
P' 3 : pas for nas.
1
Pi: dga' for rko; P 2 : rgo for
r&o.
J
B: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
N
P : yYg with small letters.
O
A: nD 1.
D

x
y

attached to the following
päda. This could be due to
the position of// GH at the
end of the line.
Q: des for ngas.
L: double spungs shad for
nyis shad (after first
syllable); N: contrary to the
general rule of N, the two
shads of the nyis shad do not

show a gap between. They
are probably inserted later
after the end of the päda had
been overlooked.
z
Q: lacuna of one letter
between non and mthong.
DD
B:pw.
EE
P : sbyangs.
FF
P : ^y« f o r k ' s .
GG
P :«oforto.

P 3 : kyi.
L: rjesu.
u
A: shing 1.
Y
Q: stong.
Z
N: rgyu 'ang.
x
N: yad.
y
L: mthongo.
z
T: spungs shad (after fifth
syllable).
DD
B: deg for Jag; P 3 : GDJ (me)
GH >PH PDUNHG ZLWK D GRW
triangle above for deletion].
bb
Pi: tharhd for thams cad.
FF
Pi: kyis.
GG
A: bar.
ee
A: zhend; P 2 : zhes; T: Z/H«.
ff
D: OD byed byed SD
(ditto graphy).
BB
P 3 : pa'ikhyim; T: Z>a for/ia.
hh
P 2 : Ita with small letters
beneath the line.
LL
A: gyurd.
M
M
Q: om. /; T: spungs shad (at
the end of the line).
kk
A: om. /.
11
B: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line).
PP
P 3 : om. kyi.

nn

P

y

Q

z

s

W

A: ED.
L: sDngs (at the end of the
line).
R P 3 : om. rnams.
S
P : kyis.
T
A: gyurd.
U
P : o m . /; T : / / ( a t the end of
the line).
s
A: rnams (due to string
hole); P 3 : om. rnams.
W
P : mngon.
u
B: gyi for kyi; P 3 : tshig gyi
for tshigs kyi.
v
B: gyedpa 'i for byed pa 'i;
Q: gyjo" ba 'i for byed pa 'i.
Z
A: //.
x
A: stond.
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A: sems (at the end of the
line).
RR
L: sHmn for sHms can
(before GH at the end of the
line).
SS
P :om./.
qq
Pi:om./.
" S: om. /.
VV
Q: ULJ.
tt
B:SD OD pa chags. P ^ ODV for
OD.
uu
T: om. SDV (at the end of
the line).
vv
P 2 : om. EDV (at the end of
the line).
w
P3:QD/.
xx
T: //.
yy
P 3 : gten.
zz
J: po or pa (?).
aaa
J: nga for de.
bbb
A: gyurd.
ccc
P 2 : sbyar for sbyang.
dM
B:pa'i.
eee
L: byedo.
fff
T: spungs shad (seven
syllables before the end of
the line).

A: pa 1.
B: spobs (at the end of the
line); L: spobs (before string
hole); D: slobs for spobs.
DD
A: om. / (before string
hole).
bb
P 2 : kyis.
FF
A: po 'i fox po'i.
GG
A: gyurd.
ee

T

L: yino.
P 3 : double spungs shad
(after first syllable); T: /.
BB
T: gshegs (at the end of the
line).
hh
A: ba.
11
L: gshye for gshegs (at the
end of the line).
ff

M
M

A: shind.
J: du.
11
N: between dag and pas
vertical mark: this might be
related to the following part
till stobs dang in 5B.12,
which contains several
abbreviations and has
probably been inserted later.

kk

5C
A: gsungs so for bka' stsal
to.

D

b n

Pi: om. 1.
F

Q: lacuna of one letter
between gyi and 'og.

d

Pi:/.

H

B: double spungs shad (after
second syllable).
f
Pi: beneath g.yo: diagonal
streak (only on the fiche?).
B
T: kyis.
11
A: ///.
;p3:/.
J
A: gyurd.
N
P 2 : pa for la.
OA:/.
P
n

V2:par.
T: na inserted beneath (pa)s.

RA:/.
S

T: na(s) [-s marked with a
dot triangle above for
deletion].

6A
D
B: om.yang.
E
B: dpan for dper.
F
B: shi pa for shing.
G
S: bras.
H
A: 'am for 'am I (at the end
of the bottom line of the
folio).
f
N: ndzambu 'i (n^:)
[ 'i not
clear (at the end of the line)];
P2: ndzam bu 'i [ 'a of bu 'i
with small letters beneath
the line.
B
A: nDm.
h
P3: om. 'dzDm EX 'i 'ErDs EX
'Dm I WD lD 'i 'ErDs EX 'Dm
(DEerrDWio ocXli).
1
S: om. /.
J
B: sED'i.
N
N: bu 'ang.
6B
D
Q: tshags.
b
Pi:om./.

PP

L: yongsu dDgSDs with
small letters.
nn
N: serhn tharhd.
00
Pi: I tar for /to bur.
SS
S: gshegs (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).
qq
P3: de bzhin gshegs pa 'i
OKI shKI Fu yonIs su FaI
pas sGOs can thaOs caF FG
Ita bur OthonI nos I de

bzhin gshegspa'iye shes
(aberratio oculi).
UU
N: gshet piyais for gshegs
pa 'i ye shes (the
abbreviation yais for ye shes
appears inBacot 1912: 600).
VV
N: om. /.
tt
T: om. kyi.
UU
B: dpa'irnams.
vv
A: stond.

T

A: ///; T: spungs shad (after
third syllable).
U
L: serhn (at the end of the
line).
s
A: thams.
W
P3: 'Gra'.
u
B: 'Gral for 'Gra la.
v
B: GH Gag FG FCI rnams
(ditto graphy).
Z
L: lusu; T: om. su.
[
A: ///; T: spungs shad (at the
end of the line).
y
P2: thong.
z
L: lacuna of one letter
between bya- and -ng.
DD
T: om. dpa'.
bb
P3: / (second shad missing
probably due to following
kh-).
FF
L: kyis (at the end of the
line).

GG

O

Z

P3: shing for phyi.
?3-.gyis.
n
Pi: spubs; P2: om. sbubs.
R P2: om. kyi.
S
T: gu 'i (zhe sdang dang I gti
mug dang I* sredpa dang I
mi rig pa'i nyon mongs) sa
bon [*spungs shad (at the
end of the line)] (aberratio
oculi): text in brackets
marked with several dot
triangles above for deletion.
T
B:pon.
U
B: pa'i.
V
Q: bto ba (?) for btab.
W
S: shin.
X
B: om. po.
Y
T: po for por.
P

B: double spungs shad (at
the very end of the bottom
line of the folio).
ee
N: mgan.
ff
A: gyurd.
BB
P 3 : pa for dang.
hh
B: /.
11
D: shig for shes.
M
M
A: bstand.
11

P2: ngas ni bstan [n(i)
inserted beneath the line].
PP
A: bVtand.
nn
A: gyurd.
00
B: VHPs (at the end of the
line).
SS
P : nyis shad contrary to
rule (cf. OK, fn. 4): due to
GR!
TT
T: SD dang II.
UU
P2: thobpar 'gyur.
VV
A: ///.

Q: rgyal po chenpor
compressed; lacuna of one
letter between por and 'gyur.
T: gyur.
y
L: 'gyuro.
z
N: pa 'ang.
DD
L: spungs shad (at the end
of the line); T: //.
bb
P3: zhes; wrong
decomposition of the
abbreviation zhesdang or
zhedang (see Bacot 1912:
554)?
FF
A: om. /.
GG
S: kyi.
ee
J: du; P3: nas for tu.
ff
L: mthongo; P3: om. ngo.
BB
P3: /.

F

A: om. /.
Q:ba'i.

d

f
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P2: om.pa'i.
T: sbus.

B

A: gyurd.
11
P2: bzhi.
1
P2: om. du.
3
A: gyurd.
N
B: ba.
O
T: spungs shad (after second
syllable).
P
B: rigs.
n
Pi: spubs.
R P2: between can gyi and
khams deleted khams kyi.
S
P : om. khams; P : khams.
T
P : om. &y«.
U
A: gyurd.
V
? :pa/.
W
A: ED.
u
P3: double spungs shad
(after />a 'o at the beginning
of the top line of the folio);
6C
D
L: na rjes 'jug of M a '
subscribed: small (at the end
of the line).
b
P3: bstsal.
F
A: gsungs so for bka' stsal
to.
d
B:sba.
H
L: thamd.
f
B:sba.
B
Q: /; from bka' stsal to II
(6C.1) till yodpa ste I
compressed.
11
Q: Oi for OD.
1
B: mdzDm.
1
Pi: OD small; beneath the line.
N
T: spungs shad (at the end of
the bottom line of the folio).
7A
D
L: ja„ g (at the end of the
line).
b
P2: ste I.
F
P2: skye.
d
Pi: gshye (at the end of the
line).
H
? : SDnL for SD
f
B : fM;P 3 : YA«7.
B
N: Ja.
h
Pi: Jei1 for skyes.
1
Q: Jgw«.
J
T: om. /as.
N
A: shind.
O
J: aw.
P
A: pa for par; B: om. par;
D: 'dong bar for 'dodpar.
Q
A: gyurd.
R T: ma for /m.
S
B: nges.

ee

S: om. //.
v
Q: gyi.
Z
T: om. 'i (at the end of the
line).
[
L: om. GDP.
y
T: not clear.
z
P 2 :1 tDr.
DD
P2: sPrD [s- with a small
letter above the line];
P3: smra(s) [-s marked with a
dot triangle above for
deletion].
bb
L: gyi khams mthong
\khams at the end of the
line].
FF
B: nas (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).
GG
D: om. /; T: //.

D: not clear: nga or nge (?)
for de.
ff
L: bya 'i for bya ba 'i; P3: ba
for ba 'i.
BB
L: shesu; T: om. su.
hh
L: byedo; P3: PHd for fryHJ
do.
11
P2: «ga for dH; P3: om. JH.
M
M
P3: om. la.
kk
Pi: VHPs (at the end of the
line).
OO
A: mams; B: rnams (before
OD I at the end of the line).
PP
V 3 :phyirl.
nn
Pi: te for Je; P3: om. de.
RR
A: stond.
SS
A: /; T: spungs shad (at the
end of the line).

O

P3: skyed.
P2: nas for na; P3: ma for
na.
n
Pi: se for skye; P2: TH for
skye small, beneath the line;
P3: skyed for skye.

y

P

z

R A : ///.

A: ///; T: /.
ff
B: sdeng.
BB
A: cen.
hh
P 3 :/)a forsa.
ü
B:pon.
M
M
B: double spungs shad (after
second syllable).
NN
P3: skyab.
11
A: ///; T: spungs shad (after
first syllable).

S

A: ndrend; T: 'drin.
N: first shad of the «y«
sAa^: only upper half; T: /.
U
B: pon; N: ben.
V
T:/.
W
Q: ja«g ftar for yod par.
U
T:/.
v
A: ///; T: /.
Z
A: gyurd.
x
P3: om. de.
T

A:l.
A: 'dzind; N: jin.
DD
P3: «a for «a^.
bb
P 3 : rang for rab.
FF

Pi:/.
GG

N:cra«g.

ee

ff

U

Q: ED forSD; D: SD I.
s
A: ba 'i.
W
f .ma for mas.
u
B: bkris.
v
P3: rte for te.
Z
L: nyidu.
x
?3: gang gang gis
(ditto graphy).
y
P 2 :g*.
z
f\. pa for par.
DD
A: gywrJ.
bb
T: spungs shad (after third
syllable).
FF
L: gshegs (at the end of the
line).
GG
B: pi (at the end of the line).
ee
A: gzugs. (at the end of the
line).
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Pi: chen.
B: la.
hh
?3: la for pa.
11
N: pa 'ang.
M
M
Pi: 'phyin.
kk
T: //.
11
P3: Ayi.
PP
S: ma kyis shes.
nn
A: bgoms.
00
T: 'oo«g.
SS
A:ba'i.
qq
T: 'J« PC gang.
UU
P :gi.
VV
P2: ftJagi' for bdas; P3: 'Ja^
for bdas.
tt
?1:poU;?3:po.
uu
P2: om. /; Q: //.
vv
S: lhas small; above the
line.
BB

ZZ

ccc

xx

GGG

L: nas.
B: stan.
yy
Q: //.
zz
P 3 : om. kye.
^B-.gzugs/.
bbb
Q: //.
7B
D
T: deg.
b
P 3 : om. de bzhin du
(aberratio oculi).
F
P 2 : lacuna of about three
letters between bzhin and
gshegs.
G
N: pa 'ang.
H
P : thams (at the end of the
line).
f
L: iharhd (at the end of the
line).
B
P 2 : mongs (at the end of the
line).
h
Vx:ba'i.
L
T: dgri.
M
L: bkris; T: not clear.
N
S: ste.
O
B: spungs shad (after first
syllable); P 3 : om. /.
P
L: nosu for 'os su;f : sus for

su.
7C
D
J: lacuna of one letter
between tshe and bcom.
b
B: 'Jos (at the end of the
line).
F
N: gcad.
G
P 2 : om. nga.
H
Q:/.
f
L: yongsu.
B
P 3 : om. bar.
h
P 3 : />a'« for kyi.
1
P 2 : r«/ for dum.
3
P2: M r a .
N
T: spungs shad.
O
P3:gi.
P
L: nasu.
n
P 2 : bzhan.
R
T: spungs shad (after third
syllable in the top line of the
folio).
S
L: EX small.
T
N: lacuna of one letter
between GX and phye.
U
T:/.

B: om. cad.
T>3:kyi.
'"Pi-.byeiPy.byas.
m
P3:par.
BBB

Q

U

Q: //.

V

N: from rigs (7B.3) to gnas:
not clear.
W
L: gnDsu.
u
B: SD for ED; P 3 : ED 1.
v
Pi: rwJ; P 3 : om. rw«g.
P 2 : om. pa.
X
B: pas; P ^ om. bas.
y
P 2 : 6a.
z
N: «a a«g.
DD

Pi:/».

bb

B: de for «ga; P 2 : om. nga.
FF
L: mthongo.
GG
L: double spungs shad
(after mthongo at the
beginning of the line).
ee
T: pa'
forpa'i.

s

Q: lacuna of about three
letters between can and 'di.
W
P 2 : dkris pas for dkri bas.
u
P 3 :/>a for nas.
v
L: 'A:AoU (at the end of the
line).
Z
D: PL for nL.
x
N: second shad: only upper
half; Pi: double spungs shad
(after first syllable in the top
line of the folio).
y
B: nad for nang.
z
S: double spungs shad (after
first syllable); T: /.
DD

¥3: PL for QL.

bb

B: spungs shad (with four
tshegs at the very end of the
line).
FF
L: SD for SDr; P ^ med SDr
with small letters beneath
the line.
GG

rp #

B: om. s/Hg (lacuna of about
WKUHH OHWWHUV EHWZHHQ N\LV
DQG FHV ZLWK WUDFHV R I HUDVHG
letters);
Pi: zhig.
m
P 2 : cespa bsgo'o.

ff

P : rin.

R T: om. ba 'i.
S
P : om. 'brog.
T
P : 'khyadox
'khyang(l).

P 3 : bskul.
P 3 : du.

between shad and bud with
a teAeg before bud.
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T://.

BB

J: lacuna of one letter
between Itar and Ga with an
undeleted gi gu.
hh
Q: GH.
11
B: GH for «ga; P 3 : om. nga.
MM
P 3 : thams (at the end of the
line).
kk

B: om. bya; P2: phya.
Vx:bi.
PP
?i:gyur.
nn
Pi: snyams.
ll

00

Pi: mongs (at the end of the
line).
SS
B: bkri.
TT
B: / « s for bas; P 2 : om. J&n
^as; Q: lacuna of one letter
between EDV and G .
UU
Q: byas pa 'i for tya fta 'i.
VV
L: double spungs shad (after
first syllable).

BB

P 3 : thams cad for gang dag.
S: zhugs.
11
B: om. SD.
MM
T: /.
kk
P i : ndi or 'dri(7).
OO
P : Wra; T: 'drir.
PP
N: first shad: only upper
half.
nn
Q: lacuna of one letter
between pa 'i and rgya/ filled
with tshega.
00
P 3 : later inserted spungs
shad (for «yj's shad) after the
end of the päda had been
overlooked.
SS
N: gshet.
qq
P 3 : double spungs shad
(after first syllable); T: /.
UU
S: double spungs shad (after
second syllable).
hh

VV
tt

;

ee
ff

8A
D
P2:ste/.
b
Q: lacuna of one letter

P2: kyi.
B:om.phye;?i:phyi.

hhh

111

Q: maP.
P 3 : dang for VHPV; T: VHPs
(at the end of the line).

P 3 : spungs shad (after first
syllable).

G

Pi: SD for SDU.
P 3 : nRG fox nRV.
f
Pi:om./;T://.
B
Pi: njig.
11
T: //.
1
L: bDr; N: SDU.
M
B: gnas in small letters
beneath the line.
N
L: gnaso (before string
hole).
O
L: partial shad (before string
hole); P3: double spungs
shad (after first syllable).
P
J: der or dar (?).
Q
T:sbum.
R T: not clear: za(7).
S
P : bsgyur.
T
Q: om. byed [par 'gyur with
larger spaces between the
letters than usual].
U
P2: pa'i.
H

8B
D
L: tharhd.
b
N: pDr or EDr (?); Q: EDr.
F
N: EDV for ED'«'.
d
T: EVgnil or EVngDl (?)
[above g« gw: mark similar to
a reversed g« gw (indicating
deletion of the gi gw?)].
H
B: brtses; N: gtees or
gce,y(?); Pi: btses.
f
N: sre J.
e J
I l: paU.
h
T: bar for Z>a'«'.
1
P 3 : dgon.
1
P3: om. med.
N
Q:ba'i.
O
P2: om. na.
P
L: gnaso.
n
Q: Jes for Je.
R T: gshegs (at the end of the
line).
S
T: //.
T
P : om. gis.
8C
D
P3:^.
b
T:/.
F
L: om. ni.
G
T: lacuna of about two
letters between PL and sdug.
H
P3: SD for lD; T: not clear:
/D(?).
f
T:feyL^D forty«.
B
B: /iaU (at the end of the
line).
11
T:/.
1
D: des for Ji«.

s

Pi: zhigl.
P3: om. la.
U
P 3 : dag for bdag.
v
B: om. c«.
Z
P3: Z>a zA«g zhugspa'isems
W

ECP kFK EK kFTC DC \ J K I

snyam (dittography).
P3: second 'tsheg' between
du and yang beneath first
tsheg.
y
L: yang (at the end of the
line); N: du 'ang for du yang;
P2: om. yang.
]
T: not clear: Pa or PL (?).
DD
T: spungs shad (at the end
of the line).
bb
B: zhugs.
FF
J: spungs shad (?) (after
second syllable); T: //.
GG
N: Jw 'ang; P3: om. ,ya«g.
ee
S: ni for «a.
x

U

B: chung; P^ nud(7) for
cAwJ.
V
L: chudo.
W
T: lacuna of one letter
between GR and sAaG.
U
T:/.
v
Bu: dag 1.
Z
Bu: ni 1; P3: /»a'«' for pa ni.
x
P2: om. bdag.
y
P3: om. la.
z
P2: khyed; P3: om. khyad.
DD
P3: om. du.
bb
L: /iaU (at the end of the
line); Bu: om. par.
FF
Bu: pa 'i for ba 'i.
GG
Bu: dag I.
ee
N: not clear: bdag(l).
ff
?3:khyod.
BB
T: khyed par khyed brtson
(aberratio oculi).
hh
P 3 : om. zhugs SD.
11
Bu: SD 'ang dus.
J

P3: na for m; P ; : ««' [gi gu
smaller as usual; inserted
later?].
N
P3: ndi for der.
O
T:sbum.
P
P : sbrum OCT gyur, [mar in
small letters above the line.
n
Pi: double spungs shad
(after first syllable).
R Q: lacuna of one letter
between mngal and du.
S
Vx:pa.
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ff

T: c««g for kyi.
P3: om. na.
hh
^2'- po'i fox ba'i.
11
Pi: second 'tsheg' between
zhum and />a beneath first
tsheg.
M
M
Pi: dad fox dang.
kk
D: lacuna of one letter
between snyam and />a'«'
filled with tshegs.
OO
P : zhing.
BB

PP

B: /MJOJ for mdog.

nn

J: lacuna of one letter
between SD and nyid.
RR
Pi: mkhon.
SS
P2: /»a'«' in small letters
beneath the line.
qq
B: ngreng EX above khang
crossed out with a small
diagonal streak.
UU
L: byedo.
M
M

B: om. /; between WH and
khyHd partially deleted nD(7);
1:11.
NN
L: pa 'i for Z>ya Z>a 'i; P2:
tya'«' for bya ba 'i.
11
T: not clear: 'gyur(l).
PP

Pi:gy«;T:gyw(i).
Bu: ED for EDU.
00
T: PL for PD.

nn

SS

L: \LQR.

qq

B: double spungs shad
(after first syllable); T:
spungs shad (at the end of
the line).
UU
L: grangVu.
VV
L: VHPs (at the end of the
line).
W
W
T: ba 'i for ftar.
uu
T: not clear: zhes(l).

T

J: bsgyur.
P 3 :om.//.
s
N: pa'igling.

U

WVi-, ging.
u

B: bzhi 'i for bzhi yi (before
double spungs shad at the
very end of the line);
f 2- yis fox yi.
v
B: double spungs shad (at
the very end of the line);
T:/.
Z
P2: de'i bdag for bdag.

x

S:pa.
J: GH or Ga (?).
z
P3: 'Grar.
DD
N: first of the two shads
indicated only by two dots.
bb
P3: de lta(r) for 'di Ita [-r
marked with a dot triangle
above for deletion].
FF
P2: par gyur pa for sam ma
zhugs.
GG
P3: ma for mi.
ee
J: lacuna of one letter
between mgon and med.
ff
P2: partially erased na UR
above khang.
BB
Q: lacuna of one letter
between SD and QD.
hh
L: byede.
11
Q: lacuna of one letter
between dbul and «y«d.
M
M
P3: zhing.
y

9A
D
Q: ißra.
b
P3: la.
F
P 2 : lha'i foxrta'i.
d
T: /?e.
H
P3: dot above -s of gzugs.
f
Pi: om. &y«.
B
B: //.
h
B: //; T: spungs shad (at the
end of the line).
1
L: nD for du.
3
P2: cwg.
N
L: g.yot (at the end of the
line); T: g.yegs.
O
Q: lacuna of one letter
between bzhu and ste.

9B
D
L: om. dag.
b
B : 'jig for
'jim.
F
B: phyir.
d
P,:g*.
H
D: not clear.
f
Pi: om. gi; P2: JM for gi.
B

P i : VEX ED for VEX gX; P 2 : VED

EX; P3: VgX EX .
h
P3: om. VDngV rgyDV.
1
T: om. kyiV.
3
P2: choV kyiV chos kyis gang
(ditto graphy).
N
P 2 : om. pa.
O
P2-ba'i.
P
P3: po 'i for po che 'i.

kk

Pi: spot of about one third
of a letter beneath se/ns.
OO
T: sems (dpa') can [ dpa'
marked with dots above for
deletion].
PP
B: nyin; f\. nyan.
nn
T: gmus for gsum
(metathesis).
RR
P3: nung (originally
chungl).
SS
P2: om. la.
TT
P2: gnas mthong I.
n
N: na [above spot
(indicating deleted gi gu
from originally /»"?)];
Pi: gi for na [gi small,
beneath the line;
P2: ni for na.
VV
N: mthang.
tt
P2: repeats päda 8.5a.
UU
P2: om. par.
vv
T: byed or byid (1).

w

P

y

B: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
n
P : bzhugs.
RP :pa.
S

D: om. /; N: //.
P : om. gyur.
U
T: //.
V
B:phyir.
W
T: gnDs for gnDg.
U
B: dod for dog.
v
B: r«D/n SD for rnDms;
P3: mark between rnDms and
m beneath tsheg.
Z
D: Z>a 'am or fta 'am (?);
N: Z>a 'am.
X
P 3 : 'gar.
T

n

L: gshye (before pa at the
end of the bottom line of the
folio).
R
L: mthongo.
S
T: spungs shad (after third
syllable).
T
L: om. GH OD .
U
P : pas (at the end of the
line).
V
P3: na.
W
L: om. kyi.
u
Pi: om. rab; between par
and tu: tsheg or partial shad
(?)•
v
J: sams.
Z
P2-par.
x
T: not clear.
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P 3 :om./cM«.
P3: gyis ni chos.
yy
S: ma small; above the line.
zz
S: lacuna of two letters
between shes and kyis filled
with tshegs (at the end of the
line); T: lacuna of about
three letters between shes
and kyis.
DDD
V2:bsten.
bbb
T: lacuna of one letter
before khyed (with traces of
a deleted illegible letter).
FFF
L: double spungs shad
(after first syllable).
GGG
J: rang.
eee
B: double spungs shad
(after second syllable); T: /.
fff
S: double spungs shad
(after first syllable).
BBB
N: steng.
XX

f^.pa'i.
N: da.
DD
Q: lacuna of about four
letters between dag and
grang.
bb
B: om. de.
z

F F

T^l

P2: om. gi.
ee

B: fAofc for tho bas.
L: naskad (3]^') [ nacompressed, inserted later].
BB
B: nad.
^Pi-.nas.
11
D: not clear.
M
M
P ; : om. gzugs.
kk
L: 'gyuro.
ff

y

B: om. Gag gi GH (abHrratio
oculi).
z
B: sbyang bi (at the end of
the line); P2: sbyang pa 'i; Q:
sbyadpa 'i.
DD
N: ral.
bb
J: lacuna of one letter
between gyi and nyon;
P3: kyi.
FF
B: 'gags; J: 'gog.
GG
L: 'gogso.
ee
B: om. ba.
ff
P2: na for ni.
BB
N: gsAe? (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).

hh

L: dagso (before double
spungs shad at the end of the
line).
LL
L: double spungs shad (at
the end of the line).
M
M
Pi: dot beneath bcom
(marker?; cf. en. kk).
9C
DP3:kyi.
b
P3: nyis shad beneath the
line.
F
S: na for ni.
d
P2: before gsog two partially
erased letters at the
beginning of the top line of
the folio.
H
P 3 : OD for pD.
f
Q: lacuna of one letter
between tin and chen.
B
N: shen.
h
J:du.
1
B: grang bar for grangs par.
j
T:/.
N
T: gzugs (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).
O
Pi: g.yog.
P
L: 'gog (at the end of the
line).

kk

P3: dot beneath yDng
(marker?; cf. en. jj).
OO
L: om. SD; P3: SD'i GH; T: GH
for SD.
PP
P3: bya.
nn
B: //.

T: sangyas ( ^ ' , cf. Bacot
1912: 655) (at the end of the
line).
SS
J: lacuna of two letters
between shes and la.
qq
L: om. chos.
UU
1:1.

n

P3: dot next to the upper part
of -d of byeF.
R P : njims.
S
N: g.yot (at the end of the
line); P ; : g.yog.
T
P : mos for mongs.
U
Q:/.
V
Q: om. // (at the end of the
line).
WT:/.
u
P3: small cross above zhing.
v
P : gsil.
Z
B: GH FG GDJ [first GH at the
end of the line].
x
Q: by in.
y
P2: lam for lag.
z
S: chags for chas.
DD
T: spungs shad (after fourth
syllable).
bb
P : Ita.
FF
T: bltan for blta na.

P2: lacuna of two letters
between na and sdug.
HH
T: sdug Ungal pa.
s
Pi: par.
BB
P2: bdag.
^P3:gi.
11
P2: rnams Fe Itaryongs.
M
M
P2: lha Fang for lhar.
NN
P2: bcaspa'i njig.
OO
L: double spungs shad (at
the end of the line);
T: spungs shad (at the end
of the line).
PP
N: spungs shad(l) (at the
end of the line).
nn
P3: om. ngas.
00
P3: mthong ngo II.
SS
P2: päda 9.6c: bde bar
gshegs par 'gyur te bde
gshegs gyur I.

B

O

00

10A
DB:bga'.
b

P 2 : rja for rje'i.
F
N: bu 'am or bu 'am (?).
d
L: om. rigs kyi bu 'am I;
P3: om. /; T: //.
H
P3: PR 'am khyim.
f
N: pa'am.
10B
T: om. ni.
b
P2: dpa' Uems dpa' chenpo
gzhan.
F
B: zhi.
d
P 2 : rtson.
H
P2: pa for la; P3: om. la.
f
S:om./;T://.
B
P ; : om. gy« khams; P2:
khams in small letters
beneath the line.
h
N:rer'a«g(?).
1
L: thamd.
1
Q: lacuna of two letters
between nphrul and bsgrubs.
N
P : sgrubs.
O
L: f«'«ge for f«'«g nge; P : tid
de for ting nge.
D

N: fta 'ang.
N: gi'Ae? (at the end of the
line).
1
L: om. ndi.
* Pi: om. /; T: //.
N
S: spungs shad (after first
syllable); T: //.

N: lacuna of one letter
between du and byas.
P
N: la 'ang; P3: om. yang.
n
P3: brgya.
R S: 'tshad.

P

y

Q

z

h

P :te«g.
L: tinge.
R T: rnamsu.
S
B: byi.
T
L: om. the passage from
"q—>" till "<—q" (aberratio
oculi).
U
B: om. dang.
V
T: //.
W
B: nyan with a partially
erased nD UR of originally
Q\RQ; T: Q\HQ.
u
B: kyi small; beneath the
line.
v
P2: bshugs.
Z
P2:pa'il.
x
N: la 'ang.
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L: Ji/i'M.

N: teAeJ.
DD
B: tsang for teAaJ.
EE
B: double spungs shad
(after third syllable).
FF
P 3 : togIKsil.
GG
B:sel.
ee
B: //.
ff

L:longspyod(^S).

BB

L: thamd.
P i: &/w«g Ia 7 klung Inga
(aberratio oculi).
11
B: ri; N: lacuna of one letter
between re and zhing.
M
M
T: phral(l) forphul.
kk
B: double spungs shad
(after second syllable).
hh

11

Q: ED.
Q:SDnL.
nn
P2: om. EDU.
PP

00

P 3 : SDV for SD EDV .

SS

B: EX small; beneath the
line.
qq
P 3 :om. ni.

" P3: chosyi (*2) f° r CW05, ^
[g« gu and j a fttogi' inserted
later].
10c
Pi: om. 7.
b
P2: om. 'i bio gros.
F
P3: d- of Fpa' beneath -p-.
G
Q: ches.
H
L: gsAeg,.
f
N: la 'ang.
B
Pi: -« of man small; beneath
ma-.
h
P2: ra small; beneath
following bani.
1
P2: togs.
3
Pi: mthor.
N
Pi: rjes for rje'i.
O
P3: /na«g for «gam
(metathesis).
P
S: om. /; T: //.
D

10D
P3:Ayi.
b
P2: fcas.
F
T:/.
d
P3:.sfcye</.
H
B: lacuna of two letters
D

EHIRUH nGL DW WKH EHJLQQLQJ R I

the line.
N: pa'am.
8
Pi:/.
h
B: gar for ger; P3: yige fox yi
ger.
'N: 'dri'am.
3
B: guspa dang; P2: lacuna of
f

RQH OHWWHU EHWZHHQ JXV DQG

dang.
B: «gam for ÖVOTJ.
O
B: om. //.
P
Q: z/wng for zA«g.
Q
B: chol.
N

RT:/.
S
T

S: gyi.
L: double spungs shad (after
first syllable).

10E
N: «gar.
b
P3: bcos (Uu) bu 'i [su marked
D

VV

B: dpen for dpe; Q: lacuna
of one letter between dpe
and gcig; P3: o/>e7 c«g.
tt
Pi:om. ni.
uu
P3: om. Je.
vv
B: nams (at the end of the
line).
ZZ
Pi: om. the passage from
"ww->" till V w w "
{aberratio oculi).
xx
P2: pa I snga.

yy

n

N: ma 'am.
P3: snyen.
S
S: om. /.
T
L: serhs (at the end of the
line).
U
L: bskyede.
V
T: om. kyi.
W
Pi: byar for sbyar.
u
L: rango.
v
P3: «am^ (at the end of the
line).
Z
T: ED(7) unclear.
x
LT: spungs shad [L: after
first syllable in the top line
of the folio; T: after third

syllable in the top line of the
folio].
y
Pi: om. ndu.
z
T: om. la.
DD
L: om. dang 1 me tog
{aberratio oculi).
EE
P : om. 'du.
FF
B: sna.
GG
? 3 :de.
ee
J:gn(?).
ff
N: PL small; beneath the
line; P2: om. PL.
BB
J: lacuna of one letter
between rgyur and yang.
hh
B: ngo for do; L: bzodo.
ü
T: /.

U

M
M

R

L: nasu; T: ma bu (?) for nas
su.
S
T:/.
W
P2: par.
U
T:/.
v
Q: ngag.
Z
P2: shad is attached to the
following päda.
x
Pi: bead.
y
A: byod.
z
A: ///; LS: double spungs
shad [L: at the very end of
the line; S: after first
syllable].
DD

rp # ;

bb

P3: -s of gyiU very small;
beneath gyi-.

FF

rp # ;

GG

T: gzhan.
A: cen.
ff
T:/.
BB
P 3 : bio for slob.
hh
T: dpen.
ü
A: ///.
ee

ZLWK D GRW WULDQJOH DERYH IRU

deletion].
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B: mas I.
P 2 :g«.
B: ngo for do.
EEE
1:1.
zz

Q: da for ae.
B: nphang 'phang du
(dittography at the beginning
of the top line of the folio).
11
B:/.
PP
B: between rDb and MDn:
kk

WD PDUNHG ZLWK D GRW WULDQJOH

above for deletion.
P 3 :SDfor/D.
00
Q: /.
SS
A: cen; P^ chen with small
letters beneath the line.
q,
P 3 :om.Ißj.
71
P3: byas pa'i khri.
VV
N: khre.
tt
P2: bshams (at the end of the
line) [-s very small; inserted
later beneath bshaO-];
T: bshags.
uu
A: ///; N: / (at the end of the
line); S: spungs shad (at the
very end of the line).
nn

F

B: sting; P3: gting.

d

B:pa'i:?i:bi['a
chung very
small; beneath bi\.
H
T:/.
f
T: dak.
B
P 3 : dag for dang.
h
Q: lacuna of one letter
between khri and start filled
with tshega.
L
P : öa«g for kyang.
M
B: 'Zw/n for Jö«/; Q: 'few/.
N
A: gyurd.
O
P : «a for /a.
P
A: om. // (at the end of the
line); B: spungs shad (at the
very end of the line).
Q
B: rgya la for rgyal.
R T: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line).
S
P : byem for bye ma.
T
T:/.
IIA
P : -s of VfU small; beneath

D

U

T:/.
B: om. lD.
W
B: pDs for pDr, P3: GH I tDr for
gus pDr.
u
B: EDs (before spungs shad
at the very end of the line);
Pi: byas for bas.
v
A: ///; B: spungs shad (at the
very end of the line); T: /.
Z
P : SD with a small letter
beneath the line.
x
N: sdD or sngD for sde.
y
N: shDd and spungs shad
(after sixth syllable).
]
A: 'dzind.
DD
A: /; L: spungs shad (at the
very end of the line);
S: om. // (at the very end of
the line).
bb
Pi: dga.

FF

s

GG

Q

A: om. 'i.
Q: sdon.
S
A: bskald.
T
A: shind.
U
J: du.
V
B: //.
W
P : - s of gyiU very small;
beneath gyi.
U
P 2 : om.^a.
v
S: om. med pa.
Z
A: om. /.
x
L: brjodu.
y
T: b- of bas beneath the line.
z
A: rold.
DD
A: gyurd.
bb
P 2 : tshe'i de'i.
FF
A: ED.

GG

P

Z

R

b

P3: nga for kyang.
Pi: &y« small; beneath the
line.
d
A:/tor//.
H
L: cAw for cAw&.
f
T: r«a/n.
B
L: thamd; P3: om. fAa/ns ca J.
h
A: mkhyend.
1
T: gywr.
J
P3: bees.
N
B: /»ras; T: sprangs.
O
? :pa.
P
L: spungs shad (before
string hole); S: gap of about
nine letters between the two
shads.
F

IIB
Pi: om. GH.
b
P2: gtong in small letters
beneath the line.
F
Pi:zAe.
d
P 3 : byabazhe.
H
B: spungs shad (after fourth
syllable); T: spungs shad
(after second syllable).
D

f rp

B

11

1: om. 1.
A: gi gu of bzhin reversed

S: sAegs.
B: tu 'di nRG.
j
A: GH I.
N
Q: lacuna of one letter
between ED and nD.
O
B: SD for mD.
1

B: sSungs shDd (after fourth
syllable); T: //.
n
A: brgya stong for 'bum.
R
P : om. phra rab kyi rdul
{aberratio oculi).
S
P : rnyed.
T
A: gyurd.
U
T:/.
V
A: om. /.
W
T: byang (ra) shar [ra
marked with dots for
deletion].
u
A: shard.
v
L: om. byang shar dang /;
T: spungs shad (at the very
end of the bottom line of the
folio).
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P2: 'chag; P3: 'chang.
Q: bo.
ee
A: ///; T: /.
ff
T:/.
BB
A: der for Je.
hh
T:gro.
ü
T: /.
M
M
A: kyi.
kk
P3: dfcyafc.
11
T: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
PP
A: ///.
QQ
Q: lacuna of one letter
between shegs and kyi.
00
P2: di dag nil.
SS
N: «a for ni.
qq
Pi: Jw small; beneath the
line.
" A: ///.

P : rdzog, (at the end of the
line).
HH
Pi: rigs.
ff
A: dang I; P^ öa«g small;
beneath the line.
BB
A: ED.
hh
L: spungs shad (after
second syllable).
11
A: mkhyend; T: mkhen.
M
M
P2: 'ft«/.
kk
Pi: sgyul for sgyur;
S: losgyur{l) for /o sgyur.
u
Pi:om. /.
PP
A: om. /; B: spungs shad
(after fourth syllable).
nn
A: rnams; T: rnams.
RR
A: stofto'.

P :g«.
B:phyog.
y
A: brgya stong for 'bum;
P2: 'bum (at the end of the
line).
]
S: kyis.
DD
T: gi gu above nD and
(partly) above -cW of bEWn i.
bb
P3: phra rab kyi rdul (?) in
small letters beneath the
line.
FF
P3: rnyed.
GG
P2: tu small; beneath the
line.
ee
A: gyurd.
ff
A: Wo II for WH /; B: spungs
x

shad (at the very end of the
line).
BB
P2: kyi in small letters
beneath the line.
hh
P3: du.
11c
T: om. 'i.
b
Q: dpa'iPD.
F
A: om. SD.
d J
f :kyisl.
H
A: brgya stong for 'bum;
P3: bumphrag de.
f
P 3 : Jw.
B
P3: om. dag.
h
A: gyurd.
1
L: thamd.
3
P2: gr/YJ.
N
A: oa.
O
B: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line).
P
A: ED.
Q
L: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line); P3: om. khD
dog dDng IdDn SD dDng 1
{aberratio oculi).
R
A: ba.
S
P : om. dran pa dang Idan
pa dang I {aberratio oculi).
T
A: ED.
D

11D
Pi: ngmal (metathesis).
b
P3: kyi.
F
P2: gyis.
d
P3: kharhs (at the end of the
line).
H
A: brgya stong for 'bum.
f
P3-pa.
B
A: gyurd; T: om. gyur.
h
Q: ba; T: om. pa.
1
L: thamd.
M
L: yongsu.
N
P : -s of gnaU (at the end of
the line) very small; beneath
-na-.
O
A: gyurd.
P
T: gter for gser.
Q
T: skung.
R
S: mang.
S
T: additional to the gi gu:
zhabs kyu.
T
L: risu.
U
A: gyurd.
V
P : SD /; S: PD for SD (altered
later?).
W
P2: med for me.
u
A: ba.
D

11

P3: om. /.
M
M
Q: />ar.
kk
P3: kharhs (at the very end
of the line).
11
A: brgya stong for 'bum.
U

A: ED.
T: spungs shDd (after second
syllable).
W
A: bar.
X
A:gywrJ;P 3 : 'gyur.
v
P3: ro.
Z
T:/.
x
A: brgya stong for 'Zw/n;
P3: 'bumphragde.
y
A: «a /.
Z
P 2 : sems (at the end of the
line).
DD
L: semn; P : om. 5,e/M5' ca«.
EE
B: 'gra'i.
FF
B: .s/qyra.
GG
T: not clear: dang{l).
HH
Pi: ^y« in small letters above
the line; P2: kyis.
ff
B: bar for par; P3: s^ye bar
for skyes par.
%%
X>\.kyi.
hh
B: res.
11
A: g« g« of shi reversed;
V

PP

P3: om. snang.
P3:pas.
00
P3: om. tu khyab.
SS
-p. /
aa

P3: om. shi.
L: skyeso.
kk
?3-.gyi.
11
P3: om.phyir.
PP
A: gyurd to; P3: 'gywr ro.
M
M

nn rp

Pi: /»«'(?) small; above the
line.
SS
L: I dog par gyur to II yang
RJ[KT OK NFQI SD

(ditto graphy).
P 3 : os for 'od.
71
T: om. WKDPV FDG .
VV
A: SD rob VW thob.
tt
A: gyurd.
qq

uu

N: yton for yon tan (l^'; cf.
Bacot 1912: 604).
*"* A: kyang rub VW thob.

SS
qq

/

00

A: SD n i for SDn i [SD at the
end of the line]; P^ pi.
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r p ;

XX

Z

nn rp

T* /

vv

v

A: gyurd.
N: te for to.
x
N: Ja.
y
Pi: klung; T: om. r/w«g.
z
P3: skyod.
DD
Px: klung.
bb
B: om. bskyod cing Hung
gis {aberratio oculi);
S: om. rlunggis.
FF
A: reversed gi gu.
GG
A: VHmV; T: VHP^ (at the end
of the line).
HH
J: not clear: byang chub kyi
yan lag dang 1.
ff
A: thard.
BB
L: tinge.
hh
A: 'dzind.
11
Pi: om. '«'sgrD [precedingSD
(at the end of the line) small].
M
M
L: yiGu.
kk
T: nRGfor nRng.
11
P3: om. GDg.
PP
L: byungR; T: GR for ngR.

/

00

P3: om. na.
L: spungs shad (after first
syllable).
"T:/.
VV
P3: om. Jag.
tt
T: ca« for ca J.
uu
S: om. /.
vv
A: om. / (at the end of the
line).
w
Pi:gV«.
xx
P2: Uigs for Uis.
yy
A: gyuUd WR; P3: 'gywU UR .
zz
B: WH / for WR II; T: /.
aaa

Pi:/?a'.

bbb
FFF

N: dH'ang.
T

ddd L:

semn.
T: om. la.
eee
A: gywrJ.
fff
B: nyen; T: «j«'J.
BBB
P2: gsum I.
hhh
T: om. gsum mtshan Ian
{aberratio oculi).
111
L: byaso; P3: UR for oa'«' /as
byas sR.
jjj
T: /.

HE
A: om. /.
b
A: EDU.
F
L: nRG FG Hag.
d
A: gyurd.
H
N: spungs shad and shad;
1:1.
f
A: bar.
B
P3: la for las.
D

11F
A: gang for ,ya«g.
b
L: bcorh (before string hole).
F
A: ba, then not clear: yang
dag (?).
d
A: bar.
H
A: bstand.
f
A: fea.
B
B: spungs shad (after second
syllable).
11
P2: om. 'i.
D

h

P : om. rtag tu.
LB: par.
M
A: gyurd; P : 'gywr.
N
P : om. to.
O
P : om. de.
P
P : rftt.
Q
A: gyurd.

S

P : 'jig for mchod.
A: from pa 'i to 'od not clear.
U
A: gyurd.
V
P : JM.
W
P : gtod for gtong; P3: rtowg
for gtong.
u
A: g^o/J.
T

RT:/.

1

T: yas I.
P : GH for GHs.
N
P : om. ftco/n IGDn 'GDs.
O
A: illegible; P : SD (yang
dgra bcom) pa yang [yang
dgra bcom crossed out].
P
T: tuVW nRG (ditto graphy;
first WX at the end of the line).
n
P3: om. gtong.

M

R N: gshet pi snyingpo 'i [pi
snyingpo'i small,
compressed]; P3: om. 'i.
S
P : rnams.
T
P : grangs (at the end of the
bottom line of the folio).
U
P : btsam.
V
L: Jrao.
WT:/.

11G
D r-p

1: com.
A: ba.
F
B: om. 'Jwg.
d
A: fcfl.
H
B: rgyar.
f
N: gs/W (at the end of the
line).
B
P2: po iorpo 'i [po small;
beneath the line].
h
Pi: b- of Dshad small;
beneath -sha-.
b

11H
P2: snyingpo 'i in small
letters beneath the line.
b
A: mam (at the end of the
line).
F
P2: than for tha na.
d
N: gshet (at the end of the
line).
H
P2: unclear: po'i zhes (?).
f
N: zhas.
B
T: thamd (at the end of the
line).
h
P 3 : mtha'.
1
P 3 : mtha'yas kyi [yas small;
beneath the line].
M
P : kyi.
N
T: rtsi.
O
A: smyind.
P
P : bkong.
n
P3: GH rfawg 'Jra.
R A: om. du; L: nyidu.
S
L: between cAw& and mngon:
partially erased letter.
T
A: EDU.
D

1

L: bshade; T: do 1 for de 1.
P : rnams.
N
P : tshigs.
OP : om. par.
P
B: -s of bya(s) marked with
three dots above for
deletion; P^ by as.
Q
V :pas.
R B: des.
S
Q: chig.
T
A: brgya stong for 'bum

M

U

? :SD.
A: om. ni.

V

WT:/.
u

Pi: bios for gros.
T: not clear: /»fAa' (?).
Z J
T 2: yang for yas.
x
P3: yas pa shes.
y
N: zAei1.
z
A: gyurd.
DD
B: feAa«.
EE
T: khyong.
FF
Q: ni.
GG
J: de or Ja (?).
v

HH

T~»

B: om. na.
A: gyurd.
ee -p. /
hh
A: bstand; P3: i'to«.
11
P2: om. par [preceding dag
ff

DW WKH HQG R I WKH ERWWRP OLQH

of the folio].
P2: om. byang chub.
kk
A: bar; B: //aU; P3: om.
M
M

UG]RJV SDnL E\DQJ FKXE
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phrag.
P : ftcaJ.
V
N: /ia'«' for/iai'; S: pas 1; T:

U

/MS //.
W

A: gi gu of 'jig reversed (jibefore string hole).
u
B: om. hhams.
Y
N: su 'ang.
Z
A: gyurd.

mngon par (aberratio
oculi).
11
Q: ma rgyas compressed;
T: sangyas for sangs ma
rgyas.
PP
A: om. /.
nn
Pi: ja(l) for jam: very
small beneath the line.
RR
S: y.thu (?).
SS
P : chenpo thob.
qq
A: spungs shad (?).
n
S: gz&.
VV
S: gros.
tt
P3: /cAjeJ.
uu
P2: om. rdo rje 'i bio gros
khyod nyid de bzhi 'o II
(aberratio oculi);
S:fromj.fAM(llH.13)to
bzhi 'o II: compressed; T:
spungs shad (after 'o at the
beginning of the line).
vv
Pi: rjes for rje'i.

Z S: om. sems dpa'
{aberratio oculi).
x
T: sgrubs.

111
T: om. Je 'i.
b
P 3 : 'a sngon 'jug of'di
small; beneath -di.
F
P2: om. dag.
d
B : Ma/ for Ma'.
H
A: gsungs so for M a ' stea/ to
(cf. Bth: gsungso).
f
A:///;T:/.
B
P2: om. gtong; P3: sto«g.
h
P 3 : stongpazhes.
1
T: zA«.
J
Pi: bya(ng) [-«g marked with
a dot triangle above for
deletion].
N
T: byung dang II.
OP2: nRG zerr ab phyung.
P
J: lacuna of one letter
between bar and gyur.
n
A:gyurd;? : 'gyur.
D

R A: ///; T: /.
S

Q: lacuna of one letter
between mngon and rdzogs.
T
P 2 :EG
; P3: om. //.
U
N: kye(l) (before nyis shad at
the end of the bottom line of
the folio).
s
T: rgya (at the end of the
line).
W
B: shad, followed by a
double spungs shad (after
first syllable); T: /.
u
A: mdo'.
v
A: ///; J: om. // (at the end of
the line); T: /.
Z
A : 'drend.
x
L: ODs (at the end of the line).
12A
P 2 : om. 'i.
b
T: grangs for gro^.
F
B: bas; S: /a^ kyi sgribpas in
small letters; pas inserted
later beneath the line;
T: om. sgribpas; P^ pas II;
P2: pas I; P3: om. SDV.
G
P3: SD(V) [ V marked with
dots above for deletion].
H
P2: gshegs (at the end of the
line).
f
P2: kyi small; beneath the
line.
B
P2: rnams; S: lacuna of one
D

yy

T: pas I (at the very end of
the line).
zz
B: pD; L: lacuna of one
letter between ED and yino.
y

DD

rn§ j

EE

Q: /.
B: VHPs (at the end of the
line).
GG
B: sems (sems) dpa'
[second sems at the
beginning of the line marked
with dots above for deletion].
HH
Pi: ma very small; inserted
later beneath gtogs.
ff
P 2 : togs.
BB
Pi:ste.
hh
A: ///; Q: /.
11
Q: lacuna of one letter
between dang and spy an.
FF

M
M

P2: 3^ IP3: sems (at the end of the
line).
OO
A: ba.
NN

P

P

F-p#

bb rp

/

L: -ng of yaPI inserted
later; compressed.
DDD
S: byang for spyad; T:
spyang for spyad.
bbb
S: cAw& for/>a.
CCC i - p #

P2: /»a small; beneath the
line.
HHH
A: mdo'.
fff
J: reversed gi gu.
BBB
A: sde 'i for «fe 'o"«' yi;
V\. -d of yi(d) marked with
dots above for deletion;
T: 'di'i for 'di yi.
hhh
P3: thob.
111
A: gyurd; ?3: 'gyur.
m
L: double spungs shad
(after first syllable in the top
line of the folio).
NNN
P2: pas for par.
111
A: ///; T: /.
mmm

nnn

B: gi gu small and reversed
(due to limited space above).
T« /

i

ddd

j

QQ

00

A: ED 'o for ED yin no;
L: yino for yin no.

zz

P2: gVuP.
A: gyurd.

z

DD

B: o m . Tii.

B:

de'isall.
i

OOO i - p #

ppp

P3: /D.? for bDs.
P3: GDP SD for sePs GSD'.
^ L: PkhDs (at the end of the
line).
TTT

SS

A: om. de.
B: gis (at the end of the
line).
"• A: mdo'.
VV
A: ///.
tt
T: tshi.
uu
A: de for ste.
vv
Pi: byed for byas.
w
P i : rjes for rje 'i.
xx
Q: **>>«/.
yy
A: ///; T: /.
TT

letter between rnam and
grangs filled with tshega.
11
P3: //.
1
S: between E\HG and GDP
partially erased shad(7).
M
A: stond; B: sdon.
N
P2: lus for /w«g.
O
A: byes.
P
P : /ja.
Q
B: tshogs.
R P : ches.
S
P : gi'M/n.
T
A: gyurd.
U
T:/.
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SSS r p #

;

W
W
W

P : mchog in small
letters beneath the line.
uuu
P ; : ni small; beneath the
line.
vvv
P3: byas.
m
A: ///; T: /.

V

A: /ja.
A: reversed gi gu.
u
A: gsold.
v
L: double spungs shad (at
the very end of the line);
S: gap of about nine letters
between the shads; T: /.
Z
A: reversed gi gu (string
hole on the right side above).
x
N: bu 'am or bu 'am (?)
y
A: bar.
z
P2: la.
DD
T: par.
bb
A: bstand; P3: stan.
W

FF

above for deletion].
J: reversed gi gu (due to
following gi gu of phyirl);
P3: pa'i.
aa
P3:phyir/.
RR
A: 'byung DCT 'gyuT ba.
SS
L: yodo.
qq
J: /.

L: sladu.
A: stsald.
ee
A: //; S: spungs shad (after
first syllable).
ff
V2:po.
BB
B: rigs (at the end of the
line).
hh
L: 'am (before spungs shad
at the very end of the line);

11

N: bu 'am.
A: om. /; LP3: spungs shad
[L at the very end of the
line; P3 after first syllable];
T: // (at the end of the line).
M
M
A: bstDnd.
NN
P2: SD small; above the line.
11
P3: du {Drgya) bzung [brgya
marked with dot triangles

PP

12B
B: from here to the end of
the folio (sems dpa' in
12B.7): larger letters
(different copyist?).
b
A: ER dag rigs.
F
N: bu 'am.
d
A: om. mo.
H
B: //.
f
B://.
B
B: om. bzhi brgya dang 1
{aberratio oculi).
11
A: om. /; B: //.
L
B: //.
M
B: //.
N
B: //.
O
B: //.
P
B: double spungs shad (after
second syllable).
n
B: //.
R
P : -ng of sloPI (at the very
end of the line) small.
S
B: //; P ; : spungs shad (after

first syllable).
B: brgya da for brgyad.
U
B://.
V
B: //; L: spungs shad (at the
end of the bottom line of the
folio); P2: om. dgu stong
dang 1 {aberratio oculi).
W
B: //; L: spungs shad (after
second syllable in the top
line of the folio).
u
A: brgya stong for 'bum.
v
A: gi; P3: om. gyi.
Z
P2: bar Dar dag; P3: om.
bar.
x
J: des.
y
A: not clear: do{7);
L: yodo.
z
A: this part of the folio is
missing; T: /.
DD
A: not clear: kun{7).
bb
P2: gzhan la dag.
FF
N: la 'ang.

GG

11

U

1

V

GG

D

12C
Pi: -s of kyis very small;
beneath kyi-.
b
A: gsungs so for bka' stsal
to (cf. Bth: gsungso).
F
T:/.
G
B: spungs shad (at the very
end of the line); T: /.
H
B: thobpa thob par
{aberratio oculi).
f
P 2 : bsams.
B
?\-.yin foryod.
D

12D
DV3:kyi.
b
P2: om. bka'.
F
A: stsald.
d
Pi: rjes for rje'i.
H
T: om. dang.
f
A: ba'i.
B
L: om. 'i.
h
L: tshogs.
13
A: cen.

D

T

T:/.
A: ///; T: /.
J
P2: rnams.
N
A: 'drend.
Or
T:/.
P
P2: khri; Q: lacuna of one
letter between khrid and byed.
n
T: bye.
R
P : om. //.
S
P : zhe.
T
A: ///; T: /.
1

P3: om. dag.
A: om. po; P3: de dag for
bzhi po; Q: lacuna of one
letter between po and dang.
N
P3: rang ste for rangs te.
O
T: // (at the end of the line).
P
P3: SD {pa) OD [second SD
marked with a dot triangle

3

E

A: tsa; Q: ctsha.
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N: chDr or eher (?); P2: che.
Pi: SDU (at the end of the
line).
ff
A: stond.
BB
L: gleg.
hh
T: bas.
Ü
Q: 'char.
M
M
T: ba{m du byas te 1) des
\-m du byas te 1 marked with
ee

GRW WULDQJOHV DERYH IRU

deletion].
N: Edes for ED des.
ü
?2:gi.
PP
Q: SD yodpa yang.
nn
T: //.
00
P3: om. /.
SS
P3: om. /.
qq
A: om. /; P3: spungs shad
(after first syllable).
" P : nRG.
NN

VV

i-p # 1

T: yid.
P : double spungs shad (after
first syllable).
W
A: 'dzind; N: 'jin.
U
T:/.
v
T: om. Ita bur.
Z
Pi: between blta and ba 'i:
partially erased letter {nga7).
X
T:/.
y
A: bya ba 'i for bya 'i.
Z
T:/.

above for deletion].
P2: om. la.
R
A: bar.
S
P : lacuna of about nine
letters between nyis shad
and rdzogs.
n

F

A: bsgyurd.

Sigla, Symbols and Graphic Devices of the Tibetan Material
The bibliography of primary sources, abbreviations (for other than the material
edited here) and the select secondary sources are found on pp. 405-425.
A

Fragments of Tib found among the manuscripts of Tabo: File no. 198, Running
no. 24, Reel no. 29/1^4 (4 folios in all), mDo sde, Ki 2 5 a l - 2 5 b l l , 28al-30a5. 1
Tib in the manuscript Kanjur of Berlin: no. 15, vol. 74, mDo sde sna tshogs, Za
310b8-328bl. 2
Separate Tibetan translation of the TGS in the manuscript Kanjur from Bathang,
now in Newark: no. 20.288, mDo bsde, Ta 245bl-258a8. 3
De bzhin gshegs pa 'i snying po gsal zhing mdzes par byed pa 'i rgyan (Bu ston
Rin chen grub). In The Collected Works ofBu-ston, part 20, Va la-39a. 4
Tib in the Derge Kanjur ("Nyingma edition"): no. 258, vol. 24, mDo sde, Za
245a2-259b4. 5
Tib in the 'Jang Sa tham or Lithang Kanjur: no. 200, vol. 61, mDo mang, Za
261b4-276b6. 2
Tib in the copy of the Shel dkar manuscript Kanjur kept in the British Library
(Or. 6724), London: vol. 8, mDo, Nya 188b3-206a2. 6
Tib in the Narthang Kanjur: vol. 66, mDo sde, Va 350b3-371al. 7
Indicates the common ancestor of Pi, P2 and P3.
Tib in the Phug brag manuscript Kanjur: no. 108, vol. 64, mDo sde, Tsa 3 2 1 a l 334;335-336; 337-341a7. 8
Tib in the Phug brag manuscript Kanjur: no. 258, vol. 82, mDo sde, Sa 202a5222a6. 8
Tib in the Phug brag manuscript Kanjur: no. 345, vol. 91, mDR sde, .KR 2 2 1 M 244b8. 8
Indicates the common ancestor of Pi and P2.

B
Bth
Bu
D
J
L
N
Po
Pi
P2
P3
Px

1

I would like to thank Professor Scherrer-Schaub and Dr. Tauscher for sending me the relevant
photos.
2
The "Berlin manuscript Kanjur" is catalogued in Beckh 1914.1 would like to thank Dr. Feistel
of the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin for providing me with the microfilms of Tib in both the Berlin
manuscript Kanjur and the Lithang Kanjur.
3
For references concerning this manuscript Kanjur see Skilling 2001 and Zimmermann 1998:
34. My thanks go to Dr. Reynolds for promptly providing me with a microfilm containing this
paracanonical translation of the TGS.
4
The Collected Works of Bu-Ston, ed. Lokesh Chandra, vols. 1-28, Sata-Pitaka-Series 41-68.
New Delhi: International Academy of Indian Culture, 1965-1971.
5
The Nyingma Edition of the sDe-dge bKa'- 'gyur and bsTan- 'gyur, ed. Larthang Lulku, vols.
1-117. Oakland: Dharma Publishing, 1980-1981.
6
1 thank Professor Pagel, at the time curator of the Libetan collection in the British Library in
London, for sending me the relevant photocopies. Both text number and volume number are
according to Pagel and Gaffney 1996.
7
I used photocopies of the microfiches (LMpj 026, 066 18/23 and 19/23) produced by the
Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions, New York, that are in the library of the
Abteilung für Kultur und Geschichte Indiens und Tibets of the Asien-Afrika-Institut at the
University of Hamburg. I am indebted to the librarian Dr. Erb for his support in the production of
the photocopies of the Narthang and Phug brag materials. The Narthang Kanjur has been
catalogued in Eimer and others 1998.
8
I used photocopies of the microfiches produced by the Institute for Advanced Studies of
World Religions, New York, that are in the library of the Abteilung für Kultur und Geschichte
Indiens und Tibets of the Asien-Afrika-Institut at the University of Hamburg: P[\ LMpj 016, 863
49B-52B/57; P2: LMpj 016, 881 34E-38A/59; P3: LMpj 016, 890 37E-41D/62.
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Q

S

T
Tib

Tib in the Peking Kanjur (Otani reprint): no. 924, vol. 36, mDo, Shu 259b4274al. 9 In the first volume of my study " g " is also used to indicate the Peking
Kanjur (Otani reprint) in general.
Tib in the Stog Palace manuscript Kanjur copy: no. 72, vol. 59, mDo sde, Nya
194a4-212a6.10 In the first volume of my study "S" is also used to indicate the
Stog Palace manuscript Kanjur copy in general.
Tib in the Kawaguchi Collection manuscript Kanjur of the Töyö Bunko, Tokyo:
no. 72, vol. 64-2, mDo sde, Nya 187a2-203b3. n
Tibetan translation of the TGS as contained in the main Kanjurs.

& R Q F H U Q L Q J 2 Q O \ WKH &ULWLFDO (GLWLRQ R I 6 K D
LWDOLFV WH[W ZULWWHQ LQ LWDOLFV KDV EHHQ HPHQGHG E \ P H FRQWUDU\ WR WKH ZLWQHVV R I DOO
FROODWHG [\ORJUDSK HGLWLRQV DQG PDQXVFULSW YHUVLRQV R I 7LE

Concerning Only the Diplomatic Edition of Bth
:

two dots in the manuscript, aligned vertically ("colon")
end of the line in the manuscript
ixxxxx syllabl(s) between the two arrows is/are added beneath the line
xxxx syllable(s) between the two arrows is/are added above the line
xxxx reading of underlined syllable is graphically not absolutely clear
+
indicates about one unreadable letter (vowels and sub-/superscribed letters
included)
+
underlined cross: unclear whether one letter or lacuna of one letter
]

Sigla and Graphic Devices of the Chinese Material
The bibliography of primary sources, abbreviations (for other than the material
edited here) and the select secondary sources are found on pp. 405-425.
x[a]<—>> (A)

means: y, which is the reading of the Taisho and of all other
versions of Chi or CA2 not mentioned in the brackets [ ], is
emended to x on the basis of version a. The reason for the
emendation is A.

9

The Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edition, ed. Daisetz T. Suzuki, vols. 1-168. Repr. under the
Supervision of the Otani University, Kyoto. Kyoto, Tokyo: Tibetan Tripitaka Research Institute,
1955-1961.
10
Reprint of the Stog Palace manuscript Kanjur: The Tog Palace Manuscript of the Tibetan
Kanjur, ed. Ta-ru-gser-mgar-pa Tshe-brtan rNam-rgyal, 109 vols. Leh: Smanrtsis Shesrig
Dpemzod, 1975-1980.
1
' My thanks are due to the staff of the Töyö Bunko for providing me with the photocopies of
Tib. A hand-list of this Kanjur is found in Saitö 1977.
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Concerning T 666
The pairs Js - Mi, Pu - Yu, and So - Zi refer to identical canons. However, since
the editors of the Zhonghua Dazangjing ^ ^ / ^ I S I S failed to note some variants,
I also gave the readings as quoted in the Taisho apparatus.
Chi
Dha

Dhb

Fs

Gai

Jii

Js
Ku

Chinese translation of the TGS by Buddhabhadra at the beginning of the fifth
century (between 404 and 418, or in 420 CE).
Fragmentary manuscript from Dunhuang. Published in Dunhuang Baozang (*The
jewel store of Dunhuang) S ( ^ U Ä , ed. Huang Yongwu jlrzKjEt, vol. 59. Taipei:
Xinwenfeng, 1983, 136-142: Rulai zangjing tW^MM.Fragmentary manuscript from Dunhuang, copied in 639 CE. Published in
Dunhuang Baozang (*The jewel store of Dunhuang) WvMSSMl, ed. Huang
Yongwu jl^KJEt, vol. 32. Taipei: Xinwenfeng, 1982, 172-173: Da fangdeng
rulai zangjing
i\fj^t\W^WM.Chi as found in the Fangshan shijing MUl-EIS (7th—17th century CE):12 Da
fangdeng rulai zang jing yi Juan 7 v 7 7 ^ $ n ^ Ä f e — - ^ . In vol. "Hang J | till ke
~äj," section gai Bfc 114-115.
Chi in the Second Korean Edition of the Chinese Canon ( ^ R ^ A f e ) (12361251 CE):13 Da fangdeng rulai zangjing 7 v 7 7 # # n ^ i I f S - No. 360, vol. 12,
118al-122b5.
Chi in the Zhonghua Dazangjing ^^ixMM.'U
Da fangdeng rulai zangjing
i\jj^ftW^WM.No. 387, vol. 20, 559bl-563c5. The source text is the Jin
edition ^MBM^f^f(1149-1173 CE) collated with Fs, Gah Js, Na, Pu, Qi, Qs
and Zi.
One of the canons collated by the editors of Jif. the Jingshan fMULl edition of the
Ming Period: ff (1579-1676 CE).
One of the canons collated by the editors of T (called the "Old Song edition
'g'7^") from 1080-1111 CE, kept in the Library of the Kunaishö (Department of
the Imperial Household, Tokyo) lifF^^f, nowadays called Kunaichö (Imperial
Household Agency, Tokyo) ^f^J/T- Also known as the Chongning canon IK^P

HeMi

One of the canons collated by the editors of T: the "Ming edition 0^7^." (It is
identical with Js.)
One of the canons collated by the editors of Jif. the Yongle Nan zX^plf edition
of the Ming Period: pjf (completed in ca 1419 CE).
One of the canons collated by the editors of JLf. the Puning i=fjp edition of the
Yuan j e Period (1277-1299 CE):
One of the canons collated by the editors of JLf. the Qing N/ff edition: N/ff (17351738 CE).
One of the canons collated by the editors of JLf. The Qisha fjjfli^ edition of the
Song ^i Period: 51 (1216-1322 CE).
One of the canons collated by the editors of T: the "Song edition 7J57^" (12401252 CE).
Da fangdeng rulai zangjing 7 v 7 7 # # n ^ i I f S - T 666, vol. 16, 457al-460b21.
The edition is based on Gai, collated are Ku, Mi, So and Yu.

Na
Pu
4L
4s
So
Ti
12

Fangshan shijing (Liao jinkejing) (*The sutras [carved] in stone from Fangshan (carved in
the Liao Period)) J§|il5,fg CM^kMM), ed. Zhongguo Fojiao Xiehui ifHff #Mö#, 22 vols.
Peking: Zhongguo Fojiao Lushuwenwu Guan, 1986-1993.
13
Koryö Taejanggyöng^§tj\$ijti^, 48 vols. Photo-reprint. Seoul: DonggukUniversity, 1957—
1976. Reprint Laipei: Xinwenfeng, 1982.
14
Zhonghua Dazangjing (*Chinese Lripitaka) P^^Tvliffe ed. 'Zhonghua Dazangjing'
Bianjiju {^MJ\WM.} $g$flj, 106 vols. Peking: Zhonghua Shuju, 1984-1996.
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Yu
Zi

One of the canons collated by the editors of T: the "Yuan edition jUT^." (It is
identical with Pu.)
One of the canons collated by the editors of Ji[\ The Zifu jlffg edition of the
Song 7J5 Period: j|f. (It is identical with So.)

Concerning T 667
CI12
GÜ2

J12

T2

Chinese translation of the TGS by Amoghavajra (705-774 CE).
CI12 in the Second Korean Edition of the Chinese Canon (flJSt^illii) (1236
1251 CE): Da fangguang rulai zangjing f^fSWittiS^WMi- No. 1359, vol. 37,
231al-238cll.
&12 in the Zhonghua Dazangjing P^lfl^Äfl: 1 4 Da fangguang rulai zangjing
X^MMWäWkNo. 387, vol. 20, 559bl-563c5. The source text is the Jin
edition ^MBM^f^f(1149-1173 CE) with only 559b supplied from Ga2. The
rest of the text is also collated with GÜ2.
Da fangguang rulai zangjing f^fSlMU\S^WM$.- T 667, vol. 16, 460b25^166a6.
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E Appendices

Appendix A: Comparative Chart of the Bodhisattva Names in 0E
Tib
Chos kyi blo gros
Sengge’i blo gros
sTag gi blo gros

1
2
3

Reconstruction
based on Tib1
Dharmamati
Siôhamati
Vy¹ghramati

Arthamati
Ratnamati4
*Pravaramati
Candraprabha
Zla ’od
Rin chen zla ’od
*Ratnacandraprabha
Zla ba nya ba’i ’od
*Pûròacandraprabha
Mah¹vikr¹min
rNam par gnon pa chen po
*Aprameyavikr¹min
rNam par gnon pa
dpag med
rNam par gnon pa
Anantavikr¹min
mtha’ yas
Trailokyavikr¹min
’Jig rten gsum rnam par
gnon
Mi g.yo ba’i gnas rnam *Acalapadavikr¹min6
par gnon
mThu chen thob
Mah¹sth¹mapr¹pta
sPyan ras gzigs dbang
Avalokiteœvara
phyug
Gandhahastin
sPos kyi glang po
sPos dga’
*Gandharati
sPos dga’ ba’i dpal
*Gandharatiœrî
Œrîgarbha
dPal gyi snying po
Sûryagarbha
Nyi ma’i snying po
Tog8
Ketu
Tog chen po
Mah¹ketu
Tog dri ma med pa
*Vimalaketu
Rin chen mtha’ yas dbyu gu *Anantaratnayašþi
Don gyi blo gros
Rin po che’i blo gros
Rab mchog blo gros

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25 9

1

Ch1

Ch2

&m
m^m
mm2
mm3
mm

&m
m^m

tm
n^t5

mn5
mn
mw
MMLM

Mmm
m=n

mm
mm

mm
n^t
^n%
mn^t
xmm
Mmmm
Mmmm
^.wmm

mwn1
^m^.1

mxm

#a3
#±
#±w3 3
wn
sn

#a
#fö
^n^n
^nm

Kffi
* M
Ifi^K

Mmyt

IMS^

tffp

±m
Mm&
M±m

I did not place an asterisk before the reconstructed name in the cases where I found
occurrences of this name in the Sanskrit literature consulted, particularly in the SP. Whenever Tib
allowed for an unambiguous reconstruction of the Sanskrit, I also refrained from the use of the
asterisk. This is especially the case when Tib, Bth, Ch1 and Ch2 are clearly based on the same
Indian reading and exclude a variety of other possible Skt. reconstructions based on Tib alone.
2
The reading Vyâghramati of TGS2 instead of Vajramati (Ch1) was probably caused by the
name Siôhamati earlier, which also contains the name of a beast of prey.
3
Deviates from Tib and the reconstruction based on Tib.
4
Ratnamati (5) is positioned between 43 and 44 in Ch1.
5
Ch1: Ratnacandra and Pûròacandra. The triad Ratnacandra, Ratnaprabha and Pûròacandra
appears in SP 3.6.
6
See Bth: rKang pa mi g.yo bar dpa’ ba suggesting °pâda° instead of °pada°.
7
Ch1 mentions Avalokiteœvara before Mah¹sth¹mapr¹pta. The sequence in Ch1 corresponds to
SP 3.4.
8
Bth has dKon mchog gi dpal (Ratnaketu) instead.
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Tib
269
Rin chen dbyu gu ’dor
27 9 Rin chen dri med dbyu gu
28 mChog tu dga’ ba’i rgyal po
29
rTag tu rab dga’
30
Lag na rin po che
31
Nam mkha’i mdzod
32
Ri bo
33
Ri rab
34
Ri bo chen po
35
Yon tan rin chen snang
36 gZungs kyi dbang phyug
gi rgyal po
Sa ’dzin

37

Sems can thams cad kyi
nad sel
Rab tu yid dga’
Yid skyo
sKyo med
’Od byed
Tsan dan

38
39
40
41
42
43
4414
45
46
47
48
49
50

Reconstruction
based on Tib1

Ch1

Ch2

*Tyaktaratnayašþi
*Vimalaratnayašþi
Prâmodyar¹ja
*Sadâpramudita
Ratnap¹òi
Gaganagañja
Meru
Sumeru
Mah¹meru
*Guòaratn¹loka
Dh¹raòîœvarar¹ja

wt

füp#fj

Dharaòîôdhara
*Sarvasattvaroganivartana
*Prâmodyamanas
*Khinnamanas
*Akhinna
*Jyotiškara
Candana

It^
1^
^S

m^
m^m
m\m3
MMih
yf-M^

mm.10
^mm.10
m»m

mm^

mns&$. p g ^ m s ^ i
mm1112

*#*fe

WM&

ffiMM

m^m

mm
nm33
mm13

mm
MM
M ²

OT

mm.

w

mm^3
Ms.nn
mm^n3

g.Yo ba zlog
*Îhavivarta(na)
if^# 3
dPag med mngon bsgrags
*Apramey¹bhi^W^
dbyangs
garjitasvara
3
Byang chub kun nas bslang *Bodhisamutth¹pana
Amoghadarœin
mThong ba don yod
^jtM
SarvadharmavaœaChos thams cad la dbang
—®^g^
vartin
sgyur ba
Maitreya
Byams pa
»
’Jam dpal gzhon nur gyur pa Mañjuœrîkumârabhûtaÿ« » J 1 5

mm

9

mmm
wcu±
^ms
m^m

^M
—®^g^
MÄ

Mi^OTÄ

The translations partly differ. Whereas Tib (dbyu gu), Bth (khar ba to be emended to mkhar
ba or ’khar ba) and Ch2 ( « ; %\\) show yašþi at the end of the compound (25-27; 3966 missing in
Bth), Ch1 reads *raœmi ( f t ) or something similar. Ch1 further does not give any equivalent for
ratna. In 25 Ch2 reads anuttara 0 f t ± ) instead of ananta (Ch1) or anantara(tna) of the Tibetan
(Bth: read rin po che instead of chen po che for Skt. ratna).
10
Ch2 mentions Mahâmeru before Sumeru.
11
Ch1 reads Dh ¹raòî.
12
Similar to 38.
13
Ch1 reads *Candrâbha instead of Candana.
14
The versions differ considerably. A common element is probably -vivarta(na): cf. Tib: zlog,
Bth ldog pa, Ch1: I I ; Ch2 m reads vivâda instead? g.Yo ba (Tib) could be a translation of îha
(cf. MVy 7320: g.yo ba med pa for nirîha; DTS 165a: îha for g.yo ba). Ch2 ßftjfcfc) possibly
understood iha. Bth: dris las could be emended to di las. However, Ch1 does not correspond:
f f « for *strîbhâva(vi)varta(na). Whereas the reconstruction based on Tib should be taken as
“the one who expels exertion,” Bth (emended to ’di las mi ldog pa) rather suggests “the one who
does not turn away from here” (*ihâvivarta(na)).
15
Ch1 overlooks kum¹rabhûta.
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Appendix B: Comparative Chart of Päda Sequences
In the following chart, a square remains empty if the päda order of the verse
corresponds to the presumed original päda order of TGS2. A question mark shows
that the content of the päda(s) is different and cannot be compared. "0" indicates
that the päda or pädas are missing.
9HUVH

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6

$VJ

6KD

Ch2

Chi

c-d-b-a

a-0-c-d

c-b-a-d
a-b-d-c

a-b-d-c

a-b-d-c

?
a-bc-d-?

a-b-d-c
a-b-d-c
a-c-b-d

b-a-c-d
a-b-d-c
?

?
a-b-?-?

0
?

a-bc-d-4.3a
b-c-d-?
0

0

?
a-b-cd-0.5
0

?

?
?-c-d-?
?
?
?
a-?-c-d
ab-?-4.2a-4.2b
?
?
4.3d-?-?-?
?
a-?-c-d
?

?

?
a-b-d-c

?
?
?

d-b-a-c
?
a-b-?-?

a-b-d-c
?

?-?-c-d
?
?
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9HUVH

$VJ

6KD

Ch2

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6
10.7
10.8
10.9
10.10
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7
12.1
12.2
12.3

a-c-b-d

a-d-?-b
b-a-d-c
b-a-d-c
a-c-d-?
d-c-a-b
a-d-c-b
a-b-d-c

Chi
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Appendix C: Comparative Table of Sections and Chapters of the Chinese and Tibetan Editions
In this table, empty squares indicate that the part is not found in the manuscript or print. (In the case of the Derge print I have restricted myself to the edition of 0L9C, though the complete text is available.) Dark colored squares indicate that the chapter is missing in the manuscript fragments. Numbers in parentheses show that
the chapter is only partially extant in the fragments.
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'A sngon 'jug, 111, 209
abbreviations (Tib.), 166, 217
anusvära-like abbreviation for m,
165, 166,217
gshye for gshegs, 169
serhn for sems can, 169
yais for ye shes, 170
yton for: yon tan, 170
abhibhüta, 117n
abhidharmic considerations, 52, 75, 80,
86, 87, 88, 107n
abhijnä, 27, 96n, lOOn, 154n
Abhilasitärthacintämani, 140n
(abhi)nirhära, 156
abhiniskramana, 155, 198
Abhiniskramanasütra, 178
abhinivesamanasikära, 121
abhivyakti doctrine, 67
abhiyujyate, 107
Absolute, immanence of, 64
absolute truth, 13, 21, 55-57, 82n
abstract idea, teaching of, 52, 75
acara, 134n
acära, 134n
äcärya, 150
acintya, 150
ädhärana, 160n
adhimukti (confidence), 66-67, 107n,
122, 125
ädhipateyal-patya, 158n
adhisthäna, 98
Adhyardhasatikä Prajnäpäramitä, 90
ägantuka, 20, 21, 62, 81, 119, 120n
Aksayamatinirdesasütra, 26, 178, 182,
186, 198
akusalamüla, 104n
allegory, 21, 35, 38
alpakrcchra, 157, 159
ambiguity in formulations, 63n, 64, 66,
202
Amoghavajra, 8, 16, 20, 26, 27, 75, 91,
143n, 199, 213, 223
Änanda, 17, 18n, 95n

question of, 16, 17, 18, 27, 28, 34,
159-160
*Anantarasmi, 27, 33-34, 152-159
identified with Vajramati, 157, 158
in the Karunäpundarlka, 156n
anäsrava, 52, 130n, 141
anäthabhüta, 135
anäthasäla (poorhouse), 23, 38, 86, 135,
136, 138
anätman, 82
anavadya, 146
Angulimäliyasütra, 76n, 90
animals, 23, 84, 103n, 133, 140n, 154,
155
anjali, 100, 155n
antasah, 155n, 157
antatah, 155n
anugraha, 156
anukampä (solicitude), 101
anumodand (joyful approval), 17, 33,
148, 149n
Anünatväpürnatvanirdesaparivarta (\%

m^rn^mm, i28n
anusamsä, 149
anustubh, 78
anusvära-like abbreviation for m (Tib.),
165, 166,217
anutpattikadharmaksänti, 154, 198
anuttarasamyaksambodhi, 96, 154
anyathä, 147n
anyonya, 117n
aorist, 98n
aparibhüta, 11
api, 96n, 155n
*apürvahetväkära, 122, 123n
archaic features in Tib. texts, 164n, 166,
173, 179, 180, 183, 188, 189,
204, 207-208, 215
arhat, 94
list of attributes of, 14, 17, 94-95,
182
rendered in Tib., 99n
transliterated names of, 25
ärya, 68n

äryamärgabalädhäna, 65n, 66
asahga, 123, 156n
assemblies, four (catasrah parsadah),
31,98,99, 100, 161
Astasähasrikä Prajnäpäramitä, 144n
asterisk, use of, 10, 396n, 405
asura (demon), 31, 96, 99, 105n, 154,
160, 161
-käya, 155
ätmabhäva, 30
atman, 127n
doctrine of, 15
reflexive use of, 139n
tathagatagarbha as, 83
upanisadic notion of, 67
ätmapäramitä, 83n
atra, 113n
avaivartyadharmacakrapravartaka, 96
Avalokitesvara, 157, 158
Avatamsakasütra, 22n, 75
dvenikabuddhadharma, 27, 52, 121, 123
avicära, 134n
avidyä (ignorance), 104, 106, 127, 130,
131n
avindsadharmin, 51, 117, 118, 119n,
126

beryl, 154
bgoms, 208-209
bhava, 136n
bhavagati, 105n
bhavopapattydyatana, 136n
bhoga, 146
bhramati, 132n
bhüta at the end of a compound, 103n,
118n
Bhutan Kanjur, 171, 186, 187, 190
bhüyah, 112n
bijähkura, 126n, 127n
bka' stsal to. See gsungs so
bkogs, 14In, 209
bkris for dkris, 208
block (print)
revision of, 179n
technical identity of, 178, 180
Bo Yuan ^ J H , 69
bodhi, 147, 155
bodhimanda, 140n
bodhisattva, 19, 21, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35,
37, 38, 47n, 67, 76, HOn, 122,
124, 125n, 128n, 133, 134,
137-138, 139, 142, 143n, 144,
145, 147n, 148n, 151n, 152
154, 155, 157, 159, 161, 176n
enumeration of, 96, 396-397
list of attributes, 96
meaning of the term, 95n-96n
names with garbha at the end, 50
not distinct from sattva, 67n
Bodhisattvacarydnirdesa, 198n
*'Bodhisattvagocaropdyavisayavikurvananirdesasütra, IIa, 89
bodhisattvaization, 2In
Bodhisattvapitaka, 191 a
bodhyahga, 154
boldface, use of, 216
book. See pustaka
Braarvig, Jens, 181n, 182n, 183, 19In,
198
Brahmajälasütra, 178
Brahman, 17, 45, 101n-102n, 115
world of, 12In
brgya stong for satasahasra, 25n, 199200
bsad for gsad, 210
bsal. See bstsal
bsgo. See sgo
bskogs, 209
bskyed for skyed, 209
bstsal for bsal, 207

Ba sa na, 126n
ba(r) for pa(r). See particle (Tib.)
bahukara, 152
*bdhusrutya, 159, 160n
bahuvrlhi, 12, 20, 4(M1, 43^15, 46, 47,
86
bala, 138
baläni (powers)
üfaia (ten), 52, 121, 123, 144
panca (five), 96n, 154
bampo, 94n
bamboo, 125n-126n
bandhana, 104n
Baoyun Jjjfff, 22n
bar du, 155n
barley, 114, 115
Z?cw for CM, 207
bdagnyid, 125n
Sera yeyzrag ^ H I I , 74
benjue (original awakening) 2|sj|, 68
Berlin manuscript Kajur, 165
based on the Wanli or Yongle
edition, 165n, 180-181,204
not contaminated, 181
relation to other Peking Kanjurs,
179-181
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Bth, 16, 23, 24, 25, 46, 47n, 49-50, 68n,
86, 166-167, 193, 199, 200,
201,202,214,217
abbreviations in, 166
brgya stong for satasahasra, 25n,
199-200
confusion between -/ and -s or -r,
167
confusion between pa and ba in, 166
less faithful to the Skt, 106n-107n
literal translations in, 50
omission/addition of subscribed r,
166
syntax of, close to Skt., 102n, 112n,
146n
title of the TGS, 68n
transliterating Skt., 68n
tsheg, missing between the syllables
of well-established terms, 166
use of a "colon" in, 166, 167
various spellings for the same word
in, 167
verse with only seven syllables per
päda in, 116n
word order in, 25-26
Bu ston Rin chen grub, 29, 91, 167, 191,
212n
buddha visualization. See
buddhänusmrti
buddha-act. See buddha-deed
Buddhabhadra, 7, 16, 21, 22, 55, 65n,
69-71, 72-73, 74-75, 91, 213,
222
buddhabhümi, 51, 53, 116n
buddha-body. See *buddhakäya
buddha-deed, 14, 38, 64-65, 108, 113,
119n-120n
buddhadharma, 27, 52
buddhadhätu. See dhätu
buddha-field. See buddhaksetra
Buddhaghosa, 94n
*buddhakäya, 30
buddhaksetra (buddha-field), 95, 98,
99n, 100, 145, 148, 153, 155,
157,158
buddhänusmrti, 52n
buddha-store, 59n, 130n
buddha-task. See buddha-deed
buddhatval°tä, 51, 52, 53, 56, 61, 115
buddha-vision. See tathägatacaksus
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, 48n, 93, 136n,
152n
'bum. See brgya stong
bum ^ £ P , 147n, 148n

byang chub snyingpo. See bodhimanda
byed, mdzad, expressing autonomous
acts, 100, 138n
'byed (*bhinatti), 106n
bzag for zags, 208
bzhag. See jog
bzhin du. See particle (Tib.)
bzung, confused with gzung, 210
Cad for chad, 207
cakravartin (world emperor), 37, 59,
120
embryonic, 38, 45, 63-64, 138n
calyx of a lotus. See padmagarbha
can. See particle (Tib.)
Candanagarbha, 50, 94, 97, 99
candanagarbhakütägara, 50, 94n
candrasürya. See nyi zla
candrasüryaprabhä, 197
Candrasüryapradlpa, 197
Candrasüryapradlparäja, 197
Candrasüryavimalaprabhäsasri, 197
cane (vetra), 89, 125-126n, 130
cardinal numbers (Tib.) with pa, 154n
case-by-case basis, evaluation of each
single variant, 214-215
casting statues, 38-39, 140-144
cause. See hetu
cen for chen, 164
cereal, 37
Chi, 193
2-3-syllable rhythm, 218
collated editions of, 213-214, 218
colophon, 74, 214, 222
peculiarities, 18-22
similarities with Ch2, 27
use of rulaizang # P ^ Ü , 18-19
Ch2, 193, 199, 201-202, 218, 220
4-3-syllable rhythm, 218
colophon, 75, 223
commentarial elements in, 26
errors in the Taisho edition, 213
peculiarities, 26
similarities with Chi, 27
syntax, loyal to the Skt., 26, 143n
'chabpa. See mraksa
chanda (Tib. mos), 149n
Chändogya Upanisad, 12In
chastity, 76n
chen. See cen
Chinese catalogues, 69-75, 77, 90
old. Seejiu lu If | §
chos kyiphyag rgya, 211, 213n
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chos nyid. See dharmatä
chu. See mchu
Chu sanzangjiji Ü4H.ÜHEIII, 14-15,
22n, 69-75
ci for ji, 166, 207
ci Itar. Seeji Itar
cig for gcig, 176n
cire-perdue method. See
madhücchistavidhäna
citta (resolution), 147
cittaprakrti, 20, 21, 81
cittasamklesa, 85
cittasvabhäva, 46n
clinging to the unreal, 82
closed tradition, 197
codicology (Tib.), 204
"colon," in Bth, 166, 167
colophon, 168, 169n, 177, 186, 189
of Bth, 369
of Chi, 74, 214, 222
of CA* 75, 223
of the Tabo manuscripts of the TGS,
211-212, 213n, 215
of the Them spangs ma Kanjurs,
211-212
of the Tib. TGS, 161, 210-213, 368
of the Tshal pa Kanjurs, 211-212
comparative particle pas. See particle
(Tib.)
composition
of Mahayana sutras, 31, 79
of the TGS, 77
Cone Kanjur, 168-169
confidence. See adhimukti
conflation. See contamination
confusion between metrically identical
words, 12In, 203
contamination/conflation, 178-179, 181,
182, 189-190, 191, 197, 198,
200-201, 203-206
contempt, 38, 82, 132n
continence, 76n
contractions (Tib.), 166, 169, 170, 215,
217
conversion to Mahayana, 76
cosmic cycle. See kalpa
cosmos, 61, 64n, 106n
Critical Buddhism (Hihan Bukkyö ftt^J
{IM), 15, 68, 82-84
critical edition of Tib, governing
principles of, 214-215
cu. See bcu
cyavate, 154

DD drDg, 164
' D ID gujing XlMMä, 90
Da tang zhen yuan xu kaiyuan shijiao lu
AMM7tMm7tmk$k
75
Dacheng deng wuxiangjing ^ v Ü l ^ t e
^§fe See Mahämeghasütra
Dachengfajie wu chabie lun f^kli^W

Mmmm, 89
Dacheng qi xin lun y'viHISflJ'gfffl, 68
dag. See particle (Tib.)
Daijö Butten ^ ^ { A J Ä series, 91
Dalai Lama, Fifth, 178n
däna, 33n
dänapati (donor), 123
Dänasila, 211, 212
Daoan Ü $ , 14-15, 69, 71, 73
authenticity of titles taken from his
catalogue, 71-72
reconstructed catalogue of, 71, 72
Daochang temple JM.WO^P, 70, 74
Daoism, 68
Daoyan i f i f , 73
daridracintä, 12 In, 136n
darpa, 11 In
Dasabhümikasütra, 41, 81n
daughter of good family. See kuladuhitr
dbang (du) byas, 158n
dbu med, 98n, 188
de bzhin gshegs pa nyid. See
tathägatatval°tä
De bzhin gshegs pa 'i snyingpo gsal
zhing mdzes par byedpa 'i
rgyan, 29, 90, 167, 191-192
de bzhin gshegs pa 'i ye shes mthong ba.
See tathägatajnänadarsana
de bzhin nyid. See tathatä
defilement. See Mesa
dehin, 101
demon. See asura
denial of real phenomena, 82
depression, 82, 135
Derge Kanjur, 191
in Cambridge, 168
in Harvard University, 168
in Prague, 168
in Rumtek, 168
in the United States Library of
Congress, 168
Karmapa edition, 167, 168
Nyingma edition, 167-168
position in the stemma of the TGS,
182-186

Taipei edition, 168
desayati, 144
despondency, 38, 76, 137
deva (divinity), 17, 31, 37, 96, 99, 101,
103, 118, 119, 132, 133, 135,
154, 155, 160, 161. See also
sadevako lokah
of Hinduism, 115n
dgongs pa, 123n
dgra bcom pa, 99n. See also arhat
dhäranl, 154, 198
dhärayati, 144, 151 n, 161n
dharma applied with twofold meaning,
122n
Dharma seal. See chos kyiphyag rgya
dharmadhätu. See dhätu
dharmakäya, 43, 54, 58, 83n, 87, 109n
in sarhsära, 128n
*Dharmaksema, 83n
dharmamudrä. See chos kyiphyag rgya
dharmaparydya. See paryaya
Dharmaraksa, 41, 69, 73, 94n
dharmatä, 19, 20-21, 29, 48, 52, 54-57,
60,61,63,85, 106, 107n, 116,
119n, 129n, 134,139, 151,
152n
as sattva, 129n
avinäsa-, 51, 118, 119n
embryonic, 49
motionless, 57
positive character of, 56
tathagata-, 13, 49, 51, 52, 55-56,
104, 118, 127
as karmadhäraya, 55n
translated asfaer t^ff, 19, 20-21,
55,107n
translated as faxing t^'[4, 19
dharmolkädhärin, 161
dharmya, 99n
dhätu, 13, 45, 57-60, 107n, 128n, 136n
ätma-, 60n
buddha-, 12, 45, 57-58, 81n, 82,
87,88
citi-, 60n
dharma-, 55n, 58, 86, 107n
meaning hetu (cause), 13, 57-60,
59n, 88
meaning "relics," 58, 81n, 155
nirvana-, 60
rendered as rigs, 24n, 136n, 203
tathagata-, 13, 23, 52, 57-60, 6In,
63, 84, 136n,137n
rendered as U\S^-^~, 136n

Vijnana-, 57-58, 60
dhyäna, 33n
'di, 105n
'dir, 113n
'di Ita ste, 3 On
'di Ita ste dper na, 30n
... yin, renderingyathäpi..., 120n
diplomatic edition, 215
direct speech
in the TGS, 26, 59, 60, 62, 86
punctuated in the editions of the
Chinese translations, 219
*dirgharätra, 133n
discourse. See paryaya
divine vision. See divyacaksus
divinity. See deva
divyacaksus (divine vision), 29, 30,
103n, 105, 108, 118, 119, 132,
133
dkris, 208
dkyil, 49, 109n
doctrine of the TGS, 40, 48
donor. See dänapati
douhao SSM",", 219-220
dpa' bo. See hero
dPal brtsegs, 21 In
dPal gyi lhun po, 21 In
dPal 'khor chos, 186
Dragonetti, Carmen, and Fernando Tola,
91
drsti, 105n
Drumakinnararäjapariprcchäsütra, 178,
191,211n, 212
du for tu, 168-169, 171, 207-208
'du shes. See samjnä
duhkhena, 122
dunhao^^o
",219
Dunhuang manuscripts,
Chinese, 231-214, 368
Tibetan, 164, 189n, 192, 198, 199
dvätrimsan-mahäpurusa-laksana, 26, 89,
98n
dvesa (anger), 104, 106, 111, 127
dvipadottama, 17, 101
'dzag, 208
East Asia, 39
Eastern Jin f- dynasty, 222
editing Kanjurs
based on Skt. manuscripts, 200
rules for, 185, 189,203,208
efficaciousness, 14, 53, 62, 63, 64-65,
79

Eimer, Helmut, 8, 178, 179n, 180n
ekayäna theory, 15, 76
elements of the body, six, 57, 60
embryo, 59, 61, 63n, 64, 87n
buddha-, 55n, 63
equality,
among living beings, 76
between living beings and the
Tathagata, 54, 57, 61, 62, 64,
65,80
between the buddha within and the
Tathagata, 29, 30, 105
eternal self, 82. See also atman
eternalism, 63n, 87
eternity of the Buddha, 81
ether, 54, 62
ethical dimension of the TGS, 76
evarh mayä srutam ..., 94n

Gaoseng zhuan iwjfftlt^, 69-70
garbha, 12, 13, 32, 46, 47, 48-50. See
also snyingpo
as a part of names, 50, 94n
as "container," 42^13
as "embryo," 41, 43, 44n, 45, 59, 61,
63, 64n, 84, 86
as "essence," 41, 43
as "germ," 59
as "interior space, inside," 32n, 40,
42, 47-49, 59, 64n, 87
as "womb," 34, 43, 49, 59, 86, 87,
94n, 127
at the end of bahuvrihi compounds,
40-41, 43
in modern Indian languages, 41
meaning of, 40^-1
rendered as khong, 137n
rendered as zang Ü , 20
richness of the term, 45
garbhagata, 49-50, 51, 59-60, 63n, 64n,
84, 87, 127n, 139n
garbhastha, 49, 51, 60, 63n, 64n, 127n
garbhasthdna, 49, 139n
garbhaväsa, 60
garbhavasati, 49, 139n
gata at the end of a compound, 49, 104n,
127n, 147n. See also
garbhagata
gati, 153
gcig. See cig
generative causal act, not necessary for
attaining buddhahood, 62, 81
genitive particle (Tib.). See particle
(Tib.)
germ, 59, 61, 63
gerundive, 25n
gigu, reversed, 164, 169, 207
gnod, 113n
(g)non, 117n, 209
god. See deva
'gogs, bkogs, 14In, 209
gold, 140-141
imperishable nature of, 37, 117, 119
gom, 208
'gom(s), 208-209
gotra, 24n, 52, 58, 61, 63, 73, 87, 136n,
137n, 203
grangs su 'gro ba. See samkhydm
gacchatilupeti
Grdhraküta, 94
Greek manuscript tradition, 204n
grhapati

Faer t^ff. See dharmatä
faith. See adhimukti
F a j i n g r ^ I , 69
Faju r ^ f e 14, 69-70, 71, 72, 73-74
Faju ben mojing Ö C ' H J ^ T ^ M , 69n
Fali y£5X 69-70, 71, 73-74
fangdeng fj^, 68, 73
fangguang ^jfjlf, 68
faxing Öc'fzfi- See dharmatä
Fazuffiffl, 14, 69-71
Fei Changfang f ^ J f , 14, 69-71
flgura etymologica, 103n
finality, construction expressive of, 106n,
112n, 115n, 116n, 122n, 129n,
133n, 142n
IR zang f^Ü. See tathagatagarbha
Fo zang da fangdeng jing f^ÜSy'v^j^F
m, 72, 73
Fo zang fangdeng jing WMJj^fftä, 69,
71, 72-73
followers
non-Mahäyäna followers, 76, 80
of Mahayana, 76
four-syllable rhythm (Chin.), 201, 218
Foxing lun #M4!ra, 88, 89
Frauwallner, Erich, 79
Futianjing /fgEBlM, 69n
Gaganagahjasütra, 81
gämbhirya, 78
Gandavyühasütra, 40n, 41
gandha, 122, 150n
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as "house owner" (khyim gyi bdag
po), 37, 120, 124
as "nobleman" {khyim bdag), 37, 97,
120n, 121n
grhin (layman), 144
Grosnick, William, 91
gshye for gshegs, 169
gsad. See bsad
gsod, 210
gsungs so for bka' stsal to, 199, 200
gtan tshigs, 123n
gter tsheg, for iti, 13 On
Gunabhadra, 79
gunavyüha, 157n
gunin, 46
Gyantse, 172, 186
g.yo öa, 123n
g.j*?g.s, 209-210
'gyur. See also verb, combined
with 'gyur
gyur pa for 'dra (Bth), 124n
stressing perfective aspect, 104n
gzer for zer, 207
gzhag. See jog
gzhan stong, 67-68
gzugs, 30, 47, 102n, 140n, 143n
gzung, confused with bzung, 210

Hui M, 69-70
Huiyuan fjtjH, 2In
humans, 31
Iha, 113n
imperishability,
of a seed, 126
of gold, 37, 117,119
impurity. See mala; upaklesa
indestructability, 63, 81
indriya, 154
injand, 123n, 130n-131n
internalization of religious values, 33
irsyä (envy), 104n, 111
isomorphic relation between upamäna
and upameya, 64n, 66
zYz'-compound, 94n, 12In, 136n
Jagati, 78, 86n
jambudvipa, 125n
'Jang satham, 177n-178n
'Jang sa tham Kanjur (Lithang Kanjur),
168-169, 177-178, 180n
relation to the Narthang Kanjur, 181,
183-185,204
jäta at the end of a compound, 103n,
HOn, 118
jewels, seven kinds of. See saptaratna
ji. See ci
ji Itar (or: ci Itar), 30n, 109n
... phyir, 113n
jig rten. See loka
Jin edition, 213
jina, 52, 108n
-käya, 13, 51, 61
-putra, 52
Jinamitra, 211, 212
Jing liu boluomijing # / \ r i 5 l i S I I , 74
MLX OX ^kfsk (old catalogue(s)), 69, 71,
72-73
Jnana. See tathagata)'nana
Jnänakasütrabuddhävadäna,
178
'jog
bzhag, confused with gzhag, 201
gzhag for 'jog, 149n
Johnston, Edward H., 90
juhao <£]%%o0 p,219-220
Jülicher, Adolf, 35
Jungian perspective, 92

H a n U | dynasty, 219
Hara Minoru JifC^, 43, 59-60, 127n
harmonization of tathagatagarbha
teachings with other Buddhist
tenets, 68
Harrison, Paul, 8, 71n, 172, 177n-178n,
191, 200, 204n
Hayashiya Tomojirö #JM^-^CJt|3, 71
Heart Sutra, 178
hero. See vira
hetu
as "argument, content," 123n
as "cause," 13, 57-58, 59n, 63, 80,
87, 88, 99
Hihan Bukkyö fttfflfAÜ See Critical
Buddhism
Hinayäna, 81
honey, 36,110-113
hunter (collector), 29, 36
pot of, 113
horizontal ligature (Tib.), 165, 218
horizontal transmission, 203
house owner. See grhapati
Huai H , 69
Huayan jing ijHSIM, 73

Kagawa Takao # j l | # Ü , 90, 130n,
132n, 149n
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Kaiyuan shijiao lu |?§7U?l§l=JöÄ, 70-71,
73
kalä, 147
kälam karoti, 13 In
kalpa (cosmic cycle), 147, 148, 150,
151n, 152, 156, 158
Kaneko Yoshio ^ ^ - ^ 5 ^ , 92
Kangxi JÜpSB edition. .See Peking
Kanjurs
*käranahetu, 123n
Karashima Seishi ^^ftff-^, 68n
Kariya Sadahiko W^^M,
75n, 76n, 92
karmadhäraya, 103n
rüpaka-, 14 In
Karmapa edition (Derge), 167, 168
karmävarana, 159, 198
&ärya (result), 63, 80, 87, 130
Käsyapa, 146n
Käsyapaparivarta, 33n, 129n, 145n146n, 148n
Kätyäyana, 120n
käya, 13, 30, 31, 43, 51, 105n
käyagata, 147n. See also gata
khädamya-bhojamya-äsvädamya, 114n
khams, 24n, 136n
*Khinnamanas, 176n
'khod, 103n
tto«^, 49-50, 59, 66n, 137n
khyim bdag (nobleman). See grhapati
khyim gyi bdagpo (house owner). See
grhapati
khyim nas byung ba for mngon par
byungba, 198-199,200
killing, prohibition of, 76n
Mesa (defilement), 36, 49, 50, 53, 56, 57,
60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 66-67, 68,
76, 80, 84, 85, 87, 88, 89, 104,
106, 107, 109, 110, 111, 113,
115, 116, 117n, 118, 119, 126,
127, 128n, 129n, 130, 132n,
133, 134, 141, 142, 143-144n,
153n
klesakosa, 104n
Kokuyaku Issaikyö, 90
Korean edition of the Chinese Tripitaka,
213
kosa, 48^19, 61, 120n, 130n
buddhadharma-, 51
buddha-, 73
Mesa-, 104n
koti, lOOn, 157n, 158n
kotiniyutasatasahasra, 31, 96, lOOn,
104n, 145, 146n, 148n

kotisahasra, lOOn, 109n
kotisatasahasra, 31, lOOn, 104n
krodha (rage), 104n, 111
krosa, 120n
ksänti, 33n
*ksudrapränakajäta, 110
kula, 24n, 136n, 203
kuladuhitr (daughter of good family),
144, 145n, 148n, 159, 160, 198
kulaputra (son of good family), 99, 106n,
145n
Kumärajiva, 2In
pre-Kumärajiva translation
vocabulary, 74n
kun du for kun tu, 168-169, 207-208
kun tu. See kun du
kun tu snang ba. See samdrsyate
kun tu srung, for *äraksati or sam°,
HOn
kundoku gm style, 90
kusaläbhisamskära, 149n
kusalamüla, 157, 159n
kütägära (pavilion), 33, 50, 94, 97, 99,
145-147
kyog shad, 217
Lachmann, Karl, 204
Lalitavistara, 153n, 197
Lahkävatärasütra, 15, 52, 79, 83, 89
las. See particle (Tib.)
layman. See grhin
Leh (Ladakh), 171
lHan dkar catalogue, 210, 211
lHo rdzong Kanjur, 178n, 182, 183
Li shi gur khang, 21 On
LLdaL sanbaoML M f t ^ Ä I S , 69-71, 73,
74
Lingshu M f i , 20n
literal translation, 46, 50
Lithang Kanjur. See 'Jang sa tham
Kanjur.
Ijon shing, 154n
loka, 126n
lokadhätu (world system), 96, 100, 145,
151, 153-155, 156, 157n
lokanätha, 124, 161
Lokänuvartanasütra, 178
lost-wax method. See
madhücchistavidhäna
lotus, 28, 30, 36, 43, 47, 48, 77, 89, 102
blossoming, 32n, 98
calyx. See padmagarbha
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petal, 27, 29, 32n, 36, 98, 99n, 101,
106, 108
rising into the sky, 31, 94n, 97
stalk (näla), 27, 99, 101
lotus calyx. See padmagarbha
Lotus Sutra. See
Saddharmapundarikasütra
Lou tanjing IJIMIM, 69n, 74
Itarnyan. See pratisrnoti
has. See nimitta
lunäti, 114n
lung nod, 159n
lus, 47

quoting the TGS, 78, 88n
Maitreya, 96
mala (impurity), 67
mäna (pride), 104n, 111
mandära, 148
mango tree, 89, 125, 126n
manifestation
of buddha-nature, 64-65, 67
of Siva's perfections, 67
theory of, 64, 81,84
Manjusri, 96, 157, 158
Manusmrti, 135n
manyanä, 123n, 130
mati, 153
mätra at the end of a compound, 157n
matrix of the Tathagata, 42^13
mätsarya (avarice), 104n, 111
Matsumoto Shirö R ^ g j , 41, 42^13,
91, 94n, 97n, 122n
mchu for chu, 189, 215
mdzad. See also byed
as causative auxiliary, lOOn
mdzes pa. See also präsädika
mdzespar 'dug, 14In.
mdzod, 49, 130n
meat consumption, prohibition of, 76n
meditative experience, 75
mental vision of a tathagata. See
tathägatajnänadarsana
merit. Seepunya
metri causa, lOln, 107n, 154n
metrical
considerations, 48n, 56, 86
identity, confusion between
metrically identical words,
121n, 203
structure, 78, 86
millet, 114, 115
Ming nan pin B^Ifpp, 73
mnan, 209
mngal gnas, 49, 139n
mngon par byung ba. See khyim nas
byung ba
moha (misguidedness), 104, 106, 111,
127
monasticism, 75n, 92
Mongolian Kanjur, 179n
monism, 13, 44, 56, 68
monks, enumeration of, 95
monsoon rice. See vrihi
moon, 155, 161
mos. See adhimukti; chanda

Ma thag tu, 157n
Maas, Paul, 204
mada (insolence), 104n, 111
madhücchistavidhäna, 36n, 38-39, 140n
*madhya, 32, 49
Madhya Pradesh, 140n
Madhyamaka, 7
Mahäbhärata, 49, 127n
*Mahäbherihärakasütra. See Da fa gu

jmg xmm

*mahäjnänasambhära, 128n-129n,
130n
Mahamati, 83n
Mahämeghasütra, 89
Mahäparinirvänasütra, 12, 13, 21n, 22n,
37, 45,' 57, 58, 81n, 83, 88-89,
137n
mahäsattva, meaning of the term, 95n96n
Mahästhämapräpta, 157, 158
Mahäsütras, 178, 191
mahätmatä, 138
Mahävyutpatti, 25, 166, 210-211
Mahayana
community, 64
conversion to, 76
followers, 76
initiate, 160n
literature, 33
non-Mahäyäna followers, 76, 80
sutras, 33, 160n
composition of, 31, 79
early, 81, 113n
features of, 67, 76, 161n
structure of, 28
ultimate teaching of, 82
mahayana replacing vaipulya, 68
Mahäyänasüträlamkära, 15
chapter IX, 78-79
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mraksa (jealous disparagement), 104n,
111
mrdndti (or: mardati), 114n
Mrgäramätr, 94n
mtha' rten 'a, 164, 166, 171, 207
mtshan ma. See nimitta
mukta, 146n

non-sentient realm, buddha-nature of, 68
Normative Prescription of New
Terminology. See skad gsar
(b)cad
nyizla, 197-198, 200-201
Ojas, 153, 201
Old Narthang Kanjur, 177, 183, 186,
204
ontological reality, 80
open recension, 197n, 198
oral tradition, 22
ordained. See pravrajita
organs, five internal. See wu zang TLWL
original awakening. See benjue 2)s||
original wording of Tib. See Tib
orthodox Buddhism, 63n, 80, 127n
orthography (Tib.), 208, 215
'os pa, rendering Skt. gerundives, 25n
Otani reprint. See Peking Kanjurs

Naizhi Jb^L, 155n
Nakamura Zuiryu ^^ifffl^, 91
näma, 68n
nang du yang dag (par) jog. See
pratisamlayana
Nanking, 70
naraka-tiryag-yoni-yamalokäsuropapatti, 154
narottama, 150
Narthang Kanjur, 169-170, 204
relation to the 'Jang sa tham
Kanjur, 181, 183-185
relation to the Peking Kanjurs, 181
relation to the Them spangs ma
Kanjurs, 181-182, 185
naya. See netrl
näyaka (leader), 100, 130, 161
Nei zang da fangdeng jing F ^ Ü ^ v ^ j ^
m, 73
netrl, 144
New Terminology. See skad gsar
New Testament, 35
nges par 'byung. See nirydta
niddna, 73
nidhdna. See nidhi
nidhi (treasure), 37, 46^17n, 51, 61,
120-125, 130n
mafia-, 51
mahddharma-, 51
nimitta (sign), 99, 101
avabhdsa-, 102n
pürva-, 101n-102n
nirukti, 156
nirvana, 60, 128n, 146n
nirvdnadhdtu. See dhdtu
nirvrta, 127
nirydta, 159, 160n
nirydtayati, 145, 147n
Noble Eightfold Path, 65-66
nobleman. See grhapati
non, 117n, 209 '
non-Buddhist, 15, 76, 82-83
non-efficacy of buddhahood, 81
non-Mahäyäna followers, 76, 80
non-self See andtman

Pa. See particle (Tib.)
pad ma 'i snyingpo. See padmagarbha
päda sequence, 24-25, 150n, 202, 398399
padmagarbha (lotus calyx), 13, 30, 32,
36,40,42,45,48-49,91,98,
99, 103, 105
*padmakosa, 13
palace. See prdsdda; vimdnasrestha
palanquin, 146n, 150-15 In
Pali Canon, 55, 81n, 107n, 113n
palmyra palm, 89, 125, 126n, 130
Pancakrama, 200
Pancavimsatikd, 192n
Panglung, Jampa L., 189n
Paramartha, 88
pdramitd, 33n
parigraha, 156
parinirvdna, 155
paripürnacandra. See nyizla
(Pari-)Pürnacandra, 197
parivdra, 156
parsat. See assemblies
particle (Tib.)
ba(r) forpa(r), 164
bzhin du, forming present participles,
153n, 156n
can, 13,46, 11 In, 189, 191
ci fory'z, 166, 207
cig for gcig, 176n
dag, 25
genitive particle
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omission of, 189, 207, 215
yi, syllable forming, changed to 7,
207
lDs, rendering a Skt. genitive, 148n
SD
cardinal numbers with pa, 154n
confusion with ba (Bth), 166
with cardinal numbers, 154n, 197
pas (comparative particle), 147n,
151n
shes for zhes after -s, 207
su, 137n
as metric expletive, 133n
yi, syllable forming, changed to 7,
207
zhes, 109n, 207
paryahka, 98, 134n
paryaväpnoti, 144, 145n
paryaya, 104n, 152
dharma- (Dharma discourse), 141,
144, 147, 148, 149, 152, 156,
157, 158, 159, 160
paryesate, 148
pas. See particle (Tib.)
Pasquali, Giorgio, 197n, 204n
Päsupata doctrine, 67
pavilion. See kütägära
Peking Kanjurs, 171, 190-191, 20In.
See also Berlin manuscript
Kanjur
conflated, 179n-180n
Kangxi Jffffi edition of, 165, 171,

redactional variants of P3, 171, 175176
stemmatic relations between Pi, P2
a n d i \ 173-177
Phug brag monestary, 170
'Phying ba sTag rtse, 177n-178
'Phying ba sTag rtse group of Kanjurs,
178, 181, 183, 185, 201n, 204
'Phying ba sTag rtse manuscript, 184
pinda, 117
pine tree, 126n
pisdei, 135
pitaka, 73
play upon words, 12In
poorhouse. See andthasdla
positive constituent in living beings, 81,
83
potentiality, 61
prddurbhavati, 62, 98n
pragmatism, 14, 79
prajhd, 103
Prajnäkaramati, 137n
prajhapta, 150n
prakrti, 51, 53, 119, 120n
citta-, 20, 21, 81
*prdnikotiniyutasatasahasra, 1 OOn
prdna(-bhüta), for "animal," 103n
prdpta at the end of a compound, 127n
prdsdda (palace), 94, 146n
*prdsddika (mdzes pa), 29, 102n, 105n
prasavati, 144
prathama (right after), 156n, 158n
pratibhdna (readiness in speech), 113,
123,153, 156n
pratibhdtu, 99n
pratigha, 104n
pratisamlayana, 97n
pratisrnoti, 102n
Pratityasamutpada, 40, 55, 82, 87, 104n,
107n
pratyabhijdnite, 65-66
*pratyaksa, 158n, 159
pratyaya, 87, 99
*pratyutpanna, 145n
Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhdvasthitasamddhisütra, 178
pravisati, 61
pravrajita (ordained), 144
*prayujyate, 159
prefix
of Skt. verbs, 93
of Tib. verbs, 93
pre-standardized texts in Tibet, 166,
211n

178,180-181
Otani reprint of, 165, 171, 179-181,
212
Qianlong fzilit edition of, 171, 178
revision of woodblocks of, 179n
technical identity of, 178, 180
Wanli JSM edition of, 165, 178,
180,204
Yongle 7lC^ edition of, 165, 178,
180,204
perfect passive participle with bhavati,
97n-98n
perfection. See samyaktva
phal eher, 95n
Phug brag manuscript Kanjur, 170-171,
191, 192n, 193-198, 200-201,
203-206, 208, 215
colophon missing, 211-212n
pagination of, 170
preserved original reading in, 198,
200, 208
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characteristics of, 68
prohibition
of killing, 76n
of meat consumption, 76n
propagation
of sutras, 33, 175n
of the TGS, 27, 33, 48, 76, 81, 144151,198
prthagjana, 138n
pudgala, 81
Pudgalapratisedhaprakarana, 81
punar, 98n, 112n
punctuation
of Chin, texts, 218-220
of Tib. texts, 173, 177, 215
punya (merit), 144, 147, 151, 175n
-abhisarhskära (accumulation), 33,
147,148-149
from the propagation of the TGS,
33,48, 149, 198
-ksetra, 149n
Punyabalävadäna, 178
puraskrta, 97
pürnacandra. See nyi zla
purusa (fathom), 120
purusäntara, 117
purusarsabha, 161
pustaka (book)
arrange into, 144, 147
-gata, 147n
preserve the TGS as, 160

Ratnagotravibhaga(vyakhya), 7, 16, 2 3 24, 39-40, 58, 78m, 80, 82, 90,
91
as Mahäyänottaratantrasästra, 82
author and commentator different,
85
different layers in, 24, 78, 85
quoting the TGS, 84-88, 90
Ratnagotravibhägavyäkhyä, 13, 16, 22n,
23, 29, 45, 46, 50, 54, 58-59,
60, 65n, 68, 76n, 80, 128n
quoting the TGS, 24n, 84-85, 106n,
136n
Ratnaküta, 146n
Ratnaraksita, 212n
*ratnasvabhäva, 101
ratnavitäna (jewel canopy), 97, 98n
rddhi, 100, 101, 145
rddhyabhisamskdra, 99
readiness in speech. See pratibhäna
recensional variant, 172-173, 177, 192,
204
recitation, 67
relics. See dhätu
religious values, internalization of, 33
resolution. See citta
result. See kärya
revelation
process of, 64
theory of, 14, 63
rgyal ba. Seejina
rgyu, 123n, 99n. See also hetu
rhythm
2-3-syllable in CA/, 218
4-3-syllable in CÄ2, 218
four-syllable in the Chin, prose, 201,
218
rice
monsoon rice. See vrihi
winter rice. See sali
Rin chen bzang po, 212n
rin chen spungs shad. See spungs shad
ripening, 13, 37-38, 43^14, 63, 64, 80,
87
Horn sems, 123n
mam pa, 118n
Roman manuscript tradition, 204n
rose apple tree, 125, 126n, 130
de Rossi Filibeck, Elena, 192n
rulai zang #n3f$Ü- See tathagatagarbha
rule. See säsana
Rumtek, 168
rüpa, 30, 31, 32, 102n, 122
rüpakakarmadhäraya, 141 n

Qianlong fzilit edition, 171, 178
quasi-synonym, 99n, 103n
RDE tu thoE for thoE, 198, 200
rugD (desire), 104, 106, 111, 126, 127
Räjagrha, 94
rang byung nyid. See svayambhütva
rang lus (*svakäya, *svadeha or
*svänga), used reflexive, 139n
rang stong, 67-68
rasa, 122
Ratnacchattra palace, 94
Ratnagotravibhaga, 12, 13, 15, 16, 21,
23-24, 33n, 47, 49, 52, 59, 60,
68,81,82,91, 117n, 118n,
119n, 128n
date of composition of, 78-79
quoting TGS2, 23-24, 86-88, 203
verse 1.27 of, 54, 58, 87, 88, 109n
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särdülavikridita, 78, 86
Säriputra, 17n, 128n, 142n, 148n
sarvajna, 144n
sarvajnajnäna, 152
säsana (rule), 155, 156n, 157n, 158,
201-202
sästra, 7, 84
satasahasra, 199, 143n. See also brgya
stong
satkäryaväda, 63n, 80, 87, 130n
sattva, 126n, 13 In
as "common living being," 14, 19,
38,46,53,61,76,120, 129n,
137,138n
active in one's own purification,
65-67, 76
becoming a bodhisattva, 143n
as container of a tathagata, 42
as dharmatä, 129n
as "energy," 95n-96n
as existing separate entity, 127n128n
as guna, 128n
as "life," 60, 135
definition of, 20, 38, 127, 130
four kinds of, 87
not distinct from bodhisattva, 67n
quasi-etymology of, 128n
sattvadhätu, 20, 21, 38, 127, 128n-129n
sba. See spa
sbubs, 49, 130n
Schmithausen, Lambert, 24, 78, 79
Schoening, Jeffrey D., 164n, 182
Sekoddesa, 178
self-love (ätmasneha), 82
serhn for sems can, 169
sems can. See sattva
Sengyouffffi, 14,69,71-73
Seyfort Ruegg, David, 44n, 46, 65n, 76n,
91
sgo, 118n, 209
sGra sbyor bampo gnyispa, 25, 166,
189n, 192, 199,210
sha stag, 95n, 96n
shad, 217
kyog, 217
(rin chen) spungs, 216
triple, 165
Sheldkar, 186
Shel dkar chos sde manuscript, 186, 190
Shel dkar manuscript Kanjur (L), 169,
186-191
serving as basis for the present

Sabda, 122
sadä-aparibhüta, IIa
sadä-paribhüta, IIa
Sadäparibhüta, 17, 77, 80, 152n
*Sadäpramuktarasmi, 16, 17, 27, 28,
33-34, 152-159
*Sadärasmimukta, 152n
Saddharmapundarikasütra, 10, 15, 17,
33, 54, 56-57, 60, 76, 77, 7980,81,91,92, 107n, 117n,
120n, 122n, 131n, 142n, 144n145n, 147n-148n, 152n, 154n,
155n, 156n, 157n, 158n, 197,
198, 396n
inconsistencies regarding the Tib.
colophon of, 212
old Tib. translations of, 26, 207, 213
rising stüpa in, 94n
sadevako lokah (world with its gods), 99,
127, i31, 144, 150, 160, 161
Säkyaprabha, 161, 211, 212
sali (winter rice), 89, 114, 115
Sälistambasütra, 63n, 178, 182
samädhi (absorption), 89, 130, 13 In,
145, 147n, 154
Samädhiräjasütra, 81n, 134n
samädhisamäpatti, 154n
samäpadyate, 145
samäpatti, 154
Sambandhapariksä, 192
sambhavati, 108n, 203
samdhärana, 160n
samdrsyate, 98n
sarhgha, 154
samgraha, 160n
sarhjnä, 121 a
samkhyäm gacchatilupeti, 108n
(sam)prakäsayati, 122, 129n, 144, 145n
samsära, 122, 132n, 134, 136
as wilderness, 38, 132
compared with a house, 12In
synonymous with bhava, 136n
samyaktva (perfection), established in,
29, 30, 106, 202
Sandhinirmocanasütra, 178
sangs rgyas nyid. See buddhatval°tä
sangs rgyas sa. See buddhabhümi
Sähkhya system, 80, 127n, 130n
saptaratna, 131, 138, 146n
confused with sarvaratna, 13 In,
146n
sära, 114
sarana, 131, 151
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critical edition, 215
Shel dkar monastery, 182n
Shel dkar rdzong, 182n
Shel dkar rdzong manuscript, 182
shes for zhes after -s, 207
shin du for shin tu, 168-169, 207-208
shin tu. See shin du
shing (tree), 154n
sigla, arrangement of, 216
Siksananda, 65n
sila, 33n
Sllendrabodhi, 21 In, 212
Silk, Jonathan, 19In
Sirhhadhvaja, 158
simile
as "Gleichnis," 34n-35n
factual situation of (Sachsphäre), 35
learning a single simile, 151
material sphere of (Bildsphäre), 35,
110n
nine, of the TGS, 27, 28, 31, 44, 92
arrangement of, 88
forced systematization of, 87
forming the essential part of the
TGS, 28
grouping of, 35n
in the RGV(V), 12, 78, 85-88
structure of, 28, 34-35
of the burning house (SP), 12 In
of the depressed woman (TGS), 23,
37, 38, 59, 60, 61, 62-64, 76,
87, 88n, 135-140
of the figures in molds (TGS), 38-39,
66, 86, 140-144
of the gold nugget (TGS), 23, 37, 81,
117-120
of the honey (TGS), 29, 36-37, 110113
of the kernels (TGS), 29, 37, 114116
of the lotus (TGS), 28-32, 35-36,
86n, 89, 102-109
heterogeneity of, 28-32, 64n,
105n
of the man with a jewel in his dress
(SP), 80
of the painted cloth (TUSN), 54, 5657, 61-62, 64n, 65-66, 106n
of the sprout in a seed (TGS), 23,
37-38, 59, 61, 62-63, 80, 81,
86-87, 125-131
of the tathagata image in rotten rags
(TGS), 38, 52, 89, 131-135

of the treasure (TGS), 37, 120-125
realistic spirit of, 31
taught by the tathagatas, 122, 156
Simonsson, Nils, 207, 213
Situ Rab brtan kun bzang 'phags pa, 186
Siva, 67, 115n
six elements of the body, 57, 60
skadgsar (New Terminology), 210-211,
212
shad gsar (b)cad, skad gsar chad
(Normative Prescription of
New Terminology), 21 On, 211212
skandha, 81
skill in means. See upäyakausalya
Skilling, Peter, 186n, 191
skog, 209
shi, 30, 102n, 105n
skyed. See bskyed
sloka, 21 On
smrti, 153
snyingpo, 13, 41, 47, 48-50, 109n. See
also garbha
sogs. See stsogs
Song Z period, 73
soteriology, 77
spa, 125n-126n
sphotayati, 14 In
spirituality, 64
spobs. See pratibhäna
sprastavya, 122
sprout, 37-38
spungs shad, 216
sravaka, 94, 145, 146n, 147n, 150, 15In,
161
Srävasti, 94n
sresthin (guild leader), 97
Sri Lanka, 75
Srimälädevisimhanädasütra, 82, 83n
statue
buddha statue, 52, 89, 140n
casting of, 38-39, 140-144
Steinkellner, Ernst, 164
stemma of the four main transmissional
lines of Tib, 193-206,211
stemmatic relations, principles for
establishing, 173, 203, 204
sthdniya, 12 In
Stog Palace manuscript Kanjur (S), 171,
186-191
conflated, 191
stsogs for sogs, 164, 166, 171, 207
stüpa, 146n, 148n, 155
rising (SP), 94n
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su. See particle (Tib.)
substantialist,
expressions for buddha-nature, 61,
81
notions of buddha-nature, 53, 58, 62,
64
sudden awakening, 39
sugata, 63, 124n, 133, 144, 152, 158
-Jnana, 52, 134
-käya, 51, 52, 63, 124, 130
Sükarikävadäna, 178
sunyata, 15, 68, 81-82
identified with tathagatagarbha, 68
Süramgamasamädhisütra, 21 ln-212n
Suwen ^tfqj, 20n
svabhdva, 58
svädhyäyati, 159
svayambhü, 115n, 151
svayambhütva, 51, 53, 61, 115
synonym. .See quasi-synonym
syntax
of Chi, close to Skt, 15 In
of CA^, close to Skt, 112n
of the Tibetan, 93
of Bth, close to Skt, 102n, 112n,
146n
Tabo manuscript Kanjur (A), 159n,
164-165, 172, 189n, 200-201,
208,217-218
colophon of, 211-212, 213n, 215
relation to other main groups of
transmission, 192-194, 196
198, 203-206
single variants in, 193-194, 198-200
Tabo monastery, 212
*tadyathdpi ndma, 30n
Taipei edition (Derge), 168
Taisho, 8, 213, 214, 218, 219
Takasaki Jikido rfiWBit, 24, 43, 78,
90-92, 109n, 113n-114n, 126n,
127n, 130n, 132n, 134n, 152n,

158n
tathägatacaksus (tathägata-vision), 29,
30, i03, 104, 105, 109, 115,
123, 130, 141, 142
tathagatagarbha ( ^ P ^ Ü ) , 12, 13, 18,
19n, 20, 21,22, 29, 30, 31,32,
36,51,53,55,81,86,89,91,
105, 106, 121, 189
analysis of the term, 39^16
as a separate entity, 18, 20, 26, 4 5 46,48,89, 122n, 151, 152n

as atman, 83
as bahuvrlhi, 12, 40, 43-45, 91,
122n
as "born from a tathagata," 45
as "tathägata-embryo," 43-44, 45,
48, 61, 63, 152n
as tatpurusa, 13, 40, 42-43, 45, 48,
89, 91
definition of, in the TGS, 32
identified with sunyata, 68
in the Gandavyühasütra, 40n
instead of tathagata]nana, 48, 12In,
202
interpretation of, in the RGVV, 84
introduction of the term, 32, 45
synonymous with
buddhadhdtu, 57
dharmakdya, 128n
teaching, 14, 15, 20, 32, 67, 133n
considered non-Buddhist, 82-84
classical, 83
consequences of, 38, 76
earliest stage of, 65
harmonization with other
Buddhist tenets, 68
occurrences in the TGS, 46^18
theory, 76, 79
danger for, 80
in China, 67-68
in India, 7, 67, 75
in Tibet, 67-68, 91
peculiarities of, 67
three interpretations of, 58, 80
translated into Tibetan, 44
tathagata]nana (tathägata-knowledge),
13,48,51,53,54,57,61-62,
80, 103, 104, 107, 121n,123,
124, 129, 141, 142, 143, 145,
150n
as a separate element, 54, 61-62
awareness of, 65-66
pervading living beings, 54, 61
realization of, 17, 157
tathdgatajndnadarsana (mental vision
of a tathagata), 51, 54, 110, 111,
112,133
tathdgatakdya, 51
tathdgatatva/°td (tathägatahood), 51, 58,
115
tathägata-vision. »See tathägatacaksus
tathagato 'rhan samyaksambuddhah, 99
*Tathdgatotpattisambhavanirdesa, 14,
15, 22n, 54, 56-57, 61-62, 64n,
65-66, 80
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tathaiva, 106n
tathatä, 13, 58, 61, 87, 105n-106n, 128n
Tauscher, Helmut, 192
technical identity of block prints, 178,
180
terminus ante quern
for TGS1ITGS2, 23-24
fortherGS, 15,77-79
tertium comparationis, 35, 37, 88
TGSi, 12, 16-24, 34
TGS2, 12, 16-24, 86, 89, 91
thag tu. See ma thag tu
Them spangs ma Kanjurs, 178, 181-182,
185, 186-191, 192n, 193-197,
200-201, 201, 203-206, 208,
215
archetype of, 215
colophon of, 211-212
therapeutic aspect of Buddhism, 82n
thirty-two marks of a Great Being. See
dvdtrimsan-mahdpurusalaksana
thob. See rab tu thob; 'thob
'thob for thob, 209
thog mar. See prathama
threefold character of buddha-nature, 85,
87-88
three-stage career sattva(dhdtu)bodhisattva-tathdgata, 38, 67n,
128n, 137-138
throne, 146n, 150
Tib, 50
mentioned in the lHan dkar
catalogue, 210
original wording not preserved, 202203
principles governing the critical
edition of, 214-215
subject to redaction, 24-25, 199
urtext of, 215
vocabulary along the New
Terminology, 210-211
Tibetanized form of numbers, 25
title of the TGS, 14, 68
of the Chinese translations of, 68,
69-75
original, 68, 69, 71-73, 74-75
Tödö Kyöshun Ü ^ ^ f t , 7, 90
Tokiwa Daijö 'MMJKfe, 70-72, 73, 90
Tokyo manuscript Kanjur (7), 172, 186—
191
Tola, Fernando, and Carmen Dragonetti,
91

transformation, essential, not necessary
for attaining buddhahood, 6263
translating into Chinese, act of, 22n
translation of the 7GS
first, 77
literal, 46, 50
transliteration, 25, 68n, 125n-126n, 207,
215
transmissional variant, 172-173, 177,
203
treasure. See nidhi
tribhava, 113n
Trimsikd, 15m, 78-79
quoting the Lahkdvatdrasütra, 79
tristubh, 78, 86
trsnd (longing), 104, 106, 127
true nature. See dharmatä
Tshal Gung thang monastery, 177
Tshal pa edition, 177, 178
Tshal pa Kanjurs, 177-186, 191, 192n,
193-197, 200-201, 203-206,
208,210,215
colophon of, 211-212
tsheg, missing between the syllables of
well-established terms in Bth,
166
tshul. See netri
tusa, 114
Udänavarga, 178
uddisati, 159
udgrhndti, 144, 159n
upaklesa (impurity), 104n, 107n, 108,
110, 111, 133
upamdna, 28
adaption to the upameya, 30
correspondence to the upameya, 32,
33, 64n
isomorphic relation between
upamdna and upameya, 64n, 66
upameya, 29, 64
correspondence to the upamdna, 32,
33, 64n
in the lotus simile, 32-33
isomorphic relation between
upameya and upamdna, 64n, 66
vocabulary adapted to the upamdna,
36, 53, 60, 61, 66
updya, 15, 80, 82n
updyakausalya (skill in means), 36, 110,
111,112n, 122n, 156n
urtext of Tib, 215
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utpanna, 60n
rendered as zhugs, 24n, 135n, 136n,
137n
Väcayati, 144, 145n
vaipulya, 68, 73, 101
vaisdradydni, catväri, 121, 123
vaitulya, 68
vajra, 14 In
-like hammer of the Dharma, 141
Vajrabodhi (teacher of Amoghavajra),
75
Vajramati, 28, 34
confused with Vyäghramati, 396n
identified with *Anantarasmi, 157,
158
variant
degree of probability, 173
essential, 174
evaluation of each variant on a caseby-case basis, 214-215
recensional, 172-173, 177, 192, 204
redactional, 171, 172, 175-176
transmissional, 172-173, 177, 203
two main kinds of, 172-173
varna, 153
vasikrta, 158n
Vasubandhu, 78, 79, 81, 88
Vätsiputriya, 81
Vedänta, 60n
vegetarianism, 76n
verb (Tib.)
combined with 'gyur, 98n
indicating hierarchic level, 25
irregular forms, 208-210
position in the sentence, 25, 26
verse, 32, 56
1.101 of the RGV, 47, 49, 86
10.10 of the TGS, 48, 151
of the lotus simile, 30, 31-32
triplet, 78, 86
with only seven syllables per päda in
Bth, 116n
vetra. See cane
vijiiäna, 8In
vijndnadhdtu. See dhdtu
Vijnänaväda. See Yogäcära
vijneya, 156
vikurvita, 101
Vimalakirtinirdesa, IIa, 178
vimdnasrestha (excellent palace), 150,
151
vimoksa, 154

Vinaya section, 178
vindyaka. See ndyaka
vlra (hero), 150, 151
vlrya (energy), 33n, 38, 67, 76, 137, 139
Visnu, 115n
vrihi (monsoon rice), 114, 115
Vyäghramati, confused with Vajramati,
396n
vydpdda (malice), 104n, 111
Wanli JJM edition. See Peking Kanjurs
wax, 36n, 140, 143
Wei daipusajing IHMT^IIIIM, 69n, 70
Wen mingxian jingfa\^fS.^., 73
Western Jin f- dynasty, 69
winter rice. See sali
Wirkungsgeschichte, 7
womb, 13, 34, 37, 38, 39n, 41, 42, 4 3 44,45,49,51,59,60,62,63,
64n, 76, 81n, 84, 86, 87, 88n,
89, 94n, 104n, 108n, 127, 135,
137n, 138, 139, 153, 154, 155
world system. See lokadhdtu
world with its gods. See sadevako lokah
worldly
engagement over theoretical
concerns, 65
orientation, 76, 77n
wu zang TLWL (flve internal organs), 20n
XLn weL PL chLjLng ffMiS£f!M, 74
xingn, 30, 102n
YDbtDgs, 164,217
yadd ... tadd, 107, 135n
yais for: ye shes, 170
yang (or: kyang), 96n, 98n, 112n, 155n
turning into 'ang, 170
yathd, 113n, 114n, 143
yathdpi, 120n
ydvat, 155n
ye dharma formula, 369
Yeshessde, 161,210,211,212
yena ("so that"), 112n, 113n, 143
yi, syllable forming, changed to 'i, 207
yi rangs for yid rangs, 197
yid rangs. See yi rangs
Yixi j|ffi period, 69, 74
Yogäcära, 7, 68, 78, 79
yog(s), 209-210
yojana, 146, 150
yon tan. See yton

Yongle T K ^ edition. See Peking
Kanjurs
yton for yon tan, 170
Zacchetti, Stefano, 22n
zags, 208
zang Ü
as translation term, 73
for garbha, 20
zer. See gzer
Zhalu, 191n
zhes, 109n, 207
Zhiseng ^ # , 70n
zhong sheng ^ ^ £ . .See sattva
Zhonghua Dazangjing ^^P^viKfe 8
Zhongjing mulu mff § , 69-70, 73,
74
Zhu Daozu ^jjtffi, 71, 72
zla gang. See nyi zla
Zla gang, 197
zla nya. See nyi zla

